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1. Prof. Dr. Stefan Schuster (Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena, Jena)

2. PD Dr. Thomas Hinze (Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena, Jena)

3. Prof. Dr. Peter Ruo� (Universität Stavanger, Stavanger, Norwegen)

Day of public defense/Tag der ö�entlichen Verteidigung: 29.07.2014



❆❜ ❛❝

❈②❝❧✐❝♣♦❝❡❡✐♥❜✐♦❧♦❣②❛❡✉❜✐✉✐♦✉✿❤❡②❝❛♥❜❡❢♦✉♥❞✐♥♥❡❛❧②❡✈❡②♦❣❛♥✲
✐♠♦♥❡❛ ❤✳❚❤❡✐♠❡✲❝❛❧❡♦❢❤❡❡♣♦❝❡❡✈❛②❢♦♠♠✐❝♦❡❝♦♥❞✱✐♥❤❡❝❛❡
♦❢❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✱♦✈❡❤♦✉ ✱✐♥❤❡❝❛❡♦❢❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✱♦②❡❛ ✐♥❤❡
❝❛❡♦❢✐♥❡❝❡❝❧♦✐♦♥❤②❤♠✳❋✉❤❡♠♦❡✱❤❡♣❛✐❛❧❝❛❧❡✐❤✉❣❡✿✐ ❛♥❣❡❢♦♠
❝②❝❧✐❝♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛♣♦❝❡❡✇✐❤✐♥♦♥❡❝❡❧❧✱❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡✐♥✐♥❣❧❡❝❡❧❧❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✱
♦✈❡❝♦♠♣❧❡①♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♥❡✇♦❦♦❢❤♦✉❛♥❞♦❢♥❡✉♦♥✐♥❤❡♠❛♠♠❛❧✐❛♥❝✐❝❛✲
❞✐❛♥♣❛❝❡♠❛❦❡✱♦♣♦♣✉❧❛✐♦♥✇✐❞❡♣❡❞❛♦✲♣❡②♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳❚❤✐ ❤❡✐♣✐❝❦♦✉
❤❡❡❡①❛♠♣❧❡❢♦♠❤✐❡♥♦♠♦✉ ♣❡❝ ✉♠♦❢❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❛♥❛❧②③❡
♣♦♣❡✐❡❛♥❞❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡♦❢❤❡❡❤②❤♠✐♥❛❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧♠❛♥♥❡✳
❚❤❡ ✉❡ ✐♦♥❛❜♦✉❤❡♣✉♣♦❡♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✲
✐♦♥✐ ✐❧❧♥♦❝♦♠♣❧❡❡❧②❛♥✇❡❡❞✳ ❲✐❤♦✉❞♦✉❜✱❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣✐❣♥❛❧❝❛✐❡
✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥❛❜♦✉ ❤❡❡① ❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥❛♥❞✐ ❞❡❝♦❞❡❞✐♥♦ ❤❡❝♦ ❡❝
❡♣♦♥❡♦❢❤❡❝❡❧❧✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤❡❤②♣♦❤❡✐♦❢❢❡✉❡♥❝②❡♥❝♦❞❡❞✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✐
♥♦✇❛❞❛② ❝❤❛❧❧❡♥❣❡❞❜②❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❛♥❞❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧ ✉❞✐❡ ❤♦✇✐♥❣❧❛❣❡✈❛✐❛✲
✐♦♥✐♥❤❡✐♥❡✈❛❧❜❡✇❡❡♥ ✉❜❡✉❡♥❈❛2+ ♣✐❦❡ ❞✉❡♦❛❛♥❞♦♠♣✐❦❡❣❡♥✲
❡❛✐♦♥✳ ❚❤❡❡❢♦❡✱♦✉✜ ✉❞②❛♥❛❧②③❡❞ ❤❡ ❡❧❛✐♦♥❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡❛♥❞
❡❛❞②✲❛❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡❝❡❧❧✳❯✐♥❣❛♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧♠♦❞❡❧✱✇❡♣♦✈❡❞
❤❛❢♦❛❝♦♥✈❡①❈❛2+❡✤✉①❦✐♥❡✐❝ ❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✐❧♦✇❡✱✇❤✐❝❤
❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡♦✉ ✐♥❝❡❈❛2+✐ ♦①✐❝✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❢♦❝♦♥❝❛✈❡❦✐♥❡✐❝ ❤✐ ❡❧❛✲
✐♦♥✐ ❡✈❡❡❞❛♥❞❤❡❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❞❛❛❡✈❡❛❧❡❞❤❛ ❤✐ ❡❡♠❜❧❡
❤❡♥❛✉❛❧ ✐✉❛✐♦♥✳ ❲❡❜❡❧✐❡✈❡❤❛ ❤❡✐♥❝❡❛❡❞❛✈❡❛❣❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥
❝♦✉❧❞❛❝✉❛❧❧②✉♣♣♦ ❤❡❛♥❞♦♠❈❛2+ ♣✐❦❡❣❡♥❡❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❤✉✱❧❡❛❞♦❛♠♦❡
❡❣✉❧❛♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳■♥❤❡❡❝♦♥❞ ✉❞②✇❡❛♥❛❧②③❡❞✐❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧❧❡❛❞
♦❛ ♦♥❣❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❞♦✇♥ ❡❛♠❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥❝♦♠♣❛❡❞♦❝♦♥❛♥ ✐❣♥❛❧✳
■♥❞❡❡❞✇❡❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ❤✐✐ ❤❡❝❛❡✐❢❤❡❦✐♥❡✐❝✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞✐♥❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡
❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥♣♦❡ ❝♦♥✈❡①♣❛ ✱❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❞✉❡♦❝♦♦♣❡❛✐✈❡❈❛2+❜✐♥❞✐♥❣✳
❙✐♠✐❧❛ ♦❜❡✈❛✐♦♥✇❡❡♠❛❞❡❜❡❢♦❡✐♥❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥ ❛♥❞❛❝♦♠♣❛✐♦♥✇✐❤♦✉
❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❡✉❧ ❡✈❡❛❧❡❞❛❤✐❣❤❞❡❣❡❡♦❢❝♦♥✐❡♥❝❡✳
❆❢✉ ❤❡♣♦♠✐♥❡♥❡①❛♠♣❧❡♦❢❛❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❤②❤♠✐ ❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✳❚❤❡
②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢❤✐ ❤②❤♠♦❧✐❣❤❤❛♦❢❡♥❜❡❡♥ ✉❞✐❡❞✱❤♦✇❡✈❡ ❤❡❤②❤♠
❝❛♥❛❧♦❜❡✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡❞❛♥❞②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❞❜②❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✳■♥❛✜ ✉❞②✇❡ ❡✲
❝♦♥ ✉❝❡❞❛❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦♠♦❞❡❧❢♦ ❤❡✉♥✐❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❣❡❡♥❛❧❣❛❡❈❤❧❛♠②❞♦♠♦♥❛
❡✐♥❤❛❞✐✐✐♥❝❧✉❞✐♥❣❝❤❛♥❣✐♥❣❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡✇✐❤✈❛②✐♥❣❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥❛❧❡♠♣❡❛✲
✉❡✳❆♥✐♠♣♦❛♥♣♦♣❡②♦❢❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✐ ❤❛✐ ♣❡✐♦❞✐✐♥❡♥✐✐✈❡
♦❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥❛❧❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝❤❛♥❣❡✳❇❛❡❞♦♥❡✉❧ ❜②❘✉♦✛❡ ❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✸✮✇❡
♠❛♥✉❛❧❧②❞❡✐❣♥❡❞✉❝❤❛ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❛♥❞❤❡♥❛♥❛❧②③❡❞
✐ ♣♦❡♥✐❛❧♦❡♥❛✐♥♦❛♥❡①❡♥❛❧❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❤②❤♠✇✐❤❛24❤♣❡✐♦❞✳ ❲❡



✐✈

❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ❜♦❤❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥❝❛♥❜❡❝♦♥❛❞✐❝♦②✇❤✐❝❤♠♦✲
✐✈❛❡❞✉ ♦❛♥❛❧②③❡❤❡♠✐♥♠♦❡❞❡❛✐❧✳ ❚♦❞♦ ♦✇❡❞❡✈❡❧♦♣❡❞❛♥❛❧❣♦✐❤♠
♦②❡♠❛✐❝❛❧❧②❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✇✐❤✐♥❛♣❡❝✐✜❡❞❡♠♣❡❛✉❡
❛♥❣❡✐♥❛❜✐ ❛②♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ♠♦❞❡❧✳ ❚❤✐❛❧❣♦✐❤♠✇❛ ❤❡♥❛♣♣❧✐❡❞ ♦ ❡✈❡❛❧
♠♦❞❡❧ ♣♦♣♦❡❞✐♥❤❡❧✐❡❛✉❡❛♥❞❢♦✉♥❞❤❛❡♣❡❝✐❛❧❧②♠✐♥✐♠❛❧♠♦❞❡❧❛❡❞✐❢✲
✜❝✉❧ ♦❝♦♠♣❡♥❛❡✱✇❤✐❝❤✐♣♦❜❛❜❧②❞✉❡♦♠✐✐♥❣♣❛ ✐♥❤❡❡♠♦❞❡❧✳■♥
❝♦♥❛✱✈❡②❞❡❛✐❧❡❞♠♦❞❡❧ ✭❡✳❣✳ ❤❡❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐♠♦❞❡❧✮ ❤♦✇❡❞ ❤❡♣♦❜❧❡♠
❤❛ ❤❡✐ ❤②❤♠✈❛♥✐❤❡❞❛ ❤✐❣❤❡ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✳ ❚❤✉✱✐✐♥❡❝❡ ❛②♦❛❦❡
✐♥♦❛❝❝♦✉♥❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②✐❞❡♥✐✜❡❞❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐♥❡♥✐✐✈❡❡❛❝✐♦♥✱✇❤✐❝❤❝❛♥
❜❡❡❛✐❧②❞♦♥❡✇✐❤✐♥♦✉ ❞❡✈❡❧♦♣❡❞❛❧❣♦✐❤♠✳■♥❛♥♦❤❡ ✉❞②✇❡✐♥✈❡ ✐❣❛❡❞
❤❡✐♥❡❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦❢❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✳ ❲❡♣♦✈❡❞❛♥✲
❛❧②✐❝❛❧❧②❤❛ ♦♥❧②❛❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛❡❞❤②❤♠♣❡❡✈❡ ❤❡ ❛♥❣❡♦❢✐
❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✉♥❞❡❞✐✛❡❡♥♠❡❛♥ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✳❚❤❡❡❢♦❡✱❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✲
✐♦♥❝♦✉❧❞❤❛✈❡❡✈♦❧✈❡❞♦❡♥✉❡❤❡❛♠❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥♣♦ ✐❜✐❧✐✐❡♦✈❡ ❤❡❡❛♦♥✳
■♥❛❞❞✐✐♦♥✱✇❡♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧❧②❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❧✐❡❛✉❡♠♦❞❡❧✇✐❤❞✐✛❡❡♥❞❡❣❡❡♦❢❡♠✲
♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞❜②♦✉♣❡✈✐♦✉❧②❞❡✈❡❧♦♣❡❞❛❧❣♦✐❤♠✳ ❲❡❢♦✉♥❞
❤❛ ❛❧♦❤❡✇❛✈❡❢♦♠♦❢ ❤❡ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐❣♥❛❧✱✐♥✉♦✐❞❛❧♦ ❡❝❛♥❣✉❧❛✱✐♥✢✉✲
❡♥❝❡ ❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❡❣✐♦♥✳ ❲❤✐❧❡❡❝❛♥❣✉❧❛ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐❣♥❛❧❤❛✈❡❛❜♦❛❞❡
❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❡❣✐♦♥❢♦ ♠❛❧❧❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡✱❤❡②❣❡♥❡❛❧❧②❧❡❛❞♦♣❡✐♦❞✲❞♦✉❜❧✐♥❣♦
❝❤❛♦✐❝❡❣✐♦♥❢♦❧❛❣❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❛♥❞❤✉✱❤❛✈❡❛♠❛❧❧❡ ❡✛❡❝✐✈❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥
❡❣✐♦♥✳❚❤✐❤❛ ♦❜❡❛❦❡♥✐♥♦❛❝❝♦✉♥✇❤❡♥❞❡✐❣♥✐♥❣❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥
✐♥❝❡❛✐♥✉♦✐❞❛❧❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ✐❣♥❛❧❡❡♠❜❧❡ ❤❡♥❛✉❛❧✐✉❛✐♦♥✳
❲❡❛❧ ♦♠♦❞❡❧❡❞❡✈❡❛❧❤✉♥❞❡❞♦❢♥❡✉♦♥✐♥❤❡❝❡♥❛❧❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♣❛❝❡♠❛❦❡
♦❢♠❛♠♠❛❧✱❤❡ ✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝♥✉❝❧❡✉✭❙❈◆✮✱❛♥❞❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❤❡❛❞❛♣❛✐♦♥♦❢
✐ ❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠♦❡❛♦♥❛❧❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❧❡♥❣❤♦❢❞❛②✐♠❡✳❊①♣❡✐♠❡♥ ✐♥♠✐❝❡
❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ❤❡♦✈❡❛❧❧❧❡♥❣❤♦❢❡❧❡❝ ✐❝❛❧❛❝✐✈✐②♦❢❤❡❙❈◆❝❤❛♥❣❡♦✈❡ ❤❡❡❛♦♥✳
❯✐♥❣♦✉♠♦❞❡❧✇❡ ❤♦✇❡❞ ❤❛ ❤✐ ❝❛♥❜❡❡❧❛❡❞♦♣♦♣❡✐❡♦❢❤❡♥❡✇♦❦
❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♥❣❤❡♥❡✉♦♥✳■♥♣❛✐❝✉❧❛✇❡❢♦✉♥❞ ❤❛✐♥♦❞✉❝✐♥❣♠♦❡❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥
❜❡✇❡❡♥♥❡✉♦♥❧❡❛❞ ♦❛✇❡❧❧②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❞❤♦ ♥❡✉♦♥❛❧❛❝✐✈✐②❝❤❛❛❝❡✐✐❝
❢♦♠✐❝❡❧✐✈✐♥❣✐♥✇✐♥❡✳■♥❝♦♥❛ ♦❤✐ ❡❞✉❝✐♥❣❤❡❛♠♦✉♥♦❢❤❡❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥
❧❡❛❞♦❛❜♦❛❞❧②❞✐ ✐❜✉❡❞❡❧❡❝✐❝❛❧❛❝✐✈✐②♦❢❤❡♥❡✉♦♥❝❤❛❛❝❡✐✐❝❢♦♠✐❝❡
❧✐✈✐♥❣✐♥✉♠♠❡✳❆♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐ ❡✈❡❛❧ ❤❛ ❤❡❜♦❛❞❡❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥✐
❡❧❛❡❞♦❤❡✐♥♦❞✉❝✐♦♥♦❢♥❡✇♦❦❝♦♠♠✉♥✐✐❡ ❤❛❛❡✇❡❧❧❝♦♥♥❡❝❡❞✇✐❤✐♥
❡❛❝❤♦❤❡ ❜✉ ♥♦ ❜❡✇❡❡♥❡❛❝❤♦❤❡✳ ❇②❤❡✈❡② ❛♠❡♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠♦✉ ♠♦❞❡❧
✇❛ ❛❜❧❡♦❡①♣❧❛✐♥❤❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②♦❜❡✈❡❞❡❞✉❝❡❞♣❤❛❡❡♣♦♥❡♦❢♠✐❝❡✬
❝❧♦❝❦✐♥✉♠♠❡✳❙✐♥❝❡❤❡♥❡✉♦♥❛❡♥♦✇❡❧❧ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❞✱❤❡✐♦✈❡❛❧❧♣❤❛❡
❡♣♦♥❡♦❛❧✐❣❤♣✉❧❡✐❞✐♠✐♥✐❤❡❞✳
❲✐ ❤❤❡✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣❦♥♦✇❧❡❞❣❡❛❜♦✉♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛ ✐♥❡❛❝✐♦♥✐♥❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧②❡♠
❛♥❞❤❡ ❡✈❡❧❛✐♦♥♦❢✉♥❞❡❧②✐♥❣♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡✱❤❡ ❝✐❡♥✐✜❝❝♦♠♠✉♥✐②♠❛② ❛ ♦
❝♦♥✐❞❡ ❤❡❛ ✐✜❝✐❛❧❞❡✐❣♥♦❢❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧②❡♠✳❚❤❡❡❧❛✐✈❡❧②♥❡✇✜❡❧❞♦❢②♥✲
❤❡✐❝❜✐♦❧♦❣②❤❛ ❤❡❛✐♠ ♦❞❡✐❣♥❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❝✐❝✉✐ ❢♦♠❜❛✐❝♠♦❞✉❧❡ ❤❛
❢✉❧✜❧❧❛♣❡❝✐✜❡❞❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✳■♥♦✉✜ ✇♦ ✉❞✐❡✇❡❡♥✈✐✐♦♥❡❞❛♥❞✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞
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❛❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧♣❤❛❡❧♦❝❦❡❞❧♦♦♣✭▲▲✮✳❚❤✐❝♦♥♦❧✲②❡♠✐❞❡✐❣♥❡❞♦❛❞❛♣ ❤❡
❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢❛❝♦❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ♦❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢❛♥❡①❡♥❛❧✐❣♥❛❧✳❖✉❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧
✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❤✐♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡❝♦♠♣✐❡12♣❡❝✐❡❛♥❞❤❡❢♦❧❧♦✇✐♥❣♠♦❞✉❧❡✿❛
❝♦❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✱♠♦❞❡❧❡❞❜②❛●♦♦❞✇✐♥✲②♣❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✇✐❤❛❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✱❛
♠✉❧✐♣❧✐❝❛✐♦♥✉♥✐✱♠♦❞❡❧❡❞❜②❛❞✐♠❡✐③❛✐♦♥❡❛❝✐♦♥✱❛❧♦✇✲♣❛ ✜❧❡✱♠♦❞❡❧❡❞
❜②❛❧✐♥❡❛❡♥③②♠❡❝❛❝❛❞❡❛♥❞❛♥❛❝✉❛♦✱♠♦❞❡❧❡❞❜②❛♥❡♥③②♠❡❞❡❣❛❞✐♥❣♦♥❡
♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ♣❡❝✐❡✳ ❖✉✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧ ▲▲ ❤♦✇❡❞ ❤❡
❡①♣❡❝❡❞❜❡❤❛✈✐♦♦❢❢❡✉❡♥❝②❛❞❛♣❛✐♦♥✳❚❤❡❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡♦❢♦✉♣♦♣♦❡❞♠♦❞✉❧❛
❞❡✐❣♥✐ ❤❛❡❛❝❤♠♦❞✉❧❡❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❡♣❧❛❝❡❞❜②❛♥♦❤❡ ❡❛❝✐♦♥②❡♠❤❛✈✐♥❣❛
✐♠✐❧❛❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✳ ❲❡❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ❛✐❣♥✐✜❝❛♥❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡♦♠♦ ❛♥❛❧♦❣❡❝❤♥✐❝❛❧
❞❡✐❣♥✐ ❤❡❛❜❡♥❝❡♦❢♥❡❣❛✐✈❡✈❛❧✉❡✳❚❤✉✱❡❛❝❤❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❝✐❝✉✐❛❧✇❛②❤❛ ♦
♦♣❡❛❡❛♦✉♥❞❛❝❡❛✐♥♥♦♠✐♥❛❧♣♦✐♥✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡❞❜②❛♥✧❛✈❡❛❣❡✧❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥❛❧
✐❣♥❛❧✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤✐ ✐♥♦ ❤❡❝❛❡❢♦❝✐❝✉✐ ♣❡❢♦♠✐♥❣❞✐❣✐❛❧♦♣❡❛✐♦♥✳■♥
♦✉ ❤✐❞ ✉❞②✇❡✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞❛❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐✈✐❞❡1:17✉✐♥❣❛❜✐♥❛②
❝♦✉♥❡✇✐❤5❜✐ ✳❚❤✐ ❡❡♠✐♥❣❧② ❛♥❣❡❛✐♦✐♠♦✐✈❛❡❞❜②❤❡✉♥✉✉❛❧13♦
17✲②❡❛❡❝❧♦✐♦♥❤②❤♠♦❢❤❡✐♥❡❝❣❡♥✉▼❛❣✐❝✐❝❛❞❛✳❚❤❡❜✐ ❛❡✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞
❛❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧✢✐♣✲✢♦♣✉✐♥❣◆❖❘✲❣❛❡❛❞❡♠♦♥ ❛❡❞❜②❍✐♥③❡❡ ❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✾✮✳❚❤❡②
❝②❝❧❡❤♦✉❣❤17❞✐✛❡❡♥ ❛❡✱✇❤❡❡❡❛❝❤♥❡✇ ❛❡✐ ✐❣❣❡❡❞❜②❛♥✐♥❡♥❛❧
♦❛♥❡①❡♥❛❧❛♥♥✉❛❧♣❡✐♦❞✐❝✐❣♥❛❧✱✇❤✐❝❤❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❤❡❛✈❛✐❧❛❜✐❧✐②♦❢♥✉✐❡♥ ✐♥
❤❡♦✐❧✳❈♦♠♣❛❡❞♦❛♥❛♥❛❧♦❣✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❡❣❛♦✱❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡✱♦♥❡✇❤✐❝❤ ✐❣❣❡
❛♥❡❝❧♦✐♦♥✐❣♥❛❧❛❢❡❛❝❡❛✐♥❤❡❤♦❧❞✐ ❡❛❝❤❡❞✱❤❡❞✐❣✐❛❧❞❡✐❣♥✐♠✉❝❤
♠♦❡♦❜✉ ♦✐♥❡♥❛❧❛♥❞❡①❡♥❛❧♥♦✐❡✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤✐ ♦❜✉♥❡ ❝♦♠❡❛ ❤❡
❝♦ ♦❢❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡❧②150✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞♣❡❝✐❡✳ ❚❤❡❡❢♦❡✱✇❡❞♦♥♦❡①♣❡❝ ♦✜♥❞
✉❝❤❛❞❡✈✐❝❡✐♥❤❡♥❛✉❛❧❧②❡✈♦❧✈❡❞♦❣❛♥✐♠✳◆❡✈❡❤❡❧❡ ✱❛❣❛✐♥❤❡♠♦❞✉❧❛
✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❛✐♦♥❛❧❧♦✇ ♦❡♣❧❛❝❡♠♦❞✉❧❡✳❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡✱❛❢❡ ❡♣❧❛❝✐♥❣❤❡❛♥♥✉❛❧
✐❣♥❛❧❜②❞✐✛❡❡♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❛✐♦♥✇❡♦❜❡✈❡❞♦❤❡ ❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐✈✐❞❡
❛✐♦✿1:6✱1:5❛♥❞1:3✳❚❤✉✱♠♦❞✉❧❡❡♣❧❛❝❡♠❡♥❝♦✉❧❞❡①♣❧❛✐♥❤❡♥❛✉❛❧
♦❝❝✉❡♥❝❡♦❢13❛♥❞17②❡❛❡❝❧♦✐♦♥❤②❤♠✳
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❩✉❛♠♠❡♥❢❛ ✉♥❣

❩②❦❧✐❝❤❡ ♦③❡❡✐♥❞❜❡❛❧❧✐♥❞❡◆❛✉③✉❜❡♦❜❛❝❤❡♥✳❉✐❡❡ ♦③❡❡✜♥❞❡♥
❛✉❢❡❤✈❡❝❤✐❡❞❡♥❡♥❩❡✐❦❛❧❡♥ ❛✿✈♦♥▼✐❦♦❡❦✉♥❞❡♥✐♠❋❛❧❧✈♦♥❈❛2+❖③✐❧✲
❧❛✐♦♥❡♥✱❜❡❙✉♥❞❡♥❜❡✐♠❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❡♥❘❤②❤♠✉❜✐❤✐♥③✉♠❡❤❥❤✐❣❡♥●❡♥❡✲
❛✐♦♥❤②❤♠❡♥❜❡ ✐♠♠❡■♥❡❦❡♥❛❡♥✳❆✉❝❤❞✐❡ ✉♠❧✐❝❤❡♥❆✉♠❛ ❡✈❛✐✐❡❡♥
❛❦✿✈♦♥❡✐♥♠♦❧❡❦✉❧❛❡♥③②❦❧✐❝❤❡♥ ♦③❡❡♥✐♥❩❡❧❧❡♥✱ ❜❡ ❛✉❡♥❞❡❦♦♠♣❧❡①
✈❡❝❤❛❧❡❡❝❤✇✐♥❣❡♥❞❡◆❡✉♦♥❡♥✐♥❞❡✐♥♥❡❡♥❯❤✈♦♥❙✉❣❡✐❡❡♥✱❜✐❤✐♥③✉
♣❡✐♦❞✐❝❤❡♥❙❝❤✇❛♥❦✉♥❣❡♥✐♥❘✉❜❡✲❇❡✉❡ ♦♣✉❧❛✐♦♥❡♥✳■♥♠❡✐♥❡❉♦❦♦❛❜❡✐
❤❛❜❡✐❝❤❞❡✐❇❡✐♣✐❡❧❡❢ ❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❤❡❖③✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❡♥❛✉❞✐❡❡♠❜❡❛❝❤❧✐❝❤❡♥❙♣❡❦✲
✉♠❛✉❣❡✇❤❧✉♥❞❤✐♥✐❝❤❧✐❝❤✐❤❡❊✐❣❡♥❝❤❛❢❡♥✉♥❞❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥❡❱♦ ❡✐❧❡♠✐
❤❡♦❡✐❝❤❡♥▼❡❤♦❞❡♥✉♥❡✉❝❤✳
❉✐❡❇❡❞❡✉✉♥❣✈♦♥❖③✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❡♥✐♥❞❡✐♥❛③❡❧❧✉❧ ❡♥❈❛2+❑♦♥③❡♥ ❛✐♦♥✐
♥❛❝❤✇✐❡✈♦♥✐❝❤✈♦❧❧ ♥❞✐❣✈❡ ❛♥❞❡♥✳❊ ❡❤❛✉❡❋❛❣❡✱❞❛ ❞✐❡❡ ❝❤✇✐♥✲
❣❡♥❞❡❙✐❣♥❛❧■♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥❡♥❜❡❞✐❡❯♠❣❡❜✉♥❣❛♥❞✐❡❩❡❧❧❡✇❡✐❡❣✐❜✱✇♦♥❛❝❤❞✐❡❡
❞❛♥♥✐♥❛♥❣❡♠❡ ❡♥❡❲❡✐ ❡❡❛❣✐❡✳❚♦③❞❡♠✇✐❞❞✐❡❍②♣♦❤❡❡✱✇✐❡❞✐❡❡■♥❢♦✲
♠❛✐♦♥❦♦❞✐❡ ✇✐❞✱♥♠❧✐❝❤ ❜❡ ❞✐❡❋❡✉❡♥③❦♦❞✐❡✉♥❣✱❤❡✉③✉❛❣❡❞✉❝❤♥❡✉❡
❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❡❧❧❡✉♥❞❤❡♦❡✐❝❤❡❊❣❡❜♥✐❡✐♥❋❛❣❡❣❡❡❧❧✳❉✐❡❡③❡✐❣❡♥✱❞❛ ❡
❣♦❡❱❛✐❛✐♦♥❡♥③✇✐❝❤❡♥❛✉❢❡✐♥❛♥❞❡❢♦❧❣❡♥❞❡♥❈❛2+❑♦♥③❡♥ ❛✐♦♥♣✐③❡♥❣✐❜✱
❞✐❡❞✉❝❤❞❛③✉❢❧❧✐❣❡ ✛♥❡♥✈♦♥❈❛2+❑❛♥❧❡♥✱❞❡♥■3✲❘❡③❡♣♦❡♥✱✈❡✉ ❛❝❤
✇❡❞❡♥✳■♥❡✐♥❡❡ ❡♥❙✉❞✐❡✈❡❣❧✐❝❤❡♥✇✐❞✐❡♠✐ ❧❡❡❑♦♥③❡♥❛✐♦♥✈♦♥♦③✐❧❧✐❡✲
❡♥❞❡♠❝②♦♦❧✐❝❤❡♠❈❛2+♠✐ ❞❡ ❛✐♦♥❡♥❈❛2+❑♦♥③❡♥ ❛✐♦♥✳ ❲✐❦♦♥♥❡♥
❜❡✇❡✐❡♥✱❞❛ ❜❡✐❡✐♥❡❦♦♥✈❡①❡♥❈❛2+❆✉✢✉❑✐♥❡✐❦❞✐❡❣❡♠✐❡❧❡❈❛2+❑♦♥③❡♥✲
❛✐♦♥✐♠❈②♦♦❧❣❡✐♥❣❡✐ ❛❧❞✐❡ ❛✐♦♥❡❈❛2+❑♦♥③❡♥ ❛✐♦♥✳❉❛❡❤❤♦❤❡
❈❛2+❑♦♥③❡♥ ❛✐♦♥❡♥♦①✐❝❤❢ ❞✐❡❩❡❧❧❡✐♥❞✱❦♥♥❡❞✐❡❡✐♥❱♦❡✐❧❡✐♥✳■♠❋❛❧❧❡
❦♦♥❦❛✈❡❑✐♥❡✐❦❡♥❞❡❤ ✐❝❤❞❛❱❡❤❧♥✐✉♠✿❞✐❡♠✐ ❧❡❡❈❛2+❑♦♥③❡♥ ❛✐♦♥
❧✐❡❣ ❜❡❞❡ ❛✐♦♥❡♥❑♦♥③❡♥❛✐♦♥✳◆❛❝❤❞❡❆♥❛❧②❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❡❧❧❡❉❛❡♥
❢❛♥❞❡♥✇✐❤❡❛✉✱❞❛ ❞✐❡❞❡♥❛ ❧✐❝❤❡♥❙✐✉❛✐♦♥❡♥♣✐❝❤✳ ❲✐♥❡❤♠❡♥❛♥✱
❞❛ ❞❡ ❱♦ ❡✐❧❡✐♥❡❡❤❤❡♥♠✐❧❡❡♥❑♦♥③❡♥❛✐♦♥❞❛✐♥❧✐❡❣✱❡❣❡❧♠ ✐❣❡❡
❈❛2+❑♦♥③❡♥ ❛✐♦♥♣✐③❡♥③✉❡③❡✉❣❡♥✳■♥❞❡③✇❡✐❡♥❙✉❞✐❡✈❡❣❧✐❝❤❡♥✇✐❞✐❡
❆❦✐✈✐❡✉♥❣✈♦♥❈❛2+❜✐♥❞❡♥❞❡♥ ♦❡✐♥❡♥❞✉❝❤❦♦♥❛♥❡✉♥❞♦③✐❧❧✐❡❡♥❞❡❈❛2+

❙✐❣♥❛❧❡✳■♥❞❡ ❚❛ ❦♦♥♥❡♥✇✐③❡✐❣❡♥✱❞❛ ❖③✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❡♥✐♠▼✐❡❧❡✐♥❡ ❦❡❡
❆❦✐✈✐❡✉♥❣❡ ❡✐❝❤❡♥✱✇❡♥♥❞✐❡❆❦✐✈✐❡✉♥❣❦✐♥❡✐❦❡♥❡✐❧✇❡✐❡❦♦♥✈❡①✐♥❞✱♦③✳❇✳
❞✉❝❤❞❛❦♦♦♣❡❛✐✈❡❇✐♥❞❡♥✈♦♥❈❛2+■♦♥❡♥✳➘❤♥❧✐❝❤❡❇❡♦❜❛❝❤✉♥❣❡♥✇✉❞❡♥③✉✲
✈♦ ❝❤♦♥✐♥❊①♣❡✐♠❡♥❡♥❣❡♠❛❝❤✉♥❞✉♥❡❡❤❡♦❡✐❝❤❡♥❊❣❡❜♥✐❡ ✐♠♠❡♥
❣✉♠✐ ❞✐❡❡♥ ❜❡❡✐♥✳
❊✐♥✇❡✐❡❡♣♦♠✐♥❡♥❡❇❡✐♣✐❡❧❢ ❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❤❡❖③✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❡♥✐ ❞✐❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛✲
♥❡❘❤②❤♠✐❦✳❉✐❡❙②♥❝❤♦♥✐❛✐♦♥③✉♠❚❛❣✲◆❛❝❤✲❘❤②❤♠✉✇✉❞❡❜❡❡✐ ❤✉✜❣
✉♥❡✉❝❤✱❛❜❡❞❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❡❘❤②❤♠✉❦❛♥♥✐❝❤❛✉❝❤❛♥ ❣❧✐❝❤❡❚❡♠♣❡❛✉✲
❝❤✇❛♥❦✉♥❣❡♥❛♥♣❛❡♥❜③✇✳②♥❝❤♦♥✐✐❡❡♥✳■♥❡✐♥❡❡ ❡♥❙✉❞✐❡❡♥✇❛❢❡♥✇✐
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❡✐♥♠♦❧❡❦✉❧❛❡❯❤❡♥♠♦❞❡❧❧❢ ❞✐❡❡✐♥③❡❧❧✐❣❡● ♥❛❧❣❡❈❤❧❛♠②❞♦♠♦♥❛ ❡✐♥❤❛❞✐✐
✉♥❞❢❤ ❡♥❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐♥✢ ❡✐♥❞✐❡❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❤❡♥❘❡❛❦✐♦♥❡♥❡✐♥✳❘✉♦✛❡ ❛❧✳
✭✷✵✵✸✮❤❛❜❡♥❣❡③❡✐❣✱❞❛ ❞✉❝❤❣❡❝❤✐❝❦❡❲❛❤❧❞❡▼♦❞❡❧❧♣❛❛♠❡❡❞✐❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛✲
♥❡ ❡✐♦❞❡✉♥❡♠♣✜♥❞❧✐❝❤❣❡❣❡♥❜❡❚❡♠♣❡❛✉ ♥❞❡✉♥❣❡♥✇✐❞✱❞✳❤✳❞✐❡❘❤②❤✲
♠✐❦③❡✐❣ ❞✐❡❝❤❛❛❦❡✐✐❝❤❡❊✐❣❡♥❝❤❛❢❞❡❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❦♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✳ ❲✐✈❡✲
✇❡♥❞❡❡♥❞✐❡❡❊❣❡❜♥✐❡✱✉♠❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❦♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥✉♥❡❡♠❯❤❡♥♠♦❞❡❧❧
❡✐♥③✉❢❤❡♥✳❉❛♥❛❝❤❛♥❛❧②✐❡❡♥✇✐❞✐❡❋❤✐❣❦❡✐✱✉♥❡▼♦❞❡❧❧❛♥❡✐♥❡♥❡①❡♥❡♥
❚❡♠♣❡❛✉③②❦❧✉ ❛♥③✉♣❛❡♥✳ ❲✐ ❜❡♦❜❛❝❤❡❡♥✱❞❛ ❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❦♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥
✉♥❞❚❡♠♣❡❛✉ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐❛✐♦♥❡✐❧✇❡✐❡❡♥❣❡❣❡♥❣❡❡③✇✐❦❡♥✳❉✐❡❡❊❣❡❜♥✐❡
♠♦✐✈✐❡❡♥✉♥✱❞❛❩✉❛♠♠❡♥✇✐❦❡♥❜❡✐❞❡ ❤♥♦♠❡♥❡✇❡✐❡③✉✉♥❡✉❝❤❡♥✳
❉❛❤❡ ❡♥✇✐❝❦❡❧❡♥✇✐❡✐♥❡ ▼❡❤♦❞❡③✉ ❇❡❡❝❤♥✉♥❣✈♦♥ ▼♦❞❡❧❧♣❛❛♠❡❡♥✱❞✐❡
③✉ ❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❦♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥ ❜❡ ❡✐♥❡♥❜❡✐♠♠❡♥❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❜❡❡✐❝❤❢❤❡♥✳
❲✐ ✇❡♥❞❡❡♥❞✐❡❡ ▼❡❤♦❞❡❛✉❢✈❡ ❝❤✐❡❞❡♥❡✐♥❞❡▲✐❡❛✉ ♣✉❜❧✐③✐❡ ❡❝✐❝❛✲
❞✐❛♥❡❯❤❡♥♠♦❞❡❧❧❡❛✉✈❡❝❤✐❡❞❡♥❡♥❖❣❛♥✐♠❡♥❛♥✳■♥▼✐♥✐♠❛❧♠♦❞❡❧❧❡♥✇✉❞❡♥
❤✉✜❣✉♥❡❛❧✐✐❝❤❡▼♦❞❡❧❧♣❛❛♠❡❡❜❡❡❝❤♥❡✱✇❛✇❛❤ ❝❤❡✐♥❧✐❝❤❛♥❢❡❤❧❡♥❞❡♥
❚❡✐❧②❡♠❡♥✐♥❞✐❡❡♥▼♦❞❡❧❧❡♥❧✐❡❣✳■♠●❡❣❡♥❛③❞❛③✉❣✐♥❣✐♥❡❤❞❡❛✐❧❧✐❡❡♥
▼♦❞❡❧❧❡♥✱✇✐❡③✳❇✳✐♠❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐▼♦❞❡❧❧✱❤ ✉✜❣❞✐❡❘❤②❤♠✐❦❜❡✐❤❤❡❡♥❚❡♠♣❡✲
❛✉❡♥✈❡❧♦❡♥✳❉❛❤❡✐ ❡♥♦✇❡♥❞✐❣✱❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❡❧❧❡❲✐ ❡♥ ❜❡ ❡♠♣❡❛✉✲
✐♥❡♥✐✐✈❡ ♦③❡❡♠✐✐♥❞✐❡❇❡❡❝❤♥✉♥❣❡✐♥③✉❜❡③✐❡❤❡♥✳■♥❡✐♥❡✇❡✐❡❡♥❙✉❞✐❡
✉♥❡✉❝❤❡♥✇✐❞❛❩✉❛♠♠❡♥♣✐❡❧✈♦♥❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❦♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✉♥❞❚❡♠♣❡❛✲
✉ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐❛✐♦♥♠✐❛♥❛❧②✐❝❤❡♥✉♥❞♥✉♠❡✐❝❤❡♥▼❡❤♦❞❡♥✳❊❦♦♥♥❡❣❡③❡✐❣
✇❡❞❡♥✱❞❛ ❑♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❞✐❡❆♥♣❛✉♥❣❛♥❡✐♥❡♥❚❡♠♣❡❛✉ ❤②❤♠✉ ♦❜✉❡
❣❡❣❡♥❜❡➘♥❞❡✉♥❣❡♥❞❡♠✐ ❧❡❡♥❚❡♠♣❡❛✉♠❛❝❤✳❉❛✇❡✐ ❞❛❛✉❢❤✐♥✱❞❛
❞✐❡❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❦♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥ ❡♥ ❛♥❞❡♥✐✱✉♠③✉❥❡❞❡❏❛❤❡③❡✐❞✐❡
❣❧❡✐❝❤❡♥❊✐❣❡♥❝❤❛❢❡♥❞❡❆♥♣❛ ✉♥❣❛♥❡✐♥❡♥24❤❚❡♠♣❡❛✉✲❘❤②❤♠✉ ✐❝❤❡
③✉ ❡❧❧❡♥✳❊✐♥✇❡✐❡❡❊❣❡❜♥✐✉♥❡❡❯♥❡✉❝❤✉♥❣❡♥✇❛✱❞❛ ❛✉❝❤❞✐❡❋♦♠
❞❡❚❡♠♣❡❛✉ ✐❣♥❛❧✱❡❝❤❡❝❦✐❣♦❞❡ ✐♥✉❢♠✐❣✱❡✐♥❡♥❊✐♥✢✉ ❛✉❢❞✐❡● ❡❞❡
❙②♥❝❤♦♥✐❛✐♦♥❜❡❡✐❝❤❤❛✳❘❡❝❤❡❝❦✐❣❡❙✐❣♥❛❧❡❤❛❜❡♥✐♠❆❧❧❣❡♠❡✐♥❡♥❢ ❣❡✐♥✲
❣❡❙ ❦❡❞❡❚❡♠♣❡❛✉ ✐❣♥❛❧❡✐♥❡♥❣ ❡❡♥❇❡❡✐❝❤✳❊ ❡❡♥❛❜❡❛❜❡✐♥❡♠
❣❡✇✐❡♥❆✉♠❛ ❞❡❚❡♠♣❡❛✉ ♥❞❡✉♥❣❡♥ ❡✐♦❞❡♥❞♦♣♣❧✉♥❣❡♥♦❞❡❈❤❛♦ ❛✉❢✱
✇❛ ③✉❡✐♥❡♠❣❡✐♥❣❡❡♥❡✛❡❦✐✈❡♥❙②♥❝❤♦♥✐❛✐♦♥❜❡❡✐❝❤❢❤ ✳
❉✐❡③❡♥ ❛❧❡❙✉❣❡✉❤✐ ❞❡❙✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝❤❡◆✉❦❧❡✉✭❙❈◆✮✱❜❡❡❤❡♥❞❛✉
♠❡❤❡❡♥❤✉♥❞❡ ✈❡❜✉♥❞❡♥❡♥◆❡✉♦♥❡♥✳■♥❊①♣❡✐♠❡♥❡♥✇✉❞❡❜❡♦❜❛❝❤❡✱❞❛
❞❡❙❈◆✐♥▼✉❡♥✐♠❙♦♠♠❡❡✐♥❡❧♥❣❡❡❆❦✐✈✐ ❛✉❢✇❡✐ ❛❧✐♠ ❲✐♥❡✳▼✐
✉♥❡❡♠▼♦❞❡❧❧❦♦♥♥❡♥✇✐③❡✐❣❡♥✱❞❛ ❞✐❡❡❆♥♣❛✉♥❣❛♥✉♥❡❝❤✐❡❞❧✐❝❤❡❚❛❣❡✲
❧♥❣❡♥♠✐❞❡♥❊✐❣❡♥❝❤❛❢❡♥❞❡◆❡✉♦♥❡♥♥❡③✇❡❦③✉❛♠♠❡♥❤♥❣✳■♥❜❡♦♥❞❡❡
❞✐❡❊✐♥❢❤✉♥❣✈♦♥❱❡❜✐♥❞✉♥❣❡♥③✇✐❝❤❡♥❞❡♥◆❡✉♦♥❡♥❢❤ ③✉❡✐♥❡♠❣✉ ②♥✲
❝❤♦♥✐✐❡❡♥❖③✐❧❧❛♦♥❡③✇❡❦✉♥❞❡♥♣✐❝❤❞✉❝❤❡✐♥❡❦✉③❡●❡❛♠❛❦✐✈✐
❞❡❙✐✉❛✐♦♥✐♠ ❲✐♥❡✳■♠●❡❣❡♥❛③❞❛③✉❢❤ ❞❛❊♥❢❡♥❡♥❞❡❱❡❜✐♥❞✉♥❣❡♥
③✉❡✐♥❡❱❡ ❡✐❧✉♥❣❞❡❆❦✐✈✐ ♣❤❛❡♥❞❡❡✐♥③❡❧♥❡♥◆❡✉♦♥❡♥✉♥❞❞❛♠✐③✉❡✐♥❡
❆♥♣❛ ✉♥❣❛♥❧❛♥❣❡❚❛❣❡✐♠❙♦♠♠❡✳❉✐❡♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❤❡❆♥❛❧②❡③❡✐❣❡✱❞❛ ❞✐❡
❞✉❝❤❞✐❡❊✐♥❢❤✉♥❣✈♦♥◆❡③✇❡❦❣❡♠❡✐♥❝❤❛❢❡♥❡❦❧ ✇❡❞❡♥❦❛♥♥✳❉✐❡❡✐♥❞
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✐♥✐❝❤❣✉✈❡❜✉♥❞❡♥❛❜❡♥✐❝❤③✇✐❝❤❡♥❡✐♥❛♥❞❡✳▼✐❞❡♠❣❧❡✐❝❤❡♥▼❡❝❤❛♥✐♠✉
❦♦♥♥❡✉♥❡▼♦❞❡❧❧❛✉❝❤❞✐❡✐♥▼ ✉❡♥❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❡❧❧❜❡♦❜❛❝❤❡❡❡❞✉③✐❡❡ ❤❛✲
❡♥✈❡❝❤✐❡❜✉♥❣❞❡❯❤ ✐♠❙♦♠♠❡❡❦❧ ❡♥✿❉✐❡❢❡❤❧❡♥❞❡❣❧❡✐❝❤③❡✐✐❣❡❆❦✐✈✐
❞❡◆❡✉♦♥❡♥❢❤ ❞❛③✉✱❞❛ ❞✐❡❞✉❝❤❡✐♥❡♥▲✐❝❤✐♠♣✉❧❛✉❣❡❧ ❡❱❡❝❤✐❡❜✉♥❣
❞❡✐♥♥❡❡♥❯❤❣❡✐♥❣❛✉❢❧❧✳
❉✉❝❤❞❛③✉♥❡❤♠❡♥❞❡❱❡ ♥❞♥✐❞❡♠♦❧❡❦✉❧❛❡♥■♥❡❛❦✐♦♥❡♥✐♥❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❤❡♥
❙② ❡♠❡♥✉♥❞❞✐❡❆✉❢❦❧ ✉♥❣❣✉♥❞❧❡❣❡♥❞❡ ✐♥③✐♣✐❡♥❦♥♥❡❡✈✐❡❧❧❡✐❝❤ ❜❛❧❞
❝❤♦♥♠❣❧✐❝❤❡✐♥✱❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❤❡❙②❡♠❡♠✐❜❡ ✐♠♠❡♥❋✉♥❦✐♦♥❡♥③✉❡♥✇❡❢❡♥✳
❉❛ ♥❡✉❡❋❡❧❞❞❡ ②♥❤❡✐❝❤❡♥❇✐♦❧♦❣✐❡✈❡✉❝❤❣❡♥❛✉❞✐❡✿❣✉♥❞❧❡❣❡♥❞❡❜✐♦❝❤❡✲
♠✐❝❤❡▼♦❞✉❧❡③✉❡✐♥❡ ♣❡③✐✜③✐❡ ❡♥❋✉♥❦✐♦♥③✉✈❡❝❤❛❧❡♥✳❯♥❡❡❡ ❡♥❜❡✐❞❡♥
❙✉❞✐❡♥❜❡❢❛ ❡♥✐❝❤♠✐❞❡ ❘❡❛❧✐✐❡✉♥❣❡✐♥❡ ❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❤❡♥ ❤❛❡♥❡❣❡❧❝❤❧❡✐❢❡
✭❡♥❣❧✳ ▲▲✮✳❉✐❡❡✱✐♥❡❝❤♥✐❝❤❡♥❙②❡♠❡♥❤✉✜❣✈♦❦♦♠♠❡♥❞❡❘❡❣❡❧❦❡✐✱ ❡❧❧
❞✐❡❋❡✉❡♥③❡✐♥❡✐♥❡♥❡♥❖③✐❧❧❛♦ ❛✉❢❡✐♥❡✈♦❣❡❣❡❜❡♥❡❡①❡♥❡❙✐❣♥❛❧❢❡✉❡♥③
❡✐♥✳❯♥❡❡❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❤❡❯♠❡③✉♥❣✉♠❢❛ 12♠♦❧❡❦✉❧❛❡❙♣❡③✐❡✱❞✐❡✐♥❞❡♥❢♦❧✲
❣❡♥❞❡♥▼♦❞✉❧❡♥❡♥❤❛❧❡♥✐♥❞✿✐♥❡♥❡❖③✐❧❧❛♦✱♠♦❞❡❧❧✐❡ ❛❧●♦♦❞✇✐♥❖③✐❧❧❛✲
♦✱▼✉❧✐♣❧✐❦❛✐♦♥♠♦❞✉❧✱♠♦❞❡❧❧✐❡ ❞✉❝❤❡✐♥❡❉✐♠❡✐✐❡✉♥❣ ❡❛❦✐♦♥✱❚✐❡❢♣❛✲
✜❧❡✱❡❛❧✐✐❡ ❞✉❝❤❡✐♥❡❧✐♥❡❛❡❊♥③②♠❦❛❦❛❞❡✉♥❞❙❡❧❧❣❧✐❡❞✱❡♣ ❡♥✐❡ ❞✉❝❤
❞✐❡❑♦♥③❡♥❛✐♦♥❡✐♥❡❆❜❜❛✉❡♥③②♠ ❢ ❡✐♥❡❞❡❖③✐❧❧❛♦♣❡③✐❡✳❯♥❡▼♦❞❡❧❧
③❡✐❣❡❞✐❡✈♦♥❡✐♥❡♠ ▲▲❡✇❛ ❡❡❋✉♥❦✐♦♥❞❡❋❡✉❡♥③❡❣✉❧❛✐♦♥✳❉❡❱♦ ❡✐❧
❞❡ ♠♦❞✉❧❛❡♥❉❡✐❣♥✐ ❞✐❡❊ ❡③❜❛❦❡✐ ❞❡ ▼♦❞✉❧❡❞✉❝❤❛♥❞❡❡❝❤❡♠✐❝❤❡
❘❡❛❦✐♦♥♥❡③✇❡❦❡♠✐ ❤♥❧✐❝❤❡ ❋✉♥❦✐♦♥✳❊✐♥✐❣♥✐✜❦❛♥❡❯♥❡❝❤✐❡❞③✉❞❡♥
♠❡✐ ❡♥❛♥❛❧♦❣❡❝❤♥❡♥❞❡♥❡❝❤♥✐❝❤❡♥❙②❡♠❡♥✐ ❛❜❡❤✐❡ ❞❛ ❋❡❤❧❡♥♥❡❣❛✐✲
✈❡❲❡ ❡✱❞❛❑♦♥③❡♥❛✐♦♥❡♥♥✐❡♠❛❧♥❡❣❛✐✈❡✐♥❦♥♥❡♥✳❉❛❤❡❛❜❡✐❡❞❡❤✐❡
❡♥✇♦❢❡♥❡❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❤❡❘❡❣❡❧❦❡✐✉♠❡✐♥❡♥❘❡❢❡❡♥③♣✉♥❦✱❞❡❞✉❝❤❞✐❡✒♠✐❧❡❡♥✏
❊✐❣❡♥❝❤❛❢❡♥❞❡❯♠✇❡❧ ❢❡❣❡❧❡❣✇✐❞✳■♥❞❡❞✐❡♥❙✉❞✐❡❡♥✇❛❢❡♥✇✐❡✐♥❡♥
❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❤❡♥❋❡✉❡♥③❡✐❧❡♠✐ ❞❡♠❱❡❤❧♥✐ 1:17✉♥❡❱❡✇❡♥❞✉♥❣❡✐♥❡ ❜✐✲
♥ ❡♥❩❤❧❡ ♠✐ 5❇✐ ✳❉✐❡❡❡✇❛ ✉♥❣❡✇❤♥❧✐❝❤❡❱❡❤❧♥✐✐❛♥❣❡❧❡❤♥❛♥❞❡♥
13✲♦❞❡17✲❥❤✐❣❡♥❘❤②❤♠✉❞❡❙❝❤❧♣❢❡♥❞❡■♥❡❦❡♥❣❛✉♥❣▼❛❣✐❝✐❝❛❞❛✭❩✐✲
❦❛❞❡♥✮✳ ❲✐❡❞✉❝❤❍✐♥③❡❡ ❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✾✮✈♦❣❡❝❤❧❛❣❡♥✱✇✉❞❡♥❞✐❡❇✐ ❛❧❝❤❡♠✐❝❤❡
❋❧✐♣✲❋❧♦♣ ❞✉❝❤❞✐❡❱❡❝❤❛❧✉♥❣✈♦♥◆❖❘✲●❛ ❡♥♠♦❞❡❧❧✐❡ ✳❉✐❡❇✐ ❞✉❝❤❧❛✉✲
❢❡♥17✈❡❝❤✐❡❞❡♥❡❩✉ ♥❞❡✱✇♦❜❡✐❥❡❞❡❩✉ ❛♥❞✇❡❝❤❡❧❞✉❝❤❡✐♥✐♥❡♥❡♦❞❡
❡①❡♥❡❥❤❧✐❝❤❡❙✐❣♥❛❧✱✇✐❡③✳❇✳❞✐❡◆❛❤✉♥❣✈❡❢❣❜❛❦❡✐✱❛♥❣❡♦❡♥✇✐❞✳■♠
❱❡❣❧❡✐❝❤③✉❡✐♥❡♠❛♥❛❧♦❣❡♥❙✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❡❣❛♦✱❞❡❜❡✐♣✐❡❧✇❡✐❡❞❛❙❝❤❧♣❢❡♥♥❛❝❤
❞❡♠ ❜❡ ❝❤❡✐❡♥❡✐♥❡❙❝❤✇❡❧❧✇❡ ❛✉❧ ✱✐ ❞✐❡❞✐❣✐❛❧❡❘❡❛❧✐✐❡✉♥❣♦❜✉❡
❣❡❣❡♥❜❡ ✐♥❡♥❡♥♦❞❡ ❡①❡♥❡♥❙❝❤✇❛♥❦✉♥❣❡♥✳❉✐❡❡❘♦❜✉❤❡✐ ✇✐❞❛❜❡ ❛✉❢
❑♦ ❡♥❞❡❑♦♠♣❧❡①✐ ❞❡▼♦❞❡❧❧ ♠✐ ✉♥❣❡❢❤150♠♦❧❡❦✉❧❛❡♥❙♣❡③✐❡❡❡✐❝❤✳
❲✐ ❣❡❤❡♥❞❛❤❡♥✐❝❤❞❛✈♦♥❛✉✱❞❛ ✉♥❡❡♣❡③✐❡❧❧❡❯♠❡③✉♥❣❛✉❝❤✐♥❞❡◆❛✲
✉❛✉❢✐✳❉❡♥♥♦❝❤❡♠ ❣❧✐❝❤❞✐❡▼♦❞✉❧❛✐ ✇✐❡❞❡✉♠❞❛❊ ❡③❡♥♣❡③✐✜❝❤❡
▼♦❞✉❧❡❞✉❝❤✇❡♥✐❣❡❦♦♠♣❧❡①❡❘❡❛❦✐♦♥♥❡③✇❡❦❡✳❆❧❇❡✐♣✐❡❧❡ ❡③❡♥✇✐❞❛
❥❤❧✐❝❤❡❙✐❣♥❛❧❞✉❝❤✈❡❝❤✐❡❞❡♥❡❖③✐❧❧❛♦❡♥✉♥❞❡❤✐❡❧❡♥❞❛❞✉❝❤✈❡❝❤✐❡❞❡♥❡
❋❡✉❡♥③❡✐❧✉♥❣❡♥✿1:6✱1:5✉♥❞1:3✳❆✉❢❞✐❡❡ ❲❡✐❡❧ ✐❝❤✈✐❡❧❧❡✐❝❤❛✉❝❤
❞❛❆✉❢ ❡❡♥❞❡13✲✉♥❞17✲❏❛❤❡❩✐❦❛❞❡♥❡❦❧ ❡♥✳
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❆❝❦♥♦✇❧❡❞❣❡♠❡♥

■✇❛♥ ♦❤❛♥❦❛❧❧❤❡♣❡♦♣❧❡❞✐❡❝❧②❛♥❞✐♥❞✐❡❝❧②✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞✐♥❤❡❝❡❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡
❡✉❧ ❢♦♠② ❤❡✐✳
❋✐ ♦❢❛❧❧✱■❤❛♥❦ ♦❢✳❙❡❢❛♥❙❝❤✉❡✱✇❤♦❛❝❝❡♣❡❞♠❡❛❛ ❤❉ ✉❞❡♥❛♥❞
❤❡❧♣❡❞♠❡✇✐❤♠②✜ ❡♣✐♥♦❝✐❡♥✐✜❝♣✉❜❧✐❤✐♥❣✳ ❍❡❛❧♦♣♦✈✐❞❡❞❡✈❡❛❧
✐♥✐❣❤ ✐♥♦❡❡❛❝❤♣♦❜❧❡♠❛♥❞✇❛❛❧✇❛②❤❡❧♣❢✉❧✇❤❡♥ ✉❡ ✐♦♥❡♠❡❣❡❞✳
❖✈❡❛❧❧✱■❤❛✈❡♦❤❛♥❦❛❧❧♠②❝♦❧❧❡❛❣✉❡❢♦♠❤❡❉❡♣✳♦❢❇✐♦♥❢♦♠❛✐❝❢♦ ❤❡
✈❡②❢✐❡♥❞❧②✱♦♣❡♥❛♥❞❢✉✐❢✉❧✇♦❦✐♥❣❛♠♦♣❤❡❡✳❋♦❡♠♦✱■✇❛♥ ♦❤❛♥❦♠②
✉♣❡✈✐♦ ❉ ✳❚❤♦♠❛❍✐♥③❡❛♥❞■♥❡ ❍❡✐❧❛♥❞❢♦♠❤❡❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❞②♥❛♠✐❝❣♦✉♣✳
❚❤❡②✐♥ ♦❞✉❝❡❞♠❡✐♥♦❞✐✈❡❡❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧♦♣✐❝❛♥❞♣♦✈✐❞❡❞❡✈❡❛❧✐♥❡❡✐♥❣
❡❡❛❝❤♣♦❜❧❡♠✳■❛❧♦✇♦✉❧❞❧✐❦❡♦❤❛♥❦❤❡♠❢♦ ❤❡❡♥❥♦②❛❜❧❡❝♦❧❧❛❜♦❛✐♦♥
❞✉✐♥❣❤❡♣❡♣❛❛✐♦♥♦❢❡✈❡❛❧♣❛♣❡✳❖♥❡❤✐♥❣■❛❧♦❧✐❦❡♦❡♠❡♠❜❡❛❡❤❡
❡①❝✉✐♦♥✇✐❤♦✉❝❤❛✐ ❤❛❛❧✇❛② ✉♥❡❞♦✉ ♦❜❡❛❧♦♦❢❢✉♥✳
■❛❧♦✇♦✉❧❞❧✐❦❡♦❤❛♥❦▼❛❦♦●♦❛❦❛♥❞▼❛❦♦▼❛❤❧❢♦♠❤❡❋❛❝✉❧②♦❢
◆❛✉❛❧❙❝✐❡♥❝❡❛♥❞▼❛❤❡♠❛✐❝✐♥▼❛✐❜♦✇❤♦ ✉♣♣♦ ❡❞♠❡❞✉✐♥❣♠② ❛②❛
❤❡✐✐♥✐✉❡✳■❡❛❧❧②❡♥❥♦②❡❞❤✐✈✐✐ ❤❛ ❡✉❧❡❞✐♥✈❡②✐♥❡❡✐♥❣❡✉❧ ✳
❆❜✐❣ ❤❛♥❦②♦✉♦♠②❡①❛♠✐♥❡ ♦❢✳❙❡❢❛♥❙❝❤✉❡✱ ♦❢✳ ❡❡❘✉♦✛❛♥❞
❉✳❚❤♦♠❛❍✐♥③❡❢♦ ❛❦✐♥❣❤❡✐ ✐♠❡♦❣♦❤♦✉❣❤❤❡♠❛♥✉❝✐♣✳
▲❛ ❜✉♥♦❧❡❛✱■✇❛♥ ♦❤❛♥❦♠②✇✐❢❡❛♥❞♠②♣❛❡♥ ❢♦❛❧✇❛②❜❡❧✐❡✈✐♥❣
✐♥♠❡❛♥❞♠②✇♦❦✳
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❈♦♥❡♥ ①✐✐✐

❈♦♥❡♥

✶■♥ ♦❞✉❝✐♦♥ ✶
✶✳✶ ❖❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❧✐✈✐♥❣❝❡❧❧✕❚❤❡❡❡①❛♠♣❧❡ ✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳ ✷

✶✳✶✳✶ ❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥ ✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳ ✷
✶✳✶✳✷ ❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✕✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠ ✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳ ✹
✶✳✶✳✸ ❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✕♣✉♣♦❡❛♥❞❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡❄✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳ ✼
✶✳✶✳✹ ❈✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠ ✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳ ✽
✶✳✶✳✺ ❈✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✕✐♥❣❧❡❝❡❧❧❝❧♦❝❦✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳ ✾
✶✳✶✳✻ ❈✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✕♦❣❛♥✐③❛✐♦♥✐♥❤✐❣❤❡♦❣❛♥✐♠ ✳✳✳✳✳✶✶
✶✳✶✳✼ ❙②♥❤❡✐❝❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✶✷

✶✳✷ ❚❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✳✶✹
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❈■❈❘❝❛❧❝✐✉♠✲✐♥❞✉❝❡❞❝❛❧❝✐✉♠❡❧❡❛❡✳✹✱✷✸

❈▲❊❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧▲❛♥❣❡✈✐♥❡✉❛✐♦♥✳✶✻✱✶✽

❈▼❊❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♠❛❡❡✉❛✐♦♥✳✶✺✱✶✻✱✶✽

❉▼❞♦ ♦♠❡❞✐❛❧✳✶✷✱✶✼✻✱✶✼✾

❊❘❡♥❞♦♣❧❛♠✐❝ ❡✐❝✉❧✉♠✳✹✱✷✸✱✶✻✽

●❚ ●✉❛♥♦✐♥❡ ✐♣❤♦♣❤❛❡✳✺

■3✐♥♦✐♦❧✶✱✹✱✺✲✐♣❤♦♣❛❡✳✹✱✺✱✷✸

■❙■✐♥❡♣✐❦❡✐♥❡✈❛❧✳✸✱✼✱✷✹✱✸✷✱✶✼✵

▲◆❆❧✐♥❡❛♥♦✐❡❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥✳✶✻✱✶✽

▼❆ ❑♠✐♦❣❡♥✲❛❝✐✈❛❡❞♣♦❡✐♥❦✐♥❛❡✳✺

▼▼❑ ▼✐❝❤❛❡❧✐✲▼❡♥❡♥❦✐♥❡✐❝✳✷✺✱✶✻✾

◆❋κ❇♥✉❝❧❡❛❢❛❝♦✲❦❛♣♣❛❇✳✺

◆❋❆❚♥✉❝❧❡❛❢❛❝♦♦❢❛❝✐✈❛❡❞❚✲❝❡❧❧✳✺✱✻✱✶✻✾

❖❉❊ ♦❞✐♥❛②❞✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❧❡✉❛✐♦♥✳✶✹✱✶✼✕✷✵✱✷✸✕✷✻✱✷✾✱✸✵✱✸✷✱✶✶✻✱✶✻✼✱✶✼✺✱✶✼✽

❊❘✷♣❡✐♦❞❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♣♦❡✐♥❤♦♠♦❧♦❣✷✳✶✼✸

❑❈♣♦❡✐♥❦✐♥❛❡❈✳✺
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▲▲♣❤❛❡❧♦❝❦❡❞❧♦♦♣✳✈✱✐①✱✸✶✱✶✶✺✱✶✶✻✱✶✼✽✱✶✽✵✕✶✽✷

▼❈❆ ❧❛♠❛♠❡♠❜❛♥❡❈❛2+❆❚ ❛❡✳✶✻✽

❘❈♣❤❛❡❡♣♦♥❡❝✉✈❡✳✷✵✱✷✷✱✻✵✱✻✶✱✶✼✶✕✶✼✸✱✶✼✼✱✶✼✽

❘❘✼✴✾♣❡✉❞♦❡♣♦♥❡❡❣✉❧❛♦✼✴✾✳✶✼✸

❙❈◆ ✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝♥✉❝❧❡✉✳✐✈✱✈✐✐✐✱✶✶✱✶✷✱✷✽✕✸✵✱✻✶✱✶✶✺✱✶✼✺✕✶✼✾

❙❘ ❛❝♦♣❧❛♠✐❝ ❡✐❝✉❧✉♠✳✹

❙❙❆❙♦❝❤❛✐❝❙✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥❆❧❣♦✐❤♠✳✶✻✱✷✽✱✸✵✱✶✻✽

❱▲✈❡♥♦❧❛❡❛❧✳✶✷✱✶✼✻✱✶✼✾

❲❑❇ ❲❡♥ ③❡❧✲❑❛♠❡✲❇✐❧❧♦✉✐♥✳✶✻✱✶✽✱✷✽



✶

✶■♥ ♦❞✉❝✐♦♥

❙♦✇❤❛✐ ❤✐♠✐♥❞♦❢♦✉ ✿
✇❤❛ ❛❡❤❡❡❛♦♠✇✐❤
❝♦♥❝✐♦✉♥❡❄▲❛ ✇❡❡❦✬
♣♦❛♦❡✦❬✳✳✳❪❚❤❡❛♦♠
❝♦♠❡✐♥♦♠②❜❛✐♥✱❞❛♥❝❡❛
❞❛♥❝❡✱❛♥❞❤❡♥❣♦♦✉✕❤❡❡
❛❡❛❧✇❛②♥❡✇❛♦♠✱❜✉
❛❧✇❛②❞♦✐♥❣❤❡❛♠❡❞❛♥❝❡✱
❡♠❡♠❜❡✐♥❣✇❤❛❤❡❞❛♥❝❡
✇❛ ②❡❡❞❛②✳

✭❘✐❝❤❛❞ ✳❋❡②♥♠❛♥✮

◆♦❤✐♥❣✐❝♦♥❛♥❜✉
❝❤❛♥❣❡✦❆❧❧❡①✐❡♥❝❡✐❛
♣❡♣❡✉❛❧✢✉①♦❢✬❜❡✐♥❣❛♥❞
❜❡❝♦♠✐♥❣✦✬❚❤❛✐ ❤❡❜♦❛❞
❧❡♦♥♦❢❤❡❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥♦❢❤❡
✇♦❧❞✳

✭❊♥ ❍❛❡❝❦❡❧✮

■♥♣❤②✐❝♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❤❛✈❡❜❡❡♥♦❜❡✈❡❞❛♥❞❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❢♦ ❛❧♦♥❣✐♠❡✳❙✐♥❝❡
✐ ✐♥✈❡♥✐♦♥✐♥✶✻✵✷❜②●❛❧❧✐❧❡♦●❛❧✐❧❡✐✱❤❡♣❡♥❞✉❧✉♠❜❡❝❛♠❡ ❤❡♠♦ ♣♦♠✐✲
♥❡♥ ♠♦❞❡❧❢♦ ♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❝❧❛✐❝❛❧♠❡❝❤❛♥✐❝❛♥❞❤❛ ❜❡❡♥✉❡❞♦♠❡❛✉❡
✐♠❡❢♦ ❤❡❡❝❡♥✉✐❡✳❆♥♦❤❡♣♦♠✐♥❡♥❡①❛♠♣❧❡♦❢❝②❝❧✐❝♣♦❝❡❡❛❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✲
✐♥❣❡❧❡❝♦♥✐❝❝✉❡♥ ❛♥❞❡❧❡❝♦♠❛❣♥❡✐❝✇❛✈❡✇✐❤❞✐✛❡❡♥❢❡✉❡♥❝✐❡❢♦ ❤❡
❛♥♠✐ ✐♦♥♦❢✐❣♥❛❧✳ ❲✐❤♦✉❛❤♦♦✉❣❤❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧✉♥❞❡ ❛♥❞✐♥❣❛♥❞❝♦♥♦❧
♦❢❤❡❡♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♣♦❝❡❡♦✉♠♦❞❡♥✇♦❧❞✇♦✉❧❞♥♦❜❡♣♦ ✐❜❧❡✳
❈②❝❧✐❝❝❤❛♥❣❡ ❛❡❛❧♦✉❜✐✉✐♦✉✐♥❜✐♦❧♦❣②✱❢♦♠❤❡♠♦ ♦❜✈✐♦✉❜❡❛✐♥❣♦❢
❤❡❤❡❛ ✇✐❤❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡❧②60❜♣♠❛♥❞❤❡24❤❧❡❡♣✲✇❛❦❡❝②❝❧❡♦❤❡♣❡✐♦❞✐❝
❛♣♣❡❛❛♥❝❡♦❢❤❡✐♥❡❝ ♣❡❝✐❡❢♦♠❤❡❣❡♥✉▼❛❣✐❝✐❝❛❞❛❡✈❡②17②❡❛✳❚❤❡✉♥✲
❞❡❧②✐♥❣❝❡❧❧✉❧❛♣♦❝❡❡✉✉❛❧❧②✐♥✈♦❧✈❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✱❧✐❦❡
✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛✐♦♥♦♠❘◆❆❛♥❞♣♦❡✐♥✳❖❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛❧♦❛♣♣❡❛♦♥❛❧❛❣❡ ❝❛❧❡
❞✉❡♦❤❡✐♥❡❛❝✐♦♥♦❢♦❣❛♥✐♠✱❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❤❡❢❛♠♦✉♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥♣❡❞❛♦✲
♣❡②♣♦♣✉❧❛✐♦♥❞❡❝✐❜❡❞❜②▲♦❦❛❛♥❞❱♦❧❡❛✐♥ ❤❡✜❡❧❞♦❢❡❝♦❧♦❣②✭▲♦❦❛✱
✶✾✷✺✮✳■♥✐❣❤ ❢♦♠♣❤②✐❝❛♥❞❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥❤❡♦②❤❡❧♣❡❞♦✉♥❞❡ ❛♥❞
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❤❡❡♠❡❣❡♥❝❡♦❢❤❡❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❜✐♦❧♦❣②❛♥❞❤❡❤❡♦②♦❢❞②♥❛♠✐❝❛❧②❡♠
❛❧❧♦✇❛✉♥✐✜❡❞✈✐❡✇♦♥❜♦❤✜❡❧❞✳❚❤✐✐♣♦ ✐❜❧❡✱✐♥❝❡❤❡✉♥❞❡❧②✐♥❣❡✉❛✐♦♥
❞❡❝✐❜✐♥❣❝❤❛♥❣❡♣❡ ✉♥✐ ✐♠❡✉♥♦✉ ♦❜❡✐♠✐❧❛✉♥❞❡ ❝❡❛✐♥❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✳
❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✐♥②❡♠❜✐♦❧♦❣②✱❛ ❤❡✜❡❧❞✐♥♦✇❝❛❧❧❡❞✱❤❡❝♦♥✐❞❡❡❞②❡♠❛❡
♥❡❝❡ ❛✐❧②♠♦❡❝♦♠♣❧❡①❞✉❡♦❤❡❤✉❣❡♥❡✇♦❦♦❢✐♥❡❛❝✐♦♥♦❢♣♦❡✐♥✱♠❘◆❆
❛♥❞✐♦♥✐♥❤❡❝❡❧❧❛♥❞❜❡✇❡❡♥❝❡❧❧✳ ❚❤✉✱❡✈❡♥❛ ❤❡❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ❧❡✈❡❧❛♥❛❧②③✐♥❣
❤❡❡♠❡❣❡♥❝❡❛♥❞♣♦♣❡✐❡♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✐ ✉✐❡❝❤❛❧❧❡♥❣✐♥❣✳ ❛
♦❢❤❡♣♦❜❧❡♠✐ ❤❡♠♦❞❡❧✐♥❣♦❢ ❤❡ ②❡♠✳ ❚♦✇❤❛❡①❡♥ ❤♦✉❧❞ ❤❡ ②❡♠
❜❡❞❡❝✐❜❡❞❄ ❲❤✐❝❤♠♦❞❡❧✐♥❣♠❡❤♦❞❤♦✉❧❞❜❡❝❤♦❡♥❄■ ❤❡❡❡♥♦✉❣❤❞❛❛♦
❝♦♠♣❧❡❡❧②❞❡❝✐❜❡❤❡②❡♠❄■♥♠♦ ❝❛❡❦✐♥❡✐❝❡❛❝✐♦♥♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❤❛✈❡♥♦
❜❡❡♥❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②❞❡❡♠✐♥❡❞✳❚❤❡❡❞✐✣❝✉❧✐❡❣❡♥❡❛❧❧②❧❡❛❞♦❞✐✛❡❡♥♠♦❞❡❧
❢♦♦♥❡❛♥❞❤❡ ❛♠❡♣♦❝❡ ❤❛ ❤❛✈❡ ♦❜❡♦❧✈❡❞✇✐❤♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧♠❡❤♦❞ ❢♦
♣❡❝✐✜❝♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❡✐♥❣✳❚❤❡❡✉❧ ❤✉❧❛❝❦♦♠❡❣❡♥❡❛❧✐②❛♥❞✐✐❞✐✣❝✉❧
♦❞❡❞✉❝❡✉♥❞❡❧②✐♥❣♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡♦❢❤❡②❡♠✳❚❤❡❡❢♦❡✱♦♥❡✇♦✉❧❞❧✐❦❡♦♦❜❛✐♥
❣❡♥❡❛❧❛♥✇❡ ❛♥❞✐♥✐❣❤ ♦❛♥❛❧②✐❝❡①♣❡✐♦♥ ❤❛❞♦♥♦❞❡♣❡♥❞♦♠✉❝❤♦♥
❤❡✉♥❞❡❧②✐♥❣♠♦❞❡❧ ✉❝✉❡✳ ▼②✇♦❦✇❛❞❡❞✐❝❛❡❞♦❤❡❞❡✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❣❡♥❡❛❧
✐♥✐❣❤✱❛❜ ❛❝✐♥❣❢♦♠♣❡❝✐✜❝♠♦❞❡❧✱✐♥♦❤❡❡❡①❛♠♣❧❡♦❢❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧✲
❧❛✐♦♥✿✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✱❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠ ❛♥❞②♥❤❡✐❝❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧
❝✐❝✉✐ ✐♥✈♦❧✈✐♥❣♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳

✶✳✶ ❖❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❧✐✈✐♥❣❝❡❧❧✕❚❤❡❡❡①❛♠♣❧❡

✶✳✶✳✶ ❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥

❚❤❡ ♠❛❧❧✐♦♥❈❛2+❝♦♠♣✐❡❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡❧②1❦❣♦❢ ❤❡❤✉♠❛♥❜♦❞②✳ ❆♣♣♦①✐✲
♠❛❡❧②99✪♦❢ ❤✐♠❛ ❛❡✐♥❤❡❜♦♥❡❛♥❞❡❡❤✇❤❡❡❛♦♥❧②1✪❛❡❢♦✉♥❞✐♥
❤❡❝❡❧❧✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤✐ ♠❛❧❧❢❛❝✐♦♥♦❢✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❈❛2+♣❧❛②❛♥✐♠♣♦❛♥ ♦❧❡
✐♥❤❡❞❡✈❡❧♦♣♠❡♥❛♥❞❢✉♥❝✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❡♥✐❡❤✉♠❛♥❜♦❞②✳❚❤❡♦❧❡♦❢✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛
❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✱❛✇❡❧❧❛ ❤❡✉♥❞❡❧②✐♥❣♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠ ❧❡❛❞✐♥❣♦❤❡✐❣❡♥❡❛✐♦♥
❛♥❞❡✈❛❧✉❛✐♦♥✱❤❛✈❡❜❡❡♥❡①❡♥✐✈❡❧② ✉❞✐❡❞✱♠♦❞❡❧❡❞❛♥❞ ❡✈✐❡✇❡❞✭●♦❧❞❜❡❡✱
✶✾✾✻❀❇❡ ✐❞❣❡❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✵✱✷✵✵✸❀❙❝❤✉ ❡❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✷❀❉✉♣♦♥ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✼❀❚❤✉❧❡②
❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✷✮✳
■♥✶✽✽✸❤❡❝❧✐♥✐❝✐❛♥❙✐❞♥❡②❘✐♥❣❡✜ ❡♣♦❡❞❤❛❈❛2+✐✐♠♣♦❛♥❢♦ ❤❡
♣❡✐♦❞✐❝❝♦♥❛❝✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❤❡❛ ✭❘✐♥❣❡✱✶✽✽✸✮✳■✇❛ ❧❛❡❡❛❜❧✐❤❡❞ ❤❛ ❤❡
❡❧❡❛❡♦❢❈❛2+✉♣♦♥ ❤❡❛ ✐✈❛❧♦❢❛♥❛❝✐♦♥♣♦❡♥✐❛❧❛♥❞❤❡❢♦❧❧♦✇✐♥❣❜✐♥❞✐♥❣
♦❞✐✛❡❡♥♣♦❡✐♥✐♥✐✐❛❡ ❤❡❛❝✐♦♥♦❢ ❤❡♠♦♦♣♦❡✐♥❛❝✐♥❛♥❞♠②♦✐♥
❛♥❞❤✉✐❡❡♥✐❛❧❢♦♠✉❝❧❡❝♦♥❛❝✐♦♥✳❙✐♥❝❡❈❛2+✐❛♥✐♦♥✱♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✇❡❡
♠♦ ❧② ✉❞✐❡❞✐♥❡①❝✐❛❜❧❡❝❡❧❧❧✐❦❡♠✉❝❧❡❝❡❧❧♦♥❡✉♦♥✭▼♦✐❛❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✽✵✮✳
❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❧❛❡♦♥✐✇❛ ❤♦✇♥❤❛❝②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛❧♦♣❧❛②❛✐❣♥✐✜❝❛♥
♦❧❡✐♥♥♦♥✲❡①❝✐❛❜❧❡❝❡❧❧✱❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡♦♦❝②❡✭❈✉❤❜❡ ♦♥❛♥❞❈♦❜❜♦❧❞✱✶✾✽✺✮✱
❤❡♣❛♦❝②❡✭❲♦♦❞ ❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✽✻✱✶✾✽✼✮❛♥❞❛ ♦❝②❡✭❛♣✉❛❛♥❞❍❛②❞♦♥✱✷✵✵✵✮✳



✶✳✶❖❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❧✐✈✐♥❣❝❡❧❧✕❚❤❡❡❡①❛♠♣❧❡ ✸

◆❡✇♠❡❤♦❞ ✐♥❡♥✐♥❣♠❛❧❧✐♥ ❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡ ❤❛✈❡ ❡✈❡❛❧❡❞✱❤❛ ♦❝✐❧✲
❧❛✐♥❣❈❛2+✐❛♥✉❜✐✉✐♦✉ ✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ♠❡ ❡♥❣❡✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞✐♥♠❛♥②♣♦❝❡❡
✭●♦❧❞❜❡❡✱✶✾✾✻❀❇❡ ✐❞❣❡❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✽✱✷✵✵✵✮✳ ❆♠♦♥❣♦❤❡ ❤❡❡✐♥❝❧✉❞❡❢❡✲
✐❧✐③❛✐♦♥✭◆✐①♦♥❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✵✮✱❝❡❧❧❞❡✈❡❧♦♣♠❡♥✴❞✐✛❡❡♥✐❛✐♦♥✱❣❡♥❡ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥
✭❉♦❧♠❡ ❝❤❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✽❀▲✐❡ ❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✽❀▼❡❧❧ ♠❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✽✮❛♥❞♣♦❧✐❢❡❛✐♦♥
✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✱✶✾✾✺✮❣✐✈✐♥❣✐❡♦❤❡♣♦ ✐❜✐❧✐②✱❤❛❛❧❡❛✐♦♥✐♥❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣❛❧♦
♣❧❛②❛♦❧❡✐♥❤❡❞❡✈❡❧♦♣♠❡♥♦❢❝❛♥❝❡✭❑♦❤♥❡ ❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✻✮✳■♥❤❡❞✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❡❞❝❡❧❧
❈❛2+♠❡❞✐❛❡❛✈❛✐❡②♦❢❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✳ ▼♦ ♦❜✈✐♦✉❧②✐♥❡①❝✐❛❜❧❡❝❡❧❧❧✐❦❡♥❡✉♦♥
✇❤❡❡❈❛2+✐✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞✐♥❤❡ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣♣♦❝❡✱❈❛2+❝♦♥♦❧ ②♥❛♣✐❝♣❧❛✐❝✐②
✭✐♠♣♦❛♥❢♦ ❤♦ ✲❡♠♠❡♠♦②✮✱♥❡✉♦♥❛❧❡①❝✐❛❜✐❧✐②✱❧♦♥❣✲❡♠♠❡♠♦②❛♥❞
❧❡❛♥✐♥❣✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✱✶✾✾✽✮✳ ❆❛❧❡❛❞②♠❡♥✐♦♥❡❞❤❡❝♦♥❛❝✐♦♥♦❢♠♦♦❤❛♥❞
❦❡❧❡❛❧♠✉❝❧❡❝❡❧❧✐❝♦♥♦❧❧❡❞❜②❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✭❡❡③❛♥❞❙❛♥❞❡♦♥✱✷✵✵✺✮✱
✇❤✐❝❤✐♥❝❧✉❞❡ ❤❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥♦❢❝❛❞✐❛❝❝❡❧❧ ✐♥❤❡❤❡❛ ✭❋❡②❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✵✮✳■♥
♥♦♥✲❡①❝✐❛❜❧❡❝❡❧❧❧✐❦❡❤❡♣❛♦❝②❡✭●❛♣❡ ❛♥❞❚❤♦♠❛✱✷✵✵✺✮✱♣❛♥❝❡❛✐❝✭❑❛✲
❛✐❛♥❞❆✉❣✉✐♥❡✱✶✾✾✵✮✱❛❧✐✈❛②❣❧❛♥❞✭❘❛♣♣❛♥❞❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✱✶✾✽✶✮❛♥❞♣✐✉✐❛②
❣❧❛♥❞✭❍♦❧❧❡ ❛❧✳✱✶✾✽✽✮❝❡❧❧ ❤❡ ❡❝❡✐♦♥✱♠❡❛❜♦❧✐♠✭❡✳❣✳❣❧②❦♦❣❡♥❛♥❞♠✐♦✲
❝❤♦♥❞✐❛❧♠❡❛❜♦❧✐♠✮❛♥❞❞✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❧❣❡♥❡❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥✐❝♦♥♦❧❧❡❞✳■♥❛ ♦❝②❡
❡❧❡✈❛❡❞❈❛2+❧❡✈❡❧ ✐❣❣❡ ❤❡❡❧❡❛❡♦❢♥❡✉♦❛♥♠✐ ❡ ❧✐❦❡❣❧✉❛♠❛✭❛♣✉❛
❛♥❞❍❛②❞♦♥✱✷✵✵✵✮✳❈❛2+✐♥❤❡✐♠♠✉♥❡②❡♠♣❧❛②❛♥✐♠♣♦❛♥ ♦❧❡❜②❛❝✐✈❛✲
✐♥❣❧②♠♣❤♦❝②❡❛❢❡ ✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥❜②❛♥❛♥✐❣❡♥✭▲❡✇✐✱✷✵✵✶❀❋❡❦❡✱✷✵✵✼✮✳❆❧♦✐♥
♣❧❛♥ ❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❝♦♥♦❧❤❡ ♦♠❛❛❧❝❧♦✉❡♦❢❡♣✐❛♦②❣✉❛❞❝❡❧❧✭❨❛♥❣
❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✹✮✳❋✐♥❛❧❧②✱✈❡②❤✐❣❤❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡❝❡❧❧❧❡❛❞♦✉♥❝♦♥♦❧❧❡❞
❝❡❧❧❞❡❛❤❜② ❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♣♦❡❛❡❝❛❧♣❛✐♥✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✽✮✳ ▼♦❡✲
♦✈❡✱✐❝❛♥❢♦♠ ❛❧❝②❛❧ ❤❛♣❡❝✐♣✐❛❡✳❚❤✉✐♥❤✐❣❤❞♦❡❈❛2+✐ ♦①✐❝❛♥❞
❤❡❡❢♦❡❤❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❈❛2+♥❡❡❞ ♦❜❡✐❣❤❧②❝♦♥♦❧❧❡❞✳
❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❞♦♥♦❡①❝❧✉✐✈❡❧②♦❝❝✉✐♥✐♥❣❧❡❝❡❧❧❜✉❛❧♦♣❡❛❞❛✇❛✈❡
❤♦✉❣❤❝♦✉♣❧❡❞❝❡❧❧ ✭❡✳❣✳✈✐❛❣❛♣✲❥✉♥❝✐♦♥❛❧❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣✭❩✐♠♠❡♠❛♥♥❛♥❞ ❲❛❧③✱
✶✾✾✾❀▲❛♥❧❡②❛♥❞❙❛♥❞❡♦♥✱✶✾✾✾✮✮❛♥❞❡♥✐❡♦❣❛♥❧✐❦❡❤❡❧✐✈❡✭❘♦❜❜✲●❛♣❡
❛♥❞❚❤♦♠❛✱✶✾✾✺✮✳ ❊✈❡♥✐♥✐❞❡♦♥❡❝❡❧❧❤❡ ✐❡♦❢❝②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+♥❡❡❞♥♦ ♦
❜❡❤♦♠♦❣❡♥❡♦✉ ❜✉ ❝❛♥❛❦❡❤❡❢♦♠♦❢❛✇❛✈❡✱❢♦ ❡①❛♠♣❧❡✐♥❧❛❣❡❝❡❧❧❧✐❦❡
♦♦❝②❡✳▲♦❝❛❧❝❤❛♥❣❡♦❢❤❡❝②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✭❡❧❡♠❡♥❛②✐❣♥❛❧✮✐♥
♦❝❛❧❧❡❞♠✐❝♦❞♦♠❛✐♥ ❤❛❛❡♥❡❛❜②✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✱✷✵✵✻❀❈✉❧❧❡♥✱✷✵✵✻✮❛❡❤❡♦✉❝❡
♦❢❧❛❣❡❈❛2+♣✉✛✭❧♦❝❛❧✐❣♥❛❧✮❧❡❛❞✐♥❣✜♥❛❧❧②♦❛♥✐♥❛✲❛♥❞✐♥❡❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❈❛2+

✇❛✈❡ ✇❡❡♣✐♥❣ ❤♦✉❣❤❤❡❝②♦♣❧❛♠✭❣❧♦❜❛❧ ✐❣♥❛❧✮✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✱✶✾✾✼✮✳❚❤✐ ♣❛✐❛❧
❛♣❡❝♦❢❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♣❧❛② ❛♥✐♠♣♦❛♥ ♦❧❡✐♥❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣✱❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡
✐♥❞❡❝✐❞✐♥❣❛❜♦✉❝♦♥❛❝✐♦♥♦❞✐❧❛❛✐♦♥✐♥♠♦♦❤♠✉❝❧❡❝❡❧❧✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡❡❛❧✳✱
✶✾✾✽✮❛♥❞❞✐✛❡❡♥✐❛✐♦♥❡✈❡♥ ❞✉✐♥❣❢❡✐❧✐③❛✐♦♥✳
❋♦♠ ❤❡❜❡❣✐♥♥✐♥❣♦❢♠♦♥✐♦✐♥❣❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❝❡❧❧✱❤❡ ❤❛♣❡♦❢ ❤❡
❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✇❛♦❜❡✈❡❞♦❜❡♣✐❦❡❧✐❦❡✐♥ ❡❛❞♦❢❤❛♠♦♥✐❝✭❘♦♦♥❡②❡ ❛❧✳✱✶✾✽✾❀
❚❤♦♠❛ ❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✻✮✳■♥❛❧❧❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥ ❤❡ ♣✐❦❡✇✐❞❤✇❛ ❡❡♥♦❜❡♠♦❧②
❝♦♥❛♥✱✇❤❡❡❛ ❤❡✐♥❡✈❛❧❜❡✇❡❡♥ ✉❜❡✉❡♥ ♣✐❦❡✱❝❛❧❧❡❞✐♥❡♣✐❦❡✐♥❡✈❛❧
✭■❙■✮✱❞✐✛❡ ♦✈❡❛✇✐❞❡❛♥❣❡❢♦♠❝❡❧❧♦❝❡❧❧✳ ❚❤❡♣✐❦❡❢❡✉❡♥❝② ❛♥❣❡❢♦♠



✹ ■◆❚❘❖❉❯❈❚■❖◆

10−5 ♦2∗10−5❍③✐♥❢❡ ✐❧✐③❛✐♦♥♣♦❝❡❡ ♦2♦10❍③✐♥ ♠♦♦❤♠✉❝❧❡❝❡❧❧
✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✽✱✷✵✵✸✮✳❚❤❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡②♣✐❝❛❧❧②❛♥❣❡❢♦♠0.1µ▼ ♦1µ▼
✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✵✮✱❛❧❤♦✉❣❤✐♥♦♠❡❝❛❡✐❝❛♥❜❡♠✉❝❤❤✐❣❤❡✳❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡
✐♥❞❡♥❞✐✐❝♣✐♥❡ ❤❡❈❛2+❧❡✈❡❧✈❛✐❡❢♦♠0.1µ▼ ♦10µ▼✭❙❛❜❛✐♥✐❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✷✮✳
❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤❡❜❛❛❧❧❡✈❡❧✐ ❡❡♥♦❜❡❢❛✐❧②❧♦✇✐♥❛❧❧❝❡❧❧❜❡❝❛✉❡♦❢❤❡✐❣✐❞❈❛2+

❤♦♠❡♦ ❛✐ ❤❛♣❡✈❡♥ ♦①✐❝❡✛❡❝ ✭❡❡❛❜♦✈❡✮✳

✶✳✶✳✷ ❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✕ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠

❚❤❡❡❛❡♠❛♥②♣♦❡✐♥✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞✐♥❤❡❣❡♥❡❛✐♦♥♦❢❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡
❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸✮✳❚❤✐✐♠❛✐♥❧②❞✉❡ ♦❤❡❢❛❝ ❤❛❝❡❧❧❛❡♣❡❝✐❛❧✐③❡❞❛♥❞❤❛✈❡♣❡❝✐✜❝
♥❡❡❞ ♦❛❝❝♦♠♣❧✐❤❤❡✐❞✐✛❡❡♥❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤❡❜❛✐❝♣❛✐❝✐♣❛♥✐♥❤❡
❣❡♥❡❛✐♦♥♦❢❝②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❤❛✈❡❜❡❡♥✐❞❡♥✐✜❡❞❛❢♦❧❧♦✇✭❋✐❣✳✶✳✶✮✿

•✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ♦❡♦❢❈❛2+✭❡✳❣✳❡♥❞♦♣❧❛♠✐❝ ❡✐❝✉❧✉♠✭❊❘✮♦ ❛❝♦♣❧❛♠✐❝
❡✐❝✉❧✉♠✭❙❘✮✮

•♣✉♠♣ ❤❛❛❡❛❜❧❡♦ ❛♥❢❡❈❛2+✐♥♦❤❡❡ ♦❡❛♥❞♦✉♦❢❤❡❝❡❧❧

•❛♣♦✐✐✈❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠♦♥ ❤❡❡❧❡❛❡♦❢❈❛2+❢♦♠❤❡❡ ♦❡✭❡✳❣✳
❝❛❧❝✐✉♠✲✐♥❞✉❝❡❞❝❛❧❝✐✉♠❡❧❡❛❡✭❈■❈❘✮✮❤❛✐❝♦♦♣❡❛✐✈❡❧②❛❝✐✈❛❡❞

❆❧❤♦✉❣❤✱ ❤✐ ✐♥♦ ❛❝♦♠♣❧❡❡❧✐ ✭❡❡❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❙❝❤✉ ❡❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✷✮❢♦
❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧♠♦❞❡❧ ❛❦✐♥❣✐♥♦❛❝❝♦✉♥♦❤❡ ❡❣✉❧❛♦✮✐❤❡❧♣ ♦❡①♣❧❛✐♥❤❡❜❛✐❝
♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠✿✐♥✐✐❛❧❧②❤❡❝②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+✐❛❛❜❛❛❧❧❡✈❡❧❛♥❞❤❡✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ♦❡
❛❡✜❧❧❡❞✇✐❤❈❛2+✳❯♣♦♥❛❡❝❡♣♦♠❡❞✐❛❡❞ ✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥✭❡✳❣✳❣♦✇❤❤♦♠♦♥❡✮♦
✐♥✢✉①♦❢❡①❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❈❛2+ ❤♦✉❣❤❞✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❧❧②❡❣✉❧❛❡❞❈❛2+❝❤❛♥♥❡❧✭✈♦❧❛❣❡✱
❤♦♠♦♥❡♦ ♦❡❡❣✉❧❛❡❞✮✐♥❤❡♣❧❛♠❛♠❡♠❜❛♥❡✱❈❛2+✐ ❡❧❡❛❡❞✐♥❛♠❛❧❧
♣♦ ✐♦♥❢♦♠❤❡ ♦❡✐♥♦❤❡❝②♦♦❧✭❡❧❡♠❡♥❛②✐❣♥❛❧✮✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✱✶✾✾✼✮✳❚❤❡
❡❝♦♥❞♠❡❡♥❣❡✐♥♦✐♦❧✶✱✹✱✺✲✐♣❤♦♣❛❡✭■3✮✇❛ ✜ ❢♦✉♥❞♦♠❡❞✐❛❡❤❡
❡①❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥♦❤❡❝❡❧❧❛♥❞ ✐♠✉❧❛❡❤❡❡❧❡❛❡♦❢❈❛2+❢♦♠✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛
♦❡✭❙ ❡❜❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✽✸✮✈✐❛■3 ❡♥✐✐✈❡❡❝❡♣♦ ❛❛♥❣❡❞✐♥❝❧✉❡ ❤❛❛❝❛
❈❛2+❝❤❛♥♥❡❧✳▲❛❡♦❤❡♠❡ ❡♥❣❡ ❧✐❦❡❝②❝❧✐❝❆❉ ✐❜♦❡✭❝❆❉❘✮✇❡❡❢♦✉♥❞
♦♣❧❛②❛♦❧❡♦♦✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸✮✳❚❤✐❡❧❡♠❡♥❛②✐❣♥❛❧✐❧♦❝❛❧❧②❡ ✐❝❡❞
❞✉❡♦❤❡❛❝✐♦♥♦❢❈❛2+♣✉♠♣✐♥❤❡♥❡✐❣❤❜♦❤♦♦❞♦❢❤❡❝❤❛♥♥❡❧❝❧✉ ❡ ❤❛
♣✉♠♣❈❛2+❜❛❝❦✐♥♦❤❡❊❘✳◆♦♠❛❧❧②✱✐♥ ❤❡❛❜❡♥❝❡♦❢■3 ❤❡❡✐❛❡❧❛✐✈❡❧②
❧♦✇❝❤❛♥❝❡❤❛ ♦❤❡ ❝❤❛♥♥❡❧✐♥❤❡❝❧✉ ❡❛❧♦♦♣❡♥✳ ❚❤✉ ❤❡ ♣♦♥❛♥❡♦✉
♦♣❡♥✐♥❣♦❢❛✐♥❣❧❡❝❤❛♥♥❡❧❤❛♥♦ ♠✉❝❤❡✛❡❝✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✐♥❤❡♣❡❡♥❝❡♦❢■3
❛♥❞❞✉❡♦❤❡♣♦✐✐✈❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠❈■❈❘❛❧❧❝❤❛♥♥❡❧✐♥❛❝❧✉❡♦♣❡♥
❛♥❞❡✈❡♥♠♦❡❈❛2+✐ ❡❧❡❛❡❞✐♥❛♦❝❛❧❧❡❞♣✉✛✳❙✐❧❧❞✉❡♦❤❡♣✉♠♣ ❤❡❡✐
❛❧❛❣❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥❣❛❞✐❡♥❛♦✉♥❞❤❡❝❧✉ ❡✳❆❝✐✐❝❛❧❛♠♦✉♥♦❢❤❡❡
♣✉✛❢♦♠♥❡❛❜②❝❧✉ ❡ ✐ ❤❡♥♥❡❡❞❡❞♦❧❡❛❞♦❛❣❧♦❜❛❧✐❣♥❛❧❤❛ ♣❡❛❞❛
❛✇❛✈❡❤♦✉❣❤❤❡❝❡❧❧✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❛❈❛2+❞❡♣❧❡❡✐♥❤❡✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ♦❡❛♥❞



✶✳✶❖❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❧✐✈✐♥❣❝❡❧❧✕❚❤❡❡❡①❛♠♣❧❡ ✺

❞✉❡ ♦❤❡❝❧♦✐♥❣♦❢❤❡■3 ❡❝❡♣♦ ❛❧❛❣❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✱❤❡♣♦✐✐✈❡
❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠❜❡❝♦♠❡ ❞✐ ✉♣❡❞❛♥❞ ♦♣✳❚❤❡♣✉♠♣♥♦✇❡✉❡ ❡❈❛2+

❜❛❝❦✐♥♦ ❤❡ ♦❡✱♦ ❡❡ ❤❡❝❡❧❧❢♦ ❛♥❡✇❝②❝❧❡✳ ❇❡❝❛✉❡♦❢❤❡♣♦✐✐✈❡
❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠ ❤❡❡❧❡❛❡♦❢❈❛2+♦✉♦❢❤❡ ♦❡✐✈❡②❢❛✱❝♦♠♣❛❡❞♦❤❡
❜❛❝❦✲♣✉♠♣✐♥❣✐♥♦❤❡ ♦❡✳❚❤✐ ❡✉❧ ✐♥❛②♣✐❝❛❧♣✐❦❡✲❧✐❦❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✱✇❤✐❝❤
✐ ❡❡♥✐♥♠❛♥②❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥✳ ❆ ✐❦✐♥❣❢❡❛✉❡♦❢❤✐ ♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠✐ ✐ ❛❜✐❧✐②
♦♣♦❞✉❝❡✈❛❧②❞✐✛❡❡♥ ♣❛✐♦✲❡♠♣♦❛❧✲❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♣❛❡♥ ✉♣♦♥❛
❝❤❛♥❣❡♦❢❤❡❡① ❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ✐♠✉❧✉✳❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡✐♥❤❡❜❧♦✇✢②❛❧✐✈❛②❣❧❛♥❞❛♥
✐♥❝❡❛❡❞❤♦♠♦♥❡❝♦♥❝❡♥ ❛✐♦♥❧❡❞♦❛♥✐♥❝❡❛❡❞❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢ ❤❡❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧
❛♥❞❛✉❜❡✉❡♥❧②❤✐❣❤❡ ❡❝❡✐♦♥❛❡✭❘❛♣♣❛♥❞❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✱✶✾✽✶✮✳ ❆❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥
❤❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡♦❢❤❡❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✱✐♥❞✉❝❡❞❜②♥✉✐❡♥✱✇❛♠❡❛✉❡❞✐♥♣❛♥❝❡❛✐❝
β✲❝❡❧❧✱✇❤✐❝❤♠✐❣❤❝♦♥♦❧❣❡♥❡❡①♣❡✐♦♥✭◗✉❡❛❞❛❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✹✮✳■♥♦❤❡❝❡❧❧
✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❛♥❞❢❡✉❡♥❝②✇❛♠❡❛✉❡❞✉♣♦♥ ♦♥❣❡ ✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥✭❙❝❤✢
❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✸✮✳ ❚❤✐✈❡❛✐❧✐②✐♥ ❤❡❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧❝❛♥❜❡❛❝✐❜❡❞♦ ❤❡❛❧❡❛❞②
♠❡♥✐♦♥❡❞❝♦♠♣❧❡①✐②♦❢❤❡❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ♦♦❧❦✐✳
❆ ❈❛2+✐❛♥✉❜✐✉✐♦✉ ♠❡ ❡♥❣❡✐♥❤❡❝❡❧❧ ❤❡❡❛❡♠❛♥②❈❛2+❜✐♥❞✐♥❣
♣♦❡✐♥ ✭❋✐❣✳✶✳✶✮✳ ❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❈❛2+✴❝❛❧♠♦❞✉❧✐♥✲❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥ ♣♦❡✐♥❦✐♥❛❡■■
✭❈❛▼❑✐♥❛❡■■✮✱✇❤✐❝❤❝♦♥♦❧ ♠❛♥②♣♦❝❡❡✐♥❤❡❝❡❧❧❜②♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥♦❢
❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥✱❤♦✇❛❤✐❣❤❡❛❝✐✈✐②❛❡✇❤❡♥❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥
✐✐♥❝❡❛❡❞✭❉❡❑♦♥✐♥❝❦❛♥❞❙❝❤✉❧♠❛♥✱✶✾✾✽✮✳❈❛▼❑✐♥❛❡■■❝❛♥❛❧♦♣❤♦♣❤♦②✲
❧❛❡✐❡❧❢✳❚❤✐❛❧❧♦✇❛✉♦♥♦♠♦✉❛❝✐✈✐②❛ ❤❡❡♥❞♦❢❤❡❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✱❡♠❡❞
✑♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛♠❡♠♦②✏✱❛♥❞❛❧❧♦✇❛ ❛✐♦♥❛②♦✉♣✉✭❙❝❤✉ ❡❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✷✮✳ ❲❤❡♥
❈❛▼❑✐♥❛❡■■✐❝♦✉♥❡❛❝❡❞❜②❛♣❤♦♣❤❛❛❡❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②❡♥✐✐✈✐②❝❛♥❜❡❡♥✲
❤❛♥❝❡❞✭❇❛❞❤❛✇❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸✮✳■✐❛❧♦✐♥❡❡✐♥❣❤❛ ❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝② ❡♣♦♥❡
♦❢❈❛▼❑✐♥❛❡■■❝❛♥❜❡❝❤❛♥❣❡❞❜②❛❧❡♥❛✐✈❡♣❧✐❝✐♥❣✭❇❛②❡ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✷✮✳❚❤✉
❈❛▼❑✐♥❛❡■■✐❛♥❡①❛♠♣❧❡♦❢❛❈❛2+ ❡♥✐✐✈❡♣♦❡✐♥✱✇❤✐❝❤✐❛❜❧❡♦ ❛♥❧❛❡
❢❡✉❡♥❝②❡♥❝♦❞❡❞✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✐♥♦❛♣❡❝✐✜❝❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ❡♣♦♥❡✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱♠✉❝❤♠♦❡
❈❛2+ ❡♥✐♥❣♣♦❡✐♥✇✐❤❛♣♦❡♥✐❛❧♦❧❡✐♥✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣✇❡❡✐❞❡♥✐✜❡❞
✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸✮✳ ❆♠♦♥❣❤❡❡❛❡❝❧❛✐❝❛❧❈❛2+❜✐♥❞✐♥❣♣♦❡✐♥✱✉❝❤❛
❝❛❧♠♦❞✉❧✐♥✭❋❡②❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✵❀❇✐❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✹✮❛♥❞❈❛2+ ❡❣✉❧❛❡❞❡♥③②♠❡❛♣♦✲
❡✐♥❦✐♥❛❡❈✭❑❈✮✱✇❤✐❝❤✐♣❛ ♦❢❛♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥❝②❝❧❡✭❈✉❧❧❡♥✱✷✵✵✸❀❘❡✐❤❡
❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✻✮✳■♥❡❡✐♥❣❧②✱❢♦ ♦♠❡♣♦❡✐♥ ❤❡❧❛❣❡ ❛❝✐✈✐②✇❛♦❜❡✈❡❞❛
♣❡❝✐✜❝❢❡✉❡♥❝✐❡✭▲✐❡ ❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✽❀❚♦♠✐❞❛❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸❀❉✉♣♦♥ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸✮✳
❋✉ ❤❡ ❡①❛♠♣❧❡ ♦❢❈❛2+ ❡❣✉❧❛❡❞ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣♣❛❤✇❛② ❛❡ ❤❡❘❛ ●❚ ❛❡✱
✇❤✐❝❤❤②❞♦❧②③❡ ●✉❛♥♦✐♥❡ ✐♣❤♦♣❤❛❡✭●❚✮✱✇✐❤ ❤❡❛ ♦❝✐❛❡❞♣♦♠✐♥❡♥
♠✐♦❣❡♥✲❛❝✐✈❛❡❞♣♦❡✐♥❦✐♥❛❡✭▼❆❑✮❝❛❝❛❞❡✱✇❤✐❝❤✐❝♦♠♣✐❡❞♦❢❡✈❡❛❧
♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥❝②❝❧❡✳ ❚❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❞❡♣❡♥❞♦♥❤❡ ✉❜❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ❧♦❝❛❧✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢
❘❛ ✐♥❛♠✐❝♦❞♦♠❛✐♥❛♥❞ ❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢ ❤❡❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❛ ❞♦♠❛✐♥
✭❑✉♣③✐❣❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✺❀❈✉❧❧❡♥✱✷✵✵✻✮✳ ❈❛2+❝♦♥♦❧❛❤✉❣❡ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥❛❧♥❡✇♦❦
✭▼❡❧❧ ♠❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✽✮❤✐✐♥❝❧✉❞❡ ❤❡ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥❢❛❝♦ ♥✉❝❧❡❛❢❛❝♦✲❦❛♣♣❛
❇✭◆❋κ❇✮❛♥❞♥✉❝❧❡❛❢❛❝♦♦❢❛❝✐✈❛❡❞❚✲❝❡❧❧✭◆❋❆❚✮✭❉♦❧♠❡ ❝❤❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✼❀▲✐
❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✽❀❚♦♠✐❞❛❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸✮✳❚❤❡❡ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥❢❛❝♦ ❡❣✉❧❛❡❛♠♦♥❣♦❤❡
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♣♦❝❡❡ ❤❡♣♦❧✐❢❡❛✐♦♥✐♥♠❛♥②❝❡❧❧❛♥❞❤❡✐♠♠✉♥❡ ❡♣♦♥❡✐♥❝❡❧❧♦❢❤❡
✐♠♠✉♥❡②❡♠✳❚❤❡❞❡♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥♦❢◆❋❆❚❜②❤❡♣❤♦♣❤❛❛❡❝❛❧❝✐♥❡✉✐♥✐
✐♠♣♦❛♥❢♦ ❤❡♥✉❝❧❡❛❧♦❝❛❧✐③❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❤✉ ❤❡ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥❛❧❛❝✐✈✐②♦❢◆❋❆❚✳
■✇❛ ❤♦✇♥❤❛ ❤❡❝❛❧❝✐♥❡✉✐♥✲◆❋❆❚ ②❡♠✐❛❜❧❡♦❞❡❝♦❞❡❈❛2+✐♥❢❡✉❡♥❝②
✭❈♦❧❡❧❧❛❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✽✮✳❆❧♦❤❡♠✐♦❝❤♦♥❞✐❛❧♠❡❛❜♦❧✐♠✐ ❛♥❡①❛♠♣❧❡♦❢❛♣♦❝❡
❤❛ ✐❛❝✐✈❛❡❞✇✐❤✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣❈❛2+✭❍❛❥♥❝③❦②❡❛❧✳✱
✶✾✾✺✮✳ ❚❤❡ ✉❞②♦❢❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥♣❧❛♥✱❡✈❡❛❧❡❞❤❡❡①✐ ❡♥❝❡♦❢❡✈❡❛❧
❝❛❧❝✐✉♠✲❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥♣♦❡✐♥❦✐♥❛❡✭❈❉❑✮✱✇❤✐❝❤❛❡❛❜❧❡♦❞❡❝♦❞❡❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧
❛♥❞ ❡❣✉❧❛❡♠❡❛❜♦❧✐♠✱❣❡♥❡❡①♣❡✐♦♥❛♥❞❛❜✐♦✐❝ ❡ ❡✐❛♥❝❡✭❍❛♠♦♥
❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✵❀❍❛♣❡❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✹✮✳■♥❤❡❣✉❛❞❝❡❧❧ ♦♠❛❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❝❧♦✉❡
✐❦♥♦✇♥♦❜❡❝♦♥♦❧❧❡❞❜②♣❡❝✐✜❝❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♣❛❡♥✭▲✐❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✹✮✳■♥✲
❢♦♠❛✐♦♥❝❛♥❛❧♦❜❡❡♥❝♦❞❡❞❛✈❛✐❛✐♦♥✐♥❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡✱✇❤✐❝❤✇❡❡❢♦✉♥❞♦❡✉❧
✐♥❞✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❧❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥❢❛❝♦ ✐♥ ✉❞✐❡✇✐❤❛ ✐✜❝✐❛❧❧②❣❡♥❡❛❡❞
❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✭❉♦❧♠❡ ❝❤❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✼✮✳❚❤✉♠❛♥②♦❢ ❤❡❡ ✉❞✐❡ ✉♣♣♦ ❤❡
✈✐❡✇♦❢❢❡✉❡♥❝②❛♥❞✴♦ ❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❡♥❝♦❞❡❞✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✐♥❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✳ ◆❡✈❡✲
❤❡❧❡ ✱❤❡❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥ ✇❡❡❣❡♥❡❛❡❞❛✐✜❝✐❛❧❧②✇✐❤
♣❡❝✐✜❝❢❡✉❡♥❝✐❡❛♥❞❤❛✬✇❤②❛ ❡♥✐♦♥❤❛ ♦❜❡♣❛✐❞✇❤❡♥❣❡♥❡❛❧✐③✐♥❣❤❡❡
❡✉❧ ✳

Cellular

response

X

k
off
 g(X

*
)

X
*

Ca
2+

k
on
 f(Ca

2+
,X)

❋✐❣✉❡✶✳✶✿ ❖✈❡✈✐❡✇♦❢ ❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣✳ ❚❤❡❧❡❢♣❛ ❞❡♣✐❝ ❛ ❝❤❡♠❡♦❢❝❡❧❧
♣♦❝❡❡ ❡❧❡✈❛♥❢♦ ❤❡❛♣♣❡❛❛♥❝❡♦❢❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✭❛❞❛♣❡❞❢♦♠❑♥♦❦❡❡ ❛❧✳
✭✷✵✶✵✮✮✳ ❍❡❡Z✱Ym ❛♥❞YER❛❡❤❡❝②♦♦❧✐❝✱♠✐♦❝❤♦♥❞✐❛❧❛♥❞❡♥❞♦♣❧❛♠❛✐❝❈❛

2+

❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✱❡♣❡❝✐✈❡❧②✳❚❤❡❡①❝❤❛♥❣❡✢✉①❡♦❢❈❛2+❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡❝❡❧❧♦❣❛♥❡❧❧❡❛♥❞✐♥
❛♥❞♦✉♦❢❤❡❝❡❧❧❛❡❧❛❜❡❧❡❞❜②V✳❚❤❡❝❤❡♠❡♦♥❤❡✐❣❤✲❤❛♥❞✐❞❡❤♦✇ ❤❡❦✐♥❡✐❝
✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞✐♥❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❞❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❈❛2+✲❡♥✐✐✈❡♣♦❡✐♥X✭❛❞❛♣❡❞❢♦♠
❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✶✵✮✮✳❚❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♣♦❡✐♥❞❡♣❡♥❞♦♥❤❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢
❝②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+✳



✶✳✶❖❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❧✐✈✐♥❣❝❡❧❧✕❚❤❡❡❡①❛♠♣❧❡ ✼

✶✳✶✳✸ ❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✕♣✉♣♦❡❛♥❞❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡❄

❲❤❛ ✐ ❤❡♣✉♣♦❡♦❢❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❄ ❚❤❡❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠ ❡❡♠
♦❜❡✈❡②❡①♣❡♥✐✈❡✐♥❡♠ ♦❢❡♥❡❣②❜♦❤✐♥♦❣❛♥✐③❛✐♦♥❛♥❞♠❛✐♥❡♥❛♥❝❡✳❆
❝♦♠♠♦♥❤②♣♦❤❡✐✐ ❤❛❞✐✛❡❡♥❡①❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ✐❣♥❛❧❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❡♥❝♦❞❡❞✐♥♦♦♥❡
❝❡♥❛❧♠❡❡♥❣❡✳❚❤✐❤②♣♦❤❡✐❛♦❡❢♦♠❤❡❛❜♦✈❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧♦❜❡✈❛✐♦♥
♦❢❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✇✐❤✐♥❝❡❛❡❞❢❡✉❡♥❝②✉♣♦♥ ♦♥❣❡ ✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞♦♥❤❡
♦❤❡ ❤❛♥❞❈❛2+ ❡♥✐✐✈❡♣♦❡✐♥ ❤❛ ✇❡❡❛❝✐✈❛❡❞ ♦♥❣❡ ✉♣♦♥✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣
❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢❛ ✐✜❝✐❛❧❧②❣❡♥❡❛❡❞❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✳❙✐♥❝❡❈❛2+✐✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞✐♥♦
♠❛♥②✐♥ ❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛♣♦❝❡❡ ❤✐ ✐❛♥❛♣♣❡❛❧✐♥❣❤②♣♦❤❡✐✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤♦✇❝♦✉❧❞
♦♥❧②♦♥❡✐❣♥❛❧❝❛②❞✐✛❡❡♥✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥❄■✐❛✉♠❡❞ ❤❛ ❤❡❛♥✇❡ ♦❤✐
✉❡ ✐♦♥❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❡♥❝♦❞✐♥❣❥✉ ❧✐❦❡✐♥❛❞✐♦❜♦❛❞❝❛✐♥❣✳
❇✉ ❝❛❡❤❛ ♦❜❡❛❦❡♥✐♥❝❡✐❧❧♥♦✇❛♥❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧✈❡✐✜❝❛✐♦♥♦❢❢❡✉❡♥❝②
❡♥❝♦❞✐♥❣❛♥❞❞❡❝♦❞✐♥❣✐♥❛❝♦♠♣❧❡❡✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛♣❛❤✇❛②✐♠✐ ✐♥❣✳❆❝❝♦❞✐♥❣♦
❤✐❤②♣♦❤❡✐ ❤❡✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✲✢♦✇✐♥❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣❝❛♥❜❡❞✐✈✐❞❡❞❛❢♦❧❧♦✇✿

•❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛❡ ✐❣❣❡❡❞❜② ❛✐♦♥❛②❡①❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ✐❣♥❛❧✳

• ❤❡ ✐❣♥❛❧✐❡♥❝♦❞❡❞✐♥♦❝②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✇✐❤❛ ♣❡❝✐✜❝ ♣❛✐♦✲
❡♠♣♦❛❧♣❛❡♥✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✽✮✳

• ❤❡✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✐❞❡❝♦❞❡❞✐♥✐❞❡❤❡❝❡❧❧✐♥♦❛✭♠♦❧②✮ ❛✐♦♥❛②❡♣♦♥❡✳

■✐♣♦♣♦❡❞❤❛ ❤✐❇♦✇✐❡✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣✐❛✉♥✐✈❡❛❧ ✉❝✉❡✐♥❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧②❡♠
✭❈❡❡❛♥❞❉♦②❧❡✱✷✵✵✹❀▼❛❛♥❞❩❡♥❣✱✷✵✵✸✮✳ ❚❤❡✐❣♥❛❧♦❢♠❛♥②❞✐✈❡❡✐♥♣✉
✢♦✇❤♦✉❣❤♦♥❧②♦♥❡❝❡♥❛❧♠❡❡♥❣❡✱✇❤✐❝❤✐ ❤❡♥✉❡❞♦❝♦♥♦❧❛♥❞ ✐❣❣❡
❛✈❛✐❡②♦❢❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ❡♣♦♥❡✱❤❡♥❝❡❤❡♥❛♠❡❇♦✇✐❡✳ ❚❤✉ ❤❡♠♦ ♦❜✈✐♦✉
❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❡♥❝♦❞❡❞✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✐ ❤❛♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣❈❛2+❛❧❧♦✇❢♦♠♦❡
❞✐✈❡ ❡♣❛❡♥ ❤❛♥❛❝♦♥ ❛♥❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤❡✈✐❡✇♦❢
✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥❡♥❝♦❞❡❞✐♥❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②✐ ❝❤❛❧❧❡♥❣❡❞♥♦✇❛❞❛② ✐♥❝❡♠❡❛✉❡♠❡♥
✐♥❛ ♦❝②❡❛♥❞❤❡♣❛♦❝②❡ ❤♦✇❡❞❤❛ ❤❡ ❛♥❞❛❞❞❡✈✐❛✐♦♥✐♥■❙■✐♦♥❤❡
♦❞❡ ♦❢❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡■❙■✭❙❦✉♣✐♥❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✽✮✳ ❚❤✐ ❤♦✇ ❤❛ ♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❝♦✉❧❞
❜❡♠✉❝❤♦✐❡❣✉❧❛❛❧❡❛ ✐♥❤❡❡❝❡❧❧ ♦❝❛②❢❡✉❡♥❝②❡♥❝♦❞❡❞✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✳
◆❡✈❡ ❤❡❧❡ ✱✇✐❤♦✉❞♦✉❜ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❝❛②♦♠❡❦✐♥❞♦❢✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✳
❆♥♦❤❡✐♠♣♦❛♥ ❡❛♦♥❢♦♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❤❡✐♥✈♦❧✈❡♠❡♥♦❢❈❛2+✐♥❝❡❧❧
❞❡❛❤✱✇❤✐❝❤❤♦✇ ❤❡♦①✐❝❡✛❡❝ ♦❢♣♦❧♦♥❣❡❞❤✐❣❤❞♦❡♦❢❈❛2+✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✱✶✾✾✼✮✳
❋♦ ❡①❛♠♣❧❡✇❤❡♥♠✐♦❝❤♦♥❞✐❛✱❤❛ ❛❦❡✉♣❈❛2+❢♦♠❤❡❝②♦♦❧✱❜❡❝♦♠❡♦✈❡✲
❧♦❛❞❡❞✇✐❤❈❛2+✱❤❡② ❛ ♣♦❣❛♠♠❡❞❝❡❧❧❞❡❛❤✱❦♥♦✇♥❛❛♣♦♣♦✐✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡
❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✽✮✳❊✈❡♥✇♦❡✱❤✐❣❤❞♦❡♦❢❈❛2+❝❛♥❛❧♦ ✐❣❣❡ ❤❡✉♥❝♦♥♦❧❧❡❞❝❡❧❧
❞❡❛❤✭♥❡❝♦✐✮❜②❛❝✐✈❛✐♥❣❤❡❈❛2+✲❡♥✐✐✈❡♣♦❡❛❡❝❛❧♣❛✐♥✳❚❤✐❝❛❧❧❢♦❛
✐❝❧②❝♦♥♦❧❧❡❞❈❛2+❤♦♠❡♦ ❛✐✇✐❤✈❡②❧♦✇✭≈0.1µ▼✮❜❛❛❧❝②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+

❧❡✈❡❧✭❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✱✶✾✾✼❀❇❡ ✐❞❣❡❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸✮✳ ❆❡✐❡♦❢ ❤♦ ❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥
❛❧❧♦✇ ♦❞❡❧✐✈❡ ❤❡✐❣♥❛❧✇✐❤♦✉ ❤♦❡♦①✐❝✐❞❡❡✛❡❝✳❚❤✉♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❝♦✉❧❞
❤❛✈❡❡✈♦❧✈❡❞♦♣❡✈❡♥♥❡❣❛✐✈❡❡✛❡❝✳



✽ ■◆❚❘❖❉❯❈❚■❖◆

❖♥ ❤❡❞❡❝♦❞✐♥❣✐❞❡♦❢❤❡❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣♣❛❤✇❛②✐✇❛ ❤♦✇♥❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②
❤❛❞✐✛❡❡♥♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♣❛❡♥❧❡❛❞♦❛❞✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❧❡♣♦♥❡♦❛❧❡❛ ✐♥❝❡❛❡❞
❛❝✐✈✐②♦❢♣♦❡✐♥✱❛❞❡✜♥✐❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧♣♦♦❢❢♦ ❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②❡♥❝♦❞✐♥❣❤②♣♦❤✲
❡✐✐✉♥✐❧♥♦✇♥♦❣✐✈❡♥✳ ▼♦❡♣♦♠✐✐♥❣✐♥❤❡❞❞✐♥❣♦♠❡❧✐❣❤♦♥❤❡❜❡♥❡✜♦❢
♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥ ❡❡♠♦❜❡♦❤❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥ ❤❛ ❤♦✇♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❜❡✐♥❣♠♦❡❡✣❝✐❡♥
✐♥❛❝✐✈❛✐♥❣❣❡♥❡❡①♣❡✐♦♥❤❛♥❛❝♦♠♣❛❛❜❧❡❝♦♥❛♥ ✐❣♥❛❧✇✐❤❤❡❛♠❡❛✈❡✲
❛❣❡✇❤❡♥❤❡ ✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥❧❡✈❡❧✐❧♦✇✭❉♦❧♠❡ ❝❤❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✽❀❚♦♠✐❞❛❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸✮✳
▲❡ ✐❦♥♦✇♥❛❜♦✉❦✐♥❡✐❝❡ ✐❝✐♦♥♦♥❤❡❞❡❝♦❞✐♥❣♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠✱❤♦✇❡✈❡✱♠❛♥②
♦❢❤❡♣♦♠✐♥❡♥❈❛2+ ❡❣✉❧❛❡❞♣♦❡✐♥❜✐♥❞❈❛2+✐♥❛❝♦♦♣❡❛✐✈❡♠❛♥♥❡❛♥❞
❛❝✐♥♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥❝②❝❧❡✳

✶✳✶✳✹ ❈✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠

❚❤❡✐♠♣♦ ❛♥❝❡♦❢❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐❜❡ ❡①♣❧❛✐♥❡❞❜②❧❡❡♣✲✇❛❦❡♦❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥
❤②❤♠✳❉✉❡♦❡❛❤✬ ♦❛✐♦♥❤❡❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥✐♣❡✐♦❞✐❝❛❧❧②❝❤❛♥❣✐♥❣❛♥❞❤✉
♠❡❛✉✐♥❣❤❡✐♠❡✐❡❡♥✐❛❧♦♦❣❛♥✐♠ ❧✐✈✐♥❣✐♥✉❝❤❛❝❤❛♥❣✐♥❣❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥
❛♥❞♣♦✈✐❞❡❛♥✐♠♣♦❛♥❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡❢♦ ❤❡✜♥❡ ♦❢❞✐✈❡❡♦❣❛♥✐♠ ✭❙❤❛♠❛
❛♥❞❏♦❤✐✱✷✵✵✷✮✳ ❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡♦❣❛♥✐♠ ❞❡♣❡♥❞✐♥❣♦♥❧✐❣❤ ♦❣❡♥❡❛❡❡♥❡❣②
❡①❛❝❧②♥❡❡❞♦❦♥♦✇❛✇❤✐❝❤ ✐♠❡♦❢❞❛②❤❡✉♥✐❡ ♦♣❡♣❛❡❢♦ ❤✐❡✈❡♥✳
❚❤✉✱✐♥❝♦♥❛ ♦❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥ ❤❛❤❛✈❡❛❧❛❣❡❛♥❣❡♦❢♣❡✐♦❞✱❤❡❝✐❝❛✲
❞✐❛♥ ❤②❤♠♣❡✐♦❞✐✜①❡❞ ♦❛❧❡♥❣❤♦❢❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡❧②24❤✳❈✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠
❝❛♥❜❡❡❡♥❛❛✇✐❞❡♣❡❛❞♣♦♣❡②♦❢❧✐❢❡❛♥❞❛❡❢♦✉♥❞✐♥❝②❛♥♦❜❛❝❡✐❛✭❡✳❣✳
❙②♥❡❝❤♦❝♦❝❝✉ ❊❧♦♥❣❛✉✮✱✐♠♣❧❡❡✉❦❛②♦❡✭❡✳❣✳❈❤❧❛♠②❞♦♠♦♥❛ ❘❡✐♥❤❛❞✐✐✮✱
♣❧❛♥ ❛♥❞♠❛♠♠❛❧✭❉✉♥❧❛♣✱✶✾✾✾❀❍❛♠❡ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✶❀❲✐❥♥❡♥❛♥❞❨♦✉♥❣✱✷✵✵✻✮✳
❚❤❡❡❛❡❤❡❡❝✐❡✐❛❤❛❝❤❛❛❝❡✐③❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✿

•❡♥❞♦❣❡♥♦✉✿♣❡✐❡♥❝❡✐♥❤❡❛❜❡♥❝❡♦❢❡①❡♥❛❧ ✐♠❡❝✉❡✭❡✳❣✳❝♦♥❛♥
❞❛❦♥❡✮✇✐❤❛❢❡❡✲✉♥♥✐♥❣♣❡✐♦❞♦❢❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡❧②24❤

•❡♥❛✐♥❛❜❧❡✿❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✬♣❡✐♦❞❝❛♥❜❡②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❞♦❛♥❡①❛❝24❤❤②❤♠
❜②❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥❛❧❝✉❡✭❡✳❣✳❧✐❣❤✱❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✱❡♥❡❣②✉♣♣❧②✮

• ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛❡❞✿❢❡❡✲✉♥♥✐♥❣♣❡✐♦❞❝❤❛♥❣❡♦♥❧②♠❛❣✐♥❛❧❧②✉♣♦♥
❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❤❡♠❡❛♥❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✇✐❤✐♥❛♣❤②✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❛♥❣❡

❚❤❡ ❡♠❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥✱❢♦♠ ❤❡▲❛✐♥✇♦❞ ✧❝✐❝❛✧♠❡❛♥✐♥❣✧❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡❧②✧❛♥❞
✧❞✐❡✧♠❡❛♥✐♥❣✧❞❛②✧✱✐❞❡✐✈❡❞❢♦♠❤❡✜ ♦❢❤❡❡❝✐❡✐❛✳❚❤✐❝❤❛❛❝❡✐✐❝
❛❧♦ ✉❛❧✐✜❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠❛ ❡❧❢✲✉ ❛✐♥❡❞❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳❚❤❡❡❝✲
♦♥❞♣♦♣❡②❛❧❧♦✇❛❣❛❞✉❛❧❛❞❥✉♠❡♥ ♦❢❤❡✉♥❞❡❧②✐♥❣♦❝✐❧❧❛♦②②❡♠✉♣♦♥
❡①♣♦✉❡♦❡①❡♥❛❧ ✐♠✉❧✐✭②♣✐❝❛❧❧②❝❛❧❧❡❞✧❩❡✐❣❡❜❡✧✮❧✐❦❡❞❛✐❧②✈❛✐❛✐♦♥♦❢
❜✐❣❤♥❡ ♦❞❛②✐♠❡✲♥✐❣❤✐♠❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝②❝❧❡✳■✐❛❧♦❤❡❡❛♦♥✇❤②❤✉✲
♠❛♥ ❝❛♥❛❞❛♣ ❤❡✐ ❧❡❡♣✲✇❛❦❡❝②❝❧❡❛❢❡✢✐❣❤ ✐♥♦♦❤❡ ✐♠❡③♦♥❡❜②❛❞❥✉ ✐♥❣
❤❡✐✐♥❡♥❛❧♣❤❛❡✳❙✐♥❝❡❤✐❛❞❥✉♠❡♥ ✐❣❛❞✉❛❧❤❡✇❡❧❧❦♥♦✇♥❥❡✲❧❛❣♠❛✐♥❧②



✶✳✶❖❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❧✐✈✐♥❣❝❡❧❧✕❚❤❡❡❡①❛♠♣❧❡ ✾

♣❡ ✐ ♦✈❡ ✇♦♦ ❤❡❡❞❛②✳❚❤❡❛❜✐❧✐②❢♦❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✈❛✐✲
❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡♣❤②✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❛♥❣❡❡♥❛❜❧❡♣♦✐❦✐❧♦❤❡♠✐❝♦❣❛♥✐♠ ♦♠❛✐♥❛✐♥❤❡
♣❡✐♦❞✐♥❝❛❡♦❢❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝❤❛♥❣❡✳❚❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦❝♦♥♦❧♠❛♥②♣♦❝❡❡
✐♥❛♥♦❣❛♥✐♠❛♠♦♥❣✇❤✐❝❤ ❤❡❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✭❡✳❣❧❡❛❢♠♦✈❡♠❡♥✱❧♦❝♦♠♦♦❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✮✱
❝❡❧❧✲❝②❝❧❡❛♥❞♠❡❛❜♦❧✐♠✭❡✳❣✳♣❤♦♦②♥❤❡✐✱♥✐♦❣❡♥✉♣❛❦❡✱❝✐❛❡❝②❝❧❡✮❛❡
❤❡♠♦ ♦❜✈✐♦✉✳

✶✳✶✳✺ ❈✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠ ✕ ✐♥❣❧❡❝❡❧❧❝❧♦❝❦

❈✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦♠❛♥✐❢❡ ✐❡❧❢❛✈❛②✐♥❣♣♦❡✐♥❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢♦❝❛❧❧❡❞❝❧♦❝❦
♣♦❡✐♥✐♥✐♥❣❧❡❝❡❧❧✳❈❧♦❝❦♣♦❡✐♥❤❛✈❡❜❡❡♥❢♦✉♥❞✐♥❝❡❧❧♦❢♠❛♥②♣❡❝✐❡❢♦♠
✉♥✐❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ♦♠✉❧✐❝❡❧❧✉❧❛✳❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡✱✜❜♦❜❧❛ ❛♥❞❝❡❧❧❢♦♠❤✉♠❛♥♦❣❛♥
❛❧♦♣♦❡ ❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✭❇✉❤ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵✮✳■♥❣❡♥❡❛❧❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✐♥❤❡
✐♥❣❧❡❝❡❧❧❝❛♥❜❡❞✐✈✐❞❡❞✐♥♦❤❡❡♣❛ ✭❲✐❥♥❡♥❛♥❞❨♦✉♥❣✱✷✵✵✻✮✭❋✐❣✳✶✳✷✮✳❚❤❡
✐♥♣✉♣❛ ❝♦♠♣✐❡ ❤❡❡♥♦ ❤❛♠❡❛✉❡❤❡❡①❡♥❛❧❩❡✐❣❡❜❡✬✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✳
❚❤❡❡❡♥♦ ❛❡❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❧✐❣❤ ❡❝❡♣♦ ❧✐❦❡❈②♣♦❝❤♦♠❡♦ ❤②♦❝❤♦♠❡
✐♥❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐ ❤❛❧✐❛♥❛

Reaction
rates

internal 
Temperature

Feedbacks

Temperature

Light

Environment

Cell/Organism

Rhythmic
activity

Central oscillator

Output
pathway

Sensory
pathway

✳❚❤❡❡❡♥♦ ❤❡♥❛❞❥✉ ❤❡♠♦ ✐♠♣♦❛♥ ❡❝♦♥❞❝♦♠✲
♣♦♥❡♥✱❤❡❝♦❡❝❧♦❝❦✱❜②❞✐❡❝❧②❛✛❡❝✐♥❣✐ ♣♦❡✐♥❛♥❞❣❡♥❡✱❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❜②
❞❡❣❛❞❛✐♦♥✱♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥❛❧❡❣✉❧❛✐♦♥✳❚❤❡❤✐❞❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥
✐ ❤❡❧❛❣❡ ❛♥❞❝♦♥❛✐♥❛❧❧❝❧♦❝❦✲❝♦♥♦❧❧❡❞❣❡♥❡✳

❋✐❣✉❡✶✳✷✿❙❝❤❡♠❡♦❢ ❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✳❚❤❡❝❤❡♠❡❤♦✇ ❤❡ ❤❡❡♣❛ ✐♥♦
✇❤✐❝❤ ❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦❝❛♥❜❡✉❜❞✐✈✐❞❡❞✿ ❡♥♦②♣❛❤✇❛②✱❝❡♥❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❛♥❞♦✉✲
♣✉♣❛❤✇❛②✳❯✉❛❧❧②❤❡❝❡♥❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✐❝♦♠♣♦❡❞♦❢❡✈❡❛❧✐♥❡❧♦❝❦❡❞♥❡❣❛✐✈❡❛♥❞
♣♦✐✐✈❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❧♦♦♣✳❚❤❡❝❤❡♠❡❛❧♦❤♦✇ ❤❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦♦❢❤❡♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡❡①♣❡❡❞✐♥
❛❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♠❛♥♥❡♦♥♦❤❡❝❧♦❝❦✐ ❡❧❢✳❆❧♦❞❡♣✐❝❡❞❛❡❤❡❞✐✛❡❡♥❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥❛❧❢❛❝✲
♦ ✐♥✢✉❡♥❝✐♥❣❤❡❝❧♦❝❦❞✐❡❝❧②✈✐❛❤❡❡♥♦②♣❛❤✇❛②♦✐♥❞✐❡❝❧②✈✐❛❤❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡
❜②❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❤❡♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛❝❧♦❝❦ ❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡✳
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❖♥❡❜❛✐❝♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠✉❡❞♦❡①♣❧❛✐♥❤❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✐♥❣♦❢❤❡❝♦❡❝❧♦❝❦✐❛ ❛♥✲
❝✐♣✐♦♥❛❧♥❡❣❛✐✈❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❧♦♦♣✜ ♣♦♣♦❡❞❜②●♦♦❞✇✐♥❛♥❞♥♦✇❦♥♦✇♥❛
❤❡✧●♦♦❞✇✐♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✧✭●♦♦❞✇✐♥✱✶✾✻✺✮✭❋✐❣✳✶✳✸✮✳■♥❤✐ ♠♦❞❡❧❛❝❧♦❝❦❣❡♥❡
✐ ❛♥❝✐❜❡❞✐♥♦♠❘◆❆❛♥❞ ❛♥♣♦ ❡❞✐♥♦❤❡❝②♦♦❧✇❤❡❡✐✐ ❛♥❧❛❡❞
✐♥♦❛♣♦❡✐♥✳❚❤❡♣♦❡✐♥✐ ❤❡♥ ❛♥♣♦ ❡❞✐♥♦❤❡♥✉❝❧❡✉✇❤❡❡✐✐♥❤✐❜✐ ✐
♦✇♥ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥✳❚❤❡✐♥❤❡❡♥❞❡❧❛②✐♥❤✐♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠✐♥ ♦❞✉❝❡❞❜② ❛♥❧❛✐♦♥
❛♥❞ ❛♥♣♦ ♣♦❝❡❡❧❡❛❞♦❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡✱♠❘◆❆❛♥❞♣♦❡✐♥❛❡
❜♦❤✉❜❥❡❝ ♦✉♥♣❡❝✐✜❝❞❡❣❛❞❛✐♦♥✳ ❖❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♣♦❞✉❝❡❞❢♦♠✉❝❤❛♠❡❝❤❛✲
♥✐♠❛❡②♣✐❝❛❧❧② ♠♦♦❤❛♥❞ ✐♥✉♦✐❞❛❧✐♥❝♦♥❛ ♦❤❡❈❛2+ ♣✐❦❡ ♦❜❡✈❡❞
❢♦❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳ ❖❢❝♦✉❡❤❡●♦♦❞✇✐♥♠♦❞❡❧✐ ❛✈❡② ✐♠♣❧❡❛♥❞❜❛✐❝
♠♦❞❡❧✳ ◆♦✇❛❞❛②✱✐❜❡❝❛♠❡❝❧❡❛ ❢♦♠❝♦♠♣❧❡①❦♥♦❝❦♦✉❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥ ❤❛ ❤❡
❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥❛❧✱ ❛♥❧❛✐♦♥❛❧❛♥❞♣♦✲❛♥❧❛✐♦♥❛❧♥❡✇♦❦✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞✐♥❤❡❣❡♥❡❛✲
✐♦♥♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✐♠✉❝❤❧❛❣❡✐♥②♣✐❝❛❧♠♦❞❡❧②❡♠ ✉❝❤❛◆❡✉♦♣♦❛
❝❛❛✱❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐ ❤❛❧✐❛♥❛✱❉♦♦♣❤✐❧❛♠❡❧❛♥♦❣❛❡ ❛♥❞▼✉ ♠✉❝✉❧✉ ✭❲✐❥♥❡♥
❛♥❞❨♦✉♥❣✱✷✵✵✻✮✳ ❚❤❡❡♥❡✇♦❦ ②♣✐❝❛❧❧②✐♥✈♦❧✈❡♠♦❡❤❡♥ ✇♦♥❡❣❛✐✈❡❛♥❞
♣♦✐✐✈❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❧♦♦♣✇✐❤❛ ♦❝✐❛❡❞❝❧♦❝❦❣❡♥❡ ❤❛❛❡✐♥❡✇✐♥❡❞✇✐❤❡❛❝❤
♦❤❡✳■♥❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❛♠♦♥✐♥❣❛♥❞❛♥❡✈❡♥✐♥❣❧♦♦♣❤❛✈❡❜❡❡♥✐❞❡♥✲
✐✜❡❞✭❍✉❛♥❣❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✷✮✳ ▼♦ ♦❢❤❡❡♥❡✇♦❦✐♥✈♦❧✈❡ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥❛❧❝♦♥♦❧✱
❤♦✇❡✈❡✱❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦♦❢❤❡❝②❛♥♦❜❛❝❡✐❛❙②♥❡❝❤♦❝♦❝❝✉ ❝❛♥❛❧♦✇♦❦♦♥❧②
♣♦ ✲❛♥❧❛✐♦♥❛❧❜②♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥❝②❝❧❡✭❈❧♦❞♦♥❣❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✼✮✳ ❚❤✐ ✐♠♣❧❡
❝❧♦❝❦✲✇♦❦❤♦✇❡✈❡✐❛♥❡①❝❡♣✐♦♥✳❊✈❡♥✐♥❤❡❣❡❡♥❛❧❣❛❡❈❤❧❛♠②❞♦♠♦♥❛ ❡✐♥✲
❤❛❞✐✐❤❡❝❧♦❝❦✐❝♦♠♣♦❡❞♦❢❡✈❡❛❧❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❧♦♦♣✭❙❡✐③❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵❛✱❜❀▼❛ ✉♦
❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✽✮✳❖♥❡♦❢❤❡❡❧♦♦♣✐♥✈♦❧✈❡ ❤❡♣♦❡✐♥❈❍▲❆▼❨✱✇❤✐❝❤✐❛✭❯●✮7✲
❡♣❡❛ ❜✐♥❞✐♥❣ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥❢❛❝♦ ❝♦♥♦❧❧✐♥❣❣❡♥❡ ✇✐❤ ❤❡❡ ❡♣❡❛ ✐♥❤❡✐
♣♦♠♦♦ ❡❣✐♦♥✳■✐❜❡❧✐❡✈❡❞❤❛❈❍▲❆▼❨✐ ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞✐♥❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥✲
❛✐♦♥❜❡❝❛✉❡❤✐❢❡❛✉❡✐❛✛❡❝❡❞✐♥❈❍▲❆▼❨✲❦♥♦❝❦♦✉❝❡❧❧✭❱♦② ❡❦❤❡❛❧✳✱
✷✵✵✽✮✳
■♥❛❧❧♠❡❛✉❡♠❡♥ ♦❢✐♥❣❧❡❝❡❧❧❢♦♠❞✐✛❡❡♥ ♣❡❝✐❡ ✐✇❛ ❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ❤❡
❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✐ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛❡❞✳ ❖♥❡♠✐❣❤❛❣✉❡ ❤❛ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡
❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥♦✐♠♣♦❛♥✐♥❤♦♠❡♦❤❡♠✐❝♦❣❛♥✐♠✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✐✇❛ ❢♦✉♥❞
❤❛❝❡❧❧❧✐❦❡✜❜♦❜❧❛ ❢♦♠❤♦♠❡♦❤❡♠✐❝♦❣❛♥✐♠ ❛❧♦♣♦❡ ❛❡♠♣❡❛✉❡
❝♦♠♣❡♥❛❡❞❝❧♦❝❦✭❛❣❛♥✐❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵❀❚✉❝❤✐②❛❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸✮✳❚❤✉✱❡♠♣❡❛✉❡
❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✐❛❣❡♥❡❛❧❢❡❛✉❡♦❢❤❡♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛ ❝❧♦❝❦✇♦❦✐♥❤❡❝❡❧❧✳❙✐❧❧❤❡
✉❡ ✐♦♥❡♠❛✐♥❤♦✇❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❝❛♥❜❡❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❞❄❊❛❝❤❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✲
✐❝❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡✐♥❝❡❛❡✇✐❤ ✐✐♥❣❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✳ ❚❤❡Q10❢❛❝♦♠❡❛✉❡ ❤❡
✐♥❝❡❛❡✐♥❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡✇❤❡♥❤❡ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐✐♥❝❡❛❡❞❜②10❑ ❡❧❛✐✈❡♦❛
❡❢❡❡♥❝❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✳ ❆❝❝♦❞✐♥❣ ♦✈❛♥✬❍♦✛✬ ✉❧❡ ❤❡Q10✐❜❡✇❡❡♥2❛♥❞3
❢♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥❛♥❞❤✐❛❧♦❤♦❧❞❢♦♠♦ ❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥✭❑✉♦❛✇❛
❛♥❞■✇❛❛✱✷✵✵✺❀▲❡❧♦✉♣❛♥❞●♦❧❞❜❡❡✱✶✾✾✼✮✳ ❙♦✉♣♦♥❛♥✐♥❝❡❛❡♦❢❤❡❛♠✲
❜✐❡♥ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❡❛❝❤❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡✐♥❤❡♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛ ❝❧♦❝❦✇♦❦♦✉❣❤❧②❞♦✉❜❧❡✳
■❤❛ ❜❡❡♥ ❡❛❧✐③❡❞❡❛❧②❤❛ ❤❡❡❡①✐ ❡❛❝✐♦♥ ❤❛ ❞❡♣✐❡❜❡❝♦♠✐♥❣❢❛❡
✉♣♦♥✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣❤❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✱❤❡✐♦✈❡❛❧❧❡✛❡❝✐❛❧♦✇✐♥❣❞♦✇♥♦❢❤❡❝②❝❧❡✳
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❋✐❣✉❡✶✳✸✿ ❙❝❤❡♠❡♦❢ ❤❡ ●♦♦❞✇✐♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳ ❚❤❡❝❤❡♠❡❤♦✇ ❤❡♥❡❣❛✐✈❡✲
❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡♦❢❤❡●♦♦❞✇✐♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✭●♦♦❞✇✐♥✱✶✾✻✺✮✳❚❤❡♥❡❣❛✐✈❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦♦♥
❤❡ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥✐✉✉❛❧❧②❡❛❧✐③❡❞❜②❤❡❝♦♦♣❡❛✐✈❡❜✐♥❞✐♥❣♦❢n♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡ ♦❢❤❡♥✉❝❧❡❛
♣♦❡✐♥♦❤❡ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥✐❡✳

❍❛ ✐♥❣❛♥❞❙✇❡❡♥❡②✐♥✶✾✺✼♣♦♣♦❡❞❤❛❛❜❛❧❛♥❝❡❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❡❛❝✐♦♥ ❤❛✐♥✲
❝❡❛❡❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②❛♥❞ ❡❛❝✐♦♥ ❤❛ ❞❡❝❡❛❡❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②✉♣♦♥ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡
❝❤❛♥❣❡❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❛♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠❡①♣❧❛✐♥✐♥❣ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✭❍❛ ✐♥❣❛♥❞
❙✇❡❡♥❡②✱✶✾✺✼✮✳❙✐❧❧❤♦✇❤✐❜❛❧❛♥❝❡❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❞✐♣♦♦❧②✉♥❞❡ ♦♦❞❛♥❞
♦♥❧②❢❡✇♣♦❝❡❡❤❛✈❡❜❡❡♥✐❞❡♥✐✜❡❞❤❛ ❡❡♠♦❜❡♣❡❝✐❛❧❧②❛❞❛♣❡❞♦❛❝❝♦♠✲
♣❧✐❤❤✐ ❛❦✳❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡✐♥♠❛♠♠❛❧❛❝❧♦❝❦♣♦❡✐♥❤❛❜❡❡♥✐❞❡♥✐✜❡❞❤❛✐
♥❡❛❧②❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐♥❡♥✐✐✈❡✭■♦❥✐♠❛❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✾✮✳
❙✐♥❝❡ ❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡ ❛❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥ ❤✐ ❤♦✉❧❞✐♥♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡❛❧❧♦✇
♦❡♥❛✐♥❛❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦♦♥❛✉❛❧❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝②❝❧❡✭❋✐❣✳✶✳✷✮✳■♥❢❛❝❢♦
♣♦✐❦✐❧♦❤❡♠✐❝♦❣❛♥✐♠✱❧✐❦❡❉♦♦♣❤✐❧❛❛♥❞❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐✱❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝②❝❧❡❛❡
❛♥❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ✐❣♥❛❧✭❈✉ ✐❡❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✾❀❚♦♠✐♦❦❛❛♥❞❨♦❤✐✐✱✷✵✵✻✮✳ ◆♦♦♥❧②
♣♦✐❦✐❧♦❤❡♠✐❝❜✉ ❛❧♦❝❡❧❧ ❢♦♠❤♦♠❡♦❤❡♠✐❝♦❣❛♥✐♠ ❝❛♥❜❡❡♥❛✐♥❡❞❜②
❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❛✇❛ ❞❡♠♦♥ ❛❡❞❢♦❤✉♠❛♥❧✐✈❡ ❝❡❧❧✭❆❜❛❤❛♠❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵✮✳
❚❤✐ ♦❜❡✈❛✐♦♥❧❡❞♦❤❡✐♥❡❡✐♥❣❤②♣♦❤❡✐ ❤❛❜♦❞②❝❡❧❧❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❡♥❛✐♥❡❞
❜② ♠❛❧❧ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝❤❛♥❣❡♦❢1♦2❑ ❤❛ ❛♣♣❡❛♦✈❡ ❤❡❝♦✉ ❡♦❢❤❡❞❛②
✐♥❛❤✉♠❛♥❜♦❞②✭❇✉❤ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵❀❊❞❡②✱✷✵✶✵✮✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✐✐♥♦❦♥♦✇♥❤♦✇
❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥❛♥❞❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❛❡❡❧❛❡❞✳
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■♥❤✐❣❤❡✱♠✉❧✐❝❡❧❧✉❧❛♦❣❛♥✐♠ ✐✐❜❡❧✐❡✈❡❞❤❛❡❛❝❤❝❡❧❧♣♦❡❡❛❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥
❝❧♦❝❦✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤❡❡❝❧♦❝❦❤❛✈❡♦②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡♦❡❛❝❤♦❤❡ ♦❣❡♥❡❛❡❛❝♦♥✲
✐❡♥♦✈❡ ❤②❤♠♦❢24❤✳■♥♠❛♠♠❛❧ ❤❡❛❝❤✐❡❝✉❡♦❢❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦
✐❞✐✈✐❞❡❞✐♥♦❛❝❡♥❛❧♠❛❡❝❧♦❝❦✱❡✐❞✐♥❣✐♥❤❡❜❛✐♥✱❛♥❞❡✈❡❛❧♣❡✐♣❤❡❛❧
❝❧♦❝❦✱❡✐❞✐♥❣✐♥❤❡♦❣❛♥✳❚❤❡♠❛❡❝❧♦❝❦✐❝❛❧❧❡❞❤❡❙❈◆❛♥❞✐❛②♠♠❡✐❝
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✉❝✉❡♦❢❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡❧②20000♥❡✉♦♥✭❲❡❧ ❤❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵❀❙✐❧✈❡❛♥❞❙❝❤✇❛③✱
✷✵✵✺❀▼♦♦❡❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✷✮✳■✐ ♦❧❡❧②❡♥❛✐♥❡❞❜②❧✐❣❤ ✐❣♥❛❧❢♦♠❤❡♦♣✐❝♥❡✈❡
✜❜❡ ✳❚❤❡♠❛❡❝❧♦❝❦❡♥❛✐♥❛❧❧♣❡✐♣❤❡❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✈✐❛❞✐✈❡❡✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣♣❛❤✲
✇❛②✱❤♦✇❡✈❡ ❤❡❞❡❛✐❧♦❢❤❡❡♣♦❝❡❡❛❡♥♦②❡❦♥♦✇♥✳■✐❤②♣♦❤❡✐③❡❞
❤❛♦♥❡♦❢❤❡❡❡♥❛✐♥✐♥❣✐❣♥❛❧❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❤❡❜♦❞②✲❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✭❊❞❡②✱✷✵✶✵✮✳
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❜② ②♥❛♣✐❝❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥❛♥❞ ❤❡ ❡❧❡❛❡♦❢♥❡✉♦❛♥♠✐ ❡✳ ❊❛❝❤♣❛ ♦❢ ❤❡
②♠♠❡✐❝❙❈◆❝❛♥❜❡♦✉❣❤❧②❞✐✈✐❞❡❞✐♥♦✇♦❞✐✛❡❡♥ ❡❣✐♦♥✿❤❡✈❡♥♦❧❛❡❛❧
✭❱▲✮❛♥❞❤❡❞♦ ♦♠❡❞✐❛❧✭❉▼✮❡❣✐♦♥✳❖♥❧②❝❡❧❧✐♥❤❡❱▲ ❡❣✐♦♥❡❝❡✐✈❡❤❡❧✐❣❤
✐♥♣✉✱✇❤❡❡❛♦♥❧②❝❡❧❧✐♥❤❡❉▼ ❡❣✐♦♥❡❡♠♦❜❡❤②❤♠✐❝✭▲✐✉❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✼❀
▲❡❡❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸❀❆♥❧❡❛♥❞❙✐❧✈❡✱✷✵✵✺❀❍❛♠❛❞❛❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✶❀❑❛❛♦❡♦❡❛❧✳✱
✷✵✵✹❀▼❛②✇♦♦❞❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✻✮✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡✱❡♣❛❛❡❞❢♦♠❤❡❱▲ ❡❣✐♦♥✱❝❡❧❧✐♥❤❡
❉▼ ❡❣✐♦♥❧♦♦❡❤❡✐ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❤✉ ❡❡♠♦❜❡♦♥❧②❧♦❝❛❧❧②❝♦♥♥❡❝❡❞
✭❨❛♠❛❣✉❝❤✐❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸✮✳❚❤✉✱✐✐ ❡❛♦♥❛❜❧❡♦❛✉♠❡❧♦♥❣✲❛♥❣❡❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥
❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡❱▲❛♥❞❤❡❉▼ ❡❣✐♦♥✳❚❤❡❡❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥♦♥❤❡♦♥❡❤❛♥❞ ❡✈❡♦
✐♠♣❧❛♥❛❤②❤♠✐♥♦❤❡❱▲♣❛ ❛♥❞♦♥❤❡♦❤❡❤❛♥❞ ❡✈❡♦ ❛♥♠✐ ❧✐❣❤
✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✐♥♦❤❡❉▼♣❛ ✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡✱❤❡②❧✐♥❦❤❡❧♦❝❛❧❧②❝♦♥♥❡❝❡❞❉▼❝❡❧❧
✈✐❛❤❡❱▲❝❡❧❧✇✐❤❡❛❝❤♦❤❡✳
❉❡♣✐❡❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ♦❛♥❡①❡♥❛❧24❤❤②❤♠✐✐❛❧♦✐♠♣♦❛♥❢♦♠❛♠✲
♠❛❧ ♦❛❞❛♣ ♦❡❛♦♥❛❧❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❞❛②❧❡♥❣❤✭♣❤♦♦♣❡✐♦❞✮✳❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡✐♥✉♠✲
♠❡ ❞❛② ❤❡❞❛✐❧②✉♥❧✐❣❤♣❤❛❡✐❧♦♥❣❡ ❤❛♥✐♥✇✐♥❡✐♥♥♦♥✲❡✉❛♦✐❛❧❡❣✐♦♥✳
❚❤✉✱❤❡❜❡❤❛✈✐♦❛❧❛❝✐✈✐②❤❛ ♦❜❡❛❞❛♣❡❞♦❤❡❡❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❤❡♣❤♦♦♣❡✐♦❞✳
■❤❛❜❡❡♥♦❜❡✈❡❞❤❛ ❤❡❡❧❡❝ ✐❝❛❧❛❝✐✈✐②♦❢♥❡✉♦♥✐♥❤❡❙❈◆✐♥✉♠♠❡✐
♥♦✇❡❧❧ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❞❛♥❞❤✉❜♦❛❞❡✱✇❤❡❡❛✐♥✇✐♥❡ ❤❡❡❧❡❝ ✐❝❛❧❛❝✐✈✐②✐
♠♦❡②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❞♦❛❤♦ ❡ ✐♠❡♣❡✐♦❞✭❙❝❤❛❛♣❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸❀▼❡✐❥❡ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵✮✳
▼♦❡♦✈❡✱❤✐❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡✐♥❛❝✐✈✐②❡♠❛✐♥✉♣♦♥♠♦✈✐♥❣✉❝❤❛♥✐♠❛❧✐♥❝♦♥❛♥
❞❛❦♥❡ ✭❱❛♥❞❡▲❡❡ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✼✮✳■♥❡❡✐♥❣❧②✱❤❡✐♥❞✐✈✐❞✉❛❧♥❡✉♦♥❞♦♥♦
❤♦✇❛❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡✐♥❤❡✐❡❧❡❝✐❝❛❧❛❝✐✈✐②✱✇❤✐❝❤✐✉✉❛❧❧②♦✈❡4♦5❤✱✐♥✇✐♥❡
❛♥❞✐♥✉♠♠❡ ✭❙❝❤❛❛♣❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸❀▼❡✐❥❡ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵✮✳■✐❛❧♦♣♦♣♦❡❞❤❛
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❝❡❧❧❛♥❞❤❛ ②♥❛♣✐❝♥❡✉♦❛♥♠✐ ❡ ✐♥✉♥❛✛❡❝ ❤❡❡①♣❡✐♦♥❧❡✈❡❧♦❢❝❧♦❝❦
♣♦❡✐♥✭❲❡❧ ❤❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵✮✳❚❤❡❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧♦❜❡✈❛✐♦♥❧❡❛❞♦❤❡❝♦♥❝❧✉✲
✐♦♥❤❛ ❤❡❡♠✉ ❜❡♣❡ ✐❡♥❛❧❡❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡♥❡✇♦❦ ✉❝✉❡♦❢❤❡❙❈◆✐♥
✉♠♠❡❛♥❞✐♥✇✐♥❡✳❙✉❝❤❝❤❛♥❣❡❝♦✉❧❞❜❡♠❡❞✐❛❡❞❜②❤❡✇❡❧❧❦♥♦✇♥②♥❛♣✐❝
♣❧❛ ✐❝✐②♦❢♥❡✉♦♥❛❧❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥✭●❡ ♦✇❛♥❞❚✐❧❧❡✱✷✵✶✵❀❉❡❜❛♥♥❡❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸✮✳
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❚❤❡ ❡❧❛✐✈❡❧②♥❡✇✜❡❧❞♦❢②♥❤❡✐❝❜✐♦❧♦❣②❝♦♠❜✐♥❡ ❡❡❛❝❤❛ ❤❡❜♦❞❡ ♦❢
❜✐♦❧♦❣②✱♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝✭❞②♥❛♠✐❝❛❧②❡♠ ❤❡♦②✮❛♥❞❡♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣✳❚❤❡✐❞❡❛✐ ♦
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❞❡✐❣♥❝♦♥♦❧❧❛❜❧❡❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❝✐❝✉✐ ✇✐❤ ♣❡❝✐✜❡❞❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✉✐♥❣❤❡♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛
♠❛❝❤✐♥❡②♦❢ ❤❡❝❡❧❧✱❢♦ ❡①❛♠♣❧❡ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥✱ ❛♥❧❛✐♦♥♦♣♦ ✲❛♥❧❛✐♦♥❛❧
♠♦❞✐✜❝❛✐♦♥✭❙❡ ❛♥♦✱✷✵✵✼✮✳■♥❤✐ ❡♥❡✐❝♦♠♣❧❡♠❡♥ ♥❛♥♦❡❝❤♥♦❧♦❣②✇❤✐❝❤
❤❛ ❤❡❣♦❛❧♦❜✉✐❧❞♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛♠❛❝❤✐♥❡ ❢♦♠❝❛❝❤✳❖♥❡❝♦✉❧❞❛②❤❛❛♥✉❧✐✲
♠❛❡❣♦❛❧♦❢②♥❤❡✐❝❜✐♦❧♦❣②✐ ♦❣❡♥❡❛❡❛♠♦❞✉❧❛ ♦♦❧❦✐♦❢❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❝✐❝✉✐
❤❛❝❛♥❜❡❝♦♠❜✐♥❡❞♦❢✉❧✜❧❧♣❡❝✐✜❝❛❦✱❛✐❛❧❡❛❞②❤❡❝❛❡✐♥❡♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣
❝✐❡♥❝❡✳ ❚♦❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❤✐ ❣♦❛❧♦❢❝♦✉❡♦♥❡✜ ❤❛ ♦✉♥❞❡ ❛♥❞❤❡✐♥❞✐✈✐❞✉❛❧
♠♦❞✉❧❡ ✉✣❝✐❡♥❧②❡♥♦✉❣❤♦❜❡❛❜❧❡♦♠❛❦❡♣❡❞✐❝✐♦♥❛❜♦✉ ❤❡✐ ❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✳
■❞❡❛❧❧②✱❤✐❢✉♥❞❛♠❡♥❛❧❡❡❛❝❤♦❢❝♦✉❡❛❧♦❜♦♦ ✉♥❞❡ ❛♥❞✐♥❣✐♥❜✐♦❧♦❣②❜②
❝❧❛✐❢②✐♥❣❤♦✇❤❡❡♠♦❞✉❧❡✇♦❦✐♥❤❡❡❛❧♦❣❛♥✐♠✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡✱❜②❝♦♠❜✐♥✐♥❣
♠♦❞✉❧❡ ❢♦❛♣❡❝✐✜❝❛❦♦♥❡❝♦✉❧❞❣❡♥❡❛❡❤②♣♦❤❡✐❛❜♦✉ ❤❡♦❧✉✐♦♥❢♦✉♥❞
✐♥♥❛✉❡✳❉✉✐♥❣❤❡❞❡✐❣♥♣♦❝❡ ✐♥②♥❤❡✐❝❜✐♦❧♦❣②❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧✐♥✈✐✈♦❛♥❞
❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧✐♥✐❧✐❝♦ ✉❞✐❡❛❡✐❣❤❧②❡❧❛❡❞✳
❇❡✐❞❡ ❤❡❞❡✐❣♥♦❢❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧✢✐♣✲✢♦♣♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❣❛❡❛♥✐♠♣♦❛♥❝❧❛ ♦❢❜❛✲
✐❝♠♦❞✉❧❡❛❡②♥❤❡✐❝♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✇✐❤❛♣❡❝✐✜❡❞❢❡✉❡♥❝②❛♥❣❡✭✉❝❡❧❧❡❛❧✳✱
✷✵✶✵✮✳■♥❞❡❡❞❛♥✉♠❜❡♦❢❞✐✛❡❡♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❞❡✐❣♥✇❡❡❡❛❧✐③❡❞✐♥❤❡❧✐✈✐♥❣
♣♦❦❛②♦✐❝♦❡✉❦❛②♦✐❝❝❡❧❧✳ ❖♥❡♦❢❤❡❡✐ ❤❡♣❡✈✐♦✉❧②♠❡♥✐♦♥❡❞●♦♦❞✇✐♥
♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❝♦♠♣♦❡❞♦❢❛❣❡♥❡❤❛ ❡♥❝♦❞❡✐ ♦✇♥✐♥❤✐❜✐♦ ✭❝❢✳✶✳✶✳✺✮✳■✇❛
✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞✐♥❊❝❤❡✐❝❤✐❛❝♦❧✐✉✐♥❣❤❡❧❛❝♦♣❡♦♥♣♦♠♦❡❝♦♥♦❧❧✐♥❣❤❡❡①✲
♣❡✐♦♥♦❢❤❡▲❛❝■✐♥❤✐❜✐♦❛♥❞❛✢✉♦❡❝❡♥ ❡♣♦❡♣♦❡✐♥✳❚❤❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥
✇✐❞❡❧②❝♦✐♥❝✐❞❡✇✐❤❤❡❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❛❧♦❝♦♥✜♠❡❞ ❤❡✐♠♣♦ ❛♥❝❡
♦❢❛ ♦♥❣♥♦♥❧✐♥❡❛ ✐♥❤✐❜✐✐♦♥✐♥❝❡▲❛❝■❜✐♥❞ ❤❡♣♦♠♦❡❛ ❛ ✐♠❡✳ ❚❤❡
●♦♦❞✇✐♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✐❛✐♥❣❧❡❣❡♥❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳ ❆♥♦❤❡ ✇❡❧❧❦♥♦✇♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❝♦♠✲
♣✐✐♥❣♠✉❧✐♣❧❡❣❡♥❡✐ ❤❡❡♣❡✐❧❛♦✭❊❧♦✇✐③❛♥❞▲❡✐❜❧❡✱✷✵✵✵✮✳■✐❛❝②❝❧❡
♦❢❣❡♥❡✱✇❤❡❡❡❛❝❤❣❡♥❡❡♣❡❡✐ ✉❝❝❡ ♦❛♥❞❤✉❛♥❡①❡♥✐♦♥♦❢❤❡●♦♦❞✲
✇✐♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✐❞❡❛✭❋✐❣✳✶✳✹✮✳❙✉❝❤❛❝✐❝✉✐✐❛❧♦❦♥♦✇♥❛❛✐♥❣♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✐♥
❡♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣❝✐❡♥❝❡✳■✇❛ ✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞✐♥✈✐✈♦❜②❊❧♦✇✐③❛♥❞▲❡✐❜❧❡✭✷✵✵✵✮❛❢❡
❛♥❡❧❛❜♦❛❡♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐✇❛ ❝♦♥❞✉❝❡❞✳❚❤❡❡♣❡✐❧❛♦✐❝♦♠♣♦❡❞
♦❢▲❛❝■❢♦♠❊❝❤❡✐❝❤✐❛❝♦❧✐✱❚❡❘❢♦♠❤❡❚♥✶✵ ❛♥♣♦♦♥❛♥❞❝■❢♦♠❤❡λ
♣❤❛❣❡✳❚❤❡♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐ ✉❣❣❡ ❡❞❤❛ ❤❡♣♦♠♦❡ ❤♦✉❧❞❜❡ ♦♥❣
❜✉❛❧♦✐❣❤❧②❡♣❡✐❜❧❡❛♥❞❤❡❞❡❣❛❞❛✐♦♥❛❡♦❢❤❡♣♦❡✐♥ ❤♦✉❧❞❜❡✐♠✐✲
❧❛ ♦❤❡♠❘◆❆❞❡❣❛❞❛✐♦♥✳❚❤✐✇❛ ❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❞❜②❝♦♥ ✉❝✐♥❣❤②❜✐❞♣♦♠♦❡
❛♥❞✐♥♦❞✉❝✐♥❣❞❡❣❛❞❛✐♦♥❛❣✐♥♦❤❡♣♦❡✐♥✳ ❚❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❤♦✇❡❞ ✐♠✐❧❛
♣❡✐♦❞❛♥❞❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡✈❛✐❛✐♦♥❛♣❡❞✐❝❡❞❜②❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝❛♥❞ ♦❝❤❛✐❝✐♠✲
✉❧❛✐♦♥✳■✇❛ ❛❧♦ ♦❜✉ ✉♥❞❡ ❝❡❧❧❞✐✈✐✐♦♥♠❡❛♥✐♥❣❤❛ ❤❡❞❛✉❣❤❡❝❡❧❧
✐♥❤❡✐❡❞❤❡ ❛❡♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✇❤✐❧❡❤✐✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❛✐♦♥❤♦✇❡❞❤❡
♣♦✇❡♦❢♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐✐♥♣❡❞✐❝✐♥❣❞❡✐❣♥❢❡❛✉❡♦❢❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
✐❛❧♦ ❤♦✇❡❞ ❤❛ ❤❡ ✐✉❛✐♦♥✐♥♥❛✉❡✐♠♦❡❝♦♠♣❧❡①✱❜❡❝❛✉❡❛❢❡❡♥②
♦❢❊❝❤❡✐❝❤✐❛❝♦❧✐✐♥♦❤❡ ❛✐♦♥❛②♣❤❛❡❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❞❡❝❧✐♥❡❞✳❚❤✐♠❛②❜❡
❛ ✐❜✉❡❞♦❤❡❝❤❛♥❣❡♦❢ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥❢❛❝♦ ✐♥❤❡ ❛✐♦♥❛②♣❤❛❡✳▲❛❡♠♦❡
❝♦♠♣❧✐❝❛❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❤❛✈❡❜❡❡♥❞❡✐❣♥❡❞❤❛ ✐♥❝❧✉❞❡♣♦✐✐✈❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❛♥❞❛❡
♠♦❡♦❜✉ ✭✉❝❡❧❧❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵✮✳
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Cytosol

Nucleus

cI

cI

Gene cI

LacI

LacI

Gene LacI

TetR

TetR

Gene TetR
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❚❤❡♥❡① ❡♣✐♥②♥❤❡✐❝❜✐♦❧♦❣②✐♥♦✇♦❝♦♠❜✐♥❡❤❡✐♥❞✐✈✐❞✉❛❧♠♦❞✉❧❡ ♦
❡♥❣✐♥❡❡❝✐❝✉✐ ✇✐❤❛ ♣❡❝✐✜❝❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✳❙✐♥❝❡❤✐ ✐❛✈❡②❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❛❦✐ ✐
❤❡❧♣❢✉❧ ♦✜ ♣❡❢♦♠✐♥✐❧✐❝♦✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥✳ ♦♠✐✐♥❣❝❛♥❞✐❞❛❡❢♦❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧
❝✐❝✉✐ ❝♦✉❧❞❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❜❡❛❢❡✉❡♥❝②❝♦♥♦❧❧❡✱✇❤✐❝❤❛❞❥✉ ❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢
❛❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ♦❛♣❡❞❡✜♥❡❞❡①❡♥❛❧❢❡✉❡♥❝②♠✐♠✐❝❦✐♥❣❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❡♥❛✐♥✲
♠❡♥✱❛♥❞❛❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐✈✐❞❡ ❤❛❞✐✈✐❞❡❛♥✐♥♣✉❢❡✉❡♥❝②❜②♦♠❡♥✉♠❜❡❛♥❞
♣♦❞✉❝❡❛♥♦✉♣✉✇✐❤❤❡❞✐✈✐❞❡❞❢❡✉❡♥❝②✳❚❤✐❧❛ ❡①❛♠♣❧❡✐♠♦✐✈❛❡❞❜②
❤❡❜❡❤❛✈✐♦♦❢❤❡❣❡♥✉▼❛❣✐❝✐❝❛❞❛✱✇❤♦❡✐♥❡❝♣♦♣✉❧❛✐♦♥❛♣♣❡❛ ❡✈❡②13♦
17②❡❛ ♦♠✐♥✐♠✐③❡✐♥❡❢❡❡♥❝❡✇✐❤♣❡❞❛♦❧✐❢❡❝②❝❧❡✭▼❛❧❛✱✶✾✵✼❀❲✐❧❧✐❛♠
❛♥❞❙✐♠♦♥✱✶✾✾✺✮✳❙✐♥❝❡❜♦❤♥✉♠❜❡ ❛❡♣✐♠❡♥✉♠❜❡ ❤❡▼❛❣✐❝✐❝❛❞❛❧✐❢❡❝②❝❧❡
❜②♣❛ ❡❧✐❢❡❝②❝❧❡♦❢♣❡❞❛♦✳❙✐♥❝❡♥♦♥❛✉❛❧❤②❤♠♦❢❤✐ ❧❡♥❣❤✐ ❦♥♦✇♥
✉♣♦❞❛❡✐✐ ❡♠♣✐♥❣♦❤②♣♦❤❡✐③❡❤❛ ❤❡❡✐♥❡❝ ♠✉ ♣♦ ❡ ❛♥✐♥❡♥❛❧
❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐✈✐❞❡✳❋♦ ❤❡❝❛❡♦❢❤❡▼❛❣✐❝✐❝❛❞❛ ❤❡✐♥♣✉ ❤②❤♠❝♦✉❧❞❜❡ ❤❡
❛♥♥✉❛❧❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥♥✉✐✐♦♥❛✈❛✐❧❛❜✐❧✐②❢♦ ❤❡❧❛✈❛❡✐♥❤❡♦✐❧✭❲❤✐ ❡❛♥❞❙❡❤❧✱
✶✾✼✽✮❛♥❞❤❡♦✉♣✉ ❤②❤♠✐ ❤❡17②❡❛❝②❝❧❡♦❢❡❝❧♦✐♦♥✳
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❡♠❛❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❝❡❧❧❛♥❞♦❣❛♥✐♠✳
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❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧ ②❡♠❛❡♦♣❡♥❛♥❞❞✐✐♣❛❡❡♥❡❣②✱♠❡❛♥✐♥❣❤❛❤✐❣❤❡✲♦❞❡❡❞❡♥✲
❡❣②✐ ❛♥❢♦♠❡❞✐♥♦❡♥❡❣②✇✐❤❧♦✇❡♦❞❡✱❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❤❡❛✳ ❖♥❧②✐♥❤❡❡
❡♥❡❣②♦♣❡♥②❡♠ ❤❛ ❛❡❞✐✈❡♥❢❛❛✇❛②❢♦♠❤❡♠♦❞②♥❛♠✐❝❛❧❡ ✉✐❧✐❜✐✉♠
❜② ❤❡✐♥❝♦♠✐♥❣❛♥❞♦✉❣♦✐♥❣❡♥❡❣②✢✉①❡✱❞✐✐♣❛✐✈❡❡❧❢✲♦❣❛♥✐③✐♥❣ ✉❝✉❡
✕❢♦✇❤✐❝❤♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛❡♦♥❧②♦♥❡♣♦✐❜✐❧✐②✕♦❝❝✉✳❖❢❝♦✉❡✐❢♦♥❡❝♦♥✐❞❡
❤❡ ②❡♠❛♥❞✐ ✉ ♦✉♥❞✐♥❣ ❤❡❡♥❡❣②✐❝♦♥❡✈❡❞✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❞❡❝✐❜✐♥❣❛❧❧
♠✐❝♦❝♦♣✐❝❞❡❣❡❡♦❢❢❡❡❞♦♠❜②❡✉❛✐♦♥♦❢♠♦✐♦♥✐❝✉❡♥❧②♥♦♣♦ ✐❜❧❡❢♦❛
❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧②❡♠❛♥❞❤✉♠❛❝♦❝♦♣✐❝✱♠❡❛✉❛❜❧❡ ✉❛♥✐✐❡❧✐❦❡♣❡❝✐❡❝♦♥❝❡♥✲
❛✐♦♥❛❡❝♦♥✐❞❡❡❞✳ ❯♥❢♦✉♥❛❡❧②✱ ❛✐✐❝❛❧❡✉✐❧✐❜✐✉♠♠❡❝❤❛♥✐❝✱❞❡❛❧✐♥❣
✇✐❤♠❛❝♦❝♦♣✐❝♣♦♣❡✐❡♦❢❧❛❣❡②❡♠✱❝❛♥♥♦❜❡❛♣♣❧✐❡❞ ✐♥❝❡❛❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧
②❡♠✐♦♣❡♥❛♥❞❢❛❢♦♠❡✉✐❧✐❜✐✉♠❛❛❧❡❛❞②♠❡♥✐♦♥❡❞✳
❚♦♦✈❡❝♦♠❡❤❡❡❞✐✣❝✉❧✐❡✱❛✜ ❛❜ ❛❝✐♦♥♦♠♦❞❡❧❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥✐
♠❛❞❡❜②❝♦♥✐❞❡✐♥❣❤❡♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡ ✐♥❤❡❝❡❧❧✱❧✐❦❡♣♦❡✐♥❛♥❞❡♥③②♠❡✱❛♣❛✲
✐❝❧❡ ❤❛ ❝♦❧❧✐❞❡❛♥❞❡❛❝✇✐❤❡❛❝❤♦❤❡✳ ❚❤✐✐❛❞❛✐❝❡❞✉❝✐♦♥♦❢♠♦❞❡❧
❝♦♠♣❧❡①✐②✐♥❝❡❛❧❧❝♦♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥❛❧❞❡❣❡❡♦❢❢❡❡❞♦♠♦❢❤❡♣♦❡✐♥❛❡♥❡❣❧❡❝❡❞✳
❖❢❝♦✉ ❡✐♥❛❝❧❛✐❝❛❧❢❛♠❡✇♦❦♦❢❍❛♠✐❧♦♥✐❛♥♠❡❝❤❛♥✐❝♦♥❡✇♦✉❧❞ ✐❧❧♥❡❡❞
♦❝♦♥✐❞❡❛❧❧✈❡❧♦❝✐②❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥ ❛♥❞❢♦❝❡❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡♣❛ ✐❝❧❡✐♥❤❡❍❛♠✐❧♦✲
♥✐❛♥✭❆♥♦❧✬❞❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✽✾❀●♦❧❞ ❡✐♥✱✶✾✽✵✮✇❤✐❝❤✐❛❣❛✐♥♥♦♣♦ ✐❜❧❡❢♦❤✉♥❞❡❞
♦ ❤♦✉❛♥❞ ♦❢♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡✳ ❚♦ ❡❛ ❤❡❝❛❡♦❢❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥✐♥❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧
②❡♠ ❤❡♣♦❜❛❜✐❧✐✐❝♠♦❞❡❧✐♥❣✐♥❤❡❢❛♠❡✇♦❦♦❢❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♠❛❡❡✉❛✐♦♥
✭❈▼❊✮✇❛ ❞❡✈❡❧♦♣❡❞✭❝❢✳❜♦♦❦ ❜②❱❛♥❑❛♠♣❡♥✱✶✾✾✷❀●❛❞✐♥❡✱✷✵✵✾✮✳❚❤❡❡
❡✉❛✐♦♥❝♦♥✐❞❡ ❤❡❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥♦❢❛♣♦❜❛❜✐❧✐②❞❡♥✐②♦♥❛❧❛✐❝❡♦❢❛❧❧♣♦✐❜❧❡
②❡♠ ❛❡✉✐♥❣❛♥✐✐♦♥♣♦❜❛❜✐❧✐✐❡♦ ♦❝❤❛✐❝❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡✳■✇❛ ❤♦✇♥
❤❛✉♥❞❡ ❤❡❛ ✉♠♣✐♦♥❤❛ ❤❡②❡♠✐✇❡❧❧ ✐❡❞✱♠❡❛♥✐♥❣✇✐❤♦✉ ♣❛✐❛❧
❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡✱❛♥❞ ❤❡❡①✐ ❡♥❝❡♦❢❛ ♦❝❤❛✐❝❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡❢♦❡❛❝❤❡❛❝✐♦♥✱❤❡
❈▼❊❛✐❡♥❛✉❛❧❧②❢♦❡❧❡♠❡♥❛②❡❛❝✐♦♥✭●✐❧❧❡♣✐❡✱✶✾✾✷✮✳ ❲❤❡❡❛✱❤❡✜
❛✉♠♣✐♦♥✐♥♦ ❛❧✇❛②❢✉❧✜❧❧❡❞✱❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡✇❤❡♥♣❛✐❛❧ ✉❝✉❡❡✈♦❧✈❡✱❤❡
❡❝♦♥❞❛✉♠♣✐♦♥✱❦♥♦✇♥♦❜❡ ✉❡❢♦❞✐❧✉❡❣❛ ②❡♠✭●✐❧❧❡♣✐❡✱✶✾✾✷✮✱✇❛
❤♦✇♥♦❜❡❛❧♦❝♦❡❝❢♦❞✐✛✉✐♥❣♦❧✈❡♥ ✐♥♦❧✉✐♦♥♦♥❧②❡❝❡♥❧②✭●✐❧❧❡♣✐❡✱
✷✵✵✾✮✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✇❤❛❡✛❡❝ ♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛ ❝♦✇❞✐♥❣✐♥❤❡❝❡❧❧❤❛♦♥❤✐❛✉♠♣✐♦♥
✐♥♦♣❡❝✐❡❧②❦♥♦✇♥✱❛❧❤♦✉❣❤❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧ ✉❞✐❡✐♥❞✐❝❛❡❤❡✐♥♦❞✉❝✐♦♥♦❢❝♦✲
❡❧❛✐♦♥✐♠❡❜❡✇❡❡♥♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛ ❡✈❡♥ ✭●✐♠❛✱✷✵✶✵✮✳❆♥♦❤❡❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡♦❢❤❡
♠❛ ❡❡✉❛✐♦♥✐ ❤❛✐❛❝❝♦✉♥ ❢♦ ❤❡✐♥❤❡❡♥✉♥❝❡ ❛✐♥②✐♥♦❞✉❝❡❞❜②❤❡
❝♦❛❡✲❣❛✐♥✐♥❣❛♥❞♥❡❣❧❡❝✐♥❣♦❢♠❛♥②❞❡❣❡❡♦❢❢❡❡❞♦♠✐♥❤❡♦✐❣✐♥❛❧②❡♠❧✐❦❡
♣♦❡✐♥❝♦♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✱♣♦✐✐♦♥❛♥❞✈❡❧♦❝✐②✳■❣♥♦✐♥❣❦♥♦✇❧❡❞❣❡❛❜♦✉ ❤❡✐✐♥✐✐❛❧
❛❡✱✇❤✐❝❤❝❛♥♥♦❜❡♠❡❛✉❡❞❛♥②✇❛②✱❧❡❛❞ ♦❤❡✉✉❛❧❧②♦❜❡✈❛❜❧❡✢✉❝✉❛✲
✐♦♥♦❢♠❛❝♦❝♦♣✐❝✉❛♥✐✐❡✳❯✉❛❧❧②✱❤❡ ❛♥✐✐♦♥❛❡✐♥❤❡❈▼❊❞❡♣❡♥❞♦♥
❤❡♥✉♠❜❡♦❢♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡♣❛ ✐❝✐♣❛✐♥❣✐♥❤❡❡❛❝✐♦♥♠✉❧✐♣❧✐❡❞❜②❛❛❡❝♦♥❛♥
✭●✐❧❧❡♣✐❡✱✷✵✵✾✮✳❘❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡❤❡♦②❛❧❧♦✇ ♦✐♥❝❧✉❞❡❤❡❡✛❡❝ ♦❢♣❡✉❡❛♥❞
❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝❤❛♥❣❡❛♥❞✉✉❛❧❧②❧❡❛❞ ♦ ❛❡❧❛✇✐♥✈♦❧✈✐♥❣❛♥❆❤❡♥✐✉ ❡♠
❤❛ ❞❡❝✐❜❡ ❤❡❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦♥ ❤❡ ②❡♠ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✭▲❛✐❞❧❡✱✶✾✾✺❀❍♥❣❣✐
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❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✵✮✳❆❧❤♦✉❣❤✱❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡❤❡♦②❤❛♠❛❞❡♠✉❝❤♣♦❣❡✱❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡
❜②✉✐♥❣❡❛❝✐♦♥❝♦♦❞✐♥❛❡✐♥❛❜ ❛❝♣♦❡♥✐❛❧✉❢❛❝❡❛♥❞❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❜❛❤
❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥✭❍♥❣❣✐❡ ❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✵✮✱ ✐❧❧♠❛♥②♦❢❤❡ ❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡♦❢❡♥③②♠❛✐❝
❡❛❝✐♦♥❤❛✈❡ ♦❜❡♠❡❛✉❡❞❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②♦✐♥❢❡❡❞❢♦♠❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧✐♠❡
❝♦✉❡♦❢ ♣❡❝✐❡ ❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✳ ❖♥❤❡❝♦♥❛②✱ ❤❡❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②✐♥❢❡❡❞
❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡❛❡♣❡❝✐✜❝❢♦ ❤❡❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥✐♥✇❤✐❝❤❤❡②✇❡❡♠❡❛✉❡❞✳
❙✐❧❧❤❡❈▼❊✐✈❡②❤❛❞ ♦❛❝❦❧❡❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧❧②✳ ❯✉❛❧❧②✱ ♦❧✉✐♦♥♦♥❧②❡①✐
❢♦ ✐♠♣❧❡♦♥❡♣❡❝✐❡ ❡✉❛✐♦♥♦ ✉♥✐✲♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛ ❡❛❝✐♦♥✳ ❇✉ ❤❡❡❡①✐ ❡✣✲
❝✐❡♥❛❧❣♦✐❤♠ ♦♦❧✈❡❤❡❈▼❊♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧❧②♦♠♦❡♣❡❝✐❡❧②❤❡②❣❡♥❡❛❡♦♥❡
❡❛❧✐③❛✐♦♥❢♦♠❤❡♣♦❜❛❜✐❧✐②❞❡♥✐②✳ ❚❤❡❡❛❧❣♦✐❤♠ ❛❡✉♠♠❛✐③❡❞❛ ❤❡
❙♦❝❤❛✐❝❙✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥❆❧❣♦✐❤♠✭❙❙❆✮✭●✐❧❧❡♣✐❡✱✶✾✼✻✱✶✾✼✼✮✳❚♦♦❜❛✐♥❢✉❤❡
❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧✐♥✐❣❤✐✐❝♦♠♠♦♥♦❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡❤❡♠❛ ❡❡✉❛✐♦♥❜②✈❛✐♦✉❡①♣❛♥✲
✐♦♥✳❚❤❡❡❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥✉✉❛❧❧②❡❧②♦♥❛ ❛♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥❢♦♠♣❛✐❝❧❡♥✉♠❜❡
♦♣❡❝✐❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✈✐❛❛❧❛❣❡②❡♠✲✐③❡♣❛❛♠❡❡Ω✱②♣✐❝❛❧❧②❤❡❡❛❝✐♦♥
✈❡❡❧✈♦❧✉♠❡✳ ❚❤❡❡①♣❛♥✐♦♥✐♥❝❧✉❞❡❤❡❧✐♥❡❛♥♦✐❡❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥✭▲◆❆✮♦
✭❧❡❛❞✐♥❣♦❞❡✮✈❛♥❑❛♠♣❡♥②❡♠✲✐③❡❡①♣❛♥✐♦♥✭❱❛♥❑❛♠♣❡♥✱✶✾✾✷✮✱✇❤✐❝❤❣✐✈❡
❛❧✐♥❡❛ ✐♠❡✲❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❋♦❦❦❡✲❧❛♥❝❦❡✉❛✐♦♥✱❤❡❑❛♠❡✲▼♦②❛❧❡①♣❛♥✐♦♥✭❝❢✳
❜♦♦❦❜②●❛❞✐♥❡✱✷✵✵✾✮✱✇❤✐❝❤❧❡❛❞ ♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧▲❛♥❣❡✈✐♥❡✉❛✐♦♥✭❈▲❊✮✭●✐❧❧❡✲
♣✐❡✱✷✵✵✵✮✱❛♥❞❤❡❲❡♥ ③❡❧✲❑❛♠❡✲❇✐❧❧♦✉✐♥✭❲❑❇✮✲❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥✱✇❤✐❝❤❧❡❛❞
♦❛❍❛♠✐❧♦♥✲❏❛❝♦❜✐❡✉❛✐♦♥❤❛❝❛♥❜❡❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❜②❤❡♠❡❤♦❞♦❢❝❧❛✐❝❛❧♠❡✲
❝❤❛♥✐❝✭❆ ❛❢❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✽✱✷✵✶✶❀❱❛♥❝❡❛♥❞❘♦ ✱✶✾✾✻✱✶✾✾✽✮✳❚❤❡❡①♣❛♥✐♦♥❞✐✛❡
✐♥❤❡✐✐♥❝❧✉✐♦♥♦❢ ♦❝❤❛✐❝❡✛❡❝✳❚❤❡②❡♠✲✐③❡❡①♣❛♥✐♦♥✐❛♥❡①♣❛♥✐♦♥✐♥
✐♥✈❡❡♣♦✇❡ ♦❢Ω❛♦✉♥❞❤❡♦❧✉✐♦♥♦❢❛❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝❡❛❝✐♦♥②❡♠✳❯✉❛❧❧②
❤❡❡①♣❛♥✐♦♥✐ ✉♥❝❛❡❞❛ ❤❡✜ ♦❞❡❛♥❞❤❡♥❝❛❧❧❡❞❤❡▲◆❆✳❚❤❡❣♦✈❡♥✲
✐♥❣❡✉❛✐♦♥②❡♠❢♦ ❤❡✈❛✐❛♥❝❡❛♦✉♥❞❤❡❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝♦❧✉✐♦♥✐ ❡❧❛✐✈❡❧②
✐♠♣❧❡✱✐♥❝❡❤❡ ✉♥❝❛✐♦♥❧❡❛❞ ♦❛❧✐♥❡❛ ❋♦❦❦❡✲❧❛♥❝❦❡✉❛✐♦♥❞❡❝✐❜✐♥❣
❛●❛✉✐❛♥♣♦❜❛❜✐❧✐②❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤❡❧✐♥❡❛✲♥♦✐❡❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥✐❛
❧♦❝❛❧❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♠❛ ❡❡✉❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❝❛♥♥♦❛❝❝♦✉♥❢♦ ❛❡✢✉❝✉❛✲
✐♦♥❡✈❡♥ ❜❡✇❡❡♥❞✐✛❡❡♥❧♦♥❣✲✐♠❡❜❡❤❛✈✐♦ ✐♥②❡♠ ❡♣❡❡♥✐♥❣❞✐✛❡❡♥
♠❛❝♦❝♦♣✐❝ ❛❡✳■❢✉❝❤♣♦❝❡❡❛❡❦♥♦✇♥♦♦❝❝✉✱❤✐❣❤❡✲♦❞❡ ❡♠ ♦❢❤❡
❡①♣❛♥✐♦♥❤❛✈❡♦❜❡❡❛✐♥❡❞✱❛❞✐✛❡❡♥❡①♣❛♥✐♦♥❤❛ ♦❜❡✉❡❞♦❡✈❡♥❤❡❢✉❧❧
♠❛ ❡❡✉❛✐♦♥♥❡❡❞ ♦❜❡♦❧✈❡❞❜② ♦❝❤❛✐❝✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥✳❚❤❡❑❛♠❡✲▼♦②❛❧
❛♥❞❲❑❇✲❡①♣❛♥✐♦♥❛❧♦❡❧②♦♥❛❧❛❣❡②❡♠✲✐③❡♣❛❛♠❡❡Ω❜✉ ❤❡②❛❡♥♦❡①✲
♣❛♥✐♦♥❛♦✉♥❞❛❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝ ❛❡❛♥❞❤✉❛❧❧♦✇♦❞❡❝✐❜❡✢✉❝✉❛✐♦♥✐♥❞✉❝❡❞
❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❤❡♠❛❝♦❝♦♣✐❝ ❛❡✳❚❤❡❑❛♠❡✲▼♦②❛❧❡①♣❛♥✐♦♥✐❛❢♦♠❛❧❡①♣❛♥✲
✐♦♥♦❢❤❡ ❛♥✐✐♦♥❛❡❢♦♠❤❡♠❛ ❡❡✉❛✐♦♥✐♥✐♥✈❡❡♣♦✇❡ ♦❢Ω❛♥❞❧❡❛❞
♦❛▲❛♥❣❡✈✐♥❡✉❛✐♦♥✇✐❤♠✉❧✐♣❧✐❝❛✐✈❡♥♦✐❡❛✜ ♦❞❡✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✇❤❡❤❡
✉❝❤❛♥❡①♣❛♥✐♦♥✐❛♣♣♦♣✐❛❡❞❡♣❡♥❞♦♥❛❞❞✐✐♦♥❛❧❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✭●✐❧❧❡♣✐❡✱✷✵✵✵❀
●✐♠❛❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✶✮✳❚❤❡❲❑❇✲❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥❛✉♠❡❛♥❡①♣♦♥❡♥✐❛❧❢♦♠♦❢ ❤❡
♠❛ ❡❡✉❛✐♦♥✬♣♦❜❛❜✐❧✐②❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥✇✐❤❛ ♦❝❤❛✐❝♣♦❡♥✐❛❧❡①♣❛♥❞❡❞✐♥
✐♥✈❡❡♣♦✇❡ ♦❢Ω✳❚❤✐❧❡❛❞ ♦❛❍❛♠✐❧♦♥✲❏❛❝♦❜✐❡✉❛✐♦♥❛✜ ♦❞❡✇❤❡❡
❤❡✭ ❛✐♦♥❛②✮ ♦❝❤❛✐❝♣♦❡♥✐❛❧✐❣✐✈❡♥❜②❤❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❧♦♥❣③❡♦✲❡♥❡❣②♣❛❤
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♦❢❤❡❍❛♠✐❧♦♥✐❛♥✳❚❤❡❡③❡♦✲❡♥❡❣②♣❛❤❝♦❡♣♦♥❞♦❤❡♠♦ ♣♦❜❛❜❧❡♣❛❤
❛❧♦♥❣✇❤✐❝❤❤❡②❡♠❡✈♦❧✈❡❢♦♠♦♥❡♠❛❝♦❝♦♣✐❝ ❛❡♦❛♥♦❤❡❛♥❞❤❡②❝❛♥
❛❧♦❜❡✉❡❞♦❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡ ❛♥✐✐♦♥❛❡❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡♠❛❝♦❝♦♣✐❝❞✐✛❡❡♥ ❛❡✳
❈♦♠♠♦♥ ♦❛❧❧❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥✐ ❤❛✐♥❤❡❧❛❣❡②❡♠✭❤❡♠♦❞②♥❛♠✐❝✮❧✐♠✐
♦❛ ❤❡❧♦✇❡ ♦❞❡❛❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝❡❛❝✐♦♥②❡♠❢♦ ❤❡♣❡❝✐❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥
❛✐❡✳ ❚❤❡♦❜❛✐♥❡❞❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝❛❡❡✉❛✐♦♥❝♦✐♥❝✐❞❡✇✐❤ ❤❡✉✉❛❧♠❛ ✲
❛❝✐♦♥❦✐♥❡✐❝✉❡❞✐♥❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝♠♦❞❡❧✐♥❣✳❚❤❡②❛❡✉✉❛❧❧②❞❡❝✐❜❡❞❜②❖❉❊
❛♥❞❝❛♥❜❡♦❧✈❡❞❜②♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧♠❡❤♦❞♦♠❛②❜❡❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧❧②✳❇❡❧♦✇❛❡
❤❡❡❡①❛♠♣❧❡❤♦✇❡❧❡♠❡♥❛②❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥♦❝❝✉✐♥❣✐♥❛❝❡❧❧❛❡❡♣❡❡♥❡❞
❜②❛♥❖❉❊✉✐♥❣♠❛✲❛❝✐♦♥❦✐♥❡✐❝✭❝❢✳✭❍❡✐♥✐❝❤❛♥❞❙❝❤✉❡✱✶✾✾✻❀❏❡❝❤❦❡✱
✶✾✽✾❀❙ ♦❣❛③✱✶✾✾✹✮✮✿

∅
k
−→A⇔

dA

dt
=k ✭✶✮

A
k
−→∅⇔

dA

dt
=−kA ✭✷✮

2A+B
k
−→C⇔

dA

dt
=−2kA2B,

dB

dt
=−kA2B,

dC

dt
=kA2B ✭✸✮

❋♦ ❧❛❣❡❡♥♦✉❣❤ ②❡♠✇✐❤ ❤♦✉❛♥❞ ♦❢♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡ ♣❡ ♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛ ♣❡❝✐❡ ❤❡
♠❛ ❛❝✐♦♥❦✐♥❡✐❝❡♣❡❡♥❛❣♦♦❞❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡✉♥❞❡❧②✐♥❣❡❛❧♣♦❝❡❡✳
◆❡✈❡ ❤❡❧❡ ✱ ❡❛✐♥❣❤❡❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝❛❡❡✉❛✐♦♥❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧❧②❛❧❡❛❞②♣❡❡♥
❛❝❤❛❧❧❡♥❣❡✳❚❤❡❡❧❛✐♦♥❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡❛❜♦✈❡♠♦❞❡❧✐♥❣❡❝❤♥✐✉❡❛❡✉♠♠❛✐③❡❞
✐♥❋✐❣✳✶✳✺✳
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∼ Ω

∂ ∂ Ω∂ ∂(Ω

Σ Ω ∂ ∂(Ω

Ω

Ω Ω Ω ξ

Ω Ω ε

ε ε ξ

Ω ( Ω = Ω

Ω

Ω

Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω

Ω

Ω

Ω

Ω

Ω

Ω

❋✐❣✉❡✶✳✺✿ ▼♦❞❡❧✐♥❣ ❡❝❤♥✐✉❡ ✐♥② ❡♠ ❜✐♦❧♦❣②✳❚❤❡❝❤❡♠❡❤♦✇ ❤❡✈❛✐✲
♦✉❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞✐♥❤❡❞❡✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢♠❛✲❛❝✐♦♥❦✐♥❡✐❝✳❙❛✐♥❣❢♦♠❤❡
♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛ ✉❝✉❡♦❢❡❛❝✐♥❣♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡♦♥❡❛❜ ❛❝ ❤❡♠❛ ❡❛❝✐♥❣♣❛✐❝❧❡✇✐❤
❦✐♥❡✐❝❡♥❡❣✐❡❛♥❞✐♥❡❛❝✐♦♥♣♦❡♥✐❛❧✐♥❤❡❍❛♠✐❧♦♥✐❛♥✳❚❤✐❧❡❛❞ ♦❛❞❛✐❝❡✲
❞✉❝✐♦♥✐♥❤❡♣♦❜❧❡♠❝♦♠♣❧❡①✐②✱❜✉ ✐❧❧❢♦❡❛❝❤♣❛✐❝❧❡6❞❡❣❡❡♦❢❢❡❡❞♦♠❤❛✈❡♦
❜❡✐♥❝❧✉❞❡❞✳❚❤❡❛ ✉♠♣✐♦♥♦❢❛✇❡❧❧ ✐❡❞② ❡♠✇✐❤♣❛ ✐❝❧❡✐♥♦❧✉✐♦♥❛❧❧♦✇ ♦
❞❡✜♥❡❛ ♦❝❤❛✐❝❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡❢♦♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛ ❡❛❝✐♦♥ ❤❛✐♣♦♣♦✐♦♥❛❧♦❤❡❛✈❛✐❧❛❜❧❡
♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡❝♦♠❜✐♥❛✐♦♥✳❚❤✐❧❡❛❞ ♦❤❡❞❡❝✐♣✐♦♥♦❢❤❡② ❡♠❜②❛❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♠❛❡
❡✉❛✐♦♥✭❈▼❊✮✇❤❡❡❛♣♦❜❛❜✐❧✐②❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥❡✈♦❧✈❡♦♥❛❧❛✐❝❡♦❢② ❡♠ ❛❡✳
■♥❝❡❛✐♥❣❤❡❛♠♦✉♥ ♦❢♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡ ❛❧❧♦✇ ♦❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡❤❡♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡♥✉♠❜❡ ✐♥❤❡
❈▼❊❛❝♦♥✐♥✉♦✉❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✈❛✐❛❜❧❡❛♥❞❧❡❛❞ ♦✈❛✐♦✉❡①♣❛♥✐♦♥✐♥❤❡② ❡♠
✐③❡Ω✱②♣✐❝❛❧❧②❤❡❡❛❝✐♦♥✈❡❡❧✈♦❧✉♠❡✳❆✜ ♦❞❡ ❤❡❡❡①♣❛♥✐♦♥❧❡❛❞♦❞✐✛❡✲
❡♥❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥✿❤❡❧✐♥❡❛♥♦✐❡❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥✭▲◆❆✮✱❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧▲❛♥❣❡✈✐♥❡✉❛✐♦♥
✭❈▲❊✮❛♥❞❲❡♥ ③❡❧✲❑❛♠❡✲❇✐❧❧♦✉✐♥✭❲❑❇✮✲❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥✳❍❡❡ξ(t)✐✉♥❝♦ ❡❧❛❡❞
●❛✉ ✐❛♥♥♦✐❡✇✐❤③❡♦♠❡❛♥✳❋♦❡✈❡♥❧❛❣❡♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡♥✉♠❜❡ ❤❡❞❡❝✐♣✐♦♥❜②❖❉❊
❜❡❝♦♠❡❛♣♣♦♣✐❛❡✳
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✶✳✷✳✷ ▼❡❤♦❞ ♦❛♥❛❧②③❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥

❋♦♠❛❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧♣♦✐♥♦❢✈✐❡✇❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐ ❤❡✐♠♣❧❡ ✐♠❡✲❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❧♦♥❣✲
✐♠❡❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✱❝❛❧❧❡❞❛ ❛❝♦ ♦ ♣❡❝✐✜❝❛❧❧②❧✐♠✐ ❝②❝❧❡✱♦❢❛♥❛✉♦♥♦♠♦✉ ❞②✲
♥❛♠✐❝❛❧ ②❡♠❞❡❝✐❜❡❞❜②❖❉❊✭❚❛❜❧❡✶✳✶✮✳ ❆✉♦♥♦♠♦✉❤❡❡♠❡❛♥ ❤❛ ❤❡
❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥♦❢❤❡ ②❡♠❞♦❡♥♦❝❤❛♥❣❡♦✈❡ ✐♠❡✳▲✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡♦❝❝✉❛❧❡❛
✐♥✇♦❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥❛♥❞❡✉✐❡♥♦♥✲❧✐♥❡❛✐✐❡✐♥❤❡❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧ ❡❛❝✐♦♥✳ ❚❤❡②❛❡
♦♥❡✲❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥❛❧❛ ❛❝♦ ♠❛❦✐♥❣ ❤❡✐❛♥❛❧②✐♠♦❡❞✐✣❝✉❧ ❤❡♥❤❡❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢
❛✐♦♥❛② ❛❡✳❚❤✐✐❞✐✛❡❡♥ ♦✐♠♣❧❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣②❡♠❝♦♥✐❞❡❡❞✐♥❝❧❛✐✲
❝❛❧♠❡❝❤❛♥✐❝ ❤❛❝❛♥❜❡❞❡❝✐❜❡❞❜②❧✐♥❡❛❡✉❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❛❡❤✉ ♦❧✈❛❜❧❡✱❧✐❦❡❢♦
❡①❛♠♣❧❡❤❡❤❛♠♦♥✐❝♣❡♥❞✉❧✉♠✇✐❤♦✇✐❤♦✉❞❛♠♣✐♥❣✳▲✐♠✐✲❝②❝❧❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥
❛✐❡❢♦♠✈❛✐♦✉ ②♣❡ ♦❢❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥♦❢✇❤✐❝❤❤❡ ✉❜✲❛♥❞ ✉♣❡❝✐✐❝❛❧❍♦♣❢✲
❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥❛❡♣♦❜❛❜❧② ❤❡❜❡ ❦♥♦✇♥✭❝❢✳❜♦♦❦ ❜②❏❡❝❤❦❡✱✶✾✽✾❀❙ ♦❣❛③✱
✶✾✾✹✮✳❋♦ ❤✐ ②♣❡♦❢❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥❛ ❡❛❞②✲❛❡♦❢❤❡ ②❡♠❜❡❝♦♠❡✉♥ ❛❜❧❡
✇✐❤♣✉❡❧②✐♠❛❣✐♥❛②❡✐❣❡♥✈❛❧✉❡ ❛ ❤❡❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥♣♦✐♥✳ ❆❢❡ ❤❡❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥
♣♦✐♥ ♠❛❧❧❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡❛✐❡❤❛❝❛♥❜❡❝♦♠❡ ❛❜❧❡❧❛❣❡✲❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❧✐♠✐
❝②❝❧❡❢✉❤❡❛✇❛②❢♦♠❤❡❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥✭❋✐❣✳✶✳✻✮✳❆❝✐❡✐♦♥✇❤❡❤❡ ✉❝❤❛❧❛❣❡✲
❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❧✐♠✐ ❝②❝❧❡❡❛❧❧②❡①✐ ✐♦♥❧②❦♥♦✇♥❢♦ ✇♦✲❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥❛❧②❡♠✿ ❤❡
♦✐♥❝❛ ✲❇❡♥❞✐①♦♥❝✐❡✐♦♥✭❏❡❝❤❦❡✱✶✾✽✾❀❙ ♦❣❛③✱✶✾✾✹✮✳ ❋♦❤✐❣❤❡ ❞✐♠❡♥✲
✐♦♥ ✐❧❧✐♥✈❛✐❛♥♣❤❛❡✲♣❛❝❡❡❣✐♦♥♠❛②❜❡❢♦✉♥❞❜✉ ♣♦ ✐❜❧❡❝❤❛♦✐❝❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✱
♦❝❝✉✐♥❣❢♦❛❧❡❛ ❤❡❡❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥✱❝❛♥♥♦❜❡❡①❝❧✉❞❡❞✳ ❖❤❡ ❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥
❤❛❧❡❛❞♦❧✐♠✐✲❝②❝❧❡❛❡❤❡❛❞❞❧❡✲♥♦❞❡✱♣❡✐♦❞✲❞♦✉❜❧✐♥❣✱♦✉❛♥❞❤♦♠♦❝❧✐♥✐❝
❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥✳❆♥♦❤❡♣♦ ✐❜✐❧✐②❢♦♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❞②♥❛♠✐❝❛❧②❡♠❛❡❡①❡♥❛❧
♣❡✐♦❞✐❝ ✐♠✉❧✐❤❛ ❢♦❝❡❤❡ ②❡♠✐♥♦❛♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♠♦✐♦♥✳❙②❡♠✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡❞
❜②❡①❡♥❛❧✐❣♥❛❧❛❡❝❛❧❧❡❞♥♦♥✲❛✉♦♥♦♠♦✉✳❆♣❤②✐❝❡①❛♠♣❧❡❢♦ ✉❝❤②❡♠
✐ ❤❡❞✐✈❡♥❤❛♠♦♥✐❝♣❡♥❞✉❧✉♠✳
■♥♠♦ ❝❛❡♦♥❡❝❛♥♥♦❞✐❡❝❧②❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❛♥❡①♣❧✐❝✐❡①♣❡✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❧✐♠✐❝②✲
❝❧❡✳❋♦ ✐♠♣❧❡✇♦✲❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥❛❧②❡♠ ❤❡ ❛♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✐♥♦♣♦❧❛❝♦♦❞✐♥❛❡
❡♣❡❡♥✐♥❣❤❡♣❤❛❡❛♥❞❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❝❛♥❜❡✉❡❢✉❧♦❣❛✐♥❢✉❤❡✐♥✐❣❤✐♥♦❤❡
②❡♠✳❙✉❝❤❛ ❛♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥❝❛♥❛❧♦❜❡❤❡❧♣❢✉❧❢♦❤✐❣❤✲❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥❛❧②❡♠♥❡❛
❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥♣♦✐♥ ✇❤❡❡❤❡❝❡♥❡♠❛♥✐❢♦❧❞✐ ❧♦✇✲❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥❛❧✱❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡✐♥❤❡
❝❛❡♦❢❤❡❍♦♣❢❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥✭❏❡❝❤❦❡✱✶✾✽✾✮✳❆❝❧❛✐❝❛♣♣♦❛❝❤♦ ✉❞②❤❡ ❛✲
❜✐❧✐②♦❢❛ ❛❝♦ ✐ ❤❡❧✐♥❡❛✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❞②♥❛♠✐❝♥❡❛ ❤❡❛ ❛❝♦✳❋♦❧✐♠✐
❝②❝❧❡ ❤✐❧❡❛❞ ♦❛❧✐♥❡❛ ②❡♠✇✐❤❛♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♠❛✐①❞❡❡♠✐♥❡❞❜② ❤❡❧✐♠✐
❝②❝❧❡♦❧✉✐♦♥✳❚❤❡♦❧✉✐♦♥ ✉❝✉❡♦❢✉❝❤❛②❡♠✐❣✐✈❡♥❜②❋❧♦✉❡ ❤❡♦②
✭❋❧♦✉❡✱✶✽✽✸❀❚❡❝❤❧✱✷✵✶✷✮✳■ ❛❡ ❤❛ ❤❡♦❧✉✐♦♥✐❝♦♠♣♦❡❞♦❢❛♣❡✐♦❞✐❝
♣❛ ❛♥❞❛♠❛✐①❡①♣♦♥❡♥✐❛❧✳ ❚❤❡❡✐❣❡♥✈❛❧✉❡♦❢❤❡♠❛ ✐①✐♥❤❡❡①♣♦♥❡♥✐❛❧✱
✇❤✐❝❤❛❡❝❛❧❧❡❞❋❧♦✉❡❡①♣♦♥❡♥✱❤✉❞❡❡♠✐♥❡ ❤❡ ❛❜✐❧✐②♦❢❤❡❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡✳
❋♦ ❛❜❧❡❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡✐✐❦♥♦✇♥❤❛❛❧❧❜✉♦♥❡❋❧♦✉❡❡①♣♦♥❡♥ ❤❛✈❡♥❡❣❛✐✈❡
❡❛❧♣❛ ✱✇❤❡❡❛♦♥❡♦❢❤❡❡①♣♦♥❡♥ ✐③❡♦✳❚❤❡③❡♦❡①♣♦♥❡♥❝♦❡♣♦♥❞ ♦
♣❡ ✉❜❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡❞✐❡❝✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♣❤❛❡♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❤❛♥❡✈❡❞❡❝❛②♦✐♥✲
❝❡❛❡✳❙✐♥❝❡❤❡❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡♦❧✉✐♦♥✉✉❛❧❧②❝❛♥♥♦❜❡❣✐✈❡♥❡①♣❧✐❝✐❧②✐✐♦❢❡♥♥♦
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❆ ❛❝♦ ❉②♥❛♠✐❝
❚❛❥❡❝♦✐❡
✐♥ ❛❡
♣❛❝❡

❚✐♠❡
❡✐❡

❚♦♣♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧
✉❝✉❡

❉✐♠❡♥ ✐♦♥
▲②❛♣✉♥♦✈
♣❡❝ ✉♠

♦✐♥❝❛
❡❝✐♦♥

❋✐①❡❞
♣♦✐♥

❙❛✐❝ ♦✐♥ 0 λi<0 ♥✳❛✳

▲✐♠✐ ❝②❝❧❡ ❡✐♦❞✐❝ R/Z 1
λ1=0
λi<0
✭i=1✮

❚♦✉
◗✉❛✐✲
❡✐♦❞✐❝

Rk/Zk k

λi=0
✭i=1,...,k✮
λi<0
✭♦❤❡✇✐❡✮

❙ ❛♥❣❡
❛ ❛❝♦

❈❤❛♦✐❝ ❋❛❝❛❧
❘❡❛❧
♥✉♠❜❡

λi>0
✭i=1,...,n✮
λi=0
✭i=

n+1,...,m✮
λi<0
✭♦❤❡✇✐❡✮

❚❛❜❧❡✶✳✶✿ ❆ ❛❝♦ ♦❢✭❛✉♦♥♦♠♦✉✮❞②♥❛♠✐❝❛❧ ② ❡♠✳✶❚❤❡ ❛❜❧❡❧✐ ❤❡
♣♦ ✐❜❧❡❧♦♥❣✲✐♠❡❜❡❤❛✈✐♦ ♦❢❛✉♦♥♦♠♦✉❞②♥❛♠✐❝❛❧② ❡♠❞❡❝✐❜❡❞❜②❖❉❊ ❛❧♦♥❣
✇✐❤❤❡✐♣♦♣❡✐❡✳❚❤❡▲②❛♣✉♥♦✈❡①♣♦♥❡♥ ♠❡❛✉❡❤❡❡①♣❛♥✐♦♥♦❢❤❡ ❛❡♣❛❝❡
❛♦✉♥❞❤❡❛ ❛❝♦❛♥❞❤❡✐♥✉♠❜❡✐❛❧✇❛②❡✉❛❧♦❤❡♥✉♠❜❡♦❢② ❡♠✈❛✐❛❜❧❡✳
❚❤❡③❡♦▲②❛♣✉♥♦✈❡①♣♦♥❡♥♦❢❛❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡❝♦❡♣♦♥❞ ♦❛♣❡✉❜❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡❞✐❡❝✐♦♥
♦❢❤❡❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡✬♣❤❛❡✳❚❤❡ ♦✐♥❝❛ ❡❝✐♦♥❝♦❡♣♦♥❞ ♦❛♣❧❛♥❡♣❡♣❡♥❞✐❝✉❧❛ ♦❤❡
♣❤❛❡✳❆♣♦✐♥✐♣❧♦ ❡❞♦♥❤✐♣❧❛♥❡✇❤❡♥❡✈❡ ❤❡② ❡♠ ❛❥❡❝♦②❝♦❡ ❤✐♣❧❛♥❡✳
❚❤✉✱❤❡ ♦✐♥❝❛ ❡❝✐♦♥❛❧✇❛②❤❛ ❛❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥♦♥❡❧❡ ❤❡♥ ❤❡ ② ❡♠❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥✳
❆❞②♥❛♠✐❝❛❧ ② ❡♠♠❛②♣♦❡❡❛❝❤♦❢❤❡❡❛ ❛❝♦ ❤❛ ❛♣♣❡❛ ❤♦✉❣❤❛❡✐❡♦❢
❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥✐♥♦♥❡♦♠♦❡♣❛❛♠❡❡✳

♣♦ ✐❜❧❡♦❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧❧②❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❤❡❧✐♥❡❛ ❛❜✐❧✐②❡①❝❡♣❢♦ ♣❡❝✐❛❧❝❛❡✳◆❡✈✲
❡❤❡❧❡ ✱❤❡❧✐♥❡❛✐③❡❞②❡♠✐ ❤❡❦❡②♦❛♥❛❧②③❡❤❡♦❜✉♥❡ ♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥
❛❧♦✇✐❤ ❡♣❡❝ ♦❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❤❡♣❛❛♠❡❡✳❚❤❡❝♦❡♣♦♥❞✐♥❣ ❤❡♦②❢♦ ❤❡
❡♥✐✐✈✐②❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❝❛♥❜❡✉❡❞♦❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❤❡❡♥✐✐✈✐✐❡♦❢✈❛✐♦✉
✉❛♥✐✐❡♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✱❧✐❦❡❤❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❛♥❞❤❡♣❡✐♦❞✭❑❛♠❡❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✽✹❀
●✉♥❛✇❛♥❛♥❞❉♦②❧❡✱✷✵✵✻❀❊♠❡♥ ♦✉❛♥❞❑♦♣❡❧❧✱✶✾✾✶❀■♥❣❛❧❧✱✷✵✵✹✮✳❯✐♥❣❤✐
❤❡♦②♦♥❡♠❛②❛❧♦❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❡♣♦♥❡❝✉✈❡♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ♣❤❛❡✉♣♦♥♠❛❧❧
♣❡ ✉❜❛✐♦♥✐♥♣❡❝✐❡✈❛✐❛❜❧❡♦♣❛❛♠❡❡✳❚❤❡❡✐♥✜♥✐❡✐♠❛❧♣❤❛❡❡♣♦♥❡
❝✉✈❡✭❘❈✮❝❛♥❜❡✉❡❞♦❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡❤❡ ❘❈♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ♦❧❛❣❡♣❡ ✉✲
❜❛✐♦♥✱✇❤✐❝❤❛❡✐♠♣♦❛♥❢♦ ❤❡❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❝❛♥
❛❧♦❜❡♠❡❛✉❡❞❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②❢♦ ❤❡❝♦♠♣❛✐♦♥✇✐❤♠♦❞❡❧♣❡❞✐❝✐♦♥✳
❚❤❡❡❛❧♦❡①✐ ♦❤❡❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡♠❡❤♦❞ ♦✐♠♣❧✐❢②❤❡❛♥❛❧②✐✿❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡

✶❛❞❛♣❡❞❢♦♠❑❛③✉②✉❦✐❆✐❤❛❛✱❤♣✿✴✴✇✇✇✳❝❤♦❧❛♣❡❞✐❛✳♦❣✴❛✐❝❧❡✴❈❤❛♦❴✐♥❴♥❡✉♦♥



✶✳✷❚❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥ ✷✶

Μ

x

y

1.0

0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1

0.5 0

0.5

1

1

0.5 0

0.5

1

1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0
ReΛ

1.0

0.5

0.5

1.0

ImΛ

Λ1Μ

Λ2Μ

❋✐❣✉❡✶✳✻✿ ❙✉♣❡❝✐✐❝❛❧ ❍♦♣❢✲❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥✳ ❚❤❡❧❡❢♣❧♦ ❤♦✇ ❤❡❛♣♣❡❛❛♥❝❡♦❢
♠❛❧❧✲❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡♦✉♦❢❛ ❛❜❧❡✜①❡❞♣♦✐♥✇❤❡♥ ❤❡❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥♣♦✐♥❛µ=0
✐❝♦❡❞✿ ❛❜❧❡❛ ❛❝♦✭❤✐❝❦✱ ♦❧✐❞✮✱✉♥❛❜❧❡❛ ❛❝♦✭❤✐❝❦✱❞❛❤❡❞✮❛♥❞ ❛♥✐❡♥
❞②♥❛♠✐❝❜❡❤❛✈✐♦ ✭❤✐♥✱ ♦❧✐❞✮✳ ❚❤❡✐❣❤♣❧♦ ❤♦✇ ❤❡❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❡✐❣❡♥✈❛❧✉❡ ♦❢
❤❡❧✐♥❡❛ ② ❡♠❛♦✉♥❞❤❡✜①❡❞♣♦✐♥✳❚❤❡❧❛❜❡❧❡❞♣♦✐♥ ❝♦❡♣♦♥❞ ♦❤❡µ✈❛❧✉❡
❢♦✇❤✐❝❤ ❤❡ ❛♥✐❡♥❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✐♣❧♦ ❡❞✳

❤❡❛✈❡❛❣✐♥❣♠❡❤♦❞♦❢❑②❧♦✈❛♥❞❇♦❣♦❧✐✉❜♦✈❛♣♣❧✐❝❛❜❧❡✇❤❡♥❤❡❡❡①✐ ❛❧♦✇
✐♠❡❝❛❧❡✐♥❤❡❞②♥❛♠✐❝ ❞✐✈❡♥❜②❢❛ ❞②♥❛♠✐❝ ✭❇♦❣♦❧✐✉❜♦✈❛♥❞▼✐ ♦♣♦❧❦②✱
✶✾✻✶✮✳❋♦ ❤❡♦❤❡ ✇❛②❛♦✉♥❞✱❛❢❛ ✐♠❡❝❛❧❡✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡❞❜②❛❧♦✇✐♠❡❝❛❧❡✱
❤❡ ✉❛✐✲❡❛❞②✲❛❡✲❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥❛❧♦❦♥♦✇♥❛❛❞✐❛❜❛✐❝❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥✐♦❢✲
❡♥✉❡❞✳ ❆♥♦❤❡ ❡❝❤♥✐✉❡✐♥✈♦❧✈❡ ❤❡❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥❡❞✉❝✐♦♥♦❢❤❡ ②❡♠✿❢♦
❡①❛♠♣❧❡♦❛♥❛❧②③❡ ❤❡ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥ ♦❛✇❡❛❦❡①❡♥❛❧ ✐❣♥❛❧
❤❡ ②❡♠✐ ❡❞✉❝❡❞♦♦♥❡✈❛✐❛❜❧❡❡♣❡❡♥✐♥❣❤❡♣❤❛❡♦❢❤❡ ②❡♠✭❑✉✲
❛♠♦♦✱✶✾✽✹✮✳ ❚❤✐✐❥✉✐✜❡❞❜②❤❡❢❛❝ ❤❛ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♣❤❛❡✐♥❡✉ ❛❧♦
♣❡ ✉❜❛✐♦♥✱✇❤❡❡❛❛❧❧♦❤❡♣❡ ✉❜❛✐♦♥♣❡♣❡♥❞✐❝✉❧❛ ♦✐❛❡❡❞✉❝❡❞✐♥❝❡
❤❡❝♦ ❡♣♦♥❞✐♥❣❋❧♦✉❡ ❡①♣♦♥❡♥ ❛❡♠❛❧❧❡ ❤❡♥③❡♦✳ ❋♦♥♦♥✲❛✉♦♥♦♠♦✉
②❡♠❞✐✈❡♥❜②❡①❡♥❛❧♣❡✐♦❞✐❝✐❣♥❛❧❛❧✐♥❡❛✐③❛✐♦♥❛♦✉♥❞❤❡♥♦♠✐♥❛❧ ❛✲
✐♦♥❛② ❛❡❝❛♥❜❡✉❡❞♦ ❛♥❢♦♠ ❤❡②❡♠✐♥♦❛❧✐♥❡❛ ✐♠❡✲✐♥✈❛✐❛♥②❡♠
❦♥♦✇♥❢♦♠❝♦♥♦❧❤❡♦②✭▲❡✈✐♥❡✱✶✾✾✻✮✳❙✉❝❤②❡♠❛❡❛♥❛❧②③❡❞✐♥❡♠ ♦❢
❛♥❢❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✈✐❛▲❛♣❧❛❝❡♦ ❋♦✉✐❡ ❛♥❢♦♠✳ ❚❤❡✈❛✐♦✉ ❡❝❤♥✐✉❡ ♦
❛♥❛❧②③❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛❡❦❡❝❤❡❞✐♥❋✐❣✳✶✳✼✳



✷✷ ■◆❚❘❖❉❯❈❚■❖◆

τ 1/Τ ∫
Τ

0

τ

λ λ λ

µ

µ 

ϕ ω µ

ϕ

ε

ϕ ω ε ϕ

ϕ

❋✐❣✉❡✶✳✼✿ ❚❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧ ♠❡❤♦❞ ♦❛♥❛❧②③❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳ ❚❤❡❧❡❢♣❛ ❦❡❝❤❡
❤❡❛♣♣❡❛❛♥❝❡♦❢❛❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡❜②❛❍♦♣❢❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥✇✐❤ ❤❡❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥♣❛❛♠❡❡µ✳
❚❤✐ ❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥✐❜❡ ❞❡❝✐❜❡❞✐♥♣♦❧❛❝♦♦❞✐♥❛❡✳ ❚❤❡✐❣❤♣❛ ❤♦✇ ❤❡❧✐♥❡❛
② ❡♠❤❛❛✐❡✉♣♦♥❧✐♥❡❛✐③❛✐♦♥❛♦✉♥❞❤❡❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡✳❋❧♦✉❡ ❤❡♦②❤♦✇ ❤❛❛
❛❜❧❡❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡❤❛♦♥❡❋❧♦✉❡ ❡①♣♦♥❡♥❡✉❛❧ ♦③❡♦❝♦❡♣♦♥❞✐♥❣ ♦❤❡❞✐❡❝✐♦♥
❛❧♦♥❣❤❡❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡✳❆❧❧♦❤❡❡①♣♦♥❡♥ ❛❡♥❡❣❛✐✈❡❛♥❞❤❡❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡✐♠♦❡♦❜✉
♦✧✐❣✐❞✧✇✐❤❧❛❣❡♠❛❣♥✐✉❞❡✳ ❚❤❡❧✐♥❡❛✐③❡❞② ❡♠✐✉❡❞♦❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❤❡ ♣❤❛❡
❡♣♦♥❡❝✉✈❡✭❘❈✮ ❤❛✐♥✉♥✐♦❢❡♥✉❡❞✐♥②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥ ✉❞✐❡❛♥❞❤❡♣❤❛❡
❡❞✉❝✐♦♥♠❡❤♦❞♣✐❝✉❡❞✐♥❤❡✉♣♣❡ ♣❛ ✳ ❚❤❡❧♦✇❡♣❛ ❤♦✇ ✇♦♣♦ ✐❜✐❧✐✐❡ ♦
❛♥❛❧②③❡♥♦♥✲❛✉♦♥♦♠♦✉ ② ❡♠❢♦❝❡❞❜②❛♣❡✐♦❞✐❝✐❣♥❛❧✿❤❡❛✈❡❛❣✐♥❣♠❡❤♦❞✈❛❧✐❞
✇❤❡♥ ❤❡❝❤❛❛❝❡✐✐❝✐♠❡❝❛❧❡τ♦❢❤❡❢♦❝❡❞② ❡♠✐♠✉❝❤❧❛❣❡ ❤❛♥❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
♣❡✐♦❞T❛♥❞❤❡ ✉❛✐✲❡❛❞②✲❛❡❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥✇❤❡♥τ<<T✳



✶✳✷❚❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥ ✷✸

✶✳✷✳✸ ▼♦❞❡❧✐♥❣❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥

❊❛❧②✱ ♠♦❞❡❧✐♥❣♦❢❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❢♦❝✉❡❞♦♥❤❡❞❡❝✐♣✐♦♥❜②❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝
②❡♠❛♥❞❝♦♥❡✉❡♥❧②❡①♣❧❛✐♥❡❞❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❜②❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡✭●♦❧❞❜❡❡❡❛❧✳✱
✶✾✾✵❀❙♦♠♦❣②✐❛♥❞❙✉❝❦✐✱✶✾✾✶✮✳❚❤❡❡♠♦❞❡❧❝♦♥✐❞❡ ❤❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥
✐♥❤❡❝②♦♦❧❛♥❞✐♥❤❡❊❘ ❤❛❛❡ ❛♥♣♦ ❡❞❛❝✐✈❡❧②❛♥❞♣❛✐✈❡❧②❛❝♦ ❤❡
❊❘♠❡♠❜❛♥❡✳❖♥❡♦❢❤❡✜ ♠♦❞❡❧ ✇❛ ❤❡✑✇♦✲♣♦♦❧✏✲♠♦❞❡❧✭●♦❧❞❜❡❡❡❛❧✳✱
✶✾✾✵✮✱✇❤❡❡❤❡ ✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥❤❛❜❡❡♥✐♥♦❞✉❝❡❞❛❛♣❛❛♠❡❡✱✇❤✐❝❤❝♦♥♦❧
❈❛2+❡✤✉①❢♦♠ ❤❡ ♦❡✭❛♥❞❤✉ ✐♠✉❧❛❡❛ ❛✐♦♥❛②■3❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✮✳
❚❤✐ ♠♦❞❡❧❤❛ ❧❛❡❜❡❡♥ ✐♠♣❧✐✜❡❞♦ ❤❡✑♦♥❡✲♣♦♦❧✏ ♠✐♥✐♠❛❧♠♦❞❡❧✭❙♦♠♦❣②✐
❛♥❞❙✉❝❦✐✱✶✾✾✶✮✳❚❤❡❜❛✐❝♦♣♦❧♦❣②♦❢❈❛2+ ❛♥♣♦ ♣♦❝❡❡✇❛ ❡❛❜❧✐❤❡❞
✐♥❤❡❡❡❛❧②♠♦❞❡❧❛♥❞✐ ✐❧❧✉❡❞✐♥♥❡✇❡♠♦❞❡❧ ✭❙❦✉♣✐♥❛♥❞❋❛❧❝❦❡✱✷✵✵✾❀
❙❦✉♣✐♥❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵❀❚❤✉❧❡②❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✷✮✭❋✐❣✳✶✳✶✮✳❆❝✉❝✐❛❧♣❛ ✐♥❤❡❡♠♦❞❡❧
✐❛♥♦♥✲❧✐♥❡❛❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦♦❢❝②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+♦♥✐ ♦✇♥❡❧❡❛❡❢♦♠❤❡❊❘✈✐❛❈❛2+

❝❤❛♥♥❡❧❝❧✉❡ ✐♥❤❡❊❘♠❡♠❜❛♥❡✳❚❤❡❡♠♦❞❡❧ ❡❡♠❜❧❡❡❧❛①❛✐♦♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
❜❡❝❛✉❡❛❧♦✇❜✉✐❧❞✉♣♦❢❈❛2+✐♥❤❡✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ♦❡✐❢♦❧❧♦✇❡❞❜②❛✉❞❞❡♥
❞✐❝❤❛❣❡✐♥♦ ❤❡❝②♦♦❧❝❡❛✐♥❣❤❡ ②♣✐❝❛❧ ♣✐❦❡✲❧✐❦❡♣❛ ❡♥ ❤❛ ✇❛ ❢♦✉♥❞
❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱♠♦❡❝♦♠♣❧❡①♠♦❞❡❧❤❛✈❡❛❧♦❜❡❡♥❞❡✈❡❧♦♣❡❞✭❡✈✐❡✇❡❞
✐♥✭❙❝❤✉ ❡❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✷❀ ♦❧✐✐❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✻✮✮❛✇❡❧❧❛ ♠♦❞❡❧ ❢♦ ♣❡❝✐✜❝❝❡❧❧
✭❡✳❣✳❤❡♣❛♦❝②❡✭▲❛ ❡♥❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✹✮✱❛✐✇❛②♠②♦❝②❡✭▼❛❤❧❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✻❛✮❛♥❞
❡①❝✐❛❜❧❡❝❡❧❧✭❚❛♥❣❛♥❞❖❤♠❡✱✶✾✾✺✮✮✳ ❆❝♦♠♠♦♥❛♣❡❝ ♦❢❛❧❧❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝
♠♦❞❡❧ ❛❡♣❛❛♠❡❡ ✭❡✳❣✳■3❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✱ ❡♥❣❤♦❢❡① ❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ✐♠✉❧✉✮
❤❛ ❡✈❡❛❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❛♥❞✐♥❝❡❛✐♥♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❛♥❣❡❧❡❛❞♦ ❛❜❧❡
❧✐♠✐✲❝②❝❧❡✐♥❤❡✇♦✲❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥❛❧♣❤❛❡♣❧❛♥❡♦❢❝②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+❛♥❞ ♦❡❞❈❛2+

✭❙❝❤✉ ❡❛♥❞ ▼❛❤❧✱✷✵✵✶❀❙❝❤✉ ❡❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✷✮✳ ❚❤❡❡❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥♣❛❛♠❡❡
❤❛♣❡ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✭❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡✐♥❢❡✉❡♥❝②❛♥❞❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡✮❛♥❞ ❤✉ ❢♦❧❧♦✇
❤❡❤②♣♦❤❡✐♦❢❛ ✐♠✉❧✉❡♥❝♦❞❡❞✐♥♦❛♣❡❝✐✜❝❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♣❛❡♥✳❯♣♦♥
❤❡✐♥❝❧✉✐♦♥♦❢♠♦❡❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥♠♦❡❝♦♠♣❧❡①♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❧✐❦❡❡❣✉❧❛❛♥❞❝❤❛♦✐❝
❜✉ ✐♥❣❝❛♥❜❡♠♦❞❡❧❡❞✭❇♦❣❤❛♥❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✼❀▼❛❤❧❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✵❀❙❝❤✉ ❡❡❛❧✳✱
✷✵✵✷✮✳❆❧♦♥❣✐❞❡❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝♠♦❞❡❧❛❧♦♦♦❦✐♥♦❛❝❝♦✉♥❈❛2+❝❤❛♥♥❡❧❞②♥❛♠✐❝
♦❢■3 ❡❝❡♣♦ ❡①♣❧✐❝✐❧②✭❨♦✉♥❣❛♥❞❑❡✐③❡✱✶✾✾✷✮✳ ❚❤❡❡❡❛❧②❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝
♠♦❞❡❧ ✇❡❡♥❡❝❡❛②♦❤✐❣❤❧✐❣❤ ❤❡✐♠♣♦ ❛♥❝❡♦❢❈■❈❘❛♥❞❤♦✇✐❝♦✉❧❞✐♥❞✉❝❡
❛❛♣✐❞❡❧❡❛❡♦❢❈❛2+❢♦♠❤❡❊❘✳▼♦❡♦✈❡✱❤❡②♦✛❡❡❞❛♥❡①♣❧❛♥❛✐♦♥❢♦ ❤❡
❛♣♣❡❛❛♥❝❡♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❜②♣♦♣♦✐♥❣❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②❡♥❝♦❞✐♥❣❤②♣♦❤❡✐✳ ❚❤❡
♣❛✐❛❧✭✐♥❛✲❛♥❞✐♥❡❝❡❧❧✉❧❛✮❛♣❡❝♦❢❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❤❛❛❧♦❜❡❡♥♠♦❞❡❧❡❞
❜②❡①❡♥❞✐♥❣❤❡❖❉❊ ✇✐❤❞✐✛✉✐♦♥❡♠ ❧❡❛❞✐♥❣♦♣❛✐❛❧❞✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❧❡✉❛✐♦♥
✭❉✉♣♦♥ ❛♥❞●♦❧❞❜❡❡✱✶✾✾✼❀❉✉♣♦♥ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✵✮✭❡✈✐❡✇❡❞✐♥✭❙❝❤✉ ❡❡❛❧✳✱
✷✵✵✷✮✮✳❯✐♥❣❤❡❡♠♦❞❡❧❞✐✛❡❡♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦②✇❛✈❡♣❛❡♥✇❡❡❣❡♥❡❛❡❞❤❛
❡❡♠❜❧❡❞✇❛✈❡♦❜❡✈❡❞❞✉✐♥❣❢❡✐❧✐③❛✐♦♥❡✈❡♥✐♥♦♦❝②❡✳❚❤❡❥✉✐✜❝❛✐♦♥❢♦
✉✐♥❣❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝❖❉❊ ✐♥❤❡❡✜ ✉❞✐❡✐ ❤❡❛ ✉♠♣✐♦♥♦❢❧❛❣❡♥✉♠❜❡
♦❢❈❛2+✐♦♥❛♥❞❈❛2+❝❤❛♥♥❡❧❞✐ ✐❜✉❡❞❡✈❡♥❧②❛❝♦ ❤❡♠❡♠❜❛♥❡✳
■♥❤❡❧❛ ❞❡❝❛❞❡ ❤❡❢♦❝✉ ♠♦✈❡❞ ♦❛♣♦❜❛❜✐❧✐✐❝❛♣♣♦❛❝❤✱✐♥❝❡✐❜❡❝❛♠❡



✷✹ ■◆❚❘❖❉❯❈❚■❖◆

❝❧❡❛❢♦♠❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧ ✉❞✐❡ ❤❛ ❤❡♥✉♠❜❡♦❢❈❛2+ ❡❝❡♣♦❝❤❛♥♥❡❧✐✈❡②
♠❛❧❧❛♥❞ ❤❡❞✐❝❡❡❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❡❝❡♣♦❝♦♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥❝❛♥♥♦❜❡❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡❞❛
♠♦♦❤♣♦❝❡❡❞✉❡♦❧❛❣❡❣❛❞✐❡♥ ✐♥❤❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✳❘❛❤❡❛❝♦♠✲
❜✐♥❡❞❛♣♣♦❛❝❤✉✐♥❣❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧✲♠❛❡❡✉❛✐♦♥ ♦♠♦❞❡❧❝❤❛♥♥❡❧ ❛❡❛♥❞❧✐♥❡❛
♣❛ ✐❛❧✲❞✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❧❡✉❛✐♦♥ ♦♠♦❞❡❧❈❛2+✲❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥♥❡❛ ❤❡❝❤❛♥♥❡❧♥❡❡❞
♦❜❡✉❡❞♦❡①♣❧❛✐♥❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❞❛❛❤♦✇✐♥❣❧❛❣❡✈❛✐❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥
♣❡✐♦❞✭❙❦✉♣✐♥❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✽✱✷✵✶✵❀❚❤✉❧❡②❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✶❀❚❤✉❧❡②❛♥❞❋❛❧❝❦❡✱✷✵✶✶❀
❙❦✉♣✐♥❛♥❞❚❤✉❧❡②✱✷✵✶✷✮✳■♥❤❡❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥ ✐♥❛ ♦❝②❡❛♥❞❤❡♣❛♦❝②❡✐
✇❛ ❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ❤❡ ❛♥❞❛❞❞❡✈✐❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡■❙■✐♦❢❤❡❛♠❡♦❞❡❛ ❤❡♠❡❛♥
■❙■✳❚❤❡❡ ✉❞✐❡ ❤♦✇❡❞❤❛ ❤❡❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝❡✉❛✐♦♥❞♦♥♦❛❝✐♥❤❡♦❝✐❧✲
❧❛♦②♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❛♥❣❡❜✉ ❛❤❡ ✐♥❤❡ ❛♥❣❡✇❤❡❡❤❡ ②❡♠✐❡①❝✐❛❜❧❡❛♥❞
✇❤❡❡❤❡✐♥❡✈❛❧❜❡✇❡❡♥ ✉❝❝❡ ✐✈❡❡①❝✐❛✐♦♥❛❡❝♦♠♣♦❡❞♦❢❛❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝
❛♥❞❛❛♥❞♦♠♣❛✳ ❚❤❡♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠❜❡❤✐♥❞ ❤❡♦✈❡❛❧❧✱ ❡❡♠✐♥❣❧②❡❣✉❧❛✱❈❛2+

♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡❝❡❧❧✱✐ ❡①♣❧❛✐♥❡❞❜②❝♦❤❡❡♥❝❡❡♦♥❛♥❝❡♦❢ ❤❡❞✐ ✐♥❝❈❛2+

❝❤❛♥♥❡❧❝❧✉❡ ✭❙❦✉♣✐♥❛♥❞❋❛❧❝❦❡✱✷✵✵✾❀❙❦✉♣✐♥❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵❀❩❤♦✉❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✶✮✳■❢
❜②❝❤❛♥❝❡❛✉✣❝✐❡♥❛♠♦✉♥♦❢♥❡❛❜②❝❧✉ ❡ ✐♦♣❡♥❤❡❡❧❡❛❡❞❈❛2+❛♠♦✉♥
✐❧❛❣❡❡♥♦✉❣❤♦✐♥❞✉❝❡♦♣❡♥✐♥❣♦❢♥❡✐❣❤❜♦✐♥❣❝❧✉❡ ❧❡❛❞✐♥❣♦❛❣❧♦❜❛❧❈❛2+

✇❛✈❡✳❚❤❡ ❡✉❧✐♥❣❞❡✈✐❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡♣✐❦✐♥❣✐♥❡✈❛❧✇✐❞❡❧②❝♦✐♥❝✐❞❡❞✇✐❤❡①♣❡✐✲
♠❡♥ ❛♥❞❛❧♦♣❡❞✐❝❡❞❤❡❡✛❡❝ ♦❢❈❛2+❜✉✛❡ ❧❛❡❝♦♥✜♠❡❞❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②✳
▼♦❡♦✈❡✱❤❡❡❡✉❧ ❝❤❛❧❧❡♥❣❡❤❡❤②♣♦❤❡✐♦❢❢❡✉❡♥❝②❡♥❝♦❞✐♥❣♣♦♣♦❡❞
❢♦♠ ❤❡❡❛❧✐❡❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝♠♦❞❡❧✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤❡❡ ♦❝❤❛✐❝♠♦❞❡❧❛❡♥♦
❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧❧② ❛❝❛❜❧❡❛♥❞❤❛✈❡♦❜❡♦❧✈❡❞♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧❧②✳
■♥❝♦♥❛ ♦ ❤✐ ❤❡❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝♠♦❞❡❧❛❡❝♦♥✐❞❡❛❜❧② ✐♠♣❧❡❛♥❞❛❡
❤✉ ❡❛✐❡ ♦❛♥❛❧②③❡✳ ❆♥♦❤❡ ❢❡❛✉❡♦❢❤❡❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝♠♦❞❡❧✐ ❤❛ ❤❡②
❛❦❡✐♥♦❛❝❝♦✉♥❈❛2+✲✢✉①❡❛❝♦ ❤❡❝❡❧❧♠❡♠❜❛♥❡✳ ❚❤✐✐♥❡❣❧❡❝❡❞✐♥❤❡
♦❝❤❛✐❝♠♦❞❡❧♦❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❛❝♦♥❡✈❛✐♦♥❡❧❛✐♦♥❢♦❤❡♦❛❧❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✱
✇❤✐❝❤❛❧❧♦✇ ♦♦❧✈❡❤❡❡✉❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❈❛2+❞②♥❛♠✐❝❡①♣❧✐❝✐❧②✳❚❤❡❡❢♦❡✱❤❡
❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝♠♦❞❡❧❝❛♥ ✐❧❧❜❡✐♥✐❣❤❢✉❧❢♦❝❡❛✐♥ ✉❡ ✐♦♥✱❤❡♠♦❡♦❛
❤❡✉♥❞❡❧②✐♥❣❡✉❛✐♦♥❢♦ ❤❡❈❛2+❞②♥❛♠✐❝ ❛❡❛❧♦✉❡❞✐♥❤❡♣♦❜❛❜✐❧✐✐❝
♠♦❞❡❧✳❆♥✐♥❡❡✐♥❣♣♦♣❡②♦❢❤❡♠♦❡✐♠♣❧❡❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥
♠♦❞❡❧ ✇❛ ❢♦✉♥❞❜②❑♥♦❦❡❡ ❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✽✮✿✐❢❤❡❡✤✉①♦❢❈❛2+♦✉♦❢❤❡❝❡❧❧✐
❧✐♥❡❛ ❤❡♥❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣❈❛2+✐❡✉❛❧♦❤❡ ❡❛❞②✲❛❡❈❛2+❧❡✈❡❧✳
❙❡✈❡❛❧❣❡♥❡❛❧❖❉❊♠♦❞❡❧ ❤❛✈❡❜❡❡♥❞❡✈❡❧♦♣❡❞❢♦ ❈❛2+ ❡♥✐✐✈❡♣♦❡✐♥
✭●♦❧❞❜❡❡❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✵❀❉✉♣♦♥ ❛♥❞●♦❧❞❜❡❡✱✶✾✾✷❀▼❛❤❧❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✺✱✷✵✵✻❜❀
❙❛❧❛③❛❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✽✮❛✇❡❧❧❛ ❞❡❛✐❧❡❞♠♦❞❡❧❢♦♠♦❡♣♦♠✐♥❡♥❈❛2+ ❡♥♦ ❧✐❦❡
❈❛▼❑✐♥❛❡■■✭ ❛♥❦❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✽❀❍♦❧♠❡✱✷✵✵✵❀❉✉♣♦♥ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸✮✱❛❝✐✈❛❡❞❛✲
❣❡♣♦❡✐♥❧✐❦❡❤❡❣❧②❦♦❣❡♥♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛❡✭●❛❧❧❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✵❀❘♦③✐❛♥❞❏✐❛✱✷✵✵✸✮♦
♣❡❝✐❛❧❝❡❧❧②♣❡❧✐❦❡❤❡♣❛♦❝②❡✭▲❛ ❡♥❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✹✮✮✳❚❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❛❛❣❡
♣♦❡✐♥❜②❛❈❛2+✲❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥♣♦❡✐♥❦✐♥❛❡❤❛ ✐♣❛ ♦❢❛♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥❝②✲
❝❧❡✱❤❛❜❡❡♥♣♦♣♦❡❞❛❛♣♦♠✐✐♥❣♠♦❞❡❧❝❤❡♠❡❢♦❈❛2+ ❡♥✐✐✈❡♣♦❡✐♥ ❤❛
❡①♣❧❛✐♥ ❤❡❞❡❝♦❞✐♥❣♦❢❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✭●♦❧❞❜❡❡❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✵❀❉✉♣♦♥ ❛♥❞●♦❧❞✲
❜❡❡✱✶✾✾✷✮✭❋✐❣✳✶✳✶✮✳ ▼❛♥②♦❢❤❡❢♦❧❧♦✇✐♥❣♠♦❞❡❧✇❡❡❜❛❡❞♦♥❤✐ ❝❤❡♠❡✳■♥



✶✳✷❚❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥ ✷✺

❤✐ ❝❤❡♠❡❛❛✉❛✐♦♥❦✐♥❡✐❝✭❡✳❣✳▼✐❝❤❛❡❧✐✲▼❡♥❡♥❦✐♥❡✐❝✭▼▼❑✮✭●♦❧❞❜❡❡
❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✵❀❉✉♣♦♥ ❛♥❞●♦❧❞❜❡❡✱✶✾✾✷❀●❛❧❧❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✵✮✮✐✉❡❞❢♦ ❤❡❜✐♥❞✐♥❣
♦❢❤❡❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥♦❤❡❈❛2+❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❦✐♥❛❡✳❚❤❡❦✐♥❛❡✐❝♦✉♥❡❛❝❡❞❜②
❛♥✉♥♣❡❝✐✜❝♣❤♦♣❤❛❛❡❤❛ ❡♠♦✈❡ ❤❡♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥❢♦♠❤❡❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥
❢♦❧❧♦✇✐♥❣❛▼▼❑♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠✳❚❤❡▼▼❑❛❧❧♦✇❢♦③❡♦✲♦❞❡✉❧ ❛❡♥✐✐✈✐②♦❢❤❡
②❡♠✐♥❤❡ ❡❛❞② ❛❡✭●♦❧❞❜❡❡❛♥❞❑♦❤❧❛♥❞✱✶✾✽✶✮✳❆❛❡✉❧❞❡♣❡♥❞✐♥❣♦♥
❤❡ ✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥❝②❝❧❡✭❡✳❣✳❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❦✐♥❛❡❜②❈❛2+✮✱
❤❡ ❡❛❞② ❛❡❡♣♦♥❡✭♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛❡❞❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥✮❝❛♥❜❡❤❡❛✈✐❧②❛♠♣❧✐✜❡❞✳
❚❤❡❡♠♦❞❡❧②✐❡❧❞❛♥♦♥❧✐♥❡❛❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦❢❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦♥❤❡♦❝✐❧✲
❧❛✐♦♥❢❡✉❡♥❝②✭❉✉♣♦♥ ❛♥❞●♦❧❞❜❡❡✱✶✾✾✽✮✱✇❤✐❝❤❝♦♠♣❧✐❡✇✐❤❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧
❡✉❧ ♦♥❈❛▼❑✐♥❛❡■■✭❉❡❑♦♥✐♥❝❦❛♥❞❙❝❤✉❧♠❛♥✱✶✾✾✽✮✳❆♠♦❞❡❧♥♦✉✐♥❣❤❡
❝❤❡♠❡♦❢❛♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥❝②❝❧❡✐❛❞❡❛✐❧❡❞♠♦❞❡❧♦❢❈❛▼❑✐♥❛❡■■❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥
✭❉✉♣♦♥ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸✮✳■❝♦♥✐❞❡ ❤❡❞✐✛❡❡♥ ❛❡♦❢❈❛▼❑✐♥❛❡■■❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥
✭❈❛2+✲❝❛❧♠♦❞✉❧✐♥❜✐♥❞✐♥❣✱❛✉♦♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥✱❝❛❧♠♦❞✉❧✐♥ ❛♣♣✐♥❣✱❛✉♦♥♦♠♦✉
❛❝✐✈✐②✮❛♥❞✐❛❜❧❡♦❡①♣❧❛✐♥❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②♦❜❡✈❡❞❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞❡❝♦❞✐♥❣✐♥❤❡
❛❜❡♥❝❡♦❢♣❤♦♣❤❛❛❡✭❉❡❑♦♥✐♥❝❦❛♥❞❙❝❤✉❧♠❛♥✱✶✾✾✽✮✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✐❤❛ ♦❜❡
❡❡♥❛❛♣❡❝✐❛❧♠♦❞❡❧✱❜❡❝❛✉❡♥♦❛❧❧❞❡❝♦❞❡ ❤❛✈❡♦❛❝✐♥❤✐♠❛♥♥❡✳
❚❤❡❈❛2+ ♣✐❦❡ ✉❡❞❛✐♥♣✉ ✐♥♦ ❤❡♠♦❞❡❧ ✇❡❡❡✐❤❡ ❣❡♥❡❛❡❞❜②❞❡✲
❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♠♦❞❡❧♦✇❡❡❛✐✜❝✐❛❧♣✐❦❡❡✉❡♥❝❡✇✐❤♣❡❝✐✜❡❞
❢❡✉❡♥❝②❛♥❞ ♣✐❦❡ ❤❛♣❡✳❊✐❤❡ ✇❛②✇✐❤♦✉ ❛♥②❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦♦❢❤❡❈❛2+ ❡♥✐♥❣
♣♦❡✐♥♦♥❤❡❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠ ❤❡❡♠♦❞❡❧ ❡♣❡❡♥♥♦♥✲❛✉♦♥♦♠♦✉
❖❉❊ ②❡♠✳❆❧❧♦❢❤❡❛❢♦❡♠❡♥✐♦♥❡❞♠♦❞❡❧ ❤♦✇❡❞✐♥✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥❛♥✐♥❝❡❛❡❞
❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ❡♣♦♥❡✇✐❤✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❢❡✉❡♥❝② ✐♠✐❧❛ ♦❤❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥✳
❊✈❡♥♠♦❡ ✐❦✐♥❣❧②✐♥❛❡✐❡♦❢✇♦♣❛♣❡ ▼❛❤❧❡❛❧✳ ❤♦✇❡❞❤❛✇❤❡♥ ❤❡
♥✉♠❜❡♦❢❈❛2+ ♣✐❦❡✐✜♥✐❡❤❡♥❛❡♦♥❛♥❝❡♠❛①✐♠✉♠♦❢❛✈❡❛❣❡❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥
❛❝✐✈✐②❢♦❛♣❡❝✐✜❝❢❡✉❡♥❝②✐♦❜❡✈❡❞✭▼❛❤❧❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✺✱✷✵✵✻❜✮✳❚❤❡✉♥❞❡✲
❧②✐♥❣♠♦❞❡❧❝❤❡♠❡✐ ✐♠✐❧❛ ♦❤❡♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥❝②❝❧❡♠♦❞❡❧❜✉✉❡ ✐♠♣❧❡
♠❛ ❛❝✐♦♥❦✐♥❡✐❝✐♥❡❛❞♦❢▼▼❑✳❚❤✉✱❤✐ ✉❞②✐ ❤❡✜ ❛♣♣♦❛❝❤♦♣♦✲
♣♦❡❛♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠❤♦✇❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞❡❝♦❞✐♥❣❛♥❞♣❛ ✐❝✉❧❛❧②❡❧❡❝✐✈❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢
♣♦❡✐♥❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❛❝❝♦♠♣❧✐❤❡❞✳❙❝❤✉ ❡❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✺✮❛❧♦❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❤♦✇❜✉ ✐♥❣
♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❝♦✉❧❞❝❛②✇♦❞✐✛❡❡♥ ✐❣♥❛❧❛♦♥❝❡❛♥❞❤♦✇✇♦❞✐✛❡❡♥ ❛❣❡
♣♦❡✐♥❝♦✉❧❞❜❡✇✐❝❤❡❞♦♥❡❧❡❝✐✈❡❧②✳❖❤❡ ✉❞✐❡❝♦♥✐❞❡❡❞❛❧♦❝❤❛♦✐❝♦✲
❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❣❡♥❡❛❡❞❜②❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♠♦❞❡❧✭❘♦③✐❛♥❞❏✐❛✱✷✵✵✸❀▲❛ ❡♥❡❛❧✳✱
✷✵✵✹✮✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱♠♦♦❢❤❡ ✉❞✐❡✇❡❡❛♥❛❧②③❡❞✉✐♥❣♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥✇❤✐❝❤
❧✐♠✐ ❤❡❣❡♥❡❛❧✐②♦❢❤❡✐ ❡✉❧ ✳■♥❝♦♥❛ ♦❛♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧❛♣♣♦❛❝❤✱❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧
❝❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♦♥❧❡❛❞♦❞❡❡♣❡✐♥✐❣❤❛♥❞❤❛✈❡❜❡❡♥♣❡❢♦♠❡❞❢♦ ❡①❛♠♣❧❡✐♥❛♠♦❞❡❧
❢♦✐♥❡❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❝♦♠♠✉♥✐❝❛✐♦♥✭▲✐❛♥❞●♦❧❞❜❡❡✱✶✾✽✾✮♦❛♠♦❞❡❧✉✐♥❣♣❤♦♣❤♦✲
②❧❛✐♦♥❝②❝❧❡ ♦❞❡❝♦❞❡❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✭❙❛❧❛③❛❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✽✮✳■♥❤❡❧❛ ❡ ✉❞②
✐✇❛ ❛❧♦❛♥❛❧②③❡❞✇❤❡❤❡❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣✐❣♥❛❧❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡♦✉❢♦ ❛❣❡
♣♦❡✐♥❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❝♦♠♣❛❡❞♦❛❝♦♥❛♥ ✐❣♥❛❧❛♥❞✐✇❛ ❢♦✉♥❞❤❛✉♥❞❡❝❡❛✐♥
❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥♦♥❤❡♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❤✐✐✐♥❞❡❡❞❤❡❝❛❡✳
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✶✳✷✳✹ ▼♦❞❡❧✐♥❣❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠

■♥❝♦♥❛ ♦❤❡♠♦❞❡❧ ❢♦❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥ ❤❡♠♦❞❡❧ ❞❡✈❡❧♦♣❡❞❢♦❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥
❝❧♦❝❦❛❡✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣♥❡✇♦❦♦❢❝❧♦❝❦♣♦❡✐♥ ❤❛✐♥❝❧✉❞❡❛❧❧❧❡✈❡❧♦❢❡❣✉❧❛✐♦♥✿
❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥✱ ❛♥❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞♣♦✲❛♥❧❛✐♦♥❛❧♠♦❞✐✜❝❛✐♦♥✳❈♦♥❡✉❡♥❧②✱✐♥❝❡
♦♠❛♥②❧❡✈❡❧❛❡✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞❤❡❝♦ ❡♣♦♥❞✐♥❣❖❉❊ ②❡♠❛❡❤✐❣❤✲❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥❛❧✳
◆❡✈❡ ❤❡❧❡ ✱❛❜❛✐❝✉♥✐✱❤❡●♦♦❞✇✐♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✱❝❛♥❜❡✐❞❡♥✐✜❡❞✐♥♥❡❛❧②❛❧❧
♦❢❤❡❡♣♦❡✐♥♥❡✇♦❦✭●♦♦❞✇✐♥✱✶✾✻✺❀▲❡❧♦✉♣❡ ❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✾❀▲♦❝❦❡❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✻❀
❘✉♦✛❛♥❞❘❡♥✐♥❣✱✶✾✾✻✮✳ ❚❤❡●♦♦❞✇✐♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✐❛♥❡❣❛✐✈❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❧♦♦♣
✇✐❤ ❤❡❡❧❡✈❡❧✱❡♣❡❡♥✐♥❣ ♠❘◆❆✱♣♦❡✐♥❛♥❞♣♦❡✐♥✐♥ ❤❡♥✉❝❧❡✉ ✭❋✐❣✳
✶✳✸✮✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❡❛❝❤♣❡❝✐❡ ❝❛♥❛❧♦❤❛✈❡❛❞✐✛❡❡♥✐♥❡♣❡❛✐♦♥✳ ❆❧❧♦❢❤❡
♣❡❝✐❡❛❧♦♥❣❤❡❧♦♦♣❛❡✉❜❥❡❝ ♦❞❡❣❛❞❛✐♦♥✳❚❤❡♦✐❣✐♥❛❧●♦♦❞✇✐♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
✉❡♠❛ ✲❛❝✐♦♥❦✐♥❡✐❝❛♥❞✐❛♠❡♥❛❜❧❡♦❛♥❛❧②✐❝❝❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♦♥✭●✐✣❤✱✶✾✻✽❛✱❜❀
❚②♦♥❛♥❞❖❤♠❡✱✶✾✼✽✮✳■♥♣❛✐❝✉❧❛ ❤❡♥❡❣❛✐✈❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❛❝❤✐❡❝✉❡❛❧❧♦✇
❢♦ ❛❜❧❡❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥ ♦♦❝❝✉✐❢❤❡♥♦♥❧✐♥❡❛✐②✐♥❤❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦✐❧❛❣❡
❡♥♦✉❣❤✭❍✐❧❧❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥>8✮❛♥❞❤❡ ✐♠❡✲❝❛❧❡♦❢❛❧❧♣♦❝❡❡❛❡♥❡❛ ♦❡❛❝❤
♦❤❡✳❖❤❡✇✐❡✱❤✐♥❡✇♦❦✇✐❧❧♦♥❧②❧❡❛❞♦❛ ❛❜❧❡ ❛✐♦♥❛② ❛❡✳■♥❝♦♥❛
♦❤✐❛♣♦✐✐✈❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❧♦♦♣❧❡❛❞♦❛ ❛❜❧❡ ❛✐♦♥❛② ❛❡♦✐♥♦ ❛❜❧❡❛❛❧❧✳
❚❤❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❧♦♦♣❛❝❤✐❡❝✉❡❤❛❛❧♦❜❡❡♥❣❡♥❡❛❧✐③❡❞✇✐❤❡♣❡❝ ♦❤❡❦✐♥❡✐❝
❛♥❞❤❡❧❡✈❡❧♦❢❤❡❧♦♦♣✭❚②♦♥❛♥❞❖❤♠❡✱✶✾✼✽❀❚❤♦♥✱✶✾✾✶✮✳■♥♣❛✐❝✉❧❛✱✐
✇❛ ❤♦✇♥❤❛♠♦❡❧❡✈❡❧✐♥❤❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❧♦♦♣❛♥❞✴♦ ❛✉❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡❞❡❣❛❞❛✐♦♥
❛❡❛❧❧♦✇ ♦❞❛✐❝❛❧❧②❡❞✉❝❡❤❡❡✉✐❡❞♥♦♥❧✐♥❡❛✐②✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡✱✐✇❛ ❤♦✇♥
❤❛❛❧♦✉♥❞❡ ❤❡❡❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥❛♥✐♥✈❛✐❛♥❡❣✐♦♥✐♥♣❤❛❡♣❛❝❡❡①✐ ❝♦♥❛✐♥✐♥❣
❤❡✉♥ ❛❜❧❡ ❡❛❞② ❛❡✳❊✈❡♥♠♦❡ ✐❦✐♥❣❧②✱✉✐♥❣♦♣❤✐✐❝❛❡❞♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧
♠❡❤♦❞❍❛ ✐♥❣❡❛❧✳✭✶✾✼✼✮❤♦✇❡❞❤❛❛ ❛❜❧❡❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡♠✉ ❡①✐✳ ▼♦❞❡❧
❢♦♦❤❡♦❣❛♥✐♠ ❧✐❦❡❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐✭▲♦❝❦❡❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✻✮✱◆❡✉♦♣♦❛♦❉♦♦♣❤✐❧❛
✭▲❡❧♦✉♣❡ ❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✾❀❘✉♦✛❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✺✮❢✉❤❡❡①❡♥❞❡❞❤❡✐❞❡❛♦❢❤❡●♦♦❞✇✐♥
♠♦❞❡❧❜②✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣❤❡ ✐③❡♦❢❤❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❧♦♦♣♦ ❜②❛❞❞✐♥❣♥❡✇♣♦✐✐✈❡♦
♥❡❣❛✐✈❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❧♦♦♣❛❝❝♦❞✐♥❣♦❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②✐❞❡♥✐✜❡❞❝❧♦❝❦♣♦❡✐♥✳
❚♦✐♥❝❧✉❞❡ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❡✛❡❝ ✐♥❤❡♠♦❞❡❧✐♥❣♦❢❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥ ❤❡❡❛❝✲
✐♦♥❛❡❝♦♥❛♥✐ ❡♣❧❛❝❡❞❜②❤❡❆ ❤❡♥✐✉❡✉❛✐♦♥✭❘✉♦✛❡ ❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✼✮✿

k(T)=k(TB)e
EA
R

TB−T

TTB . ✭✹✮

❍❡❡k(TB)✐ ❤❡❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡❛❛❞❡✜♥❡❞❜❛❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡TB✱R✐ ❤❡✉♥✐✈❡ ❛❧
❣❛❝♦♥❛♥❛♥❞T✐ ❤❡❛❝✉❛❧❡♠♣❡❛✉❡♦❢❤❡ ②❡♠✳❚❤❡♠♦ ✐♠♣♦❛♥
✉❛♥✐②✐♥❤✐❡✉❛✐♦♥✐ ❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣②EA✳❚❤✐ ✉❛♥✐②❞❡❝✐❜❡ ❤❡
❡♥❡❣②❜❛✐❡✐♥❛♥❛❜ ❛❝♣♦❡♥✐❛❧✉❢❛❝❡❤❛♥❡❡❞ ♦❜❡♦✈❡❝♦♠❡♦❧❡ ❤❡
❡❛❝✐♦♥♣♦❝❡❡❞✳❈❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♥❣❤✐ ❡♥❡❣②❜❛✐❡✐♥♦♣♦ ✐❜❧❡✉♥❧❡ ❛❧❧❞❡❣❡❡
♦❢❢❡❡❞♦♠♦❢❤❡ ❡❛❝✐♥❣♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡❛❡❛❦❡♥✐♥♦❛❝❝♦✉♥✭❍♥❣❣✐❡ ❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✵✮✳
◆❡✈❡ ❤❡❧❡ ✱✐❝❛♥❜❡❞❡✐✈❡❞❡❛✐❧②❢♦♠❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥✳❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡✐✐❦♥♦✇♥❤❛
♠❛♥②❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧ ❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡ ♦✉❣❤❧②❞♦✉❜❧❡✉♣♦♥❛♥✐♥❝❡❛❡✐♥❡♠♣❡❛✉❡♦❢



✶✳✷❚❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥ ✷✼

10❑✭❑✉♦❛✇❛❛♥❞■✇❛❛✱✷✵✵✺❀▲❡❧♦✉♣❛♥❞●♦❧❞❜❡❡✱✶✾✾✼✮✳❯✐♥❣❊✳✭✹✮♦♥❡
❝❛♥❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❤❛ ❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡♠✉ ❜❡❛♦✉♥❞65❦❏✴♠♦❧✳
❙✐♥❝❡❛❧❧❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡❛❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥✐✐❞✐✣❝✉❧ ♦✉♥❞❡ ❛♥❞❤♦✇
❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❛❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛❡❞✳❚♦❡①♣❧❛✐♥❤✐ ❤❡❛♥❛❣♦♥✐✐❝
♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡✇❛♣♦♣♦❡❞❤❛ ❛❡ ❤❛ ♣❡✐♦❞✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣❛♥❞♣❡✐♦❞❞❡❝❡❛✐♥❣
♣♦❝❡❡❛❡❜❛❧❛♥❝❡❞✭❍❛ ✐♥❣❛♥❞❙✇❡❡♥❡②✱✶✾✺✼✮✳ ❍♦✇❤✐ ❜❛❧❛♥❝✐♥❣❝❛♥❜❡
❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❞✇❤❡♥❛✉♠✐♥❣❤❡❆ ❤❡♥✐✉❡✉❛✐♦♥✇❛❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❜②❘✉♦✛✭✶✾✾✷✮❀❘✉♦✛
❛♥❞❘❡♥✐♥❣✭✶✾✾✻✮❀❘✉♦✛❡ ❛❧✳✭✶✾✾✼✱✷✵✵✸✮✳❆✉♠✐♥❣❤❛ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♣❡✐♦❞
τ❞❡♣❡♥❞♦♥❛❧❧n❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥ ❡❛❝✐♦♥♣❛❛♠❡❡ ✇❡❤❛✈❡✿

dτ(k(TB))

dT
=

n

i=1

∂τ

∂kiT=TB

dki
dT
. ✭✺✮

❙❡ ✐♥❣❤✐❡✉❛✐♦♥❡✉❛❧♦③❡♦✱✉✐♥❣❊✳✭✹✮❛♥❞❞✐✈✐❞✐♥❣❜②❤❡♣❡✐♦❞τ❘✉♦✛
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❍❡❡Cτi=ki/τ∂τ/∂ki✐❤❡♣❡✐♦❞❝♦♥♦❧❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥✇✐❤❡♣❡❝ ♦❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❤❡
❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡ki❛ ❤❡❜❛❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡TB✱✇❤✐❝❤❝❛♥❜❡❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞❜②❤❡♠❡❤♦❞
♦❢❡♥✐✐✈✐②❛♥❛❧②✐✭❝❢✳❡❝✐♦♥✶✳✷✳✷✮✳❯✐♥❣❤✐✉♥❞❡❞❡❡♠✐♥❡❞❡ ✉❛✐♦♥♦♥❡
❝❛♥❝❤♦♦❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡ ❤❛ ❧❡❛❞♦❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱
❤✐ ❡✉✐❡ ❤❡♣❡❡♥❝❡♦❢❛❧❡❛ ♦♥❡ ❡❛❝✐♦♥✇✐❤❛♣♦✐✐✈❡♣❡✐♦❞❝♦♥♦❧
❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥✱✇❤✐❝❤♠❡❛♥ ❤❛ ✉♣♦♥✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣❤❡ ❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡❛❧♦❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
♣❡✐♦❞✐♥❝❡❛❡✳❖♥❡♣♦❜❧❡♠ ✐❧❧❡♠❛✐♥ ❤♦✉❣❤✿ ❤❡❜❛❧❛♥❝✐♥❣❡✉❛✐♦♥✐♦♥❧②
❛❧♦❝❛❧❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✈❛❧✐❞❛❛♣❡❝✐✜❝❜❛❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✳
■♥❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥✐✇❛ ❛❧♦♦❜❡✈❡❞❤❛♣♦✐❦✐❧♦❤❡♠✐❝♦❣❛♥✐♠ ❝❛♥❛❞❥✉ ❤❡✐
❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠♦❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝②❝❧❡♦❢24❤✐♥❤❡❛❜❡♥❝❡♦❢❧✐❣❤❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡
✭●❛♥❞❡✱✶✾✼✾❀❈✉ ✐❡❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✾❀❚♦♠✐♦❦❛❛♥❞❨♦❤✐✐✱✷✵✵✻✮✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱♥♦♦♥❧②
♦❣❛♥✐♠ ❜✉❛❧♦❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥✐♥❣❧❡❝❡❧❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❝❛♥❜❡❡♥❛✐♥❡❞❜②❡♠♣❡❛✉❡
❝②❝❧❡✭❆❜❛❤❛♠❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵✮✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤❡ ✉❡ ✐♦♥✐❤♦✇❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥✲
❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✐♥❡❛❝✱✐♥❝❡❤❡②❡❡♠♦❜❡❝♦♥❛❞✐❝♦②✳❚♦♠②❦♥♦✇❧✲
❡❞❣❡❤❡❡❤❛❜❡❡♥♥♦ ✉❞②❛♥❛❧②③✐♥❣ ❤✐ ②❡♠❛✐❝❛❧❧②✳ ❚❤❡②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥
♦❡①❡♥❛❧♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♣❡✉❜❛✐♦♥❝❛♥❜❡❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❝♦♥✈❡♥✐❡♥❧②❜②❤❡♣❤❛❡❡✲
❞✉❝✐♦♥♠❡❤♦❞✐♥♦❞✉❝❡❞❜②❑✉❛♠♦♦❢♦ ♠❛❧❧♣❡ ✉❜❛✐♦♥✭❑✉❛♠♦♦✱✶✾✽✹✮
✭❝❢✳✶✳✷✳✷✮✳■✐❦♥♦✇♥❤❛ ❤❡❡❣✐♦♥♦❢❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✇❤❡♥♣❧♦ ❡❞♦✈❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②
❛♥❞❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡♦❢ ❤❡❡①❡♥❛❧❢♦❝✐♥❣✐ ♦♥❣✉❡❤❛♣❡❞✳❚❤❡❡❡❣✐♦♥❛❡♥❛♠❡❞
❆♥♦❧❞♦♥❣✉❡❛❢❡ ❤❡❘✉ ✐❛♥♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝✐❛♥❱❧❛❞✐♠✐❆♥♦❧❞❢♦❤✐✇♦❦♦♥
❝✐❝❧❡♠❛♣✳
❚❤❡❡❤❛✈❡❛❧♦❜❡❡♥ ✉❞✐❡❝♦♥✐❞❡✐♥❣❤❡❡✛❡❝ ♦❢❡①✐♥✐❝♥♦✐❡✱ ❡♠♠✐♥❣
❢♦♠❡①❡♥❛❧♣❡ ✉❜❛✐♦♥✱♦✐♥✐♥✐❝♥♦✐❡✱ ❡♠♠✐♥❣❢♦♠❧♦✇♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡♥✉♠✲
❜❡ ✱❧✐❦❡♠❘◆❆♦❛❝✐✈❡❣❡♥❡✲❡①♣❡✐♦♥✐❡✱♦♥❤❡ ✐♥❣❧❡❝❡❧❧❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦
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✭●♦♥③❡❛♥❞●♦❧❞❜❡❡✱✷✵✵✻❀●♦♥③❡❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✷❀❱❛♥❝❡❛♥❞❘♦ ✱✶✾✾✻✱✶✾✾✽✮✳❈♦♥✲
❡✉❡♥❧②✱❤❡❡♠♦❞❡❧♥❡❡❞♦❜❡✐♠✉❧❛❡❞✉✐♥❣ ♦❝❤❛✐❝❞✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❧❡✉❛✐♦♥
♦ ❤❡❙♦❝❤❛✐❝❙✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥❆❧❣♦✐❤♠✭❙❙❆✮✭❝❢✳✶✳✷✳✶✮✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✐♥❝❡■❞✐❞♥♦
♣✉❜❧✐❤✐♥❤✐✜❡❧❞♠②❡❧❢■✇✐❧❧♥♦❣♦✐♥♦❤❡❞❡❛✐❧❤❡❡❛♥❞♦♥❧②❞❡❝✐❜❡✇♦
❡①❛♠♣❧❡✇❤❡❡♥♦✐❡❝❛♥❜❡❡✐❤❡ ❝♦♥ ✉❝✐✈❡♦❞❡ ✉❝✐✈❡❢♦♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳ ❆
❝♦♥ ✉❝✐✈❡❡✛❡❝♦❢♥♦✐❡✐❝♦❤❡❡♥❝❡❡♦♥❛♥❝❡✿ ❤✐ ❡✛❡❝❞❡❝✐❜❡ ❤❡❡♠❡✲
❣❡♥❝❡♦❢♥❡❛❧②♣❡✐♦❞✐❝ ♦❝❤❛✐❝♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥②❡♠ ❤❛❛❡❡①❝✐❛❜❧❡♦♥❡❛
❛❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥❜✉♥♦ ♦❝✐❧❧❛♦②✐♥ ❤❡❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝❝❛❡✳ ❚❤✐♣❤❡♥♦♠❡♥♦♥✐
❛❧♦❦♥♦✇♥❛♥♦✐❡✲✐♥❞✉❝❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳❋♦❡①✐♥✐❝♥♦✐❡❤✐ ❡✛❡❝❛♣♣❡❛ ❛
❛❝❡❛✐♥♥♦✐❡ ❡♥❣❤✱✇❤❡❡❛❢♦✐♥✐♥✐❝♥♦✐❡❤✐❡✛❡❝❛♣♣❡❛ ❛❛♣❡❝✐✜❝
♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡♥✉♠❜❡ ❛♥❞❞✐❛♥❝❡ ♦ ❤❡❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥✭❙❤✉❛✐❛♥❞❏✉♥❣✱✷✵✵✷❀❙❝♦ ✮✳
❚❤❡❡♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠ ❝❛♥❜❡❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❜②❋♦❦❦❡✲❧❛♥❝❦❡✉❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡ ✐♠♣❧❡❡①✲
✐♥✐❝❝❛❡♦✉✐♥❣❤❡✈❛✐♦✉❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♠❛ ❡❡✉❛✐♦♥✐♥
❤❡✐♥✐♥✐❝❝❛❡❧❡❛❞✐♥❣♦❋♦❦❦❡✲❧❛♥❝❦❡✉❛✐♦♥✐♥✇❤✐❝❤❤❡♥♦✐❡ ❡♥❣❤
✐❞❡❡♠✐♥❡❞❜② ❤❡ ②❡♠✐❡❧❢✭❝❢✳✶✳✷✳✶✮✳ ❆❞❡ ✉❝✐✈❡❡✛❡❝♦❢♥♦✐❡✐ ❤❡
❛♣♣❡❛❛♥❝❡♦❢♣❤❛❡✲❧✐♣✐♥❡♥❛✐♥❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳ ❉✉❡♦ ❛♥❞♦♠♣❡✉❜❛✐♦♥
✐♥❤❡❞✐❡❝✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♣❤❛❡✐❝❛♥❤❛♣♣❡♥❤❛ ❛♥❡♥❛✐♥❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
❧✐♣♦✉♦❢❤❡❧♦❝❦❡❞ ❛❡❛♥❞♥❡❡❞❛❢✉❧❧❝②❝❧❡♦❛❞❛♣ ♦❤❡❡①❡♥❛❧❤②❤♠
❛❣❛✐♥✳❙✐♠✐❧❛ ♦❤❡❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝❝❛❡✐✐♣♦ ✐❜❧❡♦❡❞✉❝❡❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ♦❛
♣❤❛❡✈❛✐❛❜❧❡❛♥❞❞❡✐✈❡❛❋♦❦❦❡✲❧❛♥❝❦❡✉❛✐♦♥❢♦ ❤❡♣❤❛❡❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡♦❤❡
❡①❡♥❛❧❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ✐❣♥❛❧✳❚❤✐✐ ❡❧❛✐✈❡❧②❡❛②❢♦❡①✐♥✐❝♥♦✐❡❜✉❜❡❝♦♠❡
❛❞✐✣❝✉❧ ♣♦❜❧❡♠❢♦ ✐♥✐♥✐❝♥♦✐❡❤❛ ❤♦✇❡✈❡ ❤❛ ❜❡❡♥ ♦❧✈❡❞❜②✉✐♥❣❤❡
❲❑❇✲❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥✭❱❛♥❝❡❛♥❞❘♦ ✱✶✾✾✽✮✳❚❤❡❡❛♥❛❧②✐❝❡✉❧ ❝❛♥❜❡✉❡❞♦
❛♥❛❧②③❡❤❡♦❜✉♥❡ ♦❢❞✐✛❡❡♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♠♦❞❡❧ ❛♥❞❤✉♣♦✈✐❞❡❛♠❡❛✉❡♦❢
❤❡♣❡❝✐✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛❝❧♦❝❦✳
❆❧❤♦✉❣❤✱❡❛❝❤ ✐♥❣❧❡❝❡❧❧❤❛❛♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✱✐♥❤✐❣❤❡✱♠✉❧✐✲
❝❡❧❧✉❧❛♦❣❛♥✐♠ ❤❡❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❛❡❝♦✉♣❧❡❞♦❡❛❝❤♦❤❡ ♦❣❡♥❡❛❡❛❝♦❤❡❡♥
❤②❤♠✳ ❋♦ ❡①❛♠♣❧❡❤❡❙❈◆✱❤❡♠❛❥♦ ♣❛❝❡♠❛❦❡ ✐♥❤❡❜❛✐♥♦❢♠❛♠♠❛❧✱
✐❝♦♠♣♦❡❞♦❢❛♦✉♥❞20000♥❡✉♦♥ ❤❛ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❤❡✐ ❤②❤♠♦❡❛❝❤♦❤❡
✈✐❛♥❡✉♦♣❡♣✐❞❡❛♥❞❛❝♦♠♣❧❡①♥❡✇♦❦♦❢②♥❛♣✐❝❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥✭❝❢✳✶✳✶✳✻✮✳❚❤❡
❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢❝♦✉♣❧❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥❞❛❡❜❛❝❦♦❍✉②❣❡♥✇❤♦♦❜❡✈❡❞
❤❡②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢✇♦♣❡♥❞✉❧✉♠❝❧♦❝❦ ❛❛❝❤❡❞♦❤❡❛♠❡✇♦♦❞❡♥♦❞✳❚❤❡
♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧❞❡❝✐♣✐♦♥♦❢❤❡ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢✇♦✇❡❛❦❧②❝♦✉♣❧❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
✐❛❣❛✐♥♣♦✐❜❧❡❜②❤❡♠❡❤♦❞♦❢♣❤❛❡❡❞✉❝✐♦♥✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱♠♦❡✐♥❡❡✐♥❣✐
❤❡②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢♠❛♥②♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✐♥❛♥❡✇♦❦✳ ▼✉❝❤♣♦❣❡ ✇❛ ♠❛❞❡❜②
❑✉❛♠♦♦✱✇❤♦✐♥♦❞✉❝❡❞❛♥❞♦❧✈❡❞❤❡❢❛♠♦✉❑✉❛♠♦♦♠♦❞❡❧♦❢♠❛♥②❛❧❧✲♦✲
❛❧❧❝♦✉♣❧❡❞❤❡❡♦❣❡♥❡♦✉♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✭❑✉❛♠♦♦✱✶✾✽✹✮✳❍❡❡❞✉❝❡❞❡❛❝❤♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
♦❛♣❤❛❡✈❛✐❛❜❧❡❞✐✈❡♥❜②❤❡✐♥❞✐✈✐❞✉❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❢❡✉❡♥❝②✱✇❤✐❝❤✐ ♣♦ ✐❜❧❡
❢♦♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✇✐❤❛ ♦♥❣❛❞✐❛❧❡❧❛①❛✐♦♥✭❝❢✳✶✳✷✳✷✮✳❋✉❤❡♠♦❡✱❤❡❛✉♠❡❞
❤❡✐♥❡❛❝✐♦♥❢✉♥❝✐♦♥❢♦ ❤❡♣❤❛❡ ♦❜❡❛❙✐♥❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥❞❡♣❡♥❞✐♥❣♦♥❤❡♣❤❛❡
❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡♦❢❡❛❝❤❝♦✉♣❧❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♣❛✐✳ ❲✐❤❤✐ ♠♦❞❡❧❤❡ ❤♦✇❡❞❤❛❛❝✐✐✲
❝❛❧❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣ ❡♥❣❤❡①✐ ❜❡②♦♥❞✇❤✐❝❤❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡♦❛❝♦♠♠♦♥
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❢❡✉❡♥❝②❛♥❞✇❛❛❧♦❛❜❧❡♦❡①♣❧✐❝✐❧②❣✐✈❡❤❡❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥♦❢❧♦❝❦❡❞♣❤❛❡❞❡✲
♣❡♥❞✐♥❣♦♥ ❤❡❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥♦❢❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡✳ ❚♦❞♦♦✱❤❡✐♥♦❞✉❝❡❞❛♥
♦❞❡♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❤❛♠❡❛✉❡ ❤❡♣❤❛❡❝♦❤❡❡♥❝❡♦✈❡ ❤❡✇❤♦❧❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♣♦♣✉✲
❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❝♦♥✐❞❡❡❞❤❡❤❡♠♦❞②♥❛♠✐❝❧✐♠✐ ♦❢✐♥✜♥✐❡❧②♠❛♥②♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳❚❤❡
♠♦❞❡❧♦❢❑✉❛♠♦♦✇❛ ❡①❡♥❞❡❞♦♠♦❡❣❡♥❡❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❡✉♣✱❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡
❞❡❧❛② ✐♥❤❡❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣♦ ❡✈❡❛❧❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥✐♥❤❡✭✐♥✜♥✐❡✮♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
♣♦♣✉❧❛✐♦♥✳■♥❡❡✐♥❣❧②✱✐✇❛ ❤♦✇♥ ❤❛ ❤❡❞②♥❛♠✐❝ ♦❢❤❡♦❞❡ ♣❛❛♠❡❡
❜❡❝♦♠❡❧♦✇❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥❛❧✐♥❤❡❧♦♥❣✲✐♠❡❧✐♠✐❛❧❤♦✉❣❤❤❡❖❉❊ ②❡♠❞❡❝✐❜✐♥❣
❤❡♣❤❛❡✐✐♥✜♥✐❡❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥❛❧✳ ❚❤❡❧♦✇✲❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥❛❧❞②♥❛♠✐❝❝❛♥❜❡❞❡✐✈❡❞
✉✐♥❣❤❡❖ ✲❆♥♦♥❡♥❛♥❛③✐♥❤❡❝♦♥✐♥✉✐②❡✉❛✐♦♥❢♦ ❤❡♣❤❛❡❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥
✭❖ ❛♥❞❆♥♦♥❡♥✱✷✵✵✾❀❖ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✶✮❛♥❞❤❡②❛❧❧♦✇♦ ✉❞②❤❡❜✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥
✉❝✉❡♦❢❤❡❡♦❤❡✇✐❡♥♦ ❛❝❛❜❧❡②❡♠✳❆❧❤♦✉❣❤✱❤❡❡♠♦❞❡❧❛❡✉✐❡
✉❝❝❡ ❢✉❧✐♥❤❡ ❤❡♠♦❞②♥❛♠✐❝❧✐♠✐✱❤❡✐ ❡✉❧ ❝❛♥♥♦❜❡❛♣♣❧✐❡❞❢♦ ❛✜♥✐❡
♥✉♠❜❡ ♦❢❙✐♥❡❝♦✉♣❧❡❞❑✉❛♠♦♦♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✱❛❝♦♥❝❡❡❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣♥❡✇♦❦❛♥❞❛
♣❡❝✐✜❝❢❡✉❡♥❝②❛ ✐❣♥♠❡♥♦❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳ ▼✉❝❤♣♦❣❡ ✐♥❤✐❞✐❡❝✐♦♥✇❛
♠❛❞❡❜②❉ ✢❡❛♥❞❇✉❧❧♦✭✷✵✶✷✮❛♥❞❉ ✢❡❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✶✷✮✳❚❤❡②✇❡❡❛❜❧❡♦❞❡✐✈❡
❛❡♠❛❦❛❜❧②✐❣❤ ✉✣❝✐❡♥❜♦✉♥❞❢♦ ❤❡❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣ ❡♥❣❤✉❝❤❤❛❛♥✭♥❡❛❧②
❛❜✐ ❛②✮♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♥❡✇♦❦②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡ ♦❛❝♦♠♠♦♥❢❡✉❡♥❝②✳❚❤❡ ❛❡♠❡♥
♦❢❤✐❜♦✉♥❞❝❛♥❜❡✐♥❡♣❡❡❞❛❢♦❧❧♦✇✿❤❡❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣ ❡♥❣❤♥❡❡❞ ♦♦✉✇❡✐❣❤
❤❡✇❡❛❦❡ ♣♦✐♥✐♥❤❡♥❡✇♦❦✱✇❤✐❝❤✐❝❤❛❛❝❡✐③❡❞❜②❤❡ ♦♥❣❡ ❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡
✐♥❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❢❡✉❡♥❝✐❡ ❛♥❞✇❡❛❦❡ ❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳ ❍♦✇✲
❡✈❡✱ ✐❧❧❤✐❜♦✉♥❞✐♥♦ ✉✣❝✐❡♥❢♦ ♣❡❝✐✜❝♥❡✇♦❦❡✉♣❛♥❞✐ ❡♠❛✐♥❛♥
♦♣❡♥ ✉❡ ✐♦♥✇❤❡❤❡ ✉❝❤❛✉✣❝✐❡♥❜♦✉♥❞❝❛♥❜❡❣✐✈❡♥❡①♣❧✐❝✐❧②❢♦❛❜✐ ❛②
♥❡✇♦❦✳
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♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✐♥❛❝♦♠♣❧❡①♥❡✇♦❦✳❈♦♥❡✉❡♥❧②✱❤❡❡❛❧❡❛❞②❤❛✈❡❜❡❡♥
♠❛♥②♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧ ✉❞✐❡ ❡①❛♠✐♥✐♥❣❞✐✛❡❡♥♥❡✇♦❦♦♣♦❧♦❣✐❡✭❑✉♥③❛♥❞❆❝❤❡✲
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♥❡✇♦❦✭❱❛❛❧♦✉❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✾✮✳ ❲❤✐❧❡❤❡✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥✇✐❤❞❡❛✐❧❡❞✐♥❣❧❡❝❡❧❧♠♦❞✲
❡❧❛❡❡❛②♦✐♥❡♣❡ ❤❡②❞♦♥♦❧❡❛❞♦♠✉❝❤✐♥✐❣❤✱✐♥❝❡♦♥❤❡♦♥❡❤❛♥❞❤❡②
❛❡♦♦❝♦♠♣❧❡①❛♥❞♦♥❤❡♦❤❡❤❛♥❞♦♥❡❝❛♥♥❡✈❡❜❡✉❡✐❢❤❡✉❡❞♣❛❛♠❡❡
✈❛❧✉❡ ❡❛❧❧②❡✢❡❝ ❤❡❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧ ✐✉❛✐♦♥✳■♥❝♦♥❛ ♦❤✐ ❤❡♠♦❞❡❧ ✉✐♥❣
❣❡♥❡✐❝❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡✲♣❤❛❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❛❡♦❢❝♦✉❡❛❜ ❛❝❛♥❞❝❛♥♥♦❜❡❡❧❛❡❞♦
❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧ ✉❛♥✐✐❡✱❜✉ ❤❡②❝❛♥ ❡✈❡❛❧♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠ ❤♦✇❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡ ❤❡
♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❝❤❛❛❝❡✐✐❝✳❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡✐♥❛❝♦♠❜✐♥❡❞❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❛♥❞❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧
✉❞②❜②❲❡ ❡♠❛❦❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✾✮✐✇❛ ❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ✐♥❣❧❡❝❡❧❧❝❛♥❜❡❞❡❝✐❜❡❞
❜❡ ❛ ✇❡❛❦❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡✲♣❤❛❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✱♠❡❛♥✐♥❣❤❛ ❛❢❡❛♣❡✉❜❛✐♦♥❤❡②
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❤❛✈❡❛❧♦✇❡❧❛①❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❜❛❝❦♦❤❡❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡✳■♥❢♦❧❧♦✇✲✉♣ ✉❞✐❡
❆❜❛❤❛♠❡ ❛❧✳✭✷✵✶✵✮❛♥❞❇♦❞②✉❣♦✈❡ ❛❧✳✭✷✵✶✶✮❤♦✇❡❞ ❤❛ ❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣♦❢❤❡
✇❡❛❦♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✐♥❛♥❡✇♦❦✉❝❤❛ ❤❡❙❈◆❧❡❛❞ ♦❛♥♦✈❡❛❧❧♠♦❡✐❣✐❞❛♥❞
❧❛❣❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✇✐❤❛ ♦♥❣❛❞✐❛❧❡❧❛①❛✐♦♥❛❡✳■♠♣♦❛♥❧②✱❤❡❡
❡✉❧ ❝❛♥❜❡❝❛✐❡❞♦✈❡ ♦❤❡♠♦❡❞❡❛✐❧❡❞♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛♠♦❞❡❧ ❜②♥♦✐♥❣❤❛
✉♣♦♥❤❡❧✐♥❡❛✐③❛✐♦♥❛♦✉♥❞❤❡❧✐♠✐✲❝②❝❧❡❤❡♣✐✈♦❛❧❛❞✐❛❧❡❧❛①❛✐♦♥❛❡❝❛♥
❜❡✐❞❡♥✐✜❡❞✇✐❤❤❡♠❛❧❧❡ ❋❧♦✉❡❡①♣♦♥❡♥✭❝❢✳✶✳✷✳✷✮✳
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❤❡✜ ❡♣♣✐♦ ♦❛♥②✐♥✈✐✈♦❡❛❧✐③❛✐♦♥✱✇❤✐❝❤✐♥❡❡❞❡❞♦❛✈♦✐❞❝♦❧②❡①♣❡✲
✐♠❡♥✳❚❤❡❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐✉✉❛❧❧②✐♥✈♦❧✈❡ ❤❡❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡ ②❡♠
❜②❖❉❊ ♦❣❛✐♥❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧✐♥✐❣❤ ❛♥❞♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥✉✐♥❣❤❡❙❙❆✳❚❤❡
♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢❤❡●♦♦❞✇✐♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❤♦✇❡❞❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❤❛❛❝❡❛✐♥
❞❡❣❡❡♦❢♥♦♥❧✐♥❡❛✐②✐♥❤❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦✐♥❡❡❞❡❞✭❝❢✳✶✳✷✳✹✮✱✇❤✐❝❤✇❛❧❛❡❝♦♥✜♠❡❞
❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②❜②✉✐♥❣❛ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥✐♥❤✐❜✐♦✇✐❤❝♦♦♣❡❛✐✈❡❜✐♥❞✐♥❣✭✉❝❡❧❧
❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵✮✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡✱ ♦❝❤❛✐❝✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥ ❤♦✇❡❞ ❤❛ ✇✐❤❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❧② ❡❛❧✲
✐✐❝♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❤♦✇ ✐❡❣✉❧❛♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥ ❤❛ ❛❡❞❛♠♣❡❞✐♥❤❡
❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝♠♦❞❡❧✭❙ ✐❝❦❡❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✽✮✳❚❤✐✐❜✉♦♥❡❡①❛♠♣❧❡♦❢♥♦✐❡✲✐♥❞✉❝❡❞
♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛❧❡❛❞②✐♥♦❞✉❝❡❞❛ ❝♦❤❡❡♥❝❡❡♦♥❛♥❝❡✐♥✶✳✷✳✹✳ ❙✐♠✐❧❛❧②✱❤❡✐♥
✈✐✈♦❞❡✐❣♥♦❢❤❡ ❡♣❡✐❧❛♦♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❡♠❛❦❛❜❧②❜❡♥❡✜ ❢♦♠❤❡ ❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧
❛♥❛❧②✐✱✇❤✐❝❤❤♦✇❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♦❝❝✉✐♥❣❢♦ ♦♥❣♣♦♠♦❡✱❡✣❝✐❡♥ ❛♥❧❛✲
✐♦♥❛♥❞✉✣❝✐❡♥❧② ♦♥❣❛♥❞❝♦♦♣❡❛✐✈❡✐♥❤✐❜✐✐♦♥✭❊❧♦✇✐③❛♥❞▲❡✐❜❧❡✱✷✵✵✵✮✳
▼♦❡♦✈❡✱❛♥❛❧♦❣♦✉ ♦❤❡●♦♦❞✇✐♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✱✐♠✐❧❛ ❛❡♦❢♠❘◆❆❛♥❞♣♦❡✐♥
❞❡❣❛❞❛✐♦♥✇❤❡❡❢♦✉♥❞♦❜❡✐♠♣♦❛♥❢♦ ❤❡❛♣♣❡❛❛♥❝❡♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳
❲❤✐❧❡ ❤❡❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❞❡✐❣♥✐✐♠♣♦❛♥❢♦❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❝✐❝✉✐ ❤❡❡
❛❡♦❤❡ ❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥ ❤❛ ❛❧♦♥❡❡❞ ♦❜❡✉♥❞❡ ♦♦❞ ♦♣♦♠♦❡❤❡✈✐✐♦♥♦❢
❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❡♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣✭❲♦❧❦❡♥❤❛✉❡ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✺✮✳❆♥♦❤❡❝♦♠♠♦♥❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥❛❡
✜❧❡ ❤❛ ❡♠♦✈❡❝❡❛✐♥❢❡✉❡♥❝✐❡❢♦♠❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧✐❣♥❛❧✳❍♦✇✉❝❤✜❧❡ ❝❛♥
❜❡✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞✐♥❤❡♦②❢♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧②❡♠❤❛❜❡❡♥❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❜②❙❛♠♦✐❧♦✈❡❛❧✳
✭✷✵✵✷✮❛♥❞▼❛❤❧❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✺✮✳❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡♦❡♣♦❞✉❝❡❛❧♦✇✲♣❛ ✜❧❡❛✐♠♣❧❡
❧✐♥❡❛❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♣❛❤✇❛②✇❤❡❡❡❛❝❤❡❧❡♠❡♥❛❝✐✈❛❡ ✐ ✉❝❝❡ ♦ ✐ ✉✣❝✐❡♥✳
❍✐❣❤❡ ❢❡✉❡♥❝②❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥ ♦❢❤❡✐♥♣✉✐♥❤✐♣❛❤✇❛②❛❡✜❧❡❡❞♦✉❛♥❞❤❡
♦✉♣✉ ✐❛ ✐♥✉♦✐❞❛❧ ✐❣♥❛❧✇✐❤ ❤❡❢✉♥❞❛♠❡♥❛❧❢❡✉❡♥❝②✳ ❚❤❡❡✐♥❞✐✈✐❞✉❛❧
♠♦❞✉❧❡ ❛❡❤❡♥❝♦♠❜✐♥❡❞♦❢♦♠❝♦♥ ♦❧❧♦♦♣♦❝♦♥♦❧②❡♠ ❤❛♣❡❢♦♠❛
♣❡❝✐✜❝❛❦❛♥❞❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✭❍❛✇❦✐♥ ❛♥❞❈♦♥❡❧❧✱✶✾✾✾✮✳■♥❡♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣❤❡❡❝♦♥♦❧
②❡♠❛❡✉✉❛❧❧②❝♦♠♣♦❡❞♦❢❛❝♦♥♦❧❧❛❜❧❡♣❧❛♥ ✭♦ ②❡♠✮✇❤♦❡♦✉♣✉ ✐
♠❡❛✉❡❞❜②❛❡♥♦✳❚❤❡❡♥♦♦✉♣✉✐❤❡♥❝♦♠♣❛❡❞✇✐❤❛♥❡①❡♥❛❧✐❣♥❛❧✐♥
❛❝♦♥♦❧❧❡ ❤❛❞❡❧✐✈❡ ❛♥❡♦ ✐❣♥❛❧✳❚❤❡❡♦ ✐❣♥❛❧✐✉❡❞❜②❤❡❛❝✉❛♦ ♦
❛❞❥✉ ❤❡♣❧❛♥✭❋✐❣✳✶✳✽✮✳◆♦❡❤❛♥♦❛❧❧❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥ ♥❡❡❞♦❜❡✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞✳
❚❤❡ ❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧♣♦✐❜✐❧✐✐❡ ♦❞❡✐❣♥♣❡❝✐✜❝❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❝✐❝✉✐ ❢♦♠❤❡❜✉✐❧❞✐♥❣
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❋✐❣✉❡✶✳✽✿ ❈♦♠♣♦♥❡♥ ♦❢❛❝♦♥ ♦❧ ② ❡♠✳ ❚❤❡❧❡❢✲❤❛♥❞❝❤❡♠❡❞❡♣✐❝ ❛❧❧
❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥ ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞✐♥❛❣❡♥❡❛❧❝♦♥♦❧② ❡♠❦♥♦✇♥❢♦♠❡♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣✭❛❞❛♣❡❞❢♦♠
❍✐♥③❡❡ ❛❧✳✭✷✵✶✷✮✮✳❚❤❡❝❤❡♠❡♦♥❤❡✐❣❤✲❤❛♥❞✐❞❡❦❡❝❤❡❛♥✐♥❛♥❝❡♦❢❛❝♦♥♦❧
② ❡♠✿❛ ▲▲✭❛❞❛♣❡❞❢♦♠❍✐♥③❡❡ ❛❧✳✭✷✵✶✶✮✮✳

❜❧♦❝❦ ✭❡✳❣✳♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✱✇✐❝❤❡✱✜❧❡✱❡❝✳✮❛❡✈❛✳ ❖♥❡❝❡♥❛❧❢❡❛✉❡♦❢❤❡
❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✐ ❤❛ ✐❝❛♥❜❡②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❞♦❛24❤ ❤②❤♠❜②❛♥❡①❡♥❛❧
24❤♣❡✐♦❞✐❝✐❣♥❛❧✭❝❢✳✶✳✶✳✹✮✳❙②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❛♥❡①❡♥❛❧ ❤②❤♠✐ ❛❧♦❛♥
✐♠♣♦❛♥ ❛❦✐♥❡♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣✳❖♥❡❡❝❤♥✐❝❛❧❞❡✈✐❝❡♦♣❡❢♦♠ ❤✐ ❛❦✐❛ ▲▲
✭❝❢✳✹✮✳❙✐♥❝❡❛ ▲▲✐❛❝♦♥♦❧②❡♠✐ ❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥ ❝❛♥❜❡❝❛❡❣♦✐③❡❞✐♥♦
❛❝♦♥♦❧❧❛❜❧❡♣❧❛♥✭❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✮✱❛❝♦♥♦❧❧❡✭❝♦♠♣♦❡❞♦❢❛❝♦♠♣❛❛♦
❛♥❞❛❧♦✇✲♣❛ ✜❧❡✮❛♥❞❛♥❛❝✉❛♦✭♠❛♥✐♣✉❧❛✐♥❣♦♥❡♦ ❡✈❡❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡
♦❢❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✮✭❋✐❣✳✶✳✽✮✳ ❚❤❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥❛❧♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡♦❢❛ ▲▲✐ ❡❧❛✐✈❡❧②
✐♠♣❧❡✿✜ ❤❡♣❤❛❡❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡❡①❡♥❛❧❛♥❞❤❡✐♥❡♥❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✐
♠❡❛✉❡❞❛♥❞❡❝♦♥❞❤❡❝♦♥♦❧❧❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✐❛❝❝❡❧❡❛❡❞♦❞❡❝❡❧❡❛❡❞❛❝❝♦❞✐♥❣
♦❤✐❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡✳❚❤✉✱❤✐❝♦♥♦❧❝✐❝✉✐✐❛❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❞❡✈✐❝❡✳■❝❛♥❜❡❛✉♠❡❞
❤❛ ❤❡❡①❡♥❛❧✐❣♥❛❧✐ ✐♥✉♦✐❞❛❧❜②✜❧❡✐♥❣❤✐❣❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥✳❚♦
❝♦♠♣✉❡❤❡♣❤❛❡❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡♦♥❡✉❡ ❤❡❢❛❝ ❤❛ ❤❡♣♦❞✉❝♦❢✇♦ ✐♥❡✭✐♥♣✉
❛♥❞♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✐❣♥❛❧✮❛♠♦♥❣❤✐❣❤❢❡✉❡♥❝②❡♠ ❛❧♦❛❧✇❛②❝♦♥❛✐♥❛✈❡②❧♦✇
❢❡✉❡♥❝② ❡♠❞❡❝✐❜✐♥❣❤❡♣❤❛❡❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡✳ ❚❤✉ ❤❡♣✉♣♦❡♦❢❤❡❧♦✇✲♣❛
✜❧❡✐ ♦❡①❛❝ ❤✐ ✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❢❡❡❞✐❜❛❝❦ ♦ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳ ❆❧❤♦✉❣❤✱
❤❡❡✐❛❧❡❛❞②❛❧❛❣❡❛♠♦✉♥♦❢❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❧✐❡❛✉❡✐♥❤❡✜❡❧❞♦❢❡♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣
❢♦ ❤❡❡❞❡✈✐❝❡✭❇❡ ✱✷✵✵✸❀❙❡♥❜②✱✶✾✾✼✮✱❛❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧ ✉❞②♦❡❛❧✐③❡✉❝❤❛
②❡♠✉✐♥❣❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥❦✐♥❡✐❝✐♥♦❦♥♦✇♥♦✉✳
❚❤❡♣❡✈✐♦✉❧②♠❡♥✐♦♥❡❞❡❧❡♠❡♥ ♣❡❢♦♠❡❞❛♥❛❧♦❣❝❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♦♥✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❢♦
❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❝♦♠♣✉✐♥❣✱✇❤✐❝❤✐❛♥♦❤❡ ❜❛♥❝❤♦❢ ②♥❤❡✐❝❜✐♦❧♦❣②❛♥❛❧②③✐♥❣❤❡
❞❡✐❣♥♦❢❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥ ❤❛ ♣❡❢♦♠♦♣❡❛✐♦♥ ✐♠✐❧❛ ♦❛❝♦♠♣✉❡✱✐✐
♥❡❝❡ ❛②♦✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❛❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❞✐❣✐❛❧❧♦❣✐❝✳❚♦❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❤✐❣♦❛❧✱♠❡♠♦②✉♥✐
❤❛ ♦❡❜✐✱❧✐❦❡❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧✢✐♣✲✢♦♣✱❛✇❡❧❧❛ ❧♦❣✐❝❛❧♦♣❡❛✐♦♥✱❧✐❦❡❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧
✧❛♥❞✧❛♥❞✧♦✧❣❛❡♥❡❡❞♦❜❡❞❡✐❣♥❡❞✳❍♦✇❡❣✐❡♠❛❝❤✐♥❡ ❝♦✉❧❞❜❡✐♠♣❧❡✲
♠❡♥❡❞✉✐♥❣❡❛❝✐♦♥②❡♠✇❛ ✐♥✈❡✐❣❛❡❞❜②❍✐♥③❡❡ ❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✾✮✳
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✷ ❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✕❚❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧
❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥❛②
❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡ ♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣✐❣♥❛❧

■♥❤✐❝❤❛♣❡■♣❡❡♥ ❤❡✇♦ ✉❞✐❡♦♥❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✿❑♥♦❦❡❡ ❛❧✳✭✷✵✶✵✮❛♥❞
❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✶✵✮✳❚❤❡❞✐✈✐♥❣❢♦❝❡❜❡❤✐♥❞❤❡❡ ✉❞✐❡ ✇❛ ❤❡ ✉❡ ✐♦♥
✇❤②❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛❡✐♥❤❡❝❡❧❧✳❋✐ ♦❢❛❧❧✱❤❡❝❡❧❧✉❡❧②✐ ❛♥♠✐ ✐♥❣✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥
✇✐❤❤✐❦✐♥❞♦❢✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ✐❣♥❛❧✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✐❝❛♥♦♥❧②❜❡♣❡❝✉❧❛❡❞❛❜♦✉ ❤❡
❡①❛❝❢♦♠♦❢❡♥❝♦❞✐♥❣♦❢ ❤✐✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✳■♥❡❛❧✐❡ ✉❞✐❡✐✇❛ ❤②♣♦❤❡✐③❡❞❤❛
❤❡✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✐❡♥❝♦❞❡❞✐♥♦❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❜✉ ❤✐✈✐❡✇✐♥♦✇
❝❤❛❧❧❡♥❣❡❞❜②❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧♠❡❛✉❡♠❡♥ ✐♥❛ ♦❝②❡❛♥❞❤❡♣❛♦❝②❡ ❤♦✇✐♥❣
❧❛❣❡✈❛✐❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡ ♣✐❦❡✐♥❡✈❛❧✭■❙■✮❡♣❡❝✐❛❧❧②❢♦ ❧♦✇❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥
✳ ❚❤✉✱✐✐ ✐❧❧♦ ♦♠❡❡①❡♥✉♥❝❧❡❛ ✇❤②♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❤❛✈❡❡♠❡❣❡❞❞✉✐♥❣
❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥✳ ▼❛②❜❡❤❡❡❛❡❡✈❡♥♠♦❡❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡ ♦❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣✐❣♥❛❧❝♦♠♣❛❡❞
❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡♦❛❝♦♥❛♥ ✐❣♥❛❧✳
❚♦❣❡❤❡✇✐❤❇❡❛❡❑♥♦❦❡✱■❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❛♥♦❤❡♣♦ ✐❜❧❡❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣
❈❛2+✐♥❤❡❝❡❧❧✱♥❛♠❡❧②❤❛♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❝♦✉❧❞❧❡❛❞♦❛❞✐✛❡❡♥❛✈❡❛❣❡❈❛2+❝♦♥✲
❡♥✐♥❤❡❝❡❧❧❝♦♠♣❛❡❞♦❤❡ ❛✐♦♥❛②✱❡✐♥❣❈❛2+❧❡✈❡❧✭❑♥♦❦❡❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵✮✳
❚❤❡❈❛2+❞②♥❛♠✐❝✐♥❤✐ ✉❞②✇❡❡❣♦✈❡♥❡❞❜②❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝❡✉❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❤❛❞
♦❢✉❧✜❧❧❤❡❡✐♠♣❧❡❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✿❝♦♥❛♥✐♥✢✉①♦❢❈❛2+✐♥♦❤❡❝②♦♦❧♦❢❤❡❝❡❧❧✱
❈❛2+❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❡✤✉①♦❢❈❛2+❢♦♠❤❡❝②♦♦❧❛♥❞❜♦❤✢✉①❡❞♦♥♦❞❡♣❡♥❞♦♥
❛♥②♦❤❡♠♦❞❡❧ ♣❡❝✐❡✳❚❤❡❡❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥❛❡❣❡♥❡❛❧❡♥♦✉❣❤♦❝♦✈❡♠❛♥②❞❡❡✲
♠✐♥✐ ✐❝♠♦❞❡❧❢♦❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳❯✐♥❣❛❣❡♥❡❛❧♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②❞✉❡
♦❏❡♥❡♥✭✶✾✵✻✮✭❝❢✳❍❛❞②❡❛❧✳✭✶✾✺✷✮✮✇❡❤♦✇❡❞❤❛ ❤❡❝♦♥✈❡①✐②✴❝♦♥❝❛✈✐②♦❢
❤❡❡✤✉①❞❡❡♠✐♥❡ ❤❡ ❡❧❛✐♦♥❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣
❈❛2+❛♥❞ ❤❡✭✉♥ ❛❜❧❡✮ ❛✐♦♥❛②❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✳ ❲❡❛❧♦❛♥❛❧②③❡❞♣✉❜✲
❧✐❤❡❞❞❛❛♦♥❈❛2+ ✐♠❡❡✐❡❛♥❞❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ✐♥ ✐♠✉❧❛❡❞❝❡❧❧ ❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡♦❢
❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡❝②♦♦❧✐❤✐❣❤❡❝♦♠♣❛❡❞♦❤❡❡✐♥❣
❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥✉♥✐♠✉❧❛❡❞❝❡❧❧✳■♥❛❝❝♦❞❛♥❝❡✇✐❤♦✉ ❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❡✉❧ ✱
✇❤✐❝❤♣❡❞✐❝❡❞❛❝♦♥❝❛✈❡❡✤✉①❦✐♥❡✐❝❢♦ ❤✐❝❛❡✱❤❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②♠❡❛✉❡❞
❈❛2+❡✤✉①❦✐♥❡✐❝❢♦❧❧♦✇❡❞❛✭❝♦♥❝❛✈❡✮▼✐❝❤❛❡❧✐✲▼❡♥❡♥❦✐♥❡✐❝✳
■♥❤❡ ❡❝♦♥❞ ✉❞②♦♥❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✱■❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❤❡♣♦ ✐❜❧❡❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡❛♥
♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧❤❛♦♥❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❈❛2+✲❡♥✐✐✈❡♣♦❡✐♥✭❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥
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Abstract It has often been asked which physiological
advantages calcium (Ca2?) oscillations in non-excitable

cells may have as compared to an adjustable stationary

Ca2? signal. One of the proposed answers is that an
oscillatory regime allows a lowering of the average Ca2?

concentration, which is likely to be advantageous because

Ca2?is harmful to the cell in high concentrations. To check
this hypothesis, we apply Jensen’s inequality to study the

relation between the average Ca2? concentration during

oscillations and the Ca2? concentration at the (unstable)
steady state. Jensen’s inequality states that for a (strictly)

convex function, the function value of the average of a set

of argument values is lower than the average of the func-
tion values of the arguments from that set. We show that

the kinetics of the Ca2?efflux out of the cell is crucial in

this context. By analytical calculations we derive that, if
the Ca2?efflux is a convex function of the cytosolic Ca2?

concentration, then oscillations lower the average Ca2?

concentration in comparison to the unstable steady state. If
it is a concave function, the average Ca2?concentration is

increased, while it remains the same if that function is

linear. We also analyse the case where the efflux obeys a
Hill kinetics, which involves both a convex and a concave

part. The results are illustrated by numerical simulations

and simple example models. The theoretical predictions are
tested with three experimental data sets from the literature.

In two of them, the average appears to be higher than the

steady-state value, while the third points to approximate
equality. Thus oscillations may be used in real cells to tune

the average Ca2?concentration in both directions.

Keywords Calcium oscillations Jensen’s inequality

Average calcium concentration Convex function

Concave function Hill kinetics Advantage of oscillations

List of symbols

K Dissociation constant of CICR
k2 Rate constant of pumping Ca2?from the cytosol

into the intracellular stores

k3 Rate constant of CICR
kf Rate constant of the leak efflux

KS Half-saturation constant

n Hill coefficient
t Time

f(Z) Vout efflux function out of the cell

Vin Influx function into the cell
Vpump ATPase pumping Ca2?from the cytosol into the

intracellular stores

VCICR Ca2?release out of the ER following the CICR
Vleak Leak flux out of the intracellular stores
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Y Overall concentration of Ca2?in the intracellular
stores

Yi Concentration of Ca2?in one of the intracellular

stores
Z Concentration of Ca2?in the cytosol

Zss Steady-state concentration of Ca2?in the cytosol

Zhi Average concentration of Ca2?in the cytosol

Abbreviations

CaM Calmodulin

CICR Ca2?-induced Ca2?release mechanism
ER Endoplasmic reticulum

IP3 Inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate
PMCA Plasma membrane Ca2?ATPase

SOCs Store-operated Ca2?channels

Subscripts
m Mitochondria

ER Endoplasmic reticulum

Introduction

Oscillations in the concentration of cytosolic calcium ions

are of importance in intracellular signal transduction. For

more than two decades, Ca2?oscillations in non-excitable
cells such as oocytes, hepatocytes and astrocytes have been

the subject of extensive experimental (e.g. Woods et al.

1986; Dupont et al.2000; Bruce et al.2003; Berridge et al.
2003; Thul et al.2008) and theoretical work (cf. Goldbeter

1996; Schuster et al.2002; Falcke2004; Dupont et al.
2007). Depending on experimental conditions, Ca2?

oscillations show different time courses. While they are

sometimes sinusoidal (Szekely et al.2009), usually spike-
like oscillations are observed (for experimental traces, see

Rooney et al.1989; Somogyi and Stucki1991; Li et al.

1994).
It has often been asked which physiological advantages

Ca2? oscillations have in comparison to adjustable sta-

tionary concentrations (Jacob1990; Heinrich and Schuster
1996; Dupont and Goldbeter1998; Putney1998; Gall et al.

2000; Schuster et al.2002; Knoke et al.2008). It was

suggested that lowering the cytosolic Ca2?concentration
could be an advantage of oscillations (Berridge1989; Gall

et al.2000; Schuster et al.2002), since high sustained

concentrations are harmful for the cell due to precipitation
of Ca2?salts or initiation of apoptosis by Ca2?overloaded

mitochondria (Berridge1997; Berridge et al.1998). This

calls for a strictly controlled Ca2?homeostasis with very
low (&0.1lM) basal cytosolic Ca2? concentrations

(Berridge et al.2003), as was also discussed for reactive

oxygen species (Hauser et al.2001; Olsen et al.2003). This
(hitherto unproven) hypothesis is the motivation for us to

study the relation between the average Ca2?concentration

during oscillations and the Ca2? concentration at the
(unstable) steady state. We have shown earlier that many

models of Ca2? oscillations have the property that the

average concentration equals the concentration at the
(unstable) steady state rather than to be lower (Knoke et al.

2008). This equality property holds if the following three

conditions are fulfilled:

(a) There is an exchange of Ca2? across the cell

membrane.
(b) The net Ca2?flow across the cell membrane contains

a positive constant influx and an efflux proportional to

the cytosolic Ca2? concentration. (If the influx is
reversible, we can formally include the backward

flow into the efflux.)

(c) The fluxes mentioned in condition (b) do not depend
on any other concentration variables in the model (for

example, Ca2?in the intracellular stores and of Ca2?

bound to proteins).

An interpretation of these conditions, (analytical and

numerical) calculations for several models that fulfil these
conditions, and a generalisation to other biological oscil-

lators were given earlier (Knoke et al.2008). In view of a

later modification with a non-linear dependence of the net
flow on cytosolic Ca2?, condition (b) can be decomposed

into two conditions:

(b1) The forward flow of the Ca2?influx is independent

of the cytosolic Ca2?concentration.

(b2) The Ca2? efflux (possibly including the backward
flow of a reversible influx) is proportional to the

cytosolic Ca2?concentration.

Due to conditions (b1) and (c), the unidirectional Ca2?

influx must be independent of any model variable, while it

can depend on parameters such as hormone concentrations
and the external Ca2? concentration, which is usually

regarded as a constant due to the larger volume of the

extracellular space.
Since rate laws relevant in cell biology are usually non-

linear, it is questionable whether condition (b2) is fulfilled

in real systems. In fact, it was experimentally observed that
the Ca2?efflux in many cell types obeys Hill kinetics, for

example, in human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells (Albr-

echt et al.2002). This has been used in a corresponding
model (Szekely et al.2009). Also in pancreatic acinar cells

(Camello et al.1996) and erythrocytes (in which, however,

no sustained Ca2? oscillations occur) (Carafoli1991b;
Valant et al.1992) the Ca2?efflux is best described by a

sigmoidal Hill function. For hepatocytes, several studies

are indicative of Michaelis–Menten kinetics (Lin1985;
Birch-Machin and Dawson1988; Evers et al.1988; Kessler

et al.1990). The question arises how the average
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Ca2? concentration is affected by oscillations in such

cases. This is interesting in view of elucidating the
potential physiological advantages of oscillatory behav-

iour of Ca2? and, thus, tackling the question why such

oscillations have emerged during evolution. We address
this question in the present paper by dropping condition

(b2).

It should be noted that also other potential advantages of
oscillations have been discussed (cf. Schuster et al.2002),

such as higher robustness against perturbations (Rapp et al.
1981; Gall et al.2000) and prevention of receptor desen-

sitisation (Jacob1990). In the present paper, however, we

focus on the effect of oscillations on the average Ca2?

concentration. It turns out that Jensen’s inequality (Jensen

1906; cf. Krantz1999) provides a well-suited mathematical

background.

Methods

Mathematical background

As a start, we briefly recapitulate Jensen’s inequality

property for convex and concave functions (Jensen1906)

before going into the analytical calculations for the Ca2?

models. That inequality (published in French) is named

after Danish mathematician Johan Jensen. It says that a

convex function has the property that the function value of
the average (of two or more) argument valuesZ1,Z2,…

forming a setZis not greater than the average of the

function valuesf(Z) (see Fig.1and cf. Hardy et al.1988;
Krantz1999). Already in the original paper by Jensen

(1906), the inequality was also formulated for the measure-

theoretic case whereZis a continuous interval. For the
analysis of Ca2? oscillations, this case is relevant. The

variableZis then the cytosolic Ca2?concentration, which

is a periodic function of time. For obvious reasons, we
consider the average over one (or several) periods of the

oscillation, which can be expressed as an integral over time

divided by the oscillation periodT:

f

R
TZtðÞdt

T

R
TfZtðÞð Þdt

T
; ð1Þ

withfbeing convex over an intervalZbetween minimum

and maximum values (amplitudes) of the oscillation. Using

the short notation for the averagehithis can be written as:

f Zhið Þ fZðÞh i: ð2Þ

For strictly convex functions the inequality in relation1
is strict. For concave functions, the opposite holds:

f Zhið Þ fZðÞh i: ð3Þ

with an analogous constraint for strictly concave functions.
The prerequisite of convexity for Jensen’s inequality to

be true is that the second derivative off(Z) is non-negative,

f00(Z)C0, for allZin an interval comprisingZ.

Model describing the generation of Ca2?oscillations

Now we describe a general oscillation model complying
with the conditions (a), (b1) and (c) given in the ‘‘Intro-

duction’’ section. As mentioned in the ‘‘Introduction’’

section, we drop condition (b2) and allow the efflux to be a
non-linear function of cytosolic Ca2?. This model will be

used in the present article for demonstrating the usefulness

of Jensen’s inequality in the analysis of Ca2?oscillations.
Special cases of that model are, for example, the models

proposed by Li et al. (1994) and Sneyd et al. (2004). Höfer

(1999) used a similar model for analysing the coupling
between cells. When the exchange across gap junctions is

neglected, the Höfer model simplifies to one in which

conditions (a), (b1) and (c) are fulfilled and the efflux
follows a Hill kinetics with a Hill coefficient of 2. More-

over, the models of Somogyi and Stucki (1991), Goldbeter

et al. (1990), Dupont and Goldbeter (1993), which fulfil
conditions (a)–(c), could be modified by taking a non-linear

rate for the efflux.

Fig. 1Illustration of Jensen’s inequality by using a setZof just two
values,Z1andZ2.fZðÞh iis the average of the function values, while
fZhið Þis the function value of the averaged argument. Thethick solid
curveis the convex functionf(Z). Thedashed lineconnects the
function values ofZ1andZ2to visualise the average of these function
values
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LetZ(t) andY(t) denote the concentrations of Ca2?in

the cytosol and intracellular stores at timet, respectively.
Then, the system equations can be written as

dZ

dt
¼Vin VpumpþVCICRþVleak fZðÞ ð4Þ

dY

dt
¼Vpump VCICR Vleak ð5Þ

with a constant influx into the cell,Vin=const., andf(Z)

denoting the efflux out of the cell.Vpump,VCICRandVleak
denote the rates of the ATPase pumping Ca2? from the
cytosol into the intracellular stores, the Ca2?release out of

the stores through specific channels following the Ca2?-

induced Ca2? release (CICR) mechanism (cf. Goldbeter
1996) and the leak flux out of the stores, respectively

(Fig.2).
Knowledge of the kinetics of these exchange fluxes

between the cytosol and stores is not necessary for the

analytical derivation in the ‘‘General derivation’’ section,
since Eqs.4and5sum up to the general equation:

dYþZð Þ

dt
¼Vin fZðÞ: ð6Þ

In contrast, for the numerical simulations in the
‘‘Numerical simulations by way of examples’’ section, we

will specify the kinetics of the exchange fluxes. The

differential equation system4and5may include more than
two variables, as long as they do not influence any influx or

efflux term of Ca2? across the cell membrane (see

condition c). The additional substances are then not
relevant for analysing the average of cytosolic Ca2?.

Such a substance could be, for example, inositol

trisphosphate (IP3), which was considered in a three-
variable model proposed by Borghans et al. (1997) and

analysed further by Houart et al. (1999). That model does

fulfil the three conditions (a)–(c). A further generalisation

of Eqs.4and5is that several various intracellular stores
exist, so that several variablesYishould be considered

(Fig.2). For example in the first two models considered in

Grubelnik et al. (2001), mitochondrial Ca2? uptake and
release was included. An equation analogous to Eq.6can

then be derived easily.

The numerical solutions of differential equations are
here obtained by using the software MADONNA (Uni-

versity of Berkeley, CA) with the Rosenbrock (stiff) inte-
gration method.

Results

General derivation

We now compare, in a general way, the average concen-

tration of cytosolic Ca2?to that at the (unstable) steady
state for models satisfying conditions (a), (b1) and (c)

given in the ‘‘Introduction’’ section. Equation6implies

that Ca2? in the cytosol and the internal store can be
considered together as virtually one pool, which is refilled

by the influxVinand drained by the effluxf(Z) (see also

Fig. 1 in Knoke et al.2008). At steady state, Eq.6leads to
Vin=f(Z). The steady-state concentration of cytosolic

Ca2?can be obtained by taking the inverse function off(Z):

Zss¼f
1Vinð Þ: ð7Þ

The existence of at least one steady state requires that

Vinintersects withf(Z). Additionally it is reasonable to
assume thatf(Z) is strictly monotonic increasing because

non-monotonic kinetics have not been observed for Ca2?

efflux. Under this assumption, which is fulfilled for many
rate laws, such as Michaelis–Menten and Hill kinetics,f(Z)

is an invertible function which precludes the existence of

more than one steady state.
The average cytosolic Ca2?concentration of the oscil-

lating signal can be calculated by integration of Eq.6over

one periodT:

ZT

0

dYþZð Þ

dt
dt¼

ZT

0

Vindt

ZT

0

fZðÞdt: ð8Þ

Since, for periodic oscillations, Z(T)=Z(0) and

Y(T)=Y(0), we have

ZT

0

dYþZð Þ

dt
dt¼0: ð9Þ

Therefore, Eq.8simplifies to:
Fig. 2Scheme of the Ca2? oscillation model used in this study.
Ellipsesindicate membranes. For symbols, see list of abbreviations
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0¼

ZT

0

Vindt

ZT

0

fZðÞdt: ð10Þ

The second integral on the right-hand side is equal to
the average off(Z) multiplied byT. Accordingly, Eq.10

gives

0¼TVin TfZðÞh i ð11Þ

fZðÞh i¼Vin¼fZssð Þ: ð12Þ

Equation12is intuitively clear because the average

efflux must equal the average influx, otherwise an
accumulation or depletion would occur. Now we have to

distinguish different cases according to whetherf(Z)isa

strictly convex, convex, linear, concave or strictly concave
function over the range of the oscillation amplitudes. Let us

begin with the case of a strictly convex function. Then, due

to Jensen’s inequality,

f Zhið Þ\ fZðÞh i ð13Þ

holds. Together with Eq.12, this implies

f Zhið Þ\Vin: ð14Þ

The average concentration of cytosolic Ca2?,Zhi;can

be obtained here by taking the inverse function off Zhið Þ:
Sincef(Z) is strictly monotonically increasing, the order

relation14is conserved and leads to

Zhi\f1Vinð Þ: ð15Þ

Due to Eq.7,f1Vinð Þis equal to the steady-state

concentration of cytosolic Ca2?, so that:

Zhi\Zss: ð16Þ

This shows that for an efflux function following strictly
convex kinetics, the average cytosolic Ca2?concentration

is lower compared to its corresponding concentration at the

unstable steady state.
For non-strictly convex efflux functions, the derivation

runs as above, with the difference thatf Zhið Þ fZðÞh i;

which leads to

Zhi Zss: ð17Þ

As for linear efflux functions, it is worth noting that

Jensen (1906) described linear functions as a common limit
case between convex and concave functions. Accordingly,

for linear functions,f Zhið Þ¼fZðÞh i:Therefore, a linear

efflux function results inZhi¼Zss;the average cytosolic
Ca2?concentration there equals the Ca2?concentration of

the corresponding unstable steady state. (For an analytical

derivation and a numerical illustration by means of the
Somogyi–Stucki model, see Knoke et al.2008).

For concave functions, the above derivation can easily

be modified by inverting the order relation. This leads to

Zhi Zss: ð18Þ

with the strict inequality holding for strictly concave
functions.

Numerical simulations by way of examples

As an illustrative example of the general model described

by Eqs.4and5, we here consider the Ca2? oscillation
model introduced by Somogyi and Stucki (1991). This

model consists of Eqs.4and5with the CICR from the

internal store described by a non-linear, Hill-like equation:

VCICR¼
k3YZ

4

K4þZ4
:

Besides, a passive leak effluxVleak¼kfY;a linear
pumping rateVpump¼k2Zinto the internal store and

Vin¼const:are assumed.

While in the original model, the efflux is assumed to
obey a linear kinetics, we here modify the efflux in three

alternative ways, notably by using (i) a strictly convex

quadratic function, (ii) a strictly concave Michaelis–Men-
ten kinetics and (iii) a Hill kinetics, involving both a

convex and a concave part (for a simulation with the ori-

ginal Somogyi–Stucki model, see Knoke et al.2008).
Case (i): Quadratic efflux kinetics:

fZðÞ¼kZ2: ð19Þ

Figure3a illustrates relation16by numerical calculations
of the modified Somogyi–Stucki model.

Case (ii): Michaelis–Menten kinetics

The effect of strictly concave functions on the average
Ca2?concentration is illustrated in Fig.3b by numerical

calculations of a modified Somogyi–Stucki model with a

saturation function:

fZðÞ¼
VmaxZ

KSþZ
; ð20Þ

whereKSdenotes the half-saturation constant. Figure3b
confirms the analytical result for concave functions given

in relation18.

Case (iii): Hill kinetics
So far we have reasoned about purely convex or concave

functions, but what about a Hill kinetics,

fZðÞ¼
VmaxZ

n

KnSþZ
n
; ð21Þ

which has a convex and a concave part? (n[1 is the Hill

coefficient.) This question is biologically relevant because

experimental data indicate that the Ca2?extrusion in most
cell types follows a Hill kinetics (Camello et al.1996;

Carafoli1991a). We now modify the Somogyi–Stucki

model by using such a kinetics term for the efflux with a Hill
coefficient ofn=3 (according to results of Camello et al.
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1996). Numerical calculations indicate that the average

Ca2?concentration depends on the position of theKSvalue

between baseline and maximal peak height of the oscillation
and on the shape of the peaks (spike-like or sinusoidal). The

average Ca2?concentration can be higher or lower than the

corresponding steady-state value. These qualitative differ-
ences are due to the effect of the convex and concave part of

the Hill kinetics. Figure 2b in Knoke et al. (2008) shows a

numerical example. The oscillation shows a spike-like pat-
tern in the predominant part of the parameter range, which

resembles experimentally obtained peak shapes (e.g., see
Somogyi and Stucki1991). In that figure, it can be seen that

the average cytosolic Ca2? concentration is, with the

parameter values used there, slightly above or close to the
value at the unstable steady state. We will analyse the case of

Hill kinetics in more detail in the next section.

Hill kinetics and spike-like oscillations

First it is worth mentioning that if the range of oscillation is
entirely below the inflection point of the Hill kinetics, the

crucial relation13is trivially fulfilled due to Jensen’s

inequality, sincefis convex in this range. The inflection
point of the Hill kinetics is given by:

Zip¼KS
n 1

nþ1

1=n

; ð22Þ

as can be shown by equating the second derivative of Eq.21

with zero. Interestingly, relation13can also be true if the

peak extends beyond the inflection point into the concave
part of the Hill kinetics. The relation still holds as long as the

concave part does not outweigh the effect of the convex part.

Whether or not this is the case depends on the signal shape

and kinetic parameters. To analyse this theoretically, we will

here consider a square-shaped Ca2?signal, as has been done

in earlier theoretical work (Li and Goldbeter1992; Dupont
et al.2003; Marhl et al.2006) to approximate the spike-like

oscillation pattern seen in experiments. Then the efficiency

of such Ca2?oscillations depends on the fine-tuning of the
baselineZ1, peak amplitudeZ2of the Ca

2? signal with

respect toKSand the ratio,c¼TpT;between peak width

and period (Fig.4a–c). The parameterc0 c 1ð Þis called
the duty ratio of the oscillation (Salazar et al.2008). If the

baseline or peaks are too high, the lowering of the average
Ca2?concentration is over-compensated (see Fig.4b, c).

The square-shaped Ca2?signal is described mathemat-

ically as:

ZðtÞ¼
0;tmodT[Tp
Z2;tmodT Tp

ð23Þ

(mod: modulo operator). First, the baselineZ1is set to zero,

as has also been assumed in other theoretical studies

(Marhl et al.2006; Salazar et al.2008). The general case of
arbitraryZ1, which leads to more cumbersome equations, is

treated in Appendix A. The approximationZ1=0 can be

justified by the facts that experimental observations show
baseline concentrations that are much lower than peak

amplitudes and that these low (though non-zero) values do

not contribute much whenever the binding of Ca2? is
cooperative (Hill coefficientC2).

Calculating the average ofZ(t) over one period gives:

Zhi¼
1

T

ZT

0

ZðtÞdt¼
TP
T
Z2¼cZ2: ð24Þ

We can now analyse for which parameter values

relation13holds (including the case of equality). With

Fig. 3Comparison of steady-state and average concentrations of
cytosolic Ca2? for two modified variants of the Somogyi–Stucki
model, in which the efflux is a quadratic function, kZ2(a)ora
Michaelis–Menten function, Vmax*Z/(KS?Z)(b) of the cytosolic
Ca2? concentration.Filled(empty)circlesaverage values in the

steady-state (oscillatory) regime;solid(dashed)horizontal linestable
(unstable) steady state;curved linesenvelope of oscillations. Param-
eter values:Vin=1,k2=2,K=1,kf=0.01;ak=1.2;b
Vmax=1.2,KS=0.2
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f(Z) being the Hill kinetics from Eq.21, we obtain the

following equation:

cZ2ð Þn

KnSþ cZ2ð Þn
c
Zn2

KnSþZ
n
2

; ð25Þ

which can be solved forZ2:

Z2 Zcrit¼KS
1 cn1

cn1 cn

1=n

: ð26Þ

This bound lies between?? (if the duty ratio tends to
zero) andKSn 1ð Þ1=nifctends to 1, as can be shown by

l’Hôpital’s rule. Interestingly, the latter limit is larger than

theZvalue,Zip, at the inflection point (cf. Eq.22). For any
givencandn, the bound in Eq.26indicates the allowed

maximal peak height of the signal to fulfil inequality13

including the equality case (Fig.5).

The root term in Eq.26is above 1 for true cooper-

ativity (nC2) and, thus, the protein catalysing the efflux

may work above half-saturation during spikes, up to the
threshold ofZcrit(see Fig.4) and still guarantee the

inequality Zhi\Zss:Thus the amplitude range is no

longer bounded by the inflection point of the Hill
kinetics but may rise into the concave part depending on

the duty ratio (narrowness of the calcium spike). The

more narrow the spikes are, the more saturated the
protein can operate.

Alternatively we may want to solve Eq.25for the duty

ratiocto obtain a bound on the shape of the Ca2?signal
and, thus, to analyse the sharpness of spikes. This leads to a

polynomial of degreen?1inc. By taking into account
the trivial rootsc=0 andc=1, we can derive the

reduced polynomialR(c) of degreen-1:

Fig. 4Kinetics of the efflux of
Ca2?out of the cell aligned with
the amplitude range [Z1,Z2]of
the Ca2?spikes. The duration of
the spikes is half a period of the
signal (c=0.5).Zssdenotes the
steady-state value of cytosolic
Ca2?.aThe peak (maximum
value) is above the inflection
point but sufficiently small to
decrease the average Ca2?

concentration below the steady-
state value.bThe peak is that
far above the inflection point or
cthe baseline is so high that the
average Ca2?concentration is
above the steady-state value
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PðcÞ¼cnþ1 ð1þ
1

ln
Þcnþ

1

ln
c¼RðcÞcðc 1Þ¼0;

ð27Þ

RðcÞ¼cn1
1

ln

Xnde

i¼2

cniþ
cn nde 1

c 1

 !

¼0; ð28Þ

where we introduced, for simplification, the relative peak height

l=Z2/KS. An analytical solution, which would correspond to

the inverse of Eq.26, is only possible forn-1 less than, or
equal to four (Abel–Ruffini theorem, cf. Fraleigh1994).

Forna natural number the fraction in the second term

disappears and we can give explicit solutions forn2
f2;3;4;5g:The relevant solution forn=2 is:

c ccrit;2¼
1

l2
¼
KS
Z2

2

: ð29Þ

We now consider the limit ofccrit;nasntends to infinity.

Computing the limit of Eq.26asntends to infinity we obtain:

lim
n!1
Zcrit¼KS

1

c
lim
n!1

c cn

1 c

1=n

¼KS
1

c
lim
n!1

c

1 c

1=n

¼KS
1

c
; ð30Þ

which implies lim
n!1
ccrit;n¼1=l. From Fig.5we can see

thatccrit,2Bccrit,nfor alln[2. Thus, we can give a lower

bound bycB(KS/Z2)
2for which inequality25always

holds when we consider true cooperativitynC2. We can

see that the more saturated the Ca2? pump works (high
relative peak height), the duty ratio decreases more and

thus the spikes have to be more narrow. Moreover, we

derived from Eq.26that forctending towards unity we get
l¼ n 1ð Þ1=n:This term has a maximum atn=4.5911,

as has been noted in a study on the decoding of Ca2?

oscillations by Salazar et al. (2008). Thus, with Hill coef-
ficients between 4 and 5, the duty ratiocwill have the

widest range of allowed values (spike shapes) since it
reachesc=1 for the highest relative saturationl.This

could be an advantage of the frequently found coopera-

tivity of 4.
The analysis of the case with arbitrary baseline,Z1

(Appendix A) shows that a lowZ1value is advantageous

for the convex effect of the Hill kinetics, as already
anticipated from Fig.4.

Comparison with experimental data

To compare our theoretical results with experimental data,

we analysed time series of Ca2? spikes given in three
different studies (Fig.6): on rat hepatocytes (Somogyi and

Stucki1991; Rooney et al.1989) and gonadotroph cells (Li

et al.1994). To analyse the behaviour in dependence on a
bifurcation parameter (e.g. hormone concentration), in a

similar way as the numerical computations shown in

Figs.3a and3b, we calculated the average Ca2?concen-
tration corresponding to different hormone concentrations

from the oscillatory time series given in the figures of the

publications. The lower and higher stable steady states that
can be experimentally observed for low (or absent) and

high hormone concentrations, respectively, are shown as

well. These can be used to qualitatively interpolate the non-
observable unstable steady state in the oscillatory range of

the system. Although we do not know the exact depen-

dence on the hormone concentration it is plausible to
assume a smooth and monotonic dependence for this

interpolation. We have used the time series given in Fig. 5

(with phenylephrine being the agonist) of Somogyi and
Stucki (1991), Fig. 5 (gonadotropin-releasing hormone,

GnRH) in Li et al. (1994) and the experimental records

from Fig. 5 (vasopressin) of Rooney et al. (1989). As far as
possible, we used the time points corresponding to the

phase of sustained oscillations while we skipped transient

spikes.
It can be seen that for the data shown in Fig.6a, b, the

steady state is nearly independent of the hormone con-

centration, whereas in Fig.6c, it does depend on the hor-
mone vasopressin. Quite surprisingly, the average of the

oscillating cytosolic Ca2?is clearly above the steady state

in Fig.6a, b, based on the above-mentioned interpolation.

Fig. 5Plot of the upper bound,Zcrit, on the peak height of square-
shaped calcium spikes versus the duty ratio,c, so that the average
Ca2?concentration is lower than, or equal to, the steady-state value,
in the case where the efflux obeys Hill kinetics.Curvesfor various
Hill coefficientsnandKS=1 are shown. Note thatZvalues below
KSare always feasible as long asnC2 and that, forc=1, there is a
maximum ofZcritatn=4.5911
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For the vasopressin study in hepatocytes by Rooney
et al. (1989), a monotonic increasing dependence of the

steady state on the hormone concentration is observed

(Fig.6c). It was shown that vasopressin affects the influx
of Ca2? in a saturating fashion (Mauger et al.1984).

Therefore, a change of the steady-state concentration upon

hormone variation can be accounted for in our model
framework by a dependence of the Ca2?influxVinon the

hormone concentrationp. Although the inclusion of such

effects does not change our derivation in the ‘‘General
derivation’’ section, we can only speculate how vasopressin

affects the steady-state concentration: TheKSvalue of the

PMCA pump, for which magnitudes in the micromolar
range were measured (Birch-Machin and Dawson1988;

Evers et al.1988), could be significantly above the oscil-

lation amplitude (KS 700 nM). This would limit the
efflux to the first-order range of the putative concave efflux

kinetics in hepatocytes, so that we obtain:

fZðÞ
VmaxZ

KS
: ð31Þ

Therefore, according to Eq.7the average and the steady
state can be given as:

Zhi Zss
VinpðÞKs
Vmax

: ð32Þ

The steady state is then a linear function of the influx,
which is here dependent on the hormone concentrationp.

Thus, the dependence of the steady-state and average

cytosolic Ca2?concentrations on the hormone level would
only be influenced by the kinetics of the influx function.

Then, a saturating dependence of the influx on the hormone

as experimentally observed (Mauger et al.1984), could
presumably describe the possibly saturating increase of the

steady-state values calculated in Fig.6c from experimental

observations. In the case of such a saturating interpolation

Fig. 6Plotted results of the
analysis of data from the studies
byaSomogyi and Stucki
(1991),bLi et al. (1994) andc
Rooney et al. (1989). The
figures in the cited work were
binarised into a computer-
readable matrix format. Since in
Rooney et al. (1989), several
resting periods had been
generated by repeated washout,
we normalised, inc, the time
series to the same resting Ca2?

concentration (200 nM)
observed before initial injection
of hormone.Filled(empty)
circlesaverage values in the
steady-state (oscillatory)
regime;triangles with
connecting linesenvelope of
oscillations. The two stable
steady states (filled circles)on
the left inbcorrespond to
GnRH concentrations of 0 and
0.01 nM, respectively
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in Fig.6c, the average and steady-state values could

coincide, which would be in agreement with the equality
property due to a linear efflux.

Discussion

Using Jensen’s inequality for the analysis of Ca2?

oscillations

For the Ca2?oscillation signalling pathway, it has repeat-

edly been suggested that oscillations might lower the

average Ca2?concentration in the cytosol compared to a
steady-state signal, so that harmful side effects can be

avoided (Berridge1989; Gall et al.2000; Schuster et al.

2002). Here, we have analysed mathematically, by using
Jensen’s inequality, under which conditions such a

decrease can occur. Jensen’s inequality has been used

earlier to analyse other biological questions, such as opti-
mal body temperature (Martin and Huey 2008) or the

development of a biologically variable ventilator to support

lung-disease patients (Brewster et al.2005).
We started from the conditions (a)–(c) given in the

‘‘Introduction’’ section (see also Knoke et al.2008). Since

the assumption of linear kinetics for the efflux was ques-
tionable in the light of experimental findings, we have

relaxed condition (b) in that the influx is assumed to be

independent of cytosolic Ca2?(b1), while the efflux can be
a non-linear function of that concentration. Models with

non-linear efflux kinetics fulfilling conditions (a), (b1) and

(c) are those proposed by Li et al. (1994), Höfer (1999)
(when neglecting cell–cell coupling) and Sneyd et al.

(2004).

We applied Jensen’s inequality to examine the impact of
different Ca2? efflux functions (convex, linear and con-

cave) on the relation between steady-state and average

cytosolic Ca2? concentrations. We could show that a
strictly convex efflux function lowers the average con-

centration in comparison to the unstable steady state,

whereas a strictly concave function increases it and a linear
function results in equality. In this way we generalised our

previous results (Knoke et al.2008). Numerical simulation

of a specific model similar to the Somogyi–Stucki model
with different convex and concave efflux terms confirms

the analytical results. Thus, oscillations have the potential

of lowering the average Ca2?concentration in the cytosol.
A convex part in the efflux kinetics can, for example, be

realised by cooperative binding of Ca2?to the Ca2?pumps

in the plasma membrane. For different efflux kinetics, our
method allows one to determine whether the average Ca2?

concentration is below or above the steady-state concen-

tration. The shape of the efflux kinetics is certainly subject
to changes in evolution. Two different processes need to be

distinguished: the change in the efflux kinetics and the fine-

tuning of parameters of, for example, the CICR to generate
oscillations. Upon comparing the unstable steady state with

the average in oscillations, we have in mind the latter

process for a fixed shape of the efflux kinetics, so that the
steady-state value does not change. This can then be done

for various, fixed shapes.

Since the comparison is made with the unstable steady
state, one might object that such states cannot be observed.

However, as we showed here (see Eq.7), for models ful-
filling conditions (a), (b1) and (c), the value of the unstable

steady state is even equal to the concentration at the stable

stationary state for other parameter values, which allow
stability. This holds for all parameters (for example, the

hormone concentration) except those involved in the fluxes

across the cell membrane because the steady-state con-
centration only depends on the latter parameters (Knoke

et al.2008). Our method is very helpful in giving an upper

or lower bound on the average Ca2?concentration since
the stationary value can be calculated much more easily

(often even analytically) than the average value.

For Hill kinetics, Jensen’s inequality implies that the
oscillation amplitude has to be in the convex part in order

to lower the average concentration, if no special signal

shape is assumed. Additionally, we performed a more
detailed analysis using Hill kinetics for the efflux and the

assumption of repetitive square-shaped Ca2? spikes. For

the average Ca2?concentration to be lower than the cor-
responding steady state, the Ca2?pumps may even work

above half-saturation as long as the spikes are relatively

narrow. This is expressed in inequalities derived here
(relation26for the case of zero baseline and relation38for

the general case), which represent conditions relating peak

height, half-saturation constant, cooperativity factor and
narrowness of the peaks. Especially the long-lasting base-

line phase between peaks is likely to correspond to the

convex part of the efflux function, therefore lowering the
average Ca2?concentration efficiently. A saturated oper-

ation of the Ca2?pumps is preferable because then, during

spikes, the cytosolic Ca2? is pumped with the maximal
velocity out of the cell into the extracellular medium,

which is important in view of fast Ca2? homeostasis

(Berridge et al.2003).

Models outside the scope of our study

Models that do not comply with conditions (a), (b1) or (c),

cannot be analysed with our method. For example, the

models developed by Marhl et al. (1997,2000), Atri et al.
(1993), Keizer and De Young (1994), and Li and Rinzel

(1994) do not take into account influx nor efflux across the

cell membrane and thus violate condition (a). Ca2?in the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is then no longer an
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independent variable due to a conservation relation resulting

from that assumption. The second variable needed for the
emergence of oscillations is the Ca2? bound to proteins

(Marhl et al.1997,2000) or the active IP3receptor (Atri et al.

1993; Keizer and De Young1994; Li and Rinzel1994)
rather than Ca2?in the ER. However, it is also worth con-

sidering that neglecting the influx and efflux is a simplifi-

cation in these models, while in reality such fluxes do occur.
Condition (b1) is not fulfilled, for example, by the model

proposed by Kummer et al. (2000), in which cytosolic Ca2?

affects a G-protein, which in turn influences the Ca2?influx.

Finally all models including store-operated Ca2?release (for

example, Li et al.1997; Kowalewski et al.2006) violate
condition (c). However, since a lowering of the average

concentration of cytosolic Ca2? would have beneficial

physiological effects, it is of interest to compare numerically
the average and stationary concentrations in models not

fulfilling one of the above conditions.

Analysing experimental data from the literature

To compare our theoretical results with experimental data,
we analysed data on Ca2?oscillation from three studies on

rat hepatocytes (Somogyi and Stucki1991; Rooney et al.

1989) and gonadotroph cells (Li et al.1994). Perhaps
surprisingly, the average values are higher than the steady-

state values for the two data sets of Somogyi and Stucki

(1991) and Li et al. (1994) (Fig.6a, b). Gaspers and Tho-
mas (2005) also investigated the effect of phenylephrine on

hepatocytes. In Fig. 1 in that paper, both the steady-state

Ca2? concentration for low hormone and the average
concentration for higher hormone levels are given.

Assuming, in analogy to the similar study by Somogyi and

Stucki (1991), that the steady-state Ca2? concentration
does virtually not depend on the agonist, one can deduce

that the average is again above the steady state. The

analysis of the data in the study by Somogyi and Stucki
(1991) can be seen as representative for all hormones

acting over the IP3signalling cascade in liver cells that do

not affect the Ca2?influx or efflux (for example a study on
Bovine growth hormone by Marrero et al.1996). Thus, it

may be concluded that oscillations do not necessarily lower

the cytosolic Ca2?concentration. Moreover, our theoretical
analysis predicts that both in hepatocytes and gonadotrophs

the efflux function is a concave kinetics (i.e. a Michaelis–

Menten kinetics) or, if it is a sigmoidal kinetics (i.e. a Hill
function), then the oscillations amplitude range corre-

sponds mainly to the concave part of the efflux function.

Although the data concerning the plasma membrane
calcium ATPase (PMCA pump) in liver cells is less clear

than in several other cell types (Delgado-Coello et al.

2006), in numerous studies on purified plasma membranes
of rat liver enriched with the PMCA pump, it was shown

that the Ca2?efflux follows a concave Michaelis–Menten-

like kinetics with a measuredKSranging from 0.14 to
6lM (Lin1985; Birch-Machin and Dawson1988; Evers

et al.1988; Kessler et al.1990). The coincidence of the

experimentally observed increase in the average Ca2?

concentration (Fig.6a) and concavity of the efflux kinetics

is in concordance with our theory.

In contrast to non-excitable cells, two Ca2? transport
systems are known to play a major role in excitable cells

such as gonadotrophs: the PMCA pump and the Na?/Ca2?

exchanger (Carafoli and Guerini1993). The latter has low

affinity for Ca2? (KS& 1lM) but can transport bulk

amounts of Ca2?. Moreover, since it shows high coopera-
tivity (n=4), we can neglect the transport of the Na?/Ca2?

exchanger in our considerations, since the amplitudes of the

sustained oscillation in the time series from Li et al. (1994)
are usually below 0.5lM. For the PMCA pump we assume

Hill kinetics similar to experimentally measured values for

the erythrocyte pump as has also been done by Li et al.
(1994) in their study (n=2,KS=0.3lM). Furthermore,

the experimental time courses justify to assume square-

shaped oscillations. For all hormone concentrations leading
to sustained Ca2? oscillations in this study the relative

baselinea(with the property 0Ba=Z1/Z2\1) and the

duty ratiocof the oscillation are rather high (approximately
0.4 and[0.5, respectively). Thus, we can estimate from the

Fig. 7Plot of the upper bound,lcrit, on the relative peak height of
square-shaped calcium spikes versus the duty ratio,c, so that the
average Ca2?concentration is lower than the steady-state value, in the
case where the efflux obeys a Hill kinetics. Curves for various relative
baseline concentrationsaare shown (with Hill coefficientn=2ata
fixed value ofZ2). Note that the allowed range forldecreases as the
baseline increases
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theoretical results obtained in the ‘‘Hill kinetics and spike-

like oscillations’’ section (see Fig.7) that theKSvalue of
0.3lM for the Hill kinetics is so small that the average is

above the steady state. This is indeed observed in the anal-

ysis of the experimental data (Fig.6b).
The data from Rooney et al. (1989) have been analysed,

in a more speculative manner, in view of the dependence of

the steady state on the hormone concentration. An efflux
operating in the first-order range of a Michaelis–Menten

kinetics of the hepatocyte PMCA pump and a saturating
dependence of the influx on the agonist can explain the

experimental observations. Interestingly, under these

assumptions, the average and steady-state Ca2? concen-
trations are likely to coincide, in agreement with our earlier

theoretical prediction (Knoke et al.2008).

However, additional experimental observations compli-
cate the analysis of the data from Rooney et al. (1989). It was

shown that the effect of vasopressin on the influx is (at least

partially) due to store-operated Ca2? channels (SOCs)
(Rychkov et al.2005). The opening of these SOCs and thus

the influx of Ca2?depends on a depleted concentration of

Ca2?in the ER, which is not taken into account by Eq.32.
Such a mechanism violates condition (c) in our assumptions,

which precludes the application of our theory. Moreover,

other studies also indicate an effect of vasopressin on the
efflux through the PMCA pump (Prpićet al.1984).

This shows that the situation is often more complicated

than described in the models studied here. Besides theo-
retical analyses, further experimental work is needed to

explain the effect of oscillations on the average cytosolic

Ca2?concentration. Our study points to the importance of
such studies and may help to plan these experiments. As we

could show, the relation between average and steady-state

Ca2?concentrations depends crucially on the type of the
efflux kinetics and the parameters describing it (e.g. half-

saturation constant and cooperativity). Therefore, the

experimental determination of the aforementioned charac-
teristics is of central importance. Moreover, it is important

to measure the stable steady states both at low and high

agonist concentrations.

Final remarks

Several possible explanations for the observation of an

increased average Ca2?concentration can be hypothesised.

First, it may be sufficient if the Ca2? concentration is
below a critical threshold rather than to be minimised.

Second, the average might not be lowered to avoid harmful

stochastic effects, since relative fluctuations are higher
when molecule numbers are lower. Interestingly, there are

even positive stochastic effects, such as coherence reso-

nance (Skupin et al.2008). That random wave nucleation
generates regular oscillations may require that Ca2?

concentrations are not too low, since Ca2?is needed for the

coupling of the independent excitable channel clusters.
Nevertheless, it may be argued that, although a certain

increase in the average Ca2? concentration is observed,

several mechanisms prevent an excessive, harmful
increase. One factor is the convex part of Hill efflux

kinetics in some cells (cf. above). Another is the fact that

Ca2?peaks are usually very narrow (expressed above as a
low duty ratio). This property is also important in the

decoding of Ca2?oscillations, which is usually performed
by Ca2?-binding proteins. Since the binding often obeys

Hill kinetics, spikes contribute more than proportionally to

protein activation. A promising extension of the present
study in the future would be to analyse also that phenom-

enon by Jensen’s inequality.
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Appendix A: Analysis of the square-shaped signal

with arbitrary baseline

The general square-shaped Ca2?signal is given by:

ZðtÞ¼
Z1;tmodT[Tp
Z2;tmodT T

; ð33Þ

with the baselineZ1\Z2. We can compute the average of
Z(t) over one periodTas:

Zhi¼
1

T

ZT

0

ZðtÞdt¼cZ2þ 1 cð ÞZ1¼Z2cþ 1 cð Það Þ;

ð34Þ

where we have introduced the relative baseline 0Ba=Z1/
Z2\1. Next we calculate the average off(Z(t)) (fbeing the

Hill kinetics from Eq.21) over one period:

fZðÞh i¼
1

T

ZT

0

fZðtÞð Þdt

¼Vmax c
Zn2

KnSþZ
n
2

þð1 cÞ
aZ2ð Þn

KnSþ aZ2ð Þn
: ð35Þ

From relations13,34and35, it follows:

Zn2cþ 1 cð Það Þn

KnSþZ
n
2cþ 1 cð Það Þn

c
Zn2

KnSþZ
n
2

þð1 cÞ
aZ2ð Þn

KnSþ aZ2ð Þn
: ð36Þ

Factoring outZ2on both sides and introducing the relative

saturationl=Z2/KS, we can write:
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cþ 1 cð Það Þn

1
lnþ cþ 1 cð Það Þn

c
1

1
lnþ1

þð1 cÞ
an

1
lnþa

n
: ð37Þ

This can be solved forl:

l lcrit¼
anþc1 anð Þ aþc acð Þn

1 c1 anð Þð Þaþc acð Þn an

1=n

: ð38Þ

When plotting the allowed range of l(the area below
lcrit) overcas in Fig.4, we can see that it decreases with

increasinga(see Fig.7withn=2). This corresponds to

increasing the baseline concentration of Ca2?.
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Abstract
Oscillations of cytosolic Ca2+are very important for cellular signalling in excitable and
non-excitable cells. The information of various extracellular stimuli is encoded into oscillating
patternsofCa2+that subsequently lead to the activation of different Ca2+-sensitive target
proteins in the cell. The question remains, however, why this information is transmitted by
means of an oscillating rather than a constant signal. Here we show that, in fact, Ca2+

oscillations can achieve a better activation of target proteins than a comparable constant signal
with the same amount of Ca2+used. For this we use Jensen’s inequality that describes the
relation between the function value of the average of a set of argument values and the average
of the function values of the arguments from that set. We analyse the role of the cooperativity
of the binding of Ca2+and of zero-order ultrasensitivity, which are two properties that are
often observed in experiments on the activation of Ca2+-sensitive target proteins. Our results
apply to arbitrary oscillation shapes and a very general decoding model, thus generalizing the
observations of several previous studies. We compare our results with data from experimental
studies investigating the activation of nuclear factor of activated T cells (NFAT) and Ras by
oscillatory and constant signals. Although we are restricted to specific approximations due to
the lack of detailed kinetic data, we find good qualitative agreement with our theoretical
predictions.

SOnline supplementary data available fromstacks.iop.org/PhysBio/7/036009/mmedia
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1. Introduction

The role of intracellular Ca2+ oscillations in signal
transduction of non-excitable cells, as well as the underlying
mechanisms leading to their generation and subsequent
evaluation, has been extensively studied experimentally
[1–5] and theoretically [6–11]. These oscillations occur due to
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an exchange of Ca2+between the cytosol and the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) or other intracellular stores in several types
of non-excitable cells such as oocytes, hepatocytes and
astrocytes.
The question which physiological advantages Ca2+

oscillations have in comparison to adjustable stationary Ca2+

levels has often been asked [8,12–16]. One proposed
advantage is the lowering of the average cytosolic Ca2+

level by oscillations, since higher concentrations of Ca2+are
detrimental for the cell due to precipitation of Ca2+salts or
the risk of apoptosis due to Ca2+overloaded mitochondria
[17,18]. This hypothesis of concentration lowering has been
confirmed for a specific class of Ca2+models having a net flux
of Ca2+across the cell membrane with a constant Ca2+influx
and an efflux that only depends on cytosolic Ca2+[19]. It was
shown that, when the efflux follows a convex kinetics over the
amplitude range of the oscillations, the average Ca2+level is
lower or equal to the comparable steady-state level, whereas
this is reversed in the case of a concave efflux kinetics.
Due to the observation of unchanged or even increased

average Ca2+levels, the question remains how this affects
Ca2+-dependent proteins. Prominent examples from this class
of proteins are: protein kinase C [20], calcineurin [21],
calmodulin [22], and proteins affected by calmodulin such
as Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII)
[23], myosin light-chain kinase [24] and phosphorylase
bkinase[25]. These proteins are able to decode the
information contained in an oscillating Ca2+signal. This was
shown experimentally for the CaMKII [26] and subsequently
analysed in a theoretical study [27]. The information
is then relayed to other target proteins, for example by
phosphorylation cascades in the case of Ras signalling [28].
Theoretical studies of the decoding of Ca2+ signals by
Ca2+-sensitive proteins have accompanied these experimental
findings [29–33].
Moreover, the advantage of an oscillating compared to

a constant signal for the activation of target proteins has
been analysed in a number of analytical [33], numerical
[15,34–36] and experimental [28,37–39] studies. For
example, experimentally superimposed oscillations [28,37–
39] or, in theoretical studies, artificial (square-shaped) [33]
as well as oscillating signals generated by Ca2+-oscillation
models [15,34–36] were used. Other potential advantages of
oscillations have also been discussed cf [8], such as higher
robustness against perturbations [40], prevention of receptor
desensitization [12] and the possibility to selectively activate
target proteins [32,41,42]. Here we are interested in
elucidating the advantages of oscillations over a constant
signal and the role of nonlinear kinetics played therein.
Specifically, we focus on the activation of target proteins and
study this analytically for arbitrary signals and a generalized
decoding model by using Jensen’s inequality [43,44]. The
latter provides a well-suited theoretical background in that it
describes the relation between the function value of the average
and the average of the function values. Jensen’s inequality has
been used earlier to study other biological questions, such
as the importance of environmental variation in ecology [45]
or optimal body temperature [46]. An accurate disposition

<f(Z)>

f(<Z>)

Z

f(
Z
)

<Z> Z
2

Z
1

Figure 1.Illustration of Jensen’s inequality by using a setZof just
two values,Z1andZ2.f(Z)is the function value of the averaged
argument andf(Z)is the average of the two function values.
(——) convex functionf(Z), (- - - -) line connecting the function
values ofZ1andZ2to visualize the average of these function values.

on Jensen’s inequality will be given in the following section,
whereas in sections3and4we present the results and discuss
their implications, respectively.

2. Methods

2.1. Jensen’s inequality

Jensen’s inequality (published in French) [43] is named after
the Danish mathematician Johan Jensen. It says that a convex
functionfhas the property that the function value of the
average (of two or more) argument valuesZ1,Z2,...forming
asetZis not greater than the average of the function values
f(Z1),f(Z2),...(figure1and cf [44]).
For the analysis of Ca2+oscillations the case whereZis

a continuous interval is relevant. The variableZis then the
cytosolic Ca2+concentration, which is a periodic function over
time. For obvious reasons, we consider the average over one
period of the oscillation, which can be expressed as an integral
over time divided by the oscillation periodT:

f
1

T T

Z(t)dt
1

T T

f(Z(t))dt, (1)

withfbeing convex over an intervalZbetween minimum and
maximum values (amplitudes) of the oscillation. Using the
short notation for the average this can be written as

f(Z) f(Z). (2)

For strictly convex functions the inequality is strict. For
concave functions, the opposite holds, with an analogous
constraint for strictly concave functions.
The prerequisite of convexity for Jensen’s inequality to

be true is that the second derivative off(Z)is non-negative,
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Figure 2.Target protein model:Z,XandXinare the concentrations
of Ca2+, active and inactive target protein, respectively.konandkoff
are the rate constants of activation and deactivation.

f(Z) 0, for allZin an interval comprisingZ. The binding
kinetics of Ca2+to proteins are indeed convex functions, at
least partly. Jensen’s inequality allows us to compare the
average protein activation with the activation achieved by a
constant signal.

2.2. Model of target protein activation

Here we assume that protein activation by Ca2+spikes can
be described by differential equations. We consider an
arbitrary Ca2+signalZ(t) 0 with a periodTand amplitude
range[Z1,Z2]. Throughout the study, we assume that the
sequestration of Ca2+by the Ca2+-binding proteins is so small
that it can be neglected in the Ca2+balance [41]. The time
course of the activated form of a target protein,X, can then be
written as

dX

dt
=F(Z,X)=konf1(Z, Xtot−X)−kofff2(X) (3)

=kon(f1(Z, Xtot−X)−KDf2(X)), (4)

where we have used the conservation relationXtot=X+Xin
to express the amount of the inactive proteinXin(figure2).
Moreover, we have introduced the dissociation constantKD=
koff/kon>0.
The first term describes the Ca2+-dependent activation

ofXwith the maximal turnover ratekon, while the second
term describes the Ca2+-independent inactivation ofXwith the
maximal ratekoff. Such a model generalizes a wide number
of approaches used to model the decoding of Ca2+oscillations
[15,29,30,32–34,36,42]. We can assume thatF(Z,X)is
strictly monotonic increasing inZ>0 because Ca2+activates
the protein. Moreover, we assume it to be strictly monotonic
decreasing inXbecause of the decay of the activated form
and the effect of the conservation relation in the activation
process. In particular, we can choose the rate laws such
thatf1 0 is strictly monotonic increasing inZ>0 and
Xtot−X, andf2 0 is strictly monotonic increasing inX.
We can derive some results for such a very general model.
Later, we concentrate on functionsf1that are separable in
their arguments:

f1(Z, Xtot−X)=v(Z)f
∗
1(Xtot−X). (5)

Usually Ca2+ is cooperatively bound to Ca2+-activated
proteins. This gives rise to a nonlinear decoding of Ca2+

oscillations. For example, up to four Ca2+ions bind to

calmodulin, which, in turn, activates CaMKII cf [22]. The
termv(Z) 0 describes the Ca2+-dependent activation by an
arbitrary activation function, which could, for example, be a
simple mass-action kinetics with molecularityn[42]:

v(Z)=Zn. (6)

It could also be a Hill kinetics inZ[30]:

v(Z)=
Zn

(KS)n+Zn
, (7)

whereKSandnare the half-saturation constant and Hill
coefficient, respectively. Note that we have omitted the
maximal velocities since they are already incorporated inkon.
Additionally,f∗1 denotes the binding kinetics of the target
proteinXto a Ca2+-dependent activator. The functionsf∗1and
f2could be linear kinetics if (3) models the Ca

2+-dependent
protein itself or Michaelis–Menten kinetics ifXis activated in
a phosphorylation cycle by a Ca2+-dependent kinase. Thus,
such a modelling comprises different mechanisms proposed
for the decoding of Ca2+signals [29,32,33]. Examples of
models that do not fulfil the separability condition (5)arethe
ones in [15,34].

3. Results

3.1. Time courses of the target protein

The steady stateXssfor the case of constant Ca
2+is given by

solving

dX

dt
=F(Z,Xss(Z))=0. (8)

Due to ∂F/∂X <0 for allZ ∈ [Z1,Z2]andX ∈
[0,Xtot], which we assumed in the definition of our model,
the implicit function theorem assures that there exists a
unique steady-state solutionXss(Z)to (8)[47]. Moreover,
since the derivative∂F (Z, X)/∂Xis negative at the steady
state, this state is asymptotically stable in the case of
constant Ca2+. In the supporting text, section 2 (available
atstacks.iop.org/PhysBio/7/036009/mmedia), we show that
this together with∂F/∂Z >0 implies thatXss(Z)is strictly
monotonic increasing inZ>0 and, in the separable case,
Xss(v(Z))is a strictly monotonic increasing function inv>0.
Therefore, we can solve8in that case:

v(Z)

KD
=

f2(Xss)

f∗1(Xtot−Xss)
=h(Xss), (9)

h−1
v(Z)

KD
=Xss(v(Z)). (10)

In the supporting text, section 1 (available at
stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/7/036009/mmedia), we show by a
Poincaŕe map that the system given in (3) has a unique
oscillating solution when forced by an oscillating Ca2+signal
Z(t)when∂F/∂X <0. This solution also has a periodT
and the periodic phase will be reached after a certain transient,
which is decreasing withkon(cf figure3).
We are interested whether the oscillations can lead to a

stronger activation of the target protein than a comparable
constant signal. Here, as a comparable signal, we define a
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Figure 3.Time course of the underlying Ca2+signal concentration
Z(t)(... ..., black) and of the active target protein concentration
X(t)for different activation constants (kon=100: ——, red;
kon=4: - - - -, blue). Here the Ca

2+signal is defined as
square-shaped spikes in (25) with periodT=2,Tp=0.2,
Z1=0.08 andZ2=0.8. The activation kinetics is given by
v(Z)=Z4, the total protein concentration isXtot=1and
KD=0.01. The functionsf

∗
1andf2are described by

Michaelis–Menten kinetics with the Michaelis constant 0.1.

constant signal with the same average of Ca2+over one period
as the oscillating signal:

Z̄=
1

T

T

0

Z(t)dt= Z. (11)

Given this constant input the activated target protein reaches
the steady stateXss(v(̄Z))given in (10) and thus we can
calculate the average in one period by

XZ̄ =Xss(v(Z)). (12)

We will focus here on the case of a separable function
f1as given in (5), while the derivation for general functions
can be found in the supporting text, section 3 (available at
stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/7/036009/mmedia). To compute the
average of activated protein given an oscillating input we
integrate (3) withf1separable over one periodT:

X(T )−X(0)=
T

0

kon(v(Z)f
∗
1(Xtot−X)−KDf2(X))dt.

(13)

Now using the fact thatX(t+T)=X(t)in the periodic phase,
we obtain

0=
T

0

(v(Z)f∗1(Xtot−X)−KDf2(X))dt. (14)

This condition must be fulfilled by any periodic solutionX(t)
of (3).

3.2. Comparison of constant and oscillating signals in the
limit cases of slow and fast bindingkinetics

It is difficult to derive a solutionX(t)fulfilling this condition
in the general case. However, we can find two solutions for the

two limit cases of a very high activation constant (kon→ ∞)
and a very low activation constant (konvery small but non-
zero).
We start with the first case (kon→ ∞) in which the level

of activated target proteinX(t)reacts very fast to a change
in the Ca2+concentrationZ(t)and reaches the corresponding
steady stateXss(v(Z(t)))nearly immediately. This solution
fulfils the condition in (14) since forX=Xssthe term in the
integral becomes 0 due to (8). The average is given by

Xosc =
1

T

T

0

Xss(v(Z(t)))dt= Xss(v(Z)), (15)

with the subscript osc referring to the case whereXoscillates.
In the second case of a very low activation constant (kon

very small but non-zero), the target protein responds only
marginally to a change of Ca2+and slowly integrates the input
signal over time. After a certain transient phase, this leads
to an oscillating output with small amplitude in the periodic
phase. Thus, as an approximation, we can setX(t)=Xintin
(14) with the subscript int referring to this ‘integration case’:

0=
T

0

(v(Z)f∗1(Xtot−Xint)−KDf2(Xint))dt. (16)

After dividing byT, rearranging the terms and taking the
inverseasin(10) we obtain an expression forXint:

Xint=h
−1 v(Z)

KD
=Xss(v(Z)). (17)

Thus, for the integration case we derive the following average:

Xint=Xss(v(Z)). (18)

To analyse whether and under which conditions
oscillations lead to a stronger activation of target proteins,
we compare the expression for the average of activated target
protein in the case of a constant signal in (12) with the above
two limit cases. Note the different locations of the brackets
indicating the averaging in equations (12), (15) and (18)for
the different cases. This implies that for this comparison we
can utilize Jensen’s inequality (cf section2.1).
To compare Xosc andXint, we can distinguish two

cases depending on the behaviour ofXssinv.Case1:Xssis
a convex function invover the interval[v(Z1), v(Z2)]. Then
we obtain Xint Xosc.Case2:Xss(v)is concave. Then
the opposite holds:Xosc Xint.
In case 1, it suffices to analyse under which conditions the

following holds:

XZ̄ Xint, (19)

which is equivalent to

Xss(v(Z)) Xss(v(Z)). (20)

From Jensen’s inequality we deduce that the convexity of
vinZover the amplitude range[Z1,Z2]is a necessary
condition for oscillations to be advantageous. It is clear that
the two inequalitiesXZ̄ Xint Xosc hold, because the
composition of two convex, monotonic increasing functions
(Xssandv) is again a convex function.
In case 2 we need to analyse when

XZ̄ Xosc, (21)
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which is equivalent to

Xss(v(Z)) Xss(v(Z)). (22)

This inequality is fulfilled whenXssis convex inZover
the amplitude range of the signal. Unlike above, it is not
immediately clear whether the two inequalitiesXss(v(Z))
Xss(v(Z)) Xss(v(Z))hold because nowXssis concave
inv. Thus, to achieve the convexity ofXssinZwe need
v(Z) 0 to compensate at least in part for the concavity of
Xssinv.Sovneeds to be convex in case 2 as well. Therefore,
a necessary condition for a better activation of target proteins
by an oscillating signal than by a constant signal of the same
average is in both cases a convex dependence of the protein
activation on the Ca2+level. This is fulfilled, for example,
for the mass-action kinetics with molecularitynin (6) for all
values of substrate concentrations and for the Hill kinetics with
cooperativitynin (7) below the inflection point.

For the non-separable case we derive in
the supporting text, section 3 (available at
stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/7/036009/mmedia), that in the
integration case (smallkon) a necessary condition is the
convexity of the functionFoverZto fulfil the inequality

F(Z,X) F(Z,X), (23)

which guarantees XZ̄ Xint. This is a generalization of
the condition for separable functionsf1we derived above.

In the oscillatory case a necessary condition is the
convexity of the steady-state responseXssoverZto fulfil the
inequality

Xss(Z) Xss(Z), (24)

which guarantees XZ̄ Xosc. This is the same condition
derived as above for separable functionsf1. However, in
contrast to the separable case, it is not easy to analyse
under which conditions the functionXss(Z)is convex. The
analysis of sufficient conditions for convexity shows that the
convexity ofFinZis again a required condition. Whereas
this convexity condition is easy to fulfil, for example by a
cooperative binding of Ca2+ions, it is questionable if the
other conditions can always be fulfilled. For example, to
fulfil another required conditionFXX = kon(∂

2f1/∂X
2−

KD∂
2f2/∂X

2)>0 (cf supporting text, section 3 (available
at stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/7/036009/mmedia)) over some
interval, we would needf1to be strictly convex inXand/orf2
to be strictly concave inXandKDsufficiently high. Since a
cooperative behaviour in the binding of inactive target proteins
has not been observed,f1cannot be convex inX, but in fact
is most likely linear or even concave because of saturation
effects. Therefore, at leastf2needs to be strictly concave
inXandKDshould be sufficiently high. However, a high
dissociation constant results in a small concentration of the
active target protein. In view of these arguments, it seems
natural that there will only be a limited range overZin which
the steady-state responseXss(Z)is convex. To determine
this range is hard in the general case without specifying the
involved kinetics.

3.3. Interpolating the limit cases

Above, we have derived our results only for the limit cases of
very low and very high activation constants to ensure analytical
tractability. In general, however, it is very difficult to obtain
analytic expressions for the average activated target protein
X. The derivation of a very general result for arbitrary
functionsF(Z,X) using a two-dimensional version of Jensen’s
inequality is possible (cf supporting text, section 4 (available
atstacks.iop.org/PhysBio/7/036009/mmedia)). However, for
the result to hold it requires thatF(Z,X) is a convex function
overZandX. The conditions one derives for the convexity
ofF(Z,X) are similar to the ones derived for the convexity
of the steady-state responseXss(Z)in (24) (cf section3.2)
except that they have to hold over the entire subset[Z1,Z2]
and[0,Xtot]. As before it is unlikely that these conditions
hold over the whole subset, since this would require a high
dissociation constantKD, which in turn means low active
target protein concentration. Therefore, this general result
is only applicable under special conditions that are unlikely to
be fulfilled.
When the functionsf∗1andf2are linear it is possible to

derive an expression forX(t), but the involved integrals need
the signal to be specified. This can be done by considering
a square-shaped signal, which resembles experimentally
observed Ca2+spikes [33]. One can then show that the
averageX is strictly monotonic decreasing in the activation
constantkon(cf the supporting text, section 5 (available at
stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/7/036009/mmedia)). In this case the
two limit cases can serve as lower and higher bounds and the
lower bound, which actually is the oscillation case (kon→ ∞),
defines the conditions for a better activation of the target
protein by oscillations.
But monotonicity of X inkonis not always the case as

can be seen in numerical simulations when using Michaelis–
Menten kinetics for f∗1 andf2and square-shaped signals
(figure4). The square-shapedT-periodic signal is described
mathematically as [27,32,33]

Z(t)=
Z2, if (tmodT) Tp
Z1, else.

(25)

HereZ1is the resting level.TpandZ2denote the length
and height of each Ca2+peak, respectively. Usually, one also
defines the duty ratio of the signal asγ=Tp/T. It is therefore
a measure of the narrowness of the Ca2+peaks.
One can observe in figure4that the advantage of the

oscillating signal compared to the constant signal is huge.
For specific values ofKD one obtains a maximum X
inkon. In all simulations with biologically meaningful
parameters for the signal we obtained a maximum, which
is a hint that we can still use the appropriate limit case at
least as a lower bound. In the supporting text, section 6
(available atstacks.iop.org/PhysBio/7/036009/mmedia), we
derive analytically the average value X for a caricature
system with Michaelis–Menten kinetics acting nearly
saturated and spike-like Ca2+oscillations. The resulting
system shows pronounced zero-order ultrasensitivity [48] and
similar behaviour as in figure4. One can derive that for such
a system a strictly monotonic averageX inkon, which is the
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Figure 4.The average target protein activity ofX(t)in the periodic
phase is plotted over different activation constantskon. Equation (3)
is modelled withf∗1andf2described by Michaelis–Menten kinetics
with the Michaelis constant 0.1. The activation kinetics is given by
v(Z)=Z4and the total protein concentration isXtot=1. The
underlying signal is described by square-shaped spikes withT=2,
Tp=0.2,Z1=0.08 andZ2=0.8. Plotted are the results for
different dissociation constantsKD:0.1(), 0.05 (•), 0.01 ().
The corresponding activation achieved by a constant signal
Z̄= Z =0.152 is indicated by the open symbols. The two
derived limit cases forkon→ 0andkon→ ∞ are denoted by the
(blue) open symbols with a dot.

case whenKDis sufficiently small, is more physiologically
relevant.

In the numerical study of the Ca2+-activated liver-
glycogen phosphorylase [15] the model is more complicated
with a non-separable functionf1. In that study, numerically it
was shown that the average is strictly monotonic increasing in
the oscillation frequencyν=1/T[15, figure2]. From control
analysis of periodically forced oscillations it is known that
the following summation theorem holds for time-independent
quantities like the averageX [49]:

dX

dkon

kon

X
+
dX

dν

ν

X
=0. (26)

Sinceν >0,kon > 0, X > 0 and from the figure
dX/dν >0, we can deduce that dX/dkon < 0 and
therefore the averageX is strictly monotonic decreasing in
konat least for the parameter values used in the study [15].

Finally, we note that the two limit cases can be seen as
approximations for a wide range of activation constants, and
we assume that many of the Ca2+-dependent proteins act in
one of the two regimes of oscillations or signal integration.

3.4. Model example

To exemplify the results from section3.2, we consider an
instance of the general model in (3)usedin[42]. This
minimal model describes the activation and deactivation of a

Ca2+-dependent proteinX(e.g. CaMKinaseII) by cooperative
binding and dissociation of Ca2+:

dX

dt
=kon(Z

n(Xtot−X)−KDX). (27)

In this case we havef1separable with a convex activation
kineticsv(Z) = Zn and cooperativity factorn > 1.
The functions f∗1 = f2 are linear kinetics in their
arguments. Since the linear kinetics are monotonic
increasing the system reaches a stable and unique periodic
phase (cf the supporting text, section 1 (available at
stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/7/036009/mmedia)). The stable
steady state is given by a Michaelis–Menten-like term
increasing inv:

Xss=Xtot
v(Z)

KD+v(Z)
. (28)

Moreover, the term is a concave function over the whole
positive real space. Thus, this model has the presumably
more desired property than Xosc Xintfor all signalsZ(t)
with arbitrary amplitude ranges.

Sincev(Z)is a convex function we deduce that in
the integration case oscillations are always more potent in
activating the protein than a constant signal with the same
average. In the oscillation case the concentration of the Ca2+-
activated proteinXis described via a Hill-like term inZ:

X(t)=Xss(v(Z(t)))=Xtot
Z(t)n

(KS)n+Z(t)n
, (29)

with the half-saturation constantKS=K
1/n
D and cooperativity

n. The Hill kinetics is a sigmoidal curve: it contains
convex and concave parts, separated by the point of inflection
(X(Zip)=0) in the middle which is given by

Zip=KS
n−1

n+1

1/n

. (30)

Obviously, the inflection point is always below the half-
saturation constantKS. The convex contribution in (29)
arises from the convexity of the activation kineticsvwith
n>1. Otherwise, forn 1 there would be no convex
part because then both functionsXssandvare concave. This
illustrates the importance of a convex activation kinetics. Since
Xosc Xint, we need to check under which conditions
Jensen’s inequality holds:Xss(Z) Xss(Z). Obviously,
when the amplitude range is limited byZ2 Zip,the
inequality holds for an arbitrary signal because it is restricted
to the convex part of (29). This can be achieved by a low Ca2+

peak height or a high value for the dissociation constant.

The above conditions on the peak height and dissociation
constant can be further specified when the Ca2+signal is similar
to square-shaped spikes (cf (25)). As we have shown in a
previous study on Ca2+oscillations [19, equation (27)] the
Ca2+peak may also extend into the concave part of a Hill
kinetics for the inequality in equation (22) to be fulfilled. This
crucially depends on narrow Ca2+spikes and very low resting
levels between those spikes.
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3.5. Comparison with previous studies

3.5.1. Theoretical studies. Our analysis generalizes some of
the analytic results obtained in [33]. In that study the response
of an instance of our general system in (3) to a square-shaped
signal was derived and compared to a constant signal with the
same average. To be specific: a separable functionf1with a
Hill kinetics in Ca2+forvandf∗1andf2linear were used. The
analysis is similar to ours in section3.2in that the limit cases of
very low and very high activation constantskonwere examined.
It was also shown that these limit cases correspond to signals
with high and low frequencies, respectively. In the first one the
protein cannot react to the signal because the signal frequency
is very high and thus the protein integrates the signal, whereas
in the second one the frequency is low enough for the protein
to adjust its level and therefore to oscillate with the signal.
Their analysis emphasized the importance of cooperative Ca2+

binding to the Ca2+-dependent protein. However, as we could
show here it is the convexity of the kineticsvwhich is relevant.
The results can be well understood in our framework and the
critical values obtained there [33, equations (39a) and (40a)]
correspond to critical values fulfilling equations (20) and (22)
in section3.2.
Next we compare our results with the numerical study

in [36]. The decoding model is essentially the same as the
one in [33]; however, the underlying signal is generated
by the Li-Rinzel model [50] describing Ca2+oscillations.
They compared the activation of target proteins achieved by
oscillations with the one achieved by a constant signal with
the same average. First, they found out numerically that the
mean target activity is increasing with the stimulation level of
the second messenger inositol 1,4,5-trisphospate (IP3). From
our analysis this can be explained as follows: the higher the
stimulation level, the higher will be the frequency of the Ca2+

oscillation, a phenomenon that has been termed frequency
encoding [6,30]. Therefore, the behaviour of the Ca2+-
dependent protein will tend from oscillation to the integration
of the signal with increasing IP3concentration. Because in
their model the functionsf∗1andf2are linear, the steady state
Xssis a concave function ofv(cf section3.4, equation (28)),
which implies that the activation achieved in the integration
case is higher than in the oscillation case.
Moreover, in the above-mentioned specific model, it was

found that without cooperativity in the Ca2+-binding (Hill
coefficientn=1) activation by a constant signal with the
same average is always better than by an oscillating signal
[36]. Note that forn=1 the Hill kineticsv(Z)becomes
a concave Michaelis–Menten kinetics. In section3.2we
have shown that it is necessary forv(Z)to be convex over
the signals amplitude range in the oscillation and integration
cases. Therefore, without cooperativity the functionsv(Z)
andXss(v(Z))are completely concave, which prevents a better
activation by oscillations.
In the numerical study by Gallet al[15] the activation of

the liver glycogen phosphorylase b by Ca2+oscillations was
analysed. The specific model is rather complicated with a
non-separable functionf1and a Michaelis–Menten kinetics
forf2. They first analysed the response to artificial sinusoidal
oscillations of Ca2+and compared the level of activation with

the activation by a constant signal of the same average, which is
the same question we study here. However, since experimental
Ca2+time courses are for most parts non-sinusoidal, the
situation in a full Ca2+model was also numerically analysed in
that study. It was found that the activation of the phosphorylase
b achieved by oscillations outperforms the activation by a
steady-state signal [15, figure 6]. The model used for the
generation of Ca2+oscillations in that study has an interesting
property. Due to its special stoichiometric structure and a
linear efflux kinetics of Ca2+out of the cell, the steady-state
Ca2+levelZssis equal to the average oscillating Ca

2+level
Z, that meansZss= Z [16]. Therefore, the activation of
the target protein by the steady-state signal is the same as the
activation achieved by a constant signal with the average of the
oscillating signal. This property allows us to apply our results.
The complexity of the model leads to cumbersome equations.
Therefore, we only approximately compare the activation by
oscillations and the steady-state signal.

We first compute the amplitude range of the Ca2+signal
over the stimulation parameterβusing the same model
for Ca2+oscillations and parameters as in [15]. For low
stimulation levelsβ 0.2, which correspond to low-
frequency oscillations of Ca2+leading to the oscillation mode
of the target protein, the Ca2+oscillations range from≈0.1μM
to≈0.8μM. We need to considerXss(Z)in the oscillation
case, which has an inflection point atZip ≈ 0.31μM.
Although the Ca2+peaks reach comparably far into the concave
part ofXss, they do so only for a very small amount of
time because of the spike-like Ca2+oscillations with narrow
Ca2+peaks that are characteristic for relaxation oscillator
models [51]. If we use the square-shaped signal formalism
(cf equation (25) for a definition) as an approximation, with
Z1=0.1μM andZ2=0.8μM, one can show that the critical
inequality (24) is fulfilled for the duty ratioγ=Tp/Tsmaller
than 0.25. Such narrow spikes are indeed observed for a
low stimulation parameterβ. In contrast, high stimulation
levelsβ, which correspond to high-frequency oscillations of
Ca2+, lead to the integration of the signal by the target protein.
For the integration case, we need to examine the convexity
off1(Z, X)over the amplitude range ofZ. The amplitude
range in this case is approximately[0.2μM,0.6μM].Using
the square-shaped signal formalism and considering this time
the critical inequality (23), we derive that it is fulfilled for
γ 0.9. Such or even lower duty ratios are observed for
β 0.35. Thus, our analytic results predict the numerical
observations.

3.5.2. Experimental studies. An experimental study of our
subject using artificially produced Ca2+spikes and measuring
the gene expression level achieved by the activation of the
transcription factor NFAT in Jurkat T cells was done in [37].
It was found that under low levels of stimulation, which means
small Ca2+peaks and a low average level of Ca2+, oscillations
enhance the activation of NFAT [37, figure 2(a)] compared to
a constant signal with the same average. Under high levels
of stimulation, however, the constant signal performed better
[37, figure 2(b)].
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To analyse the results in our theoretical framework, we
first need to determine how we can effectively model the
Ca2+–NFAT signalling system and its relation to the measured
gene-expression level. We utilize the results from a related
study on the nuclear translocation of exogenous NFAT in
baby hamster kidney cells and endogenous NFAT in Jurkat T
cells [39]. In that study a model including phosphorylated-
cytoplasmic NFAT, dephosphorylated-cytoplasmic NFAT
and dephosphorylated-nuclear NFAT, which then initiates
gene expression, was fitted to experimental data. The
dephosphorylation by the phosphatase calcineurin is the Ca2+-
dependent step [21]. Moreover, we assume that the gene
expression is directly proportional to the concentration of
nuclear NFAT. Although the model includes three variables
and a feedback, it can be effectively reduced to a model for
only the dephosphorylated-cytoplasmic NFAT. This is due to
the conservation relation for the overall NFAT concentration
in the cell and the fitted low conversion ratek4=0.035 min

−1

of nuclear NFAT back into the cytoplasmic-phosphorylated
NFAT. The latter implies the breaking-up of the feedback and
timescale separation such that the nuclear NFAT integrates the
concentration changes of the dephosphorylated-cytoplasmic
NFAT over time. The integration property was validated
experimentally in that study. Therefore, if a periodic Ca2+

signalZ(t)controls the dephosphorylation via calcineurin
the concentration of the nuclear NFATNnis, after an initial
transient, approximately given by

Nn=
k3

k4
Nc, (31)

whereNcis the dephosphorylated-cytoplasmic NFAT andk3
is the transport rate ofNcinto the nucleus. Furthermore, if
the kinetics ofNcis linear, as assumed in the fitted model [39]
and we assume square-shaped Ca2+spikes, then we have

Nc Nc,ss(Z). (32)

This is because for linear kinetics we can use the oscillation
case as a lower bound for the average protein concentration
(cf section3.3). In contrast, if a constant Ca2+signal with the
same averageZ is applied, the steady-state concentration of
the nuclear NFAT is given by

Nn,ss(Z)=
k3

k4
Nc,ss(Z). (33)

We want to analyse under which conditions the average
nuclear NFAT concentration is higher than the steady-
state concentration achieved by a constant Ca2+ signal:
Nn,ss(Z) Nn. Equations (31)–(33) imply that to do
this it suffices to considerNc,ss(Z) Nc,ss(Z). Dueto
(33) this is equivalent to

Nn,ss(Z) Nn,ss(Z). (34)

Since we assumed the gene expression to be directly
proportional to the nuclear NFAT concentration, we can read
outNn,ss(Z)directly from the experimentally measured gene-
expression levels under different constant Ca2+concentrations
[37, figure (3a)].
After having related the measured gene-expression levels

to the Ca2+–NFAT signalling system we can analyse the

experimental results in [37] using our theoretical approach.
The two compared artificial Ca2+signals in the study have
different peak heights (i)Z2 ≈ 0.75μM and (ii) Z2 ≈
1.25μM and different average values (i) Z =227nM and
(ii)Z =340nM, whereas the baseline levelZ1≈0μM
and the periodT = 100s remain the same. Now we
examine the convexity of the steady-state concentration of
the nuclear NFATNn,ss(Z)over the Ca

2+signal’s amplitude
range.Nn,ss(Z)shows a steep sigmoidal dependence on the
Ca2+level and was fitted in their study by a Hill kinetics
withKS=270nM andn=4.7[37, figure (3a)], although
such a dependence could also be achieved by zero-order
ultrasensitivity [48]. Here, we use a Hill kinetics forNn,ss
and apply the square-shaped signal formalism from (25)for
the Ca2+spikes. It can then be shown that with the values given
in that study for the signal (Z1≈0μM,Z2andZ) and the
Hill coefficient the critical inequality (34) is only fulfilled for
(i)KS 272nM and (ii)KS 420nM.
The first bound coincides with theKSvalue obtained by

Dolmetschet al[37] from a fit to the data (KS=270nM).
Therefore, one would expect that oscillations and a constant
signal perform equally well. However, the experimental
observations point to a slight advantage of oscillations
[37, figure (2a)]. This is probably due to the approximative
nature of our above analysis, which involves the approximation
of the signal by square-shaped spikes and a fitted Hill kinetics
to the data forNss. On the other hand, the second bound is
1.5 times higher than the fittedKSvalue. This means that the
Ca2+spike reaches too much into the concave part of the Hill
kinetics and the advantage of oscillations is lost. This explains
why in the experiments under high levels of stimulation
the constant signal outperforms activation by oscillations
[37, figure 2(b)].
Moreover, in the study by Dolmetschet althe response to

oscillatory and constant signals under different average levels
of Ca2+ Z was analysed [37, figure 2(c)]. It was found out
that oscillatory signals outperform constant signals as long
asZ 300nM. The different average levels of Ca2+were
achieved by adjusting the peak heightZ2, while the duty ratio
γremained constant. To analyse this in our framework, we
again use the fitted Hill kinetics for the measured steady-state
responseNn,ss[37, figure 3(a)]. The inequality (34) with
Z =γZ2has to hold

Zn

(KS)n+Zn
γ

(Z/γ )n

(KS)n+(Z/γ )n
. (35)

We can rearrange this to obtain an upper bound for Z:

Z KS
γ−γn

1−γ

1/n

. (36)

With the parameters given in that study [37]:γ≈ 0.3,
KS=270nM andn=4.7 the upper bound is≈225nM.
This is in good agreement with the experimentally derived
upper bound of≈300nM.
In another experimental study the activation of Ras by

Ca2+signals in HeLa cells was studied [28]. Ras is a small
protein that interacts with many different signalling pathways
in the cell, for example the important extracellular signal-
regulated kinase (ERK)/mitogen-activated protein kinase
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(MAPK) cascade. Moreover, its conversion to the active GTP-
bound form is dependent on Ca2+-regulated proteins [52]. In
the experimental study it was shown, as before for NFAT,
that oscillations outperform constant Ca2+signals in terms
of active Ras–GTP concentration but only under low levels
of stimulation with an average level of Ca2+ Z 400nM
[28, figure 2(b)]. To analyse this system we first need to
ensure that we can apply our theoretical results. Ras cycles
between two forms: the inactive GDP-bound form and the
active GTP-bound form. The conversion between the inactive
and active form depends among others mainly on guanine
nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs). These in turn are affected
by Ca2+. The conversion between the active into the inactive
form is done by GTPase-activating proteins that enhance
the intrinsic GTPase activity of Ras. Moreover, the total
concentration of Ras remains constant over the timescale of
regulation. This allows us to apply our theoretical results
to explain the experimental observations. The steady-state
concentration of Ras–GTP upon constant stimulation by Ca2+

Rss(Z)has been measured in dendrites and spines and shows
a sigmoidal dependence on Ca2+that was fitted by a Hill
kinetics withn=3.1 andKS=900nM[53]. Due to the
lack of more experimental data regarding the detailed kinetics
of the Ras–GEF signalling pathway we rely on the steady-
state concentration data and analyse the oscillation case where
Ras–GTP still oscillates with the Ca2+signal. In analogy to
(34) we then have an inequality forRss(Z). The artificially
created spikes in the study by Kupziget al[28] can again be
approximated by square-shaped spikes (cf equation (25)) with
Z1≈0μM andT=100s. To obtain signals with different
average concentrations the spike interval and thus the duty
ratioγwas kept fixed at≈0.5, while the peak heightZ2varied.
Therefore, we can directly use (36) to obtain an upper bound
of Z 830nM. The deviation from the experimentally
measured value of Z 400nM can again be explained by
the square-shaped spike approximation and the assumption
that Ras–GTP still oscillates with the Ca2+signal.

4. Discussion

Here, we have analysed the effect of oscillations in intracellular
Ca2+on the activation of Ca2+-dependent proteins. Jensen’s
inequality has allowed us to derive analytical results for
arbitrary oscillation shapes and a very general decoding model.
The main motivation for previous theoretical investigations
of this issue [15,33,34,36] was provided by experimental
findings that the transcription factor NFAT is activated better
by oscillations than by a constant signal with the same average
level under low levels of stimulation [28,37,39]. Those
studies were either numerical [15,34,36] or used specific
Ca2+signals to be analytically tractable [33]. The general
model established here comprises the various models used in
those and other studies [30,42] and uses arbitrary signals.
We derived two asymptotic solutions for the oscillation (high
activation constant) and integration (low activation constant)
cases of the target protein.
In the previous investigations it was found out that a

cooperative binding of Ca2+and therefore a nonlinear decoding

of the signal is important for oscillations to activate target
proteins better [33,36]. By the use of our general model in
(3), which describes the activation of the target proteinXby
a differential equation, analytically we were able to show that
the convexity of the involved kinetics over the amplitude range
of the Ca2+signal is crucial. Cooperativity in the binding is
only one way of realizing convexity, zero-order ultrasensitivity
is another [48]. Our analysis thus extends the studies by
Gallet al[15] and Zhaoet al[36] in that the derivation has
been done analytically and that of Salazaret al[33] in that
arbitrary signals have been considered here (while square-
shaped signals were used in [33]).
We first compared an arbitrary oscillating signal and

a constant signal with the same average. We derived the
following conditions under which oscillations outperform
constant signals with the same amount of Ca2+in terms of
target protein activation: (i) in the integration case (very
low activation constantkon) it is necessary thatf1(Z, X)
(or equivalentlyv(Z)whenf1is separable) shows a convex
dependence on the Ca2+concentration,Z, over the amplitude
range of the oscillations. This is most likely achieved
by a cooperative binding of Ca2+and indeed most of the
Ca2+-dependent proteins bind Ca2+cooperatively [33]. This
shows the benefit of Ca2+oscillations for the cell, where
due to a cooperative Ca2+binding temporarily high Ca2+

concentrations achieve a higher level of protein activation.
(ii) In the oscillation case (very high activation constantkon)it
is necessary that the steady-state Ca2+responseXssshows
a convex dependence on the Ca2+concentration over the
amplitude range of the oscillations. The convexity ofXss
itself is determined by the properties of the decoding system
(F(Z,X)). A sufficient (and necessary in the case of separable
f1) condition forXssto be convex at least over part of the
amplitude range is again thatf1(Z, X)(v(Z)in the separable
case) is convex overZ. However, cooperativity in Ca2+binding
is not the only way to achieve a (partly) convex steady-state
responseXssas the case of zero-order ultrasensitivity shows.
This property, which arises when activation (f1(Z, X)) and
deactivation (f2(X)) are operating at saturation withX, has
been observed also for Ca2+binding proteins [54,55]. It allows
for extremely convex and concave parts ofXsswithout the need
for a cooperative Ca2+binding. Moreover, by considering
specific kinetics for the functions in our model we arrive at
conditions relating the amplitude range and parameters of the
kinetics. By further specifying the underlying signal we can
derive, as a special case, the conditions given in [33, equations
(39a) and (40a)].
On comparing our analytical results with the numerical

studies [15,36] we find very good agreement using the kinetics
parameters in these studies. The comparison shows that our
theoretical results are able to explain the observations of the
numerical studies. We also compared our theoretical results
with that of experimental studies [28,37,39]. Given the
approximative estimation of the critical steady-state response
of the target proteins and the assumption of square-shaped
spikes for the signal we achieved good agreement with our
theoretical predictions. Moreover, our study points to the
importance of measuring the steady-state response of Ca2+-
sensitive proteins to constant Ca2+signals, since these are
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important when subsequent levels in the cascade integrate the
input. It is also important to measure the time course of target
protein activation to decide whether it oscillates with the signal
or integrates it.

Our results can be interpreted in the light of the emergence
of cooperativity in biological evolution. Since experimental
results showed a better activation of target proteins by
oscillations under low levels of stimulation, which were
confirmed here theoretically, it seems that cooperativity of
Ca2+binding and/or zero-order ultrasensitivity have evolved
to better distinguish between constant and oscillatory signals.
Due to the convex shape of the steady-state active target protein
concentration under constant Ca2+levels the active target
protein concentration will be very low unless the constant
Ca2+signal is above a certain threshold. However, when
Ca2+oscillates the Ca2+spikes periodically cross this threshold
and achieve a strong activation of the target protein, although
the average Ca2+level is still low. This leads to an efficient
distinction between constant and oscillatory signals.

It should be noted that recently the stochastic aspect of
Ca2+oscillations has gained much interest [11,56–60]. The
Ca2+signal apparently consists of a sequence of random
spikes, which is particularly evident by considering the
variation of the interspike interval (ISI) [57,59]. This is due
to the spatial and hierarchical organization of events leading
to a global Ca2+signal. This organization is mainly influenced
by the clustering of IP3receptors [61–63] and determines the
occurrence of Ca2+blips and puffs [64–67]. Only under a
strong coupling of spatially discrete IP3-receptor clusters, the
probability for the nucleation of the next Ca2+wave is high
enough to establish an almost regular oscillating system, a
mechanism that has been termed array enhanced coherence
resonance (AECR) [59,68–70]. In this context, convexity
may also be important to eliminate unwanted stochastic effects
on the target protein activation because, due to the random
opening of Ca2+channels in unstimulated cells, the steady-
state Ca2+concentration fluctuates. In our study we have
used arbitrary Ca2+signals with a defined period. Due to the
stochastic nature of the Ca2+signals, and especially the ISI,
it would be worth extending our analysis also to signals that
model the variance in the period in order to assess the effects
of stochastic channel opening on target protein activation.
A further future direction is the generalization to protein
cascades. Here, we have focused on one level of protein
activation only. Since, usually, downstream levels do not
show cooperativity, oscillations and constant signals would
reach the same activation at those levels, as long as there is no
feedback to upstream levels. Thus, the existence of cascades
is likely to have other functions such as signal amplification
[71,72], band-pass filtering [32] and cross-talk [71].
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❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡❛♥❞
♠❛♠♠❛❧✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦♦ ❣❛♥✐③❛✐♦♥

■♥❤✐❝❤❛♣❡■✐♥❝❧✉❞❡❤❡ ✉❞✐❡❛❜♦✉ ❤❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡♦♥❤❡❝✐❝❛✲
❞✐❛♥ ❤②❤♠✐♥❛ ✐♥❣❧❡❝❡❧❧❛♥❞❤♦✇❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥✐♠✐♥❣②❡♠✐♦❣❛♥✐③❡❞✐♥
♠❛♠♠❛❧✿❍❡✐❧❛♥❞❡ ❛❧✳✭✷✵✶✷✮✱❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✶✶✮✱❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✶✷❛✮
❛♥❞❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✶✷❜✮✳❚❤❡❞✐✈✐♥❣✉❡ ✐♦♥❜❡❤✐♥❞❤❡ ✉❞✐❡♦♥❤❡❡♠✲
♣❡❛✉❡✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡✇❛❤♦✇ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦❛✛❡❝
❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✳❚❤❡❡ ✉❞✐❡❞❡✈❡❧♦♣❡❞❢♦♠♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❛
♣❡❝✐✜❝♠♦❞❡❧❢♦❛❣❡❡♥❛❧❣❛❡♦✇❛❞ ❛❣❡♥❡❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢❤♦✇♦❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❡♠✲
♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❛♥❞✜♥❛❧❧②♦❤❡❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢❤❡✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡♦❢ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡
❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥♦♥❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✳■♥❤❡❧❛ ✉❞②✇❡❛❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❡❞✇✐❤
❤❡❡❛♦♥❛❧❛❞❛♣❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♠❛♠♠❛❧✐❛♥❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♣❛❝❡♠❛❦❡ ♦❞✐✛❡❡♥❧❡♥❣❤
♦❢❞❛✐❧②✉♥❧✐❣❤✳
■♥❤❡✜ ✉❞②✱■♥❡❍❡✐❧❛♥❞❛♥❞♠❡✱ ❡❝♦♥ ✉❝❡❞❛♠♦❞❡❧❢♦ ❤❡❝❧♦❝❦♣♦❡✐♥
❈❍▲❆▼❨✶♦❢ ❤❡❣❡❡♥❛❧❣❛❡❈❤❧❛♠②❞♦♠♦♥❛ ❡✐♥❤❛❞✐✐❛♥❞❡①♣❧✐❝✐❧②✐♥❝❧✉❞❡❞
❤❡ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡✉✐♥❣❤❡❆ ❤❡♥✐✉ ❡✉❛✐♦♥✭❍❡✐❧❛♥❞❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✷✮✳
❇✉✐❧❞✐♥❣♦♥ ❤❡✐❞❡❛♦❢❛♥❛❣♦♥✐✐❝❜❛❧❛♥❝✐♥❣❜②❘✉♦✛❡❛❧✳✭❘✉♦✛✱✶✾✾✷❀❘✉♦✛
❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✼✱✷✵✵✸✮✇❡❞❡✜♥❡❞❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡ ❤❛ ❧❡❞♦❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡
❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♣❡✐♦❞❧♦❝❛❧❧②❛♦✉♥❞❛❞❡✜♥❡❞❜❛❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✭❝❢✳✶✳✷✳✹✮✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡✱
✇❡❛♥❛❧②③❡❞ ❤❡❡♣♦♥❡♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♣❤❛❡♦❡♠♣❡❛✉❡♣❡✉❜❛✐♦♥❛♥❞
❢♦✉♥❞❛ ❘❈ ❤❛❝❧♦❡❧②❡❡♠❜❧❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧♦❜❡✈❛✐♦♥❢♦♠♦❤❡ ♣❡❝✐❡✱
✐♥❝❧✉❞✐♥❣❛❞❡❛❞③♦♥❡❞✉✐♥❣❤❡❞❛②♣❤❛❡✳ ❲❡❛❧♦❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥♦❢
♦✉♠♦❞❡❧ ♦❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝②❝❧❡❛♥❞❢♦✉♥❞❛❜❡❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥♦❢❤❡❝❧♦❝❦ ♦
❣❛❞✉❛❧❧②❝❤❛♥❣✐♥❣❡♠♣❡❛✉❡♣♦✜❧❡✳
❚♦❣❡♥❡❛❧✐③❡❤❡✜♥❞✐♥❣♦♥❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡❈❤❧❛♠②❞♦♠♦♥❛
♣❡❝✐✜❝♠♦❞❡❧✱■❞❡✈❡❧♦♣❡❞❛♠❡❤♦❞♦❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡❢♦❛❜✐ ❛②
❧✐♠✐✲❝②❝❧❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❤❛❛❧❧♦✇❛❝♦♥♦❧❧❛❜❧❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦✈❡❛♣❡❝✐✲
✜❡❞❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❛♥❣❡✭❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✶✮✳❚❤❡❜❛✐❝✐❞❡❛❜❡❤✐♥❞❤❡❛♣♣♦❛❝❤
✇❛ ♦❞♦♣❤❡❡①♣❧✐❝✐❆ ❤❡♥✐✉❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦❢❤❡❛❡❧❛✇❛♥❞❛❤❡♦♣✐♠✐③❡
❤❡ ❛❡❧❛✇♦✇❛❞ ❛ ❛♥❞❛❞❆ ❤❡♥✐✉ ❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡✇✐❤65❦❏✴♠♦❧ ✉❜❥❡❝ ♦
❤❡❧♦❝❛❧❜❛❧❛♥❝✐♥❣❝♦♥ ❛✐♥✳❯✐♥❣❤✐❛♣♣♦❛❝❤■❡✐♠❛❡❞❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡
❢♦ ❡✈❡❛❧❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦♠♦❞❡❧♣♦♣♦❡❞✐♥❤❡❧✐❡❛✉❡✭❝❢✳ ✉♣♣❧❡♠❡♥❛②



✻✶

♠❛❡✐❛❧✐♥❆✮✳❋♦♠❤❡❡❝❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♦♥✐❜❡❝❛♠❡❡✈✐❞❡♥ ❤❛✇❤✐❧❡ ♦♠❡♠♦❞❡❧
✉❛❧✐❛✐✈❡❧②✜❤❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❞❛❛❤❡② ✐❧❧❡❡♠♦♠✐ ✐♠♣♦❛♥♣❛ ❢♦ ❤❡
❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝❤❛♥❣❡✳■❜❛❡❞❤✐❝❧❛✐♠✉♣♦♥❤❡❛❜❡♥❝❡♦❢❜❛❧✲
❛♥❝✐♥❣✭♠♦❧②♣❡✐♦❞❧❡♥❣❤❡♥✐♥❣✮❡❛❝✐♦♥✐♥♦♠❡♠♦❞❡❧❛♥❞❤❡❞✐❛♣♣❡❛❛♥❝❡
♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♦♥❝❡♦♠❡❛❡❝♦♥❛♥❜❡❝❛♠❡♦❧❛❣❡❢♦ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡10−15◦❈
❛❜♦✈❡❤❡❜❛❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡♦❢15◦❈✳
❆♥♦❤❡❢✉♥❞❛♠❡♥❛❧✉❡ ✐♦♥❢♦❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✐❤♦✇❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✲
✐♦♥✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡ ❤❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥♦❢❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❄■❛❞❞❡❡❞
❤✐ ✉❡ ✐♦♥♦❣❡❤❡ ✇✐❤■♥❡ ❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✐♥❛❝♦♠❜✐♥❡❞ ❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❛♥❞♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧
✉❞②✭❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✷❛✮✳❯✐♥❣❤❡♣❤❛❡❡❞✉❝✐♦♥♠❡❤♦❞♦❢❑✉❛♠♦♦
❛♥❞❛❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡♣❡✐♦❞❝♦♥♦❧❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥❛♥❞❤❡✐♥✜♥✐❡✐♠❛❧❘❈
❞❡✐✈❡❞✐♥❛♣❡✈✐♦✉ ✉❞②✱■❤♦✇❡❞❤❛ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❛❝✉❛❧❧②✉♣✲
♣♦ ❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥❜②❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝②❝❧❡✳■❞♦❡ ♦❜②❡♠♦✈✐♥❣❤❡❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡
♦❢❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❡❣✐♦♥♦♥❤❡♠❡❛♥❡♠♣❡❛✉❡♦❢❤❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝②❝❧❡✳ ❲❡
❝♦♥✜♠❡❞ ❤❡❡❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧♣❡❞✐❝✐♦♥✈❛❧✐❞❢♦❛❜✐ ❛②♠♦❞❡❧❜②♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✲
✉❧❛✐♦♥✉✐♥❣❞✐✛❡❡♥❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❞❡❣❡❡♦❢♣❡❝✐✜❝❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♠♦❞❡❧✳
❚❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡ ❢♦ ❤❡❡♠♦❞❡❧❤❛✈❡❜❡❡♥❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞❜②♦✉♣❡✈✐♦✉❧②
♣♦♣♦❡❞❛❧❣♦✐❤♠✳■♥❤❡❡❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧ ✉❞✐❡✇❡❛❧♦❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ✐♥✉♦✐❞❛❧❡♠✲
♣❡❛✉❡❝②❝❧❡✉✉❛❧❧②❧❡❛❞♦❛❧❛❣❡❛♥❞♠♦❡❤♦♠♦❣❡♥❡♦✉❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❡❣✐♦♥
♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✱✐♠✐❧❛ ♦♣❡✈✐♦✉✜♥❞✐♥❣ ✐♥❤❡ ✉❞②♦♥ ❤❡❈❤❧❛♠②❞♦♠♦♥❛
❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳
❚❤❡ ✉❞✐❡ ♦♥ ❤❡ ✐♥❣❧❡❝❡❧❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❛❡✈❛❧✐❞❢♦✉♥✐❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ♦❣❛♥✐♠ ♦
✐♦❧❛❡❞❝❡❧❧❢♦♠♠✉❧✐❝❡❧❧✉❧❛♦❣❛♥✐♠✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤❡♠❛♠♠❛❧✐❛♥❝❡♥❛❧♣❛❝❡✲
♠❛❦❡✱❤❡❙❈◆✱✐❝♦♠♣♦❡❞♦❢❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡❧②20000❝♦♥♥❡❝❡❞❝❡❧❧✳ ❚❤❡❡❢♦❡✱
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AbstractEndogenous circadian rhythms allow living organisms to anticipate daily vari-
ations in their natural environment. Temperature regulation and entrainment mechanisms
of circadian clocks are still poorly understood. To better understand the molecular basis of
these processes, we built a mathematical model based on experimental data examining tem-
perature regulation of the circadian RNA-binding protein CHLAMY1 from the unicellular
green algaChlamydomonas reinhardtii, simulating the effect of temperature on the rates
by applying the Arrhenius equation. Using numerical simulations, we demonstrate that our
model is temperature-compensated and can be entrained to temperature cycles of various
length and amplitude. The range of periods that allow entrainment of the model depends on
the shape of the temperature cycles and is larger for sinusoidal compared to rectangular tem-
perature curves. We show that the response to temperature of protein (de)phosphorylation
rates play a key role in facilitating temperature entrainment of the oscillator inChlamy-
domonas reinhardtii. We systematically investigated the response of our model to single
temperature pulses to explain experimentally observed phase response curves.
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1 Introduction

Most organisms employ circadian clocks to anticipate daily variations in their natural
environments. Circadian clocks are self-sustained oscillators that can be entrained by
external time cues like light–dark or temperature cycles to match local time [1]. The rhythm
persists in the absence of such stimuli with a period of approximately 24 h. Thus, circadian
clocks are generally thought to resemble limit-cycle oscillators.
Whereas light entrainment is usually integrated via specific components, the pho-

toreceptors, temperature permanently influences all processes within an organism. Thus,
it is difficult to study temperature regulation of circadian clocks separately byin vivo
experiments and the underlying mechanisms are poorly understood. Although the clock
can be entrained by temperature cycles, its free-running period is relatively constant
within a broad range of physiological temperatures. This phenomenon is called temperature
compensation [2,3]. To our knowledge, the relationship between these two effects has not
yet been thoroughly investigated.
Based on recently published experimental data, we reconstructed a model of the circadian

clock of the green algaChlamydomonas reinhardtii. In this organism, an RNA-binding
protein CHLAMY1 is known to bind UG-repeat sequences in the 3untranslated region
(UTR)oftargetmRNAs[4]. Introduction of UG-repeats induces circadian expression in
reporter constructs [5]. As CHLAMY1 is furthermore involved in acrophase and period
maintenance [6], it is a likely component of the circadian oscillator inC. reinhardtii.
Additional candidates for the circadian oscillator of this organism have been proposed by
several researchers [7–9]. However, their interactions have not yet been analyzed and no
clock model has been proposed so far.
CHLAMY1 consists of two subunits, C1 and C3. C1 phosphorylation and the amount

of C3 as well as the activity ofc3-promotor-driven luciferase reporter constructs vary
in a temperature-dependent manner [10]. Both processes might be co-regulated, as phos-
phorylation of C1 as well as protein levels of C3 and reporter activity are reduced at
higher temperature. Furthermore, overexpression or silencing of C1 results in an even more
pronounced overexpression or silencing of C3, respectively [6,11]. So far it is not known
whether temperature compensation or entrainment of the circadian clock or even both
processes are influenced by CHLAMY1, but there are indications fromper1mutant studies
that at least temperature entrainment is altered in mutants affecting C1 phosphorylation
[10]. Furthermore, a role of phosphorylation in temperature regulation has been shown in
experiments on other organisms [12,13].
Based on a schematic model proposed by Seitz et al. [11], we build a mathematical model

of the circadian clock ofC. reinhardtii. We are able to show that the proposed additional
feedback of C1 on thec3-E-Box region is not necessary to achieve the co-regulation of C1
and C3 expression found experimentally [14]. In our model, we describe the temperature
dependence of the reaction rates by the Arrhenius equation. Ruoff and coworkers proposed
that temperature compensation is an intrinsic property of circadian clocks [15] and showed
that it is always possible if suitable activation energies are chosen. This is known as the
antagonistic principle. Within certain temperature ranges, the Arrhenius equation can be
used for enzymatic reactions, while it fails at higher temperatures, when enzymes start
denaturing.
We achieve temperature compensation in our model using the method proposed by Ruoff

et al. [15] where we additionally constrained the activation energies to the range usually
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Modeling temperature entrainment of circadian clocks

observed for biochemical processes. Furthermore, we investigate properties of temperature
entrainment and show that the increased phosphorylation of C1 at lower temperature is
required to achieve proper temperature entrainment of our model. Additionally, we compare
temperature entrainment by sinusoidal and rectangular temperature cycles and show that
the range of periods that allow proper entrainment of the model is much more restricted for
rectangular curves. Finally, we simulate the response of our model to single temperature
pulses and obtain a phase response curve (PRC) that is in good agreement with our
predictions and with experimental observations. We furthermore disassemble the overall
PRC to identify the processes that determine the shape of this curve.

2Results

AlthoughChlamydomonas reinhardtiihas been a model organism for the investigation
of circadian rhythms for quite some time, no model of its circadian clock exists up to
now. Here, we reconstruct a mathematical model for the circadian oscillator based on
experimental data (see Fig.1). The model, discussed in more detail below, is based on the
Goodwin oscillator [16], which involves a negative feedback loop. In addition, it contains a
complex formation and a phosphorylation cycle.

Fig. 1Schematic model of the circadian oscillator ofC. reinhardtii. The indices used in the ODEs coincide
with the correspondingarrow labels
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InC. reinhardtii, the circadian RNA-binding protein CHLAMY1 has been shown
to induce circadian expression in reporter constructs by binding to (UG)≥7-repeats in
their 3-UTR [5]. The phosphorylation of CHLAMY1 subunit C1 is reduced at higher
temperature [10]. Changing the expression levels of either subunit of CHLAMY1 causes
arhythmicity and phase shifts, respectively [6]. Asc3-mRNA as well as the C3 protein
cycle over the course of the day, although with very low amplitude at the protein level
[10,17,18], it is likely that C3 is part of a negative feedback loop that causes the
cycling of its components. In contrast,c1-mRNA and protein levels are relatively constant.
Therefore, we placed C1 outside the negative feedback loop to reflect experimental data (see
Fig.1). The implemented phosphorylation of C3 has been postulated but not been verified
experimentally yet [11,14]. The resulting model resembles the schematic model proposed
by Seitz et al. [11]. However, in that article an additional positive feedback from C1 to C3
was proposed. As shown in Fig.2, this additional feedback is not necessary to simulate
the correlation of C1 and C3 expression observed experimentally. This is possible because
C1 binds to C3 and thus sequesters C3 for complex formation. This results in an indirect
positive feedback on C3-expression.
The stoichiometry of C1 and C3 in the complex is unknown so far. However, at the

beginning of the night CHLAMY1 most efficiently binds to (UG)7-repeats [19]. At the same
time, a rather low-molecular-weight complex comprising C1 and C3 exists [17]. Thus, the
functional CHLAMY1-complex does not seem to contain more than three components. As
experimental data show that the upregulation of C1 results in an even stronger upregulation
of C3, a high C3 to C1 ratio is required. Altogether, the scenario indicates a complex
composition of two molecules of C3 and one molecule of C1.
The scheme of the mathematical model used throughout this article is depicted in Fig.1.

The mathematical model and the corresponding parameter settings are described in the
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Methods section. Our model is able to reproduce the correlation of C1 and C3 expression as
well as the correlation of C1-phosphorylation with C3-expression observed experimentally
(Fig.2).

2.1 Temperature compensation

As Ruoff and coworkers showed [15] on the basis of the Arrhenius equation and concepts
from metabolic control analysis [20], it is always possible to achieve temperature com-
pensation in oscillatory models by choosing suitable activation energies. This antagonistic
principle implicates that there are processes that increase the period of the oscillator while
others simultaneously decrease it. This can be analyzed by determining the period control
coefficients of a model as described in Section4. Figure3shows the period control
coefficients of our model oscillator. The transcription rate v1and the mRNA degradation
v2have the highest and lowest control coefficients, respectively. A positive control for
transcription has been observed, e.g., for the mammalian circadian oscillator [21], and the
importance of mRNA degradation for period control has already been demonstrated in 1999
[22]. Furthermore, the control coefficients are in a similar range as in other circadian clock
models [23].
To avoid the assumption of non-physiological activation energies, we employed the

knowledge that biochemical processes usually comprise a Q10of 2 to 3, but can sometimes
have a Q10upto5[24]. The factor Q10is a measure of the fractional change of a reaction
rate as a consequence of increasing the temperature by 10 K. We furthermore assumed that
reaction rates and maximal velocitiesviare the only temperature-dependent parameters of
our model. The Michaelis-Menten constantskihave been considered to be temperature-
independent. This holds as Michaelis-Menten constants are ratios of rate constants and
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Fig. 3Period control coefficients of reaction rates were calculated as described in Section4
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furthermore are specific for a certain reaction. Therefore, usually vary slightly, if at all
with temperature.
The relation between reaction rates at a basal temperature, their temperature dependency

and the Q10are defined by the well-known Arrhenius equation (see Section4). Thus, if we
assume a Q10of 2 to 3, the activation energies are between 50 and 80 kJ/mol. As standard
activation energy we applied 67 kJ/mol, corresponding to an average Q10of 2.5. As basal
temperature we used 291 K (18◦C) as this corresponds to the lower temperature applied in
the experimental investigation of C1 phosphorylation.
We initially restricted ourselves to three distinct activation energy levels. The activation

energies of rates having a negative period control coefficient were set to the lower limit
of activation energies, corresponding to 50 kJ/mol. Reactions having a positive period
control coefficient were modeled with high activation energies. As we solely applied
this to the reactions of the negative feedback loop and the complex formation, the upper
limit of activation energies had to be adjusted to 84 kJ/mol to achieve proper temperature
compensation. The expression levels of C1 do not change with temperature. Thus, we used
a standard activation energy of 67 kJ/mol for the translation and degradation of C1. These
processes have period-control coefficients with different signs and similar absolute values.
Thus, applying high and low activation energies as for the negative feedback loop would
lead to temperature dependent changes in the expression of C1. However, if we apply the
same activation energy and thus the same Q10for both processes, C1 expression is relatively
constant with temperature (not shown) as observed experimentally.
The control coefficients of the phosphorylation and the dephosphorylation reactions

as well as for the degradation of phosphorylated C1 are relatively low. Moreover, we
wanted to separately investigate the role of the experimentally observed increase in C1
phosphorylation at low temperature. Therefore, we kept the activation energy of those
processes initially at 67 kJ/mol.
If we apply the activation energies according to the rules stated above, we obtain a

temperature compensation of our oscillator with a period Q10of approximately 1.14. This is
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period Q10of 2.51 (continuous line).bThe concentration ofc3-mRNA cycles robustly between approx. 288
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below 281 K. This is reflected by a reducedc3−mRNA amplitude
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clearly within the range of compensation experimentally reported for circadian oscillators.
Figure4a shows the temperature dependency in comparison to the uncompensated model
where all activation energies are set to 67 kJ/mol. We did not test temperatures below 288 K
due to the fact that the oscillator becomes damped for lower temperatures (Fig.4b). This
resembles experimental observations inGonyaulax polyedra (Lingulodinium polyedra)
where oscillations disappear at low temperature but can be restored after application of
higher temperature [25].

2.2 Temperature entrainment

To our knowledge, experimental data on temperature entrainment are rare (see [26–28]
for recent examples) and only a few modeling approaches have dealt with this topic so
far. Ruoff and Rensing [29] have simulated the response of their model to two different
temperature cycle periods. However, the amplitude of the system variables in their sim-
ulation is volatile. Therefore, it is possible that they observed quasiperiodic behavior. As
Takeuchi et al. [30] showed in their model, for certain amplitudes of temperature changes,
the oscillator displays a nearly periodic behavior with a period close but not equal to the
period of the temperature cycle. To avoid this problem, we calculated the length of every
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Fig. 5We varied the activation energy for the phosphorylation (E
p
A)and dephosphorylation (E

dp
A)of C1

andatested the entrainment of our model to temperature cycles with an amplitude of 10 K and a period of
24 h (black—proper entrainment, grey—period doubling, and white—not entrainable) b. Additionally, we
calculated the ratio between the amount of phosphorylated C1 at 291 K and 301 K. Contours were drawn
at ratios 2, 1.6, and 1.2. In partc, the correlation between the two activation energies and the period Q10of
our model oscillator is shown. Contours were drawn at 1.2, 1.15, and 1.1. Ind, example time courses are

given for entrainment (upper panel) and period doubling (lower panel). For these time courses,E
dp
A was set

to 67 kJ/mol andE
p
Awas set to 40 kJ/mol (upper panel)or60kJ/mol(lower panel)
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cycle to determine whether the oscillator has been entrained to the temperature cycles,
whether period doubling occurs or whether the oscillator is not entrainable at all (see
Section4for detailed description).
Motivated by the question of the role of temperature dependent C1 phosphorylation

for temprature entrainment and compensation, we varied the activation energy for both
processes between 35 and 75 kJ/mol. As shown in Fig.5, the entrainment is relatively

independent of the activation energy for the dephosphorylation reaction (E
dp
A). On the other

hand, effective entrainment could exclusively be achieved with a maximal activation energy
of 50 kJ/mol for the phosphorylation reaction (E

p
A). The exact value slightly varies with the

value of the activation energy for the dephosphorylation reaction.
We furthermore calculated the amount of phosphorylated C1 at 291 K (18◦C) and 301 K

(28◦C) and plotted the ratio between the amount of phosphorylated C1 at both temperatures
(see Fig.5b). Interestingly, the contour line drawn for a ratio of 1.6 correlates with the border
of proper entrainment in Fig.5a. Experimentally, a ratio of about 2 has been determined.
Hence, increased phosphorylation of C1 at lower temperature seems to be important for
appropriate entrainment in our model.
In Fig.5c we show how the activation energies of the phosphorylation and dephospho-

rylation of C1 influence the period Q10values of our oscillator. As the period control
coefficient of the phosphorylation reaction is relatively low, the impact of changes in
the activation energy of the phosphorylation reaction on temperature compensation is
also low and the period Q10is within the physiological range for all values tested. Still,
the temperature compensation is slightly stronger with higher activation energies for the
phosphorylation and lower activation energies for the dephosphorylation of C1. In contrast,
the entrainment requires the opposite behavior. Thus, at least in this case, the mechanisms
for temperature entrainment and compensation are contradictory. Nevertheless, temperature
compensation is required to some extent for entrainment as the uncompensated oscillator
(all EA=67 kJ/mol) cannot be entrained with temperature cycles of any amplitude or
period.
Finally, we tested the entrainment of our oscillator with different amplitudes and periods.

For the phosphorylation of C1 we used an activation energy of 40 kJ/mol. For the
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Fig. 6Depending on the temperature amplitude, our model oscillator can be entrained to periods around
24 h. The entrainment was simulated for 1,000 modeling hours either withasinusoidal orbrectangular
temperature curves. The latter resembles the standard experimental procedure but shows a limited range of
entrainment compared to sinusoidal temperature cycles (black—proper entrainment,grey—period doubling
andwhite—not entrainable)
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dephosphorylation we applied the standard activation energy, as this best reproduces the
difference observed in phosphorylation levels and allows robust entrainment to different
amplitudes and periods as shown in Fig.6a. For sinusoidal temperature cycles, one
observes a tongue-shaped entrainment region that is known as the Arnold tongue [31]. In
contrast, the entrainment with rectangular temperature curves, which resembles the standard
experimental procedure, shows a limited range of entrainment compared to sinusoidal
temperature cycles (Fig.6b). Similar differences have been shown for simulations of light
entrainment in a mathematical model forNeurospora crassa[32] and experimentally in
hamsters by Boulos et al. [33]. Both investigations showed that the range of entrainment
cycles is larger if the dawn and dusk transitions are gradual, as in nature. The simulated light
entrainment to rectangular cycles has a similar shape as our calculated entrainment region.
The scattering in our results is due to the high precision we required for proper entrainment
(approx. 1 min) and the limited entrainment time of 1,000 h. The shape gets smoother with
longer entrainment time (not shown). However, we decided to stop our simulation at this
point as 1,000 model hours are already quite a long time and entrainment times that are even
longer would not be of any physiological relevance.

2.3 Phase response curves

To study the response of our model to temperature pulses, we first entrained our model
by 24 h temperature cycles for 234 modeling hours and released it from temperature
entrainment at the time point of the lowest temperature. This was regarded to be circadian
time 0 (CT0). After further simulation at constant temperature (291 K) for 5 days,
temperature pulses were applied at different circadian times. The resulting phase response
curves (PRCs) are displayed in Fig.7a. For the entrainment, we used sinusoidal temperature
curves as observed in the natural environment [30] whereas the temperature pulses were
simulated with rectangular functions. To determine the circadian time, we used CT of the
c3-mRNA peak as reference as described by Johnson et al. [1]. For temperature-increase
pulses, one expects and observes a phase delay at the beginning of the night and phase
advance at the end of the night. During the day, the organisms expect temperature to rise.
Therefore, only slight or no responses to temperature-increase pulses in the middle of the
day are observed. This is called the dead zone of the PRC and the simulation of this dead
zone with mathematical models is known to be difficult [34]. In our simulations, the phase
delay during the night is reduced compared to experimental observations [1], but the dead
zone is very well simulated. Taken together, our PRC is a typical so-called type 1 PRC and
reflects those observed experimentally in other organisms [2].
To investigate the composition of the PRC and to better understand the origin of the dead

zone, we restricted the temperature pulse to single reactions to calculate the contribution of
each reaction to the observed phase shifts (Fig.7a). Although the PRCs look different during
the night phase, all PRCs display a dead zone during the day. Thus we compared the PRCs
to the species concentration time courses. As can be deduced from Fig.7b the dead zone in
the PRC correlates with the time of high concentration of the phosphorylated form of C3.

3 Discussion

The time course of temperature is, of course, an important environmental factor for any
living organism. Here, we have analyzed by a simulation study how the circadian rhythm
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can be entrained by external temperature and, nevertheless, resist changes to its basic
properties upon changes in temperature.
Using experimental data on temperature changes in the green algaC. reinhardtii,we

built a model of a circadian oscillator that is temperature-compensated and can be entrained
by temperature cycles in a certain period range. As experimental data on temperature
entrainment and compensation inC. reinhardtiiare limited and difficult to obtain, we
compared our simulation to experimental results from other organisms. Although, the
components of circadian clocks differ from organism to organism, there seem to be
some general features that are common to all circadian clocks as most of them involve
phosphorylation of one or several clock components, complex formation and interlocked
feedback loops. Therefore, we believe that the conclusions we draw from our simulation
reflect some general features of circadian rhythms.
In the present study, we showed that in our model, the temperature-dependent phos-

phorylation of the C1 subunit of the RNA-binding complex CHLAMY1 is required for
proper temperature entrainment of the oscillator. Entrainment was only achieved with low
activation energy for the phosphorylation of C1, which leads to higher phosphorylation at
lower temperature, as observed experimentally. In contrast, the temperature compensation
of our oscillator is better, with higher activation energies for the C1 phosphorylation,
although it is still in an experimentally observed range for high activation energies. Thus,
the mechanisms for temperature compensation and entrainment are partially contradictory
in our model.
Nevertheless, temperature compensation is required for temperature entrainment in our

model, as the uncompensated oscillator cannot be entrained by temperature cycles of any
kind. To determine whether this is true in general for circadian oscillators is beyond the
scope of this study. However, that temperature compensation might be required to allow
entrainment over a broad range of temperatures has already been postulated by Johnson
[35]. In addition, a mathematical discussion of this phenomenon can be found in Rand
et al. [36].
So far, the kinases and phosphatases involved in the phosphorylation of C1 are not

known. In theper1-mutant that shows reduced phosphorylation of C1 at both high and low
temperature [10], an influence on temperature regulation has been observed. However, the
mutated gene is not known so far, although genetic crosses indicate a single locus [37]. As
the entrainment is much more sensitive to changes in the phosphorylation reaction compared
to the dephosphorylation reaction, the kinase involved in this process especially needs to be
identified to be able to modulate the phosphorylation status of C1 experimentally.
Currently, the experimental data on C3-expression are not sufficient to fit the temperature

dependent behavior of C3 in our model, and thus we did only attempt to capture the co-
regulation of C1 and C3 observed experimentally. We are able to show that the co-regulation
is achieved by sequestration of C3 due to complex formation with C1 and does not require
any additional feedback. To include temperature and daytime-dependent changes of C3
in our model, we most probably would have to extend the current model. To do so,
the temperature-dependent expression level of C3 should be experimentally determined,
preferably under constant conditions for several time points, as C3 is known to cycle over
the course of a day [17,18].
To further investigate the entrainment properties of our model, we tested the entrainment

to temperature cycles of different amplitude and period, and with different wave forms. We
show that our oscillator can be entrained to a certain range of periods, which is dependent
on the amplitude of the oscillation. Although our oscillator can in general be entrained
by both rectangular and sinusoidal temperature cycles, the range of the entrainment to
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rectangular temperature cycles is much more limited. This is in line with an extension of
the entrainment limit for gradual lights-on and lights-off transition observed in hamsters
[33] and with simulations on light entrainment forN. crassathat show that a 12-h transition
time, corresponding to a sinusoidal wave forms, has the best entrainment potential [32].
Therefore, our simulations are in good agreement with experimental observations and with
previous simulation studies.
As the properties of entrainment are different for rectangular and sinusoidal temperature

cycles and as natural temperature variations correspond to sinusoidal temperature curves
[30], we suggest to apply if possible sinusoidal temperature cycles in experimental proce-
dures or allow for very slow transition between the temperature levels to avoid possible
experimental artifacts.
Finally, we investigated the response of our model to temperature-increase pulses and the

resulting PRC is a typical so-called type 1 PRC and reflects those observed experimentally
in other organisms [2]. Especially, the dead zone occurring during the day phase was
successfully simulated in our calculations.
To better understand the origin of this dead zone and the overall shape of the PRC

that is known to be difficult to simulate with mathematical models, we disassembled
the PRC by simulating the influence of temperature pulses on single reactions. Although
those PRCs are different for the night time, all PRCs contain a dead zone during the day.
Thus, we further investigated the species concentration time courses and demonstrate that
the dead zone corresponds to times with highCP3concentration. This species negatively
feeds back on the transcription ofc3 and thus prevents transcription ofc3 above a certain
concentration threshold. Furthermore, the concentration ofCP3is far above the KM value
of the corresponding degradation reaction and the degradation is therefore saturated. Taken
together, increases in the reaction rates by two-to-three-fold cannot induce large changes in
the species time course, due to saturation conditions forCP3and the resulting inhibition of
transcription, and this seems to be the reason for the observed dead zone in our PRCs.
Unfortunately, we do not have experimental data fromC. reinhardtiito validate the

prediction of our model, but it reflects experimental observation from other organisms and
enhances our comprehension of temperature entrainment and PRCs. Although the specific
components are different, circadian clock architectures seem to comprise some general
features like temperature-regulated phosphorylation and complex formation. Therefore, we
believe that the properties and mechanisms for temperature entrainment we identified in
our model could be valid for other clock models, too. Thus, our simulations might provide
a basis for the theoretical investigation of circadian temperature regulation.

4 Methods

4.1 Mathematical model and simulations

For our simulations, we used the following mathematical model:

dCmRNA3

dt
=

v1

k1+ C
P
3
2
−
v2C

mRNA
3
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(1)
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If not stated otherwise, we applied the following parameter settings:

v1=2.6nM
2/h;k1=0.4nM

2;v1=3nM/h;k2=2nM;v3=5h
−1;v4=2.2nM/h;

k4=0.2nM;v5=0.1h
−1;v6=1.5nM/h;k6=1.4nM;v7=19h

−1;v8=30nM/h;

k8=2nM;v9=1nM/h;k9=1nM;v10=20nM/h;k10=4nM;vp=1h
−1;

vdp=0.5h
−1;vcompl=10h

−1nM−2;CmRNA1 =1nM

The initial concentration of all species except CmRNA1 were set to 0. All parameters are
assumed to hold for the base temperature TB=291 K for all calculations. As the existing
experimental data are not sufficient to fit the parameters, they were arbitrarily chosen
in order to obtain a free-running period of approximately 24 h at 296 K. The model
has been submitted to the biomodels database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/)
MODEL1201130000.
For all calculations except PRCs, oscillations were calculated for 1,000 model hours.

The phase in PRCs was determined after 520 model hours. The interval size for numerical
integration was set to 0.01 h. All calculations except the calculation of control coefficients
was done using COPASI version 4.7 [38].

4.2 Computation of period control coefficients

The normalized period control coefficient with respect to the rate constant is defined
as [20]:

Cτi=
vi

τ

∂τ

∂vi
. (7)

To compute the period control coefficients, we follow previous approaches [39–42]. The
period control coefficient of the reaction rate constantvican be measured by the negative
phase shift on the limit cycle after one periodτ, if the perturbation starts on the limit-cycle
X0(t)[40,41]:

∂τ

∂vi
=−

∂φ

∂vi
(τ )=−

n

j=1

∂φ

∂Xj
(τ )
∂Xj

∂vi
(τ )=−Q(τ )·

∂X

∂vi
(τ ). (8)
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The functionQj(t)is known as the infinitesimal PRC of the system with respect to a small
perturbation in the concentration of the model species over time (Xj(t))and can be computed
by integrating backwards in timet≤tfthe ODE-system by Ermentrout and Koppel [42]:

dQ(t)

dt
=−J(t)TQ(t). (9)

Here,J(t)=∂F/∂X|X=X0(t)is the Jacobian matrix evaluated on the limit cycle and the

final condition isQ(tf)= 0,...,0,1/FjX
0(tf),0,...,0

T
withFbeing the right-hand

side of our ODE system. Finally, the sensitivity coefficients of the model species on the
limit cycleX0(t)with respect to changes in the reaction rate constantvi,∂X(t)∂vi,are
computed by the standard Green’s function method [39].
Calculations were done using MATLAB.

4.3 Modeling temperature changes

The temperature dependency of reaction ratesviwas simulated using the Arrhenius
equation:

v=vbe
EA
R
(TB−TA)
TB∗TA , (10)

wherevbcorresponds to the reaction rates and maximal velocities at base temperature in the
model description. ForEA, different values were applied. C1 translation and degradation as
well asCP1dephosphorylation and degradation and complex degradation were simulated
using the standard activation energy ofESA=67 kJ/mol. For the reactions of the negative

feedback loop and the complex formation,E
high
A =84 kJ/mol was applied to rates with

positive control coefficients andElowA =50 kJ/mol was applied to rates with negative control
coefficients. The phosphorylation of C1 was modeled with an activation energy ofE

p
A=

40 kJ/mol if not stated otherwise.

4.4 Simulation of temperature entrainment

If not stated otherwise, temperature entrainment was modeled using the following equation
for sinusoidal temperature cycles:

TA=296K+
A

2
sin
2πt

τ
(11)

withAandτbeing the amplitude and the period of the temperature cycles, respectively.
For temperature entrainment with rectangular temperature cycles, the temperature was

set to 296K+A
2
for day and 296K−A

2
for night. The lengths of day and night are both

equal toτ
2
.

Entrainment was evaluated after 1,000 model hours by calculating the time difference
between the last threec3-mRNA peaks. If the difference was equal toτ±0.02 h, successful
entrainment was assumed. If this was not the case, period doubling was assumed if the sum
of the differences was equal to 2τ±0.06 h. In this case the length of each cycle alternates
around the period of the temperature cycle. In all other cases, we assumed that entrainment
is not possible.
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Abstract

Many biological species possess a circadian clock, which helps them anticipate daily variations
in the environment. In the absence of external stimuli, the rhythm persists autonomously with
a period of approximately 24 h. However, single pulses of light, nutrients, chemicals or
temperature can shift the clock phase. In the case of light- and temperature-cycles, this allows
entrainment of the clock to cycles of exactly 24 h. Circadian clocks have the remarkable
property of temperature compensation, that is, the period of the circadian rhythm remains
relatively constant within a physiological range of temperatures. For several organisms,
temperature-regulated processes within the circadian clock have been identified in recent
years. However, how these processes contribute to temperature compensation is not fully
understood. Here, we theoretically investigate temperature compensation in general
oscillatory systems. It is known that every oscillator can be locally temperature compensated
around a reference temperature, if reactions are appropriately balanced. A balancing is always
possible if the control coefficient with respect to the oscillation period of at least one reaction
in the oscillator network is positive. However, for global temperature compensation, the whole
physiological temperature range is relevant. Here, we use an approach which leads to an
optimization problem subject to the local balancing principle. We use this approach to analyse
different circadian clock models proposed in the literature and calculate activation energies
that lead to temperature compensation.

SOnline supplementary data available fromstacks.iop.org/PhysBio/8/056007/mmedia

1. Introduction

Circadian clocks occur in most eukaryotes and in many
prokaryotes such as cyanobacteria [1–3]. Their purpose is
to coordinate biological activities into a daily rhythm and to
anticipate variations in the environment. This daily cycle
is an endogeneous rhythm with a period of approximately
24 h even in the absence of external signals. However, diverse
signals such as single pulses of light, nutrients, chemicals or

1Corresponding author.

temperature can shift the clock phase. This allows entrainment
of the clock to cycles of exactly 24 h if for example light and
temperature varies over the course of a 24 h day. Importantly,
the endogenous period of the circadian rhythm depends on the
rate constants that in turn depend on temperature. This allows
entrainment of the rhythm to external temperature cycles as
observed in poikilothermic organisms [4,5].

In spite of the entrainability by temperature clues, the
period of the circadian rhythm remains relatively constant
within a physiological range of temperatures. That is, the
oscillator is temperature-compensated [6–8]. Temperature

1478-3975/11/056007+13$33.00 1 © 2011 IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK
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compensation is of enormous physiological relevance for
poikilothermic organisms because it allows them to maintain
a relatively constant circadian rhythm under seasonal and
geographic changes of temperature. The robustness of the
oscillatory period with respect to temperature is a special case
of the robustness of oscillations [9–11]. The study of circadian
rhythms is of great medical and technological importance, for
example, in the optimization of cultivation conditions of crop
plants and to understand the effect of changing sleep-wake
cycles of shift-workers.

While metabolic control analysis and its quantities have
been developed to analyse stationary steady states in metabolic
systems [12], its defining quantities, like control coefficients,
can also be extended to stationary properties of oscillating
systems [13–15]. In fact the sensitivity analysis of chemical
oscillations is a well-established theory [16–21]. The concept
of period control coefficients has been applied to the problem
of temperature compensation in circadian rhythms by Ruoff
et al[22]. It has been derived that every oscillator can
be temperature compensated by the principle of antagonistic
balance [6,23]. This principle demands that reaction rates
that decrease the circadian period should be balanced by
reactions that increase the period. Modelling the temperature
dependence of the reaction rates by the Arrhenius equation
the antagonistic principle demands a fine tuning of the
activation energies of the individual reactions. However, the
antagonistic principle does not fully specify the activation
energies and moreover is a local property around some
reference temperature. Therefore, choosing proper activation
energies is an ambiguous and sometimes difficult task, since
one has to incorporate the whole physiological temperature
range. A method has been proposed to compute the
dependence of the reaction rates on the temperature to achieve
temperature compensation [24]. However, this method does
not provide activation energies for the individual reaction
rates. Moreover, activation energies of biochemical reactions
usually are between 50–80 kJ mol−1, which corresponds to a
doubling to tripling of the reaction rate after a 10◦C increase
in temperature [25,26].

Using sensitivity analysis of oscillations, we here
theoretically investigate temperature compensation in
biological oscillatory systems. We employ the fact that
most biochemical reactions have a standard activation energy
between 50–80 kJ mol−1and deviations from this energy are
costly [25]. This allows us to avoid the ambiguity in choosing
the activation energies. Using an optimization approach,
we develop an algorithm to compute activation energies
over the physiological temperature range with an adjustable
compensation degree. Our algorithm is not restricted to
circadian rhythms and can be applied to other biological
oscillations such as Ca2+oscillations or glycolytic oscillations.
However, usually in these models the period of oscillations is
not compensated and has a period-Q10much larger than 1
[9]. To test our algorithm, we analyse circadian clock models
of several organisms proposed in the literature and compute
activation energies that led to temperature compensation.

2. Methods

2.1. General model

For the theoretical investigations, we consider a general
dynamical system ofnvariablesXdefined as

dX

dt
=F(X), (1)

which has a stable limit cycle solutionX0with nominal
periodτ. Naturally in these models there will appear kinetic
parameters for the corresponding reaction rates.

2.2. Temperature dependence of the reaction rates

The temperature dependence of biological rate constants is
usually modelled by the Arrhenius equation:

ki(T )=Ae
−
EiA
RT, (2)

whereEiAis the activation energy of theith reaction andA,
R,Tare the pre-exponential factor, the gas constant and the
temperature in Kelvin, respectively. Here, we split up the
reaction rate constant into a reaction rate at base temperature
TB,̄kiand a temperature-dependent term

ki(T )=k̄iϑi(T )=k̄ie
EiA
R (

T−TB
TTB
)
, (3)

which becomes after definingT=TB+ T

ϑi(T )=e
EiA
R (

T
(TB+ T )TB

)
. (4)

Furthermore, theQ10value of a reaction rate constant is given
by

ϑi(10)=e
EiA
R (

10
(TB+10)TB

)
=Qi10. (5)

Obviously, theQ10depends on the base temperature. Van’t
Hoff’s rule says that the Q10 of chemical reactions is
usually around 2–3. Unless denaturation of enzymes or
other conformation changes intervene, this rule also holds
for biochemical reactions [25,26]. AtTB = 288 K
(15◦C), aQ10of 2.5 corresponds to activation energies of
EiA≈65 kJ mol

−1.
We restrict the temperature dependence to the reaction

rate constants in the models. Although, Michaelis–Menten
constants can vary with temperature as well they are ratios of
rate constants and thus only slightly depend on temperature.

2.3. Model examples

As one model example, we use here a model based on the
Goodwin oscillator originally proposed by Goodwin in 1965
[27] for biochemical oscillations in bacteria and widely used
as a core component for circadian rhythms later. The Goodwin
oscillator has been used successfully in previous investigations
of temperature compensation [28,29]. However, while the
original model entirely used linear kinetics, we use here
Michaelis–Menten kinetics for the degradation term. It can

2
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Table 1.Parameter values of the modified Goodwin oscillator in
(7a)–(7c).

Parameter Value

k1 14.47 h−1

k2 17 h−1

k3 0.3 h−1

k4 11 h−1

k5 0.1 h−1

k6 1.04 h−1

K1 0.29
a 0.14

be shown analytically that this allows us to lower the Hill
coefficient in the negative feedback [30], while the possibility
for periodic limit-cycle solutions persists [31,32]. The model
equations can be written as

dX

dt
=k1

1

K1+Z2
−k2

X

K2+X
(6a)

dY

dt
=k3X−k5Y−k4

Y

K4+Y
(6b)

dZ

dt
=k5Y−k6

Z

K6+Z
. (6c)

Since we are only interested in the temporal dynamics
rather than the amplitude behaviour, we non-dimensionalize
our system in the concentrations. We do so by setting
X∗=X/K2,Y

∗=Y/K4,Z
∗=Z/K6,K

∗
1=K1/K

2
6,a=

K4/K6,k
∗
1=k1 K2K

2
6,k

∗
2=k2/K2,k

∗
3=k3K2/K4,k

∗
4=

k4/K4,k
∗
6=k6/K6. On dropping the asterisks for notational

convenience, this system becomes

dX

dt
=k1

1

K1+Z2
−k2

X

1+X
(7a)

dY

dt
=k3X−k5Y−k4

Y

1+Y
(7b)

dZ

dt
=k5aY−k6

Z

1+Z
. (7c)

The parameters we have chosen for this model are given
in table1. With these parameters, the oscillation has a period
of approximately 24.78 h.
Moreover, we consider a model from Synechococcus

elongatus[33], aNeurospora crassamodel [34], aDrosophila
melanogastermodel [35], anArabidopsis thalianamodel [36]
and a mammalian model [37,38]. We use the parameters
given in the studies and assume they are defined for a reference
temperature of 288 K (15◦C) if this reference temperature is
not given. For theDrosophilamodel from Ruoffet al[35], the
reference temperature is given by 284 K (11◦C). Except for the
model ofArabidopsis, we analyse all the models in a constant
darkness setting. Experiments on temperature compensation
inArabidopsisare usually done in a constant light setting.
Moreover, the endogeneous period is measured under constant
light conditions. Therefore, we analyse theArabidopsismodel
in two conditions: under constant darkness (light-parameter
=0) and constant light ( =1).

To show that our method is not restricted to compute
activation energies for temperature-compensated oscillators,
we also consider a calcium model system by Marhlet al
[39](cf[40–42] for reviews on the modelling of calcium
oscillations). For calcium oscillations, it was found that the
frequency is tripled at a 10 K increase in temperature [9]. To
avoid bursting dynamics in this system, we choose the channel
parameterkch= 1500 s

−1. The parameterkchrepresents
the maximal permeability of the Ca2+channels in the ER
membrane. According to the bifurcation diagram in [43],
the system exhibits regular Ca2+oscillations with the channel
parameter set to 1500 s−1. We wanted to concentrate on
these more regular oscillations since they are more commonly
observed [39]. In this range, the system exhibits a simple limit
cycle [43].

2.4. Period control coefficients

To effectively measure the control over the oscillation period
τby the individual reaction rate constantski, we need to be
able to compute the period control coefficients∂τ/∂ki.The
normalized control coefficient is defined as [13]

Cτi=
ki

τ

∂τ

∂ki
. (8)

Since the reaction rates depend on the temperatureT,sodothe
period control coefficients. Thus, the period control coefficient
Cτiis always computed at a specific reference temperature.
To compute the period control coefficients, we follow

previous approaches [17,19,21]. Obviously, the period
control coefficient of the reaction rate constantkican be
measured by the negative phase shift on the limit cycle after
one periodτ[17,21]:

∂τ

∂ki
=−
∂φ

∂ki
(τ ). (9)

Here we assume that the small perturbation in the rate constant
kihas occurred so long ago that att=0,the system is on the
limit cycle again. This excludes transient behaviour. We can
decompose the change of phase along the limit cycle induced
by a change in the reaction rate constantkias [17]

∂φ

∂ki
(t)=

n

j=1

∂φ

∂Xj

∂Xj

∂kiX=X0(t)
=Q(t)·

∂X

∂ki
(t). (10)

Thus, the change of phase induced by a perturbation inkiis
the sensitivity of the phase to a perturbation in theith system
variable at timettimes the sensitivity of theith system variable
on the limit cycle with respect toki(both measured after a
certain transient).
The functionQj(t)is also known as the infinitesimal

phase response curve (PRC) of the system with respect to a
small perturbation inXj(t). In appendixAwe show how to
calculateQ(t)and in appendixBwe derive that

Cτi=−
1

τ

τ

0

Q(t)·ki
∂F

∂ki
(t)=−

1

τ

τ

0
i(t)dt. (11)

The term i(t)is known as the infinitesimal PRC with respect
to a perturbation in the rate constantki[10]. Thus, the period
control coefficient of theith reaction is the average of its
infinitesimal PRC.
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Figure 1.Period control coefficients of the modified Goodwin oscillator in (7a)–(7c).

3. Results

3.1. Temperature compensation

3.1.1. Local compensation—the antagonistic principle. It
has been realized as early as in the 1950s that for compensation
around a given reference temperature there must exist a balance
between reactions that lengthen the period and reactions
that shorten it [23]. This has been called the principle of
antagonistic balancing [6].
In general the period of the oscillator depends on all

parameters of the system. We can express this in the form
τ(p)with the parameter vectorp. Here we assume that
only the reaction rate constants change with temperature
and thus we neglect the dependence ofτon all the other
parameters and writeτ(k(T )).k(T )is the vector of them
reaction ratesk1(T ), k2(T ), . . . , km(T ). For local temperature
compensation, the total differential ofτ(k(T ))with respect to
T(at a fixed temperatureTB) has to be zero [24]:

0=
dτ(k(T ))

dT
=

m

i=1

∂τ

∂kik(TB)=k̄

dki(T )

dT
. (12)

If we assume the temperature dependence to follow the
Arrhenius equation in (2), we derive the well-known balancing
equation [7,22]

0=

m

i=1

CτiE
i
A. (13)

Here we used the definition of the normalized control
coefficient in (8). Unfortunately, this equation is
highly underdetermined and allows an infinite combination
of activation energies to achieve (local) temperature
compensation. Nevertheless, one can already conclude that an
oscillator without period-lengthening reactions (allCτi<0)

cannot be compensated. Consider the special case that there
are only two setsS1,S2of reactions with different activation
energiesES1a,E

S2
a. The above equation can then be written as

0=
i∈S1

CτiE
S1
a +

i∈S2

CτiE
S2
a. (14)

Using the well-known summation property of the period
control coefficients m

i=1C
τ
i=−1[13], this becomes

0=−ES1a +E
S2
a −E

S1
a

i∈S2

Cτi. (15)

Solving forES2a, we obtain

ES2a =E
S1
a 1+

1

i∈S2
Cτi

. (16)

This provides a dependence between the two different
activation energies, while both are still indeterminate with
respect to multiplication by some common factor. Since
activation energies cannot be negative we can preclude all
sets with−1 i∈S2

Cτi 0 as being useful for temperature
compensation. Therefore, it seems that sets of reaction rates
with either large positive or large negative control coefficients
are best suited for temperature compensation.
We have numerically computed the control coefficients

Cτifor the modified Goodwin oscillator in (7a)–(7c)usingthe
methods described in section2.4atTB=288 K (15

◦C).
As can be seen in figure1, only the control coefficient of

the first rate constantk1is positive and thus appropriate for
temperature compensation, so we take it intoS2. Choosing
ES2a = 142.75 kJ mol

−1according to (16) (withES1a =
65 kJ mol−1 corresponding to the standard activation
energy) and solving the system numerically shows that good
temperature compensation can be achieved locally around
TB=288 K (figure2).

4
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Figure 2.Comparison of a locally compensated (solid) and uncompensated oscillator (dashed). Local compensation around 288 K (15◦C)
is achieved by choosing the activation energy of the reaction rate constantk1as 142.75 kJ mol

−1and all other activation energies 65 kJ
mol−1. The uncompensated oscillator is modelled by choosing all activation energies equal to 65 kJ mol−1.

However, a value of≈143 kJ mol−1is quite high for
an activation energy and one could ask how this value could
be lowered. Moreover, as can be seen in figure2,the
global compensation is not very good. This indicates that
it does not suffice to consider only two different sets of
reactions with specific activation energies. Rather to achieve
global temperature compensation, the activation energies of
all reactions need to be fine-tuned, as has been observed by
other researchers [35]. Nevertheless the (local) antagonistic
principle is the basis for any global compensation as we will
see next.

3.1.2. Global compensation—optimization towards Arrhenius
dependence. Here we present an approach which combines
the studies of Takeuchiet al[24] and Kurosawaet al[25].
At first we reconsider the local temperature compensation
principle. It turns out to be useful to consider the vanishing
total derivative of the logarithmically scaled period:

0=
dlnτ(k(T ))

dT
=

m

i=1

∂lnτ

∂lnkik(T )=k

dlnki(T )

dT

=

m

i=1

Cτi(k)
dlnki(T )

dT
. (17)

Here we do not explicitly assume an Arrhenius-like
dependence ofki(T ). Rather we try to optimize the reaction
rates towards the Arrhenius equation while still maintaining
the local condition for temperature compensation in (17). We
define

si(T )=
dlnki(T )

dT
=
1

ki

dki(T )

dT
. (18)

For the standard Arrhenius equation this term is given by

ssti(T )=
EiA
RT2
. (19)

We try to find a temperature dependence ki(T )with the
smallest deviation from the Arrhenius equation. Thus, we
need to minimize

m

i=1

si(T )−s
st
i(T )

2
→ min (20)

subject to the constraint m
i=1C

τ
i(k)si(T )= c. Herec

defines the degree of compensation observed experimentally.
Using the method of Lagrange multipliers and the summation
property of the control coefficients, we derive the optimal
s∗i(T )that minimizes the function as

s∗i(T )=s
st
i(T )−

m
j=1C

τ
j(k)s

st
j(T )+c

m
j=1C

τ
j(k)

2
Cτi(k). (21)

Although, we could optimize eachkiby a differentE
i
A,we

use here only a single standard activation energyEstA. This
simplifies the optimalsi(T )to

s∗i(T )=s
st(T )+(sst(T )+c)

1
m
j=1C

τ
j(k)

2
Cτi(k). (22)

After having derived the optimals∗i(T )(that ensures
temperature compensation) for the temperatureT, we can go
a step further toT+ T:

ki(T+ T )=ki(T )+
dk∗i
dT

T

=ki(T )+ki(T )s
∗
i(T )T . (23)

5
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Figure 3.Global compensation in the modified Goodwin oscillator. Upper-left: temperature dependence of the period for optimally
calculated rates (solid) and rates fitted by the Arrhenius equation (dashed). Lower-left: period control coefficients of the model rates over
the temperature range. Right: optimal calculated dependence for temperature compensation of the rates on the temperature.

Taking the limit T→ 0,we obtain a differential equation
for the rate lawki:

dki

dT
=ki

EstA
RT2

+
EstA
RT2

+c
1

m
j=1C

τ
j(k)

2
Cτi(k) (24)

with initial valuesk(TB)= k̄. This equation describes all
rate laws with minimal deviation from the standard Arrhenius
equation (withEstA) that also fulfil the local temperature
compensation properties and thus also global temperature
compensation. As can be seen from (24), reactions without
control on the oscillation period (Cτj = 0) will behave
according to the standard Arrhenius equation. In the frequent
case where explicit expressions forCτi(k)are inaccessible,
(24) can be integrated by the finite difference method.
Note that the optimal logarithmic slopes∗i(T )can also

be negative. This is the case, for example, in models
where all but one control coefficients are small and the one
control coefficient has a negative value between−1 and
0. This problem can be tackled by imposing the constraint
si(T ) EminA /(RT

2)in the above optimization problem,
whereEminA is some predefined minimal activation energy.
However, this leads to a convex optimization problem with
linear constraints for which an analytic solution is not known.
Thus, we need to solve an optimization problem using a convex
solver at each step. For this we used CVX, a convex solver for
MATLAB [44].

3.2. Computation of activation energies for the model
examples

We applied our method of global compensation to all of our
model systems (cf section2.3). As a first example, we choose
the simple Goodwin-oscillator model from (7a)–(7c). The
temperature dependence of the period over the temperature

range 15–35◦C and the computed optimal rates and control
coefficients are given in figure3.
As can be seen we obtain better compensation over this

temperature range than using the local approach. However,
we still observe a very slight decrease in the period. The
reason for this is numerical errors in the computation of
the control coefficients as described in appendixA, which
strongly influence our computed results (cf (24)). Especially
the computation of the adjoint system (the infinitesimal PRC)
is difficult since it relies on a numerical computation of
the Jacobian along the limit cycle and a sufficiently long
backwards calculation over several periods until a stable
oscillatory solution is found.
The period control is distributed mainly betweenk1,k2

andk5. The only positive period control is carried byk1,
whereas both others have negative control. Therefore, the
computed rate of increase ofk1is very much higher than
fork2andk5corresponding to higher and lower activation
energies than the standard ofEstA = 65 kJ mol

−1. Using
the Arrhenius equation (2) to fit the rates, we computed the
activation energies given in table2. For the fitting, we used
a nonlinear least-squares method. Using the fitted activation
energies, we can again compute the temperature dependence
of the Goodwin-oscillator model (figure3). In this case, still
good compensation is observed besides slight deviations. This
indicates that an Arrhenius-like dependence of the reaction
rates on the temperature is sufficient in this model.
The temperature dependence of the other models

using the calculated optimal rates (cf (24)) is depicted in
figure4(cf also supplementary figures S1–S6 available at
stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/8/056007/mmedia). It can be seen that
the calculated temperature dependence for the rates gives good
temperature compensation for nearly all example models. The
slight deviations from perfect compensation arise again from
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Table 2.Base parameter values and fitted activation energies of the models used in the study. Names of parameters are chosen in
accordance with published models. Units of parameters are omitted since they can be found in the original publications.

k̄i EiA k̄i EiA k̄i EiA

Modified Goodwin oscillator (7a)–(7c)
k1 14.470 87.73 k3 0.300 61.12 k5 0.100 47.87
k2 17.000 36.43 k4 11.000 63.31 k6 1.042 59.41

S. elongatus[33]
fm 0.60 208.72 k3 0.40 5.00
k2 0.04 10.32 k4 0.10 5.00

N. crassa[34]
vs 1.600 83.01 ks 0.500 44.39 k1 0.500 42.66
vm 0.505 21.41 vd 1.400 70.06 k2 0.600 70.71

D. melanogaster[35]
k1 1.10 84.19 k10 0.30 53.68 k19 1.00 64.19
k2 1.10 85.77 k11 0.70 42.38 k20 2.00 77.20
k3 1.10 77.22 k12 0.70 42.39 k21 0.40 12.89
k4 1.00 77.19 k13 0.20 47.20 k22 0.10 87.15
k5 1.00 74.12 k14 0.20 47.18 k23 0.80 35.08
k6 1.00 74.15 k15 0.04 43.87 k24 1.00 74.14
k7 1.00 46.67 k16 0.05 39.17 k25 0.10 35.41
k8 1.00 46.51 k17 1x106 64.19
k9 0.30 35.74 k18 0.01 64.19

Mammalian [37]
v1b 9.000 141.60 k3d 0.120 5.00 k6t 0.060 83.47
k1d 0.120 5.00 v4b 3.600 100.95 k6d 0.120 6.97
k2b 0.300 10.13 k4d 0.750 5.50 k7a 0.003 48.52
k2d 0.050 5.00 k5b 0.240 95.72 k6a 0.090 7.16
k2t 0.240 5.00 k5d 0.060 13.15 k7d 0.090 7.47
k3t 0.020 5.00 k5t 0.450 5.33

A. thaliana[36] (dark/light)
n1 7.814 71.74/73.56 m8 4.042 63.68/61.66 p5 0.500 64.73/−
m1 1.999 34.32/34.96 n3 0.243 77.47/81.31 m15 1.200 64.73/64.72
p1 0.830 66.15/67.37 m9 10.113 51.04/47.14 n6 8.071 64.18/60.45
r1 16.836 65.22/65.70 p3 2.147 77.19/80.90 m16 12.240 46.69/49.14
r2 0.169 64.73/64.72 r5 1.035 67.14/67.85 p6 0.291 43.66/39.26
m2 20.440 64.01/63.45 r6 3.302 62.21/61.49 r9 0.253 55.92/52.88
m3 3.689 60.76/58.87 m10 0.218 57.58/55.54 r10 0.221 70.15/73.33
n2 3.009 64.72/71.85 m11 3.344 59.67/58.34 m17 4.451 83.42/87.42
m4 3.823 62.73/52.78 n5 0.165 65.96/68.01 m18 0.016 65.15/65.27
p2 4.324 64.51/66.04 m12 4.297 63.15/58.30 q1 4.195 −/64.72
r3 0.317 60.06/56.12 p4 0.249 65.90/69.40 n0 0.050 −/65.24
r4 2.151 67.38/69.17 r7 2.212 64.21/63.18 q2 2.402 −/64.72
m5 0.001 64.1/− r8 0.200 64.88/65.06 n4 0.086 −/66.42
m6 3.174 62.47/60.51 m13 0.135 64.58/64.24 q3 1.000 −/64.72
m7 0.049 64.72/− m14 0.611 60.69/52.27 q4 2.451 −/64.72

errors in the numerical computation of the control coefficients.
Only the mammalian model from Becker-Weimannet al
[37] is not compensated. The reason for this is the fact
that all positive control coefficients are very small over the
considered temperature range and they cannot balance the
negative control by the other reactions (cf supplementary figure
S4 available atstacks.iop.org/PhysBio/8/056007/mmedia).
Moreover, the period of theArabidopsismodel from Locke
et al[36] in constant darkness and constant light and the
Synechococcusmodel from Axmann et al[33] drops at
30.3◦C, 22.7◦C and 27◦C, respectively. In the case of
theSynechococcousmodel, this is because the calculated
reaction rates become very large to balance reactions with
negative control (cf supplementary figure S1 available at
stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/8/056007/mmedia). Naturally, an
oscillating (limit cycle) solution of a model will only be

possible in a limited range of the parameter space. If one
steps out of this range the oscillations will be damped or
the system becomes chaotic, for example, by period-doubling
bifurcations. In the case of theSynechococcusmodel, the
oscillations are damped, whereas theArabidopsismodel under
light and dark conditions becomes chaotic.
To quantify the quality of the temperature compensation,

we additionally calculated the period-Q−10, which is defined
as the ratio of the period at base temperature 288 K (15◦C)
and the period at temperature 298 K (25◦C). Moreover, we
calculate the period-Q+10as the ratio of the period at 298 K
and the period at the highest temperature 308 K (35◦C) (cf
table3). These values should be compared with an
uncompensated oscillator, which has a period-Q10 of
approximately 2.5 when all activation energies are chosen as
EstA=65 kJ mol

−1.
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Figure 4.Global compensation in the example oscillator models. The temperature dependence of the rates has been calculated by the
proposed algorithm.
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Figure 5.Global compensation using fitted Arrhenius equations. The symbols are the same as in figure4. Filled symbols correspond to the
period of the models at the base temperature.

Next, we fitted the Arrhenius equation to the calculated
rates (cf figure5and table2). The compensation using the
Arrhenius equation for the rates is not that good as using the
optimally calculated rates.
It can be observed that theSynechococcusandDrosophila

models show overcompensation near their respective base
temperatures, while theNeurospora model first shows
undercompensation followed by overcompensation. Again
the mammalian model from Becker–Weimannet al[37]
is not compensated. Also theArabidopsismodel [36]
shows an uncompensated behaviour in both light and dark
conditions if we model all reaction rates by the Arrhenius

equation. This implies that the optimal rates leading to
temperature compensation are not correctly described by the
Arrhenius equation but there must exist specific temperature-
dependent regulatory modules for temperature compensation.
To quantify the deviation of the optimally calculated rates
from the fitted rates in the model forArabidopsisin constant
darkness, we calculated the ratio between the optimal and
the fitted rates and plotted both over the temperature as
shown in figure6. The rates with the highest deviation are
the transcription of the core clock component late elongated
hypocotyl (m1), the synthesis and degradation of both pseudo
response regulator 7/9 (PRR7/9) RNA- and protein (n6, p6,
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Figure 6.Arabidopsismodel. Comparison of optimal and fitted rates in the model forArabidopsis[36] in constant darkness. Depicted is
the ratio of the optimally calculated rates and the fitted rates using the Arrhenius equation.

Table 3.Q−10(ratio of the period at base temperature 288 K and the
period at 298 K) andQ+10(ratio of the period at 298 K and the period
at the highest temperature 308 K) values calculated for the
temperature-compensated models used in the study. A ‘–’ indicates
that the period could not be determined at the highest temperature.

Optimal rates Fitted rates

Model Q−10 Q+10 Q−10 Q+10

S. elongatus[33] 1.01 – 1.00 1.09
N. crassa[34] 1.00 1.01 0.97 1.00
D. melanogaster[35] 1.00 1.00 1.04 1.11
Mammalian [37] 1.04 1.07 1.04 1.06
A. thaliana[36] (dark) 1.00 – 1.19 –
A. thaliana[36] (light) – – – –

m17 and m16) as well as the synthesis of the hypothetical

X-RNA and -protein (n3 and p3). Similar deviations are

observed for the model in constant light except for the X-RNA

and -protein synthesis (cf supplementary figure S6 available

atstacks.iop.org/PhysBio/8/056007/mmedia). Although, the

model shows limited compensation under both dark and light

conditions, the calculated activation energies show similar

trends of up- and downregulation and are in most cases nearly

equal. This indicates that the method proposed here for

temperature compensation is relatively robust to moderate

changes in the model structure. Activation energies with

notable differences in a constant dark and constant light setting

can be observed form4(timing of CAB expression1 (TOC1)

mRNA degradation),n2(TOC1 transcription rate) andm14
(degradation of nuclear protein Y). Moreover, it is interesting

to note that all rates controlled by light in the model for

Arabidopsishave nearly standard activation energies. This

indicates that different temperatures have no control on the

period via these processes.

Table 4.Base parameter values and fitted activation energies of the
calcium model used in the study. Names of parameters are chosen in
accordance with the published model. Units of parameters are
omitted since they can be found in the original publications.

k̄i EiA k̄i EiA k̄i EiA

Calcium model [39]
kch 1500 65.16kl 0.05 63.99kp 20 60.96
kin 300 63.61kout 125 64 km 0.00625 64.10
k+ 0.1 63.21k− 0.01 66

Again we calculated the period-Q+10and the period-
Q−10to compare the uncompensated case with aQ10of 2.5
(cf table3).
Since our method allows an adjustable degree of

compensation, one can also use it to compute activation
energies for biochemical oscillators that do not possess such
a tight control on the period as is observed for circadian
oscillators. To demonstrate this, we also analysed a calcium
oscillation model from Marhlet al[39], where the period-Q10
has been reported to be around 3 [9], that is, the frequency
is tripled at a 10◦C temperature increase. We choose
the compensation factorc=−0.11, which corresponds to
such a frequency tripling. The resulting activation energies
are shown in table4(also cf supplementary figure S6
available atstacks.iop.org/PhysBio/8/056007/mmedia). The
resultingQ−10andQ

+
10using these activation energies are both

approximately 3.

4. Discussion

In this study we developed a method to compute activation
energies for an adjustable degree of temperature compensation
in circadian rhythms. The method is based on a minimal
deviation from the experimentally observed Arrhenius
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dependence and the fact that the experimentally observedQ10
of the reaction rates is in the range of 2–3. We furthermore
derived that the period control coefficient can be computed as
the average of the infinitesimal PRC of the reaction rate. To
our knowledge, this is a novel result and gives an intuitively
appealing definition of period control coefficients.
Our method can be used to add physiologically

meaningful temperature dependence to circadian oscillators
by modelling the correct degree of temperature compensation,
which is currently neglected in most studies. We have done
this for five models of the most prominent organisms in
circadian studies. The computed activation energies can be
used in further studies, for example, to analyse temperature
entrainment and to compare them with upcoming experimental
data.
To compute activation energies, we have to fit the

Arrhenius equation to the computed rates. Although, the fit
is very good for some rates others show slight deviations and
therefore also the degree of compensation is not the same as
when using the calculated rates. However, as circadian clocks
are usually not perfectly compensated, this is still in good
agreement with experimental observations. The calculated
activation energies to achieve temperature compensation are
for some models very high, respectively very low. This is
the case for theSynechococcusmodel and the mammalian
model. However, these models are both minimal models and
therefore some parts of the model might not be modelled with
sufficient details. On the other hand this could also imply that
there are special controlling mechanisms such that the reaction
rates behave nearly independent of temperature. Indeed in the
mammalian circadian clock, the degradation process of period
circadian protein homolog 2 (PER2) has been identified as
temperature insensitive [45], which coincides with the very
low activation energies calculated here for the degradation
ratesk2dandk3dfrom the mammalian model [37]. One
might object that temperature compensation is not important
for mammalian cells since mammals are homeothermic.
However, it is widely believed that the same molecular clock
works in different cell types and for fibroblasts it was indeed
shown that the clock is temperature compensated [46,47].
For the model of Arabidopsis in constant light,

temperature compensation can be achieved only in a very
limited range (≈15–22◦C) because the optimal rate constants
get into a region of parameter space where chaotic oscillations
are observed. First this can be avoided by taking care
that the parameters lie deeply in the limit-cycle region
during the modelling process, which indicates the importance
of considering the effect of temperature on the reaction
rates. Second, similar to the mammalian clock there might
be temperature-insensitive processes also inArabidopsis,
which prevent chaotic behaviour. If such processes can be
identified, this knowledge can be easily incorporated into
the proposed optimization problem by imposing additional
equality constraints.
For some models, exact temperature compensation cannot

be achieved with rates fitted to the Arrhenius equation. This
is especially the case for theArabidopsismodel. Those
deviations can be a hint for specifically temperature-regulated

processes that may be required to achieve proper temperature
compensation in this model. Therefore, we calculated the
ratio between the optimal and the fitted rates to identify those
processes that show the largest deviation. Interestingly, most
of the rates that show large differences between optimal and
fitted rates correspond to processes that involve synthesis or
degradation of PRR7/9, which has recently been reported
to play a role in temperature compensation ofArabidopsis
thaliana[48]. Thus, our approach can be used to identify
processes that have to be specifically temperature regulated,
which can then be tested experimentally.
Additionally, our method is able to identify reactions with

a large positive or negative control on the oscillator period as
these will have high or low activation energies. This allows us
to deduce crucial control points in the oscillator that strongly
change the period, which is the most characteristic property of
the circadian rhythm. On the other hand, it also allows us to
identify reactions that exert nearly no control on the circadian
period as these will have activation energies near the standard
value. Using this technique, different controlling modules in
the circadian oscillator could be identified. With respect to this,
it was interesting for us to observe that different temperatures
have no control on the period via the light-dependent processes
in the model forArabidopsis, which might be a mechanism to
separate the influence of constant light and temperature.
A disadvantage is that our method relies on a very exact

computation of the period control coefficients, which can
be time-consuming for large models. Small errors in the
control coefficients can lead to deviations from an exactly
compensated oscillator.
Here we also analysed a calcium oscillation model [39]

where the periodQ10has been reported to be around 3 to
demonstrate that our method can also be used to compute
activation energies for other oscillatory systems. In this case,
we observe more reactions having a near-standard activation
energy. This again highlights the evolutionary pressure on the
reactions in a circadian rhythm that are fine-tuned to produce
nearly constant periods under different temperatures.
Of course the here-calculated activation energies depend

on the chosen set of base parameter values and may be
different for other parameter sets. However, here we wanted to
concentrate on the published models and their parameters since
these are adapted to explain experimental data. Nevertheless,
our method can be applied to different parameter sets. In a
future study one could look at the effect different parameter
sets with the same circadian period have on the calculated
activation energies. Moreover, these sets should be chosen in
such a way that they lie deeply in the range of parameter space
where oscillatory solutions are observed to avoid damped or
chaotic behaviour.
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Appendix A. Sensitivity analysis of oscillations

We begin with the sensitivity coefficients of the model species
on the limit cycleX0to changes in the reaction rate constant
ki:∂X(t)/∂ki[16]. Differentiating (1) with respect tokione
derives that these fulfil the following linear inhomogeneous
ordinary differential equation (ODE):

d

dt

∂X

∂ki
(t)=J(t)

∂X

∂ki
(t)+

∂F

∂ki
(t), (A.1)

whereJ(t)=∂F/∂X|X=X0(t)is the Jacobian matrix evaluated
on the limit cycle. The term∂F/∂ki(t)is shorthand for the
evaluation of the partial derivative on the limit cycle. The
initial conditions∂X(0)/∂kiare zero except when the model
initial conditionsX(0)depend onki. The solution to this ODE
can be obtained by first solving the homogeneous equation to
obtain the main fundamental matrix of linearly independent
solutions and then using a variation of constants approach to
solve the inhomogeneous problem. This method is known as
the Green function method [16,21]. The fundamental matrix
or Green’s functionG(t, t)satisfies the following equation:

dG(t, t)

dt
=J(t)G(t, t), t t (A.2)

with initial conditionsG(t,t)= I. Due to the initial
conditions obviouslyGjk(t, t)=∂Xj(t)/∂Xk(t)fort t.
Thesolutionto(A.1) is then given by

∂X

∂ki
(t)=G(t,0)

∂X

∂ki
(0)+

t

0

G(t, t)
∂F

∂ki
(t)dt. (A.3)

However, to solve the system numerically it is usually better to
consider the adjoint of equation (A.2) because of the property
of the adjoint Green’s function matrixG†(t,t)=G(t, t).Its
equation is given by

dG†(t,t)

dt
=−G†(t,t)J(t), t t (A.4)

with the final conditions G†(t, t) = Iand therefore
G†jk(t,t)=∂Xj(t)/∂Xk(t)fort t. This equation is
solved backwards in time.
Now we show how to calculate the phase sensitivity

or response functionQ(t)of the system under study. The
response function gives the phase deviation of the limit cycles
phaseφsubject to small perturbations on the limit cycle
[17,21]. It can be derived formally that [17]

Qk(t)= lim
tf→∞

∂Xj(tf)

∂Xk(t)

dXj(tf)

dt

= lim
tf→∞

Gjk(tf,t)/Fj(X(tf)). (A.5)

Due to the limit in this equation, it is more practical to use
the adjoint Green’s function matrixG†(t, tf). Moreover,X(tf)
reaches the limit cycle:

Q(t)= lim
tf→∞

G†j(t, tf)/Fj(X
0(tf)). (A.6)

Here,G†jdenotes the (arbitrarily chosen)jth row ofG
†.For

Q(t)defined in this way the normalization condition holds for
any phaseφon the limit cycle [17]:

Q(φ)·F(X0(φ))=1. (A.7)

Now, we note some interrelationship between other
definitions of the response functionQ(t)and the adjoint
Green’s function matrixG†(t,t). Using perturbation theory
and the Fredholm alternative, it can be derived thatQ(t)is the
adjoint eigenfunction of the linearized system about the limit
cycle and therefore the solution of the following linear ODE
[19,49]:

dQ(t)

dt
=−J(t)TQ(t) (A.8)

with a similar normalization condition as in (A.7)[49]. Taking
the transpose of (A.4),

d(G†(t,t))T

dt
=−J(t)T(G†(t,t))T, t t (A.9)

(G†(t, t))T=I (A.10)

and comparing with the previous (A.8) we see that the adjoint
Green’s function matrixG†(t,t)is simply the transpose of
the main fundamental matrixQ̃(t,t),Q̃(t, t)= Iof the
response functionQ(t). The fundamental matrix allows
us to decomposeQ(t)into a sum of linearly independent
solutions ending atQ1(tf)(1,0,0,...)

T,Q2(tf)(0,1,0,...)
T,

Q3(tf)(0,0,1,...)
T, etc such that

Q(t)=Q1(tf)(̃Q(t, tf))1+···+Qn(tf)(̃Q(t, tf))n. (A.11)

Here,t tfand(A)idenotes theith column of the matrixA.
Thus, to derive a numerical solution for Q(t)

in (A.6) we need to compute only one column of
the main fundamental matrixQ̃(t,t). Therefore, we
integrate the system in (A.8) backwards in timet tf
sufficiently long enough starting with the final condition
Q(tf)=(0,...,0,1/Fj(X

0(tf)),0,...,0)
Twhere the entry

1/Fj(X
0(tf))is at thejth position and arises from (A.6).

Appendix B. Derivation of (11)

Here, we reconsider the definition of the period control
coefficientCτj(equations (8)–(10)) and use the knowledge
from appendixA. From equations (8)–(10) and (A.3), we
have

Cτj=−Q(τ )·
1

τ

τ

0

G†(t, τ )kj
∂F

∂kj
(t)dt (B.1)

=−
1

τ

τ

0

Q(τ )·G†(t, τ )kj
∂F

∂kj
(t)dt. (B.2)

As mentioned in appendixA, the adjoint Green’s function
matrixG†(t,t)is the transpose of the main fundamental
matrixQ̃(t,t)of the response functionQ(t). Thus, we can
write

Cτ1=−
1

τ

τ

0

Q(τ )·Q̃(t, τ )
T
kj
∂F

∂kj
s(t)dt (B.3)

=−
1

τ

τ

0

Q̃(t, τ )Q(τ )·kj
∂F

∂kj
(t)dt. (B.4)

Using (A.11) we derive that

Cτj=−
1

τ

τ

0

Q(t)·kj
∂F

∂kj
(t)=−

1

τ

τ

0
j(t)dt. (B.5)
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Abstract
To anticipate daily variations in the environment and coordinate biological activities into a
daily cycle many organisms possess a circadian clock. In the absence of external time cues the
circadian rhythm persists with a period of approximately 24 h. The clock phase can be shifted
by single pulses of light, darkness, chemicals, or temperature and this allows entrainment of
the clock to exactly 24 h by cycles of these zeitgebers. On the other hand, the period of the
circadian rhythm is kept relatively constant within a physiological range of constant
temperatures, which means that the oscillator is temperature compensated. The mechanisms
behind temperature compensation and temperature entrainment are not fully understood,
neither biochemically nor mathematically. Here, we theoretically investigate the interplay of
temperature compensation and entrainment in general oscillatory systems. We first give an
analytical treatment for small temperature shifts and derive that every temperature-
compensated oscillator is entrainable to external small-amplitude temperature cycles.
Temperature compensation ensures that this entrainment region is always centered at the
endogenous period regardless of possible seasonal temperature differences. Moreover, for
small temperature cycles the entrainment region of the oscillator is potentially larger for
rectangular pulses. For large temperature shifts we numerically analyze different circadian
clock models proposed in the literature with respect to these properties. We observe that for
such large temperature shifts sinusoidal or gradual temperature cycles allow a larger
entrainment region than rectangular cycles.

SOnline supplementary data available fromstacks.iop.org/PhysBio/9/036011/mmedia

1. Introduction

The circadian clock is an important inner timing system
in many organisms on earth, ranging from cyanobacteria to
human [1–3]. This inner clock helps organisms to anticipate
inevitable daily changes due to the 24 h rotation of the earth
and adapt to them beforehand. This is, for example, important
in the coordination of daily activities and the availability of
external energy resources. The molecular basis of this inner
clock is extensively researched in many organisms, both by
experiments and simulations, and it is commonly accepted that

1Authors contributed equally.
2Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

the clockwork is made up of transcriptional and translational
negative and positive feedback loops [4,5]. This allows the
clock to run in the absence of external stimuli with a rhythm
of approximately 24 h. Thus, it is an endogenous rhythm.
Two properties of the circadian clock are commonly

observed in the model systems: compensation of the
endogeneous rhythm against changes in ambient temperature
from one value to another constant value and synchronization,
including adaptation of the period, to external temperature
cycles. While the first one is commonly referred to as
temperature compensation, the latter is known as temperature
entrainment and is similar to the synchronization of the clock
to the daily light cycle. Both properties have been analyzed
experimentally and by simulations, and an explanation for the
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phenomenon of temperature compensation has been given by
the antagonistic principle [6,7]. It states that decreases and
increases in period length arise from changes in the reaction
velocities at different temperatures and can be exactly balanced
by choosing the appropriate activation energies. How these
activation energies can be computed to achieve compensation
over a specific temperature range has been studied earlier [8].
There are several studies showing temperature entrainment
in different organisms experimentally [9–11]. However,
simulation studies on temperature entrainment are still rare
[12], probably due to the fact that temperature changes affect
all reaction rates simultaneously. It has been postulated that
temperature compensation is required to allow for entrainment
over a broad range of temperatures [13]; however, this has
not been analyzed systematically. Moreover, Randet al
[14] point out that temperature compensation is needed to
maintain a stable phase relationship for entrainment under
different ambient temperatures. Therefore, it is interesting to
analyze the relationship between temperature entrainment and
compensation.
We first present an analytical treatment of temperature

entrainment by small amplitude temperature cycles. We do
so by resorting to the phase reduction method and calculate
how the phase of a general model oscillator changes under
temperature cycles. In a second step, we use this result to look
at the interplay of temperature compensation and temperature
entrainment. Besides this, the analytic treatment allows us to
deduce analytically the shape of the potentially best small
amplitude entrainment signal. To study compensation and
entrainment for large amplitude shifts we use model oscillators
from different organisms proposed in the literature and
determine their entrainment properties at different degrees of
temperature compensation. We additionally analyze different
shapes of entrainment signals to determine the shape that is
more suitable for entrainment.

2. Methods

2.1. General model and model examples

For the analytical calculations, we consider a general
dynamical system ofnvariablesXthat is defined as

dX

dt
=F(X,k) (1)

and has a stable limit cycle solutionX0(t)with nominal period
τ. We indicate that the biochemical reaction rates in the model
are characterized by parametersk.
For the numerical calculations, we use, as one example

a modified model of the Goodwin oscillator. The Goodwin
oscillator [15] has been used successfully in previous
investigations of temperature compensation [16,17]. However,
we here use Michaelis–Menten kinetics for the degradation
term. It can be shown analytically that this allows us to lower
the Hill coefficient in the negative feedback [18], while the
possibility for periodic limit-cycle solutions persists [19,20].
The nondimensional equations are given as [8]

dX

dt
=k1

1

K1+Z2
−k2

X

1+X
(2a)

dY

dt
=k3X−k5Y−k4

Y

1+Y
(2b)

dZ

dt
=k5aY−k6

Z

1+Z
. (2c)

Moreover, we consider models describing the clocks in
Synechococcus elongatus[21],Neurospora crassa[22] and
Arabidopsis thaliana[4]. We use the parameters given in
the corresponding studies and assume that they are defined
for a base temperature ofTB=288 K (15

◦C) as the base
temperature is not given in the corresponding publications. In
the Arabidopsis model, we assume similar activation energies
for the light-dependent and light-independent degradation of
cytoplasmic and nuclear timing of CAB expression 1 (TOC1)-
protein and we analyze this model in complete darkness.

2.2. Temperature dependence of the reaction rates

The temperature dependence of biological rate laws is usually
modeled by the Arrhenius equation [23]

ki(T)=Be
−
Ei
A
RT. (3)

We can split up the reaction rates into a reaction rate at the
base temperatureTB,̄ki=ki(TB), and a temperature-dependent
term:

ki(T)=k̄iϑi(T)=k̄ie
Ei
A
R(

T−TB
TTB
)
. (4)

After definingT=TB+ Tthis becomes

ϑi(T)=e
Ei
A
R(

T
(TB+ T)TB

)
. (5)

Furthermore, theQ10of a reaction rate is given by

ϑi(10K)=e
Ei
A
R

10K
(TB+10K)TB =Qi10. (6)

For convenience in all following equations we will omit the
unit K of the temperature. Obviously theQ10depends on the
base temperature. Values for theQ10of biological rates are
usually between 2 and 3 [24,25]. AtTB=288 K (15

◦C)
aQ10of 2.5 corresponds to activation energies ofE

i
A ≈

65 kJ mol−1.
If Tis small we can approximate (5) by using only the

first coefficient of a Taylor expansion around 0:

ϑi(T)=1+
EiA
RT2B

T. (7)

We will use this linear approximation whenever we study the
entrainment of the oscillator to small-amplitude temperature
cycles.

2.3. Phase model reduction

Weak perturbation, like changes in the reaction rates due to
temperature cycles T(t), results in the following dynamics
of the perturbed system:

dX

dt
=F(X)+aP(X,t), (8)

whereP(X,t)represents the time-dependent perturbation and
ais a small perturbation amplitude. We assume that the
perturbation is not strong enough to leave the attracting basin
of the limit cycle.
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To analyze the above system we use the phase model
of limit cycle solutions under weak perturbations introduced
by Kuramoto [26]. For entrainment or more generally
synchronization processes, one is mostly interested in
the temporal dynamics. Thus it is sufficient to reduce the
description of the unperturbed limit cycle solution to the phase
φon the limit cycle. The reduction is possible due to the
stability of the limit cycle solution to transversal perturbations.
While the phase of the limit cycle is neutrally stable, which
follows from the fact that one Floquet exponent is zero, small
perturbations in the amplitude decay when the limit cycle is
stable. The phase equation under small perturbations has the
form

dφ

dt
=1+a∇Xφ|X=X0(φ)·P(X

0(φ),t). (9)

The functions∂φ/∂Xi(t)=Qi(t)areτ-periodic functions and
known as the infinitesimal phase response to perturbations in
the species concentration [27–29].

2.4. Period control coefficients and phase sensitivity

The period control coefficients∂τ/∂kimeasure the control
over the oscillator’s periodτby the individual reaction rates
ki(T)=kiat a specific temperatureT. The normalized control
coefficient is defined as

Cτi=
ki

τ

∂τ

∂ki
. (10)

Since the reaction rates depend on the temperatureT,thisalso
holds for the period control coefficients.
In a previous study [8], we have shown that the period

control coefficients are the negative averages of the so-called
infinitesimal phase response curve (PRC) i(t)with respect
to perturbations in the reaction rateski[14]:

Cτi=−
1

τ

τ

0

Q(t)·ki
∂F

∂ki
(t)=−

1

τ

τ

0
i(t)dt. (11)

Here, theQ(t)= (Q1(t),Q2(t),...,Qn(t))
Twere already

introduced in the previous section and∂F/∂ki(t)is shorthand
for the evaluation of the partial derivative on the limit cycle.
The infinitesimal PRC gives the deviation in the oscillators
phase induced by an infinitesimal perturbation in one reaction
rate.

2.5. Temperature compensation

Temperature compensation means that the period of
the oscillator barely changes under different constant
temperatures, although the period depends on the rate
constants that in turn depend on temperature. For the
compensation around a given reference temperature a balance
between reactions that lengthen the period and reactions that
shorten it must exist. This has been called the antagonistic
principle [6,7,23,30]. In general, the period of the oscillator
depends on all parameters of the system. We can express this
in the formτ(p)with the parameter vectorp. Here, we assume
that only the reaction rates change with temperature and thus
we neglect the dependence ofτon all the other parameters
and writeτ(k(T)).k(T)is the vector of themreaction rates
k1(T),k2(T), . . . ,km(T). For temperature compensation the

total differential ofτ(k(T))with respect toT(at a fixed
temperatureT) has to be zero [12]:

0=
dτ(k(T))

dT
=

m

i=1

∂τ

∂kik(T)=k

dki(T)

dT
. (12)

If the temperature dependence follows the Arrhenius equation
(3), then the total differential is given by

dτ

dT
=

m

i=1

ki
∂τ

∂ki

1

RT2
EiA=

τ

RT2

m

i=1

CτiE
i
A. (13)

Here, we used the definition of the normalized control
coefficient in (10). This equation can only be zero when
the sum is zero. Thus, we derive the well-known balancing
equation that determines activation energies leading to
temperature compensation [23,31]:

0=

m

i=1

CτiE
i
A,comp. (14)

2.6. Numerical calculation of temperature entrainment

For numerical calculations, we downloaded the SBML files
of the circadian model ofA. thaliana(BIOMD0000000055)
from the Biomodels database [32]. The circadian models
forN. crassaandS. elongatuswere created based on the
corresponding publications [21,22,30] using Copasi 4.8 [33].
First, we calculated the activation energiesEiA,compfor

these models according to a previous study such that they
are temperature compensated (equation (14) holds) [8]. Then
we calculated the difference of these activation energies to a
standard activation energy of 65 kJ mol−1:

Eid=65 kJ mol
−1−EiA,comp. (15)

To simulate varying degrees of temperature compensation, we
modeled the reaction rateskiby the following term derived
from (4):

ki(T)=k̄ie
65 kJ mol−1−cEi

d
R

T−TB
TTB . (16)

By varyingc 0,we get different degrees of compensation.
This can be seen by using (13) for the total differential ofτ(T):

dτ

dT
=
τ

RT2
i

65 kJ mol−1−cEidC
τ
i. (17)

To simplify the equation, we apply (15) and obtain

dτ

dT
=
τ

RT2
i

65 kJ mol−1

−c65kJ mol−1−EiA,comp C
τ
i. (18)

Since the control coefficients obey the summation theorem
[30,34,35],

i

Cτi=−1, (19)

and the compensating activation energies obey the balancing
equation (14), we obtain

dτ

dT
=
τ

RT2
65 kJ mol−1(1−c). (20)
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The solution to this linear equation is given by

τ(T)=τ(TB)e
−65 kJ mol

−1(1−c)
R

T−TB
TTB . (21)

The periodQ10can be calculated as follows:

Qτ10=
τ(TB)

τ(TB+10)
=e

65 kJ mol−1(1−c)
R

10
(TB+10)TB. (22)

Therefore, forc=1 the oscillator is compensated, forc<1
undercompensated and forc>1 overcompensated. However,
the possible range ofcis limited as the activation energy can
never be negative.
Sinusoidal temperature cycles with amplitudeaand

periodτwere simulated using the formula

T=Tm+
a

2
sin

2πt

τ
. (23)

For rectangular temperature cycles, we used

T=

⎧
⎨

⎩

Tm+
a

2
, iftmodτ<0.5τ

Tm−
a

2
, else.

(24)

Tmis the mean temperature of the oscillations and was set to
TB+10 K if not stated otherwise. Simulations were performed
with Copasi 4.8 [33].

3. Results

3.1. The case of equal activation energies

Taken the artificial case that all activation energies are equal,
which can be modeled by settingc=0 according to (16), the
periodQ10from (22) is exactly the reaction rateQ10in (6).
This implies that the oscillator’s period scales with the reaction
rates over increasing temperatures. A further consequence
of equal activation energies is that we can separate out the
same factor in every reaction of the model (cf (4)). This
factor can be brought on the left-hand side of the model
equations leading to a timescaling of the original oscillator.
Thus, any temperature cycle will periodically scale time but
keep the original oscillator and consequently does not allow
an entrainment of the oscillator. Therefore, the presence of
a temperature entrainable clock indicates that there must
be differences in the activation energies of the individual
reactions. This implies that temperature compensation, which
utilizes different activation energies, actually allows the
entrainment of biological oscillators.

3.2. Temperature compensation and entrainment by small
temperature cycles

Here, we want to analyze whether temperature-compensated
systems are entrainable to small externalτ-periodic
temperature cycles T(t). For this purpose we use the phase
model of limit cycle solutions under weak perturbations
introduced in section2.3. The system in (1) under perturbation
by aτ-periodic temperature cycleT(t)=TB+ T(t)can
then be written as

dX

dt
=

m

j=1

kjϑj(T(t))
∂F

∂kj
(X). (25)

We introduce the temperature cycle amplitudeaby defining
a T(t)with 0 T(t) 1. Under a low-temperature cycle
amplitudeawe can use the linear approximation forϑ( T(t))
in (7). The above equation then becomes

dX

dt
=F(X)+

a

RT2B
T(t)

m

j=1

EjAkj
∂F

∂kj
(X). (26)

Since we considerato be sufficiently small, we can apply the
phase model reduction:

dφ

dt
=1+

a

RT2B
T(t)

m

j=1

EjAQ(φ)·kj
∂F

∂kj
(X0(φ)). (27)

After defining the infinitesimal PRC of ratekjas

j(φ)=Q(φ)·kj
∂F

∂kj
(X0(φ)), (28)

we obtain

dφ

dt
=1+

a

RT2B
T(t)

m

j=1

EjA j(φ). (29)

First we seek to understand how temperature
compensation is achieved in the phase model and consider the
evolution equation for the phaseφat a constant temperature
shift T(t)=const.:

dφ

dt
=1+

a

RT2B
T

⎛

⎝
m

j=1

EjA j(φ)

⎞

⎠. (30)

The evolution equation for the phase disturbanceϕ=φ−tis
given by

dϕ

dt
=
a

RT2B
T

⎛

⎝
m

j=1

EjA j(t+ϕ)

⎞

⎠. (31)

Since we consider only a small amplitude temperature shift
the phase disturbance hardly changes over the periodτsuch
that we may average over one period. Using the result in (11)
that the period control coefficientCτjis the negative average
of the infinitesimal PRC, we obtain

dϕ

dt
=− T

⎛

⎝
m

j=1

EjAC
τ
j

⎞

⎠=0. (32)

Sinceϕ(0)=0 at the beginning of the temperature shift, the
phase disturbance stays zero. Thus temperature compensation
is achieved by keeping the phase disturbance zero over one
period.
Now we consider a varying temperature signal in (29).

To measure the entrainment of the oscillator we introduce the
phase differenceψ(t)between the oscillators phase and the
phase of the forcing periodτ[26]:

ψ(t)=φ(t)−
τ

τ
t. (33)

The evolution equation for the phase difference is

dψ

dt
=1−

τ

τ
+
a

RT2B
T(t)

m

j=1

EjA j(τ /τt+ψ). (34)

Here we only consider 1 : 1 entrainment and also only
slightly different frequencies. In particular, we assume that
τ = (1+ τ )τwith τsmall. Moreover, the term
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a RT2B =εis small because we consider a small temperature
cycle amplitude. This implies that we can average out fast
oscillations and consider the behavior ofψ only on the
slow timescale [26]. After averaging over one period of the
entrainment signal, we derive on the slow timescale

dψ

dt
=

τ

(1+ τ)ε
+ (ψ ) (35)

with

(ψ )=

m

i=1

EjA j(ψ ), (36)

j(ψ )=
1

τ

τ

0
j
τ

τ
t+ψ T(t)dt. (37)

Obviously, the oscillator gets entrained to the external period
if the phase differenceψ(t)is constant over time. This
is the case if (35) has a stable steady-state solutionψ0:
τ /((1+ τ)ε)+ (ψ0)=0 and (ψ0)<0. Since (ψ )
isτ-periodic (because the individual j(ψ )areτ-periodic),
there exists a range of entrainment periods (slower and faster)
to which the oscillator is stably entrainable if and only if
(ψ )is positive and negative over some ranges ofψ. We will
show that this is indeed always the case for a temperature-
compensated oscillator.
To do this we need to decompose the j(ψ )into their

Fourier components. We introduce (x)= (τ/τx)and
ψ =ψτ/τ, and obtain

j(τ /τψ)=
1

τ

τ

0
j(t+ψ)T(t)dt. (38)

The integral on the right-hand side is known as the
periodic cross-correlation of theτ-periodic functions j

and T. Similar to the convolution theorem, the cross-
correlation theorem states that we can compute the integral by
transforming both functions into the Fourier domain, multiply
(complex conjugated) Fourier coefficients and transform back
into the time domain. Therefore, we can write

1

τ

τ

0
j(t+ψ)T(t)dt=

∞

k=−∞

cjkd̄ke
ik2π
τ
ψ

=

∞

k=−∞

cjkd̄ke
ik2πτψ, (39)

whered̄denotes the complex conjugate ofdand the Fourier
coefficients are computed as

cjk=
1

τ

τ

0
j(t)e

−ik2π
τ
tdt=

1

τ

τ

0
j(t)e

−ik2πτtdt(40)

dk=
1

τ

τ

0

T(t)e−ik
2π
τ
tdt. (41)

To appreciate this representation, we again use the result that
the period control coefficientCτjis the negative average of the
infinitesimal PRC (cf (11)). Therefore, we obtain

j(ψ )=c
j
0d0=−C

τ
j T. (42)

Using this together with (36) and the antagonistic principle
from (14), we derive

(ψ )=

m

j=1

EjA j(ψ )=−

m

j=1

EjAC
τ
j T =0. (43)

Thus all positive phase shift contributions resulting from
an increase in temperature are effectively canceled out by
appropriately balanced negative phase shift contributions.
Since (ψ ) = 0, (ψ )always has at least two roots
and therefore regions where it is positive and negative
unless the entrainment signal is constant. Thus temperature
compensation ensures that an entrainment region always exists
and is centered around the endogenous period.

3.3. Influence of the entrainment function for small
temperature cycles

It is an interesting question which waveforms of temperature-
cycle entrainment work best. We consider an entrainment
waveform to be good when its range of entrainment is large,
that is, entrainment should be possible to external periods
τwith a large deviation τfrom the limit cycles nominal
periodτ. To achieve this|(ψ )|should be large. (ψ )is a
sum of individual j(ψ )and each j(ψ )represents the cross
correlation between T(t)and the individual j(t)measured
at the delayψ. Thus it will be large at a delay where both
functions are most similar to each other. Nevertheless, there
exists a well-known upper bound for the cross correlation that
we will use here.
Using equations (36), (39) and (43), we can write (ψ )

as

(ψ )=

m

j=1

EjA

∞

k=−∞

cjkd̄ke
ik2πτψ (44)

=

∞

k=−∞

m

j=1

EjAc
j
kd̄ke

ik2πτψ−

m

j=1

EjAc
j
0d0. (45)

In the time domain this corresponds to

(ψ )=
1

τ

τ

0

(t+ψ)T(t)dt− T, (46)

(φ)=

m

j=1

EjA j(φ). (47)

The integral is known as zero-mean cross correlation and can
be formulated in a different form:

(ψ )=
1

τ

τ

0

( (t+ψ)− )(T(t)− T)dt.

(48)

An upper bound for the integral can be given using the
autocorrelations of both functions at delay 0. Using this upper
bound, we derive

1

τ

τ

0

( (t+ψ)− )(T(t)− T)dt (49)
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1

τ

τ

0

( (t)− )2dt

1/2

×
1

τ

τ

0

(T(t)− T)2dt

1/2

(50)

=
1

τ

τ

0

((t)− )2dt
1/2

×
1

τ

τ

0

(T(t)− T)2dt

1/2

(51)

=σ( )σ(T), (52)

whereσdenotes the standard deviation and thus we finally
have

|(ψ )| σ( )σ(T), (φ)=

m

j=1

EjA j(φ). (53)

The advantage of this bound is that it nicely separates the
effects of the entrainment function and the overall (model
dependent) phase response (φ). However, the use of this
bound is limited as it is an upper bound that is only achieved
if both functions equal one another. Nevertheless, in general
we can say that entrainment signals with a low variation only
have a reduced entrainment region, which means entrainment
is only possible if the nominal period and the entrainment
period nearly match. On the other hand, entrainment signals
with large variation have the potential of broader entrainment
regions. For example, consider a sinusoidal temperature curve
T(t)= 0.5+0.5sin(2π/τt),thenσ( T)= 0.53/2,
whereas for a square wave with a duty ratio of 0.5wehave
σ( T)=0.5.
Furthermore, the superposition of different phase

responses as can be seen in (53) might have positive or negative
effects due to constructive or destructive interference. Suppose
that the temperature cycle has a sinusoidal wave form. Then

j(ψ )in (37) will be a sine wave with amplitude and phase
shift specified by the Fourier coefficients of the fundamental
frequency component of i(φ). If the sine waves are out of
phase, then the entrainment region may be relatively small,
whereas if they are in phase we can obtain a larger entrainment
region. However, to analyze this one has to resort to numerical
calculations in specific model systems.
Moreover, from the Fourier representation of (ψ )in

(44) we note that purely sinusoidal entrainment functions will
lead to a sinusoidal(ψ ), whereas more square-shaped pulses
lead to a superposition of different harmonics. An important
consequence is that in the former case only one stable locked
state with a specific phase shift with respect to the external
signal exists. However, in the latter case, there can exist several
stable locked states depending on the interaction of the Fourier
coefficients.

3.4. Numerical calculations for large amplitude temperature
cycles

As the analytical solutions only hold for small amplitude
entrainment cycles and small deviations from the internal

period, we used numerical calculations to see whether the
results obtained from the analytical calculations are valid for
larger perturbations. To this end, we used existing circadian
clock models and our modified Goodwin oscillator (cf
section2.1) to simulate temperature entrainment with
amplitudes up to 10 K according to equations (23) and (24).
We observe that the entrainment region for both, the

period-range and the range of temperature compensation,
resembles the typical shape of the Arnold tongue
[36], which is analytically predicted (figures1 and
2, and supplementary figures S3–S5 (available at
stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/9/036011/mmedia)). Surprisingly, the
entrainment region follows this shape also for large amplitude
entrainment signals. However, at larger amplitudes the
entrainment range is interlaced with regions of period-
doubling where the period alternates around the period of
entrainment. These regions typically lead to chaotic regions
for even larger amplitudes.
To verify the analytical predictions, we calculated the

entrainment regions to a sinusoidal signal (entrainment period
versus amplitude) for the circadian model ofN. crassaand
the modified Goodwin oscillator with different degrees of
temperature compensation (period-Q10 = 0.83,1,1.29,2).
As can be seen in figure1and supplementary figure S1
(available atstacks.iop.org/PhysBio/9/036011/mmedia), the
entrainment region is centered around the endogenous period
for different mean temperatures in the fully compensated
oscillator, whereas the entrainment region changes depending
on the mean temperature in the uncompensated case. The
Arnold tongues for different mean temperatures overlap
if the oscillator is ideally compensated. As soon as the
oscillator is either over- or undercompensated, the overlap
of the Arnold tongues reduces until they are completely
separated in the uncompensated case (Q10= 2, figure1).
Another interesting observation is that the entrainment
regions become smaller for undercompensated oscillators
(period-Q10>1). The qualitative picture does not change
for a rectangular entrainment signal (supplementary figure
S2 (available atstacks.iop.org/PhysBio/9/036011/mmedia)).
Thus the numerical calculations support the analytical
prediction. However, while sinusoidal cycles at different mean
temperatures do not change the shape of the entrainment
regions, higher mean temperatures compress the entrainment
region for rectangular cycles.
To further analyze the interplay of temperature

compensation and temperature entrainment, we analyzed
the synchronization to a 24 h signal over a smoothly
varied degree of compensation measured by the period-
Q10(figure2, and supplementary figures S3–S5 (available
atstacks.iop.org/PhysBio/9/036011/mmedia)). The mean
temperature was set to 298 K (25◦C). Again, we observe
the typical tongue-shaped entrainment region. This can be
explained by the different autonomous periods uncompensated
oscillators will have at a mean temperature different from the
base temperatureTB. Without doubt it is also important for
organisms to be able to adapt to small temperature cycles. It can
be seen that in all models the entrainment regions are centered
near the perfectly compensated oscillator (period-Q10=1).
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Figure 1.Comparison of the entrainment region borders to a sinusoidal entrainment signal with entrainment amplitudeaand entrainment
periodτfor different degrees of compensation of the circadian model ofN. crassa. The entrainment is done over a time of 10 000 h at
different mean temperatures:Tm=293 K (20

◦C), black;Tm=298 K (25
◦C), red;Tm=303 K (30

◦C), blue.
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Figure 3.Entrainment time of the circadian model ofN. crassaover different compensation degrees (upper panels, entrainment period set to
τ=24 h) or entrainment periodsτ(lower panels, compensated model with period-Q10=1). Entrainment is done by rectangular (left
panels) or sinusoidal (right panels) temperature cycles over a time of 10 000 h.

Thus, only oscillators that have a high degree of compensation
can be entrained to 24 h by small temperature amplitude cycles.
Obviously, this only holds for endogenous rhythms with a
period near 24 h. Interestingly, for the Neurospora model the
region is centered around a period-Q10=0.9. This can be
explained by noting that the endogenous period atTB=288 K
(15◦C) isτ=21.46 h and will change to 24 h at 298 K (25◦C)
for an overcompensated oscillator with period-Q10=0.9.
Another analytical prediction is that the entrainment

region is potentially larger for rectangular temperature cycles
with small amplitude. The numerical calculations confirm
this result (compare figure1and supplementary figure
S1 (available atstacks.iop.org/PhysBio/9/036011/mmedia)).
Moreover, to some degree this result carries over
to large amplitude entrainment for the Neurospora-,
Arabidopsis- and Synechococcus-model (see figure 2
and supplementary figures S3 and S5 (available at

stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/9/036011/mmedia)). However, for
larger amplitudes the entrainment range of rectangular
temperature curves is usually limited to a comparable small
region due to the appearance of period-doubling or even
chaotic regions. This results in a smaller effective entrainment
range for rectangular temperature cycles.
The entrainment time of the oscillator to the external

rhythm is another interesting property for circadian oscillators
[36]. We calculated the time required for a 24 h entrainment
for different degrees of compensation of the circadian model
fromN. crassa(figure3). As is expected the entrainment
time is very large for small amplitude temperature cycles
and gets smaller for larger entrainment amplitudes. However,
no general trend can be observed regarding the different
compensation degrees, which indicates that this property is
not dependent on the degree of compensation but rather a
property of the underlying circadian clockwork. Nevertheless,
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one still observes a difference with respect to the shape of
the entrainment signal showing that a sinusoidal signal in
general allows a faster entrainment at least for this model
system (figure3, lower panels).

4. Conclusions

The molecular clockwork responsible for the circadian rhythm
in many organisms possesses two important properties: first of
all it is temperature compensated, meaning that its period of
operation does not change under different base temperatures.
Second, it is entrainable to external temperature cycles. The
interdependence of these two properties has not been analyzed
systematically before.
To further analyze the interplay of temperature

compensation and entrainment we present an analytical and
numerical study on this topic. We derive analytically that
temperature compensation supports temperature entrainment
by ensuring that the entrainment region is centered around
the endogenous period under different ambient mean
temperatures. Besides maintaining a stable phase relationship
of entrainment under different base temperatures [14],
temperature compensation has therefore the additional benefit
of conserving the entrainment region under different mean
temperatures. We confirmed numerically that this also holds
for large amplitude signals regardless of the shape of the
entrainment signal. That the entrainment region is conserved
was postulated in a similar way by Johnson before [13].
The above two reasons could explain why temperature
compensation arose in evolution: to make the clock robust
against seasonal perturbations in ambient temperature.
Why temperature compensation can still be observed in
cells like fibroblasts from homeothermic organisms [37,
38] is unclear and indicates that there might be further
advantages.
We also analyzed how the time required to achieve a 24 h

entrainment of the oscillator changes under different degrees
of compensation. However, we did not find a pronounced
dependence between both properties. For small amplitudes this
can be explained by the fact that temperature compensation
only ensures that the entrainment region is centered at the
endogenous period but does not affect the dynamical behavior
of the phase difference (cf equations (35) and (43)). The
numerical results indicate that this applies also to large
amplitude temperature cycles.
Having analytical expressions at hand, we also derived

that the most potential entrainment waveform is a square-
shaped signal when the signal amplitude is low. This means
that square-shaped signals have the potential to entrain the
oscillator to a wider frequency range. However, whether this
advantage is used depends on the specific model system.
Especially, circadian models with non-sinusoidal PRCs will
benefit from a rectangular entrainment. In contrast, our
numerical study with large temperature shifts indicated that
the optimal entrainment waveform is sinusoidal because of
the appearance of period-doubling regions for square-shaped
signals. These regions reduce the effective entrainment range

and appear regardless of the degree of compensation of the
oscillator. This is in accordance with simulations by Gonze
et al[39] and experimental observations in hamsters [40].
The sinusoidal entrainment resembles the natural situation,
where gradual temperature changes appear over the course of
a day [12]. This is important for the design of experiments
as currently most investigators use square-shaped entrainment
signals for technical reasons. However, as the amplitude of
experimental temperature cycles is usually not extremely
small, the entrainment region is limited compared to sinusoidal
temperature cycles. This may lead to experimental artifacts
that do not resemble the natural behavior. Having analytical
expressions at hand, we also derived that the most potential
entrainment waveform is a square-shaped signal when the
signal amplitude is low. This means that square-shaped
signals have the potential to entrain the oscillator to a
wider frequency range. However, whether this advantage is
used depends on the specific model system. In particular,
circadian models with non-sinusoidal PRCs will benefit
from a rectangular entrainment. In contrast, our numerical
study with large temperature shifts indicated that the optimal
entrainment waveform is sinusoidal because of the appearance
of period-doubling regions for square-shaped signals. These
regions reduce the effective entrainment range and appear
regardless of the degree of compensation of the oscillator.
This is in accordance with simulations by Gonzeet al
[39] and experimental observations in hamsters [40]. The
sinusoidal entrainment resembles the natural situation, where
gradual temperature changes appear over the course of a
day. This is important for the design of experiments as
currently most investigators use square-shaped entrainment
signals for technical reasons. However, as the amplitude of
experimental temperature cycles is usually not extremely
small, the entrainment region is limited compared to sinusoidal
temperature cycles. This may lead to experimental artifacts
that do not resemble the natural behavior. Another interesting
analytical prediction is that entrainment by small amplitude
square-shaped signals can lead to different locked states of
the oscillator: which phase relationship ultimately is achieved
now depends on the initial conditions. For gradual or almost
sinusoidal temperature cycles only one locked state can exist.
This has to be taken into account in experimental setups too.
Moreover, it would be very interesting to test this prediction
experimentally by entraining poikilothermic organisms to
small amplitude temperature cycles with different shapes.
From the theoretical point of view it is also interesting to
analyze whether this multistability also appears for large
temperature shifts.
We can only hypothesize why rectangular entrainment

signals have such a reduced effective entrainment range for
large amplitude temperature cycles. One possible reason for
the poor performance of rectangular signals in the case of
large temperature shifts could be the coalescence of Arnold
tongues with different entrainment ratios. Since a square
signal consists of higher harmonics, Arnold tongues with
2:1, 1:2, etc are involved, too. At low forcing amplitudes,
these effects are averaged out since the phase is only
slightly affected, but at higher forcing amplitude these tongues
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coalesce, which may lead to period-doubling or even chaotic
behavior.
The here derived analytical treatment of entrainment to

small temperature shifts can be used for future research. For
example, it was shown that peripheral clocks in mammals
are among other things entrained by daily cycles in body
temperature [41,42]. This is in turn regulated by the
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN). Since these changes in body
temperature are relatively small, the analytical solutions still
hold and can be used for further investigations. Interestingly,
it was also shown that the SCN is relatively temperature
insensitive, which manifests itself in a small entrainment
region. In a combined theoretical and experimental study
this property was shown to be related to the coupling
of pacemaker cells in the SCN network [43]. To analyze
temperature entrainment in such complex networks of
individually temperature-compensated neurons thus seems to
be a promising field for future investigations.
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Abstract

The dynamics of circadian rhythms needs to be adapted to day length changes between summer and winter. It has been
observed experimentally, however, that the dynamics of individual neurons of the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) does not
change as the seasons change. Rather, the seasonal adaptation of the circadian clock is hypothesized to be a consequence
of changes in the intercellular dynamics, which leads to a phase distribution of electrical activity of SCN neurons that is
narrower in winter and broader during summer. Yet to understand this complex intercellular dynamics, a more thorough
understanding of the impact of the network structure formed by the SCN neurons is needed. To that effect, we propose a
mathematical model for the dynamics of the SCN neuronal architecture in which the structure of the network plays a pivotal
role. Using our model we show that the fraction of long-range cell-to-cell connections and the seasonal changes in the daily
rhythms may be tightly related. In particular, simulations of the proposed mathematical model indicate that the fraction of
long-range connections between the cells adjusts the phase distribution and consequently the length of the behavioral
activity as follows: dense long-range connections during winter lead to a narrow activity phase, while rare long-range
connections during summer lead to a broad activity phase. Our model is also able to account for the experimental
observations indicating a larger light-induced phase-shift of the circadian clock during winter, which we show to be a
consequence of higher synchronization between neurons. Our model thus provides evidence that the variations in the
seasonal dynamics of circadian clocks can in part also be understood and regulated by the plasticity of the SCN network
structure.
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Introduction

The circadian rhythm is a 24 h rhythm which can be found in
many organisms ranging from cyanobacteria and fungi to
mammals [1,2,3]. There is a huge interest in studying the
circadian rhythm because of the well-known effects of jet-lag after
traveling and diseases related to shift-work [4,5]. In mammals the
major pacemaker is the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), which
synchronizes all peripheral clocks in the body and controls the
overall behavior [6,7,8]. It is a small region in the hypothalamus
located below the third ventricle and directly above the optic
chiasm. Light is the major entrainment factor of the SCN. An
important dynamical property of the SCN is that it adapts to
different photoperiods in summer and in winter [9,10]. This
means that the behavioral activity should be longer in summer
days than in winter days, which is advantageous for the organism
[11,12].
The SCN is a symmetric structure, consisting of approximately
20 000 neurons, where each part is usually classified into a
ventrolateral (VL) and dorsomedial (DM) region [13,14,15]. Cells
in the VL region mainly express the neuropeptide, vasoactive

intestinal peptide (VIP), comprising around 24% of the SCN
neurons in rats [15], and receive the light information from
photosensitive retinal ganglion cells [7,16]. However, also other
cell types have been identified that show light induced gene
expression. For example in hamsters, cells expressing calbindin
(CalB) are responsible for the mediation of light information [17].
Importantly, it has been found that these cells are nonrhythmic
and uncoupled from each other [17,18,19,20]. In contrast to this
cells in the DM region, expressing mainly vasopressin (AVP) are
rhythmic but do not receive light input [17]. It has been shown
that separating a part of the DM region leads to nonsynchronous
rhythms in the individual cells [21], indicating that the coupling in
the DM region is not sufficient to synchronize these cells. Indeed it
has been shown that interactions between cells in this region are
restricted to short-range connections [22]. On the other hand long
range connections of neurons in the VL region to neurons in the
DM region have been identified [13,23], which seem to be
important to synchronize cells in the DM and VL region to each
other and ensure entrainment of DM cells to an external light-
cycle. We are aware that the distinction into a VL and DM region
is an oversimplification and not that clear in other species than rats
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since the distribution of neurotransmitters and retinal inputs shows
a more complex spatial organization [17,24,25]. Nevertheless,
since our study is a first attempt to model the influence of long-
range couplings we aim at a simple and manageable model.
Moreover, the separation into a ‘‘core’’ part, represented by the
VL cells, and a ‘‘shell’’ part, represented by DM cells, is commonly
accepted also for other rodents [17].
The importance of the neuronal network circuitry mediated by
chemical synaptic interactions as opposed to simple global
coupling has been demonstrated in several experimental studies
[13,21]. All these studies show that the functioning of the SCN and
the regulation of the circadian rhythm in general is based on a very
complex neuronal network consisting of short- and long-range
connections. The question arises how the structural properties of
this complex neuronal network are linked with the electrical
activity of the SCN, which is known to crucially affect the
circadian gene expression [26].
It is known that the seasonal adaption of the SCN is closely
related to its electrical activity [9,10]. In particular, single cells in
the SCN have a peak in electrical activity (measured as firing
activity) from 4–5 h, regardless of monitoring in winter or summer
conditions [9,27,28,29,30,31]. Therefore, it has been suggested
that the phase distribution of electrical activity inside the SCN
neurons, which is narrower in winter than in summer, leads to a
shortened behavioral activity in winter [10]. Different phase dis-
tributions in winter and summer have been previously modeled by
introducing delay times in the synaptic connections [32].
Here we hypothesize that the adaptation to seasonal changes in
the phase distributions can also be related to changes in the
structural properties, i.e., the topology and coupling of the
complex neuronal network of the SCN. This is a reasonable
hypothesis since, as already mentioned in the previous paragraph,
the individual neurons do not change their electrical activity in
summer and in winter. Many studies have already examined the
network topology of the SCN in various manners [32,33,34,
35,36,37,38]. These studies use different single cell models that
range from a generic van-der-Pol oscillator [32,34] to more
detailed biochemical models [36,37,38]. Moreover, they model

coupling between the cells in different ways. Whereas some studies
considered homogenous coupling between all cells [33,35] others
take into account the heterogeneity in the SCN cellular network
[34,36,37,38]. Furthermore, Vasalou et al. [37] have reported that
a small-world network architecture of the SCN can firmly mimic
the dynamical behavior of mean-field coupled models, but is on
the other hand much more efficient in terms of connectivity cost.
Also Hafner et al. [38] in a recent study analyze different network
topologies with respect to rhythm output and jet-lag adaptation
and find that coupling different network topologies leads to
robustness of the overall rhythm with respect to perturbations.
Nevertheless, all of the abovementioned studies were mainly
focused on the synchronization and amplitude properties, entrain-
ment and robustness of the SCN.
In our study, we focus on the role of long-range connections
between the neurons, as they are known to lead to networks
characterized by small-world properties [39,40]. Moreover, in jet-
lag experiments evidence was found for a connection between the
ventral and dorsal part of the SCN [10], indicating a role for long-
range connections between both parts. Using our model, defined
by coupled ordinary differential equations, we show that the
number of long-range connections between the cells in the VL and
DM region is a fine-tunable parameter to adjust the phase
distribution and consequently the length of behavioral activity.
Our results thus indicate that the seasonal summer/winter
dynamics of the circadian clocks can effectively be regulated by
the plasticity of the SCN network structure.

Materials and Methods

Single cell oscillator
It has been shown in mathematical models that the electrical
activity measured as the firing rate of neurons is directly related by
a threshold mechanism to the underlying molecular clockwork
composed of transcriptional and translational feedback loops
[41,42]. The firing rate is then encoded into the release of
neurotransmitter via synapses that in turn affect the underlying
molecular clockwork by a cascade involving Ca2+, cAMP and
CRE elements in the promotor region ofPerandCry[13]. Here,
we are using a generic amplitude-phase oscillator model that was
used in recent studies on the entrainment and the importance of
coupling in circadian rhythms and is commonly referred to as the
Poincaré oscillator [43,44,45]. The advantage of this model is its
few independent parameters namely the radial relaxation ratel
and the relative amplitudeA. It has been shown that many high-
dimensional oscillator models can be reduced to simple two-
dimensional amplitude-phase oscillator models [46]. The param-
eters for this model have been taken from model fits to
measurements from single dissociated SCN cells showing a log-
normal distribution, with an average value oflog(0:8)/log(0:05)
and standard deviation 0.5/0.4 of the underlying normal
distribution forAandl, respectively [47]. Non-rhythmic cells
were modeled with the amplitude set to zeroA= 0, resulting in a
damped oscillator [47]. To mimic the spike-like electrical activity
of 4–5 h, we adjusted the model as suggested in [43], with the
parameterccontrolling the phase velocity change set to 2. The
oscillator in the amplitude-phase (r,w) representation is given by:

_rr~lr(A{r) ð1Þ

_QQ~ccos 0:5Qð Þ2zoffset: ð2Þ

Author Summary

Circadian clocks drive the temporal coordination of
internal biological processes, which in turn determine
daily rhythms in physiology and behavior in the most
diverse organisms. In mammals, the 24-hour timing clock
resides in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the
hypothalamus. The SCN is a network of interconnected
neurons that serves as a robust self-sustained circadian
pacemaker. The electrical activity of these neurons and
their synchronization with the 24-hour cycle is established
via the environmental day and night cycles. Apart from
daily luminance changes, mammals are exposed to
seasonal day length changes as well. Remarkably, it has
been shown experimentally that the seasonal adaptations
to different photoperiods are related to the modifications
of the neuronal activity of the SCN due to the plasticity of
the network. In our paper, by developing a mathematical
model of the SCN architecture, we explore in depth the
role of the structure of this important neuronal network.
We show that the redistribution of the neuronal activity
during winter and summer can in part be explained by
structural changes of the network. Interestingly, the
alterations of the electrical activity patterns can be related
with small-world properties of our proposed SCN network.
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Here the offset parameter is chosen in such a way that the period
of the individual oscillators is Gaussian distributed around 24 h
with a standard deviation of 3 h. This ensures that most of the
intrinsic periods are in a range of 18–30 h, as experimentally
observed [48].

Oscillator network
To reduce computational costs our main SCN model consists of
N~600cells. However, to check whether our results are
independent of the system size, we later also consider a network
ofN~1800cells. To reflect the light-receiving and non-rhythmic
cells (A= 0) in the VL region we distributed 1/3 of the neurons in
the lower region randomly without any connections between them.
The other 2/3 of the rhythmic cells was distributed randomly
above. These cells were connected as a random geometric graph
[49,50]. In particular, for simplicity an identical radius range

R~
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SkrnTr=p
p

for all cells was chosen, whereSkrnT~6signifies
the average degree of the random geometric network andr~1=N
is the density of the cells in the region. If two cells fall within each
other’s range then they are connected. To analyze the importance
of the long-range connections between the VL and the DM region
they were added with an adjustable probabilityd, similar as in a
previous study on small network properties in the SCN [37].
Moreover, since we cannot exclude long-range connections
between cells within the same region (DM, VL), these were also
added but with a ten times smaller probability (d=10). For simplicity
we only considered bidirectional coupling in all cell-to-cell
connections. A characteristic network structure is shown in
Figure 1. We use a linear, local mean field coupling model that
averages the inputs into each cell and adds these to the oscillator in
Cartesian coordinates. It has been used in previous SCN coupling
studies [36,37]. The terms:

Cxi~e
X

j

Aij
ki
xj~e

X

j
Wijxj

Cyi~e
X

j

Aij
ki
yj~e

X

j
Wijyj

ð3Þ

are added to Eqs. 1–2 after transformation into Cartesian coor-
dinates. Heree~0:4defines the coupling strength,kiis the degree
of nodeiandAijis theij-th element of the adjacency matrix, whose
value is 1 if the oscillators are coupled, whilst otherwise the value is
0. The oscillators are not coupled to themselves (Aii~0).

Light input
The light input into our model was simulated by adding the
light signal to thex-coordinate of each oscillator cell in the VL
region. The light signal was modeled as a square shaped pulse with
a period of 24 h and adjustable widthtp, which enables us to
simulate different photoperiod lengths. In Section 6 in Text S1 we
analyzed the entrainment capacities of a single model oscillator
and found that only forcing in thex-coordinate is suitable for
entrainment, since forcing inyleads to a shift of the intrinsic
period to lower periods (see Eq. 44 in Text S1). In all calculations
we used a fixed amplitudeb~1:5for the periodic light input.

Phase response curves
Phase response curves (PRCs) are a very useful tool to char-
acterize circadian rhythms [51]. They measure the advance or
delay of the clocks phase to a perturbation applied at different
times of the day. The PRC is measured in our model by applying a
light-pulse of 4 h duration and amplitudeb~3to the free-running
rhythm. The PRC is then scaled to circadian time (CT0 to CT24)

by entraining the organism to an external rhythm and taking the
maximum of thexvariable as a phase reference point [51]. The
infinitesimal or instantaneous PRCs (iPRCs) describe the phase
response to an infinitesimally short and small light pulse [52] of
each individual oscillator and can be calculated from adjoint
equations [53,54,55,56] (cf. Section 1 in Text S1). Importantly,
they allow disassembling the overall PRC, which can be used to
deduce factors affecting its magnitude or shape.

Network measures
Due to the long-range connections interaction networks with
small world properties can emerge [37,40]. Their existence is
characterized by a relatively high efficiencyE, which serves as an
indicator of the traffic capacity of the network and is defined as
follows:

E~

P
i=jd

{1
i,j

N(N{1)
, ð4Þ

wheredi,jis the length of the shortest path from unitito unitj.It
should be noted thatEis inversely related to the average shortest
path length, but is numerically easier to use for the estimation of
topological distances between elements of disconnected graphs.
On the other hand, the cliquishness of a typical neighborhood in
small-world networks is large. This characteristic is usually
quantified using the clustering coefficientC, which is defined as
follows: If the node degree (the number of neighbors) of a vertexi
is denoted byki, there areki(ki{1)=2possible links between these
neighbors. One commonly denotesCias the fraction of those links
that are present in the graph andCis defined as the average ofCi
over all the vertices. Furthermore, it has been shown [57,58] that
the productU~ECis a suitable indicator for the optimal small-
world network structure, becauseU(d)has its maximum in the

Figure 1. Characteristic network architecture of the SNC.The
number of neurons isN~200andd~0:01. Blue circles denote neurons
in the ventrolateral (VL) while violet circles denote neurons in the
dorsomedial (DM) region. Black arrows depict short-range connections
and red arrows depict long-range connections.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002697.g001
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region ofd, where a proper ratio between the clustering and the
efficiency is achieved. It should also be noted that it makes sense to
argue about small-world characteristics only for low enough values
ofd(i.e.dv0:1) [58]. Above this value the interconnectivity
becomes too large and the coupling behaves more as a mean-field
type.

Synchronization and spectral graph analysis
The synchronization behavior of coupled oscillators for small
coupling strengths can be deduced from the eigenvalues of the
Laplacian matrix of the network [45,59,60] (see Section 5 in Text
S1 for further explanation). In Sections 2, 3 and 4 in Text S1 we
establish a theory for the phase synchronization of weakly coupled
heterogeneous oscillators in an arbitrary network by using the
phase-reduction method introduced by Kuramoto [61]. We
assume that the heterogeneity in the oscillators and their coupling
is small and Gaussian distributed. This is a simplification of our
considered network structure because it contains a mixture of
damped and self-sustained oscillators and thus a rather large
heterogeneity between these two groups. Nevertheless, the analytic
results lead to deeper insights into the system and can still be
helpful to understand the systems dynamics. For the most general
case we find that if the in-phase locking of oscillators is stable, the
variance of the stable phase distribution is mainly determined by
near-zero singular values of the coupling matrixM, which
determines the dynamics of deviations from the synchronized
state. If the coupling between the oscillators is additive and similar,
the coupling matrix is identical to the Laplacian matrixLof the
network up to multiplication by a constant factor. The Laplacian
matrix is defined as:

Lij~Wij{(
X

k
Wik)dik, ð5Þ

whereWijis the weighted adjacency matrix from Eq. (3) anddijis
the Dirac delta function. Furthermore, if the LaplacianLis
symmetric due to a bidirectional coupling of oscillators the
singular values can be replaced by the eigenvalues ofL. However,
in our case the matrixLin Eq. (5) is not symmetric because of the
local mean field coupling. Thus, we calculated the singular values
after removing all completely disconnected oscillators from the
network because each disconnected oscillator leads to a trivial zero
singular/eigenvalue in the spectrum.

The Goodwin model
In order to generalize our findings we additionally verify how
the SCN network behaves when a more complex model for
circadian oscillations that, to a certain extent, takes into account
molecular aspects of the circadian clock describes the dynamics of
the individual cells. The mathematical formalism used to describe
the dynamics of individual oscillators is based on the theoretical
framework of Goodwin [62] and its extended version proposed by
Gonze et al. [35]. The dynamics of thei-th cell is governed by the
following set of differential equations:

dui
dt
~v1

Kn1
Kn1zz

n
i

{v2
ui

K2zui
zvc

KsenFi
KczKsenFi

zli(t), ð6Þ

dvi
dt
~k3ui{v4

vi
K4zvi

, ð7Þ

dzi
dt
~k5vi{v6

zi
K6zzi

, ð8Þ

dqi
dt
~k7ui{v8

qi
K8zqi

: ð9Þ

In Eqs. (6–9)uidenotes the clock gene mRNA which produces a
clock proteinviwhich, in turn, activates a transcriptional inhibitor
zi. Moreover,qisignifies the neuropeptide serving as a means for
intercellular communication. In particular, the neurotransmitter
levelFiaffects the clock gene transcription (see Eq. (6)), whereby
the neurotransmitter interactions are determined by the network
structure:

Fi~
X

j

Aij
ki
qj ð10Þ

The termli(t)in Eq. (6) represents the light signal, which is applied
only to cells in the VL region and is modeled as a square shaped
pulse with a period of 24 h and adjustable widthtpand amplitude
0.01. To mimic the nonrhythmic behavior of cells in the VL
region we setn~3for 1/3 of the neurons, whereas in the upper
DM region the Hill coefficient for all the cells is set ton~4, so that
they exhibit self-sustained oscillations. However, a reduced Hill
coefficient results in a decrease of the inherent oscillator frequency.
For that reason we adjusted the values for the degradation rates of
the clock gene, in order to achieve an inherent period around 24 h
for both self-sustained and damped oscillators. In particular, in the
VL region we setv2~0:5nM=h, whereas in the DM region we
chosev2~0:35 nM=h. Other parameters used in our calculations,
except for the coupling strengthvc~0:1nM=h, were chosen ac-
cording to Gonze et al. [35]:K1~1:0nM,K2~1:0nM,K4~
1:0nM,K6~1:0nM,K8~1:0nM,Kc~1:0nM,Ksen~0:5,v1~
0:7nM=h,k3~0:7=h,v4~0:35 nM=h,k5~0:7=h,v6~0:35 nM=
h,k7~0:35=h,v8~1:0nM=h. Furthermore, we introduce cell-
to-cell variability in terms of different individual periods between
cells in the same way as it was proposed by Gonze et al. [35]. The
production and degradation ratesv1,v2,k3,v4,k5,v6,k7andv8
are divided by a scaling factorsi, whose values are chosen
randomly from a normal distribution of mean 1.0 and standard
deviation 0.05.

Results

We entrained our network model over 40 cycles with a 24 h
rhythm and variable photoperiod lengths. In all numerical
calculations the initial conditions were randomly distributed
aroundx= 1 andy= 0, according to a normal distribution with
a standard deviation 0.2. In all simulations, the final dynamical
state was attained after just a few periods (see Figure S1 in Text
S1). Therefore, we chose to discard an initial transient of 15 cycles.
In Figure 2 we show the time courses of activity in thex-coordinate
of 10 randomly chosen cells ford~0:01andd~0:005. This
parameter affects the number of long-range connections in the
SCN network. It should be emphasized that the coupling of the
cells in the network leads to an approximately 10-fold increase in
the amplitude of the activity of the single cells, as observed also
experimentally [21]. Moreover, it can be seen that decreasingd
and thus the number of long-range connections leads to a
broadening of the peak-phase distribution (see also Figure S2 in
Text S1), whereas the activity peak of the individual cells always
has a width of only about 4–5 h as observed experimentally [10].
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To capture the effect of the broader phase distribution on the
overall electrical activity of the SCN we calculated the mean activity
over the entire SCN and shifted this activity into the positive
quadrant (Figure 3A). It can be seen that the mean electrical activity
is broader for small values ofd, which we therefore refer to as
‘‘summer-topology’’ and is shorter for large values ofd, which we
therefore refer to as ‘‘winter-topology’’. Therefore, our model is able
to explain the different experimentally observed phase-distributions
in summer and in winter [10], by changes in the network topology.
It has also been observed that after entrainment to different
photoperiods the width of the phase distribution is preserved under
free-running conditions as well. In Figure 3B we show the network’s
dynamical response without an entraining stimulus for the winter-
and summer-topology. We can observe that even without entraining
the phase distribution is also preserved under free-running
conditions. Thus we can conclude that the width of the activity is
mainly related to SCN plasticity [9]. Moreover, even in the absence
of light input the non-rhythmic cells in the VL region become
rhythmic due to the coupling to the oscillators with a self-sustained
rhythm in the DM region as already observed in a previous study on
synchronization induced rhythmicity in the SCN [36]. Another

surprising observation is that a coupling strength ofe~0:4is
sufficient to synchronize the oscillators, despite the significant
heterogeneity in the oscillator periods. We attribute this to the
weakness (small radial relaxation ratel) of the oscillators.
The sensitivity of the amplitudehand widthw(defined as the
width of the peak at half the amplitude) of the mean electrical
activity with respect to the parameterdis shown in Figure 4. It can
be seen that by changing the number of long-range connections
the width of the mean electrical activity can be adjusted to winter
and summer photoperiods. When moving from winter- to
summer-topology also the mean activity amplitude decreases. To
ensure that the width and amplitude of the mean activity is mainly
determined by the network topology we also calculated them for
short and long photoperiods. It can be seen that both only slightly
depend on the length of the photoperiod (see Figure 4).
Remarkably, the same conclusions can be drawn from results
presented in Figure S3 in Text S1, where the mean-field of the
summer (d~0:005) and winter topology (d~0:01) for different
durations of the light input is shown.
To quantify the synchronization between the neuronal cells we
calculated the correlation matrices for the summer- and winter-

Figure 2. Single cell activity patterns of 10 randomly chosen neurons.(A) Summer conditions:tp~16,d~0:005. (B) Winter conditions:tp~8,
d~0:01. Note that the amplitude of the entraining signal is not in scale.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002697.g002

Figure 3. Global activity patterns of the SCN.Oscillatory profiles of the mean field for the entrained network (A) and for free-running conditions
(B). In both panels red lines refer to summer conditions (d~0:005), whereas black lines signify winter conditions (d~0:01). The amplitude of the
entraining signal is not in scale.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002697.g003
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topology under the corresponding entrainment cycle (Figure 5A–
B). Theij-th element of the matrix is defined as follows:

Rij~

P
k(xi(tk){xxi)(xj(tk){xxj)

sxisxj
, ð11Þ

wherexiis one of the Cartesian coordinates which signifies the
neuronal activity andxxiandsxiare the mean value and the

standard deviation of the time seriesxi(t)of thei-th oscillator,
respectively. The sum in Eq. (11) runs over the whole temporal
series, whereby every 25th point ofxiresulting from numerical
integration is recorded. It can be seen that the cells receiving light
input in the VL region are more synchronous to each other for
both topologies. On the other hand, cells in the DM region in the
summer-topology are asynchronous to each other reflecting the
broader peak phase distribution, but are more synchronous to the
cells in the VL region probably to the ones they have long-range
connections to. For the winter-topology also the cells in the DM
region show good synchrony to each other, which reflects the
narrow phase distribution observed in short photoperiods [10].
The overall better synchrony with more long-range connections in
the winter-topology also reflects itself in the average correlation
coefficientRavg (Figure 5C). Besides, the level of correlation
between cells only slightly depends on the duration of the
photoperiod, hence once again confirming that the intercellular
network structure is the key agent governing the characteristics of
the collective neuronal activity.
Furthermore, it has been experimentally observed that the PRC
of the SCN shows a larger magnitude in winter than in summer
[63]. We have numerically calculated the PRC for the winter- and
summer-topology (Figure 6). In accordance with the experimental
observations, the PRC for the winter-topology has a higher
magnitude then the summer-topology. Notably, the extent of the
phase shift under both conditions is regulated by the amplitude of
the perturbation signal (see Figure S4 in Text S1). To further
analyze the underlying reasons for the differences, we calculated
the individual instantaneous PRCs of all light-receiving oscillators
(Figure 7A–B), which when summed up represent the overall

instantaneous PRC (Figure 7C–D). It can be seen that the
individual iPRCs are also diminished in magnitude in the summer
topology compared to the winter topology. Moreover, the
individual iPRCs are more shifted to each other in the summer
topology (correlation coefficientSRiPRCT~0:9648compared to
SRiPRCT~0:9954), most likely due to the lesser synchronization
between the individual light-receiving cells. Both effects lead to a
diminished overall PRC. The effect due to shifting of the curves is
enhanced for even smaller values ofd:SRiPRCT~0:8883for
d~0:0035(Figure S5 in Text S1).
To characterize the different network topologies in winter and
in summer we calculated the network efficiency and clustering
coefficient, two properties that allow the characterization of small-
world networks (Figure 8). It has been shown that the product of
the two measures is the largest when the network possesses small-
world properties [57,64]. Using this measure characterizes the
winter-topology as a small-world network, which is efficient in
terms of costs for the neuronal connections and the achieved
synchrony between the individual cells. On the other hand the
summer-topology is not able to achieve synchrony due to the
reduced number of long-range connections, which lessens the
small-world properties of the network.
To additionally characterize the synchronization behavior of
the network we calculated the singular value spectrum of the
network’s Laplacian matrixLfor 25 replicates of our network
structure (see Section 5 and Figure S6 in Text S1). For a
symmetric coupling it has been shown that large eigenvalues
indicate groups of oscillator that synchronize fast, whereas near
zero eigenvalues indicate a community structure inside the
network, with groups of oscillators that do not synchronize their
phases to each other [59,60]. In Sections 2, 3 and 4 in Text S1 we
generalize these numerical findings to a network of weakly coupled
heterogeneous oscillators and show analytically that for a non-
symmetric coupling small near-zero singular values lead to a large
variance in the synchronized phase distribution. Although, the
theory is established for a network of only self-sustained oscillators
the numerical calculations indicate that its predicted effects are still
applicable for the here considered network of damped and self-

Figure 4. Analysis of the electrical activity of the SCN as a function of the network structure.The average widthwof the mean field signal
(A) and its amplitudeh(B) for different durations of the light signal. It can be observed that the shape of the signal depends predominately on the
network structure. On the other hand, the duration of the light input only has an insignificant effect.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002697.g004
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sustained oscillators. The singular value spectra for the summer
topology possesses many near-zero eigenvalues indicating that
indeed a community structure is present, where oscillators within a
community are more connected to each other than to members
from other communities (see Section 5 in Text S1). Our theoretical
results now also explain how this effects the stable distribution of
phases. In particular the near-zero eigenvalues present for the
summer topology lead to a dramatic increase in the width of the
phase distribution. To illustrate this even more we have also
calculated the mean number of near zero singular values over
different values ofd(Figure 9). It can be seen that ford§0:01only
the trivial zero singularvalue exists, whereas at lower values ofd
small non-zero singularvalues indicate groups of oscillators that do
not fully synchronize their phases to each other and therefore lead
to a broader SCN activity.
To further characterize our model we also analyzed the
entrainment properties of our model. In Section 5 in Text S1 we
analyze the entrainment dynamics of a single, uncoupled oscillator

in an analytic way and derive, several explicit formulae for the
entrainment borders (see also Figure S7 in Text S1). These results
shows that the individual weak, spiking single oscillator we consider
shows an entrainment behavior that markedly differs from the
entrainment of a rigid amplitude-phase oscillator. Especially, after a
certain threshold of the entrainment amplitudebthe external
forcing overrides the internal dynamics and the oscillator is
practically entrainable to every periodte. We therefore compared
the entrainment region of the single uncoupled oscillator (Figure S7
in Text S1, dotted lines) with the entrainment region of the oscillator
network in summer and winter (Figure 10A–B). Note that due to the
high computational costs, we considered only one network
realization per condition. Therefore, we expect that the borders
of the entrainment region slightly change with each realization.
Nevertheless, even the calculations for just one realization give
valuable insights. We find that due to the coupling the oscillator
network behaves more like a rigid oscillator as found also in a
previous study [44]. Moreover, the entrainment amplitudebneeds
to be significantly higher compared to the single oscillator to achieve
entrainment. This effect is related to the amplitude expansion of the
coupled oscillators. This is confirmed by calculations of the
entrainment region for an oscillator network with increased
coupling strengthe~0:8(Figure 10C–D). The entrainment region
becomes even smaller due to increased rigidity and amplitude of the
oscillator network in line with the previous results [44].
Nevertheless, we observe that the entrainment region of the
winter topology is larger than that of the summer topology. This
result is in line with the observed reduced phase response curve of
the summer topology (Figure 6). Another interesting observation is
that for a small coupling strength the entrainment region is not
symmetric for large entrainment amplitudes and especially,
entrainment to smaller periods is not possible.
In order to verify that our findings are indeed qualitatively in-
dependent of the system size we calculated how the amplitudehand
the widthwof the mean electrical activity change with respect to the
parameter delta for a three times larger system size (1800 neurons,
600 of them being located in the VL region). First, we computed at
which values of delta small-world network properties are obtained.
Results shown in Figures S8A–B in Text S1 reveal that those
characteristics, which reflect winter conditions, are found around
d~0:003. Accordingly, the SCN network structure reflecting
summer conditions was chosen to be atd~0:0015.Remarkably,
the results in Figures S8C–D in Text S1, showing the changes ofw

Figure 5. Correlations between individual SCN neurons.The correlation matricesRfor summer (A) and winter conditions (B), and the average
correlation coefficientRavgas a function ofdfor different photoperiods (C). The color-profile of the valuesRijis linear between blue depicting 0 (no
correlation) and red representing 1 (perfect correlation).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002697.g005

Figure 6. Phase response curves of the SCN network.
Perturbation induced changes in the phase of the mean field signal
for summer (d~0:005) and winter (d~0:01) conditions. The applied
pulse had a duration of 4 h and an amplitude ofb~3.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002697.g006
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Figure 7. Instantaneous phase response curves of all light-receiving neurons.Individual PRCs for summerd~0:005(A) and winterd~0:01
(B) conditions and the corresponding summed up phase responses (C) and (D). The unit of time is scaled to circadian time. The average correlation
coefficient between the individual curves in the summer topology isSRiPRCT~0:9648, while for the winter topology it isSRiPRCT~0:9954.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002697.g007

Figure 8. Characterization of the SCN network model.The global
efficiency of the networkE, the clustering coefficientCand their
productU as a function ofd. In the calculationN~600cells were
considered, 1/3 of them being located in the ventrolateral (VL) region.
Note that all quantities are scaled to the unit interval.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002697.g008

Figure 9. Spectral graph analysis for the detection of
communities in the SCN network.Mean number of near zero
singular values (,1026) in the Laplacian matrix of the SCN network as a
function ofd. Presented are averages and standard deviations over 25
independent replicates.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002697.g009
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andhas a function of delta, clearly indicate that qualitative identical
results are obtained for larger system sizes as well (compare to
Figure 4).
Finally, we examine how the SCN network behaves in the case
that a more complex and biologically relevant model – the Goodwin
oscillator – drives the dynamics of individual cells. Results presented
in Figures 11A–B show the time evolution of the concentration of
the clock geneuin summer (d~0:005) and winter (d~0:01)
conditions. Obviously, the phase distribution is much broader in
summer conditions than in winter conditions. This observation is
additionally confirmed with the results presented in Figure S9 in
Text S1, where the time evolution of the mean SCN activity over
several entraining cycles is shown. Similar as in the case of the
simple amplitude-phase oscillator (see Figure 3), the mean field
signal of the Goodwin oscillator network is higher and narrower in
winter. Furthermore, Figure 11C shows the average correlation
coefficient as a function of the network parameter, whereby a
greater extent of synchronization can be observed asdis increased.
Thus, the results obtained with the more complex model for
circadian oscillations are qualitatively very similar to those obtained
with the simple amplitude-phase oscillator.

Discussion

The importance of network plasticity for the adaptation of the
circadian rhythm to different photoperiods was put forth in several

experimental studies [9,10]. Using our model, we identified one
possible mechanism able to explain the adaptation to different
photoperiods: the introduction of long-range connections be-
tween cells in the VL (ventrolateral) and DM (dorsomedial)
region of the SCN. In particular, the length of the behavioral
activity can be regulated as follows: dense long-range connections
during winter lead to a narrow activity phase, while rare long-
range connections during summer lead to a broad activity phase.
We found that this result is independent of the number of
neurons. Moreover, similar results were obtained when replacing
the model governing the dynamics of the individual neurons,
namely the simple amplitude-phase oscillator, with the more
biologically relevant Goodwin oscillator. To go from a wide
phase distribution in summer to a more narrow and synchronized
phase distribution in winter roughly the doubled number of long-
range connections had to be introduced. In our model of 600
neurons, this amounts to around 450 connections in the summer
topology and 900 connections in the winter topology. Taking into
account that the fraction of added long range connectionsd
leading to a network with small world properties is inversely
proportional to the number of oscillators [57,58], we can
extrapolate the number of required long-range connections in
the real SCN network consisting of 20000 neurons. In this case,
roughly 15000 connections would need to be introduced to
change the network from the summer-topology to the winter-
topology.

Figure 10. Entrainment regions of the oscillator network.The grey shaded region depicts combinations of the entrainment periodteand
entrainment amplitudebthat allow entrainment to the external signal. (A) Winter conditions:d~0:01and (B) summer conditions:d~0:005with
coupling strengthe~0:4. (C) Winter conditions and (D) summer conditions but the coupling strength was raised toe~0:8.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002697.g010
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It should be emphasized that the photoperiod gradually changes
from summer to winter and hence the introduction of the
additional neuronal connections would occur in a time span over
roughly half a year. In fact the physical connections between
neurons do not need to be introduced but synaptic plasticity
changing the responsiveness of individual neurons could lead to a
weakening or strengthening of connections. To support those ideas
we also calculated how the dynamics of the SCN network changes
if the coupling strength of the long-range connections in a winter
topology network withd~0:01is gradually reduced. The
simulation results indicate that reducing the coupling strength by
at least 75% for half of the long-range connections (reflecting the
summer topology withd~0:005) leads to very similar effects as a
complete deletion of links (Figure S10 in Text S1). Moreover, a
simulation with a rapid transition from winter to summer topology
shows that the entrainment transient is very short and therefore
negligible for gradual changes over the year (Figure S11 in Text
S1).
Our model is also able to simulate the increased magnitude of
the overall phase response curve (PRC) in winter compared to
summer. This can be explained by the reduced magnitude of the
individual instantaneous PRCs and their shifting relatively to each
other in the summer topology, leading to an overall smaller phase
response. Both effects are due to the reduced synchrony in the
summer-topology shown by the correlation matrices in Figure 5.
Since the cells are at different phases of their inner clock when not
completely synchronized this leads to a smaller overall response,
much like is the case for coupled but unsynchronized pendulums
that are perturbed by a pulse. Of course, the individual PRCs do
not contain a ‘‘dead’’ zone with no phase shift. The reason for this
is the simple model for the individual oscillators, which cannot
account for the complicated phase response behavior of more
realistic models. However, the focus of this work was not on
modeling the individual oscillators but analyzing the impact of
network changes on the synchrony of the overall SCN and how
photoperiod adaptation is related to this.
Along with the phase response, we also analyzed the dependence
of the entrainment region of the oscillator network on the network
topology and the coupling strength between the individual neurons.
Our results agree with previous studies that found a decreased
entrainment region for increased coupling between the oscillators,
due to an increased in rigidity and amplitude of the oscillators [44].
Moreover, in line with the observed reduced PRC of the summer

topology we also observe that the entrainment region of the summer
topology is smaller. This result is counterintuitive, since intuitively
one would expect that the oscillators become more rigid in a
network with more long-range connections. In addition, the
amplitude of the oscillator networks mean field is larger in the
winter topology as compared to the summer topology. A common
statement in the analysis of oscillator synchronization is that large
amplitude oscillators are harder to entrain. Our results show that
this statement cannot simply be carried over to oscillator networks.
It seems that the effect of adding specific connections between cells is
different from an increase in the overall coupling strength. Whereas,
the latter leads to a decrease in the entrainment region, due to
amplitude expansion and increase in rigidity, the former leads to a
larger entrainment region due to a more synchronized phase
response. These findings underline the importance of the network
structure connecting the oscillators.
Another possibility to achieve different phase distributions in
summer and winter are changes in the intrinsic oscillator
characteristics or in the transmission of signals between the cells.
For example the introduction of a delay distribution in the synaptic
transmission also leads to a distribution of peak phases [32].
Changing the delay distribution could also allow the adaptation
to different photoperiods. However, it is difficult to explain a delay
of several hours physically since it has been observed that the
transcriptional induction ofPerupon a light pulse is within 5–
15 minutes during subjective night [13]. Since the same pathway
induces transcription in cells not sensing light but neuropeptide
release, we can assume that the delay times are on the same order of
magnitude also for intercellular coupling via neuropeptides.
Our results support the ideas pointed out by Meijer et al. [10] in
that the SCN neuronal network plasticity crucially affects the
activity phase distribution among SCN neurons and therefore
contributes to the adaptation to changes in day length. Interestingly,
our results indicate that the intercellular communication network in
the SCN has features of a small-world network. Such complex
topologies have been identified in numerous biological systems
including functional as well as anatomical connections in the
nervous system [65]. They indeed seem to be advantageous for
various living organisms. A closer inspection of Figures 4A–B and 5
reveals, that below the region where the small-world properties of
the network are well expressed (d&0:01, see Figure 8) the curves are
very steep. For the SCN it would thus be advantageous operating in
the proximity of the optimal small-world configuration. Namely,

Figure 11. Single cell activity patterns from 10 randomly chosen cells driven by the Goodwin model.(A) summer conditions:tp~16,
d~0:005and (B) winter conditions:tp~8,d~0:01, and (C) the corresponding average correlation coefficientRavgas a function ofdfor different
photoperiods (C). Note that in panels (A) and (B) the amplitude of the entraining signal is not in scale.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002697.g011
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rather small modifications in the extent of long-range connections
enable the regulation of synchronization behavior and phase
distributions of electrical activity in the neuronal population. In
this manner the plasticity as well as the realization of different
neuronal coupling mechanisms between the ventral and dorsal SCN
have a large impact during the adjustment to seasonal changes.
The effect of the broad phase-distribution in the summer
topology is explained by the introduction of well-connected
communities separated by bottlenecks into the network. Local
clusters of SCN oscillator synchronize fast and well to each other.
However, the synchronization between these clusters is hindered
due to the few connections between them. The community
structure of a network can be quantified by the so called algebraic
connectivity given by the second smallest eigenvalue of the
networks Laplacian matrix (see Eq. 5) [66,67]. If this eigenvalue is
near zero the network can be easily separated into groups. It was
shown numerically that near-zero eigenvalues lead to a more
unsynchronized state of the oscillators [60,68]. Our analytical
results (Sections 2, 3 and 4 in Text S1) support these findings and
show that the distribution variance of oscillator phases is strongly
influenced by near-zero eigenvalues. Remarkably, these theoret-
ical results do not depend on the underlying model governing the
dynamics of individual cells and therefore generalize the proposed
mechanism of photoperiod adaptation by controlling the number
of long-range connections and consequently the community
structure in the SCN network. Another advantage of the
theoretical results is the insight into the relation between
synchronized phase and period distribution on the one hand
and network properties on the other hand (see for example Eq. 18
in Text S1). Future studies could use this relation to extend our
model to account for other features of the phase distribution in the
SCN, for example the observed bimodal phase distribution in long
photoperiods [30,31].

Supporting Information

Text S1 The supporting Text S1 provides several theoretical
definitions and derivations generalizing the findings of the main

study. In Section 1 the concept of phase response curves is
introduced and it is shown how to compute them numerically. In
Section 2 a general equation for the dynamics of the in-phase
distribution of an arbitrary oscillator network with small heter-
ogeneity between the oscillators is derived. The derivation is based
on the well-known phase reduction method introduced by
Kuramoto and a linearization around small phase differences. In
Section 3 we derive the stationary phase-distribution and the
locked frequency using the pseudoinverse of the matrix M of the
linearized system. Moreover, we show that the stationary phase
distribution is among other factors mostly influenced by near-zero
singular/eigenvalues of the matrix M. In Section 4 we consider
several special cases of oscillator coupling. In particular we derive
that for a coupling function that is the same for all oscillators the
networks Laplacian and consequently its near-zero singular/
eigenvalues determine the stationary phase-distribution. In Section
5 we connect the findings from Section 2–4 to previous work from
spectral graph theory, showing that the network structure, and in
particular the occurrence of communities with nodes that are well
connected within the community but weakly connected between
communities, is tightly related to the singular/eigenvalue spectrum
of the Laplacian. Moreover, we calculate and discuss the spectra
for the winter and summer topology of our SCN network. In
Section 6 we additionally analyze theoretically the entrainment to
an external stimulus of a single amplitude-phase oscillator from
our study. We derive novel entrainment bounds for several special
cases of rigid and weak oscillators. These bounds are derived to
compare them against the entrainment of the whole SCN network.
Section 7 contains all supplementary figures along with figure
captions of our study.
(PDF)
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Exploration of chronobiological systems emerges as a growing research field within bioinformatics focusing on various applications
in medicine, agriculture, and material sciences. From a systems biological perspective, the question arises whether biological
control systems for regulation of oscillatory signals and their technical counterparts utilise similar mechanisms. If so, modelling
approaches and parameterisation adopted from building blocks can help to identify general components for frequency control in
circadian clocks along with gaining insight into mechanisms of clock synchronisation to external stimuli like the daily rhythm of
sunlight and darkness. Phase-locked loops could be an interesting candidate in this context. Both, biology and engineering, can
benefit from a unified view resulting from systems modularisation. In a first experimental study, we analyse a model of coupled
repressilators. We demonstrate its ability to synchronise clock signals in a monofrequential manner. Several oscillators initially
deviate in phase difference and frequency with respect to explicit reaction and diffusion rates. Accordingly, the duration of the
synchronisation process depends on dedicated reaction and diffusion parameters whose settings still lack to be sufficiently captured
analytically.

1. Introduction

In both spheres, biological and technical systems, oscillatory
signals play a major role in order to trigger and control
time-dependent processes. Core oscillators are the simplest
devices for generation of continuously running clock signals.
To this end, signal processing units consisting of at least one
feedback loop can suffice [1].So,itisnosurprisethatproba-
bly numerous evolutionary origins led to oscillative reaction
networks while independently technical attempts succeeded
in construction of single clocks or clock generators.
The situation becomes more complicated if several of

those core oscillators start to interact. Resulting biological
systems are commonly driven to achieve a synchronous
behaviour towards an evolutionary advantage. Correspond-
ingly, clock synchronisation in technical systems is frequently
inspired by the need to follow a global time. Interestingly,
the formalisation of clock synchronisation processes is quite

distant from each other. While, in distributed computer
systems, stepwise algorithmic approaches (like Berkeley or
Christian’s method, [2]) predominate, biological systems
adjust their clock signals more gradually, which might
include sequences (cascades) of dedicated modifications in
spatial molecular structures or even consideration of com-
partmental dynamics. Typically, its process formalisation is
either based on reaction-diffusion kinetics or employs more
abstract analytic techniques adopted from general systems
theory whose range of application preferably covers sinu-
soidal signal shapes. For this purpose, the Kuramoto method
[3], an analytic signal coherence measure to counteract phase
shift between each pair of core oscillators, became established
among others. These state-of-the-art approaches have in
common to exploit systems of differential equations derived
from kinetic laws of the underlying set of involved reactions
as well as transportation or diffusion processes. Coping with
the complexity of those monolithic models that can easily
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contain more than one hundred single equations and several
hundred parameters to be reasonably fitted is a challenging
and error-prone task. Additionally, the modelling often coin-
cides with some incomplete, imprecise, or partially wrong
information about the desired reaction network topology
and its kinetic parameters. To overcome these insufficiencies
in modelling, we suggest a specific concept of reaction system
modularisationinspired by engineering.
Our concept is based on the assumption that“structure

follows function.”Although there is a plethora of different
strategies and implementations to achieve a certain complex
network function, the pool of sufficient network candidates
can be divided into compositions of a low number of
elementary functional units calledmodules. This term is
not new in systems biology when considering recurrent
motifs conserved in metabolic, cell signalling, and gene
regulatory networks. We extend the notion of modules in
terms of information processing. In this context, a module
is able to fulfill an elementarycomputational task.Here,
the spatiotemporal course of substrate concentrations along
with molecular and compartmental structures acts as data
carrier. Beyond logic and arithmetic functions carried out by
the module’s steady-state behaviour, simple buffer and delay
elements contribute to a collection of biochemical modules,
each of which comprising few molecular species and a
maximum number of reactions within the same magnitude.
When combining those modules towards reaction networks
capable of a more complex functionality, we permit so-called
shared molecular speciesamong distinct modules. This way
of module coupling enables compact network topologies in
accordance with evident observations fromin-vivostudies.
Moreover, there is no need for further separate interface
specifications. In most cases, the behaviour of a module can
be captured by chemical counterparts oftransfer functions
in conjunction with characteristic curves which exhibit an
established practice in engineering. Utilisation of transfer
functions for modules significantly reduces the number of
distinct parameters to be considered by keeping the relevant
characteristics of the entire network.
Within a case study, we exemplify oscillatory signal syn-

chronisation by a biological system composed of bidirection-
ally coupled repressilators. To this end, we model the entire
gene regulatory networks using reaction-diffusion kinetics.
Afterwards, we conduct two comprehensive simulation stud-
ies. The first one discloses the time to synchronisation subject
to initial phase shift between the elementary repressilators.
Its balanced diffusion rate acts as coupling strength. It
appears that synchronisation of initially antiphasic signals
is most time consuming for weak coupling while it has a
negligible effect for strong coupling. A second simulation
study investigates the synchronisation behaviour with respect
to different initial frequencies of the single repressilators.
Coupled repressilators represent a prototypic example of

core oscillators embedded into a complex reaction-diffusion
network constituting a circadian clock as an entire system
able to be adjusted by external stimuli. From a systems point
of view, circadian clocks form biochemical frequency control
circuits whose functionality resembles technical counterparts

utilising so-calledphase-locked loops. Corresponding circuits
comprise three essential modules:

(i) a core oscillator whose frequency has been controlled
to adapt to an external stimulus,

(ii) a signal comparator (phase detector) responsible
for determining the deviation between the signal
produced by the core oscillator on the one hand and
the external stimulus on the other one,

(iii) a biochemical low-pass filter.

Finally, we illustrate a corresponding scheme by the
identification of feasible network candidates (modules)
composing a pure biochemical frequency control by a phase-
locked loop.
Beyond frequency control circuits, there are some exam-

ples on how biological and technical systems utilise equal
or similar mechanisms to achieve a certain function. In the
context of fascinating approaches within biomimicry [4],
those relationships become more and more obvious. Even at
a nanoscopic scale, we can detect homologies between elec-
tronic circuits and molecular reaction systems. For instance,
biobricks [5] can act as logic gates while cell signaling motifs
comprise the function of signal amplifiers, buffers, or filters
like low-pass filters [6]. All these components contribute
to astonishing capabilities of biological information pro-
cessing. Biochemical clockworks by controllable oscillatory
signals and their technical counterparts, frequency control
by phase-locked loops, can support the idea of similar
information processing techniques employed in nature and
in engineering. Nevertheless, the pool of potential problem
solutions in nature seems to be currently much larger than
in recent engineering, which motivates the progression of
interdisciplinary research in systems biology.

2. Prerequisites

We defi ne different temporally oscillating signals to be
synchronousto each other if and only if they meet three
conditions.

(1) The oscillatory signal must runundampedto avoid
signal weakening.

(2)Asymptotical or total harmonisationof the oscillatory
signals meaning that after a finite amount of time
calledtsync(time to synchronisation), both temporal
signal courses converge within an arbitrarily smallε-
neighbourhood.

(3) The resulting oscillatory signal aftertsynchas to
bemonofrequentialto ensure chronoscopy (constant
progression of time measure).

Note that synchronicity is stricter than obtaining entrain-
ment. While an adaptation of oscillatory signal frequency
and phase suffices for entrainment, synchronicity addi-
tionally requires harmonisation of the entire signal shape
(waveform) over time.
The central prerequisite of a core oscillator to be capable

of synchronisation to others is its ability to vary its oscillation
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frequency within a specified range [7]. This variation can
be achieved byforcing,byresetting,orbyspecificselective
perturbationsaffecting the oscillating signal. Without any
external influences, core oscillators resume their individual
free-running oscillatory behaviour, mostly by loosing their
synchronicity.
Topologically, clock synchronisation can be accom-

plished by two different strategies calledexternalandinternal
[8]. External strategies comprise a central leading clock that
propagates its time signal throughout the whole network of
downstream core oscillators which adjust their individual
signals by accelerating or slowing down their frequency for
a certain amount of time. Here, we observe a unidirectional
coupling from the leading central clock to all others. In
contrast, internal strategies aim at a mutual clock exchange
between the network members. The coupling topology is
mostly bidirectional, and each involved core oscillator is
going to adjust its signal based on a weighted sum of the
signals released by its adjacent clocks.

3. The Repressilator: A Goodwin-Type Control-
lable Oscillator

There are numerous biochemical core oscillators found in
living organism’s clocks [9]. From today’s perspective, its
majority reveals the Goodwin type [10]. A Goodwin-type
oscillator comprises an abstract metamodel of a cyclic gene
regulatory network, which is able to exhibit a sustained oscil-
latory behaviour in its substrate concentrations. Goodwin-
type oscillators have in common three dedicated focal
substrates typically calledX,Y,andZin whichXrepresents
a mRNA translated into a proteinYwithin the cytoplasm.
Yis transported into the nucleus where it functions as a
repressorZ, which in turn inhibits the transcription ofX.
All focal components (X,Y,andZ) degrade in the presence
of specific proteases acting as catalysts. It turns out that the
velocity of degradation is the most effective way to control
the oscillation frequency [11].
The original Goodwin oscillator, a prototypic core model

for generation of endogenous circadian rhythms, comes with
an attribute worth to be revised towards a more biochemical
model. The inhibition of X utilises a Hill term (derived from
saturation kinetics, [12]) whose Hill coefficient demands an
unrealistically high value of 9 or higher to ensure sustained
oscillations. Since the Hill coefficient typically coincides with
the number of reactive binding sites assigned to the repressor
protein Z, one would normally expect values below or equal
to 4.
Nevertheless, the Goodwin model became established in

terms of a general formalism (building block module) to
capture the dynamical behaviour of circadian clock systems
based on ordinary differential equations. Particularly in the
beginning of chronobiological research, the Goodwin model
was useful to act as a placeholder for partially unknown reac-
tion network topologies. Later, it turned out that circadian
clocks residing in manifold life forms resemble the Goodwin
approach in principle, but not exactly [9]. For instance, the
circadian core oscillator found inArabidopsis thaliana(a
flowering plant within the family of mustards,Brassicaceae)

[13] as well as its counterparts in some mammalians [14]
can be described by slightly modified forms of the Goodwin
model. Even the core components of the human circadian
clock located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus are mainly in
accordance with the oscillatory mechanism of the Goodwin
model [15].
In each organism, the biochemical core oscillator or a

corresponding system of coupled core oscillators is embed-
ded into an entire clockwork that ensures additional features
beyond a simple oscillatory behaviour like its ability to
entrainment or its capability of temperature compensation
within a physiological range. Moreover, substrates involved
in clock mechanisms often act as trigger species. They
frequently undergo various perturbations, which affect the
according species concentrations over time. In total, it
appears that a core oscillator’s reaction network in general
is strongly interwoven with further reaction systems respon-
sible for cell signalling or for metabolic activities. Unravelling
all facets of those complex control loops encourages a strict
modularization in order to separately identify the effect
and the intensity of all individual stimuli involved in the
entire clockwork. For a first study following this line, we are
going to have a core oscillator at hand whose formal model
could be successfully verified using anin-vivostudy and
whose interconnection with other reaction systems within an
organism is low.
The repressilator [16] seems to be an appropriate can-

didate for our purposes. A repressilator is a gene regulatory
network of the Goodwin type consisting of three focal
proteins (LacI, TetR, and cI) that mutually inhibit their
expression from genes (lacI, tetR, cI). Using two synthetic
plasmids, a repressilator had been successfully embedded
into a strain ofEscherichia coli[16]. LacI in concert with
TetR, two of the repressilator’s focal proteins, is potentially
able to interact with AHL (N-acyl homoserine lactone)
in terms of quorum sensing [17,18]. This implies the
possibility of a mutual exchange of molecules between
individual repressilators forming a bidirectional repressilator
coupling. In the resulting system, it is of interest to explore its
behaviour towards synchronisation of individual oscillations.
Getting insight into the underlying mechanisms from a
modelling perspective could elucidate the robustness of
biological clockworks against perturbations. Even the human
circadian clock utilises a number of bi- and unidirectionally
coupled core oscillators [19]. Moreover, it is generally
believed that there are several oscillators interconnected with
each other sensing different time cues [20–22]. By choosing
a system composed of two coupled repressilators, we can
explore its inherent properties by keeping the entire system
simple.

4. Internal Synchronisation:
Coupled Repressilators

4.1. Reaction Network and Kinetics.We identified a network
of bidirectionally coupled repressilators to be an appropriate
candidate to explore internal synchronisation within a
biological system. We employ a system composed of two
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coupled repressilators located in two adjacent cells inspired
by Garcia-Ojalvo et al. [17], seeFigure 1.
Let TetR be a protein assumed to be able to migrate

between the cells, it acts as coupling element. Its diffusion
rate diffspecifies the variable bidirectional coupling strength.
The dynamical behaviour of the network can be specified by
reaction-diffusion kinetics based on corresponding ordinary
differential equations (ODEs). For species names in the
ODEs, we abbreviate (LacI, TetR, cI)=(lp, tp, cp) for the
proteins and (lacI, tetR, cI)=(lr, tr, cr) for the mRNA. The
set of equations for each single repressilator reads:

dlp

dt
=klr·lr−klp·lp,

dtp

dt
=ktr·tr−ktp·tp−diff·tp+diff·tpexternal,

dcp

dt
=kcr·cr−kcp·cp,

dlr

dt
=α0+

α·knm
knm+cp

−klr·lr−klr2·lr,

dtr

dt
=α0+

α·knm
knm+lp

−ktr·tr−ktr2·tr,

dcr

dt
=α0+

α·knm
knm+tp

−kcr·cr−kcr2·cr.

(1)

We utilise the parameter setting α0=0.03,α=29.97,
km =40,n=3,k{lp,tp,cp}= 0.069,k{lr,tr,cr}= 6.93, and
k{lr2,tr2,cr2}=0.347 resulted from a parameter fitting based
on the available experimental data [17]. Additionally, the
initial species concentrations in case of no phase shift are
chosen at the limit cycle, for example,lr=0.819,tr=2.388,
cr=0.068,lp=36.263,tp=166.685, andcp=64.26.
The repressilator’s oscillation frequency mainly depends

on the degradation reaction rates. Diffusion of TetR proteins
from one repressilator to its adjacent counterpart causes
the same effect. This allows to control the frequency just
by forcing using a sustained dissipation of diffusing TetR
proteins.Figure 2illustrates a typical synchronisation run.

4.2. Synchronising Initial Phase Shifts.For the synchroni-
sation study, we set up both repressilator’s initial concen-
trations at the individual limit cycle in order to avoid
effects occurring within the transient phase (stabilisation
phase). Afterwards, a two-dimensional parameter scan was
conducted varying the initial phase shift of both repressi-
lators between 0◦and 360◦and simultaneously varying the
coupling strength within the relevant range diff=0.01 to
0.13 (weak to strong coupling). The time to synchronisation
was obtained assuming a signal convergence of one minute
per day (ε-neighbourhood’s interval length=1/1440 of
oscillation period), seeFigure 3.
The simulation study exhibits a correlation between

coupling strength (diff) and time to synchronisation. Since
a strong coupling (diff=0.13) has a more significant effect
on the adjacent repressilator’s behaviour, synchronisation is
achieved fast. In this case, even the influence of different

initial phase shifts can be widely neglected. The situation
becomes different when considering a weak coupling. Here,
the initial phase shift predominantly determines the time to
synchronisation. Initial antiphase rhythmicity (phase shift
180◦) between both repressilators causes the highest effort
to synchronise both oscillatory signals by mutual forcing.
In this context, it is interesting to mention that the ability
of the repressilator coupling to synchronise initial antiphase
rhythmicity is a direct consequence of the (slight) asym-
metric oscillatory signal shape. While symmetric oscillation
curves (like sinusoidal signals) persist in antiphase when
coupled, hence, unable to synchronise, asymmetric curves
(like spiking signals) entail a kind of unbalanced response
to forcing. There is no equilibrium between forcing effects
shortening and those advancing the oscillatory period. The
remaining effect is sufficient to initiate synchronisation. The
slight asymmetry of the diagram inFigure 3also results
from the asymmetric shape of the repressilator’s oscillatory
signal. Interestingly, a medium coupling strength (diff=
0.07) generates a behaviour in which time to synchronisation
for increasing initial phase shift can be compensated within
a range of approximately 50◦–100◦and 260◦–310◦,respec-
tively.

4.3. Synchronisation of Different Initial Frequencies.We
demonstrate the ability of the repressilator coupling to
synchronise different initial frequencies in the elementary
repressilators. To this end, individual protein degradation
ratesklp,ktp,kcphad been modified in conjunction with
setting up all initial concentrations at the individual limit
cycle. From this, we conducted a parameter scan taking into
account the ratios of initial frequencies.
The purpose of this case study is to answer four ques-

tions. (1) Is there any synchronisation window, a continuous
range of parameter settings, that runs the entire system into
synchronisation? In other words, can we detect a variant of
a so-called Arnold tongue? (2) If a synchronisation window
could be identified, which of the three conditions necessary
for synchronised oscillations become violated by leaving
the delimiting parameter settings? (3) How is the time
to synchronisation distributed within the synchronisation
window? (4) Which synchronous frequency does result from
the initially different frequencies after synchronisation?
While question (1) seems suitable to be answered in

part using the Kuramoto method [3], an analytical ODE-
based technique, a sufficient clarification of questions (2),
(3), and (4) requires an explorative simulation study. An
essential part of this study is the calculation of the frequencies
governed by an oscillatory signal. To this end, we utilise the
discrete fast Fourier transformation (FFT) for long-term data
accompanied by sampling and counting of local oscillatory
signals maxima or minima for short-time data series. Time to
synchronisation is again measured by the number of elapsed
time steps up to convergence of one minute per day (cf.
Section 4.2).
If synchronisation is obtained, we can distinguish two

qualitative scenarios characterised by the resulting syn-
chronous frequency in relation to either initial frequencies.
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Figure1: Network topology of the TetR-coupled repressilator model with diffusion between both core oscillators.

Figure 4depicts a typical temporal course towards syn-
chronisation of twomarginallydifferent initial frequencies
(solid lines). During the synchronisation process, both
frequencies converge to a common value (dashed curves).
This value deviates from both initial frequencies but arises
in between. The synchronisation itself runs rather fast.
In contrast, a stronger—howeverslight—deviance of

initial frequencies turns the synchronisation into a final
frequency asymptotically converging to the maximum initial
frequency, seeFigure 5for an example. Here, the synchroni-
sation process takes more time.
The latter case coincides with arrival at the limits of

the synchronisation window marking the maximal deviance
of initial frequencies leading to synchronisation. Inside
the synchronisation window, the synchronous frequency
becomes adjusted in between of both initial frequencies,
and the more we approach towards the boundaries of
the synchronisation window, the synchronous frequency
converges to the maximum of both initial frequencies.

We obtain a synchronisation window delimited by
polyfrequential oscillations with respect to the ratios of
initial frequencies and loss of undamped oscillation with
respect to the coupling strength, seeFigure 6. Wechecked
whether an oscillatory signal is undamped or not by
evaluating the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix derived
from the ODEs specifying the reaction-diffusion kinetics.

Moreover, the simulation results indicate that a medium
coupling strength (diff= 0.07) enables synchronisation
within the largest ratio of initial frequencies ranging from
0.697 to 1.294. This means in terms of systems application for
clock synchronisation that a clock signal can be temporarily
slowen down (postpone the clock) and speeded up (put the
clock forward) with up to approximately 30% of its velocity.
The knowledge about parameterisation, capabilities, and
limits of an oscillatory system envisioned to act as a biological
clock is essential for subsequent integrative modelling, syn-
thesis, and implementation of a corresponding frequency
control system.
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Figure2: Typical synchronisation run of two coupled repres-
silators, coupling strength diff= 0.04, initial phase shift 182◦

(arbitrarily chosen). Simulation carried out with Copasi using
ODEs and parameter settings given inSection 4.1.

Bidirectionally coupled repressilators exhibit the ability
to synchronise their oscillatory signals by forcing. It has
been observed that arbitrary initial phase shifts become
compensated while an adaption of the entire system to
different initial frequencies of the single oscillators spans a
synchronisation window.

5. External Synchronisation:
Repressilator as a Core Oscillator

The repressilator can be seen as an advantageous tool to
conduct external synchronisation when embedded as core
oscillator into a frequency control system based on the con-
cept of phase-locked loop [23], PLL for short. These systems
adapt their oscillatory output signal to an external stimulus
acting as reference. In contrast to internal synchronisation,
the external stimulus is not affected. A biological example
is given by circadian clocks that harmonise their oscillatory
behaviour with the daily light-dark rhythmicity [9]. Here, the
lightactsasexternalstimulus.Figure 7illustrates the general
scheme of PLL. One or several coupled core oscillators con-
stitute its central part. The signal comparator as downstream
module determines the difference between core oscillator
output and external stimulus. The phase shift between either
signals is an ideal candidate to form an error signal able to
adjust the core oscillator. The error signal passes a global
feedback path along with damping and delay by dedicated
low-pass filters. Finally, the resulting smoothened signal
influences the core oscillator(s) by increasing or decreasing
its frequency.
We expect to demonstrate that all functional modules

required for a PLL control system can be implemented
as interacting reaction networks. Both modules, signal
comparator and global feedback path, efficiently employ
low-pass filters. Signal transduction cascades found in cell
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Figure3: Time to synchronisation subject to various initial phase
shifts. Parameter diff= 0.01,...,0.13 denotes coupling strength
from weak to strong coupling. Initial antiphase rhythmicity (phase
shift 180◦) between both repressilators causes the highest effort to
synchronise both oscillatory signals by mutual forcing.

signalling networks are a common biological motif to cover
the functionality of low-pass filters [24]. Here, a focal protein
alters its chemical state according to a trigger signal. A
chemical state is specified by the addition or removal of
phosphate groups to/from the focal protein. In case of
low-frequency triggers, the subsequent modification of the
chemical state can follow. Along with increasing frequency
of the trigger, a threshold exists denoting that the reaction
system is now too slow to follow the trigger and ends up in
a steady state by means of a chemical equilibrium. Acting
as a moving average element, the low-pass filter converts
the output of the signal comparator into a delayed and
damped error signal which is subsequently treated by the
core oscillator in order to adjust its frequency. A linear
pathway, typically between three and eight stages, gives the
simplest example for a pure chemical low-pass filter. Its
behaviour can be specified by a so-called Bode diagram
which depicts the intensity of signal weakening subject to
different frequencies. While low-frequency signals pass the
filter, higher frequency oscillations become more and more
diminished and hence eliminated. In addition, a low-pass
filter can be configured in a way to provide almost sinusoidal
signals by means of the fundamental oscillation term (first
harmonic of Fourier series).
Having a chemical low-pass filter at hand, the function-

ality of the global feedback path is completely covered. The
signal comparator benefits from low-pass filters to obtain
the fundamental frequency of both signals, core oscillator
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output, and external stimulus. Then, the phase shift between
both signals or the signal difference, respectively, can be
extracted by performing arithmetic operations. Reaction
networks for this task are effectively feasible assuming
that substrate species concentrations encode operands while
product species concentrations (in steady state) constitute
the operational output [25]. For example, the set of two
reactionsX1+X2 → Yand degradationY → Øincon-
junction with mass-action kinetics conducts a multiplication
of the formY=X1(0)X2(0) with initial concentrationsX1(0)
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Figure6: Synchronisation window: ratios of initial frequencies
subject to synchronous frequency considering a variety of relevant
coupling strengths diff = 0.01,...,0.13 (variant of an Arnold
tongue, a circle map disclosing dependencies of system parameters
within a range of stable oscillation). Due to the bidirectionally
balanced coupling strength, an almost symmetric synchronisation
window can be obtained which is delimited by polyfrequential
oscillations with respect to the ratios of initial frequencies and loss
of undamped oscillation with respect to coupling strength.

andX2(0) as multipliers. Addition, nonnegative subtraction
and division can be expressed in a similar way. Interestingly,
a single complex formation (dimerisation) conducting a
multiplication in a mathematical manner succeeds for
estimation of the phase shift between sinusoidal signals
due to elementary trigonometric laws whereas also more
sophisticated mechanisms could be involved.
The core oscillator must be able to vary its frequency

according to the error signal produced by the low-pass
filter. There are numerous types of core oscillators found in
living organisms’ circadian clocks. From today’s perspective,
the majority of core oscillators reveals theGoodwin type
[10], a cyclic gene regulatory network composed of mutual
activating and inhibiting gene expressions. Repressilators as
well as coupled repressilators fall into this category. The
commonly most effective way to influence the frequency
of those oscillators is the modification of the velocity of
protein degradation reactions, for instance, accomplished by
specific proteases released by the low-pass filter. Further-
more, core oscillators can be ofposttranslational type[26]
exploiting a cyclic scheme of protein phosphorylation and
dephosphorylation in conjunction with complex formation
and decomposition. Here, the involved catalysts affect the
frequency. The third and most complicated type of core
oscillators includescompartmental dynamicsadvantageously
modelled usingmembrane systemscombining representation
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of dynamical structures with tracing their spatiotemporal
behaviour [27].

6. Conclusions

Bidirectionally coupled repressilators synchronise their oscil-
latory signals by forcing. Arbitrary initial phase shifts become
compensated while adaptation to different initial frequencies
spans a synchronisation window. Coupled repressilators can
be seen as a part of a biological control system based on
the concept of phase-locked loops. Further research has been
directed to finalise the entire frequency control system by
integration of additional components for signal comparison
and damping, demonstrated by low-pass filters biologically
implemented as specific signal transduction cascades. The
simulations described in this paper were carried out using
Copasi [28], statistical evaluation using [R].
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Abstract. Living organisms comprise astonishing capabilities of
information processing for efficient adaptation to environmental changes.
Resulting chemical control loops and regulator circuits are expected to
exhibit a high functional similarity to technical counterparts subsumed
by analog computers. A fascinating example is given by circadian clocks
providing an endogenous biological rhythm adapted to the daily variation
of sunlight and darkness. Its underlying biochemical principle of oper-
ation suggests a general functional scheme corresponding to frequency
control using phase-locked loops (PLL). From a systems biology point of
view, clock systems can be decomposed into specific modules like low-
pass filters, arithmetic signal comparators, and controllable core oscil-
lators. Each of them processes analog chemical signals on the fly. We
introduce P modules in order to capture structure, behaviour, and inter-
face of pure chemical analog computer models in terms of building blocks
along with two simulation case studies. The first one is focused on chem-
ical analog computer components including a controllable Goodwin-type
core oscillator while the second one evolves an entire PLL-based fre-
quency control by means of a pure chemical circadian clock model.

1 Introduction

When considering principles ofin-vivomolecular information processing, it turns
out that persistent data storage and long-term mechanisms commonly make use
of distinguishable spatial structures [25]. Toggling between these structures is
then interpreted as an inherent computational process in a discrete manner.
Gene regulatory networks constitute a typical example [8]. Here, genetic data
encoded by the primary DNA structure act as blueprint of a computer program.
Via transcription, translation, and post-translational modification, a specific pro-
tein is obtained from the corresponding DNA. The protein’s spatial structure
significantly determines its function. In signalling pathways prior to gene regu-
lation, transcription factors become successively activated by various phospho-
rylations or by binding to a ligand. Hence, the spatial molecular structure of a

M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 182–202, 2012.
cSpringer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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transcription factor temporarily stores information, which is processed later on
for control of gene expression.
Apparently, discrete mechanisms of information processing benefit from a cou-

ple of advantages in comparison to analog ones. Due to the energy demand and
reactive specificity needed for toggling between spatial molecular structures, a
conformational state is quite robust against slight perturbations. This implies a
certain degree of reliability in state maintenance. In addition, the relative small
number of possible transitions from an existing state into adjacent ones mostly
entails determinism by a highly predictable local relationship between cause and
resulting effect. Altogether, it appears that controllable discrete mechanisms
seem to be ideal candidates for computing purposes even beyond biological sys-
tems [15].
The situation becomes more complicated if we move from the microscopic

scale at the level of single biomolecules and atomic structures towards a macro-
scopic scale coinciding with technical capabilities of signal measuring and sensing
on the fly. Typically, variable influences on a system under study coming from
its environment, so-calledexternal stimuli, induce more or lessanalog signals
like temperature, pH, pressure, brightness, or local time. In practice, their huge
amount of quantification levels leads to rational or real numbers, which represent
the signal value at a certain point in time. Especially in the field ofcontrol loops
there is a need to cope with analog signals in a computational manner.
Originally, control loops had been introduced in engineering to achieve a de-

sired dynamical behaviour of a system like adjusting temperature or local time
of a clock [2]. We can distinguish between two different forms of what is meant
by “adjustment”. On the one hand, it comprises the elimination of external
perturbations. In this application scenario, a predefined reference specifies the
desired dynamical behaviour while the influence of external stimuli has to be
compensated. Here, variations of external stimuli are usually interpreted to be
perturbations, for instance if temperature should be kept constant. On the other
hand, a control loop can be constructed in order to adapt its dynamical be-
haviour to the course of an external stimulus. In this case, the deviance between
the control loop’s output and the external stimulus has to be minimised. Imagine
a radio controlled clock as an example. Throughout this paper, we will consis-
tently focus on the latter of both scenarios.
Numerous technical attempts succeeded inconstruction of a plethora of con-

trol loops operating mechanically, hydraulically, pneumatically, electrically, elec-
tronically, or even chemically [2]. Their simplest scheme has in common a general
closed feedback loop composed of four basic elements for real-valued signal pro-
cessing: plant, sensor, controller, and actuator.

Plant:The plant (sometimes also called system) is constituted by one or more
physical quantities whose temporal behaviour has been controlled. Its tem-
poral input is given by a tuning signalv(t), which passes through the system
leading to its outputx(t)=P(v(t)). The transfer functionPmight include
signal weakening, delay, or perturbation.
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Sensor:The sensor transformsx(t) into the measured outputy(t)=F(x(t))
whereFacts as transfer function. In some cases, the sensor is dispensable if
the plant output can be processed directly holdingy(x)=x(t).

Controller: The controller comparesy(t) to the external stimulus (reference
signal)w(t) and calculates the error signale(t) =D(w(t),y(t)). Subse-
quently, it provides the control signalu(t)=C(e(t)). The underlying transfer
functionCmight include integration or differentiation with respect tot.

Actuator: The actuator affects the plant by transformingu(t) into the tuning
signalv(t)=A(u(t)), which feeds back to the plant.

Signal processing is commonly repre-

u(t) = C(D(w(t),y(t)))

controller

actuator

plant

sensor

x(t) = P(v(t))

y(t) = F(x(t))v(t) = A(u(t))

stimulus
external

system output

v(t)

u(t)
y(t)

w(t)

x(t)

Fig. 1.General scheme of a control loop

sented by block diagrams containing
characteristic curves or transfer func-
tions likeP,F,D,C,andAthat map
input or memorised signals into out-
put signals (cf. Figure 1).
Later, control loops came into the

scope of life sciences as part of a cy-
bernetic approach to understand bio-
logical systems, now preferably called
control systems[12]. They benefit
from a strict modularisation that al-
lows a clear decomposition of a complex system into interconnected signal pro-
cessing units [20,30].
This paper is inspired by the idea of capturing chemical signal processing on

the fly by analog computing using membrane systems. We seize this promising
concept by extension of the termPmoduleshaving in mind that membrane
systems can be sufficient tools also beyond pure biological phenomena. Our al-
ternative concept of P modules complements the mainly stochastic approach
introduced before in the area of membrane computing [6]. Chemical engineering
deals with macroscaled reaction-diffusion systems delimited by reactor vessels,
membranes, filters, or interceptors. Continuously measured values in conjunction
with process parameters and permanent signal evaluation and transformation
result in a dynamical control system’s behaviour corresponding to achemical
analog computer. We emphasise this similarity by a collection of P modules for
fundamental computational tasks. Starting with reaction systems forarithmetic
taskslike addition, non-negative subtraction, multiplication, division, and square
root, we construct a chemical model of alow-pass filter. Having this building
block at hand, we can compose higher-order functions like chemicalintegrators
anddifferentiators.
In both spheres, biological and technical systems,oscillatory signalsplay a

major role in order to trigger and control time-dependent processes [1,2]. Bio-
chemical core oscillators are simple devices for the generation of continuously
running clock signals by periodically alternating substrate concentrations [17,29].
To this end, signal processing units can suffice, which consist of astonishingly
simple reaction networks comprising at least one feedback loop. So, it is no
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surprise that probably numerous evolutionary origins led to oscillatory reaction
networks, while independently technical attempts succeeded in construction of
single clocks or clock generators.
Exploration of chronobiological systems emerges as a growing research field

within bioinformatics focusing on various applications in medicine, agriculture,
and material sciences [5]. From a systems biology perspective, the question arises
whether biological control systems for regulation of oscillatory signals and their
technical counterparts utilise similar mechanisms. If so, modelling approaches
and parameterisation adopted from a strict modularisation can help to identify
general components for frequency control incircadian clock systemsalong with
gaining comprehensive insight into mechanisms of clock maintenance, synchro-
nisation, and entrainment to external stimuli like the daily rhythm of sunlight
and darkness.
Circadian rhythms embody an interesting biological phenomenon that can be

seen as a widespread property of life. The coordination of biological activities
into daily cycles provides an important advantage for the fitness of diverse organ-
isms [28]. Based on self-sustained biochemical oscillations, circadian clocks are
characterised by a period of approximately 24h that persists under constant con-
ditions (like constant darkness or constant light). Their ability for compensation
of temperature variations in the physiological range enables them to maintain
the period in case of environmental changes. Furthermore, circadian clocks can
be entrained. This property allows a gradual reset of the underlying oscillatory
system for adjustment by exposure to external stimuli like daily variations of
brightness or daytime-nighttime temperature cycles.
Circadian clock systems appear to be special forms of frequency control sys-

tems. Following this line, it should be possible to identify appropriate interacting
modules representing elements of a dedicated control-loop model. Indeed, cou-
pling of a controllable core oscillator with a low-pass filter and a multiplicator
suffices to reproduce the desired entrainment behaviour of a circadian clock. We
introduce the according system composed of P modules along with simulation re-
sults. To our best knowledge, this is the first model of a pure chemical frequency
control system based on aphase-locked loop(PLL, [3]).
We believe that the concept of P modules can contribute to bring together

the area of membrane computing with systems theory [24] and analysis towards
applications in control of continuous or sampled signals. For prospective lines
of research, membrane systems constitute a powerful tool to cope with signals
encoded by dynamical structures instead of real values.

2 P Modules

Our concept of P modules is based on the assumption that ‘structure follows
function’. This implies constraints and limitations in the variety of valid net-
work topologies. Nevertheless, there is a plethora of different strategies and
implementations to achieve a certain complex network function. The pool of
sufficient network candidates can be divided into compositions of a low number
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of elementary functional units called modules. This term is not new in systems
biology when considering recurrent motifs conserved in metabolic, cell signalling,
and gene regulatory networks [14]. We extend the notion of modules in terms
of information processing: In this context, a P module is able to fulfill an ele-
mentarycomputational task. When combining those modules towards reaction
networks capable of a more complex functionality, we permitshared molecular
speciesamong distinct modules. This way of module coupling enables compact
network topologies in accordance with evident observations fromin-vivostudies
[23]. Moreover, there is no need for further separate specifications of extramod-
ular channels. In most cases, the behaviour of a module can be captured by
chemical counterparts of transfer functions in conjunction with characteristic
curves, which exhibit an established practice in engineering. Utilisation of trans-
fer functions for modules significantly reduces the number of distinct parameters
to be considered by keeping the relevantcharacteristics of the entire network.
A P module is a construct to specify theinterfaceof a generally real-valued

system able to process temporal signals. Particularly, the temporal course of
non-negative substrate concentrations or physical conditions (like Kelvin tem-
perature, inner and outer pressure, or brightness detected by a photo cascade)
are signals managed by a P module.
Each P module represents acontainerencapsulating an explicite specification

of its dynamical behaviour. A collection of prototypic specification examples
includes:

–Metabolic P systems, for instance of the form
M =(X, R, V, H, Φ, ν, μ, τ), cf. [4,10,21]

–P systems for cell signalling modules (CSM) of the form
ΠCSM=(V, V,R1,...,Rr,f1,...,fr,A,C,Δτ), cf. [17]

–P systems for cell signalling networks (CSN) of the form
ΠCSN=(V, V,E,M,n), cf. [16]

–Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) in conjunction with an appropriate
numerical solver. The ODEs should be derived from reaction or diffusion
kinetics, cf. [7].

–A transfer function on its own, either given explicitly or implicitly by a
mathematical term or alternatively by a table of numeric values (charac-
teristic curve) along with an algorithm for interpolation, approximation, or
regression, cf. [2]

We define a P module by a triple

(↓,↑,)

where↓=(I1,...,Ii) indicates a finite enumerative list of input signal identifiers,
↑=(O1,...,Oo) a finite enumerative list of output signal identifiers, and the
underlying system specification processing the input signals and producing the
output signals with or without usage of auxiliary inherent signals not mentioned
in the P module’s input-output interface. Each signal is assumed to represent
a real-valued temporal course, hence a specific functionσ:R≥0−→R(R≥0:
non-negative real numbers).
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Attention must be paid to the composition of P modules to keep signal iden-
tifiers as well as signal semantics consistent when migrating from one P module
to another. To this end, we allow for a signal-specific export-import mapping,
which expresses the equivalence of identifiers (shared molecular species) as well
as unification of signal values. Unification of signal values might include con-
version between units of measurement, for instance translation between molar
abundance and substrate concentration, which exploits the spatial capacity of
the reaction vessel as an internal parameter of the corresponding P module.
Temporal simulation of a system’s behaviour resulting from composition of

several P modules requires a global clock. In this context, we demand that uni-
fication of signal values across P modules does not produce any time delay con-
cerning the assumed global clock.

3 Chemical Analog Computer Components

3.1 Mass-Action Kinetics

For description of the temporal behaviour of chemical reaction networks we
consider substrate concentrations over time presuming homogeneity in reaction
space. General mass-action kinetics [7] formulates reaction system’s dynamics
subject to production and consumption ratesvpandvcof each substrateSin

order to change its concentration byd[S]dt =vp−vc. A reaction system with a
total number ofnsubstrates andrreactions

a1,1S1+a2,1S2+...+an,1Sn
k1−→b1,1S1+b2,1S2+...+bn,1Sn

a1,2S1+a2,2S2+...+an,2Sn
k2−→b1,2S1+b2,2S2+...+bn,2Sn

...

a1,rS1+a2,rS2+...+an,rSn
kr−→b1,rS1+b2,rS2+...+bn,rSn

employs stoichiometric factorsai,j∈N(reactants),bi,j∈N(products) and kinetic
constantskj∈R>0assigned to each reaction quantifying its velocity (N: natural
numbers,R>0: positive real numbers). The corresponding ODEs read [9]:

[̇Si]=
d[Si]

dt
=

r

h=1

kh·(bi,h−ai,h)·

n

l=1

[Sl]
al,h with i=1,...,n

In order to obtain a concrete trajectory, all initial concentrations [Si](0)∈R≥0,
i=1,...,nare allowed to be set according to the relevance for the reaction
system.
We adopt mass-action kinetics for all chemical analog computer components

introduced within this section: addition, non-negative subtraction, multiplica-
tion, division, square root, and low-pass filter (also delay cascade) followed by
a sketch of integrators and differentiators. More complicated mathematical ex-
pressions can be composed by elementary functions (e.g. by means of Taylor
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series). Initial concentrations of dedicated substratesXiact as input while the
concentration of the output substrateYprovides the result typically within
itssteady state. In this context, the steady state is the only stable fixed point
reached asymptotically from valid initial substrate concentrations. According to
the assumed kinetic constantskj, there is mostly alatencybefore approach-
ing an appropriateε-neighbourhood of the steady state (except in rare cases

without any change of the output substrate) withε(t)= lim
t→∞
[Si](t)−[Si](t).

The chemical analog computer components described below have been intended
to be “minimalistic”. The plausibility of minimalism is emphasised by the fact
that the SBML evolver [19], a software tool for enumeration and fitness measure
of reaction networks undergoing mass-action kinetics, could not obtain smaller
networks (although this is not a proof in a mathematical sense). Due to the
aim of minimalism, we do not require massconservation withinthe reaction net-
works. If needed, mass conservation can be achieved by addition of side reactions
incorporating balanced supplier and waste substrates.

3.2 Addition

The P moduleΠadd=((X1,X2),(Y),M) carries out the addition of both non-
negative input substrate concentrations [X1]and[X2] producing the output
concentration [Y]bytheODEsM:

[̇X1]=0

[̇X2]=0

[̇Y]=k1[X1]+k2[X2]−k3[Y]

Letk1 = k2 = k3 > 0. The functional principle is a direct consequence of
the summation effect on substrate production caused by separate reactions con-
tributing summand-like portions. We assume the regeneration of consumed in-
put substrates by an autocatalytic loop. Figure 2 illustrates the module topology
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along with an example. The system reaches its steady state comprising

[Y](∞) = lim
t→∞

1−e−k1t ·([X1](t)+[X2](t)) = [X1](0) + [X2](0).

The transfer function is given by [Y]=[X1]+[X2].

3.3 Non-negative Subtraction

The P moduleΠnsub=((X1,X2),(Y),M) performs the non-negative subtrac-
tion [X1]̇−[X2] producing the output concentration [Y]bytheODEsM:

[̇X1]=0

[̇X2]=0

[̇Y]=−k2[Y][Z]−k1[Y]+k1[X1]

[̇Z]=k1[X2]−k2[Y][Z]

Letk1>0andk2>0. The network operates in a way to transfer the amount
ofX1toYwhile simultaneously the amount ofX2becomes removed fromYby
a decay viaZ.Incaseof[X1]≥[X2], the final concentration [Y]=[X1]−[X2]
remains. The presence ofZensures an output of zero iff [X1]<[X2]. We assume
the regeneration of consumed input substrates by an autocatalytic loop. Figure
3 illustrates the module topology along with an example. The system reaches its
steady state comprising

[Y](∞)=
[X1](0)−[X2](0) iff [X1](0)>[X2](0)
0otherwise
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Estimation of the steady state can be done using the stationary fixed-point condi-
tion based on the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix ofM.For[X1](t)>[X2](t),
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all eigenvalues are<0, which implies that the steady state is asymptotically sta-
ble. In case of [X2](t)>[X1](t), we reach an unstable fixed point maintained by
the permanent outflow viaX2andZ.[X1](t)=[X2](t) results in no finite fixed
point since the steady state value forZdiverges whileYconverges to zero. The

transfer function is given by [Y]=
[X1]−[X2]iff[X1]>[X2]
0otherwise

3.4 Multiplication

The P moduleΠmul =((X1,X2),(Y),M) executes the multiplication according
to the transfer function [Y]=[X1]·[X2]bytheODEsM:

[̇X1]=0

[̇X2]=0

[̇Y]=k1[X1][X2]−k2[Y]

Letk1=k2>0. A dimerisation suffices to emulate an arithmetic multiplication
using mass-action kinetics. We assume the regeneration of consumed input sub-
strates by an autocatalytic loop. Figure 4 illustrates the module topology along
with an example. The system reaches its steady state comprising

[Y](∞) = lim
t→∞

1−e−k1t ·([X1](t)·[X2](t)) = [X1](0)·[X2](0).
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3.5 Division

The P moduleΠdiv=((X1,X2),(Y),M) divides [X2]/[X1] producing the output
concentration [Y]bytheODEsM:

[̇X1]=0

[̇X2]=0

[̇Y]=k2[X2]−k1[X1][Y]
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Letk1=k2>0. This network employs the divisorX1as a catalyst for the decay
ofYwhileYis supplied byX2. We assume the regeneration of consumed input
substrates by an autocatalytic loop. Figure 5 illustrates the module topology
along with an example. The system reaches its steady state comprising

[Y](∞)=

⎧
⎨

⎩

lim
t→∞

1−e−k1t ·[X2](t)[X1](t)
iff [X1](t)>0

lim
t→∞

k2[X2](t)dt otherwise
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The transfer function is given by

[Y]=

⎧
⎨

⎩

[X2]
[X1]

iff [X1]>0

→∞iff [X1]=0and[X2]>0
0 iff[X1]=0and[X2]=0

3.6 Square Root

The P moduleΠsqrt=((X),(Y),M) calculates the transfer function [Y]= [X]
by the ODEsM:

[̇X]=0

[̇Y]=k1[X]−2k2[Y]
2

The weighted balance between the stoichiometrically doubled decay ofY in
comparison to its production fromX induces the effect of square-root es-
timation. We assume the regeneration of consumed input substrates by an
autocatalytic loop. Figure 6 illustrates the module topology along with an
example. Letk1 =2k2 > 0. Under this condition,M implies the solution
[Y](t)= [X](t)·tanh(k1t [X](t)). For [X](t)=[X](0) andt→∞,weobtain

[Y](∞)= [X](0).
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3.7 Low-Pass Filter

Acting as a moving average element, a simple variant of a chemical low-pass filter
can be constructed by a linear reaction cascade. Thesequence of consecutively
running reactions causes a successive delay along with smoothing of the passing
signals. Each cascade stage buffers and accumulates the arriving molecules for a
varying time span before transduction to the next stage. This time-limited accu-
mulation is mainly responsible for the filtering effect on oscillatory input signals.
While low frequency signals pass the filter, higher frequency oscillations become
more and more diminished and hence eliminated. In addition, oscillatory wave-
forms undergo a conversion into a sinusoidal shape since higher-order harmonics
get lost. The behaviour of a low-pass filter can be specified by a so-called Bode
plot, which depicts the intensity of signal weakening subject to different fre-
quencies. Interestingly, biochemical low- and band-pass filters had already been
identified in signalling cascades of intracellular processes [22,27].
Assuming a low-pass filter composed ofnstages, an according P module

Πlpf=((X),(Y),M) is specified by the ODEsM:

[̇X1]=k1[X]−k2[X1]

[̇X2]=k2[X1]−k3[X2]

[̇X3]=k3[X2]−k4[X3]

...

[̇Xn−1]=kn−1[Xn−2]−kn[Xn−1]

[̇Y]=kn[Xn−1]−kn+1[Y]

The transfer function for non-oscillatory input signals is described by a smoothing
delay. For oscillatory input signals apart from an analytical evaluation, the transfer
function becomes replaced bya characteristic curve, which arises from simulation
studies or measure. In some cases, preferably for sinusoidal signals and those en-
tirely captured by a finite Fourier series,the temporal behaviour can be analytically
mapped into a frequency domain using Laplace transform. A Bode plot describes
the characteristic curve of a low-pass filter by pointing out two essential parame-
ters, thecutoff frequencyand theslope, see Figure 8. The cutoff frequency marks
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Fig. 7.Simulation of a 5-stage chemical low-pass filter affecting a polyfrequential input
signal given by substrate concentration course [X](t). This input course was obtained
by multiplication of two arbitrarily chosen sinusoidal signals f(t)andg(t) with periods
of one day and two days: f(t)=7+6.9sin 2π

1
·t,g(t)=7+6.9sin 2π

2
·tresulting

in [X](t)=f(t)·g(t)=49+48.3sin 2π
1
·t+48.3sin 2π

2
·t+23.805 cos 2π

1
·t+

23.805 cos 2π
2
·t. The output course [Y](t) reveals the filtering effect by providing a

monofrequential signal of almost sinusoidal shape with period length of two days after
transient phase. The higher frequency signal with period length of one day became
eliminated; parameter setting:k1 = k2 = k3 = k4 =0.036,k5 = 3600,k6 = 180,
[Xi](0) = 0 fori=1,...,4, [Y](0) = 0.
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Fig. 8.Bode plot derived from the low-pass filter in Figure 7. Slope:≈−100 dB per
frequency magnitude; cutoff frequency:≈1.04·10−5s−1. This value coincides with a
period length of approx. 1.13 days.

the transition from the passband to the stopband whereas the signal amplitude
becomes more and more weakened. Usually, the relative intensity of weakening is

given logarithmically in magnitudes dB = 10·lg
amplitude of output signal
amplitude of input signal

.

The slope characterises the increase of damping within the stopband. Once esti-
mated, either parameters – cutoff frequency and slope – are enough from a systemic
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point of view to determine the behaviour of a low-pass filter instead of managing
numerous kinetic constants and initial concentrations.
Figure 7 exemplarily depicts the effect of a 5-stage low-pass filter to a polyfre-

quential input concentration course [X](t) while Figure 8 shows the correspond-
ing Bode plot. The number of stagesndefine the degree of asymptotic smoothing
into a sinusoidal output concentration course after transient phase.

3.8 Integrator and Differentiator

By combining a low-pass filter with a P module for addition, we can construct a
simple integrator module inspired by the idea of summation ofl-latest sampled
signals:

b

a

f(t)dt≈

l−1

i=0

f(ti) withti=a+i·
b−a

l
andl∈N\{0}

Figure 9 illustrates a schematic diagram of a chemical integrator. The filter cas-
cade on top induces successive delays while the input signal passes through. The
adder accumulates the resulting signal courses towards a numerically sampled
integration. Due to the final numberlof sampling intervals, the integrator runs
over into saturation.
A differentiator can be built following a similar idea. Having in mind that

df
dt≈

f(t+Δτ)−f(t)
Δτ for a sampling intervalΔτ, the combination of P modules for

non-negative subtraction with a low-pass filter suffices. Since the slope of f can
be either positive or negative, it makes sense to plan two subtraction modules.
One of them exclusively detects positive slopes (f(t+Δτ)>f(t)), while the other
one indicates negative slopes, respectively.
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4 Clock Frequency Control Using Phase-Locked Loops

A case study of our modularisation concept addresses the biological frequency
control of circadian clocks. From a systems point of view, they constitute bio-
chemical regulatory circuits whose functionality resembles technical counterparts
utilising phase-locked loops [3]. Corresponding circuits comprise three modules:
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1. Acore oscillator(plant) whose frequency has been controlled to adapt to
an external stimulus. The intensity and periodicity of environmental light
converted into a specific protein abundance by a photo cascade represents a
typical external stimulus.

2. Asignal comparator(controller), for instance a phase detector, responsible
for determining the deviation between the signal produced by the core os-
cillator on the one hand and the external stimulus on the other. The signal
comparator carries out an arithmetic task.

3. A biochemicallow-pass filter(actuator) completes the control system by
providing a global feedback loop.

4.1 A Controllable Goodwin-Type Core Oscillator

There are numerous biochemical core oscillators found in living organisms’ cir-
cadian clocks. From today’s perspective, the majority of core oscillators reveals
the Goodwin type [11] by involving at least one inhibiting effect on gene expres-
sion. Furthermore, core oscillators can be of post-translational type exploiting a
cyclic scheme of protein phosphorylation and dephosphorylation in conjunction
with complex formation and decomposition [23]. Each core oscillator must be
able to vary its frequency according to the tuning signal produced by the low
pass filter.
Let us first consider a controllable Goodwin-type core oscillator on its own. A

Goodwin-type oscillator comprises an abstract model of a cyclic gene regulatory
network, which is able to exhibit a sustained oscillatory behaviour in its sub-
strate concentrations. Goodwin-type oscillators have in common three dedicated
substrates typically calledX,Y,andZin whichXrepresents a mRNA trans-
lated into a proteinYwithin the cytoplasm.Yis transported into the nucleus
where it functions as a repressorZ, which in turn inhibits the transcription of
X. All components (X,Y,andZ) degrade in the presence of specific proteases
acting as catalysts. It turns out that the velocity of degradation is the most
effective way to control the oscillation frequency [26].
The original Goodwin oscillator, a prototypic core model for generation of cir-

cadian rhythms, comes with three attributes worth to be revised towards a more
biochemical model [13]: First, the inhibition ofXutilises a Hill term (saturation
kinetics, [7]) whose Hill coefficient demands an unrealistically high value of 9 or
higher to ensure sustained oscillations. Since the Hill coefficient typically coin-
cides with the number of reactive binding sites assigned to the repressor protein
Z, one would normally expect values below or equal to 4. Second, the intracel-
lular transportation ofYinto the nucleus requires an additional transportation
term (−k5[Y], cf. Equation 1) that is not included in the original model. Finally,
we assume saturation for the degradation ofX,Y,andZdue to two different
possible reasons: One is a limited enzymatic capability and the second, more
likely one is the tight regulation of protein degradation. We will show in the
following section how the latter can influence circadian regulation.
To overcome the insufficiencies of the original model, we employ a slightly

modified version, which utilises Michaelis-Menten kinetics [7] instead of
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Fig. 10.Topology and behaviour of a Goodwin-type core oscillator. Its oscillation fre-
quency can be most effectively controlled by the velocity parametersk2,k4,andk6of
the degradation reactions of substratesX,Y,andZ. The upper-right diagram illus-
trates the oscillatory waveforms ofX,Y,andZsubstrate concentrations; parameter
setting:a=6,A=0.6,K1=1,K2=0.2,k2=3.4,k3=0.3,K4=0.2,k4=2.2,
k5=0.1,K6=1.44,k6=1.3, [X](0) = [Y](0) = [Z](0) = 0. The initial concentrations
were intentionally set to 0 although this is chemically unrealistic to demonstrate that
the oscillator reaches its limit cycle after a short transient phase even from inappropri-
ate starting conditions, which emphasises the stability of the oscillatory system. After
the transient phase, we obtain limit cycle oscillations whose free-running period can
vary between approx. 22h and 26h.

mass-action kinetics for degradation and additionally we take into account the
transportation ofY. Interestingly, the resulting model reaches sustained oscilla-
tions with lower Hill coefficientshin Hill terms of the form α

β+γ[S]h (values≥1

suffice here, we choose 2). The resulting ODEs read:

[̇X]=
a

A+K1[Z]2
−
k2[X]

K2+[X]

[̇Y]=k3[X]−k5[Y]−
k4[Y]

K4+[Y]
(1)

[̇Z]=k5[Y]−
k6[Z]

K6+[Z]

Figure 10 reveals the behaviour of our Goodwin-type core oscillator with respect
to its incorporation into a PLL-based frequency control loop. The upper-right
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diagram gives a notion of the waveforms generated by the oscillator, which be-
come visible after a short transient phase of approx. 1.5 days. It turns out that
X andYdemonstrate spike-like pulses emerging from a ground plateau (also
found in the original Goodwin model). In contrast, the course ofZresembles a
more sinusoidal shape. This advantageous feature makes the oscillatory signal
ofZeasier than the others to compare with an oscillatory external stimulus.
Hence, we decide to consider the temporal concentration course ofZas output
signal. Supplementary diagrams within Figure 10 show the almost linear depen-
dency of the oscillator’s period length on the velocity parametersk2,k4,and
k6of the corresponding degradation reactions. Therefore,regulated degradation
by proteases affecting one or more of these velocity parameters can control the
oscillatory frequency, which is the reciprocal of the period length.

4.2 Goodwin-Type Circadian Clock Control by Phase-Locked Loop

We construct a PLL-based chemical model of a frequency control system by
composition of a Goodwin-type core oscillator (plant) with an arithmetic signal
comparator (controller) and a low-pass filter (actuator). For the resulting entire
system topology, see Figure 11.
The signal comparator is responsible for estimation of thephase shiftbetween

the oscillatory signal [Z](t) released by the core oscillator and the external stim-
ulus [E](t) as reference signal. Interestingly, a simple arithmetic signal multi-
plication is sufficient if both oscillatory signals exhibit a sinusoidal or almost
sinusoidal course, let us assume sin(ω1t)andcos(ω2t+ψ). Multiplication leads
to sin(ω1t)·cos(ω2t+ψ)=

1
2(sin((ω1−ω2)t−ψ)+sin((ω1+ω2)t+ψ)) due to

elementary trigonometric laws. While the term sin((ω1+ω2)t+ψ) exclusively
comprises the frequency sumω1+ω2, it becomes eliminated by passing the low-
pass filter and hence it can be neglected. The remaining term sin((ω1−ω2)t−ψ)
indicates the estimated phase shift to be minimised. To do so, the external stim-
ulus’ phase becomes locked while the core oscillator has been forced to “catch it
up” by temporarily enhancing its frequency until the phase shift is compensated.
Our signal comparator utilises the P moduleΠmul.
The low-pass filterΠlpfdesensitises the control system’s global feedback loop.

In order to emulate the behaviour of a circadian clockwork, the cutoff frequency
should reflect a desired period length of almost one day. We decided to employ a
5-stage low-pass filter as described in the previous section whose kinetic constants
had been increased in orderto accelerate the corresponding reactions towards a
slightly higher cutoff frequency.
We plan to affect the core oscillator’s frequency by control of Zdegradation

velocity. This requires an appropriate mapping from the low-pass filter’s out-
put signal [F](t) (tuning signal) into a substrate concentration assumed to act
catalytically in terms of a proteaseD. In addition, we must pay attention to
ensure that all involved substrate concentrations remain non-negatively. To this
end, it is recommended to scale the tuning signal with a constant scaling factor
0<ae<1using[D](t)=1+ae·[F](t), which allows an almost linear variation
ofZdegradation velocity [18]. We implement the scaling by combination of cor-
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Fig. 11.Chemical model of a PLL-based frequency control system comprising modules
of a controllable core oscillator, a signal comparator, and a low-pass filter specified by
underlying reaction kinetics or alternatively by corresponding transfer functions or
characteristic curves. Modules are interconnected via shared molecular species.

responding arithmetic modules. The resulting core oscillator had been captured
by the P moduleΠosc.
The entire system along with an appropriate parameter setting appears in

P-modular form where [F↔], [X↔], and [Y↔] denote concentrations of shared
molecular species leaving or entering a module:

core oscillatorΠosc=((F),(Z),ODEosc)with

[U]=1(const)

[̇D]=k7[U]−k7[D]+k8[F], [D](0) = 0

[̇X]=
a

A+K1[Z]2
−
k2[X]

K2+[X]
, [X](0) = 0

[̇Y]=k3[X]−k5[Y]−
k4[Y]

K4+[Y]
, [Y](0) = 0

[̇Z]=k5[Y]−
k6[D][Z]

K6+[Z]
, [Z](0) = 5

[F↔]=−k8[F]

a=6,A=0.6,K1=1,K2=0.2,k2=3.4,k3=0.3

K4=0.2,k4=2.2,k5=0.1,K6=1.44,k6=1.3

k7= 1000,k8= 100
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signal comparatorΠmul =((E,Z),(Y),ODEmul)with

[̇Y]=m1[E][Z]+[Y
↔], [Y](0) = 0, m1= 100

low-pass filterΠlpf=((X),(F),ODElpf)with

[̇X1]=l1[X]−l2[X1], [X1](0) = 0

[̇X2]=l2[X1]−l3[X2], [X2](0) = 0

[̇X3]=l3[X2]−l4[X3], [X3](0) = 0

[̇X4]=l4[X3]−l5[X4], [X4](0) = 0

[̇F]=l5[X4]+[F
↔], [F](0) = 0

[X↔]=−l1[X]

l1=l2=l3=0.108,l4= 3600,l5= 180

shared molecular species (intermodular equivalence of signal identifiers)

Πmul → Πlpf:X=Y (signal transduction fromΠmul toΠlpf)

Πlpf→ Πosc :F=F (signal transduction fromΠlpftoΠosc)

Πosc→ Πmul :Z=Z (signal transduction fromΠosctoΠmul)

imported external signals [E]→ Πmul

The chosen parameter setting of the low-pass filter entails a cutoff frequency of
approx. 1.9·10−5s−1, which equals to a period length of approx. 0.61 days in
accordance with the need for a circadian clock system. We intend to run the
arithmetic operations (addition and multiplication) fast to shorten its latency.
That’s why it makes sense to set comparatively high values for the relevant
kinetic constants.
Having a suitably parameterised system at hand, we conducted a couple of

simulation studies to explore whether the overall behaviour of our control system
model coincides with expectations for circadian clocks.
In a first scenario, the external stimulus persists at a constant value [E]ac-

cording to permanent darkness or permanent light. We expect a so-calledfree-
runningsustained oscillation of [Z] whose period might be influenced by the
constant external stimulus. Figure 12Aconfirms this dependency by an almost
linear relation. The period length becomes shortened by ascending values of the
external stimulus while permanent darkness ([E](t) = 0) indicates the maximum
period length (approx. 25h30using the abovementioned parameter setting).
A second simulation study is inspired by gaining insight into the time to

entrainment if [E]and[Z] start to oscillate with no phase shift but comprising
distinct initial frequencies instead. We choose a sinusoidal course of the external
stimulus [E]. The core oscillator is configured to exhibit a natural period of
24h12while the period of the external stimulus [E] might differ. Figure 12B
plots the duration needed until the core oscillator’s output [Z] adapted to
the period of [E] (time to entrainment). We define that entrainment is reached if
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Fig. 12.Simulation scenarios exploring the behaviour of our PLL-based control system
model.A: Period lengths of sustained oscillations subject to constant external stimulus,
B: Time to entrainment to external stimulus whose frequency initially differs from
those of core oscillator,C: Ability of our control system to cope with both, different
frequency and different initial phase between external stimulus and core oscillator,D:
Comparison of best case and worst case from entrainment run to 24h subsumed inC.

the period length of [Z] converges to those of [E]upto1. Entrainment which
demands shortening ofZ’s period is more efficient than enhancing. This is plau-
sible in the context of how PLL-based control operates: In case of a phase shift
between [E]and[Z], the resulting error signal [F] leads to a temporary acceler-
ation ofZdegradation, which in turn increases the oscillation frequency causing
a shortened period. In contrast, entrainment to slower clock signals incorporates
a form of inherent graduality: First, [Z] temporarily increases its frequency until
it converges to [E] for a moment before it drifts again what causes a new ad-
justment of [Z]. The process of successive adjustment repeats consistently in a
time-consuming manner.
Finally, we are going to find out the ability of our control system model to

cope with both, different frequencyanddifferent initial phase between external
stimulus [E] and core oscillator output [Z]. Figure 12Cpicks two constant fre-
quencies for [E], one with a period length of 24h26and a second course with a
period length of exactly 24h. For both courses, the time to entrainment had been
observed subject to initial phase shifts between 0◦and 360◦, which corresponds
to a full period of the core oscillator’s output [Z]. It turns out that both courses
reach specific minima and maxima. Its global maximum (at approx. 245◦)and
its global minimum (at approx. 325◦) come along with a detailed consideration
of period length’s variation over time towards entrainment in Figure 12D.
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5 Conclusions

Exploration of chronobiological systems emerges as a growing research field
within bioinformatics. From a systems biology perspective, the question arises
whether biochemical control systems for regulation of oscillatory signals and
their technical counterparts can utilise similar mechanisms. If so, modelling
approaches adopted from building blocks are helpful to identify general com-
ponents for frequency control in circadian clock systems along with gaining
comprehensive insight into mechanisms of clock maintenance, synchronisation,
and entrainment to external stimuli. Embedded into the concept of P modules,
we presented a pure chemical model ofa circadian clock system based on a
phase-locked loop. Simulation studiessucceeded in reproduction of its expected
dynamical behaviour and its capability of entrainment. More generally, P mod-
ules deal with chemical models of analog computer components, for instance
to carry out arithmetic tasks or to act as low-pass filters. Characteristic curves
and transfer functions might be an advantageous choice to reduce the number
of system parameters by keeping the relevant behavioural information. Further
work is dedicated to enlarge the pool of P modules, e.g. by providing frequency
dividers, and it will take into account a proper transformation of knowledge in
systems theory into the field of membrane computing in order to provide analytic
tools towards a more comprehensive understanding of chemical modules.

Acknowledgements. We gratefully acknowledge funding from the German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research (project no. 0315260A) within the
Research Initiative in Systems Biology.
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Abstract. Oscillatory signals turn out to be reliable carriers for efficient
processing and propagation of information in both spheres, life sciences
and engineering. Each living organism typically comprises a variety of in-
herent biological rhythms whose periodicities cover a widespread range of
scales like split seconds, minutes, or hours, and sometimes even months or
years. Due to different molecular principles of generation, those rhythms
seem to persist independently from each other. Their combination and as-
sembly in conjunction with recurrent environmental changes can lead to
astonishing capabilities and evolutionary advantages. Motivated by the
question on how populations of cicadas, an insect species living in the soil,
sustain a synchronous life cycle of 17 years away from any known external
stimulus of this duration, we aim at exploring potential underlying mech-
anisms by P system mediated assembly of a set of chemical control units.
To this end, we identify a collection of core oscillators responsible for sinu-
soidal, spiking, and plated waveforms along with pass filters, switches, and
modulators. Considering these units as genotypic elementary components,
we utilise P system control for selection and (re-)assembly of units towards
complex phenotypic systems. Two simulation case studies demonstrate the
potential of this approach following the idea of artificial evolution. Our first
study inspired by the cicadas converts a chemical frequency divider model
1:17 into counterparts of 1:3, 1:5, and 1:6 just by exchange of single units.
In the second study adopted from the mammalian circadian clock system
residing within the suprachiasmatic nucleus, we illustrate the stabilisation
of the overall clock signal by addition of auxiliary core oscillators.

1 Introduction

When spectating at macroscopic as well as microscopic phenomena of life, it be-
comes obvious that periodically recurrent behavioural patterns are essential for

E. Csuhaj-Varj́u et al. (Eds.): CMC 2012, LNCS 7762, pp. 208–227, 2013.
cSpringer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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all life forms known up to now. Molecular mechanisms responsible for creation
and maintenance of a phenotype based on genotypic information imply an itera-
tive nature of underlying translational and transcriptional processes. This is due
to compensate or counteract the degradation of chemical substances making an
organism to be alive. Resulting gene expressions typically oscillate over time, for
example consecutive activation peaks repeat within few hours for replacement of
rapidly dissociating substances and up to several days for robust proteins [22].
Even procaryotes, the simplest long-term surviving life forms on earth, regu-
larly reproduce themselves by intrinsically cycling processes, mostly by binary
fission or budding [18]. Regarding eucaryotic cells, the cell cycle as a more com-
plex mechanism assures periodical cell division by passing through a number of
dedicated phases [26]. Subject to distinct species, individual properties, and en-
vironmental conditions, the periods of cell cycling range from approximately six
hours in some fungi up to about 24 hours in some mammals [21]. For humans,
the duration of cell cycles typically varies between 19 and 20 hours according to
the specific cell type [17]. Most notably,the time span between two cell divisions
much more deviates in different tissues. While cells forming the inner surface of
the stomach renew in average every three days [7], more than ten years seem to
be enough for the osteocytic cellular skeleton of bones [7].
Beyond phenomena directly related with gene expression, we find a plethora

of oscillating processes spanning a much larger diversity of periodicities within
each individual organism. Let us consider humans for example. Firing neurons
are able to send spikes every 10 milliseconds with a peak time of 2 millisec-
onds [11]. Several hundred spikes passing a neural axon in a sequence induce a
high frequential oscillatory signal by mutual regulation of ion channels [11]. The
molecular oscillator residing in the sinu-atrial node commonly generates between
40 and almost 210 heart beats per minute [23]. The suprachiasmatic nucleus as
a part of the brain consistently provides the circadian rhythm with a period of
approximately one day [3]. Infradian rhythms include monthly cycles like the
menstruation. There is also some evidence for saisonally altering hormone con-
centrations indicating winter and summer [24]. Among other effects, this annual
cycle leads to a slight reduction of the average human body temperature within
a magnitude of 0.1◦C during winter [6].
All together, we are aware of a broad spectrum of frequencies caused by biolog-

ical rhythms. It appears that several molecular oscillators exist independently
from each other. They operate simultaneously by individual generation of os-
cillatory signals, which in turn can act as periodical triggers for regulation of
subsequent processes or behavioural patterns. The coexistence of a large num-
ber of molecular oscillators in living organisms is no surprise since a simple
cyclic reaction scheme comprising at least one feedback loop suffices for obtain-
ing a persistent oscillation. Probably, there are many evolutionary origins and
resulting mechanisms of molecular oscillators.
Envisioning a more holistic view, the question arises how those oscillators

interact in a way that their signal courses can interfere with each other. Down-
stream reaction systems can benefit from this richness by utilising a majority
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of those signals in parallel which enables astonishing capabilities and complex
response towards an evolutionary advantage.
A fascinating example in this context is given by cicadas, insects of the species

Magicicada. Populations in northern America share a synchronous life cycle of 17
years while those in central America prefer 13 years [20]. Most of its existence is
spent underground in a dormant state. Shortly before the end of the life cycle, all
the adults of a brood emerge at roughly the same time to reproduce for several
weeks. After laying their eggs, the adults die off and the cycle begins again.
What stands out is that 17 and 13 are prime numbers, which ensures that the
reproduction period does not coincide with the life cycles of potential predators.
The simultaneous mass awakening of a brood also ensures that predators are
overwhelmed by the number of cicadas so that a large number can survive. In
order to guarantee a concerted awakening of all members of a brood, the species
needs a precise molecular mechanism to measure the passage of the appropriate
amount of time. Since it seems that there is no external stimulus with a natural
period of 13 or 17 years, its exact estimation exclusively based on annual or even
shorter cycles becomes a complicated task [27]. Furthermore, it is worthwhile
toknowwhetherornotalownumber ofslightevolutionary changes within
the molecular mechanism is sufficient to toggle the life cycle between a variety
of years. Having this feature at hand, it becomes plausible how a widespread
range of life times could emerge where those forming prime numbers resist the
evolutionary selection driven by predators.
Complementary to the frequency, also thewaveformof oscillatory signals can

contain crucial information that might help organisms to optimise their response
or adaptation regarding relevant environmental stimuli. Most of the biological
rhythms studied so far are characterised by one out of three types of oscillatory
waveforms.Sinusoidalor almost sinusoidal signal courses enable a gradual and
smooth alteration such that the transfer between minimal and maximal signal
levels consumes a notable amount of time. Commonly, a sinusoidal oscillation
passes a stable limit cycle which acts as an attractor. This makes the oscillator
quite robust against perturbations affecting the signal course. In contrast,spiking
signals are a good choice to exhibit triggers. They can be outlined by an intensive
signal peak active for a short moment followed by a quiet course close to zero for
a much longer duration. The fast raise or fall of the signal value might be easy
to detect for subsequent processing units. Remarkably, the average signal value
can be kept low which might imply a reduced amount of energy necessary to
sustain the oscillation. Contrary to sinusoidal signals, addition of phase-shifted
isofrequential spiking oscillations can induce higher frequential overall oscilla-
tions in terms of an effective signal amplification. Furthermore,platedsignal
courses reflect a more or less bistable oscillatory behaviour. Here, the waveform
over time resembles an almost rectangular shape similar to a binary clock signal.
Plated oscillations combine the advantage of fast toggling with the ability for a
balanced or weightable ratio between high-level and low-level signal values. To
each of all three waveform types, corresponding oscillators can be assigned just
by consideration of small or medium-sized chemical reaction networks together
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with appropriate reaction kinetics. From now on, we call themcore oscillators.
They have in common that the chemicalconcentration course of one or more
dedicated species over time symbolises the oscillation. The reactions and kinetic
parameterisation forming a core oscillator are assumed to be fixed. This comes
along with the observation that the genetic template composing a core oscillator
is often highly conserved against mutations to keep its oscillatory function.
In addition to core oscillators, a collection of reaction network motifs has been

identified which allows a dedicated conversion, modification, and combination of
oscillatory signals for postprocessing purposes. In this context, a simple linear
reaction cascade can act as a low-pass filter. At the same time, it is able to con-
vert spiking or plated oscillations into an almost sinusoidal shape. Vice versa,
a mutually entwined scheme of catalysed reactions whose products catalyse the
reactions of the next stage embodies abinary signal separator. This unit succeeds
in conversion of sinusoidal or spiking signals into a plated oscillation. A chemical
differentiator employed on plated oscillations generates spikes while an exponen-
tiation of sinusoidal signals has the same effect. Finally, catalysts operating in
concert can emulateswitchesandlogic gates[14].
Our recent studies on generators and processing units for oscillatory signals

in terms of biological computations led to a comprehensive collection of reac-
tion networks, each of them individually formalised using appropriate P systems
or ordinary differential equations, and analysed by means of simulation stud-
ies. What we intend to explore next is the interplay of those units towards new
or improved phenomena. Hence, we aim at an assembly of reaction units on
the fly. This objective has been flanked by the idea of an higher-level evolu-
tion which “plays” with different compositions of reaction units leaving intact
the units themselves. Individual units interact via shared species as described
in [13] using non-probabilistic P modules. The general concept of P systems
provides an excellent formalism to capturedynamical structuresespecially con-
cerning reaction networks. Thus, we are going to employ this framework to trace
the recombination as well as the exchange of reaction units towards more com-
plex behavioural patterns. To this end, we introduce a corresponding P meta
framework that compiles anevolutionary programby assembly and subsequent
exchange of reaction units taken from an initial pool.
In Section 2, we familiarise the reader with all denotational and formal

prerequisites of our P meta framework for P system mediated assembly of
non-probabilistic P modules which in turn define core oscillators and selected
postprocessing units. Section 3 is dedicated to our first application study in-
spired by the synchronous life cycle of cicadas. It is based on a chemical reaction
model of a binary counter modulo 17. This initial model comprises three units: a
spiking core oscillator (Brusselator, [1,28]), a binary signal separator, and a log-
ical unit. In its original form, the entire model acts as a frequency divider 1:17.
In a first scenario, we remove the binary signal separator. Afterwards, we just
exchange the Brusselator by the Goodwin oscillator (configurable to be plated
or almost sinusoidal, [12]) and by the Repressilator (configurable to be almost
sinusoidal or plated, [9]). Please note that we donotmodify the logical unit.
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Interestingly, these slight modifications are sufficient to obtain frequency di-
viders 1:3, 1:5, and 1:6. Section 4 deals with a second application study. Here,
we focus on the almost sinusoidal core oscillator found in the suprachiasmatic
nucleus. We arrange an initial setting of 12 core oscillator instances within four
layers. Core oscillators placed in adjacent layers are unidirectionally coupled re-
leasing their signals downstream. In this scenario, we estimate the quality of
synchronisation taken in the final layer subject to the top level oscillator’s phase
differences. Then, we add two auxiliary core oscillators. It turns out that this ac-
tion – just managed by replication of two core oscillators and their connectivity
– stabilizes the entire system and contributes to an improved signal quality.

2 A P Meta Framework Capturing Assembly of
Non-probabilistic P Modules

In [13], we introduced the term ofnon-probabilistic P modulescomplementary
to other forms [25] and in accordance with the notion of modules in systems bi-
ology. Each non-probabilistic P module represents acontainerencapsulating an
explicite specification of the dynamical behaviour of a reaction unit based on a
deterministicscheme like discretised reaction kinetics or event-driven methods.
In addition to the inherent dynamical behaviour, a non-probabilistic P mod-
ule defines itsinterfaceby dedicated input and output species whose temporal
concentration or abundance courses reflect the data managed by the reaction
unit. Interacting non-probabilistic P modules communicate via shared molecu-
lar species. We define a non-probabilistic P module by a triple

π=(π↓,π↑,π)

whereπ↓={I1,...,Ii}indicates a finite set of input signal identifiers,π↑=
{O1,...,Oo}a finite set of output signal identifiers, andπ the underlying sys-
tem specification processing the input signals and producing the output signals
(either based on ordinary differential equations [8], or given in discrete manner
[4,10,15,16,19], or by transfer functions [2]). Each signal is assumed to repre-
sent a real-valued temporal course, hence a specific functionσ:R≥0−→R
(R≥0: non-negative real numbers). Chemical reaction kinetics in its standard
form (mass-action, Michaelis-Menten, and Hill [8]) constitutes the molecular ba-
sis of each non-probabilistic P module expressed by the deterministically defined
temporal course of species concentrations. We also refer the reader to [13,14] for
detailed prerequisite information about modelling chemical kinetics.
Now, we define our P meta framework able to describe a dynamical assembly

of non-probabilistic P modules towards more complex systems following the idea
of a controlled evolutionary program. Our P meta framework is a construct

Ππ↑↓=(M, P)

whereM denotes a finitemultisetof non-probabilistic P modules with finite
cardinality while the finite setPkeeps the evolutionary program composed by
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anumberofinstructionsaffecting the interplay of underlying modules inM.
The entirety of non-probabilistic P modules expressed by the support ofM can
be interpreted as thegenetic potentialof highly conserved reaction units. The
multiplicities of modules reflect the limitation of resources available for module
composition. Having in mind that the gene expression capacity is restricted,
the number of modules maintained simultaneously should also be delimited.
Nevertheless, the individual multiplicities might vary among different modules.
When initiating Ππ↑↓, a corresponding directed graphG=(V, E)iscreated

that formalises the currentconnectivity structureof interacting non-probabilistic
P modules. All available modules on their own instantiate the nodes ofG.There
are no connections between thembefore executing the programP:

V:={m[i]|m∈supp(M)∧i∈{1,...,M(m)}}

E:=∅

The indexing of all instances (copies)m[i] constituted from a modulemallows a
unique identification necessary for an appropriate matching of nodes addressed
by program instructions.
Directed edges between nodes ofGsymbolise the connectivity of module in-

stances. Leta=(a↓,a↑,a)∈supp(M)andb=(b↓,b↑,b)∈supp(M)betwo
module instances derived fromM.Anedge(a, b, Ra→b)∈Edenotes a connection
fromatobwhere dedicated output species ofaact as input species ofb.Tothis
end, each edge comes with a binary relationRa→b⊆a↑×b↓in which the mapping
ofa’s output species ontob’s input is given.Ra→bis handled in an injective man-
ner since one output species is allowed to cover several downstream input species,
but each input species must be supplied by at most one upstream output species.
Formally, we require:∀x, z∈Xand∀y∈Y :(x, y)∈R∧(z, y)∈R ⇒ x=z
whereR⊆X×Ystands forRa→b.
Attention must be paid to the composition of non-probabilistic P modules to

keep signal semantics and quantitative signal values along with signal identifiers
consistent when migrating from one module to another.
The instructions of the evolutionary programPcapture the dynamics of

our P meta frameworkΠπ↑↓in (re-)assembly of its module instances. The un-
derlying graphG becomes updated whenever an instruction fromPis exe-
cuted. To bring the individual instructions into a temporal order, we assume
a global clock whose progression is expressed by a non-negative real-valued
variabletmarking points in time. We arrange two types of instructions called
ModuleConnectandModuleDisconnect.Atimestamptopens each instruction.
Leta=(a↓,a↑,a)∈supp(M)andb=(b↓,b↑,b)∈supp(M) be two module
instances derived fromM:

t:ModuleConnect(a→ b, Ra→b) connects some or all of modulea’s output species

to representb’s input species by sharing species

identifiers according to the injective binary re-

lationRa→b ⊆ a↑×b↓. Edge update scheme:

E:=E∪{(a, b, Ra→b)}
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t:ModuleDisconnect(a↔ b) completely disconnects modulesaandbby an-

nihilating all cross-modular species sharings. This

comes along with removingRa→bas well asRb→a,

respectively. Edge update scheme:

E:=E\{(a, b, Ra→b)}\{(b, a, Rb→a)}

Several instructions inPmight occur simultaneously if they areeffectively inde-
pendentfrom each other. This is the case if and only if all resulting permutations
of sequences, in which instructionsmarkedbythesametimestamptcan be ex-
ecuted, lead to equivalent graphsG. Two application case studies demonstrate
the practicability of our P meta frameworkΠπ↑↓=(M, P).

3 Exploration of Chemical Frequency Dividers Inspired
by Periodical Cicada’s Life Cycles

In a first application study inspired by periodical cicada’s life cycles, we demon-
strate the practicability of our P meta frameworkΠπ↑↓=(M, P) for tracing and
experimental exploration of controlled module assembly towards new (i.e. more
or less unexpected) behavioural patterns of the resulting entire system. First, we
introduce in brief a pool of non-probabilistic P modules sufficient to interact as a
chemical frequency divider 1:17. To this end, we place a selection of different core
oscillators interpreted to be employed for generation of periodical trigger signals.
A binary signal separator complements the pool of modules by its capability of
binarisation which converts gradually or smoothly altering signal courses into
a toggling manner whereas signal values≥1 and those close to 1 converge to
1 while signal values of≈0.6 and smaller become forced down against 0. In
addition, we construct a logical unit whose function is a binary chemical counter
modulo 17 based on a cycle of five-bit states. Please note that the logical unit
remains unchanged during the whole study. After providing the pool of modules,
we explore the effect of different core oscillators on the behavioural pattern of the
entire frequency divider system in the presence or absence of the binary signal
separator. Although leaving intact the logical unit, we observe new frequency
division ratios of 1:3, 1:5, and 1:6 just by the effect of module assembly.

3.1 Sketching the Pool of Individual Modules

Taking into account a Brusselator, a Repressilator, and a Goodwin oscillator, we
allow for a pool of core oscillators assumed to be formerly emerged independently
from each other and based on different molecular mechanisms. Each individual
module is considered to be fixed including its previously chosen setting of kinetic
parameters. For all simulation studies carried out in this section, we utilise a
consistent time unit.

The Brusselator Module

The Brusselator derived from the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction is a tool ap-
proved for the generation of spiking oscillations forming a limit cycle [1,28]. Here,
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the oscillatory persistence is exclusively reached by a positive feedback effect of
an autocatalytic loop. The non-probabilistic P module brusselator = (∅,{S},F)
is completely based on mass-action kinetics captured by five ODEs inF:
Ṗ=−k1PT; Q̇=−k3Q; Ṡ=k1PT−k2ST

2; Ṫ=−k1PT+k2ST
2+

k3Q−k4T; Ẇ =k4T. Figure 1 depicts the underlying topology of the reaction
network in conjunction with the selected parameter setting. Reaction velocities,

particularly those of decayT
k4−→W producing wasteW, mainly determine the

oscillation frequency. Our parameter setting avoids a transient phase and enables
a lower frequency oscillation with distinctive spikes.

k4 k3k1
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Fig. 1.Brusselator reaction network (left) composed of four reactions: (1)P+T
k1−→S;

(2)S+2T
k1−→3T;(3)Q

k3−→T;(4)T
k4−→W for generation of persistentlyspiking

oscillations. The concentration course of speciesSover time (right) acts as module
output. Mass-action parameter setting:k1=k2=k3=k4=0.1; initial concentrations:
P(0) = 3,Q(0) = 1,W(0) = 0,S(0) = 0.5,T(0) = 0.5.

The Repressilator Module

The Repressilator is represented by a cyclic gene regulatory network where a
progressional inhibition on its own causes an almost sinusoidal oscillation due to
a negative feedback. We formalise the dynamical behaviour of the repressilator =
(∅,{Z},F) using second-order Hill kinetics by three ODEs [9] inF:

Ẋ=
k3H

2
3

Z2+H23
−k4X Ẏ=

k1H
2
1

X2+H21
−k5Y Ż=

k2H
2
2

Y2+H22
−k6Z

We parameterise the Repressilator in a way to exhibit a medium frequency limit
cycle oscillation emphasising a comparatively small amplitude in concert with
small signal values not exceeding a threshold of approximately 0.6, see Figure
2. This threshold is meant to coincide with the ambiguous “forbidden range” in
terms of a clear distinction between 0 and 1 of binarily interpreted signals.

The Goodwin Module

The Goodwin oscillator follows the scheme of a three-staged cyclic gene regu-
latory network consisting of two subsequent activating transitions along with
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Fig. 2.Repressilator reaction network (left)composed of three inhibiting cycling re-
actions along with degradation of each species. The concentration course of speciesZ
over time (right) acts as module output. Second order Hill kinetic’s parameter setting
H1=H2=H3=0.6,ki=1fori∈{1,...,6}chosen to exhibit persistent almost
sinusoidaloscillations whose amplitude enables signal values between approx. 0.1 and
0.6; initial concentrations:X(0) = 0.3,Y(0) = 0.15,Z(0) = 0.55.

a single inhibition completing the loop by a negative feedback [12]. According
to the internal balance of reaction velocities, the resulting oscillatory waveform
might vary from an almost sinusoidal behaviour towards an asymmetricλ-like
shape. Here, a fast growing edge is combined with a slightly sigmoidal dimin-
ishment of the signal. This makes the Goodwin oscillator a promising candi-
date for naturally plated limit cycle oscillations. The non-probabilistic P module
goodwin = (∅,{X},F) containing three ODEs

Ẋ=
H

1+Z9
−k4X Ẏ=k1X−k5Y Ż=k2Y−k6Z
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Fig. 3.Goodwin oscillator reaction network (left) in its original form. We assume the
concentration course of speciesX over time (right) to act as module output. Higher-
order Hill kinetic’s parameter settingH =1.5,ki=0.05 fori∈{1,...,6}chosen
to maintain slightlyplatedoscillations whose amplitude enables signal values between
approx. 0.6 and 2.5; initial concentrations:X(0) = 1.0,Y(0) = 1.6,Z(0) = 1.7.
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defines the Goodwin oscillator in its original form [12]. The degradation ve-
locities most significantly determine its oscillatory frequency. Our configuration
shown in Figure 3 is focused on a lower frequency oscillation of a high ampli-
tude spanned by signal values altering between approx. 0.6and2.5. In contrast
to the Repressilator’s parameterisation, we intend to face the binarily operat-
ing signal postprocessing units with intense signals revealing high values for a
comparatively longer amount of time.

The Binary Signal Separator Module

Figure 4 illustrates a three-stage signalling cascade whose function consists in
binarisation of species concentration courses captured byOF0.
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Fig. 4.Signalling cascade for binarisation of input species concentration courseOF0.Con-
centrations≥1 and those close to 1 converge to 1 while values smaller than a thresholdH
are forced down against 0. Michaelis-Menten kinetics and mass-action kinetics describe
the dynamical behaviour of the module. Chosen parameter setting:H=0.6,k=0.1.

The corresponding module separator = ({OF0},{O
F
3},F) employs ODEs:
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The Logical Unit Forming a Binary Counter Modulo 17

Our construction of a chemical binarycounter model modulo 17 is based on a
chemical representation of each boolean variableb∈{0,1}by two correlated
speciesBTandBFwith complementary concentrations such thatBF+BT=1.
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The inequalityBT BFindicates “false” (b=0)andBF BT“true” (b=1),
respectively. Following a commonly used requirement in circuit design, we intend
by denoting a deviation of at least one order of magnitude.
A chemical counterpart of a logic gate can be obtained if each line of the

transition table refers to a dedicated chemical reaction where the boolean in-
put variable values identify correspondingcatalysts. These catalysts manage the
output variable setting. In case of a NOR gate, the transition table results in
the following set of reactions:

a b c corresponding reactions

0 0 1 CF+AF+BF
k
−→CT+AF+BF

0 1 0 CT+AF+BT
k
−→CF+AF+BT

1 0 0 CT+AT+BF
k
−→CF+AT+BF

1 1 0 CT+AT+BT
k
−→CF+AT+BT

In order to maintain a high signal quality, we equip each chemical logic gate

of outputcwith two additional reactions of the formCT+2CF
km−→3CF and

CF+2CT
km−→3CT. All together, mass-action kinetics lead to the ODEs:

ȦF=0; ȦT=0; ḂF=0; ḂT=0;

ĊT=kCFAFBF+kmC
F(CT)2−kmC

T(CF)2

ĊF =kCTAFBT+kCTATBF+kCTATBT+kmC
T(CF)2−kmC

F(CT)2

Analogously, all types of binary logic gates can be transferred into corresponding
chemical representations. Please note that each chemical logic gate owns a certain
latency determined by the rate constantskandkm due to the amount of time
necessary to switch the output concentrations. Taking into account this latency,
chemical logic gates of the aforeintroduced form are sufficient to be cascaded in
a way that a gate’s output might serve as input for a subsequent gate.
For setting up a binary counter modulo 17, we need to distinguish 17

states, which requires five bits per state. The counting is organised in a way
that a periodical clock signal serves as a trigger initiating a state transition
(b1,...,b5)→ (b1,...b5). To this end, we utilise a five-bit Gray code, which
keeps the total number of logic gates low since almost all state transitions pro-
ceed by changing one out of five bits:

countb1b2b3b4b5b1b2b3b4b5 countb1b2b3b4b5b1b2b3b4b5
1 0000000001 10 0110101111
2 0000100011 11 0111101110
3 0001100010 12 0111001010
4 0001000110 13 0101001011
5 0011000111 14 0101101001
6 0011100101 15 0100101000
7 0010100100 16 0100011000
8 0010001100 17 1100000000
9 0110001101

Bitb1indicates the accumulation of 17 counts constituting the counter’s output.
In addition, intermediate states need to be temporarily stored in order to bridge
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Fig. 5.Sketch of the logical unit representing a chemical model of a binary counter
modulo 17. A periodical trigger acts as input providing the counts. Bitb1accomplishs
the output. For all reactions within the logical unit, we utilise mass-action kinetics
along with rate constants consistently set tok= 1. This allows a fast toggling which
results in a short latency of approx. 10 time units per individual gate.

the time span between successive counts. To this end, we incorporate five RS flip
flops into the counter automaton, each of which is composed of two regeneratively
coupled NOR gates, see Figure 5. For bitwise state transition, we utilise five
boolean functions resulting from the transition table above and syntactically
simplified using standard Karnaugh optimisation. We denote these functions in
disjunctive normal form:

b1=b̄1b2̄b3̄b4̄b5

b2=b̄1b2∨b̄1b2̄b3̄b4̄b5

b3=b̄1̄b2b3∨b̄1b3̄b4∨b̄1b2b3b5∨b̄1̄b2b4̄b5

b4=b̄1b4̄b5∨b̄1b2b3b5∨b̄1̄b2̄b3b5∨̄b1̄b2̄b3b4∨b̄1b2b3b4

b5=b̄1̄b2̄b3̄b4∨b̄1̄b2b3b4∨b̄1b2b3̄b4∨b̄1b2̄b3b4

For implementation of these functions, we exclusively use logic AND and OR
gates with two input variables and one output variable in a cascaded manner in
order to avoid an exponential growth of reactions whose number doubles with
any additional input variable. The corresponding cascade lengths (number of
subsequent gates to be passed by a binary signal) vary between 4 and 7. As a
consequence, the latencies of the cascades also deviate, which might imply an
evolutionary potential towards modified functionalities.
Figure 5 sketches the structure of the entire binary counter modulo 17. In the

chemical representation, the resulting module mod17 = ({C},{BT1},F) consists
of 145 species and subsumes 416 individual reactions. The logical unit was con-
structed by using standard techniques ofcircuit design known from engineering.
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We consider this unit as a fixed module whose potential with respect to additional,
originally unintended functionalities is worth to be found out.

3.2 Composing the Original Frequency Divider 1:17

The original frequency divider 1:17 canbe obtained by sequential coupling of the
Brusselator with the separator which in turn becomes finally connected with the
mod17 module. To do so, we define a P meta framework initially creating a pool
consisting of one instance from each module specified by multisetM. ProgramP
generates the connective structure by producing graphG. Figure 6 sketches the
coupling and depicts the dynamical behaviour of the resulting reaction system. Pe-
riodically after receiving 17 counts, the output temporarily releases a plated pulse.

ΠFD17=(M, P) with

M ={(brusselator,1),(repressilator,1),(goodwin,1),(separator,1),(mod17,1)}

P={0:ModuleConnect(brusselator[1]→ separator[1],{(S, OF0)}),

0:ModuleConnect(separator[1]→ mod17[1],{(OF3,C)})}
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Fig. 6.Dynamical behaviour of the frequency divider 1:17 (center: divider outputBT1
during a period of 17 counts, right:BT1 for a longer amount of time,C:counts)

3.3 Frequency Divider 1:5 by Removal of Binary Signal Separator

The binary signal separator is responsible for normalisation and binarisation
of the core oscillator’s output. Primarily, we were going to figure out whether
or not this module is essential for the function of the entire frequency divider.
Interestingly, the corresponding knockout P meta framework

ΠFD5=(M, P) with

M ={(brusselator,1),(repressilator,1),(goodwin,1),(separator,1),(mod17,1)}

P={0:ModuleConnect(brusselator[1]→ separator[1],{(S, OF0)}),

0:ModuleConnect(separator[1]→ mod17[1],{(OF3,C)}),

200 :ModuleDisconnect(brusselator[1]↔ separator[1]),

200 :ModuleConnect(brusselator[1]→ mod17[1],{(S, C)})}
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reveals a frequency divider 1:5 although no changes within the logical unit were
made. The same effect can be observed if the Brusselator is directly connected
with the logical unit from the beginning while avoiding any temporary connection
with the binary separator module. Figure 7 shows the behavioural pattern. It
appears that a majority of state transitions skip by leaving a reduced scheme
with identical signal courses ofb4andb5persistently cycling through five states
(after a short transient phase). A most likely reason for that can be found in
the waveform in concert with the quantitatively high-valued oscillatory signal
released by the Brusselator. Most of the time, its course indicates the logical
value “1” solely interrupted by extremely short drops at the 0-level. Since the
flip flops had been designed to be set or reset at the 1-level, the circuit loses
its synchronicity due to the variable cascade lengths in computing the boolean
functions. This in turn might entail a scenario where intermediate stages in the
computation of a bitbiinterfere with the computation of another bitbj.
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Fig. 7.Dynamical behaviour of the frequency divider 1:5 obtained by skipping the
binary signal separator (center: cycle of state transitions, right: counts together with
divider output)

3.4 Frequency Divider 1:6 by Repressilator instead of Brusselator

Due to its nature to induce almost sinusoidal and hence more symmetric signal
courses, the question arises whether or not the Repressilator module in its func-
tion as core oscillator could be able to restore the original qualitative behaviour
of the entire system on its own when renouncing the binary signal separator
again. Checking out this scenario by the P meta framework

ΠFD6=(M, P) with

M ={(brusselator,1),(repressilator,1),(goodwin,1),(separator,1),(mod17,1)}

P={0:ModuleConnect(repressilator[1]→ mod17[1],{(Z, C)})}

leads to the observation that now a frequency divider 1:6 with reliable operation
occurred, see Figure 8. After a short transient phase, a stable cycle consisting
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Fig. 8.Dynamical behaviour of the frequency divider 1:6 obtained by replacing the
Brusselator with the Repressilator module and skipping the binary signal separator
again (center: cycle of state transitions, right: counts together with divider output)

of six state transitions emerged when the Repressilator’s parameterisation as
introduced before is applied. We assume the reason for that is a deterministi-
cally maintained perturbance of the binary function’s computation in the logical
unit. Contrary to the previously discussed frequency divider 1:5, the Repressi-
lator implies an undersupply of the counting signal with its logical 1-level. This
prevents the system from completing thecomputation and forces the release of
an intermediate computational state taken as output.

3.5 Frequency Divider 1:3 by Usage of the Goodwin Module

The Goodwin module along with its capability of rudimentary plated oscilla-
tory signal generation appears to be another interesting candidate to drive our
frequency divider. By means of the P meta framework

ΠFD3=(M, P) with

M ={(brusselator,1),(repressilator,1),(goodwin,1),(separator,1),(mod17,1)}

P={0:ModuleConnect(goodwin[1]→ mod17[1],{(X, C)})}

we achieve once more a modified qualitative behavioural pattern, this time a
frequency division 1:3, see Figure 9. After a short transient phase, the system
persistently cycles through three states out of 17 from the original model. It
seems that the resulting toggling process runs slightly more fragile than in the
Repressilator study. This becomes visible by a pronounced signal tuning, which
exhibits damped high frequential micro oscillations in conjunction with output
switch. Even several modifications ofthe experimental setup confirm this be-
haviour, for instance a more distinctive transient oscillation of the Goodwin
module (shown in Figure 9) as well as doubling the rate constants fromk=0.05
tok=0.1 within the Goodwin module. Again, the core oscillator continuably
disturbes the computation of the bitsb1up tob5.
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3.6 Discussion

The experimental results indicate
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Fig. 10. Dynamical behaviour of the origi-
nal frequency divider model 1:17 after slowing
down all reactions within the logical unit for
one order of magnitude

that an originally designed fre-
quency divider 1:17 might change
its behaviour revealing division
ratios of 1:3, 1:5, and 1:6 just
by slight rewiring of few inter-
acting modules. By using a bi-
nary counter approach modulo 17,
we intentionally employed a pure
synthetic reaction system derived
from standard concepts in engi-
neering. Although, those systems
tend to be quite resistent against
evolutionary optimisation, there is
some evidence for achievement of
new or extended functionalities. A
detailed plausibilisation of the ob-
served behavioural pattern directly
arises from the entirety of concentration courses involved in carrying out the
state transitions. In order to emphasise this line of evidence, we conducted an
additional simulation study by consistent variation of the rate constants within
the logical unit. Slowing down its reactions by settingk=0.1 instead ofk=1
leads to complete loss of frequency division by forwarding the core oscillator’s
period instead. Here, the entire system exhibits a fragile “cycle” at the edge of
chaotic behaviour after a longer transient phase, see Figure 10. Obviously, the re-
action network attempts to calculate the next step but is unable to do so in time
for the next count. This effect preserves for any rate constantk<0.15, which
marks the maximum latency of logic gates required to guarantee their function.
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For 0.15≤k≤0.9, the frequency divider 1:17 operates correctly after a long
transient phase of 18 counts necessary to reconstruct minimal concentration lev-
els of auxiliary species. Fork >0.9, there is no restriction in the frequency
divider’s functionality.
Finally, let us return to the life cycle of periodical cicadas which gave the

crucial inspiration for our studies. We are aware that the mechanisms evolved
in this life form are most probably far away from a binary counter modulo 17.
Up to now, we failed in retrieving any scientific publication on potential or even
verified mechanisms. A more or less speculative hypothesis aims at a combination
of two processes, a slow growth on the one hand and a threshold on the other.
Growth means a successive accumulation of a dedicated species. As soon as its
concentration exceeds an inherently set threshold, the life cycle becomes finalised
indicating the elapsed amount of 17 years. A successive accumulation organised
for instance in annual cycles is useful for a high precision. To this end, a core
oscillator could provide an annually altering signal of the forma+sin(bt) subject
to timet. A simple signal integration then produces a temporal course of the
format+c·sin(bt+d) with a successive, staircase-shaped growth. Nevertheless,
this strategy is more prone to premature or late alert than ann-ary counter.

4 Core Oscillator’s Interplayin Suprachiasmatic Nucleus

A second application study is intended to demonstrate in brief the descriptional
capacity of our P meta framework. Let us consider thesuprachiasmatic nucleus,
a region of the human brain, in which each neuron comprises a core oscillator for
generation of a circadian rhythm characterised by a controllable period close to
24 hours. A cyclic gene regulatory network consisting of 10 molecular species and
18 reactions including an inhibitory negative feedback forms this core oscillator
whose dynamical behaviour had been formalised via specific ODEs based on
mass-action and second-order Hill kinetics. For a full description, we refer to [3].
The neuronal core oscillators within the suprachiasmatic nucleus appear to be
hierarchically organised in several layers. A small group of independently oscillat-
ing neurons constitutes the so-called master-clock layer. Neurons in downstream
layers synchronise their oscillation via unidirectional molecular coupling in which
the oscillatory outputs of superior layers directly affect oscillations in adjacent
subsequent layers. Neurons residing in the deepest layer release their widely
synchronised oscillatory signals to peripheral oscillators in other parts of the
organism. Figure 11 illustrates a small network composed of 14 core oscillators
called n[1] up to n[14] organised within four layers.
We are going to conduct two experimental studies: In a first scenario, we wish

to consider a pre-synchronised networkwith a single neuron in the master-clock
layer, see partAof Figure 11. This neuron propagates its oscillatory rhythm to
all downstream neurons causing a slight signal delay from layer to layer. After
a short transient phase, all 12 neurons incorporated in this scenario oscillate
synchronously. Although sufficient so far, a single master clock makes the system
error-prone and fragile, especially if the master-clock oscillation deviates from
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Fig. 11.Hierarchical scheme of unidirectionally coupled neuronal core oscillators or-
ganised in four layers. Individual oscillations synchronise by passing through these
layers. See text for detailed explanation.

its expected behaviour which can easily happen along with cell ageing. In this
case, an incorrect or insufficient oscillatory signal runs through all layers without
any correction or control. Additional master-clock neurons with full connectivity
to downstream layers can help to stabilise the function of the whole network.
Our second scenario depicted in partBreflects this aspect. Here, we add a
master clock neuron and a second-layer neuron completing the network of 14
neurons. Temporal signal offsets (so-called phase differences) among individual
master-clock oscillations are diminished while passing the downstream layers.
Finally, a robust “average” oscillatory signal derived from all master clocks is
released as global output. Our simulation shows that initial phase differences
within the master-clock layer can be reduced up to≈2.6-fold by running through
three subsequent layers, widely independent of the coupling strength. Antiphasic
master-clock oscillations (half-periodic offset, phase difference 180◦) turn out to
be resistent against synchronisation by passing the layers almost unaffected.
The corresponding experimental setup can be captured by the P meta frame-

work assuming the non-probabilistic P module n = (X, Y, F) from [3] to act as
unique neuronal core oscillator from which up to 14 instances are employed:

ΠSCN=(M, P) with

M ={(n,14)}

P={0:ModuleConnect(n[1]→ n[3],{(Y, X)}),

0:ModuleConnect(n[1]→ n[4],{(Y, X)}),...,

0:ModuleConnect(n[10]→ n[14],{(Y, X)})

300 :ModuleConnect(n[2]→ n[4],{(Y, X)}),...,

300 :ModuleConnect(n[6]→ n[10],{(Y, X)})}
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5 Conclusions

Assembly and reassembly as well as composition and decomposition of pre-
defined reaction network moduleson the flyappears to be a promising strategy
in order to achieve complex systems capable of new or extended functional-
ity. Inspired by biological evolution at a granularity of highly conserved genetic
ensembles, our P meta framework provides a tool for control and systematic
conduction of corresponding studies. Within two application cases, we demon-
strated the descriptive capacity behind this approach. Particularly at the edge
of straight-forward lines for complex network inference in reverse engineering, a
strict utilisation of previously identified modules and their reuse can contribute
to explore the abilities of resulting systems in a more effective and efficient way.
Further studies will address technical aspects of module integration from differ-
ent specification platforms. It seems that modules based on ODEs on the one
hand and discrete forms along with rewriting rules on the other, needs to in-
teract with each other via appropriate interfaces. To this end, the Infobiotics
workbench offers an extensive functionality [5]. A fruitful combination of the
universe of P systems featured by their ability to manage dynamical structures
with the universe of ODEs featured by a profound toolbox for analytical exami-
nation could be an innovative clue. In all simulation studies carried out for this
paper, we consistently utilised the Complex Pathway Simulator software CoPaSi
(version 4.7) along with the Gepasi Model Extractor for generation of several
instances from a common module specification. Corresponding source files are
available from the authors upon request.
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♦❜✈✐♦✉♠❛♥✐❢❡ ❛✐♦♥♦❢♦❞❡❛♣♣❡❛✐♥❣♣♦♥❛♥❡♦✉❧②✐♥❞✐✐♣❛✐✈❡②❡♠✳❖♥
❤❡♦♥❡❤❛♥❞❤❡②❡①❤✐❜✐❛✈❡②✐♠♣❧❡❛♥❞❡❣✉❧❛❜❡❤❛✈✐♦ ✐♥❝❡❛❧✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡✐
♦♥❡♦❢❤❡❧♦✇❡ ❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥❛❧❛ ❛❝♦ ♦❢❛❞②♥❛♠✐❝❛❧②❡♠✳❖♥❤❡♦❤❡❤❛♥❞
❤❡②❛❡♦❢❡♥♦♦❝♦♠♣❧❡①♦♦❜❛✐♥❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧✐♥✐❣❤ ❜② ❤❡❝♦♠♠♦♥ ♦♦❧ ♦❢
❞②♥❛♠✐❝❛❧②❡♠ ❤❡♦②✱❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❧✐♥❡❛✐③❛✐♦♥✳
❚❤✉✱✐✐❝♦♠♠♦♥♦✉❡♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥ ♦❛♥❛❧②③❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱
♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧ ✉❞✐❡ ❡✉✐❡❤❡♣❛❛♠❡❡✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❖❉❊♠♦❞❡❧ ②❡♠✳❯✉❛❧❧②
❤❡❡♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❛❡✈❡②❤❛❞ ♦♦❜❛✐♥❛♥❞ ❡✉✐❡♠✉❝❤❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧✇♦❦✳
❆♥♦❤❡♣♦❜❧❡♠❛✐❡❢♦♠❤❡❞✐✣❝✉❧②✐♥♠♦❞❡❧✐♥❣❤❡❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧②❡♠✳❖❢❡♥
♦♥❡ ❡❛❝✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❖❉❊ ②❡♠✐ ❥✉ ❛❝✉❞❡❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥♦❢ ♠❛♥②❡✈❡♥
❤❛♣♣❡♥✐♥❣❛ ❤❡♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛❧❡✈❡❧✳❚❤❡❛❡♦❢❤❡❡❡✈❡♥ ❝❛♥❝❤❛♥❣❡❞❡♣❡♥❞✐♥❣♦♥
❤❡❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥❛❧❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✳❚❤✉✱❡✈❡♥❤❡♠♦❞❡❧❜♦✉♥❞❛✐❡❛❡❞✐✣❝✉❧ ♦❡
❛♥❞✐✐❤❛❞♦❣✐✈❡❤❡✧♦♥❡✧❖❉❊♠♦❞❡❧❞❡❝✐❜✐♥❣❛❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧②❡♠✳▼♦❡♦✈❡✱
♦♦❜❛✐♥✐♥✐❣❤ ✐♥♦❤❡❡✛❡❝ ♦❢♣❛❛♠❡❡❝❤❛♥❣❡♦♥❡❤❛ ♦♦❧✈❡❤❡❖❉❊
②❡♠❢♦❡❛❝❤♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❡✐♥❣✳❋♦♠❤❡❡❝♦♥✐❞❡❛✐♦♥✐ ❡❡♠♥❛✉❛❧❤❛
❛♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥✐♠♦❡♣♦♠✐✐♥❣❢♦❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❧②✇❡❧❧❝❤❛❛❝❡✐③❡❞②❡♠
❛♥❞❛♥✐♥❡❣❛✐✈❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❛♥❞❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❛♣♣♦❛❝❤✳■♥❤✐❝❛❡❛♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧
♠♦❞❡❧❝❛♥❣✐✈❡❣♦♦❞ ✉❛♥✐❛✐✈❡♣❡❞✐❝✐♦♥❛❜♦✉ ❤❡❡✛❡❝ ♦❢♣❡✉❜❛✐♦♥✐♥
❤❡②❡♠✳
❖♥ ❤❡♦❤❡ ❤❛♥❞❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧❛♣♣♦❛❝❤❡ ♦❢❡♥ ② ♦❛❜ ❛❝❛✇❛②❢♦♠♣❡✲
❝✐✜❝♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❡✐♥❣♦❡✈❡♥♠♦❞❡❧ ✉❝✉❡❛♥❞ ② ♦❣❛✐♥✐♥✐❣❤✐♥♦❤❡
♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠ ❛♥❞♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡♦❢❛❞②♥❛♠✐❝❛❧②❡♠✳■❢✉❝❝❡ ❢✉❧❤❡②✉✉❛❧❧②❧❡❛❞♦
❛❞❡❡♣❡✉♥❞❡ ❛♥❞✐♥❣♦❢❤❡②❡♠✳ ❖❢❝♦✉❡❛❧♦❤❡✐♣❡❞✐❝✐♦♥❤❛✈❡♦❜❡
✈❛❧✐❞❛❡❞❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②✱❤♦✇❡✈❡ ❤❡❡♣❡❞✐❝✐♦♥❛❡♠♦❡ ✉❛❧✐❛✐✈❡✐♥♥❛✉❡
❛♥❞❤✉ ♠❛②❜❡❡❛✐❡ ♦❡✳■♥♠② ✉❞✐❡ ■✉❡❞❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛♣♣♦❛❝❤❡ ♦❣❛✐♥
❛❞❡❡♣❡ ✉♥❞❡ ❛♥❞✐♥❣♦❢ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡ ❤❡❡❝❤♦❡♥✜❡❧❞♦❢❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧
♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✿❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✱❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠❛♥❞❡♥❣✐♥❡❡❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣❝✐❝✉✐
✐♥②♥❤❡✐❝❜✐♦❧♦❣②✳



✶✻✽ ❉■❙❈❯❙❙■❖◆

✺✳✶ ❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥

❚❤❡ ✉❡ ✐♦♥❛❜♦✉ ❤❡❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡♦❢❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐❛♥✐♠♣♦❛♥♦♥❡✳ ❲❤②
❞✐❞♥❛✉❡❝❤♦❡❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣❝②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥♦ ❛♥♠✐ ✐♥❢♦♠❛✲
✐♦♥❢♦♠❤♦♠♦♥❡ ✐♥♦❤❡❝❡❧❧❄ ❚❤✐ ♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠ ❡❡♠ ♦❜❡✈❡②❡①♣❡♥✐✈❡✐♥
❡♠ ♦❢❡♥❡❣②❜♦❤✐♥♦❣❛♥✐③❛✐♦♥❛♥❞♠❛✐♥❡♥❛♥❝❡✳ ❲❤②✐ ❤❡✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥♥♦
❛♥♠✐ ❡❞❜②❛❝♦♥❛♥ ✐❣♥❛❧❄
■♥❤❡✜ ✉❞②✇❡❛♥❛❧②③❡❞ ❤❡❡✛❡❝ ♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♦♥❤❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✲
✐♦♥✐❡❧❢✭❑♥♦❦❡❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵✮✳ ❲❡❝♦♥✐❞❡❡❞❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝♠♦❞❡❧ ❤❛ ❢✉❧✜❧❧❡❞
❛❝♦♥❡✈❛✐♦♥❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✱✉❝❤❤❛ ❤❡♦❛❧❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❤❡❝❡❧❧
✐ ♦❧❡❧②❣♦✈❡♥❡❞❜②❤❡❝②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✳❙❡✈❡❛❧❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝♠♦❞✲
❡❧❢♦❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❢✉❧✜❧❧❤✐ ❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✭❙❝❤✉ ❡❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✷✮✳ ❆❧♦♠✐①❡❞
♠♦❞❡❧ ✉✐♥❣❞❡❡♠✐♥✐ ✐❝❡✉❛✐♦♥ ♦❞❡❝✐❜❡❈❛2+❞②♥❛♠✐❝ ❛♥❞❤❡❙❙❆❛❧✲
❣♦✐❤♠♦❞❡❝✐❜❡❈❛2+✲❝❤❛♥♥❡❧❞②♥❛♠✐❝❢✉❧✜❧❧❤✐❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❞✉❡♦
❤❡✐❝♦♠♣❧❡①✐②❤❡②♦❢❡♥❛✉♠❡❤❛ ❤❡♦❛❧❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✐✜①❡❞✐♥❤❡
❝❡❧❧✳❋♦♠♦❞❡❧ ❢✉❧✜❧❧✐♥❣❤❡❛❜♦✈❡❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✇❡❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ❤❡❡✤✉①❦✐♥❡✐❝♦❢
❝②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+❞❡❡♠✐♥❡ ❤❡❡❧❛✐♦♥❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡✭♣♦ ✐❜❧②✉♥❛❜❧❡✮ ❡❛❞②✲❛❡
❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✳❚♦♣♦♦❢❤✐✇❡✉❡❞❏❡♥❡♥✬
✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②✱✇❤✐❝❤❡❧❛❡ ❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡♦✈❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✈❛❧✉❡❢♦♠❛♥✐♥❡✈❛❧✇✐❤❤❡
❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✈❛❧✉❡♦❢❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡✐♥❤❡✐♥❡✈❛❧✳■❢❤❡❡✤✉①❦✐♥❡✐❝✐❛❝♦♥✈❡①❢✉♥❝✲
✐♦♥❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✐ ♠❛❧❧❡ ❤❛♥❤❡ ❡❛❞②✲❛❡✈❛❧✉❡✱✇❤❡❡❛
❢♦❛❝♦♥❝❛✈❡❡✤✉①❢✉♥❝✐♦♥❤❡♦♣♣♦✐❡✐ ✉❡✳❋♦ ♠✐①❡❞❝♦♥✈❡①❛♥❞❝♦♥❝❛✈❡
❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✱❧✐❦❡❛❍✐❧❧❦✐♥❡✐❝✱❤❡❛♥❛❧②✐✐♠♦❡✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞❛♥❞✇❡❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ❤❡
❛❜♦✈❡❡✉❧❞❡♣❡♥❞♦♥❤❡♣✐❦❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❛♥❞✇✐❞❤✳❙✐♥❝❡❤✐❣❤❝②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+

❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥❛❡♦①✐❝♦❤❡❝❡❧❧✐✐ ❡❛♦♥❛❜❧❡♦❛✉♠❡❤❛❛❧♦✇❡❛✈❡❛❣❡
❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✇❤❡♥❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛❡✐❜❡♥❡✜❝✐❛❧❢♦ ❤❡❝❡❧❧✳❙✉♣✐✐♥❣❧②✱❛❢❡
❛♥❛❧②③✐♥❣♦❧❞✐♠❡❝♦✉❡❞❛❛❢♦♠♣❡✈✐♦✉ ✉❞✐❡♦♥❈❛2+✐♥❛❤❡♣❛♦❝②❡❛♥❞
❣♦♥❛❞♦♦♣❤✐❝❝❡❧❧✭❙♦♠♦❣②✐❛♥❞❙✉❝❦✐✱✶✾✾✶❀▲✐❛♥❞❘✐♥③❡❧✱✶✾✾✹❀❘♦♦♥❡②❡ ❛❧✳✱
✶✾✽✾✮✇❡❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡✐♠❛✐♥❧②❤✐❣❤❡ ♦❡✉❛❧♦❤❡ ❡❛❞② ❛❡✳❚❤✐
✐✐♥❛❝❝♦❞❛♥❝❡✇✐❤❤❡❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❝❤❛❛❝❡✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❡✤✉①❦✐♥❡✐❝✐♥❤❡❡
❝❡❧❧②♣❡✱✇❤✐❝❤❛❡❝♦♥❝❛✈❡▼✐❝❤❛❡❧✐✲▼❡♥❡♥❦✐♥❡✐❝♦❍✐❧❧❦✐♥❡✐❝✇✐❤❝♦♥❝❛✈❡
❛♥❞❝♦♥✈❡①♣❛ ✭❑❡ ❧❡❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✵❀▲✐❛♥❞❘✐♥③❡❧✱✶✾✾✹✮✳❆❧❤♦✉❣❤✱✇❡ ❛❡❞
♦✉✇✐❤❤❡❤②♣♦❤❡✐ ❤❛♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❝♦✉❧❞❧♦✇❡ ❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥
✐♥❤❡❝❡❧❧✐ ✉♥❡❞♦✉ ❤❛ ♥❛✉❡❧✐❦❡❧②❞✐❞♥♦✉❡❤✐ ♣♦❡♥✐❛❧✳❋✐ ♦❢❛❧❧✱
❛♣♦✐❜❧❡❡①♣❧❛♥❛✐♦♥❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❤❛ ❤❡♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠ ❧❡❛❞✐♥❣♦❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥
✐♥❤❡❡❝❡❧❧✈✐♦❧❛❡❤❡❛❜♦✈❡♠♦❞❡❧❛ ✉♠♣✐♦♥✳■♥❞❡❡❞✱❡✈❡❛❧♠♦❞❡❧ ✇❡❡
♣✉❜❧✐❤❡❞❤❛❞♦♥♦✐♥❝❧✉❞❡❛✢✉①♦❢❈❛2+❛❝♦ ❤❡❝❡❧❧♠❡♠❜❛♥❡✭▼❛❤❧❡❛❧✳✱
✶✾✾✼✱✷✵✵✵❀❆ ✐❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✸❀❑❡✐③❡ ❛♥❞❉❡❨♦✉♥❣✱✶✾✾✹❀▲✐❛♥❞❘✐♥③❡❧✱✶✾✾✹✮♦
✐♥❝❧✉❞❡ ♦❡✲♦♣❡❛❡❞❈❛2+✐♥✢✉①✭▲✐❡ ❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✼❀❑♦✇❛❧❡✇❦✐❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✻✮✳ ❚❤❡
❛✉♠♣✐♦♥♦❢♥♦❈❛2+✢✉①❛❝♦ ❤❡♠❡♠❜❛♥❡✐ ✉❡ ✐♦♥❛❜❧❡✐♥❤❡✈✐❡✇♦❢❈❛2+

❝❤❛♥♥❡❧❛♥❞ ❛♥♣♦ ❡✱❧✐❦❡❤❡ ❧❛♠❛♠❡♠❜❛♥❡❈❛2+❆❚ ❛❡✭▼❈❆✮✱✐♥❤❡
♠❡♠❜❛♥❡✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡✱❤❡ ♦❡✲♦♣❡❛❡❞❈❛2+❝❤❛♥♥❡❧♦♥❧②❛❡♦♣❡♥✇❤❡♥❤❡❊❘



✺✳✶❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥ ✶✻✾

♦❡❛❡♥❡❛❧②❞❡♣❧❡❡❞✳❚❤❡❡❢♦❡✱✇❡❡①♣❡❝ ❤❛ ❤✐♣❛❤✇❛②✐♥♦❛❝✐✈❡✐♥
❤❡♥♦♠❛❧♠♦❞❡♦❢♦♣❡❛✐♦♥✳❆♥♦❤❡❡①♣❧❛♥❛✐♦♥✇❤②♦♥❡♦❜❡✈❡❛♥✐♥❝❡❛❡❞
❛✈❡❛❣❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥ ❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❤❛ ❤❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✐
♥♦✐♥❝❡❛❡❞♦♦①✐❝❧❡✈❡❧✳■♥❞❡❡❞✱♦♥❡♦❜❡✈❡ ❤❛ ❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡✐✐♥❝❡❛❡❞♠❛①✲
✐♠❛❧❧②❤❡❡❢♦❧❞❝♦♠♣❛❡❞♦❤❡❛❧❡❛❞②✈❡②❧♦✇ ❡❛❞②✲❛❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✳
❆♣♦✐✐✈❡❡✛❡❝♦❢❤❡✐♥❝❡❛❡❞❛✈❡❛❣❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♠♦❞❡
♦❢❤❡❈❛2+♣❛❤✇❛②❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❡❧❛❡❞♦❤❡❡❝❡♥❧②❡✈❡❛❧❡❞♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠♦❢ ❛♥❞♦♠
❈❛2+✇❛✈❡❣❡♥❡❛✐♦♥✭❙❦✉♣✐♥❛♥❞❋❛❧❝❦❡✱✷✵✵✾❀❙❦✉♣✐♥❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵✮✭❝❢✳✶✳✷✳✸✮✳❚♦
❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❛♥❡❛❧②♣❡✐♦❞✐❝❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❈❛2+❝❤❛♥♥❡❧❛♥❞❤✉❛♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥
✐❝♦✉❧❞❜❡♥❡❝❡❛② ❤❛ ❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❈❛2+✐♥♦ ♦♠❛❧❧✳■♥
❤✐✇❛② ❤❡✐♥❝❡❛❡❞❛✈❡❛❣❡♦❢❛♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❝♦✉❧❞ ❛❜✐❧✐③❡❤❡♣❡✐♦❞✐❝
♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐❡❧❢✳
■♥❤❡ ❡❝♦♥❞ ✉❞②■❢♦❝✉❡❞♦♥❤❡❡✛❡❝ ♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♦♥ ❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢
❈❛2+ ❡♥✐✐✈❡♣♦❡✐♥✭❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵✮✳❚❤❡♣❛✐❝✉❧❛ ✉❡ ✐♦♥■✇❛♥❡❞
♦❛♥✇❡ ✐✇❤❡❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛❡❜❡♥❡✜❝✐❛❧❢♦ ❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❝♦♠♣❛❡❞♦❛❝♦♥✲
❛♥ ✐❣♥❛❧♦❢❤❡❛♠❡✐♥❡♥✐②✱✇❤✐❝❤♠❡❛♥ ❤❡❛♠❡❛✈❡❛❣❡✳❋♦❛✈❡②❣❡♥❡❛❧
❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♠♦❞❡❧✇❡♣♦✈❡❞✉✐♥❣❛❣❛✐♥❏❡♥❡♥✬✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②❤❛ ❤✐✐✐♥❞❡❡❞❤❡
❝❛❡✇❤❡♥❝♦♥✐❞❡✐♥❣❢❛ ♦ ❧♦✇❧②❡♣♦♥❞✐♥❣❈❛2+ ❡♥✐✐✈❡♣♦❡✐♥✳ ❆♥❡❝❡✲
❛②❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✐♥❜♦❤❝❛❡✐❛❝♦♥✈❡①❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦❢❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❦✐♥❡✐❝♦♥
❤❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✳❆✉✣❝✐❡♥❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✐ ❤❡❝♦♥✈❡①✐②♦❢❤❡❈❛2+ ❡❛❞②✲
❛❡❡♣♦♥❡♦❢❤❡♣♦❡✐♥♦✈❡ ❤❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡♦❢ ❤❡❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳ ❯✉❛❧❧②
❤❡ ❡❛❞②✲❛❡❡♣♦♥❡✐❝♦♠♣♦❡❞♦❢❛❝♦♥✈❡①❛♥❞❝♦♥❝❛✈❡♣❛ ❛♥❞❤✉ ❤❡
❈❛2+ ♣✐❦❡ ❤♦✉❧❞❜❡♥❛ ♦✇✇❤❡♥❤❡❈❛2+ ♣✐❦❡❡❛❝❤❡✐♥♦❤❡❝♦♥❝❛✈❡♣❛ ♦
❡♠♣❤❛✐③❡❤❡❝♦♥✈❡①♣❛ ✳❆❣❡♥❡❛❧✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❡❡✉❧ ♦♣♦❡✐♥ ❡♣♦♥❞✐♥❣
♦♥❛♥❛❜✐ ❛②✐♠❡❝❛❧❡✇❛♥♦♣♦ ✐❜❧❡✇✐❤♦✉ ♣❡❝✐❢②✐♥❣❤❡♠♦❞❡❧❡✉❛✐♦♥✳
■✇❛❛❜❧❡♦❣❡♥❡❛❧✐③❡❤❡❛❜♦✈❡❡✉❧ ❢♦❛❧✐♥❡❛❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦❢❤❡❡✉❛✐♦♥♦♥
❤❡❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥❛♥❞❢♦❛❤❡❛✈✐❧②❛✉❛❡❞▼▼❑❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦♥❤❡❛❣❡♣♦✲
❡✐♥✭❝❢✳❛♣♣❡♥❞✐①❆✮✳❙✐♠✐❧❛ ❡✉❧ ✇❡❡♣❡✈✐♦✉❧②♦❜❡✈❡❞✐♥❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥ ✇✐❤
❛✐✜❝✐❛❧❧②❣❡♥❡❛❡❞❈❛2+ ♣✐❦❡ ✇❤❡❡❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❘❛♦◆❋❆❚✇❛ ♠❡❛✲
✉❡❞✭❑✉♣③✐❣❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✺❀❉♦❧♠❡ ❝❤❡❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✽✮✳■♥♣❛✐❝✉❧❛ ❤❡❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥
✐♥❞✐❝❛❡❞❤❛ ❤❡♣♦✐✐✈❡❡✛❡❝♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♣❡ ✐❡❞♦♥❧②✉♥❞❡❧♦✇❛✈❡❛❣❡
❈❛2+❧❡✈❡❧✳❚❤✐✐✉♥❞❡ ❛♥❞❛❜❧❡✐♥❝❡❤✐❣❤❛✈❡❛❣❡❈❛2+❧❡✈❡❧✐♥❤❡❡ ✉❞✐❡
❛❡♦❜❛✐♥❡❞❜②✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣❤❡❈❛2+ ♣✐❦❡❤❡✐❣❤✳■♥❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥ ❤❡ ❡❛❞②✲❛❡
❈❛2+ ❡♣♦♥❡♦❢❤❡❡♣♦❡✐♥✇❛ ❜❡ ❞❡❝✐❜❡❞❜②❛❍✐❧❧❦✐♥❡✐❝✇✐❤❝♦♥✈❡①
❛♥❞❝♦♥❝❛✈❡♣❛ ✳ ❚❤✉✱❢♦✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣♣✐❦❡❤❡✐❣❤ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❡❛❝❤❡❞✐♥♦
❤❡❝♦♥❝❛✈❡♣❛ ❛♥❞❝❛♥❝❡❧ ❤❡♣♦✐✐✈❡❡✛❡❝♦❢❤❡❝♦♥✈❡①♣❛ ✳ ▼♦❡♣❡❝✐❢✲
✐❝❛❧❧②✱✇❡❤♦✇❡❞ ❤❛ ❤❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②♠❡❛✉❡❞❜♦✉♥❞♦♥❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡❈❛2+

❧❡✈❡❧❜❡❧♦✇✇❤✐❝❤♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛❡❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡♦✉✱❝♦✐♥❝✐❞❡❞✇❡❧❧✇✐❤♦✉ ❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧
♣❡❞✐❝✐♦♥✳ ❆♥♦❤❡✐♠♣♦❛♥♦✉❝♦♠❡♦❢♦✉ ✉❞②✇❛ ❤❛✐✐♥❞✐❝❛❡❞❛♦❧❡
❢♦ ❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❧②♦❜❡✈❡❞❝♦♦♣❡❛✐✈❡❜✐♥❞✐♥❣♦❢❈❛2+ ♦❤❡♣♦❡✐♥❜❡❝❛✉❡❤✐
✉✉❛❧❧②❧❡❛❞ ♦❛❝♦♥✈❡①❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦❢ ❤❡❦✐♥❡✐❝♦♥ ❤❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✳
❆♥♦❤❡♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠❧❡❛❞✐♥❣ ♦❛❝♦♥✈❡①♣❛ ✐♥❤❡ ❡❛❞②✲❛❡❡♣♦♥❡✐ ❤❡♦



✶✼✵ ❉■❙❈❯❙❙■❖◆

❝❛❧❧❡❞③❡♦✲♦❞❡ ✉❧ ❛❡♥✐✐✈✐②✭●♦❧❞❜❡❡❛♥❞❑♦❤❧❛♥❞✱✶✾✽✶✮✱✇❤✐❝❤❛✉♠❡
❤❡❦✐♥❡✐❝❢♦♣♦❡✐♥❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❞❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦♦♣❡❛❡❛✉❛❡❞❛♥❞✇❤✐❝❤
✐❝♦♠♠♦♥❧②♦❜❡✈❡❞❢♦ ❈❛2+ ❡♥✐✐✈❡♣♦❡✐♥✭▼❡✐♥❦❡❡ ❛❧✳✱✶✾✽✻❀❇❛❞❤❛✇
❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸✮✳❖✈❡❛❧❧✱✐ ❡❡♠ ❤❛❝♦♦♣❡❛✐✈✐②♦❢❈❛2+❜✐♥❞✐♥❣❛♥❞✴♦③❡♦✲♦❞❡
✉❧ ❛❡♥✐✐✈✐②❤❛✈❡❡✈♦❧✈❡❞♦❜❡❡❞✐ ✐♥❣✉✐❤❜❡✇❡❡♥❝♦♥ ❛♥❛♥❞♦❝✐❧❧❛♦②
✐❣♥❛❧✳❉✉❡♦❤❡❝♦♥✈❡①❤❛♣❡♦❢❤❡♣♦❡✐♥ ❡❛❞②✲❛❡❡♣♦♥❡❤❡❛❝✐✈❡❛✲
❣❡♣♦❡✐♥❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✇✐❧❧❜❡✈❡②❧♦✇✉♥❧❡ ❤❡❝♦♥ ❛♥❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✐❛❜♦✈❡❛
❝❡❛✐♥❤❡❤♦❧❞✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✇❤❡♥❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛❡ ❤❡❈❛2+ ♣✐❦❡♣❡✐♦❞✐❝❛❧❧②❝♦
❤✐ ❤❡❤♦❧❞❛♥❞❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❛ ♦♥❣❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡ ❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥✱❛❧❤♦✉❣❤ ❤❡
❛✈❡❛❣❡❈❛2+❧❡✈❡❧✐ ✐❧❧❧♦✇✳❚❤✐❧❡❛❞ ♦❛♥❡✣❝✐❡♥❞✐ ✐♥❝✐♦♥❜❡✇❡❡♥❝♦♥ ❛♥
❛♥❞♦❝✐❧❧❛♦②✐❣♥❛❧✳
❆♣♦♠✐✐♥❣❡①❡♥✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❛❜♦✈❡ ✉❞✐❡✐ ♦✐♥❝❧✉❞❡ ♦❝❤❛✐❝❡✛❡❝ ♦❢❤❡
❈❛2+ ♣✐❦❡❣❡♥❡❛✐♦♥❤❛❧❡❛❞♦✉❜ ❛♥✐❛❧✈❛✐❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡■❙■✭❙❦✉♣✐♥❡❛❧✳✱
✷✵✵✽✮❛♥❞❤✉ ♥♦ ❛♣❡❢❡❝❧②♣❡✐♦❞✐❝❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛❛✉♠❡❞✐♥ ❤❡❛❜♦✈❡
✉❞✐❡✳■♥♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥♦♥❡❝♦✉❧❞❝❤❡❝❦✇❤❡❤❡ ❤❡❛❜♦✈❡❤②♣♦❤❡✐♦❢
❛ ❛❜✐❧✐③✐♥❣❤✐❣❤❡❈❛2+❛✈❡❛❣❡✐♥❤❡❝②♦♦❧✐ ✉❡❜②✉✐♥❣❧✐♥❡❛✱❝♦♥❝❛✈❡❛♥❞
❝♦♥✈❡①❡✤✉①❦✐♥❡✐❝✐♥❤❡❡♠♦❞❡❧✳■✐❛❧♦✐♠♣♦❛♥ ♦❛♥❛❧②③❡❤❡✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡♦❢
■❙■✈❛✐❛✐♦♥♦♥❤❡❈❛2+ ❡♥✐✐✈❡♣♦❡✐♥✳❍❡❡❛❣❛✐♥❝♦♥✈❡①❦✐♥❡✐❝❝♦✉❧❞♣♦✲
✈✐❞❡❛♥❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡❝♦♠♣❛❡❞♦❧✐♥❡❛❦✐♥❡✐❝ ✐♥❝❡❤❡②❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❛❤✐❣❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥
❢♦♦♥❡♣✐❦❡❛♥❞❝❛♥♦✈❡❝♦♠❡❤❡ ♦❝❤❛✐❝✐♥❡✈❛❧♦❤❡♥❡① ♣✐❦❡✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡✱
✐❝♦✉❧❞❜❡✐♥❡❡✐♥❣♦❝♦♠♣❛❡❤❡❡✛❡❝♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❝♦♥❛♥ ✐❣♥❛❧♦♥
♣♦❡✐♥✐♥✐❣♥❛❧❝❛❝❛❞❡✳❋✉❤❡♠♦❡✱✐❝♦✉❧❞❜❡♣♦✐❜❧❡♦❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧❧②♣♦✈❡
❤❡❡❧❛✐♦♥❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❤❡ ❡❛❞②✲❛❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✲
✐♦♥✐♥♣❛✐❛❧❧②❡①❡♥❞❡❞♠♦❞❡❧✇❤❡♥ ❛❦✐♥❣✐♥♦❛❝❝♦✉♥ ❛✈❡❧✐♥❣✇❛✈❡♦❧✉✐♦♥
❛♥❞✉✐♥❣❤❡●❛✉ ❞✐✈❡❣❡♥❝❡❤❡♦❡♠✳

✺✳✷ ❈✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠

❯✉❛❧❧② ❤❡✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡♦❢ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡♦♥❛❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧♣♦❝❡ ✐♥❡❣❧❡❝❡❞✐♥♠♦❞✲
❡❧✐♥❣ ✉❞✐❡✳❚❤✐✐♥♦♣♦❜❧❡♠❛✐❝✇❤❡♥❤❡❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥❛❧❡♠♣❡❛✉❡♦❢❤❡
②❡♠✉♥❞❡ ✉❞②❞♦❡♥♦❝❤❛♥❣❡❛♥❞❤❡♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❛❡♠❡❛✉❡❞❛ ❤❡♥❛✲
✉❛❧❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❢♦❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠ ❤✐ ✐♣♦❜❧❡♠❛✐❝✐♥❝❡❤❡❡
❡①✐ ♣♦✐❦✐❧♦❤❡♠✐❝♦❣❛♥✐♠ ❤❛❛❡✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡❞❜②❤❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝❤❛♥❣❡♦✈❡
❤❡❝♦✉ ❡♦❢❛❞❛②✳❆✈❡②✐♠♣♦❛♥ ✉❡ ✐♦♥✐❤♦✇❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡ ❤❡
❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠❄■ ✐❛❧❡❛❞②❦♥♦✇♥❢♦❛❧♦♥❣✐♠❡❤❛ ❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✐
❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛❡❞✿✐❞♦❡ ♥♦ ❝❤❛♥❣❡✐ ♣❡✐♦❞✉♥❞❡❞✐✛❡❡♥❝♦♥❛♥
❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✳❚❤✐✇❛ ✜ ♦❜❡✈❡❞❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②❛♥❞❧❛❡❡①♣❧❛✐♥❡❞❤❡♦❡✐✲
❝❛❧❧②❜②❤❡❛♥❛❣♦♥✐✐❝♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡✿❛❜❛❧❛♥❝❡♦❢❤②❤♠❛❝❝❡❧❡❛✐♥❣❛♥❞❞❡❝❡❧❡❛✐♥❣
❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡❝❤❛♥❣❡✭❍❛ ✐♥❣❛♥❞❙✇❡❡♥❡②✱✶✾✺✼❀❘✉♦✛✱✶✾✾✷❀❘✉♦✛❡ ❛❧✳✱✶✾✾✼✮✳
❯✐♥❣❤❡②♣✐❝❛❧❆❤❡♥✐✉✲②♣❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡❢♦ ❤❡❡❛❝✐♦♥❛❡❝♦♥✲

❛♥✱k(T)=Ce−
EA
RT✱❤❡❛♥❛❣♦♥✐✐❝♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡❧❡❛❞ ♦❛❜❛❧❛♥❝✐♥❣❡✉❛✐♦♥♦❢



✺✳✷❈✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠ ✶✼✶

❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡EA ✭❘✉♦✛❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸✮✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤❡❜❛❧❛♥❝✐♥❣❡✉❛✐♦♥
✐♦♥❧②❧♦❝❛❧❧②✈❛❧✐❞❛♦✉♥❞❤❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♥✐❞❡❡❞✳❚❤✉✱✐♥♠② ✉❞✐❡■❛❞✲
❞❡❡❞❤❡✐♠♣♦ ❛♥ ✉❡ ✐♦♥❤♦✇♦❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✇✐❤✐♥❛
♣❡❝✐✜❡❞ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❛♥❣❡✳ ❆♥♦❤❡✱✐♠♣♦❛♥ ✉❡ ✐♦♥❛❞❞❡❡❞✐♥♠② ✉❞✲
✐❡✇❛ ❤♦✇❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡ ❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥♦❢❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥
❝❧♦❝❦♦❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝②❝❧❡✳
■♥❤❡✜ ✉❞②✇❡❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❤❡✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡♦❢❡♠♣❡❛✉❡♦♥❛♣❡❝✐✜❝♠♦❞❡❧✿❛
❡❝♦♥ ✉❝❡❞♠♦❞❡❧❢♦ ❤❡❣❡❡♥❛❧❣❛❡❈❤❧❛♠②❞♦♠♦♥❛ ❡✐♥❤❛❞✐✐✭❍❡✐❧❛♥❞❡ ❛❧✳✱
✷✵✶✷✮✳ ❚❤❡❈❤❧❛♠②❞♦♠♦♥❛ ❝❧♦❝❦♣♦❡✐♥❈❍▲❆▼❨✐❛❤❡❡♦♠❡❝♦♠♣♦❡❞♦❢
❈✶❛♥❞❈✸♣♦❡✐♥✉❜✉♥✐ ✳■✐❛❧♦❦♥♦✇♥❤❛❈✸✐♥❤✐❜✐ ✐ ♦✇♥❡①♣❡✐♦♥✳
❈♦♥❡✉❡♥❧②✱✇❡✐♥❝❧✉❞❡❞❈✸✐♥❛●♦♦❞✇✐♥✲②♣❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳ ❚❤❡❝♦♠♣❧❡①❢♦♠❛✲
✐♦♥✇✐❤❈✶ ❡♠♦✈❡❈✸❢♦♠ ❤✐ ❧♦♦♣✳ ❲❡❛❧♦✐♥❝❧✉❞❡❞ ❤❡♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥
♦❢❈✶❛ ✐✇❛ ❤♦✇♥ ❤❛ ❤✐ ✐❛❝✉❝✐❛❧ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥ ❡♣✳ ❚❤✉✱
❤❡❡❝♦♥ ✉❝❡❞♠♦❞❡❧❝♦♥✐ ♦❢❛❜❛✐❝♥❡❣❛✐✈❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦✲❧♦♦♣✐♥✈♦❧✈✐♥❣❤❡❈✸
✉❜✉♥✐♦❢❤❡❈❍▲❆▼❨❝❧♦❝❦♣♦❡✐♥❛♥❞❛♥❛❞❞✐✐♦♥❛❧❝♦♠♣❧❡①❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✇✐❤
❤❡♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛❡❞❈✶✉❜✉♥✐ ❢♦♠✐♥❣ ❤❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥❛❧❈❍▲❆▼❨❤❡❡♦♠❡✳ ❚❤❡
❈❍▲❆▼❨❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❤❡♥❛❝ ❛❛❘◆❆✲❜✐♥❞✐♥❣♣♦❡✐♥❛♥❞❝♦♥♦❧❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❣❡♥❡✳
❚❤✐ ♠♦❞❡❧ ❤✉✐♥❝❧✉❞❡❞❢❡❛✉❡❛❧♦♦❜❡✈❡❞✐♥❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦♦❢♦❤❡♦❣❛♥✲
✐♠✳❖✉♠♦❞❡❧❛❧♦❤♦✇❡❞❤❛ ❤❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②♦❜❡✈❡❞❝♦✲❡❣✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❈✶
❛♥❞❈✸♣♦❡✐♥❝❛♥❜❡❡①♣❧❛✐♥❡❞❜②❤❡❝♦♠♣❧❡①❢♦♠❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❞♦❡♥♦ ❡✉✐❡
❛♥❛❞❞✐✐♦♥❛❧❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦♦❢❈✶♦♥♦❈✸✳❚❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡❢♦♦✉♠♦❞❡❧✇❡❡
❝❤♦❡♥✉❝❤ ❤❛ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✇❛ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛❡❞❛♥❞❧❡❞♦❛❤✐❣❤❡
❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢♣❤♦♣♦②❧❛❡❞❈✶♣♦❡✐♥❢♦❧♦✇❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❛❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②
♦❜❡✈❡❞✳ ❲❡❛❧♦❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ♦❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝②❝❧❡
✇❛ ✈❡②❡♥✐✐✈❡♦❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣②♦❢❤❡❈✶♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥❡✲
❛❝✐♦♥✱✐♥❞✐❝❛✐♥❣❛♥✐♠♣♦❛♥ ♦❧❡❢♦ ❤❡♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♥❣❦✐♥❛❡✳❖✉ ✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥
❛❧♦❤♦✇❡❞❤❛❝❤♦♦✐♥❣❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣②♦❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✲
✐♦♥❛♥❞❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ✐♠✉❧❛♥❡♦✉❧②✐♥♦✉♠♦❞❡❧✐ ♥♦♣♦ ✐❜❧❡❛♥❞
❤❡❡❢♦❡✐❛♥❡①❛♠♣❧❡✇❤❡❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❡♥❛✐♥✲
♠❡♥ ❛❡❝♦♥❛❞✐❝♦②✳■♥❤❡✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥✇❡❛❞❞✐✐♦♥❛❧❧②❢♦✉♥❞❤❛❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥
♦❣❛❞✉❛❧✱✐♥✉♦✐❞❛❧❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝②❝❧❡❧❡❞♦❧❛❣❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❛♥❣❡ ❤❛♥❡❝✲
❛♥❣✉❧❛✱✇✐❝❤✲❧✐❦❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝②❝❧❡✳ ❚❤✐✐✐♥❧✐♥❡✇✐❤❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥ ♦♥❧✐❣❤
❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✐♥❤❛♠❡ ✭❇♦✉❧♦ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✷✮✳❆❞❞✐✐♦♥❛❧❧②✱✇❡❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞❤❡❡♠✲
♣❡❛✉❡ ❘❈♦❢♦✉ ♠♦❞❡❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❛♥❞❢♦✉♥❞❛ ♦❝❛❧❧❡❞②♣❡✲✶ ❘❈✇✐❤❛
♣♦♥♦✉♥❝❡❞❞❡❛❞③♦♥❡❛❞❛②✐♠❡❞✉✐♥❣✇❤✐❝❤❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❝❛♥♥♦❜❡❤✐❢❡❞✐♥
♣❤❛❡✳❙✉❝❤ ❘❈ ❛❡♦❜❡✈❡❞❢❡✉❡♥❧②✐♥❧✐❣❤✲♣✉❧❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥ ✭❘❡♥✐♥❣❛♥❞
❘✉♦✛✱✷✵✵✷✮✳ ❲❡❛❧♦❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❤❡❛♣♣❡❛❛♥❝❡♦❢❤❡❞❡❛❞③♦♥❡❜②❞✐❛❡♠❜❧✐♥❣
❤❡ ❘❈✐♥♦❤❡❡✛❡❝ ♦❢❡♠♣❡❛✉❡♣✉❧❡♦♥❤❡✐♥❞✐✈✐❞✉❛❧❛❡❝♦♥❛♥✳❚❤❡
❞❡❛❞③♦♥❡❝❛♥❜❡❡①♣❧❛✐♥❡❞❜②❤❡❛✉❛✐♦♥❛♥❞✐♥❤✐❜✐✐♦♥♦❢❤❡ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥♦❢
❤❡❝✸♠❘◆❆✉❝❤❤❛ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❤❡❛❡❝♦♥❛♥ ❞♦♥♦
❧❡❛❞♦✐❣♥✐✜❝❛♥❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❤❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❝✸♠❘◆❆❛♥❞❝♦♥❡✉❡♥❧②❝❛♥
♥♦ ❤✐❢ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳ ❲❡❛✇♦✉ ✉❞②❛❛ ❛✐♥❣♣♦✐♥♦❣❡♥❡❛❧✐③❡♦♠❡♦❢❤❡
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❡✉❧ ♦❛❜✐ ❛②♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✇❤❡❡❤✐ ✇❛ ❡❛♦♥❛❜❧❡✳❋✐ ♦❢❛❧❧✱❤♦✇❤♦✉❧❞
♦♥❡❝❤♦♦❡❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡ ♦❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✇✐❤✐♥❛
♣❡❝✐✜❡❞❛♥❣❡❄■♥❤✐✜ ✉❞②✇❡❤❛✈❡❝❤♦❡♥❥✉ ✇♦❞✐✛❡❡♥❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥✲
❡❣✐❡❢♦ ❤❡❡❛❝✐♦♥❛♥❞✜♥❡✲✉♥❡❞❤❡♠♠❛♥✉❛❧❧②♦❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥♦✈❡
❛❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❛♥❣❡✳❆❡❝♦♥❞✉❡ ✐♦♥✇❛✱❤♦✇❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥✢✉✲
❡♥❝❡ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✐♥❣❡♥❡❛❧❄ ❚❤❡❢♦❧❧♦✇✐♥❣ ✉❞✐❡ ♣✐❝❦❡❞✉♣ ❤❡❡
✉❡ ✐♦♥✳
■♥❤❡ ❡❝♦♥❞ ✉❞②■❞❡✈❡❧♦♣❡❞❛♥❛❧❣♦✐❤♠♦❛✉♦♠❛✐❝❛❧❧②❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❛❝✐✈❛✲
✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡❢♦❛❜✐ ❛②♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♠♦❞❡❧ ✭❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✶✮✳❖❤❡ ✉❞✲
✐❡❛❧❡❛❞②❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡ ❤❛ ❧❡❛❞♦❛❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛❡❞
♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♦✈❡❛♣❡❝✐✜❡❞ ❛♥❣❡✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤❡②✇❡❡❜❛❡❞♦♥❛❝♦♠❜✐♥❡❞♠❛♥✲
✉❛❧✴❛♥❞♦♠❡❛❝❤✭❘✉♦✛❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✺✮♦✉❡❞❛♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧❧②❝♦❧② ❡❡♣❡✲❞❡❝❡♥
♠❡❤♦❞✭❚❛❦❡✉❝❤✐❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✼✮✳❆✐♥♣✉ ♦♠②♠❡❤♦❞♦♥❡♣❡❝✐✜❡ ❤❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✲
✐♦♥❤❛ ❤♦✉❧❞❜❡❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❞✱❤❡❛❡❝♦♥❛♥✈❛❧✉❡❛❛♣❡❝✐✜❝❜❛❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡
❛♥❞❛ ❛♥❞❛❞❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣②✱✇❤✐❝❤✐✉✉❛❧❧②❡ ♦65❦❏✴♠♦❧✳ ▼②❛❧❣♦✐❤♠
✐❜❛❡❞♦♥❛♥♦♣✐♠✐③❛✐♦♥♣♦❜❧❡♠❤❛✐ ♦❧✈❡❞❛❡❛❝❤❡♠♣❡❛✉❡ ❡♣✇✐❤✐♥
❛ ♣❡❝✐✜❡❞ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❛♥❣❡✳ ❚❤❡♦♣✐♠✐③❛✐♦♥✜♥❞❛❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦❢ ❤❡ ❛❡
❝♦♥❛♥♦♥❤❡ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❤❛ ✐❛❝❧♦❡ ❛♣♦ ✐❜❧❡♦❛❛❡❝♦♥❛♥❢♦❧✲
❧♦✇✐♥❣❤❡❆ ❤❡♥✐✉❡✉❛✐♦♥✇✐❤❤❡ ❛♥❞❛❞❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣②❜✉ ✐❧❧❢✉❧✜❧❧
❤❡❧♦❝❛❧❛♥❛❣♦♥✐✐❝❜❛❧❛♥❝✐♥❣♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡✭✻✮✳ ❚♦❝♦♠♣✉❡❤❡♣❡✐♦❞❝♦♥♦❧❝♦✲
❡✣❝✐❡♥ ♥❡❡❞❡❞❢♦ ❤❡❜❛❧❛♥❝✐♥❣❡✉❛✐♦♥■❞❡✐✈❡❞❛♥❡✇❢♦♠✉❧❛ ❡❧❛✐♥❣❤❡❡
❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ ♦❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡♦❢❤❡✐♥✜♥✐❡✐♠❛❧ ❘❈✱✇❤✐❝❤❤✉ ♦♥❧②❡✉✐❡ ❤❡
❝♦♠♣✉❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡✐♥✜♥✐❡✐♠❛❧❘❈ ✭❝❢✳✶✳✷✳✷✮✳❚❤❡❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦❢❤❡
❛❡❝♦♥❛♥♦♥❤❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐ ❤❡♥✜ ❡❞❜②❤❡❆ ❤❡♥✐✉❡✉❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❤❡
❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣②✐♦❜❛✐♥❡❞❢♦♠❤✐✜✳❈❤♦♦✐♥❣❛♠✐♥✐♠❛❧❞❡✈✐❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❛❡
❝♦♥❛♥ ❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦♥❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❢♦♠❤❡❆ ❤❡♥✐✉❡✉❛✐♦♥✇✐❤❛ ❛♥❞❛❞
❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣②♦❢65❦❏✴♠♦❧❝❛♥❜❡❥✉✐✜❡❞❜②❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥❛②❡❛♦♥✐♥❣✳ ▼♦ ♦❢
❤❡♦❜❡✈❡❞❡♥③②♠❛✐❝❡❛❝✐♦♥❞♦✉❜❧❡❤❡✐ ❛❡❛❛10◦❈ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐♥❝❡❛❡
✭❑✉♦❛✇❛❛♥❞■✇❛❛✱✷✵✵✺❀▲❡❧♦✉♣❛♥❞●♦❧❞❜❡❡✱✶✾✾✼✮✱✇❤✐❝❤❝♦❡♣♦♥❞ ♦❤❡
❛❜♦✈❡ ❛♥❞❛❞❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣②✳■♥❝❡❛✐♥❣❤✐ ❡♥❡❣②❡✉✐❡ ❤❡❡♥③②♠❡ ♦
❜❡❝♦♠❡♠♦❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐♥❡♥✐✐✈❡♦❛❧❡❛ ❛❜✐❧✐③❡❤❡ ❛♥✐✐♦♥ ❛❡✳❉❡✲
❝❡❛✐♥❣❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣②❝♦✉❧❞❞❡❛❜✐❧✐③❡❤❡ ❛♥✐✐♦♥❛❡♦♦♠✉❝❤❛♥❞✴♦
♣❡✈❡♥❝♦♥♦❧♦❢❤❡❡❛❝✐♦♥❜②❡♥③②♠❡♠♦❞✐✜❝❛✐♦♥✳❚❤✉✱♦♥❡❝♦✉❧❞❛❣✉❡❤❛
❛♥②❞❡✈✐❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣②❛❡❝♦❧②❢♦ ❤❡❡♥③②♠❡✱❛❧✇❛②❤❛✈❡♦♠❡
✐♥✐♥✐❝❧✐♠✐ ❛♥❞❤✉ ❤♦✉❧❞❜❡♠✐♥✐♠❛❧✳ ❲❡✉❡❞❤✐ ❛❧❣♦✐❤♠ ♦❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡
❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡❢♦5♠♦❞❡❧ ♦❢♣♦♠✐♥❡♥❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❣❛♥✐♠✿❙②♥❡❝❤♦❝♦❝❝✉
❡❧♦♥❣❛✉✱◆❡✉♦♣♦❛❝❛❛✱❉♦♦♣❤✐❧❛♠❡❧❛♥♦❣❛❡✱❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐ ❤❛❧✐❛♥❛❛♥❞
♠❛♠♠❛❧✳ ❙✉♣✐✐♥❣❧②✱❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✇❛❛❧♦❢♦✉♥❞✐♥❝❡❧❧ ❢♦♠
❤♦♠❡♦❤❡♠✐❝♦❣❛♥✐♠ ✭❚✉❝❤✐②❛❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸❀❛❣❛♥✐❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵✮❛♥❞❤❡❡❢♦❡
✇❡❛❧♦✐♥❝❧✉❞❡❞❛♠❛♠♠❛❧✐❛♥♠♦❞❡❧✳ ❋♦ ❛❧❧♦❢ ❤❡❡♦❣❛♥✐♠ ✇❡❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞
❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡✐♥❝♦♥❛♥❞❛❦♥❡✳❋♦ ❤❡❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐♠♦❞❡❧✇❡❛❞❞✐✲
✐♦♥❛❧❧②❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞❤❡♠✐♥❝♦♥ ❛♥❧✐❣❤✳ ❚❤❡❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦❢❤❡ ❛❡
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❝♦♥❛♥♦♥❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐♥♠♦ ❝❛❡❞✐❞♥♦❡①❛❝❧②❢♦❧❧♦✇❤❡❆ ❤❡♥✐✉❡✉❛✐♦♥
❛♥❞❤✉ ❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡♦❜❛✐♥❡❞❢♦♠❤❡✜ ✐♥❣❞✐❞♥♦❧❡❛❞♦♣❡❢❡❝
❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✳ ◆❡✈❡❤❡❧❡ ✱❤❡♣❡✐♦❞Q10✭❛✐♦♦❢♣❡✐♦❞❛❜❛❡
❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❛♥❞♣❡✐♦❞❛10◦❈❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡✮✇❛❛❧✇❛②❜❡❧♦✇1.2❛♥❞❤✉ ✐♥❤❡
❛♥❣❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②♦❜❡✈❡❞✳❆❞❞✐✐♦♥❛❧❧②✱✇❡❢♦✉♥❞❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡✐♥❤❡❛❜✐❧✐②❢♦
❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡♠♦❞❡❧✳❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❤❡❙②♥❡❝❤♦❝♦❝❝✉ ❛♥❞❤❡
♠❛♠♠❛❧✐❛♥♠♦❞❡❧ ❤♦✇❡❞✈❡②❤✐❣❤❛♥❞✈❡②❧♦✇❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡ ❤❛❛♣♣❡❛ ♦
❜❡✉♥❡❛❧✐✐❝✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✐♥❝❡❤❡❡♠♦❞❡❧❛❡♠✐♥✐♠❛❧♠♦❞❡❧❛♥❞❧✉♠♣♦❣❡❤❡
❡❛❝✐♦♥ ❤✐✐ ♦❜❡❡①♣❡❝❡❞✐♥❝❡❤❡❆ ❤❡♥✐✉❡✉❛✐♦♥❛❝✉❛❧❧②✐♦♥❧②✈❛❧✐❞
❢♦❡❧❡♠❡♥❛②❡❛❝✐♦♥✳◆❡✈❡❤❡❧❡ ✱✇❡❢♦✉♥❞♦♠❡❝♦✐♥❝✐❞❡♥❝❡✇✐❤❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥✲
❛❧❞❛❛✿ ❚❤❡❞❡❣❛❞❛✐♦♥♣♦❝❡ ♦❢❤❡♠❛♠♠❛❧✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦♣♦❡✐♥❝❛❧❧❡❞♣❡✐♦❞
❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♣♦❡✐♥❤♦♠♦❧♦❣✷✭❊❘✷✮❤❛❜❡❡♥✐❞❡♥✐✜❡❞❛ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐♥❡♥✐✐✈❡
✐♥❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥ ✭■♦❥✐♠❛❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✾✮✱❛❡✉❧ ❤❛❝♦✐♥❝✐❞❡❞✇✐❤❤❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡
✐♥❡♥✐✐✈✐②♦❢❤❡❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞♦♣✐♠❛❧❞❡❣❛❞❛✐♦♥❛❡✐♥♦✉♠♦❞❡❧✳■❢ ✉❝❤❡①✲
♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❦♥♦✇❧❡❞❣❡✐❛❤❛♥❞✐❝❛♥❜❡❡❛✐❧②✐♥❝♦♣♦❛❡❞✐♥❤❡♦♣✐♠✐③❛✐♦♥
♣♦❝❡ ❜②✐♥❝❧✉❞✐♥❣❡✉❛❧✐②❝♦♥ ❛✐♥✳❆♥♦❤❡✐♠♣♦❛♥❢❛❝✇❡❢♦✉♥❞✐♥♦✉
✉❞②✇❛ ❤❛ ❤❡♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❢♦ ❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❤♦✉❧❞❧✐❡❞❡❡♣❧②✐♥❤❡
❡❣✐♦♥✇❤❡❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❝❛♥❜❡♦❜❡✈❡❞✳❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❤❡♠♦❞❡❧♦❢❤❡❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐
❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✇❛ ❝♦♠♣❡♥❛❡❞✐♥❛❧✐♠✐❡❞❛♥❣❡♦❢❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❜❡❝❛✉❡❢♦
❤✐❣❤❡ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡ ❤❡❛❡❝♦♥❛♥ ❣♦✐♥♦❛❡❣✐♦♥✇❤❡❡❝❤❛♦✐❝♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥
✇❡❡♦❜❡✈❡❞✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤✐❝♦✉❧❞❛❧♦✐♥❞✐❝❛❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✲✐♥❡♥✐✐✈❡♣♦❝❡❡
✐♥❤❡❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐♦❝✐❧❧❛♦②❡ ♦❜❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②✐❞❡♥✐✜❡❞✳ ❲❡❛❧♦❢♦✉♥❞❤❛
❤❡♦♣✐♠❛❧❛❡♦❢❤❡❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐♠♦❞❡❧ ✐❣♥✐✜❝❛♥❧②❞❡✈✐❛❡❢♦♠❤❡❆ ❤❡♥✐✉
❡✉❛✐♦♥❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡❛♥❞❤❡❡❢♦❡❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞❤❡❛✐♦❜❡✇❡❡♥✜ ❡❞❛♥❞♦♣✐♠❛❧
❛❡✳❚❤❡❧❛❣❡ ❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡✇❡❡♦❜❡✈❡❞❢♦ ②♥❤❡✐❛♥❞❞❡❣❛❞❛✐♦♥♣♦❝❡❡
♦❢♣❡✉❞♦❡♣♦♥❡❡❣✉❧❛♦✼✴✾✭❘❘✼✴✾✮✇❤✐❝❤❛❡♣♦❝❡❡ ❡♣♦❡❞♦❤❛✈❡❛♥
✐♠♣♦❛♥ ♦❧❡✐♥❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐✭❙❛❧♦♠ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵✮✳
❆♥♦❤❡❛♣♣❧✐❝❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♣♦♣♦❡❞♠❡❤♦❞✐ ♦✐❞❡♥✐❢②♠♦❞✉❧❡✐♥❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥
♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✇✐❤❛❤✐❣❤❛♥❞❧♦✇❝♦♥♦❧♦♥ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♣❡✐♦❞✳ ❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡✐♥
❤❡❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐♠♦❞❡❧✇❡❢♦✉♥❞ ❤❛❛❧❧❧✐❣❤✲❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥♣♦❝❡❡❡①❡ ♦♥❧②❧✐❧❡
✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡♦♥❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♣❡✐♦❞✈✐❛❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝❤❛♥❣❡✱✇❤✐❝❤❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❛✇❛②♦
❡♣❛❛❡❧✐❣❤❛♥❞❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♥♦❧✳
❚❤❡ ❤✐❞ ✉❞②❡♦✉ ♦❛♥❛❧②③❡❤❡✐♥❡❛❝✐♦♥♦❢❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥
❛♥❞❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✭❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✷❛✮✳❚❤❡ ✉❞②❝♦♥❛✐♥❛♥❛♥✲
❛❧②✐❝❛❧✐♥✈❡✐❣❛✐♦♥❛♥❞♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥✉✐♥❣♠♦❞❡❧♦❢❞✐✛❡❡♥❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥
♦❣❛♥✐♠✳❋♦ ❤❡❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧♣❛ ♦❢❤❡♣❛♣❡ ✇❡❝♦♥✐❞❡❡❞❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝②❝❧❡
✇✐❤✈❡②❧♦✇❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡ ❤❛ ♦♥❧②✇❡❛❦❧②♣❡✉❜ ❤❡❧✐♠✐ ❝②❝❧❡✳ ❚❤✐❛❧❧♦✇❡❞
♦❛♣♣❧②❤❡♣❤❛❡❡❞✉❝✐♦♥♠❡❤♦❞♦❢❑✉❛♠♦♦✭✶✾✽✹✮✭❝❢✳✶✳✷✳✷✮✳❚❤❡❢✉❤❡
❞❡✐✈❛✐♦♥✇❛❜❛❡❞♦♥♦✉♣❡✈✐♦✉❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧❡✉❧ ❤❛ ❤❡♣❡✐♦❞❝♦♥♦❧❝♦❡❢✲
✜❝✐❡♥ ❛❡❡❧❛❡❞♦❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡✐♥✜♥✐❡✐♠❛❧❘❈✭❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✶✮✳ ❲❡
❤♦✇❡❞❤❛ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❡♥✉❡ ❤❛ ❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❛♥❣❡♦❢❤❡
❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✱✇❤✐❝❤♣❡❝✐✜❡ ❤❡ ❛♥❣❡♦❢ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✲❝②❝❧❡❢❡✉❡♥❝✐❡ ❛
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❛❣✐✈❡♥❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✲❝②❝❧❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡ ♦✇❤✐❝❤❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✐❡♥❛✐♥❛❜❧❡✱✐♣❡✲
❡✈❡❞✉♥❞❡❞✐✛❡❡♥♠❡❛♥ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡♦❢❤❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝②❝❧❡✳❚❤✐❤❛❜❡❡♥
♣♦ ✉❧❛❡❞❜❡❢♦❡❜②❏♦❤♥♦♥✭✶✾✾✾✮✳❆♥♦❤❡❜❡♥❡✜♦❢❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥
♣♦✐♥❡❞♦✉❜②❘❛♥❞❡ ❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✻✮✐ ❤❛ ❤❡♣❤❛❡❡❧❛✐♦♥❤✐♣❛❢❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥
♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✐♣❡❡✈❡❞✉♥❞❡❞✐✛❡❡♥♠❡❛♥ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✳❇♦❤❡❛♦♥❝♦✉❧❞
❡①♣❧❛✐♥❤❡❛♣♣❡❛❛♥❝❡♦❢❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❞✉✐♥❣❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥✿❡♥❞❡✐♥❣
❤❡❝❧♦❝❦ ♦❜✉ ❛❣❛✐♥ ❡❛♦♥❛❧❝❤❛♥❣❡♦❢❤❡❛♠❜✐❡♥ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱
❤✐ ✐❧❧❞♦❡♥♦ ❡①♣❧❛✐♥❤❡❛❜✐❧✐②❢♦ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❝❡❧❧❢♦♠
❤♦♠❡♦❤❡♠✐❝♦❣❛♥✐♠ ✭❚✉❝❤✐②❛❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✸❀ ❛❣❛♥✐❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵✮❛♥❞❢✉❤❡
❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡❝♦✉❧❞♣♦✐❜❧②❡①✐✳❯✐♥❣❤❡❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧❡①♣❡✐♦♥✇❡❛❧♦❢♦✉♥❞❤❛
❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥❜② ❡❝❛♥❣✉❧❛❝②❝❧❡❧❡❞♦❛❧❛❣❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❡❣✐♦♥❝♦♠♣❛❡❞♦
❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥❜② ✐♥✉♦✐❞❛❧ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝②❝❧❡✳ ❋♦ ❤❡♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥✇❡
✜ ❝♦♠♣✉❡❞❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡❢♦ ❤❡♠♦❞❡❧ ❤❛❧❡❞♦❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥✲
❛✐♦♥✉✐♥❣♦✉♣❡✈✐♦✉❧②✐♥♦❞✉❝❡❞❛❧❣♦✐❤♠✭❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✶✮✳ ❚❤❡♥
✇❡❝❤❛♥❣❡❞ ❤❡❞❡❣❡❡♦❢❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❜②❝❤❛♥❣✐♥❣❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡✉♥❞❡
❛❝♦♥♦❧❧❡❞❡✐♥❣❛♥❞❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❛♥❣❡✳❖✉♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✲
✐♦♥❝♦♥✜♠❡❞ ❤❡❛❜♦✈❡❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧❡✉❧ ❢♦❛❧❧♠♦❞❡❧✐♥❤❡✐❞♦♠❛✐♥♦❢✈❛❧✐❞✐②✳
❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✇❡❢♦✉♥❞❤❛❢♦❧❛❣❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡✐♥❛❧❧♠♦❞❡❧❡♥❛✐♥❡❞❜②❡❝❛♥❣✉❧❛
❝②❝❧❡♣❡✐♦❞✲❞♦✉❜❧✐♥❣❛♥❞❝❤❛♦✐❝❜❡❤❛✈✐♦♦❝❝✉✱✇❤✐❝❤❡❞✉❝❡ ❤❡❡✛❡❝✐✈❡❡♥✲
❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❛♥❣❡✳❚❤✐❤❛❛❧❡❛❞②❜❡❡♥❡♣♦❡❞❜②●♦♥③❡❛♥❞●♦❧❞❜❡❡✭✷✵✵✵✮✐♥
❛♠♦❞❡❧❢♦◆❡✉♦♣♦❛❈❛❛✳■✐❛❧♦✐♥❛❝❝♦❞❛♥❝❡✇✐❤❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥ ♦♥❧✐❣❤
❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✐♥❤❛♠❡ ✭❇♦✉❧♦ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✷✮✳ ❆♥♦❤❡ ❡✉❧ ♦❜❛✐♥❡❞❢♦♠❤❡
❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧❝❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♦♥✇❛ ❤❛ ❡❝❛♥❣✉❧❛❝②❝❧❡❝♦✉❧❞❧❡❛❞♦❡✈❡❛❧❡♥❛✐♥❡❞
❛❡ ❤❛♦♥❧②❞✐✛❡✐♥❤❡♣❤❛❡❡❧❛✐♦♥❤✐♣❜❡✇❡❡♥✐♥❡♥❛❧❛♥❞❡①❡♥❛❧ ✐❣✲
♥❛❧✱✇❤❡❡❛ ✐♥✉♦✐❞❛❧❝②❝❧❡❞♦♥♦✳❙✐♥❝❡❛❣❛❞✉❛❧❝❤❛♥❣❡♦❢❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐ ❤❡
♥❛✉❛❧✐✉❛✐♦♥❤❡❡❡✉❧ ✉❡ ✐♦♥❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❡✉♣✇✐❤✇✐❝❤✲❧✐❦❡❡♠♣❡✲
❛✉❡❝❤❛♥❣❡❜❡❝❛✉❡❤❡②❝♦✉❧❞❧❡❛❞♦✉♥♥❛✉❛❧❛✐❢❛❝✳◆❡✈❡❤❡❧❡ ✱❡✐♥❣
❤✐ ♣❡❞✐❝✐♦♥❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②✇♦✉❧❞❜❡✈❡②✐♥❡❡✐♥❣✳ ❲❡❛❧♦❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞❤❡
✐♠❡♦❢✉❧❧❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✉♥❞❡ ❞✐✛❡❡♥❞❡❣❡❡♦❢❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❜✉
❞✐❞♥♦✜♥❞❛♥②❝♦ ❡❧❛✐♦♥❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡❡✇♦✳❋♦ ♠❛❧❧❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡ ❤✐ ✐❝❧❡❛
❢♦♠❤❡❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧❝❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♦♥✱✐♥❝❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥♦♥❧②❡♥✉❡ ❤❛
❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❡❣✐♦♥✐❝❡♥❡❡❞❛ ❤❡❡♥❞♦❣❡♥♦✉ ♣❡✐♦❞✳ ❚❤❡❛♣♣❡❛❛♥❝❡♦❢
♣❡✐♦❞✲❞♦✉❜❧✐♥❣❛♥❞❝❤❛♦✐❝❡❣✐♦♥❢♦ ❡❝❛♥❣✉❧❛ ❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ✐❣♥❛❧❝♦✉❧❞❜❡
❡❧❛❡❞♦❤❡❤✐❣❤❡ ❤❛♠♦♥✐❝ ✐♥❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ✐❣♥❛❧✳ ❆❧❛❣❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥
❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡✱❤❡❡❝♦✉❧❞❧❡❛❞♦❤❡❝♦❛❧❡❝❡♥❝❡♦❢❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❡❣✐♦♥✇✐❤❞✐✛❡❡♥
❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❛✐♦✳
❋✉✉❡✐♥✈❡✐❣❛✐♦♥❛❜♦✉ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✬✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡♦♥❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠❤♦✉❧❞
❛❦❡✐♥♦❛❝❝♦✉♥❛❝❝✉♠✉❧❛✐♥❣❦♥♦✇❧❡❞❣❡❛❜♦✉ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐♥❡♥✐✐✈❡♣♦❝❡❡
✐♥❤❡❞✐✛❡❡♥❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✳ ❚❤❡❡♣♦❝❡❡❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❝✉❝✐❛❧♣♦✐♥ ✐♥❤❡
♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❤❛♣❡✈❡♥ ❤❡❞✐✣❝✉❧✐❡✐♥❤❡❝✉ ❡♥ ❡❛♠❡♥ ♦❢❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠✲
♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✱✇❤❡❡♣❛❧②✉♥❡❛❧✐✐❝❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡❛❡❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞❤❛❛❧♦❧❡❛❞
♦❤❡❛❜❡♥❝❡♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✳❖❢❝♦✉❡❤❡♦♣✐♠✐③❛✐♦♥
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♦✇❛❞❛ ❛♥❞❛❞❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣②❝♦✉❧❞♥♦❜❡❤❡❝♦ ❡❝❝✐❡✐♦♥♦❝✐❝✉♠✲
✈❡♥ ❤❡❛♠❜✐❣✉✐②✐♥❝❤♦♦✐♥❣❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡ ❛❝❝♦❞✐♥❣ ♦ ❤❡❛♥❛❣♦♥✐✐❝
♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡✳ ❉✐✛❡❡♥♦♣✐♠✐③❛✐♦♥❝✐❡✐❛❝♦✉❧❞❜❡✉❡❞❛♥❞❤❡ ❡✉❧✐♥❣✈❛✐❛♥❝❡
✐♥❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❛♥✐♥❡❡✐♥❣✐♥❞✐❝❛♦♦❢❤❡♦❜✉♥❡ ♦❢❤❡
❝♦❡♣♦♥❞✐♥❣ ❡❛❝✐♦♥✐♥❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✳ ❆♥♦❤❡ ✐♠♣♦❛♥ ♦❜✉✲
♥❡ ♠❡❛✉❡✐ ❤❡❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦♥ ❤❡✈❛✐❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡ ❛❡❝♦♥❛♥ ❛ ❤❡❜❛❡
❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✱✇❤❡❡♦❢❝♦✉❡❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♣❡✐♦❞❤❛ ♦❜❡❤❡ ❛♠❡♦✈❡❞✐✛❡✲
❡♥♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❡✳❚♦❝❤❡❝❦✇❤❡❤❡ ❡❝❛♥❣✉❧❛❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ✐❣♥❛❧ ❡❛❧❧②❤♦✇
❛♠❛❧❧❡ ❡✛❡❝✐✈❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❛♥❣❡❜❡❝❛✉❡♣❡✐♦❞❞♦✉❜❧✐♥❣♦❝❤❛♦✐❝❜❡❤❛✈✐♦
♦❝❝✉✱❢✉❤❡♠♦❞❡❧ ❤♦✉❧❞❜❡❝❤❡❝❦❡❞❛♥❞✐❢❤❡♣❛ ❡♥✐❝♦♥✐❡♥❛♣♦✐❜❧❡
❛♥❛❧②✐❝ ❡❛♠❡♥ ❤♦✉❧❞❡✈❡❛❧❤❡❡❛♦♥❢♦ ❤✐✳❚❤❡❝✉❡♥❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧❝❛❧❝✉✲
❧❛✐♦♥❛❡❡ ✐❝❡❞♦♠❛❧❧❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥❝②❝❧❡✱♥❡✈❡❤❡❧❡ ❤❡②❝❛♥
✐❧❧❜❡✉❡❞♦❛♥❛❧②③❡❤❡♣♦♠✐✐♥❣❤②♣♦❤❡✐ ❤❛♣❡✐♣❤❡❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✐♥♠❛♠✲
♠❛❧✱❧✐❦❡✜❜♦❜❧❛ ✱❛❡❡♥❛✐♥❡❞❜②♠❛❧❧❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❤❛♥❣❡♦❢❜♦❞②❡♠♣❡❛✉❡
✭❇✉❤ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵❀❊❞❡②✱✷✵✶✵✮✳
■♥❤❡♣❡✈✐♦✉ ✉❞✐❡✇❡❝♦♥✐❞❡❡❞♦♥❧②✐♥❣❧❡❝❡❧❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❛♥❞❤❡❡❡✉❧
❛❡❤❡❡❢♦❡♠♦❡❛♣♣❧✐❝❛❜❧❡♦✉♥✐❝❡❧❧✉❧❛♦❣❛♥✐♠ ♦ ✉❞✐❡ ♦♥❞✐♣❡ ❡❞❝❡❧❧
❝✉❧✉❡✳■♥♠✉❧✐❝❡❧❧✉❧❛♦❣❛♥✐♠ ❧✐❦❡♠❛♠♠❛❧✐✐❜❡❧✐❡✈❡❞ ❤❛ ❛♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛
❝❧♦❝❦❡✐❞❡✐♥❡❛❝❤❝❡❧❧✳ ❚❤❡❡❝❧♦❝❦❛❡✉✉❛❧❧② ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❞♦❡❛❝❤♦❤❡ ❜②
❤❡❝❡♥❛❧♣❛❝❡♠❛❦❡✐♥♠❛♠♠❛❧✿❤❡❙❈◆✳❚❤❡❙❈◆✐❛❝♦♥❣❧♦♠❡❛✐♦♥♦❢❛♣✲
♣♦①✐♠❛❡❧②20000♥❡✉♦♥❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❤❛❛❡❝♦♥♥❡❝❡❞✐♥❛❝♦♠♣❧❡①♥❡✇♦❦✈✐❛
♥❡✉♦♥❛❧❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥✳■♥♦✉ ✉❞②♦♥ ❤❡❙❈◆✇❡❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❛❤②♣♦❤❡✐❛❜♦✉
❤❡❛❞❛♣❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♦✈❡❛❧❧❙❈◆ ❤②❤♠ ♦ ❡❛♦♥❛❧❝❤❛♥❣❡ ✐♥❤❡❧❡♥❣❤♦❢
❞❛✐❧② ✉♥❧✐❣❤ ♣❤❛❡✭❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✷❜✮✳ ❚❤✐❤②♣♦❤❡✐ ❛❡ ❤❛ ❤❡
♥❡✇♦❦♣❧❛✐❝✐②❞❡❡♠✐♥❡ ❤❡♦✈❡❛❧❧②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♥❡✉♦♥✬❡❧❡❝✐❝❛❧
❛❝✐✈✐②❛♥❞❤✉ ❞✐❝❛❡ ❤❡❧❡♥❣❤♦❢ ❤❡♦✈❡❛❧❧❙❈◆❛❝✐✈✐②✳ ❚❤✐❤②♣♦❤❡✐
✇❛ ♣✉❢♦❤✐♥♣❡✈✐♦✉❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧ ✉❞✐❡♦♥♠✐❝❡❙❈◆❧✐❝❡❜②❙❝❤❛❛♣❡❛❧✳
✭✷✵✵✸✮✱❱❛♥❞❡▲❡❡ ❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✼✮❛♥❞▼❡✐❥❡ ❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✶✵✮✳ ❚❤❡②❢♦✉♥❞❛♠♦❡
❞✐♣❡ ❡❞❡❧❡❝✐❝❛❧❛❝✐✈✐②♦❢ ❤❡♥❡✉♦♥ ✐♥♠✐❝❡❧✐✈✐♥❣✐♥❧♦♥❣❡♣❤♦♦♣❡✐♦❞
✭>12❤✮❝♦♠♣❛❡❞♦♠✐❝❡❧✐✈✐♥❣✐♥ ❤♦ ♣❤♦♦♣❡✐♦❞✭<12❤✮✳■♥❝♦♥❛ ♦
❤✐ ❤❡❡❧❡❝ ✐❝❛❧❛❝✐✈✐②✐♥✐♥❣❧❡♥❡✉♦♥❧❛❡❞♦♥❧②❢♦4−5❤❡❣❛❞❧❡ ♦❢❤❡
♣❤♦♦♣❡✐♦❞❧❡♥❣❤✳❙✉♣✐✐♥❣❧②✱❤✐❜❡❤❛✈✐♦♣❡✈❛✐❧❡❞❛❢❡♣✉ ✐♥❣❤❡♠✐❝❡✐♥♦
❝♦♥❛♥❞❛❦♥❡ ✐♥❞✐❝❛✐♥❣♣❤②✐❝❛❧❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❤❡❙❈◆✳■♥♦✉ ✉❞②✇❡✉❡❞❛
②❡♠♦❢❝♦✉♣❧❡❞❖❉❊ ♦❛♥❛❧②③❡❤✐❤②♣♦❤❡✐ ❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❧②✳❚♦♠♦❞❡❧❤❡✐♥✲
❣❧❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✇❡ ❡♦❡❞♦❛♥❛❜ ❛❝♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♠♦❞❡❧ ❤❛❝♦♥❛✐♥❡❞♦♥❡✈❛✐❛❜❧❡
❞❡❝✐❜✐♥❣❤❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❛♥❞❛❡❝♦♥❞✈❛✐❛❜❧❡❞❡❝✐❜✐♥❣❤❡♣❤❛❡✳❚❤✐ ♦✐♥❝❛
♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✇❛ ✉❡❞✐♥♣❡✈✐♦✉❝♦♠❜✐♥❡❞❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❛♥❞❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧ ✉❞✐❡ ❤❛
❡❧✉❝✐❞❛❡❞❤❡❡✛❡❝ ♦❢❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣♦♥❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥♣♦♣❡✐❡♦❢❝❡❧❧✭❆❜❛❤❛♠
❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵❀❇♦❞②✉❣♦✈❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✶❀●❛♥❛❞❛❛♥❞❍❡③❡❧✱✷✵✵✾✮✳■♥❛♥♦❤❡ ✉❞②
❤❡ ♦✐♥❝❛ ♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ♠♦❞❡❧♣❛❛♠❡❡ ✇❡❡✜❡❞♦❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②♠❡❛✉❡❞
❛❝❡♦❢✐♥❣❧❡❙❈◆♥❡✉♦♥✭❲❡ ❡♠❛❦❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✾✮✳❚❤❡✉❝❝❡ ❢✉❧❛♣♣❧✐❝❛✐♦♥
♦❢ ❤✐ ❛❜ ❛❝ ♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ♠♦❞❡❧✐♥♣❡✈✐♦✉ ✉❞✐❡ ❛♥❞ ❤❡❛✈❛✐❧❛❜❧❡♣❛❛♠❡❡
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❞❛❛✇❡❡❤❡❝✉❝✐❛❧♣♦✐♥ ✐♥❝♦♥✐❞❡✐♥❣❤✐ ❛❤❡ ✐♠♣❧✐✜❡❞♠♦❞❡❧✐♥❡❛❞♦❢
❛❞❡❛✐❧❡❞♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛♠♦❞❡❧✳ ❚❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♥❡✇♦❦✱✇❤✐❝❤♠♦❞❡❧ ❛♥❙❈◆ ❧✐❝❡✱
✇❛ ❞✐✈✐❞❡❞✐♥♦✇♦♣❛ ❛❝❝♦❞✐♥❣♦❤❡♣❤②✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❦♥♦✇❧❡❞❣❡♦❢❤❡❙❈◆✭❝❢✳
✶✳✶✳✻✮✿❤❡✈❡♥♦❧❛❡❛❧✭❱▲✮❛♥❞❤❡❞♦ ♦♠❡❞✐❛❧✭❉▼✮♣❛ ✳❚❤❡♥❡✉♦♥✐♥❤❡
❱▲♣❛ ✇❡❡♠♦❞❡❧❡❞❛✉♥❝♦♥♥❡❝❡❞✱♥♦♥✲❤②❤♠✐❝❛♥❞❧✐❣❤✲❡❝❡✐✈✐♥❣♥❡✉♦♥✳
◆❡✉♦♥✐♥❤❡❉▼ ❡❣✐♦♥✇❡❡❝♦♥♥❡❝❡❞❜②❛❛♥❞♦♠✲❣❡♦♠❡✐❝♥❡✇♦❦❛♥❞✇❡❡
❤②❤♠✐❝✱❤♦✇❡✈❡ ❤❡❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥✇❡❡♥♦ ✉✣❝✐❡♥ ♦②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳
❲❡ ❤❡♥✐♥♦❞✉❝❡❞❤❡♣♦❜❛❜✐❧✐②δ♦❢❧♦♥❣✲❛♥❣❡❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥❜❡✇❡❡♥♥❡✉♦♥
✐♥❤❡❱▲❛♥❞❉▼ ❡❣✐♦♥❛❛❝♦♥♦❧❧❛❜❧❡♣❛❛♠❡❡✳❚❤❡♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥
✇❡❡♣❡❢♦♠❡❞❢♦ 600❛♥❞1800♥❡✉♦♥ ♦❤♦✇❤❛ ❤❡❡✉❧ ❛❡✉❛❧✐❛✐✈❡❧②
✐♥❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❢♦♠❤❡♥✉♠❜❡♦❢♥❡✉♦♥✳❙✐♥❝❡❤❡♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❢♦ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
✇❡❡❝❤♦❡♥❢♦♠❤❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②❞❡❡♠✐♥❡❞❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥❛♥❞❤❡♥❡✇♦❦✇❛
❣❡♥❡❛❡❞❛♥❞♦♠❧②✇❡❛✈❡❛❣❡❞♦✉ ❡✉❧ ♦✈❡❛❧❡❛ 25❡♣❧✐❝❛❡✳❖✉♥✉♠❡✲
✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥✐❞❡♥✐✜❡❞♦♥❡♣♦✐❜❧❡♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠ ♦❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❛♥❛❞❛♣❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡
♦✈❡❛❧❧❙❈◆❤②❤♠♦❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❤❡♣❤♦♦♣❡✐♦❞❧❡♥❣❤❤❛♣❡✈❛✐❧✐♥❝♦♥❛♥
❞❛❦♥❡✿❞❡♥❡❧♦♥❣✲❛♥❣❡❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥✭δ=0.01✮❞✉✐♥❣✇✐♥❡❧❡❛❞♦❛②♥❝❤♦✲
♥✐③❡❞❛❝✐✈✐②♣❤❛❡♦❢❛❧❧♥❡✉♦♥✱✇❤✐❧❡❛❡❧♦♥❣✲❛♥❣❡❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥✭δ=0.005✮
❞✉✐♥❣✉♠♠❡❧❡❛❞♦❛❜♦❛❞❡❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥♦❢♥❡✉♦♥♣❡❛❦❛❝✐✈✐②✳ ❲❡❛❧♦❢♦✉♥❞
❤❛ ❤❡✇✐♥❡♥❡✇♦❦✐ ❛♠❛❧❧✲✇♦❧❞♥❡✇♦❦✱❝❤❛❛❝❡✐③❡❞❜②❛♣❡❛❦✐♥❤❡
♣♦❞✉❝♦❢❤❡❝❧✉ ❡✐♥❣❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥❛♥❞♥❡✇♦❦❡✣❝✐❡♥❝②✳■♥❛♠❛❧❧✲✇♦❧❞♥❡✇♦❦
❛❧❧♥♦❞❡❛❡❝♦♥♥❡❝❡❞✈✐❛❢❡✇✐♥❡♠❡❞✐❛②♥♦❞❡ ♦❡❛❝❤♦❤❡✳■♥♦✉♥❡✇♦❦
♦❢600♥❡✉♦♥♦♥❛✈❡❛❣❡450❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥✇❡❡✐♥♦❞✉❝❡❞✐♥❤❡ ❛♥✐✐♦♥❢♦♠
✉♠♠❡ ♦✇✐♥❡✳❊①❛♣♦❧❛✐♥❣❤✐ ♦❛♥❡✇♦❦♦❢20000♥❡✉♦♥✇❡♣❡❞✐❝ ❤❡
✐♥♦❞✉❝✐♦♥♦❢❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡❧②15000❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥✳◆❡✐❤❡♥❡❡❞❤❡❡❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥❜❡
✐♥♦❞✉❝❡❞♣❤②✐❝❛❧❧②♥♦❞♦❤❡②❤❛✈❡♦❜❡✐♥♦❞✉❝❡❞✐♥❛❤♦ ✐♠❡♣❛♥✳❆♠♦❡
❧✐❦❡❧②❝❡♥❛✐♦✐ ❤❛ ②♥❛♣✐❝❡♣♦♥✐✈❡♥❡ ✐❣❛❞✉❛❧❧②❛❧❡❡❞❢♦ ❡❧❡❝❡❞♥❡✉✲
♦♥♦✈❡ ❤❡❝♦✉ ❡♦❢❤❛❧❢❛②❡❛✳ ❲❡❡❡❞❤✐ ❝❡♥❛✐♦✐♥❛♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥
❛♥❞❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ❡❞✉❝✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣ ❡♥❣❤♦75✪❧❡❛❞ ♦❤❡❛♠❡❡✉❧
❛❛❝♦♠♣❧❡❡❧✐♥❦❞❡❧❡✐♦♥✳ ❲❡❛❧♦✉❡❞❛♠♦❡❞❡❛✐❧❡❞✐♥❣❧❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♠♦❞❡❧✱
❤❡●♦♦❞✇✐♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❛♣♣♦♣✐❛❡❧②❛❞❛♣❡❞♦✐♥❝❧✉❞❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣✭●♦♥③❡
❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✺✮✱❛♥❞♦❜❛✐♥❡❞✉❛❧✐❛✐✈❡❧②✐♠✐❧❛ ❡✉❧ ✳❚♦❡①♣❧❛✐♥❤❡❡❡✉❧ ❤❡✲
♦❡✐❝❛❧❧②❛♥❞❣❡♥❡❛❧✐③❡❤❡❡✜♥❞✐♥❣ ♦❛❜✐ ❛②♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♠♦❞❡❧✱■♣❡❢♦♠❡❞
❛♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♥❡✇♦❦✉✐♥❣❤❡♣❤❛❡❡❞✉❝✐♦♥♠❡❤♦❞♦❢
❑✉❛♠♦♦✭✶✾✽✹✮✈❛❧✐❞❢♦ ♠❛❧❧❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣ ❡♥❣❤❛♥❞♠❛❧❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❤❡❡♦❣❡♥❡✲
✐②✭❝❢✳❛♣♣❡♥❞✐①❆✮✳▲✐♥❡❛✐③✐♥❣❤❡②❡♠❛♦✉♥❞♠❛❧❧♣❤❛❡❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡♦❢❤❡
❢❡✉❡♥❝②❧♦❝❦❡❞♦❧✉✐♦♥❛❧❧♦✇❡❞♦❞❡✐✈❡❛❧✐♥❡❛ ②❡♠❞❡❝✐❜✐♥❣❞②♥❛♠✐❝♦❢
❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♥❡✇♦❦♥❡❛ ❤❡✐♥✲♣❤❛❡♦❧✉✐♦♥✱❤✉❡①❡♥❞✐♥❣♣❡✈✐♦✉ ❡✉❧ ♦♥
✐❞❡♥✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✭❇♦❞②✉❣♦✈❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✶✮✳❙✐♥❝❡❤❡♣❤❛❡✐♥❡❛❝✐♦♥❢✉♥❝✐♦♥
✐♥♦ ❣❡♥❡❛❧❧②❛✐♥❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✱■❞✐❞♥♦✉❡❤❡ ❡✉❧ ❢♦♠❉ ✢❡ ❛♥❞❇✉❧❧♦
✭✷✵✶✷✮❛♥❞❉ ✢❡❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✶✷✮❜✉❝❤♦❡♦❧✐♥❡❛✐③❡❤❡✐♥❡❛❝✐♦♥❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✳❚❤❡
❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡♦❢❤✐ ♣♦❝❡❞✉❡✐ ❤❛ ❤❡ ❛❜❧❡♣❤❛❡❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥✐ ❤❡♥❣✐✈❡♥❜②
❛❧✐♥❡❛❡✉❛✐♦♥②❡♠❤❛ ❝❛♥❜❡❛❝❦❧❡❞❜②❤❡♠❡❤♦❞ ♦❢❧✐♥❡❛❛❧❣❡❜❛✳ ❆



✺✳✷❈✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠ ✶✼✼

♦❧✈❛❜✐❧✐②❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥❢♦ ❤❡❧✐♥❡❛ ②❡♠❞❡❝✐❜✐♥❣❤❡ ❛✐♦♥❛②♣❤❛❡❞✐ ✐✲
❜✉✐♦♥❣❛✈❡❛♥❡①♣❧✐❝✐❢♦♠✉❧❛❢♦ ❤❡ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❞❢❡✉❡♥❝②✳ ❋✉ ❤❡♠♦❡✱✇❡
❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ❤❡♣❤❛❡♣❡❛❞♦❢❤❡②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❞♦❧✉✐♦♥✐♠❛✐♥❧②❞❡❡♠✐♥❡❞❜②
♥❡❛✲③❡♦❡✐❣❡♥✈❛❧✉❡♦❢❤❡▲❛♣❧❛❝✐❛♥♦❢ ❤❡♥❡✇♦❦✳ ❚❤❡▲❛♣❧❛❝✐❛♥✐ ❤❡❛❞❥❛✲
❝❡♥❝②♠❛✐①✉❜ ❛❝❡❞❜②❤❡♥♦❞❡✇❡✐❣❤ ♦♥❤❡❞✐❛❣♦♥❛❧✳■✐❛❧❡❛❞②❦♥♦✇♥
❤❛ ♠❛❧❧♥❡❛✲③❡♦❡✐❣❡♥✈❛❧✉❡❛♥❞❤❡✐ ❛♦❝✐❛❡❞❡✐❣❡♥✈❡❝♦ ❝❛♥❜❡✉❡❞♦
♣❛ ✐✐♦♥♥❡✇♦❦✐♥♦❝♦♠♠✉♥✐②❝❧✉❡✱✇❤❡❡♠❡♠❜❡ ♦❢❛❝❧✉❡❛❡♠♦❡
❝♦♥♥❡❝❡❞♦❡❛❝❤♦❤❡ ❤❛♥❜❡✇❡❡♥❝❧✉ ❡ ✭▼❝●❛✇❛♥❞▼❡♥③✐♥❣❡✱✷✵✵✺✱✷✵✵✼✱
✷✵✵✽❀❈❛♣♦❝❝✐❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✺❀❉♦♥❡ ✐❛♥❞▼✉♥♦③✱✷✵✵✹✮✳ ❲❤❡♥❝❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♥❣❤❡♥✉♠❜❡
♦❢♥❡❛✲③❡♦❡✐❣❡♥✈❛❧✉❡✐♥♦✉♥❡✇♦❦✇❡❢♦✉♥❞♠❛♥②♦❢❤❡♠✐♥♥❡✇♦❦✇✐❤
❤❡✉♠♠❡ ♦♣♦❧♦❣②✱✇❤❡❡❛✐♥♥❡✇♦❦✇✐❤❤❡✇✐♥❡ ♦♣♦❧♦❣②❤❡❡✇❡❡♥♦♥❡
♣❡❡♥✳❚❤✐ ❡✉❧ ❤❡❞❧✐❣❤♦♥❤❡♣♦ ✐❜❧❡♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠❛❞❥✉ ✐♥❣❤❡♣❡❛❦♣❤❛❡
❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥✿✐♥❤❡ ♠❛❧❧✲✇♦❧❞✇✐♥❡ ♦♣♦❧♦❣②❛❧❧♥♦❞❡❛❡❝♦♥♥❡❝❡❞✇❡❧❧❛♥❞
❝❛♥❤✉ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡♦❡❛❝❤♦❤❡✇❡❧❧✳ ❖♥ ❤❡❝♦♥❛②✐♥❤❡✉♠♠❡ ♦♣♦❧♦❣②
♥❡✉♦♥ ❛❡♦❣❛♥✐③❡❞✐♥❝♦♠♠✉♥✐✐❡ ❤❛ ❛❡❝♦♥♥❡❝❡❞♦♥❧②✈✐❛❢❡✇❧✐♥❦❛♥❞
❤✉ ❤❡❡❝♦♠♠✉♥✐✐❡ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡✇♦❡♦❡❛❝❤♦❤❡✳ ❖❢❝♦✉❡❤❡✐❝♦✉❧❞❜❡
♦❤❡❡①♣❧❛♥❛✐♦♥❢♦ ❤❡♦❜❡✈❡❞♥❡✉♦♥✬♣❡❛❦♣❤❛❡❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥✳■❝♦✉❧❞❛❧♦
❜❡❡❧❛❡❞♦✐♥✐♥✐❝♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥❛❧❧❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ♦✐♥❞②♥❛♠✐❝♣♦♣✲
❡✐❡♦❢❤❡②♥❛♣✐❝❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥✳❖♥❡❡①❛♠♣❧❡❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❛❞❡❧❛②❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥✇✐❤
❞❡❧❛② ♦❢✉♣♦6❤✐♥ ❤❡ ②♥❛♣✐❝❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♦♥ ❤❛ ❤❛ ❜❡❡♥ ❤♦✇♥ ♦❧❡❛❞♦❛
❝♦♥♦❧❧❛❜❧❡♣❡❛❦♣❤❛❡❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥✭❩❤❛♦✱✷✵✶✵✮✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱②♥❛♣✐❝ ❛♥♠✐ ✐♦♥
❛❡✉✉❛❧❧②✈❡②❢❛ ❛♥❞❜❡❧♦✇♦♥❡❤♦✉❛♥❞✐❤❛❜❡❡♥❤♦✇♥❤❛❝❧♦❝❦♣♦❡✐♥
✐♥❙❈◆❝❡❧❧ ❡❛❝✇✐❤✐♥5−15♠✐♥❛❢❡❛❧✐❣❤♣✉❧❡✇❛❛♣♣❧✐❡❞✭❲❡❧ ❤❡ ❛❧✳✱
✷✵✶✵✮✳❆♥♦❤❡❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧♦❜❡✈❛✐♦♥✉♣♣♦ ♦✉ ❡✉❧ ✿❤❡ ❘❈❢♦❛♥✐♠❛❧
❧✐✈✐♥❣✐♥❧♦♥❣♣❤♦♦♣❡✐♦❞❤❛ ❛❧♦✇❡♠❛❣♥✐✉❞❡❝♦♠♣❛❡❞♦❛♥✐♠❛❧❧✐✈✐♥❣✐♥
❤♦ ♣❤♦♦♣❡✐♦❞✭❱❛♥❞❡▲❡❡ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✾✮✳❖✉♠♦❞❡❧ ❤♦✇❡❞❛✐♠✐❧❛❜❡❤❛✈✲
✐♦✇❤❡♥ ✐♠✉❧❛❡❞✇✐❤ ❤❡ ✉♠♠❡ ❛♥❞✇✐♥❡ ♦♣♦❧♦❣②✳ ❆❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐
❤♦✇❡❞❤❛ ❤✐✐❛❞✐❡❝❝♦♥❡✉❡♥❝❡♦❢❤❡❡❞✉❝❡❞②♥❝❤♦♥②♦❢♥❡✉♦♥✐♥❤❡
✉♠♠❡ ♦♣♦❧♦❣②✳❆✐♠♣❧❡❡①❛♠♣❧❡❢♦ ✉❝❤❛♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠✐ ❛❡✉♣♦❢❝♦✉♣❧❡❞❜✉
✉♥②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❞♣❡♥❞✉❧✉♠ ❤❛ ❛❡♣❡✉❜❡❞❜②❛♣✉❧❡✳ ❆♥♦❤❡ ❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❧②
♣❡❞✐❝❛❜❧❡❝♦♥❡✉❡♥❝❡♦❢ ❤❡ ❡❞✉❝❡❞ ❘❈✐ ❤❡ ❡❞✉❝✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥
❡❣✐♦♥✐♥❤❡ ✉♠♠❡ ♦♣♦❧♦❣②✳■♥❞❡❡❞✐♥♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢♦✉♠♦❞❡❧✇❡
❢♦✉♥❞❤❛❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ♦♣❡✐♦❞❞❡✈✐❛✐♥❣❢♦♠❤❡②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❞❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢❤❡
♥❡✇♦❦❜❡❝♦♠❡✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣❧②❤❛❞❡❢♦ ❤❡✉♠♠❡ ♦♣♦❧♦❣②✳❚❤✐✇❛ ✉♣✐✐♥❣
✐♥❝❡❛❧♦❤❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✇❛ ♠❛❧❧❡ ✐♥❤❡✉♠♠❡ ♦♣♦❧♦❣②❛♥❞
✐✐❝♦♠♠♦♥❧②❤♦✉❣❤ ❤❛ ♠❛❧❧❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❤❛✈❡❧❛❣❡ ❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥
❡❣✐♦♥❝♦♠♣❛❡❞♦❧❛❣❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳❖♥❤❡❝♦♥❛②✱♣❡✈✐♦✉ ✉❞✐❡
❤♦✇❡❞❤❛✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣❤❡❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣ ❡♥❣❤❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✇❤✐❧❡❦❡❡♣✐♥❣
❤❡♥❡✇♦❦ ✉❝✉❡❧❡❞♦❛❡❞✉❝✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❛♥❣❡❜❡❝❛✉❡♦❢❤❡
✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❛♥❞ ✐❣✐❞✐②♦❢ ❤❡♦✈❡❛❧❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✭❆❜❛❤❛♠❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✵❀
❇♦❞②✉❣♦✈❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✶✮✳ ❲❡❝♦♥✜♠❡❞ ❤✐ ✐♥♦✉♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥✳ ❚❤❡❡
❡✉❧ ❤♦✇❤❛ ❤❡ ❘❈❛♥❞❝♦♥❡✉❡♥❧②❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❛♥❣❡♦❢❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
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♥❡✇♦❦✐✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡❞❜②✇♦❢❛❝♦✿♦✈❡❛❧❧❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❛♥❞✐❣✐❞✐②♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
❛♥❞❤❡ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳■❛❧♦❞❡✐✈❡❞❡①♣❧✐❝✐❛♥❛❧②✐❝❡♥❛✐♥✲
♠❡♥ ❜♦✉♥❞❢♦ ❤❡ ♦✐♥❝❛ ♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✉❡❞✐♥♦✉ ✉❞②✭❝❢✳❛♣♣❡♥❞✐①❆✮✳■❢♦✉♥❞
❤❛ ❛✇❡❛❦ ♣✐❦✐♥❣♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✱✇❤✐❝❤✇❛✉❡❞✐♥♦✉ ✉❞②✱❤❛ ❛♥❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥
❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❤❡❤♦❧❞❛❜♦✈❡✇❤✐❝❤✐✐❡♥❛✐♥❛❜❧❡♦❡✈❡②♣❡✐♦❞✳❈♦♠♣❛✐♥❣❤✐
❡✉❧✇✐❤❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❛♥❣❡♦❢❤❡✇❤♦❧❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♥❡✇♦❦❝♦♥✜♠ ♣❡✈✐♦✉
❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❝❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♦♥ ❤♦✇✐♥❣ ❤❛ ❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣✐♥❝❡❛❡ ❤❡ ✐❣✐❞✐②♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
✭❇♦❞②✉❣♦✈❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✶✮✳
❋✉✉❡✐♥✈❡✐❣❛✐♦♥❝♦✉❧❞✉❡❤❡ ❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❡✉❧ ❢♦♠❤❡❛❜♦✈❡ ✉❞② ♦
♠♦❞❡❧❛❜✐♠♦❞❛❧❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥✐♥❧♦♥❣♣❤♦♦♣❡✐♦❞❛♦❜❡✈❡❞✐♥❙❈◆❧✐❝❡❢♦♠
❤❡❛♥❡✐♦❙❈◆✭■♥❛❣❛❦✐❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✼❀◆❛✐♦❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✽✮✳■♥❞❡❡❞♣❡❧✐♠✐♥❛②❝❛❧✲
❝✉❧❛✐♦♥ ❤♦✇❣♦♦❞❡✉❧ ✭❋✐❣✳✺✳✶✮✳❋✉❤❡ ❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧✐♥✈❡✐❣❛✐♦♥❝♦✉❧❞✉❡
♠♦❡❞❡❛✐❧❡❞♠♦❞❡❧ ❢♦ ❤❡♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛ ❝❧♦❝❦✱❤❡❡♥❝♦❞✐♥❣♦❢❝❧♦❝❦♣♦❡✐♥❝♦♥✲
❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥♦❡❧❡❝✐❝❛❧✐❣♥❛❧❛♥❞❤❡❞❡❝♦❞✐♥❣✐♥♦❛ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥❛❧❡♣♦♥❡✳
❖❢❝♦✉ ❡❤❡❡♠♦❞❡❧ ✐❧❧❤❛✈❡♦❢✉❧✜❧❧❤❡❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥❤❛ ❤❡♦✈❡❛❧❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
✐ ♣✐❦✐♥❣❛♥❞✇❡❛❦❛❣❛✐♥ ♣❡ ✉❜❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡❞✐❡❝✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡✳ ▼♦❡✲
♦✈❡✱❤✐♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❤♦✉❧❞♣♦ ❡ ❤❡❡①❡♥❞❡❞✧❞❡❛❞♣❤❛❡✧✐♥❤❡ ❘❈✱✇❤✐❝❤✐❛
♣❤❛❡♦❢❞❛②❞✉✐♥❣✇❤✐❝❤❤❡❝❧♦❝❦❝❛♥♥♦❜❡❤✐❢❡❞✱♦❜❡✈❡❞❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②✳❖✉
✉❞②♣♦✐♥ ❛♦♥❡♣♦✐❜✐❧✐②❤♦✇❤❡ ❛♥✐✐♦♥❢♦♠❤♦ ♦❧♦♥❣♣❤♦♦♣❡✐♦❞
❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❡❛❧✐③❡❞✳❚❤✐♣❡❞✐❝✐♦♥❝♦✉❧❞♥♦✇❜❡❡❡❞❡①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❧②❜②❝♦♠♣❛✐♥❣
❤❡♥❡✇♦❦♦♣♦❧♦❣②✐♥❙❈◆❧✐❝❡❢♦♠♠✐❝❡❧✐✈✐♥❣✐♥❤♦ ❛♥❞❧♦♥❣♣❤♦♦♣❡✐♦❞✳
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❜❡❤❛✈✐♦❄ ❚❤✐✐♥❡❡✐♥❣✉❡ ✐♦♥✱✇❤✐❝❤♥❛✉❛❧❧②❝❛♥❜❡❛♥✇❡❡❞✇✐❤②❡ ✐♥
❤❡ ❡❝❤♥✐❝❛❧❝✐❡♥❝❡✱✐✐♠♣♦❛♥ ♦❛♥✇❡ ✐❢✇❡✇❛♥ ♦✉✐❧✐③❡❤❡✉❜✐✉✐♦✉
❡♦✉❝❡♥❛✉❡♣♦✈✐❞❡✉ ✇✐❤✳■❢ ❡❝❤♥✐❝❛❧❞❡✈✐❝❡❝♦✉❧❞✐♥♣❛ ❜❡ ❡♣❧❛❝❡❞
❜②❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❞❡✈✐❝❡ ❤✐ ♠✐❣❤ ♦❧✈❡♣♦❜❧❡♠ ✇✐❤ ❡❝②❝❧✐♥❣❛♥❞♣❡❡✈❡♣❡✲
❝✐♦✉♥♦♥✲❡♥❡✇❛❜❧❡♠❛❡✐❛❧❡♦✉❝❡✳❋✉❤❡♠♦❡✱❞✉❡♦❤❡ ❤❡❡ ♥✉♠❜❡ ♦❢
♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡ ✐♥❤❡❝❡❧❧❛♠❛ ✐✈❡❧②♣❛❛❧❧❡❧♣♦❝❡✐♥❣❝♦✉❧❞❜❡❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❞✳❚❤❡✜❡❧❞♦❢
②♥❤❡✐❝❜✐♦❧♦❣②❤❛❛❧❡❛❞②♣♦✈❡♥❤❛❜❛✐❝❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧✉♥✐ ❝❛♥❜❡❞❡✐❣♥❡❞✱❢♦
❡①❛♠♣❧❡❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣✉♥✐✱❤❡ ♦❝❛❧❧❡❞❡♣❡✐❧❛♦✭❊❧♦✇✐③❛♥❞▲❡✐❜❧❡✱✷✵✵✵✮
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❢♦♠●❛❝✐❛✲❖❥❛❧✈♦❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✹✮✳◆♦ ✉♣✐✐♥❣❧②✇❡❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ❤❡②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥
♦❢✐❞❡♥✐❝❛❧❡♣❡✐❧❛♦ ✇✐❤✐♥✐✐❛❧♣❤❛❡❤✐❢ ❛❦❡ ❤❡❧♦♥❣❡ ✐♠❡✐❢❤❡✐♥✐✐❛❧
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❋✐❣✉❡✺✳✶✿ ▼♦❞❡❧✐♥❣♦❢❜✐♠♦❞❛❧❙❈◆❛❝✐✈✐②✳ ❚❤❡✉♣♣❡♣❛ ❤♦✇ ❤❡♥❡✲
✇♦❦❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♥❣❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♥❡✉♦♥❧❛✐❞♦✉♦♥❛❧✐❝❡♦❢❤❡❙❈◆✳■❛❧♦❤♦✇ ❤❡
❞✐ ✐❜✉✐♦♥♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♣❡✐♦❞❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞❢♦♠❊✳✭✶✽✮✐♥❤❡ ✉♣♣❧❡♠❡♥❛②♠❛❡✐❛❧
♦❢❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✶✷❜✮✭❝❢✳❛♣♣❡♥❞✐①❆✮✉❝❤❤❛ ❤❡❡❧❡❝ ✐❝❛❧❛❝✐✈✐②✐♥❤❡❉▼
♣❛ ♣✐❦❡ ❜❡❢♦❡❤❡❛❝✐✈✐②✐♥ ❤❡❱▲♣❛ ✳ ❆♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
♥❡✇♦❦❤♦✇♥✐♥❤❡❧♦✇❡♣❛ ❝♦♥✜♠ ❤✐❜❡❤❛✈✐♦♦❢❤❡♠❡❛♥✜❡❧❞❡❧❡❝ ✐❝❛❧❛❝✐✈✐②
✐♥❤❡❉▼✭❡❞✮❛♥❞❱▲✭❜❧❛❝❦✮♣❛✳❚❤❡♥❡✇♦❦❤❛❛♥♦✈❡❛❧❧②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❞♣❡✐♦❞♦❢
❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡❧②23.5❤✳
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②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❞✐♥✲♣❤❛❡✳❇❡✐❞❡✈❛✐❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡✐♥✐✐❛❧♣❤❛❡✲❤✐❢ ✐✐❛❧♦✐♥❡❡✲
✐♥❣♦❛♥❛❧②③❡✈❛✐❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②✳ ❲❡❢♦✉♥❞❤❛❛♣❡❝✐✜❝②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥
✇✐♥❞♦✇❡①✐ ✱✇❤✐❝❤✐ ✐♠✐❧❛ ♦❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❛♥❣❡♦❢❡♥❛✐♥❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳
■❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❢❡✉❡♥❝✐❡❛❡♦♦❞✐✛❡❡♥❛♥❞❤❡❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣✐ ♦♦♠❛❧❧ ❤❡❝♦✉✲
♣❧❡❞ ②❡♠✇✐❧❧❡♠❛✐♥♥♦♥✲②♥❝❤♦♥♦✉❛♥❞❤♦✇ ✉❛✐♣❡✐♦❞✐❝❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✇❤❡❡
❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❤✐❢❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡✐❢❡✉❡♥❝✐❡✳❖♥❤❡❝♦♥❛②✐❢❤❡❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣✐ ♦♦
♦♥❣❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✇✐❧❧❞❛♠♣❡♥♦✉ ❛♥❞❡❛❝❤❛ ❛❜❧❡ ❛✐♦♥❛② ❛❡✳ ❲❡❛❧♦

❢♦✉♥❞❤❛✇✐❤✐♥❤❡ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥✇✐♥❞♦✇❤❡ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡❞❢❡✉❡♥❝②✉✉❛❧❧②
✐♥❡❛❡ ♦❤❡❤✐❣❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②✳❆❢❡❤❛✈✐♥❣❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❤♦✇✇♦❝♦✉♣❧❡❞ ❡♣❡✐✲
❧❛♦ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❡✇❡❞✐❡❝❡❞♦✉❛❡♥✐♦♥♦❤❡❝♦♥♦❧❧❡❞②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡
❡♣❡✐❧❛♦ ♦❛♥❡①❡♥❛❧✐❣♥❛❧✳❚♦❤✐❡♥❞✇❡❞✐❝✉❡❞❛❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥✲
❛✐♦♥♦❢❛❡❝❤♥✐❝❛❧❞❡✈✐❝❡❦♥♦✇♥❛ ▲▲✭❙❡♥❜②✱✶✾✾✼❀❇❡ ✱✷✵✵✸✮✳❆ ▲▲✐❛
❜❛✐❝❝♦♥♦❧❞❡✈✐❝❡❤❛❛❞❥✉ ❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢❛❝♦❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ♦❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②
♦❢❛❣✐✈❡♥✐♥♣✉ ✐❣♥❛❧❛♥❞✐✐✉❡❞✐♥❛❞✐♦✱❡❧❡❝♦♠♠✉♥✐❝❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❝♦♠♣✉❡✳■
❜❛✐❝♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡✐♦❝♦♠♣❛❡❤❡✐♥♣✉ ✐❣♥❛❧✇✐❤❤❡✐❣♥❛❧❢♦♠❤❡❝♦❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳
■ ❤❡♥❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❤❡✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥❛❜♦✉❞❡✈✐❛✐♦♥ ♦❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❛♥❞❛❞❥✉ ✐
♦♠✐♥✐♠✐③❡❤❡❡❞❡✈✐❛✐♦♥✳❚❤✉✱✐✐❛❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❞❡✈✐❝❡❛❝♦♠♠♦♥❧②❢♦✉♥❞✐♥
❝♦♥♦❧②❡♠✳ ❚❤❡ ▲▲✉❡✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥❛❜♦✉ ❤❡❞❡✈✐❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♣❤❛❡♦❢
❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❛♥❞❤❡✐♥♣✉ ✐❣♥❛❧✳❆♥❡❛②✇❛②♦♠❡❛✉❡❤❡♣❤❛❡❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡❢♦
✇♦ ✐♥✉♦✐❞❛❧✐❣♥❛❧✐ ♦❝♦♠♣✉❡❤❡♣♦❞✉❝♦❢❜♦❤❛♥❞❡♠♦✈❡❤✐❣❤❢❡✉❡♥❝②
❡♠ ✉✐♥❣❛❧♦✇✲♣❛ ✜❧❡✳❚❤❡❧♦✇❢❡✉❡♥❝②❡♠ ✇✐❧❧❡①❛❝❧②❝♦❡♣♦♥❞♦❤❡
♣❤❛❡❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡✳❚❤✐♣❤❛❡❞❡✈✐❛✐♦♥✐ ❤❡♥✉❡❞♦❛❝❝❡❧❡❛❡♦❞❡❝❡❧❡❛❡❤❡
♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳❚❤❡♠♦❞✉❧❛✈✐❡✇♣♦✐♥✐♥❡♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣❤❛ ❤❡❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡❤❛✐ ❡❞✉❝❡
♠♦❞❡❧❝♦♠♣❧❡①✐②✱✐♥❝❡✐✐♥♦✐♠♣♦❛♥❤♦✇❛♠♦❞✉❧❡✐✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞♣❡❝✐✜❝❛❧❧②
❜✉✐♥❡❛❞✇❤❛♣♦♣❡✐❡ ❤❡♠♦❞✉❧❡❤❛✳❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❢♦ ❤❡❝♦❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✇❡
❝♦✉❧❞✉❡❛♥②②♥❤❡✐❝❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❛♥❞❥✉ ♥❡❡❞♦❦♥♦✇❤♦✇♦❛❝❝❡❧❡❛❡
♦❞❡❝❡❧❡❛❡✐✱✇❤✐❝❤✉✉❛❧❧②❝❛♥❜❡❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❞❜②✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣♦❞❡❝❡❛✐♥❣❡❛❝✐♦♥
❛❡❝♦♥❛♥ ❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❜②♠♦❞✐❢②✐♥❣❡♥③②♠❡♦✐♥❝❡❛❡✴❞❡❝❡❛❡❤❡✐ ❝♦♥✲
❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✳ ❍♦✇❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧✜❧❡ ❝♦✉❧❞❜❡✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞✇❛❞✐❝✉❡❞♣❡✈✐♦✉❧②
❜②❙❛♠♦✐❧♦✈❡ ❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✷✮❛♥❞▼❛❤❧❡ ❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✺✮✳ ❋✉❤❡♠♦❡✱✇❡❤♦✇❡❞ ❤❛
❤❡ ❡❛❞② ❛❡✐❣♥❛❧♦✉♣✉❢♦♠❛✐♠♣❧❡❞✐♠❡✐③❛✐♦♥❡❛❝✐♦♥❝❛♥❜❡✉❡❞❛❛
♠✉❧✐♣❧✐❝❛✐♦♥✉♥✐✳❚❤✉ ❤❡❛❡❝♦♥❛♥ ♦❢❤✐❞✐♠❡✐③❛✐♦♥❡❛❝✐♦♥❤♦✉❧❞❜❡
❧❛❣❡♦♦❜❛✐♥❛❤♦ ❛♥✐❡♥❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✳ ❲✐❤ ❤❡❡♣❡❧✐♠✐♥❛②❝♦♥✐❞❡❛✐♦♥
✇❡❤❛❞❡✈❡②❤✐♥❣✐♥♣❧❛❝❡ ♦❞❡✐❣♥❛❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❝♦✉♥❡♣❛ ♦❢❛ ▲▲❢❡✉❡♥❝②
❝♦♥♦❧❧❡✳
■♥❤❡❡❝♦♥❞ ✉❞②✭❍✐♥③❡❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✷✮✇❡✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞❛♥❞❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❛❜✐♦❧♦❣✐✲
❝❛❧ ▲▲❛ ❦❡❝❤❡❞✐♥❤❡♣❡✈✐♦✉ ✉❞②✳ ❲❡❜❡❣❛♥❜②❞❡✐❣♥✐♥❣❡❛❝✐♦♥②❡♠
❤❛♣❡❢♦♠ ✐♠♣❧❡❛✐❤♠❡✐❝❛❦❧✐❦❡❛❞❞✐✐♦♥✱♥♦♥✲♥❡❣❛✐✈❡✉❜ ❛❝✐♦♥✱♠✉❧✲
✐♣❧✐❝❛✐♦♥✱❞✐✈✐✐♦♥❛♥❞ ✉❛❡✲♦♦❝❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♦♥✳❚❤❡❡✉❧ ♦❢❤❡❡❛❦❝❛♥❜❡
❡❛❞♦❢❢♦♠❤❡ ❛✐♦♥❛②✐❣♥❛❧♦❢❛♥♦✉♣✉ ♣❡❝✐❡✳ ❆❡①♣❧❛✐♥❡❞❛❜♦✈❡❢♦❛
▲▲✇❡♦♥❧②♥❡❡❞ ❤❡♠✉❧✐♣❧✐❝❛✐♦♥♠♦❞✉❧❡❛♥❞❛❞❞✐✐♦♥❛❧❧②❤❡❛❞❞✐✐♦♥♠♦❞✲
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✉❧❡ ♦✐♥❝❡❛❡✴❞❡❝❡❛❡❡♥③②♠❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥♦❞❡ ♦✐♥❝❡❛❡✴❞❡❝❡❛❡❝♦❡
♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❢❡✉❡♥❝②✳ ❚♦✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥ ❤❡❧♦✇✲♣❛ ✜❧❡✇❡✉❡❞❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❡✉❧
❢♦♠❙❛♠♦✐❧♦✈❡❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✷✮❛♥❞❝❤♦❡❛❧✐♥❡❛ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣❝❛❝❛❞❡✇✐❤✜✈❡ ❡♣❛♥❞
♦♥❡♦✉♣✉ ♣❡❝✐❡✳ ❚❤❡♣❛❛♠❡❡ ✇❡❡❝❤♦❡♥✉❝❤ ❤❛ ❤❡❝✉♦✛❢❡✉❡♥❝②
✐♥❡❛ ❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢ ❤❡❝♦❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳ ❆ ❤❡❝♦❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✇❡❝♦♥✐❞❡❡❞
❛✐♠♣❧❡♠♦❞✐✜❝❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡●♦♦❞✇✐♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✐♥❝❡❤✐ ✐❛✇❡❧❧❝❤❛❛❝❡✐③❡❞
❛♥❞✐♠♣❧❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✇✐❤❤❡❡✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣❝❛❝❛❞❡ ❡♣✭●♦♦❞✇✐♥✱✶✾✻✺✮
✭❝❢✳✶✳✷✳✹✮✳❚❤❡♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛ ♣❡❝✐❡♦❢❤❡●♦♦❞✇✐♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❡♥❡✐♥❣❤❡♠✉❧✐♣❧✐✲
❝❛✐♦♥♠♦❞✉❧❡✐ ❤❡♥✉❝❧❡❛♣♦❡✐♥❜❡❝❛✉❡✐❡①❤✐❜✐ ❛♥❛❧♠♦ ✐♥✉♦✐❞❛❧✐♠❡
❝♦✉❡✳❚❤❡❡❛♦♥❢♦ ❤✐✐ ❤❡❧♦✇✲♣❛ ✜❧❡♣♦♣❡②✐♥❤❡❡♥✐♥❤❡●♦♦❞✇✐♥
♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳❚❤❡♠✉❧✐♣❧✐❝❛✐♦♥♠♦❞✉❧❡❝♦♥✐ ♦❢❛✐♠♣❧❡❞✐♠❡✐③❛✐♦♥❡❛❝✐♦♥♦❢
❤❡♣❡❝✐❡ ❡♣❡❡♥✐♥❣❤❡✐♥♣✉ ✐❣♥❛❧❛♥❞❤❡♥✉❝❧❡❛♣♦❡✐♥✱❛♥❞❤❡❡✉❧✐♥❣
♣♦❞✉❝❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❤✐ ❡❛❝✐♦♥✐ ❤❡♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧♣♦❞✉❝♦❢❜♦❤✐♥♣✉
♣❡❝✐❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✳ ❲❤❡♥❝❤♦♦✐♥❣❛✐♥✉♦✐❞❛❧✐♥♣✉ ❤❡❡✉❧✐♥❣❞✐♠❡❝♦♥✲
❝❡♥❛✐♦♥❝♦♥❛✐♥❤✐❣❤❛♥❞❧♦✇❢❡✉❡♥❝②❡♠ ❝♦♥❛✐♥✐♥❣✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥❛❜♦✉ ❤❡
♣❤❛❡❞❡✈✐❛✐♦♥✳❚❤❡♦✉♣✉ ♣❡❝✐❡ ❤❡♥❡✈❡❛ ❤❡✐♥♣✉✐♥♦❤❡❧♦✇✲♣❛ ✜❧❡
♠♦❞❡❧❡❞❛ ❛✜✈❡ ❡♣✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣❝❛❝❛❞❡✳❚❤✐ ♣❡❝✐❡❛❞❞ ♦❤❡❡♥③②♠❡❛♠♦✉♥
❡♣♦♥✐❜❧❡❢♦ ❤❡❞❡❣❛❞❛✐♦♥❡❛❝✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♥✉❝❧❡❛♣♦❡✐♥❛♥❞❤✉❝❧♦❡ ❤❡
❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❧♦♦♣✳ ❲❡❤❛✈❡❝❤♦❡♥❤✐ ❡❛❝✐♦♥✐♥❝❡✐♣♦ ❡❡❛♥❡❣❛✐✈❡♣❡✐♦❞
❝♦♥♦❧❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥✱♠❡❛♥✐♥❣✐❛❝❝❡❧❡❛❡ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✐❢❤❡✐♥♣✉ ✐❣♥❛❧✬♣❤❛❡✐
✐♥❢♦♥❛♥❞❞❡❝❡❧❡❛❡ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✐❢❤❡ ✐❣♥❛❧❧❛❣❜❡❤✐♥❞✳❚❤✐ ❡✉❧❡❞✐♥❛
❛❜❧❡✐♥✲♣❤❛❡❡❧❛✐♦♥❤✐♣✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡✱❛❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐✭✇❤✐❝❤✐♥♦✐♥❝❧✉❞❡❞
✐♥❤✐ ❤❡✐✮❤♦✇❡❞❤❛ ❤❡❡❛❝✐♦♥✇✐❤❤❡❧❛❣❡ ♥❡❣❛✐✈❡♣❡✐♦❞❝♦♥♦❧❝♦✲
❡✣❝✐❡♥ ❤♦✉❧❞❜❡❝❤♦❡♥❜❡❝❛✉❡❤✐ ❧❡❛❞ ♦❤❡❧❛❣❡ ❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❡❣✐♦♥✳■♥
❤❡❡♥❞♦✉❢✉❧❧❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧ ▲▲♠♦❞❡❧❝♦♥✐❡❞♦❢❤❡❡♠♦❞✉❧❡❛♥❞12♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛
♣❡❝✐❡✳❆♥✐♠♣♦❛♥❞✐✛❡❡♥❝❡♦❢❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❝♦♥♦❧❝✐❝✉✐ ❝♦♠♣❛❡❞♦❡❝❤♥✐❝❛❧
❝✐❝✉✐ ✐ ❤❡❛❜❡♥❝❡♦❢♥❡❣❛✐✈❡✈❛❧✉❡✳◆♦❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❝✐❝✉✐
❝❛♥❜❡❝♦♠❡♥❡❣❛✐✈❡❛♥❞❤✉ ❝❤❛♥❣❡❛❧✇❛②❤❛✈❡ ♦❜❡❡❡♥❡❧❛✐✈❡♦❛♥♦♠✲
✐♥❛❧♦♣❡❛✐♥❣♣♦✐♥✳ ❆♥✐♠♣♦❛♥❝♦♥❡✉❡♥❝❡❢♦♠❤✐ ✐ ❤❛ ♦♥❝❡❛♥✐♥♣✉
✐❣♥❛❧✐❛❞❞❡❞❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✇✐❧❧✐♥❝❡❛❡❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛❡❧②♣♦♣♦✲
✐♦♥❛❧♦❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡✐❣♥❛❧ ❡♥❣❤✳ ❲❡❤❛✈❡ ❡❡❞❤✐ ❜②❛♣♣❧②✐♥❣❛❝♦♥ ❛♥
✐❣♥❛❧♦❢✈❛②✐♥❣♠❛❣♥✐✉❞❡♦❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❛♥❞✐♥❞❡❡❞❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ❤❡♣❡✐♦❞❞❡✲
❝❡❛❡♥❡❛❧②❧✐♥❡❛❧②✇✐❤ ✐❣♥❛❧ ❡♥❣❤✳ ❚❤✉✱❤❡❝♦❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ♣❡✐♦❞❤❛
♦❜❡❛❞❥✉❡❞♦❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡ ❡♥❣❤♦❢❤❡✐♥♣✉ ✐❣♥❛❧❜②❝❤♦♦✐♥❣❛♣♣♦♣✐❛❡
♣❛❛♠❡❡✳ ❲❡❛❧♦❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❞❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❛♥❣❡♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧❧②❛♥❞❢♦✉♥❞❤❡
②♣✐❝❛❧♦♥❣✉❡❤❛♣❡❞❢♦♠❝❡♥❡❡❞❛ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✐♥❡♥❛❧♣❡✐♦❞❛ ❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡
❝♦♥❛♥ ✐❣♥❛❧ ❡♥❣❤✳ ❆♥♦❤❡ ✐♥❡❡✐♥❣❝❤❛❛❝❡✐✐❝♦❢♦✉❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧ ▲▲
❝✐❝✉✐✐ ❤❡✐♠❡♦❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✳❖✉ ✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥ ❤♦✇❡❞❤❛ ❤❡✐♠❡♦❡♥❛✐♥✲
♠❡♥ ♦❧❛❣❡♣❡✐♦❞✐ ✉❜ ❛♥✐❛❧❧②❧♦♥❣❡ ❤❛♥♦❤♦ ❡♣❡✐♦❞✳❆♣♣❛❡♥❧②
❤❡❛❝❝❡❧❡❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✐❢❛❡❝♦♠♣❛❡❞♦❛❞❡❝❡❧❡❛✐♦♥✳❋✐♥❛❧❧②✱✇❡
❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❤❡❛❜✐❧✐②♦❢♦✉❝♦♥♦❧②❡♠♠♦❞❡❧♦❝♦♣❡✇✐❤❞✐✛❡❡♥✐♥✐✐❛❧♣❤❛❡
❜❡✇❡❡♥❡①❡♥❛❧ ✐♠✉❧✉❛♥❞❝♦❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♦✉♣✉✳■ ✉♥❡❞♦✉ ❤❛ ♣❡❝✐✜❝
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♣❤❛❡❤✐❢ ❡①✐ ❢♦✇❤✐❝❤ ❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ✐♠❡✐♠✐♥✐♠❛❧❛♥❞♠❛①✐♠❛❧✇✐❤❛
10✲❢♦❧❞✐♥❝❡❛❡❢♦ ❤❡♠❛①✐♠✉♠✳ ❲❡❢♦✉♥❞ ❤❛ ✐♥❜♦❤❝❛❡ ❤❡♣❡✐♦❞♦❢❤❡
♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❛❞❥✉❡❞✈❡②❢❛ ♦❤❡✈✐❝✐♥✐②♦❢❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥♣❡✐♦❞✱❤♦✇❡✈❡✐♥
❤❡❝❛❡♦❢❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✲✐♠❡♠❛①✐♠✉♠✐❧♦ ❛❝❦❛♥❞❣❡✇❛❣❛✐♥❛❢❡✇❤✐❝❤
✐♦♥❧②❧♦✇❧②❛❞❛♣❡❞❜❛❝❦♦❤❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥♣❡✐♦❞✳■✇✐❧❧❜❡✈❡②✐♥❡❡✐♥❣
♦❛♥❛❧②③❡ ❤❡❞②♥❛♠✐❝❛❧❢❡❛✉❡♦❢♦✉ ❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧ ▲▲✐♥♠♦❡❞❡❛✐❧✐♥❢✉✉❡
✉❞✐❡✳❆❧❧❤❡❞✐✛❡❡♥❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥ ♦❢♦✉ ▲▲❛❡❡♥❝❛♣✉❧❛❡❞✐♥♠♦❞✉❧❡✇✐❤
♣❡❝✐✜❝❢✉♥❝✐♦♥❛♥❞❤✉❝❛♥❜❡❡♣❧❛❝❡❞❜②♦❤❡❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢
❤❡❛♠❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✳❚❤✐ ❡❞✉❝❡♠♦❞❡❧❝♦♠♣❧❡①✐②❛♥❞❤✐❢ ❤❡❢♦❝✉♦❢♠♦❞❡❧✐♥❣
❢♦♠♠♦❞✉❧❡♣❛❛♠❡✐③❛✐♦♥♦♠♦❞✉❧❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✳ ❖✉❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧ ▲▲✐♠♦❞❡❧❡❞
♦❜❡❛❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠❞❡✈✐❝❡ ❤❛ ❛❞❛♣ ❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✇✐❤❛
♣❡✐♦❞♥❡❛24❤ ♦❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢❛♥❡①❡♥❛❧❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥ ✐❣♥❛❧✳ ❚❤❡❡❢♦❡✱✐
❝♦✉❧❞❛❧♦❤❛✈❡❛♥❛✉❛❧❧②❡✈♦❧✈❡❞❝♦✉♥❡♣❛ ✐♥♦♠❡♦❣❛♥✐♠❛♥❞✐ ✇♦✉❧❞❜❡
✈❡②❢❛❝✐♥❛✐♥❣♦✜♥❞❛♥♦❣❛♥✐♠✇❤❡❡♥❛✉❡❤❛✉❡❞✐♠✐❧❛♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡❛
❝✐❡♥✐✜❝❡♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣✳
❚❤❡✇❤♦❧❡❛❝✐♦♥♦❢❛▲▲✐ ❡✐♥❤❡❛♥❛❧♦❣❝❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♦♥❞♦♠❛✐♥✳■♥♦✉ ❤✐❞
✉❞②✇❡♦✉❣❤ ♦✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❛❝♦♥♦❧❞❡✈✐❝❡❤❛♠❛✐♥❧②✇♦❦✐♥❤❡❞✐❣✐❛❧❞♦✲
♠❛✐♥❜✉ ✐❧❧✉❡♦♥❧②❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥✭❍✐♥③❡❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✸✮✳ ❲❡✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞
❛❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐✈✐❞❡ ❤❛ ❞✐✈✐❞❡ ❛♥✐♥♣✉❢❡✉❡♥❝②❜②17❛♥❞♣♦❞✉❝❡
❛✐❣♥❛❧✇✐❤ ❤❡♥❡✇❢❡✉❡♥❝②✳❚❤❡ ❡❡♠✐♥❣❧② ❛♥❣❡❛✐♦✐♠♦✐✈❛❡❞❜②❤❡
17✲②❡❛❡❝❧♦✐♦♥❤②❤♠♦❢❤❡✐♥❡❝❣❡♥✉▼❛❣✐❝✐❝❛❞❛✱✇❤✐❝❤❝✐❝✉♠✈❡♥ ♣❡❞❛♦
❤②❤♠❛♥❞❞♦❡♥♦❢♦❧❧♦✇❛♥②♥❛✉❛❧❤②❤♠❦♥♦✇♥♦❞❛②✳❚❤✐❧❡❞✉♦❜❡❧✐❡✈❡
❤❛ ❤❡❡♠✉ ❜❡❛♥✐♥❤❡❡♥❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐✈✐❞❡♦❛❧❡❛ ❛❝♦✉♥❡ ♦
❝♦✉♥ ❤❡♥✉♠❜❡♦❢❛♥♥✉❛❧❝②❝❧❡✳❚❤❡❛♥♥✉❛❧✐♥♣✉ ❤②❤♠❝♦✉❧❞❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡❜❡
❤❡♥✉ ✐✐♦♥❛✈❛✐❧❛❜✐❧✐②✐♥❤❡♦✐❧♦ ❤❡❡❛♦♥❛❧❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝❤❛♥❣❡✱❜✉✐❝♦✉❧❞
❛❧♦❜❡❛♥✐♥❤❡❡♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ❤❛✐❡♥❛✐♥❡❞♦❛♥❛♥♥✉❛❧❤②❤♠❜②❛♥❡①❡♥❛❧
✐❣♥❛❧✳ ❚❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐✈✐❞❡ ✇❡✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞✐❛✐♠♣❧❡❜✐♥❛②❝♦✉♥❡♠♦❞✉❧♦
17✳❆❣❛✐♥✱✇❡♦♦❦❛♠♦❞✉❧❛✈✐❡✇♣♦✐♥❛♥❞❞✐✈✐❞❡❞♦✉ ②❡♠✐♥♦❤❡❡❧❛❣❡
♠♦❞✉❧❡✿❛♥❛♥♥✉❛❧❜✐♥❛②♣❛❝❡♠❛❦❡✱❛ ♦❛❣❡✉♥✐❝♦♥❛✐♥✐♥❣5❜✐ ❛♥❞❛❧♦❣✐❝❛❧
✉♥✐❝♦✉♥✐♥❣✉♣❤❡❜✐ ✐♥❛❝❝♦❞❛♥❝❡♦❤❡♣❛❝❡♠❛❦❡✳❊❛❝❤♦❢❤❡❡♠♦❞✉❧❡
✐❛❣❛✐♥❝♦♠♣♦❡❞♦❢❡✈❡❛❧❜❛✐❝✉♥✐✳❋♦ ❤❡♣❛❝❡♠❛❦❡✇❡✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞❤❡❡
❞✐✛❡❡♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✿❛❇✉ ❡❧❛♦✭❑♦♥❞❡♣✉❞✐❛♥❞ ✐❣♦❣✐♥❡✱✶✾✾✽✮✱❛❡♣❡✐❧❛♦
❛♥❞❛●♦♦❞✇✐♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳ ❚♦❜✐♥❛✐③❡❤❡♦✉♣✉ ♦❢❤❡♣❛❝❡♠❛❦❡ ✇❡✉✐❧✐③❡❞❛
✐❣♥❛❧❡♣❛❛♦♠♦❞✉❧❡❝♦♠♣♦❡❞♦❢❛✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣❝❛❝❛❞❡❛✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞✐♥❛♣❡✈✐✲
♦✉ ✉❞②✭❍✐♥③❡❡ ❛❧✳✱✷✵✵✾✮✳❯✐♥❣5❜✐ ❛❧❧♦✇❡❞✉ ♦ ♦❡25=32>17 ❛❡✳
❊❛❝❤❜✐ ✐✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞❜②❛❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧✢✐♣✲✢♦♣❜❛❡❞♦♥✐♥❡❝♦♥♥❡❝❡❞◆❖❘❣❛❡✳
■✇❛ ❤♦✇♥❜②❍✐♥③❡❡ ❛❧✳✭✷✵✵✾✮❤❛ ❤❡❞✐✛❡❡♥❧♦❣✐❝❛❧♦♣❡❛✐♦♥✱❧✐❦❡❆◆❉✱
❖❘✱❳❖❘❡❝✳❝❛♥❜❡✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞✉✐♥❣❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥❜② ❡♣❡❡♥✐♥❣❤❡
✧❢❛❧❡✧❛♥❞✧✉❡✧ ❛❡♦❢❜✐A❛❞✐✛❡❡♥♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛ ♣❡❝✐❡ ♦❣❡❤❡ ✇✐❤ ❤❡
❝♦♥❡✈❛✐♦♥❡❧❛✐♦♥AF+AT=1✳❚❤❡❤✐❞♠♦❞✉❧❡✱❤❡❧♦❣✐❝❛❧✉♥✐✱✉❡❆◆❉
❛♥❞❖❘❣❛❡ ♦❝♦✉♥✉♣❤❡❜✐ ✳ ❲❡❞❡❝✐❞❡❞♦✉❡❤❡✜ 17 ❛❡❢♦♠❤❡5✲
❜✐●❛②❝♦❞❡✐♥❝❡❤✐ ❡✉✐❡❞♦❝❤❛♥❣❡♦♥❧②♦♥❡❜✐❛❡❛❝❤ ❛♥✐✐♦♥✳❖♥❧②❤❡



✺✳✸❙②♥❤❡✐❝❡♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣ ✶✽✸

❛♥✐✐♦♥❜❛❝❦❢♦♠17♦1❡✉✐❡❞♦❝❤❛♥❣❡✇♦❜✐ ✳❋♦♠❤❡ ❛♥✐✐♦♥❛❜❧❡
✇❡❝♦♥ ✉❝❡❞✜✈❡❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❢✉♥❝✐♦♥❢♦ ❤❡❜✐ ❤❛✇❡❡❢✉❤❡ ✐♠♣❧✐✜❡❞❜②❑❛✲
♥❛✉❣❤♦♣✐♠✐③❛✐♦♥✭❑❛♥❛✉❣❤✱✶✾✺✸✮✳❚❤❡❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✇❡❡✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❡❞❜②❆◆❉
❛♥❞❖❘❣❛❡♦❣❛♥✐③❡❞✐♥❛❝❛❝❛❞❡❞♠❛♥♥❡✇✐❤4−7✉❜❡✉❡♥❣❛❡✳❉✉❡♦
❤✐ ❤❡❧❛❡♥❝②♦❛♥❡✇ ❛❡✐❞✐✛❡❡♥❢♦❡❛❝❤❜✐❛♥❞❤❡❡❢♦❡✇❡❡ ❤❡❛❡
❝♦♥❛♥ ♦❢❡❛❝❤❣❛❡♦✉✣❝✐❡♥❧②❧❛❣❡✈❛❧✉❡✳❚❤❡✜♥❛❧❧♦❣✐❝❛❧✉♥✐❝♦♥✐❡❞♦❢
145♣❡❝✐❡❛♥❞416✐♥❞✐✈✐❞✉❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥✳❆❢❡ ❤❡❝❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♥❡✇ ❛❡❜②
❤❡❧♦❣✐❝❛❧✉♥✐✱❤❡❜✐ ❛❡❡ ♦❤❡♥❡✇✈❛❧✉❡✉♣♦♥❤❡❛♥♥✉❛❧ ✐❣❣❡ ✐❣♥❛❧♦❢
❤❡✐♥❡♥❛❧❝❧♦❝❦✳❚❤✉ ❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐✈✐❞❡✐❛ ✐❣❣❡❡❞❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❞❡✈✐❝❡✳❚❤❡
✜♥❛❧♦✉♣✉ ❤②❤♠❝❛♥❜❡❡❛❞❢♦♠❤❡✐♠❡❝♦✉❡♦❢❤❡✧ ✉❡✧♣❡❝✐❡♦❢❤❡5❤
❜✐✳❆❢❡ ✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡✇❤♦❧❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐✈✐❞❡✉✐♥❣❤❡❇✉ ❡❧❛♦♠♦❞✉❧❡
✇❡❢♦✉♥❞ ❤❛✐❣❡♥❡❛❡❛✧✉❡✧♦✉♣✉♦❢❤❡❡❛❞✲♦✉❜✐❡✈❡②17❤❝②❝❧❡♦❢
❤❡✐♥❡♥❛❧❝❧♦❝❦✳ ❲❡❝♦♥❞✉❝❡❞❛❞❞✐✐♦♥❛❧ ✉❞✐❡❜②❡♣❧❛❝✐♥❣♦ ❡♠♦✈✐♥❣✐♥♣✉
❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥ ✇❤✐❧❡❦❡❡♣✐♥❣ ❤❡❧♦❣✐❝❛❧✉♥✐✉♥♠♦❞✐✜❡❞✳❘❡♠♦✈✐♥❣❤❡❜✐♥❛✐③❛✐♦♥
♠♦❞✉❧❡ ❡✉❧❡❞✐♥❛1:5❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐✈✐❞❡ ❛♥❞❡♣❧❛❝✐♥❣❤❡❇✉ ❡❧❛♦❜② ❤❡
❡♣❡✐❧❛♦♦ ❤❡●♦♦❞✇✐♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✇❡♦❜❛✐♥❡❞❛1:6♦1:3❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐✲
✈✐❞❡✱❡♣❡❝✐✈❡❧②✳❚❤❡❡❡✉❧ ❛❡✈❡②✐♥❡❡✐♥❣✐♥❝❡❤❡②❤♦✇❤♦✇❞✐✛❡❡♥
❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐✈✐❞❡ ❛✐♦❝♦✉❧❞❤❛✈❡❡✈♦❧✈❡❞✳■♥❞❡❡❞✱✉❜♣♦♣✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢▼❛❣✐❝✐❝❛❞❛
❤❛✈❡❜❡❡♥♦❜❡✈❡❞❤❛♣♦ ❡ ❛13✲②❡❛❡❝❧♦✐♦♥❤②❤♠✳❚❤❡✐♠♣♦ ❛♥❝❡♦❢✉❢✲
✜❝✐❡♥❧②❢❛ ❝❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♦♥✭♦✈❡ ❤❡❝♦✉ ❡♦❢♥❡❛❧②♦♥❡②❡❛✮✐♥❤❡❧♦❣✐❝❛❧✉♥✐✇❛
❡①❡♠♣❧✐✜❡❞❜②❡❞✉❝✐♥❣❤❡❛❡❝♦♥❛♥❜②♦♥❡♦❞❡♦❢♠❛❣♥✐✉❞❡❡✉❧✐♥❣✐♥❛
❝❤❛♦✐❝❜❡❤❛✈✐♦♦❢❤❡❡❛❞✲♦✉❜✐✳❈✉❡♥❧②✇❡❛❡♥♦❛✇❛❡♦❢❛♥②♣✉❜❧✐❝❛✐♦♥
♦♥❛✈❡✐✜❡❞♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠♦ ❡✈❡♥❛❤②♣♦❤❡✐❝❛❧❝❤❡♠❡❤♦✇❤❡▼❛❣✐❝✐❝❛❞❛ ♠❡❛✲
✉❡❤❡17②❡❛ ✉♥✐❧❡❝❧♦✐♦♥✳ ❚❤✉✱✇❡❝❛♥♥♦✈❡✐❢②♦✉❤②♣♦❤❡✐❛♥❞❛❧♦
❜❡❧✐❡✈❡❤❛ ❤❡❡❛❧♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠♣♦❜❛❜❧②❞♦❡♥♦✉❡❛❜✐♥❛②❝♦✉♥❡✇✐❤✉❝❤
❛❝♦♠♣❧✐❝❛❡❞ ✉❝✉❡✳ ❆♥♦❤❡ ♣♦ ✐❜❧❡♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠❝♦✉❧❞✉❡❛♥❛♥❛❧♦❣✐❣♥❛❧
✐♥❡❣❛♦❛♥❞♣♦❞✉❝❡❛ ❡♣✲❧✐❦❡♦✉♣✉ ❤❛ ✐❣❣❡ ❛♥❡❝❧♦✐♦♥✐❣♥❛❧✇❤❡♥❛
❝❡❛✐♥❤❡❤♦❧❞✐ ❡❛❝❤❡❞✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤✐♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠✉❡❛♥❛❧♦❣❝❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞
✐♠✉❝❤♠♦❡♣♦♥❡♦❡♦✱❢♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡♣❡♠❛✉❡❡❝❧♦✐♦♥✱❝♦♠♣❛❡❞♦❤❡❞✐❣✲
✐❛❧❛♣♣♦❛❝❤✇❡✉❡❞❤❡❡✳■✇♦✉❧❞❜❡✈❡②✐♥❡❡✐♥❣❢♦♠❛❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧♣♦✐♥♦❢
✈✐❡✇♦❛❡ ❤❡♦❜✉♥❡ ♦❢❜♦❤✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❛✐♦♥✇✐❤❡♣❡❝ ♦❡①✐♥✐❝♥♦✐❡
✐♥❤❡❛♥♥✉❛❧✐❣♥❛❧❛♥❞✐♥✐♥✐❝♥♦✐❡✐♥❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐✈✐❞❡✳
❇❡✐❞❡ ❤❡✐♥❞✐✈✐❞✉❛❧❢✉ ❤❡ ✉❞✐❡♦❢❜♦❤♣❡❡♥❡❞❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❝✐❝✉✐ ✐✇✐❧❧
❜❡♥❡❝❡ ❛②♦❞❡✐❣♥❡✈❡♥♠♦❡❜❛✐❝♠♦❞✉❧❡❛♥❞✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥♣♦❝❡✐♥❣❝✐❝✉✐✳
❚❤❡❝♦♠♣♦✐✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❡♠♦❞✉❧❡✇✐❧❧❜❡❛✈❡②❝❤❛❧❧❡♥❣✐♥❣❛❦✐♥❝❡❤✐ ❡✉✐❡
❤❡❝♦♥♦❧❧❡❞❡①❝❤❛♥❣❡♦❢♣❡❝✐❡❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡♠♦❞✉❧❡✳❆♦❧✉✐♦♥♦❤✐❝♦✉❧❞❜❡
❡♣❛❛❡❞❡❛❝✐♦♥✈❡❡❧❢♦❡❛❝❤♠♦❞✉❧❡❝♦♥✜❣✉❡❞♦♥❛❝♦♠♣❧❡①❝✐❝✉✐✲♥❡✇♦❦
❛♥❞♣❡❝✐✜❝❛❧❧②❞❡✐❣♥❡❞❛♥♣♦ ❡ ❛❝✐♥❣❜❡✇❡❡♥♠♦❞✉❧❡ ✭● ♥❡ ❡❛❧✳✱✷✵✶✷✮✳
❚❤✐ ❝♦✉❧❞❛❧❧♦✇♦❞❡✐❣♥❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❝✐❝✉✐ ♠♦❡❡❛✐❧②❛♥❞✐♥❛✇❛②✐♠✐❧❛ ♦
❡❝❤♥✐❝❛❧❡♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣✳
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✺✳✹ ❈♦♥❝❧✉✐♦♥

■♥❤✐ ❤❡✐■❤❛✈❡❛♥❛❧②③❡❞❤❡❡♠❡❣❡♥❝❡♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞ ❤❡✐ ♣♦♣❡✐❡
♠❛✐♥❧②❢♦♠❤❡✈✐❡✇♣♦✐♥ ♦❢❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥❛②♦♣✐♠✐③❛✐♦♥✳■❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣
✐❣♥❛❧✱✉♥❞❡❝❡❛✐♥❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✱❧❡❛❞♦❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡ ❢♦❝❡❧❧✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣❝♦♠♣❛❡❞
♦❝♦♥❛♥ ✐❣♥❛❧✿❡♥❝♦❞✐♥❣♦❢✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✐♥♦❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❛♥❞❢❡✉❡♥❝②❛♥❞❛
♦♥❣❡ ✐❣♥❛❧♦✉♣✉✐❢❤❡❞❡❝♦❞✐♥❣✐♥♦♥❧✐♥❡❛✳■❛❧♦❢♦✉♥❞❤❛ ♣❡❝✐❛❧♣♦♣✲

❡✐❡♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣②❡♠ ✐♥♥❛✉❡❝♦✉❧❞❛✐❡✐♥♦❞❡ ♦❡♥✉❡❤❡♣♦♣❡
❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✐♥❣✉♥❞❡✈❛②✐♥❣❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥❛❧❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✱❛✐ ❤❡❝❛❡❢♦ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡
❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✳■♥♦✉ ✉❞✐❡♦♥②♥❤❡✐❝❡♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣✇❡♣❡❝✲
✉❧❛❡❞❛❜♦✉ ❤❡❞✐❡❝❡❞❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥♦❢♣❡❝✐✜❝❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❞❡✈✐❝❡❢♦✇❤✐❝❤❞❡❛✐❧❡❞
♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠ ❛❡❝✉❡♥❧②♥♦❦♥♦✇♥✱❧✐❦❡❤❡▼❛❣✐❝✐❝❛❞❛ ❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞✐✈✐❞❡✳ ❚❤❡
✉♥❞❡❧②✐♥❣❤②♣♦❤❡✐♦❢♠♦❞✉❧❛✐②✐♥❤❡❡ ✉❞✐❡✇❛ ♠♦✐✈❛❡❞❜②❤❡❜❡❧✐❡✈❡
❤❛ ❤❡♠♦❞✉❧❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✐♠♦❡✐♠♣♦❛♥✐♥❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥❤❛♥✐ ❛❝✉❛❧✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥✲
❛✐♦♥✳❖❢❝♦✉❡✐ ❡♠❛✐♥ ♦❜❡❡❡♥✇❤❡❤❡ ❤✐♠♦❞✉❧❛✐②❡❛❧❧②✐❛♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡
♦❢❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥❛♥❞✇❤❡❤❡ ✐ ❜❛✐❝♠♦❞✉❧❡❛❡❝♦✉♥❡♣❛ ♦❢❡❝❤♥✐❝❛❧❞❡✈✐❝❡✳
■❢♦❤✐ ❝♦✉❧❞✐❣♥✐✜❝❛♥❧②❡❞✉❝❡❤❡❝♦♠♣❧❡①✐②✐♥❞❡❛❧✐♥❣✇✐❤❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧ ②✲
❡♠✳■❛❧♦❜❡❧✐❡✈❡❤❛ ❤❡ ✉❞✐❡ ❝♦✉❧❞❜❡♥❡✜❢♦♠❡❛❝❤♦❤❡✳ ❋♦❡①❛♠♣❧❡
❤❡❛❧❣♦✐❤♠♦❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡❢♦ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❝♦✉❧❞
❜❡✉❡❞✐♥②♥❤❡✐❝❜✐♦❧♦❣②♦❝♦♥ ✉❝ ❛❝♦❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✉♥✐ ✇❤♦❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②✐
❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐♥❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥✳
❋♦♠❛❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧✈✐❡✇♣♦✐♥■❤♦✇❡❞❤❛❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧❡❝❤♥✐✉❡❛❡ ✐❧❧✉❡❢✉❧
❡✈❡♥✐♥❝♦♠♣❧❡①②❡♠✳❚❤❡❡❡❝❤♥✐✉❡✐♥✈♦❧✈❡♣❡❝✐❛❧❢❡❛✉❡♦❢❤❡②❡♠✉♥✲
❞❡ ✉❞②✱❧✐❦❡❤❡❝♦♥❡✈❛✐♦♥❡❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣✱♦❛♣♣♦①✐♠❛✐♦♥♠❡❤♦❞
❧✐❦❡❤❡♣❤❛❡✲❡❞✉❝✐♦♥♠❡❤♦❞♦❢❑✉❛♠♦♦✭✶✾✽✹✮❤❛✐✐♥✈❛❧✉❛❜❧❡✐♥❤❡ ✉❞②
♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥✳❋♦ ❤❡❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣②❡♠✐✇❛ ✉✐❡✉♣✐✐♥❣
❤❛✐✇❛ ♣♦ ✐❜❧❡♦♣♦✈❡❛❡❧❛✐♦♥❜❡✇❡❡♥❛✈❡❛❣❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❡♥❛♥❞ ❡❛❞②✲
❛❡❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥❞❡♣✐❡❤❡✐♥❛❜✐❧✐②♦❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❤❡❧✐♠✐✲❝②❝❧❡♦❧✉✐♦♥
❡①♣❧✐❝✐❧②✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡✱■❜❡❧✐❡✈❡❤❛ ❤❡❞❡✐✈❡❞❡✉❛✐♦♥❞❡❝✐❜✐♥❣✐♥✲♣❤❛❡②♥✲
❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢❝♦♠♣❧❡①♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♥❡✇♦❦✇✐❧❧♣♦♦❢♦❜❡❜❡♥❡✜❝✐❛❧❛❧♦✐♥♦❤❡
✜❡❧❞ ❤❛♥❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✳❉✉❡♦❤❡✉❡♦❢❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧❡❝❤♥✐✉❡♠♦ ♦❢❤❡
❡✉❧ ❛❡❣❡♥❡❛❧❡♥♦✉❣❤♦❛❜ ❛❝❢♦♠❤❡✉♥❞❡❧②✐♥❣♠♦❞❡❧✐♠♣❧❡♠❡♥❛✐♦♥
❛♥❞♦❛♣♣❧②❤❡♠✐♥❞✐✛❡❡♥❝♦♥❡①✳❚❤✐✐❛♥♦❤❡❛❞✈❛♥❛❣❡♦❢❤❡❛♥❛❧②✐❝❛❧
❡❛♠❡♥✳
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❯✳❆❜❛❤❛♠✱ ❆✳❊✳ ●❛♥❛❞❛✱ ✳ ❖✳ ❲❡❡♠❛❦✱ ▼✳❍❡✐♥❡✱ ❆✳ ❑❛♠❡✱❛♥❞
❍✳❍❡③❡❧✳ ❈♦✉♣❧✐♥❣❣♦✈❡♥ ❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❛♥❣❡♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✳▼♦❧❙②
❇✐♦❧✱✻✿✹✸✽✱✷✵✶✵✳

▼✳❈✳❆♥❧❡❛♥❞❘✳❙✐❧✈❡✳❖❝❤❡ ❛✐♥❣✐♠❡✿❛❛♥❣❡♠❡♥ ♦❢❤❡❜❛✐♥❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥
❝❧♦❝❦✳❚❡♥❞◆❡✉♦❝✐✱✷✽✭✸✮✿✶✹✺✕✶✺✶✱✷✵✵✺✳

▼✳❈✳❆♥❧❡✱❉✳❑✳❋♦❧❡②✱◆✳❈✳❋♦❧❡②✱❛♥❞❘✳❙✐❧✈❡✳●❛❡❛♥❞♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✿❛♥❡✇♦❦
♠♦❞❡❧♦❢ ❤❡❜❛✐♥❝❧♦❝❦✳❏❇✐♦❧❘❤②❤♠✱✶✽✭✹✮✿✸✸✾✕✸✺✵✱✷✵✵✸✳

❱✳❆♥♦❧✬❞✱❑✳❱♦❣♠❛♥♥✱❛♥❞❆✳ ❲❡✐♥ ❡✐♥✳▼❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧ ▼❡❤♦❞ ♦❢❈❧❛ ✐❝❛❧
▼❡❝❤❛♥✐❝✳●❛❞✉❛❡❚❡① ✐♥▼❛❤❡♠❛✐❝✳❙♣✐♥❣❡✱✶✾✽✾✳

▼✳❆ ❛❢✱❆✳❑❛♠❡♥❡✈✱❛♥❞❇✳▼❡❡♦♥✳ ♦♣✉❧❛✐♦♥❡①✐♥❝✐♦♥✐♥❛✐♠❡✲♠♦❞✉❧❛❡❞
❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥✳ ❤②❘❡✈❊❙❛◆♦♥❧✐♥❙♦❢ ▼❛ ❡ ❤②✱✼✽✭✹ ✶✮✿✵✹✶✶✷✸✱✷✵✵✽✳

▼✳❆ ❛❢✱❊✳❘♦❜❡ ✱❛♥❞❩✳▲✉❤❡②✲❙❝❤✉❧❡♥✳❉❡❡♠✐♥✐♥❣ ❤❡ ❛❜✐❧✐②♦❢❣❡♥❡✐❝
✇✐❝❤❡✿❡①♣❧✐❝✐❧②❛❝❝♦✉♥✐♥❣❢♦♠❘◆❆♥♦✐❡✳ ❤②❘❡✈▲❡ ✱✶✵✻✭✷✹✮✿✷✹✽✶✵✷✱
✷✵✶✶✳

❆✳❆ ✐✱❏✳❆♠✉♥❞♦♥✱❉✳❈❧❛♣❤❛♠✱❛♥❞❏✳❙♥❡②❞✳❆✐♥❣❧❡✲♣♦♦❧♠♦❞❡❧❢♦✐♥❛❝❡❧✲
❧✉❧❛❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞✇❛✈❡✐♥❤❡❳❡♥♦♣✉❧❛❡✈✐♦♦❝②❡✳❇✐♦♣❤② ❏✱✻✺
✭✹✮✿✶✼✷✼✕✶✼✸✾✱✶✾✾✸✳

❑✳❯✳❇❛②❡✱✳❉❡❑♦♥✐♥❝❦✱❛♥❞❍✳❙❝❤✉❧♠❛♥✳❆❧❡♥❛✐✈❡♣❧✐❝✐♥❣♠♦❞✉❧❛❡ ❤❡
❢❡✉❡♥❝②✲❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥ ❡♣♦♥❡♦❢❈❛▼❑■■♦❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳❊▼❇❖❏✱✷✶✭✶✹✮✿
✸✺✾✵✕✸✺✾✼✱✷✵✵✷✳

❙✳❇❡♥❛❞✱❉✳●♦♥③❡✱❇✳❈❛❥❛✈❡❝✱❍✳❍❡③❡❧✱❛♥❞❆✳❑❛♠❡✳❙②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥✲
✐♥❞✉❝❡❞❤②❤♠✐❝✐②♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✐♥❤❡✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝♥✉❝❧❡✉✳ ▲♦❙
❈♦♠♣✉ ❇✐♦❧✱✸✭✹✮✿❡✻✽✱✷✵✵✼✳

▼✳❏✳❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✳❈❛❧❝✐✉♠✐❣♥❛❧❧✐♥❣❛♥❞❝❡❧❧♣♦❧✐❢❡❛✐♦♥✳❇✐♦❡ ❛②✱✶✼✭✻✮✿✹✾✶✕✺✵✵✱
✶✾✾✺✳

▼✳❏✳❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✳❊❧❡♠❡♥❛②❛♥❞❣❧♦❜❛❧❛♣❡❝ ♦❢❝❛❧❝✐✉♠✐❣♥❛❧❧✐♥❣✳❏❊①♣❇✐♦❧✱
✷✵✵✭ ✷✮✿✸✶✺✕✸✶✾✱✶✾✾✼✳



✶✽✻ ❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤②

▼✳❏✳❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✳◆❡✉♦♥❛❧❝❛❧❝✐✉♠✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣✳◆❡✉♦♥✱✷✶✭✶✮✿✶✸✕✷✻✱✶✾✾✽✳

▼✳❏✳❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✱ ▼✳❉✳❇♦♦♠❛♥✱❛♥❞ ✳▲✐♣♣✳ ❈❛❧❝✐✉♠✕❛❧✐❢❡❛♥❞❞❡❛❤ ✐❣♥❛❧✳
◆❛✉❡✱✸✾✺✭✻✼✵✸✮✿✻✹✺✕✻✹✽✱✶✾✾✽✳

▼✳❏✳❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✱✳▲✐♣♣✱❛♥❞▼✳❉✳❇♦♦♠❛♥✳ ❚❤❡✈❡ ❛✐❧✐②❛♥❞✉♥✐✈❡❛❧✐②♦❢
❝❛❧❝✐✉♠✐❣♥❛❧❧✐♥❣✳◆❛ ❘❡✈▼♦❧❈❡❧❧❇✐♦❧✱✶✭✶✮✿✶✶✕✷✶✱✷✵✵✵✳

▼✳❏✳❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✱▼✳❉✳❇♦♦♠❛♥✱❛♥❞❍✳▲✳❘♦❞❡✐❝❦✳❈❛❧❝✐✉♠✐❣♥❛❧❧✐♥❣✿❞②♥❛♠✐❝✱
❤♦♠❡♦ ❛✐❛♥❞❡♠♦❞❡❧❧✐♥❣✳◆❛ ❘❡✈▼♦❧❈❡❧❧❇✐♦❧✱✹✭✼✮✿✺✶✼✕✺✷✾✱✷✵✵✸✳

▼✳❇❡ ✐❞❣❡✳❈❛❧❝✐✉♠♠✐❝♦❞♦♠❛✐♥✿❖❣❛♥✐③❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✳❈❡❧❧❈❛❧❝✐✉♠✱✹✵
✭✺✲✻✮✿✹✵✺✕✹✶✷✱✷✵✵✻✳

❘✳❇❡ ✳ ❤❛❡▲♦❝❦❡❞▲♦♦♣✿❉❡✐❣♥✱❙✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥✱❛♥❞❆♣♣❧✐❝❛✐♦♥✳ ▼❝●❛✇✲❍✐❧❧
♦❢❡✐♦♥❛❧❊♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣✳▼❝●❛✇✲❍✐❧❧✱✷✵✵✸✳

❈✳▼✳❇✐✱●✳❉❛✐✱❨✳❈❤❡♥✱❨✳❈✳ ❲✉✱❳✳❘✳❩❤❛♥❣✱❛♥❞❈✳❏✳▲✐✳❙♣❛✐♦❡♠♣♦❛❧
♣❛ ❡♥♦❢❝❛❧♠♦❞✉❧✐♥❛♥❞❬❈❛2+❪i✐ ❡❧❛❡❞♦❡✉♠♣✐♦♥♦❢♠❡✐♦✐✐♥♠♦✉❡
♦♦❝②❡✳❈❡❧❧❇✐♦❧■♥✱✷✽✭✹✮✿✸✶✼✕✸✷✷✱✷✵✵✹✳

❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱❇✳❑♥♦❦❡✱ ▼✳ ▼❛❤❧✱ ▼✳ ❡❝✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳ ❯✐♥❣❏❡♥❡♥✬
✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②♦❡①♣❧❛✐♥❤❡♦❧❡♦❢❡❣✉❧❛❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥♣♦❡✐♥❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥✳
❤②❇✐♦❧✱✼✭✸✮✿✵✸✻✵✵✾✱✷✵✶✵✳

❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱■✳❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❈❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♥❣❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❡♥❡❣✐❡❢♦ ❡♠✲
♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✳ ❤②❇✐♦❧✱✽✭✺✮✿✵✺✻✵✵✼✱✷✵✶✶✳

❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱■✳❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❡♥❛✐♥✲
♠❡♥ ✐♥❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✳ ❤②❇✐♦❧✱✾✭✸✮✿✵✸✻✵✶✶✱✷✵✶✷❛✳

❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱▼✳●♦❛❦✱❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✱▼✳▼❛❤❧✱❛♥❞▼✳ ❡❝✳ ▼♦❞❡❧✐♥❣❤❡❡❛✲
♦♥❛❧❛❞❛♣❛✐♦♥♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦❜②❝❤❛♥❣❡ ✐♥❤❡♥❡✇♦❦ ✉❝✉❡♦❢❤❡
✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝♥✉❝❧❡✉✳ ▲♦❙❈♦♠♣✉❇✐♦❧✱✽✭✾✮✿❡✶✵✵✷✻✾✼✱✷✵✶✷❜✳

◆✳◆✳❇♦❣♦❧✐✉❜♦✈❛♥❞❨✳❆✳ ▼✐ ♦♣♦❧❦②✳❆②♠♣♦✐❝ ▼❡❤♦❞ ✐♥❤❡❚❤❡♦②♦❢
◆♦♥✲▲✐♥❡❛ ❖❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳◆❡✇❨♦❦✱●♦❞♦♥❛♥❞❇❡❛❝❤✱✶✾✻✶✳

●✳❇♦❞②✉❣♦✈✱❆✳●❛♥❛❞❛✱❛♥❞❍✳❍❡③❡❧✳❍♦✇❝♦✉♣❧✐♥❣❞❡❡♠✐♥❡ ❤❡❡♥❛✐♥✲
♠❡♥ ♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✳❊✉ ❤②❏❇✱✽✷✭✸✮✿✷✷✼✕✷✸✹✱✷✵✶✶✳

❏✳▼✳❇♦❣❤❛♥✱●✳❉✉♣♦♥✱❛♥❞❆✳●♦❧❞❜❡❡✳❈♦♠♣❧❡①✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧✲
❧❛✐♦♥✳❆❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❡①♣❧♦❛✐♦♥♦❢♣♦✐❜❧❡♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠✳❇✐♦♣❤② ❈❤❡♠✱✻✻✭✶✮✿
✷✺✕✹✶✱✶✾✾✼✳

❩✳❇♦✉❧♦✱ ▼✳ ▼✳ ▼❛❝❝❤✐✱❛♥❞ ▼✳❚❡♠❛♥✳ ❚✇✐❧✐❣❤ ✇✐❞❡♥ ❤❡ ❛♥❣❡♦❢♣❤♦✐❝
❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✐♥❤❛♠❡✳❏❇✐♦❧❘❤②❤♠✱✶✼✭✹✮✿✸✺✸✕✸✻✸✱✷✵✵✷✳



❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤② ✶✽✼

❏✳ ▼✳❇❛❞❤❛✇✱ ❨✳ ❑✉❜♦❛✱ ❚✳ ▼❡②❡✱❛♥❞❍✳❙❝❤✉❧♠❛♥✳ ❆♥✉❧❛❡♥✐✐✈❡
❈❛2+✴❝❛❧♠♦❞✉❧✐♥✲❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥♣♦❡✐♥❦✐♥❛❡■■✲♣♦❡✐♥♣❤♦♣❤❛❛❡✶✇✐❝❤❢❛✲
❝✐❧✐❛❡ ♣❡❝✐✜❝✐②✐♥♣♦ ②♥❛♣✐❝❝❛❧❝✐✉♠✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣✳ ♦❝◆❛❧❆❝❛❞❙❝✐❯❙❆✱
✶✵✵✭✶✽✮✿✶✵✺✶✷✕✶✵✺✶✼✱✷✵✵✸✳

❊✳❉✳❇✉❤✱❙✳❨♦♦✱❛♥❞❏✳❙✳❚❛❦❛❤❛❤✐✳❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❛❛✉♥✐✈❡❛❧❡❡✐♥❣❝✉❡
❢♦♠❛♠♠❛❧✐❛♥❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳❙❝✐❡♥❝❡✱✸✸✵✭✻✵✵✷✮✿✸✼✾✕✸✽✺✱✷✵✶✵✳

❆✳❈❛♣♦❝❝✐✱❱✳❙❡✈❡❞✐♦✱●✳❈❛❧❞❛❡❧❧✐✱❛♥❞❋✳❈♦❧❛✐♦✐✳ ❉❡❡❝✐♥❣❝♦♠♠✉♥✐✐❡
✐♥❧❛❣❡♥❡✇♦❦✳ ❤②✐❝❛❆✿❙❛✐✐❝❛❧▼❡❝❤❛♥✐❝❛♥❞✐ ❆♣♣❧✐❝❛✐♦♥✱✸✺✷✭✷✮✿
✻✻✾✕✻✼✻✱✷✵✵✺✳

❙✳❈❧♦❞♦♥❣✱❯✳❉❤✐♥❣✱▲✳❑♦♥❦✱❆✳ ❲✐❧❞❡✱■✳❆①♠❛♥♥✱❍✳❍❡③❡❧✱❛♥❞▼✳❑♦❧❧✲
♠❛♥♥✳❋✉♥❝✐♦♥✐♥❣❛♥❞♦❜✉♥❡ ♦❢❛❜❛❝❡✐❛❧❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✳▼♦❧❙② ❇✐♦❧✱
✸✿✾✵✱✷✵✵✼✳

▼✳❈♦❧❡❧❧❛✱❋✳●✐❛♥✱❱✳❘♦❜❡✱❏✳❉✳❚✉♥❡✱❆✳ ✳❚❤♦♠❛✱❛♥❞❚✳ ♦③③❛♥✳
❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞❡❝♦❞✐♥❣✐♥❝❛❞✐❛❝❝❡❧❧❤②♣❡ ♦♣❤②✿ ♦❧❡♦❢❝❛❧✲
❝✐♥❡✉✐♥✴◆❋❆❚❛❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❡❣❛♦✳ ♦❝◆❛❧❆❝❛❞❙❝✐❯❙❆✱✶✵✺✭✽✮✿
✷✽✺✾✕✷✽✻✹✱✷✵✵✽✳

▼✳❈❡❡❛♥❞❏✳❉♦②❧❡✳❇♦✇✐❡✱♠❡❛❜♦❧✐♠❛♥❞❞✐❡❛❡✳❚❡♥❞❇✐♦❡❝❤♥♦❧✱✷✷
✭✾✮✿✹✹✻✕✹✺✵✱✷✵✵✹✳

✳❏✳❈✉❧❧❡♥✳❈❛❧❝✐✉♠✐❣♥❛❧❧✐♥❣✿❤❡✉♣❛♥❞❞♦✇♥♦❢♣♦❡✐♥❦✐♥❛❡❈✳❈✉ ❇✐♦❧✱
✶✸✭✶✽✮✿✻✾✾✕✼✵✶✱✷✵✵✸✳

✳❏✳❈✉❧❧❡♥✳❉❡❝♦❞✐♥❣❝♦♠♣❧❡①❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧❤♦✉❣❤❤❡♠♦❞✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❛ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣✳
❈✉ ❖♣✐♥❈❡❧❧❇✐♦❧✱✶✽✭✷✮✿✶✺✼✕✶✻✶✱✷✵✵✻✳

❏✳❈✉✐❡✱❚✳●♦❞❛✱❛♥❞❍✳❲✐❥♥❡♥✳❙❡❧❡❝✐✈❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥♦❢❤❡❉♦♦♣❤✐❧❛❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥
❝❧♦❝❦♦❞❛✐❧②❣❛❞✐❡♥ ✐♥❡♥✈✐♦♥♠❡♥❛❧❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✳❇▼❈❇✐♦❧✱✼✿✹✾✱✷✵✵✾✳

❑✳❙✳❈✉❤❜❡ ♦♥❛♥❞ ✳❍✳❈♦❜❜♦❧❞✳ ❤♦❜♦❧❡ ❡❛♥❞ ♣❡♠❛❝✐✈❛❡♠♦✉❡
♦♦❝②❡❜②✐♥❞✉❝✐♥❣ ✉ ❛✐♥❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❝❡❧❧❈❛2+✳◆❛✉❡✱✸✶✻✭✻✵✷✽✮✿✺✹✶✕
✺✹✷✱✶✾✽✺✳

✳❉❡❑♦♥✐♥❝❦❛♥❞❍✳❙❝❤✉❧♠❛♥✳❙❡♥✐✐✈✐②♦❢❈❛▼❦✐♥❛❡■■♦❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢
❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳❙❝✐❡♥❝❡✱✷✼✾✭✺✸✹✽✮✿✷✷✼✕✷✸✵✱✶✾✾✽✳

❉✳❉❡❜❛♥♥❡✱●✳❉❛♦✉❞❛❧✱❱✳❙♦✉❞❡✱❛♥❞ ▼✳❘✉✐❡✳ ❇❛✐♥♣❧❛✐❝✐②❛♥❞✐♦♥
❝❤❛♥♥❡❧✳❏ ❤②✐♦❧ ❛✐✱✾✼✭✹✲✻✮✿✹✵✸✕✹✶✹✱✷✵✵✸✳

❘✳❊✳❉♦❧♠❡ ❝❤✱❘✳❙✳▲❡✇✐✱❈✳❈✳●♦♦❞♥♦✇✱❛♥❞❏✳■✳❍❡❛❧②✳❉✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❧❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥
♦❢ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥❢❛❝♦ ✐♥❞✉❝❡❞❜②❈❛2+ ❡♣♦♥❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡❛♥❞❞✉❛✐♦♥✳◆❛✉❡✱
✸✽✻✭✻✻✷✼✮✿✽✺✺✕✽✺✽✱✶✾✾✼✳



✶✽✽ ❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤②

❘✳❊✳❉♦❧♠❡ ❝❤✱❑✳❳✉✱❛♥❞❘✳❙✳▲❡✇✐✳❈❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❝❡❛❡❤❡❡✣❝✐❡♥❝②
❛♥❞♣❡❝✐✜❝✐②♦❢❣❡♥❡❡①♣❡✐♦♥✳◆❛✉❡✱✸✾✷✭✻✻✼✾✮✿✾✸✸✕✾✸✻✱✶✾✾✽✳

▲✳❉♦♥❡ ✐❛♥❞▼✳▼✉♥♦③✳❉❡❡❝✐♥❣♥❡✇♦❦❝♦♠♠✉♥✐✐❡✿❛♥❡✇②❡♠❛✐❝❛♥❞
❡✣❝✐❡♥❛❧❣♦✐❤♠✳ ❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢❙❛✐✐❝❛❧ ▼❡❝❤❛♥✐❝✿ ❚❤❡♦②❛♥❞❊①♣❡✐♠❡♥✱
✷✵✵✹✭✶✵✮✿✶✵✵✶✷✱✷✵✵✹✳

❋✳❉ ✢❡❛♥❞❋✳❇✉❧❧♦✳❙②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥❛♥❞ ❛♥✐❡♥ ❛❜✐❧✐②✐♥♣♦✇❡♥❡✇♦❦
❛♥❞♥♦♥✉♥✐❢♦♠❦✉❛♠♦♦♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳❙■❆▼❏♦✉♥❛❧♦♥❈♦♥♦❧❛♥❞❖♣✐♠✐③❛✲
✐♦♥✱✺✵✭✸✮✿✶✻✶✻✕✶✻✹✷✱✷✵✶✷✳

❋✳❉ ✢❡✱▼✳❈❤❡❦♦✈✱❛♥❞❋✳❇✉❧❧♦✳❙②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥✐♥❝♦♠♣❧❡①♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♥❡✲
✇♦❦❛♥❞♠❛ ❣✐❞✳❛❳✐✈♣❡♣✐♥❛❳✐✈✿✶✷✵✽✳✵✵✹✺✱✷✵✶✷✳

❏✳❈✳❉✉♥❧❛♣✳ ▼♦❧❡❝✉❧❛❜❛❡❢♦❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✳❈❡❧❧✱✾✻✭✷✮✿✷✼✶✕✷✾✵✱✶✾✾✾✳

●✳❉✉♣♦♥ ❛♥❞❆✳●♦❧❞❜❡❡✳ ♦❡✐♥♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥❞✐✈❡♥❜②✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❝❛❧✲
❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✿❛❦✐♥❡✐❝❛♥❛❧②✐✳❇✐♦♣❤② ❈❤❡♠✱✹✷✭✸✮✿✷✺✼✕✷✼✵✱✶✾✾✷✳

●✳❉✉♣♦♥ ❛♥❞❆✳●♦❧❞❜❡❡✳▼♦❞❡❧❧✐♥❣♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞✇❛✈❡♦❢❝②♦♦❧✐❝❝❛❧❝✐✉♠✳
♦❝✳✷♥❞ ❲♦❧❞❈♦♥❣❡ ♦❢◆♦♥❧✐♥❡❛ ❆♥❛❧②✐✿ ◆♦♥❧✐♥❡❛❆♥❛❧②✐✱❚❤❡♦②✱

▼❡❤♦❞✫❆♣♣❧✐❝❛✐♦♥✱✸✵✭✸✮✿✶✼✽✶✕✶✼✾✷✱✶✾✾✼✳

●✳❉✉♣♦♥ ❛♥❞❆✳●♦❧❞❜❡❡✳❈❛▼❦✐♥❛❡■■❛❢❡✉❡♥❝②❞❡❝♦❞❡♦❢❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✲
✐♦♥✳❇✐♦❡ ❛②✱✷✵✭✽✮✿✻✵✼✕✻✶✵✱✶✾✾✽✳

●✳❉✉♣♦♥✱❚✳❚♦❞❥♠❛♥♥✱❈✳❈❧❛✐✱❙✳❙✇✐❧❧❡♥✱▼✳❈❧❛❡✱❛♥❞▲✳❈♦♠❜❡❡✳▼❡❝❤✲
❛♥✐♠♦❢ ❡❝❡♣♦✲♦✐❡♥❡❞✐♥❡❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❝❛❧❝✐✉♠✇❛✈❡♣♦♣❛❣❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡♣❛♦❝②❡✳
❋❆❙❊❇❏✱✶✹✭✷✮✿✷✼✾✕✷✽✾✱✷✵✵✵✳

●✳❉✉♣♦♥✱●✳❍♦✉❛✱❛♥❞✳❉❡❑♦♥✐♥❝❦✳❙❡♥✐✐✈✐②♦❢❈❛▼❦✐♥❛❡■■♦❤❡
❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✿❛✐♠♣❧❡♠♦❞❡❧✳❈❡❧❧❈❛❧❝✐✉♠✱✸✹✭✻✮✿✹✽✺✕✹✾✼✱
✷✵✵✸✳

●✳❉✉♣♦♥✱▲✳❈♦♠❜❡❡✱❛♥❞▲✳▲❡②❜❛❡✳ ❈❛❧❝✐✉♠❞②♥❛♠✐❝✿♣❛✐♦✲❡♠♣♦❛❧
♦❣❛♥✐③❛✐♦♥❢♦♠❤❡✉❜❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ♦❤❡♦❣❛♥❧❡✈❡❧✳■♥❘❡✈❈②♦❧✱✷✻✶✿✶✾✸✕✷✹✺✱
✷✵✵✼✳

■✳❊❞❡②✳❈✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✳❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❡ ♦❝♦♠♠✉♥✐❝❛❡❜②✳❙❝✐❡♥❝❡✱✸✸✵✭✻✵✵✷✮✿
✸✷✾✕✸✸✵✱✷✵✶✵✳

▼✳❇✳❊❧♦✇✐③❛♥❞❙✳▲❡✐❜❧❡✳ ❆②♥❤❡✐❝♦❝✐❧❧❛♦②♥❡✇♦❦♦❢ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥❛❧
❡❣✉❧❛♦✳◆❛✉❡✱✹✵✸✭✻✼✻✼✮✿✸✸✺✕✸✸✽✱✷✵✵✵✳

●✳❇✳❊♠❡♥ ♦✉ ❛♥❞◆✳❑♦♣❡❧❧✳ ▼✉❧✐♣❧❡♣✉❧❡✐♥❡❛❝✐♦♥❛♥❞❛✈❡❛❣✐♥❣✐♥
②❡♠♦❢❝♦✉♣❧❡❞♥❡✉❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢▼❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧❇✐♦❧♦❣②✱✷✾✿✶✾✺✕
✷✶✼✱✶✾✾✶✳



❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤② ✶✽✾

❙✳❋❡❦❡✳❈❛❧❝✐✉♠✐❣♥❛❧❧✐♥❣✐♥❧②♠♣❤♦❝②❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❞✐❡❛❡✳◆❛ ❘❡✈■♠♠✉♥♦❧✱
✼✭✾✮✿✻✾✵✕✼✵✷✱✷✵✵✼✳

●✳❋❧♦ ✉❡✳❙✉❧❡ ✉❛✐♦♥❞✐✛ ❡♥✐❡❧❧❡❧✐♥❛✐❡❛❝♦❡✣❝✐❡♥ ♣ ✐♦❞✐✉❡✳❆♥♥✳
❙❝✐✳➱❝♦❧❡◆♦♠✳❙✉♣✱✶✷✿✹✼✕✽✽✱✶✽✽✸✳

◆✳❋❡②✱❚✳❆✳▼❝❑✐♥❡②✱❛♥❞❊✳◆✳❖❧♦♥✳ ❉❡❝♦❞✐♥❣❝❛❧❝✐✉♠✐❣♥❛❧✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞✐♥
❝❛❞✐❛❝❣♦✇❤❛♥❞❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✳◆❛ ▼❡❞✱✻✭✶✶✮✿✶✷✷✶✕✶✷✷✼✱✷✵✵✵✳

❉✳●❛❧❧✱❊✳❇❛✉✱❛♥❞●✳❉✉♣♦♥✳❆❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❧✐✈❡❣❧②❝♦❣❡♥♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛❡❜②
❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✿❛❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧ ✉❞②✳❏❚❤❡♦❇✐♦❧✱✷✵✼✭✹✮✿✹✹✺✕✹✺✹✱✷✵✵✵✳

✳❍✳●❛♥❞❡✳ ❚❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❧♦❝♦♠♦♦ ❛❝✐✈✐② ❤②❤♠♦❢❍❡♠✐❞❡✐♥❛ ❤♦❛❝✐❝❛
✭♦❤♦♣❡❛✮✿❤❡❡✛❡❝ ♦❢❡♠♣❡❛✉❡♣❡✉❜❛✐♦♥✳■♥✳❏✳❈❤♦♥♦❜✐♦❧✱✻✿✷✹✸✕
✷✻✷✱✶✾✼✾✳

❏✳●❛❝✐❛✲❖❥❛❧✈♦✱▼✳❇✳❊❧♦✇✐③✱❛♥❞❙✳❍✳❙♦❣❛③✳▼♦❞❡❧✐♥❣❛②♥❤❡✐❝♠✉❧✐❝❡❧✲
❧✉❧❛❝❧♦❝❦✿❡♣❡✐❧❛♦ ❝♦✉♣❧❡❞❜②✉♦✉♠❡♥✐♥❣✳ ♦❝◆❛❧❆❝❛❞❙❝✐❯❙❆✱
✶✵✶✭✸✵✮✿✶✵✾✺✺✕✶✵✾✻✵✱✷✵✵✹✳

❈✳●❛❞✐♥❡✳❙♦❝❤❛✐❝♠❡❤♦❞✿❛❤❛♥❞❜♦♦❦❢♦ ❤❡♥❛✉❛❧❛♥❞ ♦❝✐❛❧ ❝✐❡♥❝❡✳
❙♣✐♥❣❡✱✷✵✵✾✳

▲✳❉✳●❛♣❡ ❛♥❞❆✳ ✳❚❤♦♠❛✳❈❛❧❝✐✉♠✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣✐♥❧✐✈❡✳❈❡❧❧❈❛❧❝✐✉♠✱✸✽✭✸✲✹✮✿
✸✷✾✕✸✹✷✱✷✵✵✺✳

❑✳●❡ ♦✇❛♥❞❆✳❚✐❧❧❡✳❙②♥❛♣✐❝ ❛❜✐❧✐②❛♥❞♣❧❛✐❝✐②✐♥❛✢♦❛✐♥❣✇♦❧❞✳❈✉
❖♣✐♥◆❡✉♦❜✐♦❧✱✷✵✭✺✮✿✻✸✶✕✻✸✾✱✷✵✶✵✳

❉✳❚✳●✐❧❧❡♣✐❡✳ ❆❞✐✛✉✐♦♥❛❧❜✐♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛♣♦♣❡♥✐②❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✳❏❈❤❡♠ ❤②✱✶✸✶
✭✶✻✮✿✶✻✹✶✵✾✱✷✵✵✾✳

❉✳●✐❧❧❡♣✐❡✳❆❣❡♥❡❛❧♠❡❤♦❞❢♦♥✉♠❡✐❝❛❧❧②✐♠✉❧❛✐♥❣❤❡ ♦❝❤❛✐❝✐♠❡❡✈♦✲
❧✉✐♦♥♦❢❝♦✉♣❧❡❞❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥✳❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢❝♦♠♣✉❛✐♦♥❛❧♣❤②✐❝✱✷✷✭✹✮✿
✹✵✸✕✹✸✹✱✶✾✼✻✳

❉✳●✐❧❧❡♣✐❡✳❊①❛❝ ♦❝❤❛✐❝✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❝♦✉♣❧❡❞❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❡❛❝✐♦♥✳❚❤❡❥♦✉♥❛❧
♦❢♣❤②✐❝❛❧❝❤❡♠✐ ②✱✽✶✭✷✺✮✿✷✸✹✵✕✷✸✻✶✱✶✾✼✼✳

❉✳●✐❧❧❡♣✐❡✳ ❆ ✐❣♦♦✉❞❡✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♠❛ ❡❡✉❛✐♦♥✳ ❤②✐❝❛❆✿
❙❛✐✐❝❛❧▼❡❝❤❛♥✐❝❛♥❞✐ ❆♣♣❧✐❝❛✐♦♥✱✶✽✽✭✶✮✿✹✵✹✕✹✷✺✱✶✾✾✷✳

❉✳●✐❧❧❡♣✐❡✳ ❚❤❡❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧▲❛♥❣❡✈✐♥❡✉❛✐♦♥✳❚❤❡❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢❈❤❡♠✐❝❛❧ ❤②✐❝✱
✶✶✸✿✷✾✼✱✷✵✵✵✳

❆✳●♦❧❞❜❡❡✳❇✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❖❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❈❡❧❧✉❧❛❘❤②❤♠✳❈❛♠❜✐❞❣❡❯♥✐✈❡✐②
❡✱❈❛♠❜✐❞❣❡✱✶✾✾✻✳



✶✾✵ ❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤②

❆✳●♦❧❞❜❡❡❛♥❞❉✳❊✳❑♦❤❧❛♥❞✳ ❆♥❛♠♣❧✐✜❡❞ ❡♥✐✐✈✐②❛✐✐♥❣❢♦♠❝♦✈❛❧❡♥
♠♦❞✐✜❝❛✐♦♥✐♥❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧②❡♠✳ ♦❝◆❛❧❆❝❛❞❙❝✐❯❙❆✱✼✽✭✶✶✮✿✻✽✹✵✕✻✽✹✹✱
✶✾✽✶✳

❆✳●♦❧❞❜❡❡✱●✳❉✉♣♦♥✱❛♥❞▼✳❏✳❇❡✐❞❣❡✳ ▼✐♥✐♠❛❧♠♦❞❡❧❢♦ ✐❣♥❛❧✲✐♥❞✉❝❡❞
❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❢♦ ❤❡✐❢❡✉❡♥❝②❡♥❝♦❞✐♥❣❤♦✉❣❤♣♦❡✐♥♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✲
✐♦♥✳ ♦❝◆❛❧❆❝❛❞❙❝✐❯❙❆✱✽✼✭✹✮✿✶✹✻✶✕✶✹✻✺✱✶✾✾✵✳

❍✳●♦❧❞ ❡✐♥✳❈❧❛ ✐❝❛❧♠❡❝❤❛♥✐❝✳❆❞❞✐♦♥✲❲❡❧❡②❡✐❡✐♥♣❤②✐❝✳❆❞❞✐♦♥✲❲❡❧❡②
✉❜✳❈♦✳✱✶✾✽✵✳

❉✳●♦♥③❡❛♥❞❆✳●♦❧❞❜❡❡✳❊♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✈❡✉❝❤❛♦✐♥❛♠♦❞❡❧❢♦❛❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥
♦❝✐❧❧❛♦❞✐✈❡♥❜②❧✐❣❤✲❞❛❦❝②❝❧❡✳❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢❙❛✐✐❝❛❧ ❤②✐❝✱✶✵✶✭✶✮✿✻✹✾✕
✻✻✸✱✷✵✵✵✳

❉✳●♦♥③❡✱❏✳❍❛❧❧♦②✱❛♥❞ ✳●❛♣❛❞✳ ❇✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❝❧♦❝❦ ❛♥❞♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛ ♥♦✐❡✿
❚❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧ ✉❞②♦❢ ♦❜✉♥❡ ❢❛❝♦✳❚❤❡❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♣❤②✐❝✱✶✶✻✿
✶✵✾✾✼✱✷✵✵✷✳

❉✳●♦♥③❡❛♥❞❆✳●♦❧❞❜❡❡✳❈✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠❛♥❞♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛♥♦✐❡✳❈❤❛♦✱✶✻✭✷✮✿
✵✷✻✶✶✵✱✷✵✵✻✳

❉✳●♦♥③❡✱❙✳❇❡♥❛❞✱❈✳ ❲❛❧❡♠❛♥♥✱❆✳❑❛♠❡✱❛♥❞❍✳❍❡③❡❧✳❙♣♦♥❛♥❡♦✉
②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢❝♦✉♣❧❡❞❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳❇✐♦♣❤② ❏✱✽✾✭✶✮✿✶✷✵✕✶✷✾✱✷✵✵✺✳

❇✳❈✳●♦♦❞✇✐♥✳❖❝✐❧❧❛♦②❜❡❤❛✈✐♦✐♥❡♥③②♠❛✐❝❝♦♥♦❧♣♦❝❡❡✳❆❞✈❊♥③②♠❡
❘❡❣✉❧✱✸✿✹✷✺✕✹✸✽✱✶✾✻✺✳

❆✳❊✳●❛♥❛❞❛❛♥❞❍✳❍❡③❡❧✳❍♦✇♦❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❢❛ ❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥❄❚❤❡✐♠❡❝❛❧❡♦
②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥✳ ▲♦❙❖♥❡✱✹✭✾✮✿❡✼✵✺✼✱✷✵✵✾✳

❏✳●✐✣❤✳ ▼❛❤❡♠❛✐❝♦❢❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❝♦♥♦❧♣♦❝❡❡✐✳♥❡❣❛✐✈❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦♦♦♥❡
❣❡♥❡✳❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❜✐♦❧♦❣②✱✷✵✭✷✮✿✷✵✷✕✷✵✽✱✶✾✻✽❛✳

❏✳●✐✣❤✳ ▼❛❤❡♠❛✐❝♦❢❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❝♦♥♦❧♣♦❝❡❡✐✐✳♣♦✐✐✈❡❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦♦♦♥❡
❣❡♥❡✳❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❜✐♦❧♦❣②✱✷✵✭✷✮✿✷✵✾✕✷✶✻✱✶✾✻✽❜✳

❘✳●✐♠❛✳■♥✐♥✐❝❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♥♦✐❡✐♥❝♦✇❞❡❞✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✳❚❤❡
❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢❈❤❡♠✐❝❛❧ ❤②✐❝✱✶✸✷✿✶✽✺✶✵✷✱✷✵✶✵✳

❘✳●✐♠❛✱✳❚❤♦♠❛✱❛♥❞❆✳❱✳❙❛✉❜❡✳❍♦✇❛❝❝✉❛❡❛❡❤❡♥♦♥❧✐♥❡❛❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧
❢♦❦❦❡✲♣❧❛♥❝❦❛♥❞❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❧❛♥❣❡✈✐♥❡✉❛✐♦♥❄ ❏❈❤❡♠ ❤②✱✶✸✺✭✽✮✿✵✽✹✶✵✸✱
✷✵✶✶✳

●✳● ♥❡ ✱●✳❊❝✉❡❧❛✱❛♥❞ ✳❉✐ ✐❝❤✳❙②♠❜♦❧❡♣❡❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❡✈♦❧✈✐♥❣❞♦♣❧❡
❝♦♠♣✉❡✳❯♥❝♦♥✈❡♥✐♦♥❛❧❈♦♠♣✉❛✐♦♥❛♥❞◆❛✉❛❧❈♦♠♣✉❛✐♦♥✱♣❛❣❡✶✸✵✕
✶✹✵✱✷✵✶✷✳



❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤② ✶✾✶

❘✳●✉♥❛✇❛♥❛♥❞❋✳❏✳❉♦②❧❡✳■♦❝❤♦♥✲❜❛❡❞♣❤❛❡❡♣♦♥❡❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥
❤②❤♠✳❇✐♦♣❤② ❏✱✾✶✭✻✮✿✷✶✸✶✕✷✶✹✶✱✷✵✵✻✳

▼✳❍❛❢♥❡✱❍✳❑♦❡♣♣❧✱❛♥❞❉✳●♦♥③❡✳❊✛❡❝♦❢♥❡✇♦❦❛❝❤✐❡❝✉❡♦♥②♥❝❤♦✲
♥✐③❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥♣♦♣❡✐❡♦❢❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡✉♣❛❝❤✐✲
❛♠❛✐❝♥✉❝❧❡✉✳ ▲♦❙❈♦♠♣✉❇✐♦❧✱✽✭✸✮✿❡✶✵✵✷✹✶✾✱✷✵✶✷✳

●✳❍❛❥♥❝③❦②✱▲✳❉✳❘♦❜❜✲●❛♣❡ ✱▼✳❇✳❙❡✐③✱❛♥❞❆✳ ✳❚❤♦♠❛✳ ❉❡❝♦❞✐♥❣♦❢
❝②♦♦❧✐❝❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡♠✐♦❝❤♦♥❞✐❛✳❈❡❧❧✱✽✷✭✸✮✿✹✶✺✕✹✷✹✱✶✾✾✺✳

❚✳❍❛♠❛❞❛✱❏✳▲❡❙❛✉❡✱❏✳▼✳❱❡♥✉✐✱❛♥❞❘✳❙✐❧✈❡✳❊①♣❡✐♦♥♦❢❡✐♦❞❣❡♥❡✿
❤②❤♠✐❝❛♥❞♥♦♥❤②❤♠✐❝❝♦♠♣❛ ♠❡♥ ♦❢❤❡ ✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝♥✉❝❧❡✉♣❛❝❡✲
♠❛❦❡✳❏◆❡✉♦❝✐✱✷✶✭✶✾✮✿✼✼✹✷✕✼✼✺✵✱✷✵✵✶✳

✳❍♥❣❣✐✱ ✳❚❛❧❦♥❡✱❛♥❞ ▼✳❇♦❦♦✈❡❝✳ ❘❡❛❝✐♦♥✲❛❡❤❡♦②✿✜❢②②❡❛ ❛❢❡
❦❛♠❡✳❘❡✈✐❡✇ ♦❢▼♦❞❡♥ ❤②✐❝✱✻✷✭✷✮✿✷✺✶✱✶✾✾✵✳

●✳❍✳❍❛❞②✱❏✳❊✳▲✐ ❧❡✇♦♦❞✱❛♥❞●✳ ♦❧②❛✳■♥❡✉❛❧✐✐❡✱✷♥❞❞✳ ❈❛♠❜✐❞❣❡
❯♥✐✈❡ ✐② ❡✱✶✾✺✷✳

❙✳▲✳❍❛♠❡✱❙✳❛♥❞❛✱❛♥❞❙✳❆✳❑❛②✳▼♦❧❡❝✉❧❛❜❛❡♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✳❆♥♥✉
❘❡✈❈❡❧❧❉❡✈❇✐♦❧✱✶✼✿✷✶✺✕✷✺✸✱✷✵✵✶✳

❆✳❈✳❍❛♠♦♥✱▼✳●✐❜❦♦✈✱❛♥❞❏✳❋✳❍❛♣❡✳❈❉❑ ✲❛❦✐♥❛❡❢♦❡✈❡②❈❛2+

✐❣♥❛❧❄❚❡♥❞ ❧❛♥❙❝✐✱✺✭✹✮✿✶✺✹✕✶✺✾✱✷✵✵✵✳

❏✳❋✳❍❛♣❡✱●✳❇❡♦♥✱❛♥❞❆✳❍❛♠♦♥✳ ❉❡❝♦❞✐♥❣❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧ ❤♦✉❣❤♣❧❛♥
♣♦❡✐♥❦✐♥❛❡✳❆♥♥✉❘❡✈ ❧❛♥❇✐♦❧✱✺✺✿✷✻✸✕✷✽✽✱✷✵✵✹✳

❏✳❲✳❍❛✐♥❣❛♥❞❇✳▼✳❙✇❡❡♥❡②✳❖♥❤❡♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠♦❢ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✐♥❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡
✐♥❛❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❝❧♦❝❦✳ ♦❝◆❛❧❆❝❛❞❙❝✐❯❙❆✱✹✸✭✾✮✿✽✵✹✕✽✶✶✱✶✾✺✼✳

❙✳❍❛ ✐♥❣✱❏✳❚②♦♥✱❛♥❞❉✳ ❲❡❜❡✳❊①✐❡♥❝❡♦❢♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♦❧✉✐♦♥❢♦♥❡❣❛✐✈❡
❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❝♦♥♦❧②❡♠✳❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢❉✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❧❊✉❛✐♦♥✱✷✺✭✶✮✿✸✾✕✻✹✱
✶✾✼✼✳

❇✳❍❛✇❦✐♥ ❛♥❞❍✳❈♦♥❡❧❧✳❚❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❆♣♣♦❛❝❤❡ ♦❇✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❈♦♥♦❧✳❈❛♠❜✐❞❣❡
❯♥✐✈❡ ✐② ❡✱✶✾✾✾✳

■✳❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❈✳❇♦❞❡♥❡✐♥✱❚✳❍✐♥③❡✱❖✳ ❲❡✐❤❡✐✱❖✳❊❜❡♥❤♦❡❤✱ ▼✳ ▼✐❛❣✱❛♥❞
❙✳❙❝❤✉ ❡✳ ▼♦❞❡❧✐♥❣❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦ ✉✐♥❣❤❡
❆ ❤❡♥✐✉❡✉❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❛❡❝♦♥ ✉❝❡❞♠♦❞❡❧❢♦♠❈❤❧❛♠②❞♦♠♦♥❛ ❡✐♥❤❛❞✐✐✳
❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢❇✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧ ❤②✐❝✱♣❛❣❡✶✕✶✻✱✷✵✶✷✳

❘✳❍❡✐♥✐❝❤❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❚❤❡❘❡❣✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❈❡❧❧✉❧❛❙②❡♠✳❈❤❛♣♠❛♥❛♥❞
❍❛❧❧✱◆❡✇❨♦❦✱✶✾✾✻✳



✶✾✷ ❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤②

❚✳❍✐♥③❡✱❘✳❋❛ ❧❡✱❚✳▲❡♥❡✱❛♥❞✳❉✐ ✐❝❤✳ ❘❡❣✐❡▼❛❝❤✐♥❡❈♦♠♣✉❛✐♦♥
♦♥❇✐♥❛②◆✉♠❜❡ ❜②❖❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣❛♥❞❈❛❛❧②✐❝❈❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❘❡❛❝✐♦♥▼♦❞❡❧❧❡❞
✉✐♥❣▼❛✲❆❝✐♦♥❑✐♥❡✐❝✳■♥❡♥❛✐♦♥❛❧❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢❋♦✉♥❞❛✐♦♥♦❢❈♦♠♣✉❡
❙❝✐❡♥❝❡✱✷✵✿✹✶✶✕✹✷✻✱✷✵✵✾✳

❚✳❍✐♥③❡✱❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱❇✳❙❝❤❛✉✱■✳❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❈❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❆♥❛❧♦❣
❈♦♠♣✉❡ ❢♦❈❧♦❝❦❋❡✉❡♥❝②❈♦♥♦❧❇❛❡❞♦♥ ▼♦❞✉❧❡✳■♥▼✳●❤❡♦❣❤❡✱
●✳ ❛✉♥✱❘✳❘♦③❡♥❜❡❣✱❆✳❙❛❧♦♠❛❛✱❛♥❞❙✳❱❡❧❛♥✱❡❞✐♦✱▼❡♠❜❛♥❡❈♦♠♣✉✲
✐♥❣✳ ♦❝❡❡❞✐♥❣♦❢❤❡✶✷❤■♥❡♥❛✐♦♥❛❧❈♦♥❢❡❡♥❝❡✭❈▼❈✶✷✮✱✈♦❧✉♠❡✼✶✽✹♦❢
▲❡❝✉❡◆♦❡✐♥❈♦♠♣✉❡❙❝✐❡♥❝❡✱♣❛❣❡✶✽✷✕✷✵✷✳❙♣✐♥❣❡❱❡❧❛❣✱❱♦❧✳✼✶✽✹✱
✷✵✶✷✳

❚✳❍✐♥③❡✱❇✳❙❝❤❡❧❧✱ ▼✳❙❝❤✉♠❛♥♥✱❛♥❞❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✳ ▼❛✐♥❡♥❛♥❝❡♦❢❝❤♦♥♦✲
❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧✐♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥❜②♣②❡♠♠❡❞✐❛❡❞❛❡♠❜❧②♦❢❝♦♥♦❧✉♥✐ ❢♦♦❝✐❧✲
❧❛♦②✇❛✈❡❢♦♠ ❛♥❞❢❡✉❡♥❝②✳■♥❊✳❈✉❤❛❥✲❱❛❥✉✱ ▼✳●❤❡♦❣❤❡✱●✳ ❛✉♥✱
●✳❘♦③❡♥❜❡❣✱❆✳❙❛❧♦♠❛❛✱❛♥❞●✳❱❛③✐❧✱❡❞✐♦✱▼❡♠❜❛♥❡❈♦♠♣✉✐♥❣✳✶✸❤
■♥❡♥❛✐♦♥❛❧❈♦♥❢❡❡♥❝❡✱✈♦❧✉♠❡✼✼✻✷♦❢▲❡❝✉❡◆♦❡ ✐♥❈♦♠♣✉❡ ❙❝✐❡♥❝❡✱
♣❛❣❡✷✵✽✕✷✷✼✳❱♦❧✳✼✼✻✷✱❙♣✐♥❣❡❱❡❧❛❣✱✷✵✶✸✳

❚✳❍✐♥③❡✱▼✳❙❝❤✉♠❛♥♥✱❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱■✳❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❇✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧
❢❡✉❡♥❝②❝♦♥♦❧❜②②♥❝❤♦♥✐❛✐♦♥♦❢❝♦✉♣❧❡❞❡♣❡✐❧❛♦✿❛♥✐♥✐❧✐❝♦ ✉❞②
♦❢♠♦❞✉❧❡ ❢♦❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦②❡♠✳❈♦♠♣✉ ■♥❡❧❧◆❡✉♦❝✐✱✷✵✶✶✿✷✻✷✶✽✾✱
✷✵✶✶✳

❘✳ ❲✳❍♦❧❧✱▼✳❖✳❚❤♦♥❡✱●✳▲✳▼❛♥❞❡❧❧✱❏✳❆✳❙✉❧❧✐✈❛♥✱❨✳◆✳❙✐♥❤❛✱❛♥❞❉✳❆✳
▲❡♦♥❣✳ ❙♣♦♥❛♥❡♦✉ ♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♦❢✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ❝❛❧❝✐✉♠❛♥❞❣♦✇❤❤♦♠♦♥❡
❡❝❡✐♦♥✳❏❇✐♦❧❈❤❡♠✱✷✻✸✭✷✵✮✿✾✻✽✷✕✾✻✽✺✱✶✾✽✽✳

❲✳❘✳❍♦❧♠❡ ✳ ▼♦❞❡❧♦❢❝❛❧♠♦❞✉❧✐♥ ❛♣♣✐♥❣❛♥❞❈❛▼❦✐♥❛❡■■❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥✐♥❛
❞❡♥❞✐✐❝♣✐♥❡✳❏❈♦♠♣✉◆❡✉♦❝✐✱✽✭✶✮✿✻✺✕✽✺✱✷✵✵✵✳

❲✳❍✉❛♥❣✱ ✳ ❡③✲●❛❝❛✱❆✳ ♦❦❤✐❧❦♦✱❆✳❏✳▼✐❧❧❛✱■✳❆♥♦❤❡❝❤❦✐♥✱❏✳▲✳❘✐❡❝❤✲
♠❛♥♥✱❛♥❞ ✳▼❛✳ ▼❛♣♣✐♥❣❤❡❝♦❡♦❢❤❡❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦❞❡✜♥❡
❤❡♥❡✇♦❦ ✉❝✉❡♦❢❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳❙❝✐❡♥❝❡✱✸✸✻✭✻✵✼✼✮✿✼✺✕✼✾✱✷✵✶✷✳

◆✳■♥❛❣❛❦✐✱❙✳❍♦♥♠❛✱❉✳❖♥♦✱❨✳❚❛♥❛❤❛❤✐✱❛♥❞❑✳✐❝❤✐❍♦♥♠❛✳❙❡♣❛❛❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✲
✐♥❣❝❡❧❧❣♦✉♣✐♥♠♦✉❡✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝♥✉❝❧❡✉❝♦✉♣❧❡♣❤♦♦♣❡✐♦❞✐❝❛❧❧②♦❤❡
♦♥❡❛♥❞❡♥❞♦❢❞❛✐❧②❛❝✐✈✐②✳ ♦❝◆❛❧❆❝❛❞❙❝✐❯❙❆✱✶✵✹✭✶✽✮✿✼✻✻✹✕✼✻✻✾✱
✷✵✵✼✳

❇✳ ✳■♥❣❛❧❧✳❆✉♦♥♦♠♦✉❧②♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣❜✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧②❡♠✿♣❛❛♠❡✐❝❡♥✐✐✈✐②
♦❢❡①❡♠❛❛♥❞♣❡✐♦❞✳❙② ❇✐♦❧✭❙❡✈❡♥❛❣❡✮✱✶✭✶✮✿✻✷✕✼✵✱✷✵✵✹✳

❨✳■♦❥✐♠❛✱ ▼✳◆❛❦❛❥✐♠❛✱ ❍✳❯❦❛✐✱ ❍✳❋✉❥✐❤✐♠❛✱❘✳●✳❨❛♠❛❞❛✱ ❑✳❤❡✐ ▼❛✲
✉♠♦♦✱❘✳❑✐✉❝❤✐✱▼✳■❤✐❞❛✱▼✳❯❦❛✐✲❚❛❞❡♥✉♠❛✱❨✳▼✐♥❛♠✐✱❘✳❑✐♦✱❑✳◆❛❦❛♦✱



❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤② ✶✾✸

❲✳❑✐ ❤✐♠♦♦✱❙✳✲❍✳❨♦♦✱❑✳❙❤✐♠♦♠✉❛✱❚✳❚❛❦❛♦✱❆✳❚❛❦❛♥♦✱❚✳❑♦❥✐♠❛✱❑✳◆❛✲
❣❛✐✱❨✳❙❛❦❛❦✐✱❏✳❙✳❚❛❦❛❤❛❤✐✱❛♥❞❍✳❘✳❯❡❞❛✳ ❈❑■❡♣✐❧♦♥✴❞❡❧❛✲❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥
♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛✐♦♥✐❛❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✲✐♥❡♥✐✐✈❡✱♣❡✐♦❞✲❞❡❡♠✐♥✐♥❣♣♦❝❡ ✐♥❤❡
♠❛♠♠❛❧✐❛♥❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✳ ♦❝◆❛❧❆❝❛❞❙❝✐❯❙❆✱✶✵✻✭✸✼✮✿✶✺✼✹✹✕✶✺✼✹✾✱
✷✵✵✾✳

❏✳❏❡♥❡♥✳❙✉❧❡❢♦♥❝✐♦♥❝♦♥✈❡①❡❡❧❡✐♥❣❛❧✐ ❡♥❡❧❡✈❛❧❡✉ ♠♦②❡♥♥❡✳
❆❝❛▼❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛✱✸✵✭✶✮✿✶✼✺✕✶✾✸✱✶✾✵✻✳

●✳❏❡ ❝❤❦❡✳▼❛❤❡♠❛✐❦❞❡❙❡❧❜♦❣❛♥✐❛✐♦♥✳ ❲✐❡♥❝❤❛❢❧✐❝❤❡❱❡❧❛❣❍❛✐
❉❡✉ ❝❤●♠❜❍✱✶✾✽✾✳

❈✳❍✳❏♦❤♥♦♥✳❋♦②②❡❛ ♦❢ ❘❈✕✇❤❛❤❛✈❡✇❡❧❡❛♥❡❞❄❈❤♦♥♦❜✐♦❧■♥✱✶✻✭✻✮✿
✼✶✶✕✼✹✸✱✶✾✾✾✳

■✳◆✳❑❛❛♦❡♦✱▲✳❨❛♥✱❏✳▲❡❙❛✉❡✱❛♥❞❘✳❙✐❧✈❡✳ ❤❡♥♦②♣❡♠❛❡✿✐❞❡♥✐✜✲
❝❛✐♦♥♦❢❧✐❣❤✲❡♣♦♥✐✈❡❝❡❧❧✐♥❤❡♠♦✉❡✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝♥✉❝❧❡✉✳❏◆❡✉♦❝✐✱
✷✹✭✶✮✿✻✽✕✼✺✱✷✵✵✹✳

▼✳❑❛♥❛✉❣❤✳❚❤❡♠❛♣♠❡❤♦❞❢♦ ②♥❤❡✐♦❢❝♦♠❜✐♥❛✐♦♥❛❧❧♦❣✐❝❝✐❝✉✐✳❚❛♥✳
❆■❊❊✳♣✳■✱✼✷✭✾✮✿✺✾✸✕✺✾✾✱✶✾✺✸✳

❍✳❑❛❛✐❛♥❞●✳❏✳❆✉❣✉✐♥❡✳ ❈②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+❣❛❞✐❡♥ ✐❣❣❡✐♥❣✉♥✐❞✐❡❝✐♦♥❛❧
✢✉✐❞❡❝❡✐♦♥❢♦♠❡①♦❝✐♥❡♣❛♥❝❡❛✳◆❛✉❡✱✸✹✽✭✻✸✵✸✮✿✼✸✺✕✼✸✽✱✶✾✾✵✳

❏✳❑❡✐③❡❛♥❞●✳❉❡❨♦✉♥❣✳❙✐♠♣❧✐✜❝❛✐♦♥♦❢❛❡❛❧✐✐❝♠♦❞❡❧♦❢■3✲✐♥❞✉❝❡❞❈❛
2+

♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢❚❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❇✐♦❧♦❣②✱✶✻✻✭✹✮✿✹✸✶✕✹✹✷✱✶✾✾✹✳

❋✳❑❡ ❧❡✱❋✳❇❡♥♥❛❞✐♥✐✱❖✳❇❛❝❤✱❏✳❙❡❛♦❛✱ ✳❏❛♠❡✱❆✳❏✳❈❛✐❞❡✱✳●❛③✲
③♦✐✱❏✳❚✳❡♥♥✐♦♥✱❛♥❞❊✳❈❛❛❢♦❧✐✳ ❛✐❛❧♣✉✐✜❝❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❝❤❛❛❝❡✐③❛✐♦♥
♦❢❤❡❈❛2+✲♣✉♠♣✐♥❣❛♣❛❡♦❢❤❡❧✐✈❡♣❧❛♠❛♠❡♠❜❛♥❡✳❏❇✐♦❧❈❤❡♠✱✷✻✺✭✷✻✮✿
✶✻✵✶✷✕✶✻✵✶✾✱✶✾✾✵✳

❇✳❑♥♦❦❡✱❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱▼✳▼❛❤❧✱▼✳ ❡❝✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❏❡♥❡♥✬✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②
❛❛♦♦❧❢♦❡①♣❧❛✐♥✐♥❣❤❡❡✛❡❝♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♦♥❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡❝②♦♦❧✐❝❝❛❧❝✐✉♠
❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✳❚❤❡♦②✐♥❇✐♦❝✐❡♥❝❡✱✶✷✾✿✷✺✕✸✽✱✷✵✶✵✳

❇✳❑♥♦❦❡✱▼✳▼❛❤❧✱▼✳ ❡❝✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❊✉❛❧✐②♦❢❛✈❡❛❣❡❛♥❞ ❡❛❞②✲❛❡
❧❡✈❡❧✐♥♦♠❡♥♦♥❧✐♥❡❛♠♦❞❡❧ ♦❢❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳❚❤❡♦②❇✐♦❝✐✱✶✷✼✭✶✮✿
✶✕✶✹✱✷✵✵✽✳

❊✳❈✳❑♦❤♥✱❊✳❘❡❡❞✱●✳❙❛♦②✱ ▼✳❈❤✐✐❛♥✱❈✳❏✳▲✐♥❦✱❑✳❈♦❧❡✱ ❲✳❉✳❋✐❣❣✱
✳❆✳❉❛✈✐✱❏✳❏❛❝♦❜✱❇✳●♦❧❞♣✐❡❧✱❛♥❞▲✳❆✳▲✐♦ ❛✳ ❈❧✐♥✐❝❛❧✐♥✈❡✐❣❛✐♦♥♦❢
❛❝②♦❛✐❝❝❛❧❝✐✉♠✐♥✢✉①✐♥❤✐❜✐♦✐♥♣❛✐❡♥ ✇✐❤❡❢❛❝♦②❝❛♥❝❡✳❈❛♥❝❡
❘❡✱✺✻✭✸✮✿✺✻✾✕✺✼✸✱✶✾✾✻✳



✶✾✹ ❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤②

❉✳❑♦♥❞❡♣✉❞✐❛♥❞■✳ ✐❣♦❣✐♥❡✳▼♦❞❡♥ ❤❡♠♦❞②♥❛♠✐❝✿❢♦♠❤❡❛❡♥❣✐♥❡ ♦
❞✐✐♣❛✐✈❡ ✉❝✉❡✳❏♦❤♥ ❲✐❧❡②✱✶✾✾✽✳

❏✳▼✳❑♦✇❛❧❡✇❦✐✱ ✳❯❤❧♥✱❍✳❑✐❛♥♦✱❛♥❞❍✳❇✐♠❛✳ ▼♦❞❡❧✐♥❣❤❡✐♠♣❛❝ ♦❢
♦❡✲♦♣❡❛❡❞❈❛2+❡♥②♦♥✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳▼❛❤❇✐♦❝✐✱✷✵✹✭✷✮✿
✷✸✷✕✷✹✾✱✷✵✵✻✳

▼✳❆✳❑❛♠❡✱❍✳❘❛❜✐③✱❛♥❞❏✳▼✳❈❛❧♦✳❙❡♥✐✐✈✐②❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛♦②②❡♠✳
❆♣♣❧✐❡❞▼❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧▼♦❞❡❧❧✐♥❣✱✽✭✺✮✿✸✷✽✕✸✹✵✱✶✾✽✹✳

❍✳❑✉♥③❛♥❞ ✳❆❝❤❡♠❛♥♥✳ ❙✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠❣❡♥❡❛✐♦♥✐♥❤❡
✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝♥✉❝❧❡✉✇✐❤❧♦❝❛❧❧②❝♦✉♣❧❡❞ ❡❧❢✲✉ ❛✐♥❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳❏❚❤❡♦
❇✐♦❧✱✷✷✹✭✶✮✿✻✸✕✼✽✱✷✵✵✸✳

❙✳❑✉♣③✐❣✱❙✳❆✳❲❛❧❦❡✱❛♥❞✳❏✳❈✉❧❧❡♥✳❚❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝✐❡♦❢❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛❡
♦♣✐♠✐③❡❞❢♦❡✣❝✐❡♥❝❛❧❝✐✉♠✲♠❡❞✐❛❡❞❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❘❛❛♥❞❤❡❊❘❑✴▼❆❑
❝❛❝❛❞❡✳ ♦❝◆❛❧❆❝❛❞❙❝✐❯❙❆✱✶✵✷✭✷✶✮✿✼✺✼✼✕✼✺✽✷✱✷✵✵✺✳

❨✳❑✉❛♠♦♦✳❈❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✱✇❛✈❡✱❛♥❞✉❜✉❧❡♥❝❡✳❙♣✐♥❣❡✲❱❡❧❛❣◆❡✇
❨♦❦✱◆❨✱❯❙❆✱✶✾✽✹✳

●✳❑✉♦❛✇❛❛♥❞❨✳■✇❛❛✳❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦♠♦❞❡❧✳
❏❚❤❡♦❇✐♦❧✱✷✸✸✭✹✮✿✹✺✸✕✹✻✽✱✷✵✵✺✳

❑✳▲❛✐❞❧❡✳❚❤❡✇♦❧❞♦❢♣❤②✐❝❛❧❝❤❡♠✐ ②✳❖①❢♦❞❯♥✐✈❡ ✐② ❡ ❯❑✱✶✾✾✺✳

❆✳❇✳▲❛♥❧❡②❛♥❞▼✳❏✳❙❛♥❞❡♦♥✳❘❡❣✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❛✐✇❛②❝✐❧✐❛②❛❝✐✈✐②❜②❈❛2+✿
✐♠✉❧❛♥❡♦✉♠❡❛✉❡♠❡♥♦❢❜❡❛❢❡✉❡♥❝②❛♥❞✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❈❛2+✳❇✐♦♣❤② ❏✱
✼✼✭✶✮✿✻✷✾✕✻✸✽✱✶✾✾✾✳

❆✳❩✳▲❛ ❡♥✱▲✳❋✳❖❧❡♥✱❛♥❞❯✳❑✉♠♠❡✳❖♥❤❡❡♥❝♦❞✐♥❣❛♥❞❞❡❝♦❞✐♥❣♦❢❝❛❧❝✐✉♠
✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❤❡♣❛♦❝②❡✳❇✐♦♣❤② ❈❤❡♠✱✶✵✼✭✶✮✿✽✸✕✾✾✱✷✵✵✹✳

❍✳❙✳▲❡❡✱❏✳▲✳◆❡❧♠✱ ▼✳◆❣✉②❡♥✱❘✳❙✐❧✈❡✱❛♥❞ ▼✳◆✳▲❡❤♠❛♥✳ ❚❤❡❡②❡✐
♥❡❝❡ ❛②❢♦❛❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✐♥❤❡✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝♥✉❝❧❡✉✳◆❛ ◆❡✉♦❝✐✱✻
✭✷✮✿✶✶✶✕✶✶✷✱✷✵✵✸✳

❏✳❈✳▲❡❧♦✉♣❛♥❞❆✳●♦❧❞❜❡❡✳❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✿
❝♦♥♦❧♦❢❤❡♣❡✐♦❞✐♥❛♠♦❞❡❧❢♦❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡ ❊❘♣♦❡✐♥✐♥
❉♦♦♣❤✐❧❛✳❈❤♦♥♦❜✐♦❧■♥✱✶✹✭✺✮✿✺✶✶✕✺✷✵✱✶✾✾✼✳

❏✳❈✳▲❡❧♦✉♣✱ ❉✳ ●♦♥③❡✱❛♥❞❆✳ ●♦❧❞❜❡❡✳ ▲✐♠✐❝②❝❧❡ ♠♦❞❡❧ ❢♦❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥
❤②❤♠ ❜❛❡❞♦♥ ❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥❛❧❡❣✉❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❉♦♦♣❤✐❧❛❛♥❞◆❡✉♦♣♦❛✳❏
❇✐♦❧❘❤②❤♠✱✶✹✭✻✮✿✹✸✸✕✹✹✽✱✶✾✾✾✳

❲✳▲❡✈✐♥❡✳ ❚❤❡❝♦♥ ♦❧❤❛♥❞❜♦♦❦✳❈❘❈✱✶✾✾✻✳



❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤② ✶✾✺

❘✳❙✳▲❡✇✐✳❈❛❧❝✐✉♠✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠ ✐♥❚❧②♠♣❤♦❝②❡✳❆♥♥✉❘❡✈■♠♠✉♥♦❧✱
✶✾✿✹✾✼✕✺✷✶✱✷✵✵✶✳

❲✳▲✐✱❏✳▲❧♦♣✐ ✱▼✳ ❲❤✐♥❡②✱●✳❩❧♦❦❛♥✐❦✱❛♥❞❘✳❨✳❚✐❡♥✳❈❡❧❧✲♣❡♠❡❛♥ ❝❛❣❡❞
■♥ ✸❡❡ ❤♦✇ ❤❛❈❛2+ ♣✐❦❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②❝❛♥♦♣✐♠✐③❡❣❡♥❡❡①♣❡✐♦♥✳◆❛✉❡✱
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❨✳▲✐❛♥❞❆✳●♦❧❞❜❡❡✳❋❡✉❡♥❝②♣❡❝✐✜❝✐②✐♥✐♥❡❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❝♦♠♠✉♥✐❝❛✐♦♥✳■♥✢✉✲
❡♥❝❡♦❢♣❛❡♥♦❢♣❡✐♦❞✐❝✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣♦♥❛❣❡❝❡❧❧❡♣♦♥✐✈❡♥❡✳❇✐♦♣❤② ❏✱✺✺
✭✶✮✿✶✷✺✕✶✹✺✱✶✾✽✾✳

❨✳▲✐✱●✳ ❲❛♥❣✱▼✳❳✐♥✱❍✳❨❛♥❣✱❳✳ ❲✉✱❛♥❞❚✳▲✐✳❚❤❡♣❛❛♠❡❡ ♦❢❣✉❛❞❝❡❧❧
❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❡♥❝♦❞❡ ♦♠❛❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❝❧♦✉❡✐♥❱✐❝✐❛❢❛❜❛✳ ❧❛♥
❙❝✐❡♥❝❡✱✶✻✻✭✷✮✿✹✶✺✕✹✷✶✱✷✵✵✹✳

❨✳❳✳▲✐❛♥❞❏✳❘✐♥③❡❧✳❊✉❛✐♦♥❢♦■♥ ✸❡❝❡♣♦✲♠❡❞✐❛❡❞❬❈❛2+❪i♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥
❞❡✐✈❡❞❢♦♠❛❞❡❛✐❧❡❞❦✐♥❡✐❝♠♦❞❡❧✿❛❤♦❞❣❦✐♥✲❤✉①❧❡②❧✐❦❡❢♦♠❛❧✐♠✳❏❚❤❡♦
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❨✳❳✳▲✐✱❙✳❙✳❙♦❥✐❧❦♦✈✐➣✱❏✳❑❡✐③❡✱❛♥❞❏✳❘✐♥③❡❧✳❙❡♥✐♥❣❛♥❞❡✜❧❧✐♥❣❝❛❧❝✐✉♠
♦❡✐♥❛♥❡①❝✐❛❜❧❡❝❡❧❧✳❇✐♦♣❤② ❏✱✼✷✭✸✮✿✶✵✽✵✕✶✵✾✶✱✶✾✾✼✳

❆✳❈✳▲✐✉✱ ❲✳●✳▲❡✇✐✱❛♥❞❙✳❆✳❑❛②✳ ▼❛♠♠❛❧✐❛♥❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣♥❡✇♦❦
❛♥❞❤❡❛♣❡✉✐❝❛❣❡✳◆❛ ❈❤❡♠❇✐♦❧✱✸✭✶✵✮✿✻✸✵✕✻✸✾✱✷✵✵✼✳

❏✳❈✳ ❲✳▲♦❝❦❡✱▲✳❑♦③♠❛✲❇♦❣♥❛✱✳❉✳●♦✉❧❞✱❇✳❋❡❤❡✱❊✳❑❡✈❡✐✱❋✳◆❛❣②✱▼✳❙✳
❚✉♥❡✱❆✳❍❛❧❧✱❛♥❞❆✳❏✳▼✐❧❧❛✳❊①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧✈❛❧✐❞❛✐♦♥♦❢❛♣❡❞✐❝❡❞❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦
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❆✳▲♦❦❛✳❊❧❡♠❡♥ ♦❢♣❤②✐❝❛❧❜✐♦❧♦❣②✳ ❲✐❧❧✐❛♠✫ ❲✐❧❦✐♥ ❝♦♠♣❛♥②✱❇❛❧✐♠♦❡✱
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❍✳ ❲✳▼❛❛♥❞❆✳ ✳❩❡♥❣✳❚❤❡❝♦♥♥❡❝✐✈✐② ✉❝✉❡✱❣✐❛♥ ♦♥❣❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥❛♥❞
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▼✳▼❛❤❧✱❙✳❙❝❤✉ ❡✱ ▼✳❇✉♠❡♥✱❛♥❞❘✳❍❡✐♥✐❝❤✳ ▼♦❞❡❧✐♥❣❤❡✐♥❡❡❧❛✐♦♥
❜❡✇❡❡♥ ❤❡❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❡♠❡♠❜❛♥❡♣♦❡♥✐❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳❇✐♦♣❤②
❈❤❡♠✱✻✸✭✷✲✸✮✿✷✷✶✕✷✸✾✱✶✾✾✼✳

▼✳ ▼❛❤❧✱❚✳❍❛❜❡✐❝❤❡✱ ▼✳❇✉♠❡♥✱❛♥❞❘✳❍❡✐♥✐❝❤✳ ❈♦♠♣❧❡①❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧✲
❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❤❡ ♦❧❡♦❢♠✐♦❝❤♦♥❞✐❛❛♥❞❝②♦♦❧✐❝♣♦❡✐♥✳❇✐♦②❡♠✱✺✼✭✷✮✿
✼✺✕✽✻✱✷✵✵✵✳

▼✳▼❛❤❧✱▼✳ ❡❝✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❙❡❧❡❝✐✈❡❡❣✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❝❡❧❧✉❧❛♣♦❝❡❡✈✐❛
♣♦❡✐♥❝❛❝❛❞❡❛❝✐♥❣❛❜❛♥❞✲♣❛ ✜❧❡ ❢♦ ✐♠❡✲❧✐♠✐❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳❋❊❇❙
▲❡✱✺✼✾✭✷✺✮✿✺✹✻✶✕✺✹✻✺✱✷✵✵✺✳



✶✾✻ ❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤②

▼✳▼❛❤❧✱❉✳◆♦❜❧❡✱❛♥❞❊✳❘♦✉①✳ ▼♦❞❡❧✐♥❣♦❢♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛❛♥❞❝❡❧❧✉❧❛♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠
✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞✐♥❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧❡♥❝♦❞✐♥❣✐♥❛✐✇❛②♠②♦❝②❡✳❈❡❧❧❇✐♦❝❤❡♠❇✐♦♣❤②✱✹✻
✭✸✮✿✷✽✺✕✸✵✷✱✷✵✵✻❛✳

▼✳▼❛❤❧✱▼✳ ❡❝✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❆♠✐♥✐♠❛❧♠♦❞❡❧❢♦❞❡❝♦❞✐♥❣♦❢✐♠❡✲❧✐♠✐❡❞
❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳❇✐♦♣❤② ❈❤❡♠✱✶✷✵✭✸✮✿✶✻✶✕✶✻✼✱✷✵✵✻❜✳

❈✳▼❛❧❛✳❚❤❡♣❡✐♦❞✐❝❛❧❝✐❝❛❞❛✱✈♦❧✉♠❡✶♦❢✼✶✳❯❙❉❡♣✳♦❢❆❣✐❝✉❧✉❡✱❇✉❡❛✉
♦❢❊♥♦♠♦❧♦❣②✱✶✾✵✼✳

❚✳▼❛ ✉♦✱❑✳❖❦❛♠♦♦✱❑✳❖♥❛✐✱❨✳◆✐✇❛✱❑✳❙❤✐♠♦❣❛✇❛❛✱❛♥❞▼✳■❤✐✉❛✳ ❆
②❡♠❛✐❝❢♦✇❛❞❣❡♥❡✐❝❛♥❛❧②✐✐❞❡♥✐✜❡❞❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥♦❢❤❡❈❤❧❛♠②❞♦♠♦♥❛
❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥②❡♠✳●❡♥❡ ❉❡✈✱✷✷✭✼✮✿✾✶✽✕✾✸✵✱✷✵✵✽✳

❊✳❙✳▼❛②✇♦♦❞✱❆✳❇✳❘❡❞❞②✱●✳❑✳❨✳ ❲♦♥❣✱❏✳❙✳❖✬◆❡✐❧❧✱❏✳❆✳❖✬❇✐❡♥✱❉✳●✳
▼❝▼❛❤♦♥✱❆✳❏✳❍❛♠❛✱❍✳❖❦❛♠✉❛✱❛♥❞▼✳❍✳❍❛✐♥❣✳❙②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥❛♥❞
♠❛✐♥❡♥❛♥❝❡♦❢✐♠❡❦❡❡♣✐♥❣✐♥✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦❝❡❧❧❜②♥❡✉♦♣❡♣✲
✐❞❡❣✐❝✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣✳❈✉ ❇✐♦❧✱✶✻✭✻✮✿✺✾✾✕✻✵✺✱✷✵✵✻✳

✳◆✳▼❝●❛✇❛♥❞▼✳▼❡♥③✐♥❣❡✳❈❧✉❡✐♥❣❛♥❞❤❡②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
♥❡✇♦❦✳ ❤②❘❡✈❊❙❛◆♦♥❧✐♥❙♦❢ ▼❛ ❡ ❤②✱✼✷✭✶ ✷✮✿✵✶✺✶✵✶✱✷✵✵✺✳

✳◆✳▼❝●❛✇❛♥❞▼✳▼❡♥③✐♥❣❡✳❆♥❛❧②✐♦❢♥♦♥❧✐♥❡❛ ②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥❞②♥❛♠✐❝
♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛♦♥❡✇♦❦❜②❧❛♣❧❛❝✐❛♥♣❡❝ ❛❧♠❡❤♦❞✳❤②❘❡✈❊❙❛◆♦♥❧✐♥❙♦❢
▼❛ ❡ ❤②✱✼✺✭✷ ✷✮✿✵✷✼✶✵✹✱✷✵✵✼✳

✳◆✳▼❝●❛✇❛♥❞▼✳▼❡♥③✐♥❣❡✳▲❛♣❧❛❝✐❛♥♣❡❝ ❛❛❛❞✐❛❣♥♦✐❝♦♦❧❢♦♥❡✇♦❦
✉❝✉❡❛♥❞❞②♥❛♠✐❝✳ ❤②❘❡✈❊❙❛◆♦♥❧✐♥❙♦❢ ▼❛ ❡ ❤②✱✼✼✭✸ ✶✮✿

✵✸✶✶✵✷✱✷✵✵✽✳

❏✳❍✳▼❡✐❥❡✱❙✳▼✐❝❤❡❧✱❍✳❚✳❱❛♥❞❡❧❡❡✱❛♥❞❏✳❍✳❚✳❘♦❤❧✐♥❣✳❉❛✐❧②❛♥❞❡❛♦♥❛❧
❛❞❛♣❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦❡✉✐❡♣❧❛ ✐❝✐②♦❢❤❡❙❈◆♥❡✉♦♥❛❧♥❡✇♦❦✳
❊✉ ❏◆❡✉♦❝✐✱✸✷✭✶✷✮✿✷✶✹✸✕✷✶✺✶✱✷✵✶✵✳

▼✳❍✳▼❡✐♥❦❡✱❏✳❙✳❇✐❤♦♣✱❛♥❞❘✳❉✳❊❞ ♦♠✳❩❡♦✲♦❞❡✉❧ ❛❡♥✐✐✈✐②✐♥❤❡
❡❣✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❣❧②❝♦❣❡♥♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛❡✳ ♦❝◆❛❧❆❝❛❞❙❝✐❯❙❆✱✽✸✭✾✮✿✷✽✻✺✕✷✽✻✽✱
✶✾✽✻✳

❇✳▼❡❧❧ ♠✱▼✳❙❛✈✐❣♥❛❝✱❘✳●♦♠❡③✲❱✐❧❧❛❢✉❡ ❡✱❛♥❞❏✳◆❛❛♥❥♦✳❈❛2+✲♦♣❡❛❡❞
❛♥❝✐♣✐♦♥❛❧♥❡✇♦❦✿▼♦❧❡❝✉❧❛♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠ ❛♥❞✐♥✈✐✈♦♠♦❞❡❧✳❤②✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧
❘❡✈✐❡✇✱✽✽✭✷✮✿✹✷✶✱✷✵✵✽✳

❘✳❨✳▼♦♦❡✱❏✳❈✳❙♣❡❤✱❛♥❞❘✳❑✳▲❡❛❦✳❙✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝♥✉❝❧❡✉♦❣❛♥✐③❛✐♦♥✳
❈❡❧❧❚✐ ✉❡❘❡✱✸✵✾✭✶✮✿✽✾✕✾✽✱✷✵✵✷✳



❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤② ✶✾✼

❑✳▼♦✐❛✱❑✳❑♦❦❡✉✱❛♥❞❑✳❑✉❜❛✳❖❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♦❢❬❈❛2+❪i✲❧✐♥❦❡❞❑
+❝♦♥❞✉❝❛♥❝❡

✐♥❜✉❧❧❢♦❣②♠♣❛❤❡✐❝❣❛♥❣❧✐♦♥❝❡❧❧✐ ❡♥✐✐✈❡♦✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❛♥✐♦♥✳◆❛✉❡✱
✷✽✸✭✺✼✹✸✮✿✷✵✹✕✷✵✺✱✶✾✽✵✳

❊✳◆❛✐♦✱❚✳❲❛❛♥❛❜❡✱❍✳❚❡✐✱❚✳❨♦❤✐♠✉❛✱❛♥❞❙✳❊❜✐❤❛❛✳❘❡♦❣❛♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡
✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝♥✉❝❧❡✉❝♦❞✐♥❣❢♦❞❛②❧❡♥❣❤✳❏❇✐♦❧❘❤②❤♠✱✷✸✭✷✮✿✶✹✵✕✶✹✾✱
✷✵✵✽✳

❱✳▲✳◆✐①♦♥✱❆✳▼❝❉♦✉❣❛❧❧✱❛♥❞❑✳❚✳❏♦♥❡✳❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❤❡❝❡❧❧❝②❝❧❡❛
❢❡✐❧✐❛✐♦♥♦❢♠❛♠♠❛❧✐❛♥❛♥❞❛❝✐❞✐❛♥❡❣❣✳❇✐♦❧❈❡❧❧✱✾✷✭✸✲✹✮✿✶✽✼✕✶✾✻✱✷✵✵✵✳

❊✳❖ ❛♥❞❚✳▼✳❆♥♦♥❡♥✳▲♦♥❣✐♠❡❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥♦❢♣❤❛❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ②❡♠✳❈❤❛♦✱
✶✾✭✷✮✿✵✷✸✶✶✼✱✷✵✵✾✳

❊✳❖ ✱❇✳❘✳❍✉♥✱❛♥❞❚✳ ▼✳❆♥♦♥❡♥✳ ❈♦♠♠❡♥♦♥✧▲♦♥❣✐♠❡❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥♦❢
♣❤❛❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ②❡♠✧❬❈❤❛♦✶✾✱✵✷✸✶✶✼✭✷✵✵✾✮❪✳❈❤❛♦✱✷✶✭✷✮✿✵✷✺✶✶✷✱✷✵✶✶✳

▲✳ ❛❣❛♥✐✱❊✳❆✳❙❡♠❡♥♦✈❛✱❊✳▼♦✐❣❣✐✱❱✳▲✳❘❡✈❡❧❧✱▲✳▼✳❍❛❝❦✱❙✳ ❲✳▲♦❝❦❧❡②✱
❏✳❆❡♥❞✱❉✳❏✳❙❦❡♥❡✱❋✳ ▼❡✐❡✱❏✳■③❛❦♦✈✐❝✱❆✳ ❲✐③✲❏✉✐❝❡✱❈✳❈❛❥♦❝❤❡♥✱
❖✳❏✳❙❡❣❡❡✈❛✱❙✳❱✳❈❤❡❡✐③✱❑✳❱✳❉❛♥✐❧❡♥❦♦✱❆✳❊❝❦❡✱❛♥❞❙✳❆✳❇♦✇♥✳
❚❤❡♣❤②✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧♣❡✐♦❞❧❡♥❣❤♦❢ ❤❡❤✉♠❛♥❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✐♥✈✐✈♦✐❞✐❡❝❧②
♣♦♣♦✐♦♥❛❧♦♣❡✐♦❞✐♥❤✉♠❛♥✜❜♦❜❧❛ ✳ ▲♦❙❖♥❡✱✺✭✶✵✮✿❡✶✸✸✼✻✱✷✵✶✵✳

❱✳ ❛♣✉❛❛♥❞ ✳●✳❍❛②❞♦♥✳ ❤②✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❛ ♦❝②✐❝❝❛❧❝✐✉♠❧❡✈❡❧ ✐♠✉❧❛❡
❣❧✉❛♠❛❡❡❧❡❛❡♦♠♦❞✉❧❛❡❛❞❥❛❝❡♥♥❡✉♦♥✳ ♦❝◆❛❧❆❝❛❞❙❝✐❯❙❆✱✾✼
✭✶✺✮✿✽✻✷✾✕✽✻✸✹✱✷✵✵✵✳

❏✳❋✳ ❡❡③❛♥❞ ▼✳❏✳❙❛♥❞❡♦♥✳ ❚❤❡❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❞✉❝❡❞
❜②✺✲❍❚✱❆❈❍✱❛♥❞❑❈❧❞❡❡♠✐♥❡ ❤❡❝♦♥❛❝✐♦♥♦❢♠♦♦❤♠✉❝❧❡❝❡❧❧♦❢
✐♥❛♣✉❧♠♦♥❛②❜♦♥❝❤✐♦❧❡✳❏●❡♥ ❤②✐♦❧✱✶✷✺✭✻✮✿✺✸✺✕✺✺✸✱✷✵✵✺✳

❆✳ ♦❧✐✐✱▲✳❉✳●❛♣❡ ✱❆✳✳❚❤♦♠❛✱❛♥❞❚✳❍❢❡✳ ▼♦❞❡❧♦❢■3❛♥❞❈❛
2+♦✲

❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✿❢❡✉❡♥❝②❡♥❝♦❞✐♥❣❛♥❞✐❞❡♥✐✜❝❛✐♦♥♦❢✉♥❞❡❧②✐♥❣❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦✳❇✐♦♣❤②
❏✱✾✵✭✾✮✿✸✶✷✵✕✸✶✸✸✱✷✵✵✻✳

❑✳ ❛♥❦✱▲✳▲❛❡❡✱❆✳✈♦♥③✉▼✉❡❤❧❡♥✱●✳❇❛❜❛♥✱❛♥❞❈✳❙❝❤♦❡✢✳❉❡❝♦❞✐♥❣♦❢
✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♣✐❦❡ ❛✐♥✳❊✉♦♣❤②✐❝▲❡❡✱✹✷✭✷✮✿✶✹✸✕✶✹✽✱✶✾✾✽✳

❖✳ ✉❝❡❧❧✱◆✳❏✳❙❛✈❡②✱❈✳❙✳●✐❡♦♥✱❛♥❞▼✳❞✐❇❡♥❛❞♦✳❆❝♦♠♣❛❛✐✈❡❛♥❛❧②✐
♦❢②♥❤❡✐❝❣❡♥❡✐❝♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳❏❘❙♦❝■♥❡❢❛❝❡✱✼✭✺✷✮✿✶✺✵✸✕✶✺✷✹✱✷✵✶✵✳

■✳◗✉❡❛❞❛✱❋✳ ▼❛✐♥✱❊✳❘♦❝❤❡✱❛♥❞❇✳❙♦✐❛✳ ◆✉✐❡♥ ✐♥❞✉❝❡❞✐✛❡❡♥❈❛2+

✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❝②♦♦❧❛♥❞♥✉❝❧❡✉✐♥♣❛♥❝❡❛✐❝❜❡❛✲❝❡❧❧✳❉✐❛❜❡❡✱✺✸❙✉♣♣❧✶✿✾✷✕
✾✺✱✷✵✵✹✳



✶✾✽ ❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤②

❉✳❆✳❘❛♥❞✱❇✳❱✳❙❤✉❧❣✐♥✱❏✳❉✳❙❛❧❛③❛✱❛♥❞❆✳❏✳▼✐❧❧❛✳❯♥❝♦✈❡✐♥❣❤❡❞❡✐❣♥
♣✐♥❝✐♣❧❡♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✿♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢✢❡①✐❜✐❧✐②❛♥❞❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥❛②
❣♦❛❧✳❏❚❤❡♦❇✐♦❧✱✷✸✽✭✸✮✿✻✶✻✕✻✸✺✱✷✵✵✻✳

✳❊✳❘❛♣♣❛♥❞▼✳❏✳❇❡✐❞❣❡✳❚❤❡❝♦♥♦❧♦❢ ❛♥❡♣✐❤❡❧✐❛❧♣♦❡♥✐❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥
❤❡❛❧✐✈❛②❣❧❛♥❞♦❢❝❛❧❧✐♣❤♦❛❡②❤♦❝❡♣❤❛❧❛✳❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢❊①♣❡✐♠❡♥❛❧❇✐♦❧♦❣②✱
✾✸✭✶✮✿✶✶✾✕✶✸✷✱✶✾✽✶✳

●✳❘❡✐❤❡✱▼✳❙❝❤❛❡❢❡✱❛♥❞✳▲✐♣♣✳ ❑❈❛❧♣❤❛✿❛✈❡ ❛✐❧❡❦❡②❢♦❞❡❝♦❞✐♥❣❤❡
❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦♦❧❦✐✳❏❈❡❧❧❇✐♦❧✱✶✼✹✭✹✮✿✺✷✶✕✺✸✸✱✷✵✵✻✳

▲✳❘❡♥✐♥❣❛♥❞✳❘✉♦✛✳ ❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❡✛❡❝♦♥❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✱♣❤❛❡❤✐❢✐♥❣✱❛♥❞
❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦❛♥❞✐ ♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛ ❜❛❡✳❈❤♦♥♦❜✐♦❧■♥✱✶✾✭✺✮✿
✽✵✼✕✽✻✹✱✷✵✵✷✳

❙✳❘✐♥❣❡✳❆❢✉❤❡❝♦♥✐❜✉✐♦♥❡❣❛❞✐♥❣❤❡✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡♦❢❤❡❞✐✛❡❡♥❝♦♥✐✉❡♥
♦❢❤❡❜❧♦♦❞♦♥❤❡❝♦♥❛❝✐♦♥♦❢❤❡❤❡❛ ✳❏ ❤②✐♦❧✱✹✭✶✮✿✷✾✕✹✷✱✶✽✽✸✳

▲✳❉✳❘♦❜❜✲●❛♣❡ ❛♥❞❆✳ ✳❚❤♦♠❛✳ ❈♦♦❞✐♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣❜②✐♥❡✲
❝❡❧❧✉❧❛♣♦♣❛❣❛✐♦♥♦❢❈❛2+✇❛✈❡ ✐♥❤❡✐♥❛❝ ❧✐✈❡✳❏❇✐♦❧❈❤❡♠✱✷✼✵✭✶✹✮✿
✽✶✵✷✕✽✶✵✼✱✶✾✾✺✳

❚✳❆✳❘♦♦♥❡②✱❊✳❏✳❙❛ ✱❛♥❞❆✳✳❚❤♦♠❛✳❈❤❛❛❝❡✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢❝②♦♦❧✐❝❝❛❧❝✐✉♠
♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❞✉❝❡❞❜②♣❤❡♥②❧❡♣❤✐♥❡❛♥❞✈❛♦♣❡✐♥✐♥✐♥❣❧❡❢✉❛✲✷✲❧♦❛❞❡❞❤❡♣✲
❛♦❝②❡✳❏❇✐♦❧❈❤❡♠✱✷✻✹✭✷✾✮✿✶✼✶✸✶✕✶✼✶✹✶✱✶✾✽✾✳

❆✳❘♦③✐❛♥❞❨✳❏✐❛✳❆ ❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧ ✉❞②♦❢❡✛❡❝ ♦❢❝②♦♦❧✐❝❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥♦♥
❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❣❧②❝♦❣❡♥♣❤♦♣❤♦②❧❛❡✳❇✐♦♣❤② ❈❤❡♠✱✶✵✻✭✸✮✿✶✾✸✕✷✵✷✱✷✵✵✸✳

✳❘✉♦✛✳■♥♦❞✉❝✐♥❣❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✲❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❛♥②❡❛❝✐♦♥❦✐♥❡✐❝♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
♠♦❞❡❧✳❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢■♥❡❞✐✐♣❧✐♥❛②❈②❝❧❡❘❡❡❛❝❤✱✷✸✭✷✮✿✾✷✕✾✾✱✶✾✾✷✳

✳❘✉♦✛❛♥❞▲✳❘❡♥✐♥❣✳❚❤❡❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✲❝♦♠♣❡♥❛❡❞●♦♦❞✇✐♥♠♦❞❡❧✐♠✉❧❛❡
♠❛♥②❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦♣♦♣❡✐❡✳❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢❚❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧❇✐♦❧♦❣②✱✶✼✾✭✹✮✿✷✼✺✕✷✽✺✱
✶✾✾✻✳

✳❘✉♦✛✱▲✳❘❡♥✐♥❣✱❘✳❑♦♠♠❡❞❛❧✱❛♥❞❙✳▼♦❤❡♥③❛❞❡❤✳ ▼♦❞❡❧✐♥❣❡♠♣❡❛✉❡
❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❛♥❞❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳❈❤♦♥♦❜✐♦❧■♥✱✶✹✭✺✮✿✹✾✾✕
✺✶✵✱✶✾✾✼✳

✳❘✉♦✛✱ ▼✳❑✳❈❤✐❡♥❡♥✱❏✳ ❲♦❧❢✱❛♥❞❘✳❍❡✐♥✐❝❤✳ ❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝②
❛♥❞❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❛♠♦❞❡❧♦❢②❡❛❣❧②❝♦❧②✐❝♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳❇✐♦♣❤②
❈❤❡♠✱✶✵✻✭✷✮✿✶✼✾✕✶✾✷✱✷✵✵✸✳



❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤② ✶✾✾

✳❘✉♦✛✱▼✳❑✳❈❤✐❡♥❡♥✱❛♥❞❱✳❑✳❙❤❛♠❛✳ ❊❘✴❚■▼✲♠❡❞✐❛❡❞❛♠♣❧✐✜❝❛✐♦♥✱
❣❡♥❡❞♦❛❣❡❡✛❡❝ ❛♥❞ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥❛♥✐♥❡❧♦❝❦✐♥❣✲❢❡❡❞❜❛❝❦
❧♦♦♣♠♦❞❡❧♦❢❤❡❞♦♦♣❤✐❧❛❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❝❧♦❝❦✳❏❚❤❡♦❇✐♦❧✱✷✸✼✭✶✮✿✹✶✕✺✼✱✷✵✵✺✳

❇✳▲✳❙❛❜❛✐♥✐✱❚✳●✳❖❡♥❡✱❛♥❞❑✳❙✈♦❜♦❞❛✳ ❚❤❡❧✐❢❡❝②❝❧❡♦❢❈❛2+✐♦♥✐♥
❞❡♥❞✐✐❝♣✐♥❡✳◆❡✉♦♥✱✸✸✭✸✮✿✹✸✾✕✹✺✷✱✷✵✵✷✳

❈✳❙❛❧❛③❛✱❆✳❩✳♦❧✐✐✱❛♥❞❚✳❍❢❡✳❉❡❝♦❞✐♥❣♦❢❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❜②♣❤♦♣❤♦✲
②❧❛✐♦♥❝②❝❧❡✿❛♥❛❧②✐❝❡✉❧ ✳❇✐♦♣❤② ❏✱✾✹✭✹✮✿✶✷✵✸✕✶✷✶✺✱✷✵✵✽✳

✳❆✳❙❛❧♦♠✱❉✳ ❲❡✐❣❡❧✱❛♥❞❈✳❘✳▼❝❈❧✉♥❣✳❚❤❡♦❧❡♦❢❤❡❆❛❜✐❞♦♣✐♠♦♥✐♥❣
❧♦♦♣❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥ ❈❈❆✶✱▲❍❨✱ ❘❘✼✱❛♥❞ ❘❘✾✐♥ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✳
❧❛♥❈❡❧❧✱✷✷✭✶✶✮✿✸✻✺✵✕✸✻✻✶✱✷✵✶✵✳

▼✳❙❛♠♦✐❧♦✈✱❆✳❆❦✐♥✱❛♥❞❏✳❘♦✳❙✐❣♥❛❧♣♦❝❡✐♥❣❜②✐♠♣❧❡❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧②❡♠✳
❚❤❡❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢ ❤②✐❝❛❧❈❤❡♠✐ ②❆✱✶✵✻✭✹✸✮✿✶✵✷✵✺✕✶✵✷✷✶✱✷✵✵✷✳

❏✳❙❝❤❛❛♣✱❍✳❆❧❜✉✱❍✳❚✳❱❛♥❞❡▲❡❡ ✱ ✳❍✳❈✳❊✐❧❡✱▲✳❉ ✐✱❛♥❞❏✳❍✳
▼❡✐❥❡✳❍❡❡♦❣❡♥❡✐②♦❢❤②❤♠✐❝✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝♥✉❝❧❡✉♥❡✉♦♥✿■♠♣❧✐❝❛✐♦♥
❢♦❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥✇❛✈❡❢♦♠❛♥❞♣❤♦♦♣❡✐♦❞✐❝❡♥❝♦❞✐♥❣✳ ♦❝◆❛❧❆❝❛❞❙❝✐❯❙❆✱
✶✵✵✭✷✻✮✿✶✺✾✾✹✕✶✺✾✾✾✱✷✵✵✸✳

❈✳❙❝❤✢✱●✳❇❛❜❛♥✱❘✳❉✳❍❡❝❤✱❆✳✈♦♥③✉▼ ❤❧❡♥✱ ✳❍✳❈♦❜❜♦❧❞✱❛♥❞❑✳❙✳
❈✉❤❜❡ ♦♥✳❚❡♠♣♦❛❧♣❛❡♥♦❢❛❧♣❤❛✶✲❡❝❡♣♦ ✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥❡❣✉❧❛❡❛♠♣❧✐✲
✉❞❡❛♥❞❢❡✉❡♥❝②♦❢❝❛❧❝✐✉♠ ❛♥✐❡♥✳❆♠❏ ❤②✐♦❧✱✷✻✺✭✹ ✶✮✿✶✵✸✵✕✶✵✸✻✱
✶✾✾✸✳

❙✳❙❝❤✉ ❡❛♥❞▼✳▼❛❤❧✳❇✐❢✉❝❛✐♦♥❛♥❛❧②✐♦❢❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✿✐♠❡✲❝❛❧❡
❡♣❛❛✐♦♥✱❝❛♥❛❞✱❛♥❞❢❡✉❡♥❝②❧♦✇❡✐♥❣✳❏✳❇✐♦❧✳❙②✱✾✿✷✾✶✕✸✶✹✱✷✵✵✶✳

❙✳❙❝❤✉ ❡✱ ▼✳ ▼❛❤❧✱❛♥❞❚✳❍❢❡✳ ▼♦❞❡❧❧✐♥❣♦❢✐♠♣❧❡❛♥❞❝♦♠♣❧❡①❝❛❧❝✐✉♠
♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳❋♦♠✐♥❣❧❡✲❝❡❧❧❡♣♦♥❡ ♦✐♥❡❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ✐❣♥❛❧❧✐♥❣✳❊✉ ❏❇✐♦❝❤❡♠✱
✷✻✾✭✺✮✿✶✸✸✸✕✶✸✺✺✱✷✵✵✷✳

❙✳❙❝❤✉ ❡✱❇✳❑♥♦❦❡✱❛♥❞▼✳▼❛❤❧✳❉✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❧❡❣✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢♣♦❡✐♥❜②❜✉ ✐♥❣
❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✕❛❤❡♦❡✐❝❛❧ ✉❞②✳❇✐♦②❡♠✱✽✶✭✶✮✿✹✾✕✻✸✱✷✵✵✺✳

▼✳ ❙❝♦ ✳ ❆♣♣❧✐❡❞ ♦❝❤❛✐❝ ♣♦❝❡❡ ✐♥ ❝✐❡♥❝❡ ❛♥❞ ❡♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣✳
❤♣✿✴✴✇✇✇✳♠❛❤✳✉✇❛❡❧♦♦✳❝❛✴♠❝♦✴◆♦❡✳♣❞❢✳

❙✳❇✳❙❡✐③✱❖✳❱♦②❡❦❤✱❑✳ ▼✳ ▼♦❤❛♥✱❛♥❞ ▼✳ ▼✐❛❣✳ ❚❤❡ ♦❧❡♦❢❛♥❊✲❜♦①
❡❧❡♠❡♥✿ ♠✉❧✐♣❧❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥❛♥❞✐♥❡❛❝✐♥❣♣❛♥❡ ✳ ❧❛♥❙✐❣♥❛❧❇❡❤❛✈✱✺✭✾✮✿
✶✵✼✼✕✶✵✽✵✱✷✵✶✵❛✳



✷✵✵ ❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤②

❙✳❇✳❙❡✐③✱❲✳❲❡✐❤❡✐✱❛♥❞▼✳▼✐❛❣✳▼✉❧✐♣❧❡♦❧❡❛♥❞✐♥❡❛❝✐♦♥❢❛❝♦ ♦❢❛♥
❊✲❜♦①❡❧❡♠❡♥ ✐♥❈❤❧❛♠②❞♦♠♦♥❛ ❡✐♥❤❛❞✐✐✳ ❧❛♥ ❤②✐♦❧✱✶✺✷✭✹✮✿✷✷✹✸✕✷✷✺✼✱
✷✵✶✵❜✳

▲✳❙❡ ❛♥♦✳❙②♥❤❡✐❝❜✐♦❧♦❣②✿♣♦♠✐❡❛♥❞❝❤❛❧❧❡♥❣❡✳▼♦❧❙② ❇✐♦❧✱✸✿✶✺✽✱✷✵✵✼✳

❱✳❑✳❙❤❛♠❛❛♥❞❆✳❏♦❤✐✳❈❧♦❝❦✱❣❡♥❡❛♥❞❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥✿❤❡❡✈♦❧✉✐♦♥♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥
♦❣❛♥✐③❛✐♦♥✳❇✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❘❤②❤♠✱♣❛❣❡✺✕✷✸✱✷✵✵✷✳

❏✳ ❲✳❙❤✉❛✐❛♥❞ ✳❏✉♥❣✳ ❖♣✐♠❛❧✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❝❛❧❝✐✉♠✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣✳ ❤②❘❡✈▲❡ ✱
✽✽✭✻✮✿✵✻✽✶✵✷✱✷✵✵✷✳

❘✳❙✐❧✈❡ ❛♥❞❲✳❏✳❙❝❤✇❛③✳❚❤❡✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝♥✉❝❧❡✉✐❛❢✉♥❝✐♦♥❛❧❧②❤❡❡♦✲
❣❡♥❡♦✉ ✐♠❡❦❡❡♣✐♥❣♦❣❛♥✳▼❡❤♦❞❊♥③②♠♦❧✱✸✾✸✿✹✺✶✕✹✻✺✱✷✵✵✺✳

❆✳❙❦✉♣✐♥❛♥❞▼✳❋❛❧❝❦❡✳❋♦♠♣✉✛ ♦❣❧♦❜❛❧❈❛2+ ✐❣♥❛❧✿❍♦✇♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛♣♦♣✲
❡✐❡ ❤❛♣❡❣❧♦❜❛❧ ✐❣♥❛❧✳❈❤❛♦✿ ❆♥■♥❡❞✐❝✐♣❧✐♥❛②❏♦✉♥❛❧♦❢◆♦♥❧✐♥❡❛
❙❝✐❡♥❝❡✱✶✾✭✸✮✿✵✸✼✶✶✶✱✷✵✵✾✳

❆✳❙❦✉♣✐♥✱❍✳❑❡ ❡♥♠❛♥♥✱❯✳ ❲✐♥❦❧❡✱ ▼✳ ❲❛❡♥❜❡❣✱❍✳❙❛✉❡✱❙✳❈✳❚♦✈❡②✱
❈✳ ❲✳❚❛②❧♦✱❛♥❞▼✳❋❛❧❝❦❡✳❍♦✇❞♦❡✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❈❛2+♦❝✐❧❧❛❡✿❜②❝❤❛♥❝❡♦
❜②❤❡❝❧♦❝❦❄❇✐♦♣❤② ❏✱✾✹✭✻✮✿✷✹✵✹✕✷✹✶✶✱✷✵✵✽✳

❆✳❙❦✉♣✐♥❛♥❞❑✳❚❤✉❧❡②✳ ❈❛❧❝✐✉♠✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣✿❢♦♠✐♥❣❧❡❝❤❛♥♥❡❧ ♦♣❛❤✇❛②✳
❆❞✈❊①♣▼❡❞❇✐♦❧✱✼✹✵✿✺✸✶✕✺✺✶✱✷✵✶✷✳

❆✳❙❦✉♣✐♥✱❍✳❑❡ ❡♥♠❛♥♥✱❛♥❞▼✳❋❛❧❝❦❡✳❈❛❧❝✐✉♠✐❣♥❛❧❞✐✈❡♥❜②✐♥❣❧❡❝❤❛♥♥❡❧
♥♦✐❡✳ ▲♦❙❈♦♠♣✉❇✐♦❧✱✻✭✽✮✱✷✵✶✵✳

❘✳❙♦♠♦❣②✐❛♥❞❏✳ ❲✳❙✉❝❦✐✳ ❍♦♠♦♥❡✲✐♥❞✉❝❡❞❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❧✐✈❡❝❡❧❧
❝❛♥❜❡❡①♣❧❛✐♥❡❞❜②❛✐♠♣❧❡♦♥❡♣♦♦❧♠♦❞❡❧✳❏❇✐♦❧❈❤❡♠✱✷✻✻✭✶✼✮✿✶✶✵✻✽✕✶✶✵✼✼✱
✶✾✾✶✳

❏✳❙❡♥❜②✳ ❤❛❡✲▲♦❝❦❡❞▲♦♦♣✿ ❚❤❡♦②❛♥❞❆♣♣❧✐❝❛✐♦♥✳ ❤❛❡✲❧♦❝❦❡❞▲♦♦♣✿
❚❤❡♦②❛♥❞❆♣♣❧✐❝❛✐♦♥✳❈❘❈ ❡■◆❈✱✶✾✾✼✳

❍✳❙ ❡❜✱❘✳❋✳■✈✐♥❡✱ ▼✳❏✳❇❡✐❞❣❡✱❛♥❞■✳❙❝❤✉❧③✳ ❘❡❧❡❛❡♦❢❈❛2+❢♦♠❛
♥♦♥♠✐♦❝❤♦♥❞✐❛❧✐♥❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ♦❡✐♥♣❛♥❝❡❛✐❝❛❝✐♥❛❝❡❧❧❜②✐♥♦✐♦❧✲✶✱✹✱✺✲
✐♣❤♦♣❤❛❡✳◆❛✉❡✱✸✵✻✭✺✾✸✽✮✿✻✼✕✻✾✱✶✾✽✸✳

❏✳❙✐❝❦❡✱❙✳❈♦♦❦♦♥✱▼✳❘✳❇❡♥♥❡✱❲✳❍✳▼❛❤❡✱▲✳❙✳❚✐♠✐♥❣✱❛♥❞❏✳❍❛②✳
❆❢❛ ✱♦❜✉ ❛♥❞✉♥❛❜❧❡②♥❤❡✐❝❣❡♥❡♦❝✐❧❧❛♦✳◆❛✉❡✱✹✺✻✭✼✷✷✶✮✿✺✶✻✕✺✶✾✱
✷✵✵✽✳

❙✳❙ ♦❣❛③✳◆♦♥❧✐♥❡❛ ❉②♥❛♠✐❝ ❛♥❞❈❤❛♦✳❲❡ ✈✐❡✇ ❡✱✶✾✾✹✳



❇✐❜❧✐♦❣❛♣❤② ✷✵✶

❚✳ ❚❛❦❡✉❝❤✐✱ ❚✳ ❍✐♥♦❤❛❛✱ ●✳ ❑✉♦❛✇❛✱❛♥❞ ❑✳ ❯❝❤✐❞❛✳ ❆ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡✲
❝♦♠♣❡♥❛❡❞♠♦❞❡❧❢♦❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠ ❤❛❝❛♥❜❡❡♥❛✐♥❡❞❜②❡♠♣❡❛✉❡
❝②❝❧❡✳❏❚❤❡♦❇✐♦❧✱✷✹✻✭✶✮✿✶✾✺✕✷✵✹✱✷✵✵✼✳

❨✳❚❛♥❣❛♥❞❍✳●✳❖❤♠❡✳❋❡✉❡♥❝②❡♥❝♦❞✐♥❣✐♥❡①❝✐❛❜❧❡②❡♠✇✐❤❛♣♣❧✐✲
❝❛✐♦♥ ♦❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳ ♦❝◆❛❧❆❝❛❞❙❝✐❯❙❆✱✾✷✭✶✼✮✿✼✽✻✾✕✼✽✼✸✱
✶✾✾✺✳

●✳❚❡❝❤❧✳❖❞✐♥❛②❉✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❧❊✉❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❉②♥❛♠✐❝❛❧❙②❡♠✳●❛❞✉❛❡❙✉❞✲
✐❡✐♥▼❛❤❡♠❛✐❝✳❆♠❡✐❝❛♥▼❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧❙♦❝✐❡②✱✷✵✶✷✳

❆✳ ✳❚❤♦♠❛✱●✳❙✳❇✐❞✱●✳❍❛❥♥❝③❦②✱▲✳❉✳❘♦❜❜✲●❛♣❡ ✱❛♥❞❏✳ ❲✳ ✉♥❡②✳
❙♣❛✐❛❧❛♥❞❡♠♣♦❛❧❛♣❡❝ ♦❢❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ❝❛❧❝✐✉♠✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣✳❋❆❙❊❇❏✱✶✵✭✶✸✮✿
✶✺✵✺✕✶✺✶✼✱✶✾✾✻✳
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❍✳❖❦❛♠✉❛✳❙②♥❝❤♦♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢❝❡❧❧✉❧❛❝❧♦❝❦✐♥❤❡ ✉♣❛❝❤✐❛♠❛✐❝♥✉❝❧❡✉✳
❙❝✐❡♥❝❡✱✸✵✷✭✺✻✹✾✮✿✶✹✵✽✕✶✹✶✷✱✷✵✵✸✳

❍✳❨❛♥❣✱❳✳❩❤❛♥❣✱❛♥❞●✳ ❲❛♥❣✳❈②♦♦❧✐❝❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐❣♥❛❧✐♥❣✐♥❣✉❛❞
❝❡❧❧✳ ❧❛♥❙❝✐❡♥❝❡✱✶✻✻✭✸✮✿✺✹✾✕✺✺✻✱✷✵✵✹✳

●✳ ❲✳❉✳❨♦✉♥❣❛♥❞❏✳❑❡✐③❡✳❆✐♥❣❧❡✲♣♦♦❧✐♥♦✐♦❧✶✱✹✱✺✲✐♣❤♦♣❤❛❡✲❡❝❡♣♦✲
❜❛❡❞♠♦❞❡❧❢♦❛❣♦♥✐✲✐♠✉❧❛❡❞♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥❈❛2+❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✳ ♦❝◆❛❧
❆❝❛❞❙❝✐❯❙❆✱✽✾✭✷✵✮✿✾✽✾✺✕✾✽✾✾✱✶✾✾✷✳

●✳❩❤❛♦✳ ❤❛❡♦❣❛♥✐③❛✐♦♥♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛♦ ✐♥❡①❡♥❞❡❞❣❛❡❛♥❞♦❝✐❧❧❛♦
♠♦❞❡❧✳❏❚❤❡♦❇✐♦❧✱✷✻✹✭✷✮✿✸✻✼⑨➇✸✼✻✱✷✵✶✵✳

❈✳❩❤♦✉✱❏✳❑✉ ❤✱❛♥❞❇✳❍✉✳ ❆❛②✲❡♥❤❛♥❝❡❞❝♦❤❡❡♥❝❡❡♦♥❛♥❝❡✿◆♦♥✐✈✐❛❧
❡✛❡❝ ♦❢❤❡❡♦❣❡♥❡✐②❛♥❞ ♣❛✐❛❧✐♥❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦❢♥♦✐❡✳ ❤②✳❘❡✈✳▲❡✳✱✽✼
✭✾✮✿✵✾✽✶✵✶✱✷✵✵✶✳

❇✳❩✐♠♠❡♠❛♥♥❛♥❞❇✳ ❲❛❧③✳❚❤❡♠❡❝❤❛♥✐♠♠❡❞✐❛✐♥❣❡❣❡♥❡❛✐✈❡✐♥❡❝❡❧❧✉❧❛
❈❛2+✇❛✈❡ ✐♥❤❡❜❧♦✇✢②❛❧✐✈❛②❣❧❛♥❞✳❊▼❇❖❏✱✶✽✭✶✷✮✿✸✷✷✷✕✸✷✸✶✱✶✾✾✾✳



✷✵✹ ❙❯ ▲❊▼❊◆❚❆❘❨▼❆❚❊❘■❆▲

❆❙✉♣♣❧❡♠❡♥❛② ♠❛❡✐❛❧



❙✉♣♣❧❡♠❡♥❛②✐♥❢♦♠❛ ✐♦♥❢♦
❯✐♥❣❏❡♥❡♥✬ ✐♥❡✉❛❧✐② ♦❡①♣❧❛✐♥ ❤❡ ♦❧❡♦❢ ❡❣✉❧❛

❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✐♥♣♦❡✐♥❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥

❈❤✐✐❛♥❇♦❞❡♥❡✐♥ ❇❡❛❡❑♥♦❦❡ ▼❛❦♦▼❛❤❧

▼❛❥❛➸❡❝ ❙❡❢❛♥❙❝❤✉❡

✶❊①✐ ❡♥❝❡♦❢❛✉♥✐✉❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣♦❧✉✐♦♥

■✐♥♦ ✐♠♠❡❞✐❛❡❧②❝❧❡❛ ❤❛ ❤❡ ②❡♠✉❡❞✐♥♦✉ ✉❞② ❡❛❝❤❡❛♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♣❤❛❡
✇❤❡❡❢♦❛❧❧t✿X(t)=X(t+T)✳❚❤❡❞✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❧❡✉❛✐♦♥❞❡❝✐❜✐♥❣♦✉ ②❡♠✐✭❡❡
♠❛✐♥ ❡①❢♦❞❡❝✐♣✐♦♥✮✿

dX

dt
=F(Z,X)=konf1(Z,Xtot−X)−kofff2(X), ✭✶✮

✇✐❤❛♣❡✐♦❞✐❝✐♥♣✉Z(t)=Z(t+T)✳■❢❤❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥f1✐ ❡♣❛❛❜❧❡✐♥✐ ❛❣✉♠❡♥
✇❡❝❛♥ ♣❧✐✐✉♣✿f1(Z,Xtot−X)=v(Z)f

∗
1(Xtot−X)✳❚♦❤♦✇✐❢❤❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢

❛❝✐✈❛❡❞♣♦❡✐♥X✇✐❧❧✱❛❢❡❛♥✐♥✐✐❛❧ ❛♥✐❡♥✱❡❛❝❤❛♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♣❤❛❡✐✐✉❡❢✉❧♦
❝♦♥✐❞❡❤❡ ♦✐♥❝❛ ♠❛♣ ♦❛❣✐✈❡♥♦❧✉✐♦♥ϕ(t,X)♦❢❊✳✭✶✮ ❛✐♥❣❛ϕ(0,X)=X✿

P(X)=ϕ(T,X) ✭✷✮

✇❤❡❡T✐ ❤❡♣❡✐♦❞♦❢♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳■ ✉♥♦✉ ❤❛❛♥✐♥✐✐❛❧❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥X0❝♦❡♣♦♥❞
♦❛♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♦❧✉✐♦♥✐❢❛♥❞♦♥❧②✐❢P(X0)=X0✱✇❤✐❝❤❢♦❧❧♦✇❢♦♠❤❡✇❡❧❧✲❦♥♦✇♥
✉♥✐✉❡♥❡ ♦❢♦❧✉✐♦♥❢♦❞✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❜❧❡♦❞✐♥❛②❞✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❧❡✉❛✐♦♥✭❖❉❊✮♦❛❣✐✈❡♥
✐♥✐✐❛❧✈❛❧✉❡✳■✐✉❡❢✉❧♦❞❡❡♠✐♥❡ ❤❡❞❡✐✈❛✐✈❡P(X)=∂ϕ(T,X)/∂X✳ ❲❡❝❛♥❞♦
♦❜②✐♥❡✐♥❣❤❡ ♦❧✉✐♦♥ϕ(t,X)✐♥♦❊✳✭✶✮❛♥❞❝❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♥❣❤❡♣❛ ✐❛❧❞❡✐✈❛✐✈❡
✇✐❤❡♣❡❝ ♦X✭❤❡❡✇❡♦♠✐ ❤❡❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥❝❡♦❢F♦♥Z❢♦❝♦♥✈❡♥✐❡♥❝❡❡❛♦♥❛♥❞
✇✐❡F(Z,X)=F(X)✮✿

∂

∂X

dϕ(t,X)

dt
=F(ϕ(t,X))

∂ϕ(t,X)

∂X
, ✭✸✮

✇❤❡❡F(X)=−kon(f1(Z,Xtot−X)+KDf2(X))✳ ◆♦✇❡①❝❤❛♥❣✐♥❣❤❡ ❡✉❡♥❝❡♦❢
❞❡✐✈❛✐✈❡♦♥❤❡❧❡❢❤❛♥❞✐❞❡❬❝❢✳✶❪❧❡❛❞ ♦❛❞✐✛❡❡♥✐❛❧❡✉❛✐♦♥✐♥∂ϕ(t,X)/∂X
✇✐❤✐♥✐✐❛❧✈❛❧✉❡∂ϕ(0,X)/∂X=∂X

∂X
=1✇❤♦❡♦❧✉✐♦♥✐✿

∂ϕ(t,X)

∂X
=exp

t

0

F(ϕ(s,X))dt. ✭✹✮

✶

❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳ ❤②❇✐♦❧✼✱✷✵✶✵✱✵✸✻✵✵✾ ✷✵✺



❚❤✉ ✇❡❝❛♥❣✐✈❡P(X)❜②✿

P(X)=exp
T

0

F(ϕ(s,X))dt. ✭✺✮

❆❧❤♦✉❣❤✇❡❞♦♥♦❦♥♦✇ϕ(t,X)❤❡❛❜♦✈❡❞❡✐✈❛✐♦♥✐✐♠♠❡❞✐❛❡❧②✉❡❢✉❧✇❤❡♥❤❡
❡①♣♦♥❡♥✐♥❡❣❛✐✈❡✳❚❤✉❛✉✣❝✐❡♥❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥❢♦ ❤❡❡①✐ ❡♥❝❡♦❢❛♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♦❧✉✐♦♥
✐✿F(X)<0✳ ❲❡❛✉♠❡✐ ♦❜❡❢✉❧✜❧❧❡❞❢♦♠♥♦✇♦♥✳
■❢❤❡❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✐❢✉❧✜❧❧❡❞❤✐❧❡❛❞ ♦0≤P(X)<1❛♥❞❤✉ ♦❛✉❜✲❧✐♥❡❛ ❧♦♣❡♦❢
P(X)✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡✱✐✐♦❜✈✐♦✉ ❤❛P(0)≥0❛♥❞❤✉P(X)♠✉ ❝♦ ❤❡❧✐♥❡X♦♥❡
✐♠❡❛ ❤❡♣♦✐♥X0=P(X0)✇✐❤ϕ(t,X0)❜❡✐♥❣ ❤❡❝♦ ❡♣♦♥❞✐♥❣✉♥✐✉❡♣❡✐♦❞✐❝
♦❧✉✐♦♥✳ ❚♦❤♦✇ ❤❛ ❤❡ ♦❧✉✐♦♥ϕ(t,X)❡♥❞ ♦ϕ(t,X0)❢♦❡✈❡② ❛ ✈❛❧✉❡X✱
♥♦✐❝❡❤❛ X<P(X)<X0♦X0<P(X)<X✇❤❡♥P(X)✐ ✉❜✲❧✐♥❡❛✳ ❚❤✉ ❤❡
✐❡❛✐✈❡♠❛♣Pn(X)=P(Pn−1(X))✇✐❤P0(X)=X ❡❛❝❤❡X0❢♦n→ ∞ ❛♥❞✇❡
❞❡❞✉❝❡✿

lim
n→∞

(Pn(X))=lim
n→∞

(ϕ(nT,X))=X0=ϕ(T,X0) ✭✻✮

❋♦♠❤✐ ✇❡❝❛♥ ❡❡❤❛✿limt→∞|ϕ(t,X)−ϕ(t,X0)|=0❛♥❞ϕ(t,X)❡❛❝❤❡ ❤❡
✉♥✐✉❡♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♦❧✉✐♦♥❢♦t→∞✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡ϕ(t,X0)✐❛♥❛②♠♣♦✐❝ ❛❜❧❡♣❡✐♦❞✐❝
♦❧✉✐♦♥✐♥❝❡X0✐❛ ❛❜❧❡✜①✲♣♦✐♥♦❢❤❡✐❡❛✐✈❡♠❛♣Pn(X)✱✇❤✐❝❤❢♦❧❧♦✇❢♦♠
0<P(X0)<1✳

✷ ▼♦♥♦♦♥✐❝✐♥❝❡❛✐♥❣ ❡❛❞② ❛❡

❲❤❡♥ ∂F(Z,X)/∂X|X=Xss<0❤♦❧❞ ❤❡ ❡❛❞② ❛❡✭❣✐✈❡♥❛❝♦♥❛♥ ✐❣♥❛❧✮Xss✐
❛❜❧❡✳❚❤❡ ❡❛❞② ❛❡♦❢❤❡②❡♠✐♥❊✳✭✶✮✐✐♠♣❧✐❝✐❧②❣✐✈❡♥❜②♦❧✈✐♥❣dX/dt=0✿

F(Z,Xss(Z))=0. ✭✼✮

❆ ❞❡✐✈❡❞✐♥❤❡♠❛✐♥❡① ❤❡❡✐♦♥❧②♦♥❡ ❡❛❞②✲❛❡❢✉❧✜❧❧✐♥❣❤✐❡✉❛✐♦♥❞✉❡♦
❤❡✐♠♣❧✐❝✐❢✉♥❝✐♦♥❤❡♦❡♠✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡✱❤✐✐♠♣❧✐❡❢♦ ❤❡♦❛❧❞❡✐✈❛✐✈❡✇✐❤❡♣❡❝
♦Z✿

dF

dZ
=
∂F

∂Z
+
∂F

∂X

dXss
dZ
=0 ✭✽✮

❍❡❡❤❡♣❛ ✐❛❧❞❡✐✈❛✐✈❡❛❡♠❡❛♥ ♦❜❡❡✈❛❧✉❛❡❞❛ ❤❡ ❡❛❞② ❛❡Xss✳❋♦♠❤✐
✇❡✜♥❞ ❤❛✿

dXss
dZ
=−

∂F
∂Z
∂F
∂X

, ✭✾✮

✇❤✐❝❤✐ ♣♦✐✐✈❡♦❡✉❛❧ ♦③❡♦❜❡❝❛✉❡∂F/∂Z≥0❛♥❞∂F/∂X<0❜❡❝❛✉❡♦❢❤❡
❛❜♦✈❡❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥♦❢❛❜✐❧✐②♦❢❤❡ ❡❛❞② ❛❡✳❚❤❡❝❛❡Xss(v(Z))❢♦❧❧♦✇❢♦♠❛♥❛❧♦❣♦✉
❝♦♥✐❞❡❛✐♦♥✳

✷

✷✵✻ ❙❯ ▲❊▼❊◆❚❆❘❨▼❆❚❊❘■❆▲



✸ ●❡♥❡❛❧❞❡✐✈❛✐♦♥❢♦ ❤❡❧✐♠✐ ❝❛❡

●✐✈❡♥❛❝♦♥ ❛♥✐♥♣✉ ❤❡❛❝✐✈❛❡❞❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥❡❛❝❤❡ ❤❡ ❡❛❞② ❛❡✐♠♣❧✐❝✐❧②
❣✐✈❡♥❜②❊✳✭✼✮✳■♥❤❡❝❛❡♦❢❛❝♦♥❛♥ ✐❣♥❛❧✇✐❤❤❡❛♠❡❛✈❡❛❣❡❛ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣
✐❣♥❛❧✱̄Z= Z✱✇❡♦❜❛✐♥✐♠♣❧✐❝✐❧②✿

F(Z,Xss(Z))=F(Z,X̄Z)=0. ✭✶✵✮

❚❤✉ ✇❡❝❛♥❝❛❧❝✉❧❛❡❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡❛❝✐✈❡❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✐♥♦♥❡♣❡✐♦❞❜②✿

XZ̄ =
1

T

T

0

Xss(Z)dt=Xss(Z). ✭✶✶✮

❚♦❝♦♠♣✉❡❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡♦❢❛❝✐✈❛❡❞♣♦❡✐♥✇❡♣♦❝❡❡❞❛✐♥❤❡♠❛✐♥❡①❛♥❞✐♥❡✲
❣❛❡❊✳✭✶✮♦✈❡♦♥❡♣❡✐♦❞T✿

T

0

dX

dt
dt=

T

0

F(Z(t),X(t))dt. ✭✶✷✮

❯✐♥❣❤❡❢❛❝ ❤❛X(t+T)=X(t)✐♥❤❡♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♣❤❛❡✇❡♦❜❛✐♥✿

0=
T

0

F(Z(t),X(t))dt. ✭✶✸✮

❆♥② ♦❧✉✐♦♥X(t)♦❢❊✳✭✶✮❢✉❧✜❧❧ ❤✐❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✳ ❲❡♥♦✇✜♥❞❤❡♦❧✉✐♦♥❢♦ ❤❡✇♦
❧✐♠✐❝❛❡♦❢✈❡②❤✐❣❤❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❝♦♥❛♥✭kon→∞✮❛♥❞✈❡②❧♦✇❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❝♦♥❛♥
✭kon→0✮✳
■♥❤❡✜ ❝❛❡✭kon→ ∞✮✇❡❤❛✈❡Xss(Z(t))♥❡❛❧②✐♠♠❡❞✐❛❡❧②✳❚❤✉ ❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡
✐❣✐✈❡♥❜②✿

Xosc =
1

T

T

0

Xss(Z(t))dt= Xss(Z) ✭✶✹✮

✇✐❤ ❤❡ ✉❜❝✐♣♦❝❡❢❡✐♥❣♦❤❡❝❛❡✇❤❡❡X ♦❝✐❧❧❛❡✳■♥❤❡ ❡❝♦♥❞❝❛❡♦❢
❛✈❡②❧♦✇❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❝♦♥❛♥✭kon→ 0✮❤❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❛❝✐✈❡❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥✐♥
❤❡♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♣❤❛❡❤♦✇ ♥❡❛❧②♥♦❝❤❛♥❣❡✐♥✐ ✐♠❡❝♦✉❡♦✈❡♦♥❡♣❡✐♦❞✳ ❲❡❡
X(t)=Xint✐♥❊✳✭✶✸✮❛♥❞♦❜❛✐♥❛♥✐♠♣❧✐❝✐❡✉❛✐♦♥✿

0=
T

0

F(Z(t),Xint)dt ✭✶✺✮

✇✐❤❤❡✉❜❝✐♣✐♥ ❡❢❡✐♥❣♦❤❡✐♥❡❣❛✐♦♥❝❛❡✳
❆ ✐♥❤❡♠❛✐♥❡①✇❡♥♦✇❝♦♠♣❛❡❤❡❡①♣❡✐♦♥❞❡✐✈❡❞❢♦❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡♦❢❛❝✐✈❛❡❞
❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥✐♥❤❡❝❛❡♦❢❛❝♦♥❛♥ ✐❣♥❛❧✭❊✳✭✶✶✮✮✇✐❤❤❡❛❜♦✈❡✇♦❧✐♠✐ ❝❛❡✳
❲❡✉ ✐❧✐③❡❏❡♥❡♥✬✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②❢♦ ❤✐❝♦♠♣❛✐♦♥❬✹✱✺❪✳
❲❡✜ ❝♦♥✐❞❡ ❤❡✐♥❡❣❛✐♦♥❝❛❡✱✇❤✐❝❤❛♣♣❧✐❡✐❢❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❝♦♥❛♥kon✐
✈❡②❧♦✇✳❉✐✈✐❞✐♥❣❊✳✭✶✺✮❜②T ❡✉❧ ✐♥✿

F(Z,Xint)=0. ✭✶✻✮

❲❡❝❛♥♥♦✇❡ ✉❛❡❤✐✇✐❤❊✳✭✶✵✮♦♦❜❛✐♥✿

F(Z,X̄Z)=F(Z,Xint) ✭✶✼✮

✸

❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳ ❤②❇✐♦❧✼✱✷✵✶✵✱✵✸✻✵✵✾ ✷✵✼



❛♥❞✉❡❏❡♥❡♥✬✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②♦❞❡✐✈❡✿

F(Z,X̄Z)=F(Z,Xint)≥F(Z,Xint). ✭✶✽✮

✇❤❡♥ ❤❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥F✐❝♦♥✈❡①✐♥Z♦✈❡[Z1,Z2]✳❙✐♥❝❡F✐❛♠♦♥♦♦♥✐❝❞❡❝❡❛✐♥❣
❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✐♥X✭❝❢✳❙❡❝✐♦♥✶✮❤✐✐♠♣❧✐❡ ❤❡❡❧❛✐♦♥XZ̄ ≤ Xint✳❚❤✐♠❡❛♥ ❤❛
♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❧❡❛❞♦❛♥✐♥❝❡❛❡❞❛✈❡❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥✱✐♥❝♦♠♣❛✐♦♥♦❛❝♦♥❛♥
✐❣♥❛❧✇✐❤❤❡❛♠❡❛✈❡❛❣❡✳❆♥❡❝❡❛②❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥❢♦ ❤✐ ♦❤♦❧❞✐ ❤❡❝♦♥✈❡①✐②♦❢
❤❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥F✭FZZ≥0✮✳
■♥❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❝❛❡✱✇❤✐❝❤❛♣♣❧✐❡✐❢❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❝♦♥❛♥kon✐✈❡②❤✐❣❤✱✇❡
❡①❛♠✐♥❡❤❡❛♥❛❧♦❣♦✉ ✐♥❡✉❛❧✐② XZ̄ ≤ Xosc✳ ❯✐♥❣❊✳✭✶✶✮❛♥❞✭✶✹✮✱❤✐ ✐
❡✉✐✈❛❧❡♥ ♦✿

Xss(Z)≤ Xss(Z). ✭✶✾✮

❆❝❝♦❞✐♥❣♦❏❡♥❡♥✬✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②❤✐✐❢✉❧✜❧❧❡❞✇❤❡♥Xss✐❝♦♥✈❡①✐♥Z♦✈❡ ❤❡❛♠♣❧✐✉❞❡
❛♥❣❡[Z1,Z2]✳❚❤✐✐ ❤❡❛♠❡❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✇❡♦❜❛✐♥❡❞❢♦ ❤❡❝❛❡♦❢❛❡♣❛❛❜❧❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥
g✐♥❤❡♠❛✐♥❡①✳
▼♦❡♦✈❡✱❤❡❝♦♥✈❡①✐②♦❢Xss✐❞❡❡♠✐♥❡❞❜② ❤❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥F(Z,X)✳❚❤❡✜ ❞❡✐✈❛✲
✐✈❡♦❢Xss✐❣✐✈❡♥❜②❊✳✭✾✮✿

dXss
dZ
=−
FZ
FX
, ✭✷✵✮

✇❤❡❡FZ❛♥❞FX ❞❡♥♦❡♣❛✐❛❧❞❡✐✈❛✐✈❡✇✐❤❡♣❡❝ ♦Z❛♥❞X❡✈❛❧✉❛❡❞❛X=
Xss(Z)♦✈❡[Z1,Z2]✳❚❤❡❡❝♦♥❞❞❡✐✈❛✐✈❡✐❝♦♠♣✉❡❞❛✿

d2Xss
dZ2

=
FZ FXZ+FXX

dXss
dZ
−FX FZZ+FZX

dXss
dZ

(FX)
2 . ✭✷✶✮

❈♦♥✈❡①✐②❡✉✐❡✿

FZ FXZ+FXX
dXss
dZ

−FX FZZ+FZX
dXss
dZ

≥0. ✭✷✷✮

❯✐♥❣❊✳✭✾✮❛♥❞❤❡❢❛❝ ❤❛FZX=FXZ ✇❡❞❡✐✈❡❛♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧✐♥dXss/dZ✿

P
dXss
dZ
(Z),Z =FXX

dXss
dZ

2

+2FZX
dXss
dZ
+FZZ≥0, ✭✷✸✮

✇❤❡❡✇❡❛❡♦♥❧②✐♥❡❡❡❞✐♥❤❡♣♦✐✐✈❡❛①✐dXss/dZ≥0✭❝❢✳❙❡❝✐♦♥✷✮✳◆♦✐❝❡❤❛
❢♦FXX<0✱FZX<0❛♥❞FZZ<0✐✐♥♦♣♦ ✐❜❧❡♦❢✉❧✜❧❤❡✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②✳❚❤❡❡❢♦❡✇❡
♥❡❡❞❝♦♥✈❡①✐②❛❧❡❛ ✐♥♦♥❡♦❢❤❡❡♦♦❜❛✐♥❛❝♦♥✈❡①♣❛ ♦❢Xss(Z)♦✈❡[Z1,Z2]✳❚♦
♦❜❛✐♥♥❡❝❡❛②❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥❢♦ ❤❡✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②♦❜❡ ✉❡✐❛❤❛❞♣♦❜❧❡♠❜❡❝❛✉❡❤❡
❧❡❢✲❤❛♥❞✐❞❡♦❢❤❡✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②❞❡❝✐❜❡❛Z✲♣❛❛♠❡❡✐③❡❞❝✉✈❡✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✇❡❝❛♥❧♦♦❦
❢♦ ✉✣❝✐❡♥❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥ ✉❝❤❤❛ ❤❡♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧✐♥❊✳✭✷✸✮❤❛♥♦❡❛❧♣♦✐✐✈❡♦♦
❛♥❞✐♣♦✐✐✈❡❛dXss/dZ=0✳ ❖❜✈✐♦✉❧②✱✜ ♦❢❛❧❧✇❡♥❡❡❞FZZ≥0❛♥❞FXX ≥0✳
■❢❛❞❞✐✐♦♥❛❧❧②FZX ≥0❤❡♥❊✳✭✷✸✮✇✐❧❧❜❡❢✉❧✜❧❧❡❞✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✐❢FZX <0✇❡♥❡❡❞
FZZFXX−(FZX)

2≥0✱✇❤✐❝❤❝❛♥❜❡♦❜❛✐♥❡❞❜②❝♦♥✐❞❡✐♥❣❤❡♦♦ ♦❢❤❡♣♦❧②♥♦♠✐❛❧✳
❚❤❡❡❢♦❡✱❤❡✉✣❝✐❡♥❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥❛❡✿

FZZ≥0,FXX≥0✱ ✐❢FZX≥0 ✭✷✹✮

FZZ≥0,FXX≥0,FZZFXX−(FZX)
2≥0✱ ✐❢FZX<0 ✭✷✺✮

✹

✷✵✽ ❙❯ ▲❊▼❊◆❚❆❘❨▼❆❚❊❘■❆▲



◆♦✐❝❡❤❛✐♥❤❡❡❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥❛❣❛✐♥FZZ≥0♣❧❛②❛❝✉❝✐❛❧♦❧❡✱❛✐♥❤❡✐♥❡❣❛✐♦♥
❝❛❡❛❜♦✈❡✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡✱✐❢❤❡❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✐♥❊✳✭✷✺✮❛❡❢✉❧✜❧❧❡❞❤❡♥❛❧♦❤❡❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥
✐♥❊✳✭✷✹✮❤♦❧❞✳
■♥❤❡❢♦♠❡ ❛♥❛❧②✐✇❡❤❛✈❡❡✈❛❧✉❛❡❞❤❡❞❡✐✈❛✐✈❡❛X=Xss(Z)♦✈❡[Z1,Z2]✳
❍♦✇❡✈❡✱✐❢❤❡❞❡✐✈❡❞❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✐♥❊✳✭✷✺✮❛❧♦❤♦❧❞♦✈❡ ❤❡❝♦♠♣❧❡❡❝♦♥✈❡①✉❜❡
[Z1,Z2]❛♥❞[0,Xtot]❤❡②❞❡✜♥❡F(Z,X)❛❛❝♦♥✈❡①❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✳❚❤✐ ❤❡♥❛❧❧♦✇ ♦❞❛✇
♠♦❡❣❡♥❡❛❧❝♦♥❝❧✉✐♦♥❛ ❤♦✇♥✐♥❤❡♥❡① ❡❝✐♦♥✳

✹ ●❡♥❡❛❧❞❡✐✈❛✐♦♥

❋♦ ❤❡ ②❡♠✐♥❊✳✭✶✮✱❣✐✈❡♥❛♣❡✐♦❞✐❝✐♥♣✉Z(t)=Z(t+T)❤❡❡①✐ ❡♥❝❡♦❢❛
✉♥✐✉❡ ❛❜❧❡T✲♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♦❧✉✐♦♥❡✉✐❡∂F/∂X<0✭❝❢✳ ❡❝✐♦♥✶✮✳■♥❡❣❛✐♥❣❊✳
✭✶✮♦✈❡♦♥❡♣❡✐♦❞T❛❜❡❢♦❡❛♥❞❦❡❡♣✐♥❣✐♥♠✐♥❞❤❛X(t)=X(t+T)✐♥❤❡♣❡✐♦❞✐❝
♣❤❛❡✇❡❞❡✐✈❡❛❢❡❞✐✈✐✐♦♥❜②T✿

0=F(Z,X). ✭✷✻✮

❊✉❛✐♥❣❤✐✇✐❤❊✳✭✶✵✮✱✇❤✐❝❤✐♠♣❧✐❝✐❧②❣✐✈❡ ❤❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢❛❝✐✈❛❡❞♣♦❡✐♥
✉♥❞❡❛❝♦♥❛♥ ✐❣♥❛❧♦❢❤❡❛♠❡❛✈❡❛❣❡✱✇❡♦❜❛✐♥✿

F(Z,X̄Z)=F(Z,X). ✭✷✼✮

❯✐♥❣✉♣♣♦ ✐♥❣❤②♣❡♣❧❛♥❡ ♦❞❡✜♥❡❝♦♥✈❡①❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✐✐❡❛②♦❣❡♥❡❛❧✐③❡❏❡♥❡♥✬
✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②♦❢✉♥❝✐♦♥♦❢✇♦❛♥❞♠♦❡✈❛✐❛❜❧❡❬✻❪✳❚❤❡❤❡♦❡♠✱✇❤✐❝❤✐♦❢❡♥✉❡❞
✐♥♣♦❜❛❜✐❧✐②❤❡♦②♦♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧ ❛✐✐❝✱❛② ❤❛✐❢F✐❛❝♦♥✈❡①❢✉♥❝✐♦♥♦✈❡
❤❡❝♦♥✈❡①✉❜❡Z∈[Z1,Z2]❛♥❞X∈[0,Xtot]❤❡❢♦❧❧♦✇✐♥❣❤♦❧❞✿

F(Z,X)≥F(Z,X). ✭✷✽✮

❚♦❣❡❤❡✇✐❤❤❡❢❛❝ ❤❛F✐ ✐❝❧②♠♦♥♦♦♥✐❝❞❡❝❡❛✐♥❣✐♥X ❤✐✐♠♣❧✐❡✿XZ̄≤
X✱✇❤✐❝❤✐♦✉❞❡✐❡❞❡✉❧♦❢❜❡❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❜②❛♥♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♥❣✐❣♥❛❧✳❆♥❛❧♦❣♦✉
❝♦♥❝❧✉✐♦♥❝❛♥❜❡❞❛✇♥✇❤❡♥ ❤❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥F✐❝♦♥❝❛✈❡✳ ◆♦❡❤❛ ❤✐ ✐❛♠♦❡
❣❡♥❡❛❧❡✉❧✱✇❤✐❝❤✐❛♣♣❧✐❝❛❜❧❡♦❛❜✐ ❛②✈❛❧✉❡❢♦kon❛♥❞❞♦❡♥♦ ❡❧②♦♥❤❡
✇♦❧✐♠✐ ❝❛❡❞✐❝✉❡❞✐♥❤❡♠❛✐♥❡①✭kon✈❡②♠❛❧❧❛♥❞kon→ ∞✮✳❍♦✇❡✈❡✱❤❡
✉❡ ✐♦♥✐✇❤❡❤❡✐✐❛♣♣❧✐❝❛❜❧❡✐♥❝❡✇❡❡✉✐❡❝♦♥✈❡①✐②♦❢F(Z,X)✳
❚❤❡♥♦✐♦♥♦❢❝♦♥✈❡①✐②♦❢❤❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥F✐ ❡❧❛❡❞♦❤❡♣♦✐✐✈❡❡♠✐❞❡✜♥✐❡♥❡ ♦❢
❤❡②♠♠❡✐❝❍❡✐❛♥♠❛✐①H♦❢F✳❋♦H ♦❜❡♣♦✐✐✈❡❡♠✐❞❡✜♥✐❡✇❡❡✉✐❡❤❡
✇♦❡✐❣❡♥✈❛❧✉❡ ♦❢H ♦❜❡❣❡❛❡♦❡✉❛❧♦③❡♦✳❋♦ ❤✐ ♦❜❡❤❡❝❛❡tr(H)≥0
❛♥❞det(H)≥0✳■♠♣♦❛♥❧②✐❢det(H)<0❤❡❡✐❣❡♥✈❛❧✉❡ ❤❛✈❡❞✐✛❡❡♥ ✐❣♥❛♥❞
❤❡♠❛ ✐①✐✐♥❞❡✜♥✐❡❤❡❡❢♦❡♣❡✈❡♥✐♥❣❛♣♣❧✐❝❛✐♦♥♦❢❏❡♥❡♥✬✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②✳ ❲✐❤❤❡
②❡♠❣✐✈❡♥✐♥❊✳✭✶✮✇❡♦❜❛✐♥✿

tr(H)=FZZ+FXX=kon
∂2f1
∂Z2

+
∂2f1
∂X2

−KD
∂2f2
∂X2

≥0 ✭✷✾✮

det(H)=FZZFXX−(FZX)
2=k2on

∂2f1
∂Z2

∂2f1
∂X2

−KD
∂2f2
∂X2

−
∂2f1
∂ZX

2

≥0

✭✸✵✮

◆♦✐❝❡❤❛❢♦❤❡❡❝♦♥❞❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥♦❜❡❛✐✜❛❜❧❡✇❡❡✉✐❡sgn(FZZ)=sgn(FXX)❛♥❞
❤✐ ♦❣❡❤❡✇✐❤❤❡✜ ❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✐♠♣❧✐❡✿FZZ≥0❛♥❞FXX ≥0✳❚❤❡❡❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥
❧♦♦❦✐♠✐❧❛ ♦❤❡♦♥❡❞❡✐✈❡❞✐♥❤❡♣❡✈✐♦✉ ❡❝✐♦♥❛♥❞✐♥❢❛❝✐❢❤❡②❛❡❢✉❧✜❧❧❡❞❤❡
❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✐♥❊✳✭✷✹✮❛♥❞✭✷✺✮❛❡❛❧♦❢✉❧✜❧❧❡❞✳

✺

❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥❡❛❧✳ ❤②❇✐♦❧✼✱✷✵✶✵✱✵✸✻✵✵✾ ✷✵✾



✺ ❆✈❡❛❣❡ ❛❣❡ ♣♦❡✐♥❧❡✈❡❧✐♥ ❤❡❝❛❡♦❢❧✐♥❡❛

❦✐♥❡✐❝

❲❤❡♥ ❤❡❢✉♥❝✐♦♥f∗1❛♥❞f2❛❡❧✐♥❡❛✐♥❤❡✐❛❣✉♠❡♥ ✇❡❝❛♥❣✐✈❡ ❤❡❧♦♣❡♦❢❤❡
♦✐♥❝❛ ♠❛♣✐♥❊ ✳✭✺✮❡①♣❧✐❝✐❧②❛✿

P(X)=e−konα(T), ✭✸✶✮

✇❤❡❡α(T)=
T

0
v(Z(t))+KDdt✳❚❤❡♦✐♥❝❛ ♠❛♣✐ ❤✉❣✐✈❡♥❜②✿

P(X)=P(0)+e−konα(T)X, ✭✸✷✮

✇❤✐❝❤✐♠♣❧✐❡ ❤❛ ❤❡✉♥✐✉❡♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♦❧✉✐♦♥X0=P(X0) ❛ ❛✿

X0=
P(0)

1−e−konα(T)
. ✭✸✸✮

❍❡❡P(0)=ϕ(T,0)✐ ❤❡♦❧✉✐♦♥♦❢❤❡②❡♠❣✐✈❡♥✐♥❊✳✭✶✮✇✐❤✐♥✐✐❛❧✈❛❧✉❡0✳
■♥❤❡❝❛❡♦❢❧✐♥❡❛❢✉♥❝✐♦♥f∗1❛♥❞f2 ❤❡♦❧✉✐♦♥❝❛♥❜❡❞❡✐✈❡❞❜②❤❡✈❛✐❛✐♦♥♦❢
❝♦♥❛♥ ❛♣♣♦❛❝❤❛♥❞✇✐❤✐♥✐✐❛❧✈❛❧✉❡X0✇❡♦❜❛✐♥✿

ϕ(t,X0)=e
−konα(t) konXtot

t

0

v(Z(s))ekonα(s)ds+X0 . ✭✸✹✮

❚❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥❛❝✐✈✐② X ❝❛♥❜❡❝♦♠♣✉❡❞❢♦♠ ❤✐ ❜②✐♥❡❣❛✐♦♥♦✈❡♦♥❡
♣❡✐♦❞❛♥❞❞✐✈✐✐♦♥❜②T✳❚♦❝♦♠♣✉❡❤❡✐♥❡❣❛❧♦♥❡♥❡❡❞ ♦♣❡❝✐❢②❤❡✐❣♥❛❧✳❍❡❡
✇❡✉❡❛ ✉❛❡✲❤❛♣❡❞T✲♣❡✐♦❞✐❝✐❣♥❛❧✱✇❤✐❝❤❝❛♥❜❡❞❡❝✐❜❡❞♠❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❛❧❧②❛✿

Z(t)=
Z2 ✱✐❢ (t modT)≤Tp

Z1 ✱❡❧❡
. ✭✸✺✮

❲❡ ❡ ❤❡❡✐♥❣❧❡✈❡❧Z1=0✳❚❤❡❧❡♥❣❤♦❢❛❈❛
2+♣❡❛❦✐Tp❛♥❞✐ ❤❡✐❣❤Z2✳❋♦

✉❝❤❛✐❣♥❛❧❝♦♠♣✉✐♥❣❊✳✭✸✸✮✇❡❣❡✿

X0=Xss(Z2)
eγ(1+σ)/ω−1

e(1+γσ)/ω−1
, ✭✸✻✮

✇✐❤Xss❛ ❤❡ ❡❛❞②✲❛❡♦❧✉✐♦♥♦❢❊✳✭✶✮✇✐❤❧✐♥❡❛❦✐♥❡✐❝✐♥❡❡❞❢♦f∗1❛♥❞f2✳
▼♦❡♦✈❡✱✇❡✐♥♦❞✉❝❡❞❤❡❞✐♠❡♥✐♦♥❧❡ ✈❛✐❛❜❧❡σ=v(Z2)/KD✱ω=1/(konKDT)
❛♥❞❤❡❞✉②❛✐♦γ=Tp/T❛❝❝♦❞✐♥❣♦❬✷❪✳❚❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡❝❛♥❜❡❞❡✐✈❡❞❢♦♠❤❡❛❜♦✈❡
❛✭❡❡❛❧♦❬✷❪✮✿

X =Xss(Z2)



γ+
ωσ

σ+1

e
γ(1+σ)
ω −1 e

1−γ
ω −1

e
1+γσ
ω −1



. ✭✸✼✮

❆❢❡❞✐✈✐✐♦♥❜②γσ❛♥❞✐♥♦❞✉❝✐♦♥♦❢y=e
γ(1+σ)
ω ✇❡❤❛✈❡✿

X

γσ
=Xss(Z2)

1

σ
+
1

lny

y−1

ya+1−1
(ya−1) , ✭✸✽✮

✇✐❤a=(1−γ)/(γ(1+σ))>0❜❡❝❛✉❡❤❡❞✉②❛✐♦γ✐❛❧✇❛② ♠❛❧❧❡ ❤❛♥♦♥❡✳
❚❤✐ ✐❛ ✐❝❧②♠♦♥♦♦♥✐❝❞❡❝❡❛✐♥❣❢✉♥❝✐♦♥✐♥y❛❝❛♥❜❡❡❡♥❛❢❡♣❧♦ ✐♥❣♦✈❡
y>0❛♥❞a>0❛♥❞❤❡❡❢♦❡X ✐❛❧♦ ✐❝❧②♠♦♥♦♦♥✐❝❞❡❝❡❛✐♥❣✐♥kon✳

✻

✷✶✵ ❙❯ ▲❊▼❊◆❚❆❘❨▼❆❚❊❘■❆▲



✻ ❆✈❡❛❣❡ ❛❣❡ ♣♦❡✐♥❧❡✈❡❧✐♥ ❤❡❝❛❡♦❢❡① ❡♠❡

③❡♦✲♦❞❡ ✉❧ ❛❡♥✐✐✈✐②

❲❡❝♦♥ ✐❞❡❛♠♦❞❡❧✇❤✐❝❤❛❝❝♦✉♥ ❢♦③❡♦✲♦❞❡✉❧ ❛❡♥✐✐✈✐②❬✸❪✳❚❤❛✐✇❡❝❤♦♦❡
f∗1❛♥❞f2 ♦❜❡ ▼✐❝❤❛❡❧✐✲▼❡♥❡♥❦✐♥❡✐❝✳ ❚❤❡❖❉❊♠♦❞❡❧❢♦ ❤❡❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥♦❢
❛❝✐✈❡❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥✐❣✐✈❡♥❜②✿

dX

dt
=kon v(Z)

Xtot−X

Ka+Xtot−X
−KD

X

Kde+X
. ✭✸✾✮

■♥❤❡❝❛❡♦❢❡①❡♠❡③❡♦✲♦❞❡✉❧ ❛❡♥✐✐✈✐②✇❡❤❛✈❡Ka→0❛♥❞Kde→0✳❚❤❡❡❢♦❡
✐♥❤❡✐♥❡✈❛❧(0,Xtot)❤❡②❡♠✐❣♦✈❡♥❡❞❜②❤❡✐♠♣❧✐✜❡❞❡✉❛✐♦♥✿

dX

dt
=kon(v(Z)−KD). ✭✹✵✮

◆♦✇✱ ❡❝❛❧❧❤❛ ❤❡ ✉❛❡✲❤❛♣❡❞ ✐❣♥❛❧❞❡❝✐❜❡❞✐♥❊✳✭✸✺✮♣❧✐ ❤❡♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥
♣❡✐♦❞✐♥✇♦♣❤❛❡✿ ♣✐❦❡❛♥❞✐♥❡♣✐❦❡♣❤❛❡✳ ◆❡❝❡❛✐❧②❞✉✐♥❣❤❡ ♣✐❦❡♣❤❛❡
KD<v(Z2)♦❤❡✇✐❡❤❡❡✐♥♦❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥♦❢❤❡♣♦❡✐♥❛❛❧❧✳❉✉✐♥❣❤❡✐♥❡♣✐❦❡
♣❤❛❡✇❡❡✉✐❡v(Z1)<KD♦❤❡✇✐❡❤❡♣♦❡✐♥❝♦♥❝❡♥❛✐♦♥✇✐❧❧✐♠♣❧②✐❡❞✉✐♥❣
❤❡✇❤♦❧❡♣❡✐♦❞✳ ❲❤❡♥X ❡❛❝❤❡Xtot❞✉✐♥❣❤❡ ♣✐❦❡♣❤❛❡✐✇✐❧❧ ❛②❤❡❡✳❚❤❡
❛♠❡❤♦❧❞✇❤❡♥X ❡❛❝❤❡0❞✉✐♥❣❤❡✐♥❡♣✐❦❡♣❤❛❡✳❚❤❡❡❝♦♥✐❞❡❛✐♦♥❧❡❛❞♦
❤❡❡❝❛❡❢♦ ❤❡❝♦✉ ❡♦❢❤❡❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥✐♥❤❡♣❡✐♦❞✐❝♣❤❛❡✳■♥❝❛❡✭✐✮X ❡❛❝❤❡
Xtot❞✉✐♥❣❤❡♣✐❦❡✲♣❤❛❡❛♥❞ ❛ ✐♥♦❤❡✐♥❡♣✐❦❡♣❤❛❡✇✐❤Xtot✳■❤❡♥❡❛❝❤❡
③❡♦❜❡❢♦❡❤❡❡♥❞♦❢❤❡✐♥❡♣✐❦❡♣❤❛❡❛♥❞❡❛❝❤❡Xtot❛❣❛✐♥❞✉✐♥❣❤❡♣✐❦❡✲♣❤❛❡
♦❢✉❧✜❧❧❤❡♣❡✐♦❞✐❝❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥✳❚❤❡❝❛❡✭✐✐✮✐♥❡❛❧②❤❡❛♠❡✿X ❛ ❛Xtot❞✉✐♥❣
❤❡✐♥❡♣✐❦❡♣❤❛❡❜✉❞♦❡♥♦ ❡❛❝❤③❡♦✱❜❡❢♦❡❤❡♦♥❡♦❢❤❡♥❡① ♣✐❦❡✳❉✉✐♥❣
❤❡♣✐❦❡X ❡❛❝❤❡Xtot❛❣❛✐♥✳❈❛❡✭✐✐✐✮✐ ♦♠❡✇❤❛❞✐✛❡❡♥✿X ❛ ❛③❡♦❞✉✐♥❣
❤❡ ♣✐❦❡♣❤❛❡❜✉❞♦❡ ♥♦ ❡❛❝❤Xtot❛ ❤❡♦♥❡♦❢❤❡✐♥❡♣✐❦❡♣❤❛❡✭♦❤❡✇✐❡
✇❡✇♦✉❧❞❜❡✐♥❝❛❡✭✐✮♦✭✐✐✮✮✳❉✉✐♥❣❤❡✐♥❡♣✐❦❡♣❤❛❡X♠✉ ❡❛❝❤③❡♦❛❣❛✐♥♦
❢✉❧✜❧♣❡✐♦❞✐❝✐②✳❚❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡X ❝❛♥❜❡❝♦♠♣✉❡❞❜②✐♠♣❧❡❣❡♦♠❡✐❝❝❛❧❝✉❧❛✐♦♥♦❢
❛❡❛❜❡❝❛✉❡❤❡✐♠❡✲❝♦✉❡❞❡❝✐❜❡❞❜②❊✳✭✹✵✮❛❡ ❛✐❣❤❧✐♥❡❝♦♥♥❡❝✐♥❣♣❡❝✐✜❝
♣♦✐♥✳❋♦ ❤❡❤❡❡❝❛❡✇❡♦❜❛✐♥✿

X 1=Xtot γ+
Xtot
2

1

konT

1

KD−v(Z1)
−

1

v(Z2)−KD
, ✭✹✶✮

X 2=Xtot−
1

2
(1−γ)2konT(KD−v(Z1))1+

KD−v(Z1)

v(Z2)−KD
, ✭✹✷✮

X 3=
1

2
γ2Tkon(v(Z2−KD))1+

v(Z2)−KD
KD−v(Z1)

. ✭✹✸✮

❆❣❛✐♥✇❡✐♥ ♦❞✉❝❡❤❡❞✉②❛✐♦γ=Tp/T✳❚❤❡❝♦♥❞✐✐♦♥❢♦ ❤❡❤❡❡❝❛❡❛❡✿

X =






X 1 , kon≥max
Xtot

(KD−v(Z1))T(1−γ)
, Xtot
(v(Z2)−KD)Tγ

X 2 , kon<
Xtot

(KD−v(Z1))T(1−γ)
∧KD≤ v(Z)

X 3 , kon<
Xtot

(v(Z2)−KD)Tγ
∧KD> v(Z)

, ✭✹✹✮

✇❤❡❡v(Z)=v(Z1)(1−γ)+v(Z2)γ✳❖❜✈✐♦✉❧②✇❡❤❛✈❡✇♦❞✐✛❡❡♥❝♦✉❡♦❢X
♦✈❡ kon✳ ❲❤❡♥KD ≤ v(Z)✇❡✜ ❤❛✈❡ X 2✉♥✐❧❛♣❡❝✐✜❝kon=Xtot/((KD−

✼
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❋✐❣✉❡✶✿ ❧♦♦❢X ❣✐✈❡♥❜②❊✳✭✹✹✮♦✈❡ ❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥❝♦♥❛♥kon✳❚❤❡❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥
❦✐♥❡✐❝✐❣✐✈❡♥❜②v(Z)=Z4✳❚❤❡✉♥❞❡❧②✐♥❣✐❣♥❛❧✐❞❡❝✐❜❡❞❜② ✉❛❡✲
❤❛♣❡❞♣✐❦❡✇✐❤T=2✱Tp=0.2✱Z1=0.08❛♥❞Z2=0.8✳ ❧♦❡❞❛❡❤❡
❡✉❧ ❢♦❞✐✛❡❡♥❞✐ ♦❝✐❛✐♦♥❝♦♥❛♥ KD✿0.1✭❞❛❤✲❞♦✮✱0.05✭❞❛❤❡❞✮✱
0.01✭♦❧✐❞✮✳ ❲✐❤❤❡♣❛❛♠❡❡ ❣✐✈❡♥v(Z)≈0.041✳

✽

✷✶✷ ❙❯ ▲❊▼❊◆❚❆❘❨▼❆❚❊❘■❆▲



v(Z1))T(1−γ))❛♥❞❤❡♥X 1✳❖♥❤❡♦❤❡❤❛♥❞✇❤❡♥KD> v(Z)✇❡✜ ❤❛✈❡X 3

✉♥✐❧❛♣❡❝✐✜❝kon=Xtot/((v(Z2)−KD)Tγ)❛♥❞❤❡♥❛❣❛✐♥X 1✭❋✐❣✳✶✮✳
◆♦❡❤❛ ❤❡❣❡♥❡❛❧❧✐♠✐❝❛❡ Xss(v(Z))✭kon→ ∞✮❛♥❞Xss(v(Z))✭kon→ 0✮
♦❜❛✐♥❡❞✐♥❤❡♠❛✐♥❡①❛❣❡❡✇✐❤♦✉❞❡✐✈❡❞♦❧✉✐♦♥❤❡❡❛♥❞❤❛ ❤❡❛♣♣♦♣✐❛❡
❧✐♠✐❝❛❡❝❛♥ ✐❧❧❜❡✉❡❞❛❛❧♦✇❡❜♦✉♥❞✳ ❖♥❡❝❛♥ ❡❡❤❛♦♥❧②✐♥❤❡❝❛❡KD>
v(Z) ❤❡❡❡①✐ ❛♠❛①✐♠✉♠✐♥X ♦✈❡kon✳ ▼♦❡♦✈❡✱♦♥❡❝❛♥❤♦✇ ❤❛ ✐♥❤✐
❝❛❡ X ✐❛❧✇❛② ♠❛❧❧❡ ❤❛♥ ❤❡❛✈❡❛❣❡❛❝✐✈❡❛❣❡ ♣♦❡✐♥✐♥ ❤❡❝❛❡✇❤❡❡
KD≤ v(Z)✇❤❡♥γ≤1/2✳ ❆❞❞✐✐♦♥❛❧❧②✱✐❝❛♥❡❛✐❧②❜❡❤♦✇♥ ❤❛ X ≤1/2Xtot
✇❤❡♥KD> v(Z)✳❚❤❡❡❢♦❡✱✇❡❛❣✉❡❤❛ ❤❡❝❛❡♦❢❛❤✐❣❤❞✐♦❝✐❛✐♦♥❝♦♥❛♥KD
✐♣❤②✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❧②♥♦ ❡❧❡✈❛♥❢♦ ❛❣❡♣♦❡✐♥❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥✱✐♥❝❡✐ ❡✉❧ ✐♥♥❡❛❧②♥♦
❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥✳

❘❡❢❡❡♥❝❡
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1. Instantaneous phase response curves (iPRCs) 

The network of   connected oscillator cells in our model can be described by the generalized 

ordinary differential equation: 

 ̇     .           (1) 

If the coupling between the cells is strong enough, this equation possesses a limit cycle 

solution               with the period  . A light pulse subjected to    of the oscillator 

network along a specific dimension d can be described as a perturbation of the above 

equation: 

 ̇            ,          (2) 

where   is a diagonal matrix that determines which oscillators (and oscillator dimension) are 

subjected to the external light-input      with amplitude  . If the external perturbation 

amplitude   is small compared to the amplitude of the limit cycle, it is valid to reduce the 

dynamics to the perturbation of the phase of the limit cycle solution [1]. The equation 

describing phase dynamics is given by: 

 ̇    ∑         
  
                (3) 

The function                  describes the instantaneous phase response along the 

perturbed dimension d of the jth oscillator [2, 3]. It can be calculated by integrating the 

following equation backwards in time from a given reference point on the limit cycle [3, 4]: 

 ̇                  .         (4) 

The final condition is  (  ) (         ⁄ (  (  ))      )
 

, where the entry 

   ⁄ (  (  )) is at the lth position and ensures a normalization such that       (    )  . 

The matrix      is the Jacobian matrix evaluated along the limit cycle. As an example we 

computed the iPRCs for the oscillators in our SCN network with the parameter   determining 

the number of long-range connections set to 0.0035 (Section 7, Figure S5). For a square pulse 

      with short duration during the phases    and    and small amplitude  , the iPRCs can 

be used to approximate the PRC [2]: 

         ∫ ∑           
  
   

  

  
.       (5) 

This shows that the magnitude and shape of the overall PRC is determined by the sum of the 

iPRCs of the individual oscillators. 
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2. Phase synchronization of weakly coupled oscillator networks 

It is known that N uncoupled identical oscillators              possess N zero 

Floquet exponents that correspond to perturbations in the direction of the phase. Weak 

coupling of the oscillators (small coupling strength  ) leads to     of these Floquet 

exponents becoming  -small. These exponents determine the rate of relaxation to 

synchronization in the subspace of phases of the oscillator network. The Floquet exponents 

    can be approximated by the eigenvalues    of the following matrix [5]: 

  (
 ∑    

   
     
   
     ∑    

   
 

),       (6) 

where: 

    
 

 
∫    

   

   
               

 

 
.       (7) 

Here      is the vector of iPRCs (see eq. 4) along each dimension of the uncoupled oscillator 

     and         is the right-hand side of the uncoupled oscillator evaluated along the limit-

cycle. The Jacobian matrix 
   

   
 describes how the dimensions of the oscillators i and j are 

coupled to each other along the limit cycle. 

In fact this result can be proven for a more general setup by using the phase reduction method 

[1]. Consider the network of coupled heterogeneous n-dimensional oscillators: 

 ̇                          ,       (8) 

where we can expand the right-hand side for small   as                         

 
   

  
             . Thus, we can write the coupled system as: 

 ̇                             .      (9) 

Further we assume that the differences in the oscillators are small and, for simplicity, of the 

same order of magnitude as the coupling strength  . This implies that the deviations in the 

oscillator frequencies    are also  -small. The imaginary oscillator derived after averaging 

over the uncoupled oscillators has a limit cycle solution              〈 〉⁄  , with 

average period     〈 〉⁄ , 〈 〉   ⁄ ∑    , and is governed by the averaged right hand 

side     .      is the vector of iPRCs of the uncoupled imaginary average oscillator and is   

periodic. To avoid complicated expressions it is convenient to redefine    and   as    

periodic functions:            〈 〉⁄   ,          〈 〉⁄   . 

The reduction to the individual oscillator phases         yields [1]: 

 ̇             ( 
         

     )        (10) 
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We now define the phase differences to the synchronized state:          with     

     . The frequency of the phase locked state,  , is determined by a solvability condition 

for the stationary phase differences. It will be given in the next section. The evolution of the 

phase differences is then governed by: 

 ̇                   ( 
            

        ).    (11) 

Here we assume that the differences           of the individual frequencies to the 

synchronized frequency are  -small. We will see that this is justified if the differences to the 

average oscillator frequency are  -small, which we assumed above. Then we can write: 

 ̇    (              ( 
            

        )).    (12) 

Since   is small the changes in the    are slow compared to the movement of the reference 

oscillator. Therefore, we are permitted to average over one cycle       ⁄ and consider    

on the slow time scale   : 

 ̇       
 

  
∫           ( 

            
        )  

  

 
.   (13) 

The integral term is only a function of the phase differences          . This can be seen 

by rewriting the term as: 

 

  
∫           ( 

                  
              )  

  

 

 

                  .         (14) 

Due to the in-phase locking of the oscillators we can linearize the term around small phase 

differences and finally obtain: 

 ̇             ∑
 

  
∫     

   

   
(     ) (     )  

  

 
 
   (     )    (15) 

where       
 

  
∫       ( 

    )  
  

 
 is the contribution to the i-th oscillators frequency 

arising due to the coupling to the other oscillators. We can write the system in matrix form 

using the matrix from eq. 6: 

 ̇    ̃              (16) 

with   ̃                        
 . 

A phase distribution    around the synchronized frequency phase is given by solving the 

linear equation system   ̃       and we will consider it in more detail in the next 

section. The stability and time scale of approaching this phase distribution is given by the 
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eigenvalues of the matrix M. Transforming the system into normal coordinates (denoted by 

 ), given by the eigenvectors of the matrix M, makes this more obvious [6]: 

  ̇    ̃                
          (17) 

Note that some of the eigenvalues might also have an algebraic and/or geometric multiplicity, 

which we did not take into account here. If all eigenvalues of M have a negative real part, the 

synchronized phase distribution    is stable and all oscillators are locked in-phase with 

frequency  . 

 

3. Synchronized frequency and its phase distribution 

It was shown that the magnitude of the Floquet exponents determines how fast the oscillators 

or groups of oscillators synchronize their phases to each other [7, 8]. Especially, near-zero 

eigenvalues indicate a clustering in the network with groups of oscillators that do not or only 

weakly synchronize to each other. It was numerically shown that the phase-of-peak 

distribution     gets broader the more near-zero eigenvalues the Laplacian of the network 

possesses and consequently the more clustered the network becomes. Here, we present an 

analytical derivation of this for the general case considered above. 

The synchronized phase distribution    is given by solving the linear equation system: 

       ̃.           (18) 

A simple inverse of the matrix M does not exist, because one of its eigenvalues is zero: 

     with corresponding eigenvector     √ ⁄         . This means that the system is 

neutrally stable to a simultaneous shift in all phases. This is to be expected since we can view 

the overall network as an oscillator, which again has a zero eigenvalue into the direction of its 

phase. 

A solution to eq. 18 can be given in terms of the pseudoinverse    of  : 

        ̃         ,        (19) 

with   chosen arbitrary. The pseudoinverse can be given in terms of a singular value 

decomposition (SVD) of M:  

      ,          .         (20) 

Here U and V are orthonormal matrices with columns made up by the left and right singular 

vectors, respectively. In our case the kernel vector     √ ⁄          of M is one of the 

singular vectors of V and    the kernel vector of  
  is one of the singular vectors of U.   is a 

diagonal matrix with the singular values √   corresponding to the singular vectors along the 
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diagonal. The singular values are the square roots of the eigenvalues of     or     and 

any zero eigenvalue is also a singular value. For convenience we put the zero singular value 

   into the upper left corner of  . The pseudoinverse of a diagonal matrix is simply given by 

taking the reciprocal of each non-zero element on the diagonal, leaving the zeros in place, and 

transposing the resulting matrix. 

The linear equation system in eq. 18 is only consistent and thus has at least one exact solution, 

when the following condition holds: 

     ̃   ̃     
           

        
           

    .  (21) 

If this equation does not hold the solution in eq. 19 will only be a least fit to eq. 18 and thus 

not a stable solution because then the right-hand side is not exactly zero in eq. 16. Using this 

condition we can determine  : 

                     

  

(

 
 

  
  

 
  
  

   
  
  

 
  
  )

 
 
      

(

 
 

  
  

 
  
  

   
  
  

 
  
  )

 
 
         

 . 

Therefore, we obtain     
               

 (                     )
 
 and finally: 

  
∑               

∑    
.          (22) 

Thus, besides the variations in the oscillators, the kernel vector of    determines the locked 

frequency. For the derivation to be closed, we now need to show that the deviations between 

the synchronized frequency and the individual frequencies are  -small, when the deviations 

from the average oscillator frequency 〈 〉    ∑    are of the order   as assumed in the 

previous derivations: 

          
∑                  

∑    
  

∑     〈 〉   〈 〉         

∑    
.    (23) 

This shows that the averaging in eq. 13 is justified. In a similar way we obtain: 

  ̃     
           

   
∑   ( 〈 〉   〈    〉   〈 〉   〈    〉 ) 

∑    
 

  〈 〉   〈    〉  
∑     〈 〉   〈    〉   

∑    
,       (24) 

where  〈 〉   
   〈 〉    ,  〈    〉  〈    〉       and 〈    〉  

  ∑      . Thus 

the vector   ̃ is mainly determined by the deviations from the average values of the oscillator 

frequency and the coupling contribution. 
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Eq. 19 can be simplified by noting that           
 : 

        ̃   
       

   ̃  〈 〉   〈 〉  .     (25) 

Therefore, as expected the solution is not unique with respect to a simultaneous shift of all 

oscillators. For convenience we consider the solution with    . 

To characterize the distribution some more we now assume that   ̃ is Gaussian distributed 

with the simple variance    ̃
  . Since    is a linear transformation of   ̃ its distribution is 

also Gaussian with variance: 

     ̃   
       ̃   

         ̃∑
 

  
  
   

 
   .     (26) 

This shows that the variance is mostly determined by the squared singular values that are near 

zero. Moreover, the singular vectors corresponding to these near-zero eigenvalues are near to 

the kernel vector     √ ⁄         . This can be seen from the definition of the singular 

vectors: 

    √     ‖  ‖ ‖  ‖          .      (27) 

For very small singular values the equation is similar to the equation determining the kernel 

vector. This implies that   
    will be very similar to   

      ⁄   (where 1 is a matrix 

filled with ones). Thus, the near-zero singular values dominate the overall variance of the 

stable phase distribution   . 

In the case of a symmetric matrix M, which arises for a symmetric bidirectional coupling with 

all couplings similar, the singular values and their vectors can be replaced by the eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors of M. Numerical calculations show this analytically derived behavior [6]. 

 

4. Special cases of coupling 

Next, we consider some special but common cases of coupling. If all oscillators are coupled 

symmetrically, additively and in the same way, the synchronized frequency in eq. 22 is:  

  〈 〉  〈 〉    .          (28) 

The system in eq. 16 simplifies to: 

  ̃   〈 〉   〈 〉         〈 〉   〈 〉      
 ,     (29) 

    ,           (30) 

where,      
 

  
∫      (     )  
  

 
,   

 

  
∫     

  

  
(     ) (     )  

  

 
,  〈 〉  is the 

deviation of the i-th oscillator from the average number of connected oscillators 〈 〉 and 
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        (∑    )    are the entries of the symmetric Laplacian matrix L of the oscillator 

network defined by the adjacency matrix A. Thus, in this case the matrix M is identical to the 

Laplacian L of the oscillator network up to a constant factor and the eigenvalues of L 

determine the dynamics of synchronization. Therefore, it suffices to analyze the Laplacian of 

the network in this case. 

In our model the bidirectional couplings between the oscillators are weighted by the number 

of connections    the i-th oscillator has and therefore are not symmetric (see manuscript, 

Section: Oscillator Network, eq. 3). However, since we can write the matrix M as follows: 

        (  
       

  )       ,       (31) 

the kernel vector    of  
        is simply given by          . Thus the synchronized 

frequency from eq. 22 is given by: 

  
∑     

∑   
      . 

The weighting leads to the following linear system: 

 ̇    ̃                  (32) 

  ̃   〈 〉  
∑   〈 〉  

∑   
    〈 〉  

∑   〈 〉  

∑   
  .      (33) 

For our model the system simplifies further due to the linear coupling between the oscillators 

and the simple one-to-one coupling of oscillator dimensions: 

  

  
 (
  
  

),   
 

  
∫               
  

 
   .      (34) 

Here the last identity follows from the normalization condition       (    )  . 

Therefore, in this case the matrix M is identical to L. Moreover, for our model it is easy to 

show that: 

     
 

  
∫      (     )  
  

 

 

 
 

  
∫  

 

  
(
          

          
)  (

           

           
)  

  

 
      (35) 

 

5. Spectral Graph Analysis and Synchronization 

The community structure of undirected networks can be characterized by the eigenvalue 

spectrum of the network’s symmetric Laplacian matrix L (see Eq. 5 of main text). These 

eigenvalues can be ordered by increasing magnitude and due to the special construction of the 
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Laplacian it always has a trivial zero eigenvalue. Any further zero eigenvalue indicates that 

the graph is partitioned into disconnected components. However, also eigenvalues that are 

near-zero indicate components that are loosely connected. These eigenvalues can be related to 

the so called algebraic connectivity of the network [9]. Especially, the second smallest 

eigenvalue bounds the isoperimetric number of the graph via the cheeger inequalitiy [10]. In 

general, a small isoperimetric number indicates 'bottlenecks' in the graph. The network can be 

subdivided into communities via these bottlenecks. This is done by considering the 

eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalues, also known as Fiedler vectors. Nodes can be 

assigned to specific communities according to the values of the eigenvectors and in fact there 

are algorithms that partition graphs according to the eigenvector and eigenvalue values [11, 

12]. 

For non-symmetric networks, as in our study due to the local mean-field coupling, the 

singular value spectrum becomes important. We have calculated the singular value spectra for 

both the summer and winter topology for 25 replicates of our network structure (Section 7, 

Figure S6). The large fraction of singular values near 1 corresponds to groups of oscillators 

that are well connected to each other. In our case the local mean field coupling leads to a 

normalization of the singular values around 1 as was discussed in a previous study [7]. It 

should be noted that a fully synchronized network still possesses one trivial zero-

eigenvalue/singularvalue, which describes a simultaneous phase advance in all oscillators. 

The winter topology shows only the trivial zero-eigenvalues (25, one for each replicate) at 

zero (Section 7, Figure S6B). On the other hand for the summer topology one observes 

additional near-zero singular values, leading to a larger bin of the histogram around zero (>25, 

Section 7, Figure S6A). With our theoretical results from the previous sections 2-4 it is now 

clear that for the summer topology the phase distribution is broader, since small singular 

values lead to a large variance in the phase distribution (see Eq. 26). 

It was shown previously that the spectral properties of the Laplacian also affect the 

synchronization dynamics [6, 7]. In particular, the individual eigenvalues can be related to 

separate timescales of synchronization of oscillator communities associated to the Fiedler 

vectors. In these numerical studies, especially graphs with community structure, indicated by 

small non-zero eigenvalues as in the summer-topology (Section 7, Figure S6A), showed 

worse synchronization behavior in the sense that stronger coupling is needed to achieve a 

similar amount of phase synchronization as in a network with no community structure. This is 

intuitively to be expected since the bottlenecks limit the coupling from one community to the 

other and in general the communities are connected only via a few nodes. These bottlenecks 

also intuitively explain why the phase distribution is broader in the summer topology. 

Moreover, for the winter topology a gap between the zero and non-zero singular values can be 

observed (Section 7, Figure S6B), indicating fast synchronization of the SCN cells in winter, 

since slow timescales are missing.  
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6. Entrainment of a single amplitude-phase oscillator 

In this section, we want to analyze the entrainment behavior of a single oscillator of the type 

considered in our study (see Eqs. (1) and (2) in the main text). Ultimately, we aim at deriving 

analytical expressions for the entrainment border of the entrainment region (commonly 

referred to as Arnold tongue). In line with our study, we consider entrainment by square-

shaped signals. The amplitude-phase oscillators we consider are generally given by: 

 ̇                 (36) 

 ̇        ⁄      ⁄.         (37) 

Here T determines the offset such that the oscillator has a period of   or frequency       . 

Circadian rhythms always have    . Integrating the system by separation of variables and 

relating the period   to    we derive         √       ⁄ . For the oscillator used in 

our study            , which is commonly referred to as the Poincaré oscillator. 

Applying a forcing      , where   is the entrainment amplitude and      a function with 

frequency   
  

  
, to the x-coordinate (rectangular coordinates) the system in polar 

coordinates is given by: 

 ̇                         (38) 

 ̇ 
 

 
    ⁄  

 

 
     

 

 
                  

 

 
         .   (39) 

The key to analyzing this system is to separate slow time-scales of amplitude and/or phase 

adaptation and fast time-scales of external forcing. The method of choice is the averaging 

technique introduced by Krylov and Bogolyubov [13]. However, a straightforward application 

of this method is hindered by the fast terms involving  . A solution to this problem is to 

project the phase of the forced system onto a suitable chosen phase of the unperturbed limit 

cycle. A suitable chosen phase is here defined as a constantly (with time) increasing variable 

[1]. 

Such a projection can be found by considering the unperturbed phase in Eq. (37). Performing 

the first steps of separation of variables we obtain: 

     ∫
 

        
   

 

 
  .        (40) 

This shows that a suitable phase is given by t with the corresponding projection     . We 

now consider the projection          ̃ of a solution of Eqs. (38) and (39) and compute its 

time derivative: 

  ̃

  
 
     

  
|
    
 ̇   

 

          

 

 
            .     (41) 
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The term  
 

 

       

          
  

 

 

        ̃ 

           ̃ 
        ̃  is the infinitesimal phase response 

curve of the oscillator with respect to a perturbation in the x-coordinate, already introduced in 

section 1 Eq. (3). Performing the integration in Eq. (40) we obtain: 

     ̃        (
   

√     
   (   √      ̃))       (

   

 
        ̃ )  (42) 

and after some tedious algebra we derive a simple expression for the phase response: 

       ̃   
 

  
     ̃.         (43) 

For completeness, we also give the phase response in the y-coordinate, which can be obtained 

in a similar manner: 

       ̃  
 

   
          ̃ .        (44) 

This shows that in general a forcing in the y-coordinate is not preferable since it shifts the 

entrainment region away from the intrinsic period towards lower periods. 

After defining the new phase as  ̃   ̃, the system in Eqs. (38) and (39) is rewritten as: 

 ̇               ̃             
   √          ̃

√            ̃
        (45) 

 ̃̇   
 

 
    ̃     .         (46) 

It now makes sense to introduce the phase difference to the external forcing    ̃    and 

consider several limit cases to obtain analytical expressions for the entrainment range. 

First of all, let us consider rigid oscillators (   ). Then the amplitude of the oscillator will 

not change under forcing and will be              (     is an unstable solution). 

Thus, the above system reduces to one equation for the phase difference: 

 ̇     
 

 
                 

 

 
              .    (47) 

If   and   are small then   will be a slow moving variable compared to the forcing and thus 

we can average over one external period   : 

 ̇   
 

 

 

  
∫                
  

 
.       (48) 

Here   has to be seen as the variable on the slow time scale. The integral is performed easily 

for a sinusoidal or square-shaped forcing signal. To be specific we here consider a square-

shaped function      with period    that starts with 1 at     and is set to 0 for     . Here 

   is the width of the entraining signal (see also main text). Then the integral is given by: 

 

  
∫                
  

 
 
           

 
      

  

  
  

 

 
  

       

 
         . (49) 
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Here we defined        . This implies that the entrainment region for rigid oscillators 

under rectangular forcing is given by: 

  
 

       
 | |.          (50) 

Let us now consider weak oscillators (   ). In this case, the amplitude dynamics in Eq. 

(45) cannot be neglected. However, if   and   are small the amplitude dynamics can be 

treated by the same averaging method we already used for the phase difference dynamics: 

 ̇        
 

  
∫

   √               

√                 
      

  

 
,      (51) 

 ̇   
 

 

       

 
         .        (52) 

Again   and   should be interpreted as variables on the slow time scale. Even for a 

rectangular forcing      the integral is rather complicated, although it can be solved exactly. 

Therefore, we consider two additional limit cases: sinusoidal oscillators with     and 

spiking oscillators with    . For     the system reduces to the original system in Eqs. 

(38) and (39) and the integral under the previously defined rectangular forcing is given by: 

 

  
∫                
  

 
 
       

 
         .       (53) 

Thus, we obtain the following equations for the steady state solution: 

        
       

 
           ̃     ̃ ,      (54) 

    ̃     ̃ .          (55) 

We have:  

   ( ̃) 
   ( ̃)

   ( ̃)
 
   

     
  ̃      (

   

     
),      (56) 

  
 

 ̃
    (     (

  

     
)) 

   

√(     )
 
      

  ̃  (     )
 
           .  (57) 

For the Poincaré oscillator in our study we have:                     . Obviously 

this function is always larger or equal to 0, goes through the origin (0,0) and has a maximum 

and a minimum between     and   at: 
 

 
  √                  and 

 

 
  

√                 , respectively. These minima and maxima exist only for | | 

√     . Thus, Eq. (57) that determines the entrained amplitude has three solutions for 

| | √      and one solution for | | √     . Therefore, the entrainment region is 

determined by the linear stability of these solutions. The coefficients of the quadratic 

characteristic polynomial of the system are given by: 
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 ̃    ̃        

     

 
               ,     (58) 

   (
 ̃

 
    ̃)

 

      
 ̃

 
    ̃    

         

 
                    . (59) 

The first coefficient is negative for       . According to Hurwitz’ criterion solutions with 

       will be unstable. The second coefficient is negative between the maxima and 

minima of the function      in Eq. (57): 
 

 
  √                    

 

 
  

√                 . Therefore, according to Hurwitz’ criterion these solutions will be 

saddle points and unstable. Thus, for | | √      the entrainment border is given by 

      . For | | √      the situation is more complex since additionally to the stable 

solution right to the minimum of the function      in Eq. (57), there can be an additional 

stable solution if  
 

 
  √                      . This is the case for       | | 

√     . We find that for    √      √         | | √       the function 

value         is smaller than   
 

 
  √                   and therefore the first 

function value (at        ) corresponds to the larger entrainment border. However, since 

   √      √             is very near to √          we may also use the simpler 

bound √      for small   . Summarizing the discussion, the entrainment borders for weak 

sinusoidal Poincaré oscillators under rectangular forcing are given by: 

  
 

       
  √                

 

 
  √(

 

 
 )
 

 
 

 
(
 

 
)
 

   | | √      (60) 

  
 

       
  √                

 

 
      | | √     . (61) 

We can see that since      the entrainment region of weak sinusoidal Poincaré oscillators is 

always larger than that of the corresponding rigid oscillators. The reason for this is the 

decrease of the entrained amplitude near the entrainment border. 

Let us now consider weak spiking oscillators with    . We then have to deal with the full 

integral in Eq. (51). The integral can be calculated as: 

       
√      

 
 
  

  
(     (

     (
 

 
   )

  √      
)      (

     (
 

 
)

  √      
)).  (62) 

The terms involving the cotangents can be bounded by 0 and  . Thus, we have   
√      

 
 

        
√      

 
 
  

 
 and for     a good approximation is        . Using this 

approximation in Eq. (51) we have the following equations determining the steady-state 

solutions of the slow variables: 

        ,           (63) 
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 ̃

 
     ̃ .           (64) 

Here, the equations decouple and the steady-state solutions can be easily found. For the 

Poincaré oscillator amplitude, we obtain a stable (+) and an unstable (-) solution at: 

   
 

 
 √(

 

 
)
 

  
 

 
         (65) 

Here an interesting phenomenon appears for a weak spiking oscillator forced by square-

shaped signals. For all initial amplitudes below the unstable solution,  
   
→    on the slow 

time scale. Moreover, at: 

  (
 

 
)
  

 
           (66) 

the stable solution vanishes and for all initial conditions on the slow time scale  
   
→   . Let us 

first consider the stable solution for   (
 

 
)
  

 
. Then the entrainment border is given by 

solving Eqs. (63) and (64) with the sine term set to 1: 

  
 

       
 | | 

 

 
(

 

       
 )
 

 | | 
       

 

 

 

 

 
 .     (67) 

Notice that as in the case of a sinusoidal oscillator, weak spiking oscillators show a larger 

entrainment region. Now let us consider the case where  
   
→   , either because the initial 

conditions are below the unstable steady state or because the forcing strength is larger than the 

bound in Eq. (66). This case can be interpreted as the forcing being stronger than the internal 

dynamics of the oscillator. In this case, as     the averaging technique breaks down since   

in Eq. (52) will no longer be a slow moving variable due to the     term. Thus, we have to 

consider the full system in Eqs. (45) and (46). However, since     and     we can 

neglect the      term: 

 ̇ 
√          ̃  

√            ̃
              (68) 

 ̃̇   
 

 
    ̃     .         (69) 

For     an attractor of this system always exists. Obviously, during        the 

amplitude does not change, while the phase moves according to its internal frequency  . 

Now, consider the onset of the external forcing (       ). Assume that at this point  ̃ is 

somewhere near  . Then  ̇        and thus    . This implies that the phase 

dynamics in Eq. (69) becomes very fast, i.e. a phase-resetting occurs. It now depends on how 

near  ̃ is to  , whether a)  ̃̇   and thus a resetting to the old phase occurs, or b)  ̃̇   and 

thus a resetting to a new phase with  ̃    occurs. After this very fast resetting and as long 

as        (    ) the dynamics will stay at the steady state determined by setting Eqs. (68) 

and (69) to zero: 
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 ̇   
√          ̃  

√            ̃
    ̃      

  (
 

√      
) ,    (70) 

 ̃̇      
 

 
    ̃       √

 

      
.      (71) 

Here only the positive phase is a stable solution. We now have characterized the behavior of 

this low amplitude attractor. Next, we approximately derive the entrainment bounds. As we 

already have seen above in case a) the phase will always be resetted to  ̃  and thus |    | 

| ̃      |
   
→   . In a strict sense, this means that no entrainment is possible, since the 

oscillator phase cannot follow the external phase due to resetting. On the other hand consider 

case b) in this case at the k-th resetting the phase will be shifted to a point above    to the 

steady state at  ̃         . This implies |    | | ̃      |    and thus 

entrainment of the oscillator. Therefore, the upper condition for the entrainment (in a strict 

sense) is approximately given by: 

 ̃      ̃   (     )    ̃          
  

    ̃ 
.    (72) 

On the other hand, since we only consider 1:1 entrainment, a lower bound can be given as: 

 ̃      ̃   (     )     ̃          
  

     ̃ 
.    (73) 

These bounds becomes more exact the larger  . However, as mentioned above the bound in 

Eq. (72) is for entrainment seen in a strict sense. This means that the phase  ̃    of the 

oscillator, measured as the phase of the unperturbed oscillator, follows the external phase. To 

overcome this limitation we may look at each resetting event as a resetting of  ̃    to  ̃  

during which  ̃    crosses   . Then the bound in Eq. (72) is meaningless, which means that 

entrainment to periods smaller than the internal period is always possible for weak, spiking 

oscillators due to the domination of the dynamics by the rectangular forcing. 

All entrainment borders of the individual oscillator in the specific cases considered are shown 

in Figure S7 (Section 7). 
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7. Supplementary Figures S1-S11 
 

 

Figure S1. Transient time evolution of the mean-field for summer – δ=0.005, tp =16 (A) 

and winter – δ=0.01, tp =8 (B) conditions. All simulations were started with initial 

conditions randomly distributed around x = 1 and y = 0, according to a normal distribution 

with a standard deviation of 0.2. Just a few periods are necessary for the system to get into its 

final dynamical state. 

 

 

Figure S2. Oscillatory activity patterns of all N = 600 SCN neurons.

16pt

 (A) Summer 

conditions: 005.0, 8pt and (B) winter conditions: 01.0, .   
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Figure S3. Global activity patterns of the SCN. Time courses of the mean field for winter

01.0

–

(A) and summer 005.0–

8pt

conditions (B). In both cases different durations of the 

light signal have been applied (
 

16ptand ). Evidently, the network structure is the 

crucial factor defining the shape of the global activity, whereas the duration of the light input 

has an almost negligible effect. 

 

 

Figure S4. Phase response curves of the SCN network obtained at different pulse 

amplitudes. 

005.0

The curves indicate changes in the phase of the mean field signal for summer      

( 01.0) and winter ( ) conditions. In both cases the pulse had a duration of 4 h. 
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Figure S5. Instantaneous phase response curves of all light-receiving neurons.

0035.0

 Individual 

PRCs for  (A) and the corresponding summed up phase response (B). Time is 

scaled to circadian time. 

 

 

Figure S6. Singular value spectrum of the Laplacian matrix L of the network.

005.0

 (A) 

Summer topology ( 01.0) and (B) winter topology ( ). Each spectrum was 

calculated over 25 independent realizations of the network structure. 
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Figure S7. Entrainment borders of the single oscillator under rectangular forcing. 

1(Solid, Black) Rigid oscillator with fast radial relaxation

05.0

; (Dashed, Red) Weak, 

sinusoidal oscillator with slow radial relaxation 0 and 

05.0

; (Dotted, Yellow) Weak, 

spiking oscillator with slow radial relaxation 1and 

1A

; other parameters were set to

ep 2/1 tt and . Note that the weak, spiking oscillator is practically entrainable to every 

period if the entrainment amplitude is above the dotted, yellow horizontal line. 
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Figure S8. Calculations for the SCN network constituted of N = 1800 neurons. Network 

properties (A) and spectral analysis (B), the average amplitude h

w

 of the mean field signal (C) 

and its width (D) as a function of the network parameter . 

 

 

Figure S9.Temporal evolution of the mean-field behavior U of the Goodwin oscillator 

network. 01.0The black and red lines signify the time courses for winter ( 8pt, 

005.0

) and 

summer ( 16pt, ) conditions, respectively. The amplitude of the entraining signal 

is not in scale.   
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Figure S10. Properties of the electrical activity of the SCN network in the case of a 

reduced coupling strength of long-range connections. 

01.0

In this simulation, a network of 600 

neurons with probability  for the introduction of long-range conditions is considered. 

To simulate the transition to summer conditions the coupling strength for half of the long-

range connections is reduced by different degrees g. The average width of the mean-field 

signal (A) and the average correlation coefficient (B) are plotted as a function over g. In 

particular, g=0 reflects winter conditions and g

005.0

=1 signifies summer conditions, where the 

coupling constant is set to zero for half of the links reflecting . Obviously, reducing 

the coupling strength leads to very similar results as a complete deletion of long-range links. 

 

 

Figure S11. Effects of a rapid transition from winter to summer topology on the 

electrical activity of the SCN. A network of N 01.0=600 neurons with winter topology (

005.0

) 

is entrained to short photoperiods. After a certain transient time the network is changed to the 

summer topology ( ) and entrained by long photoperiods. 
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❛♥❞❙②❡♠❊♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣✱❙✐♠✉❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❖♣✐♠❛❧ ♦❝❡❡●♦✉♣✳

❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱ ❇✳❙❝❤❛✉✱■✳ ❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✱❛♥❞ ❚✳ ❍✐♥③❡✳ ▼♦❞❡❧❧✐♥❣
❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❢❡✉❡♥❝②❝♦♥♦❧♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥ ❤②❤♠ ✉✐♥❣❛♣❤❛❡❧♦❝❦❡❞❧♦♦♣✳
▼❛♥♥❤❡✐♠✴❍❡✐❞❡❧❜❡❣✱❆✉❣✉ ✷✵✶✶❛✳ ♦❡✱■❈❙❇✳



✷✺✺

❚✳❍✐♥③❡✱❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱❇✳❙❝❤❛✉✱■✳❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❈❤❡♠✐❝❛❧❆♥❛❧♦❣
❈♦♠♣✉❡ ❢♦❈❧♦❝❦❋❡✉❡♥❝②❈♦♥♦❧❇❛❡❞♦♥ ▼♦❞✉❧❡✳ ❋♦♥❛✐♥❡❜❧❡❛✉
✭❋❛♥❝❡✮✱❆✉❣✉ ✷✵✶✶❜✳❱♦ ❛❣✱❚✇❡❧❢❤■♥❡♥❛✐♦♥❛❧❈♦♥❢❡❡♥❝❡♦♥▼❡♠❜❛♥❡
❈♦♠♣✉✐♥❣✭❈▼❈✶✷✮✳

❚✳❍✐♥③❡✱❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱❇✳❙❝❤❛✉✱■✳❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❈❤❡♠✐❝❛❧♦❝✐❧❧❛✲
✐♦♥❢❡✉❡♥❝②❝♦♥♦❧✉✐♥❣♣❤❛❡✲❧♦❝❦❡❞❧♦♦♣✿❆♣♦♦②♣❡♦❢❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❝❧♦❝❦
❛♥❞ ❤❡✐ ❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥ ❜②❧✐❣❤❄ ❘♦♦❝❦✱❏✉❧②✷✵✶✶❝✳❱♦ ❛❣✱■❙❇✲❙❡♠✐♥❛✱
❯♥✐✈❡ ✐②♦❢❘♦♦❝❦✱❉♣✳♦❢❙②❡♠❇✐♦❧♦❣②❛♥❞❇✐♦✐♥❢♦♠❛✐❝✳

❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱❇✳❑♥♦❦❡✱▼✳▼❛❤❧✱▼✳ ❡❝✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳ ♦❡✐♥❛❝✐✈❛✐♦♥
❜②❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❏❡♥❡♥✬✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②✳ ❑❛❦♦✇✭♦❧❛♥❞✮✱❏✉♥❡✷✵✶✶❜✳
❱♦ ❛❣✱❊❈▼❚❇✳

■✳❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❈✳❇♦❞❡♥❡✐♥✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❡♥❛✐♥✲
♠❡♥ ✕❛♠❡②♦❡♥♠✐②❄❙❛✈❛♥❣❡✭◆♦✇❛②✮✱▼❛②✷✵✶✶❛✳❱♦ ❛❣✱❯♥✐✈❡✐②
❙❛✈❛♥❣❡✳

■✳❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❙✳❙❝❤✉❜❧❡✱❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳▼♦❞❡❧❧✐♥❣❞②♥❛♠✐❝❝❡❧❧✉❧❛
♣♦❝❡❡✳❇❡❣❡♥✭◆♦✇❛②✮✱▼❛②✷✵✶✶❜✳❱♦ ❛❣✱❈❇❯✳

❚✳❍✐♥③❡✱▼✳❙❝❤✉♠❛♥♥✱❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱■✳❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❇✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧
❋❡✉❡♥❝②❈♦♥♦❧❜②❙②♥❝❤♦♥✐❛✐♦♥♦❢❈♦✉♣❧❡❞❘❡♣❡✐❧❛♦✿ ❆♥■♥✲✐❧✐❝♦
❙✉❞②♦❢ ▼♦❞✉❧❡ ❢♦❈✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❈❧♦❝❦❙②❡♠✳ ❱❡♦♥❛✭■❛❧②✮✱❆♣✐❧✷✵✶✶❞✳
❱♦ ❛❣✱❯♥✐✈❡✐②♦❢❱❡♦♥❛✳

■✳❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❈✳❇♦❞❡♥❡✐♥✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳ ❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❡♠✲
♣❡❛✉❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✕❛♠✐②♦❡♥♠✐②❄❏❡♥❛✭●❡♠❛♥②✮✱▼❛❝❤✷✵✶✶❝✳ ♦❡✱
❏❈❇ ❲♦❦❤♦♣✳

❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱■✳❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳ ❈✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✿❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❡♥✲
❛✐♥♠❡♥❛♥❞✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡♦❢♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛♥♦✐❡✳■♥♥❜✉❝❦✭❆✉ ✐❛✮✱ ▼❛❝❤✷✵✶✶❝✳
♦❡✱❋❊❇❙✲❙②❡♠❳✲❙②❇✐♦✷✵✶✶✳

■✳❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❈✳❇♦❞❡♥❡✐♥✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳ ❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❡♠✲
♣❡❛✉❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥✕❛♠✐②♦ ❡♥♠✐②❄ ■♥♥❜✉❝❦✭❆✉ ✐❛✮✱ ▼❛❝❤✷✵✶✶❞✳
❱♦ ❛❣✱❋❊❇❙✲❙②❡♠❳✲❙②❇✐♦✷✵✶✶✳

❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱■✳❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❖✳❊❜❡♥❤❤✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉ ❡✳❈✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✿❚❡♠✲
♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥✱❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥❛♥❞✐♥✢✉❡♥❝❡♦❢♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛♥♦✐❡✳
❏❡♥❛✱❉❡❝❡♠❜❡✷✵✶✵❛✳❱♦ ❛❣✱❏❈❇✲❙❡♠✐♥❛✳

❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱■✳❍❡✐❧❛♥❞✱❖✳❊❜❡♥❤❤✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉ ❡✳❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥
❛♥❞❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠✉♥❞❡ ♠❛❧❧ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❤✐❢ ✳❱❧❛❞✐♠✐
✭❘✉✐❛✮✱❙❡♣❡♠❜❡✷✵✶✵❜✳❱♦ ❛❣✱■❙●❙❇❈♦♥❢❡❡♥❝❡✳
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❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✳ ❚❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❝♦♠♣❡♥❛✐♦♥❛♥❞❡♥❛✐♥♠❡♥♦❢❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❤②❤♠
✉♥❞❡ ♠❛❧❧ ❡♠♣❡❛✉❡❤✐❢ ✳ ♦❞❛♠✲●♦❧♠✱❏✉♥❡✷✵✶✵✳❱♦ ❛❣✱▼❛①✲❧❛♥❝❦
■♥✐✉❡♦❢▼♦❧❡❝✉❧❛ ❧❛♥ ❤②✐♦❧♦❣②✳

❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱❇✳❑♥♦❦❡✱▼✳▼❛❤❧✱▼✳ ❡❝✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❈❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥
❛♥❞❏❡♥❡♥✬✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②✳❏❡♥❛✱▼❛❝❤✷✵✶✵❝✳ ♦❡✱❏❈❇✲❲♦❦❤♦♣✳

❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱❇✳❑♥♦❦❡✱▼✳▼❛❤❧✱▼✳ ❡❝✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❈❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥
❛♥❞❏❡♥❡♥✬✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②✳❏❡♥❛✱◆♦✈❡♠❜❡✷✵✵✾❛✳❱♦ ❛❣✱❏❈❇✲❲♦❦❤♦♣✳

❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✱❇✳❑♥♦❦❡✱▼✳▼❛❤❧✱▼✳ ❡❝✱❛♥❞❙✳❙❝❤✉❡✳❈❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥
❛♥❞❏❡♥❡♥✬✐♥❡✉❛❧✐②✳❍❛❧❧❡✱❙❡♣❡♠❜❡✷✵✵✾❜✳ ♦❡✱●❈❇✳

❈✳❇♦❞❡♥ ❡✐♥✳■♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥ ❛♥❢❡❜②❝❛❧❝✐✉♠♦❝✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✳❏❡♥❛✱◆♦✈❡♠❜❡✷✵✵✽✳
❱♦ ❛❣✱▼✐♥✐✲❲♦❦❤♦♣✿❙❡♠❛♥✐❝❆♣❡❝ ♦❢■♥❢♦♠❛✐♦♥✐♥❇✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧❙②❡♠✳

▲❡❤❡

❜✉♥❣❡♥✱❙❡♠✐♥❛❡✉♥❞ ❛❦✐❦❛

•▼❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❤❡❇✐♦❧♦❣✐❡■✱ ❜✉♥❣✱ ❲❙✷✵✵✽✴✵✾✱✷✵✵✾✴✶✵✱✷✵✶✵✴✶✶✱✷✵✶✶✴✶✷✱
✷✵✶✷✴✶✸

•▼❛❤❡♠❛✐❝❤❡❇✐♦❧♦❣✐❡■■✱ ❜✉♥❣✱❙❙✷✵✵✾✱

•▼❡❛❜♦❧✐❝❤❡✉♥❞❘❡❣✉❧❛♦✐❝❤❡◆❡③✇❡❦❡✱ ❛❦✐❦✉♠✱❙❙✷✵✶✵✱❙❙✷✵✶✷

•❘❡❝❤❡❝❤❡✐♥♠♦❧❡❦✉❧❛❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❤❡♥❉❛❡♥❜❛♥❦❡♥✱ ♦❡♠✐♥❛✱❙❙✷✵✵✾✱✷✵✶✶

•❖③✐❧❧❛✐♦♥❡♥❛❧❚ ❣❡❜✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❤❡❙✐❣♥❛❧❡✱❙❡♠✐♥❛✱ ❲❙✷✵✶✵✴✶✶

❇❡ ❡✉✉♥❣✈♦♥❉✐♣❧♦♠✲✉♥❞❇❛❝❤❡❧♦❛❜❡✐❡♥✷

•❇❡♥❡❞✐❝ ❙❝❤❛✉✱❉✐♣❧♦♠❛❜❡✐✿ ❘❡✈❡❡✲❊♥❣✐♥❡❡✐♥❣❝✐❝❛❞✐❛♥❡❖③✐❧❧❛✐♦♥✲
②❡♠❡❛❧❋❡✉❡♥③❡❣❡❧❦❡✐❡♠✐◆❛❝❤❧❛✉❢②♥❝❤♦♥✐❛✐♦♥✱✷✵✶✵✴✷✵✶✶
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